
2094 KINGSLAND#1: THE DREAMER
TONY GRISONI
toona@toona.co.uk
ʻ0:20:29;

2104 COMO 2 EXTRAÑOS
FABIÁN BLANCO
fabianco@puntoarq.com
COL;

418 RUN
WATTHANADECH KETSUAN
ʻ0:15:00; 2008

 Thai Film Foundation;

1978 THE MACHINE
ROB SHAW
ʻ0:05:00;

2020 BERGEN - MAR DEL PLATA
NADINE POULAIN
nadine.poulain@gmx.de
ʻ0:13:12; Betacam SP PAL; 2008

2023 THE LOVE BUREAU
CATERINA MONZANI
caterinamonzani@gmail.com
ʻ0:26:00; 2009

2074 VENTRADA
LITTEROSCAR PEREZ

ospera2000@yahoo.com
ʻ0:22:00;

2075 VON ENDE UND ANFANG
CHRISTOPH SCHULER
christophschuler@web..de
ʻ0:12:00; COL;

2091 REGENT STREET
WILLIAM ARCHER
williamarcher@mac.com
ʻ0:08:30; COL; 2008

2092 DEMI DEUIL
GOOD MOURNING!XANAÉ BOVE

xanaeb@gmail.com
ʻ0:30:00; 2008

2095 A SUPER PLASTIC WORLD
YANN KERLOC'H

2099 PROJECT

ʻ0:10:00; COL; 2009

2100 NOVIOS DEL CAMPO
COUNTRYSIDE LOVERSGERADO NAUMANN

gerardonaumann@gmail.com
ʻ0:12:00;

2102 MONSTER

2103 MÓNICA
ENRIQUE STRAVON
estravon@hotmail.com
COL;



2113 SNOWY MOTHERS
PEYMAN NAHAN GHODRATI
peyman_ghodrati@yahoo.com

2133 IF NOT NOW, WHEN?
AKASH LOCKMUN ;NILESH BELL-GORSIA
ʻ0:10:00;

  contact@innwfilm.com

2153 GAARUD
THE SPELLUMESH KULKARNI

2156 MALDITAS FLORES
ALBERTO BOTELHO
albertobotelo@hotmail.com

2157 LA QUELOUNNE
PATRICK BOIVIN
ʻ0:11:00; 2008

2158 VAPNET-EN HERÁTTELSE OM TIDENS GANG
THE WEAPON - A TALE OF PASSING TIMEMARKUS AMALTHER MAGNUSON

markus.magnuson@gmail.com
ʻ0:25:00; 2009

2159 PERFORMANCE EXERCISES
KRISTINA STOYANOVA
kkstoyanova@goglemail.com

2190 GRUNSKE
SABINE SHOBEL
ʻ0:05:00; 2009

2196 EL ELEFANTE ROSA
THE PINK ELEPHANTSABRINA ALMANDOZ

2009

2098 X-MAS SURPRISE
GIAN RETO MAYER
gr.mayer@hispeed.ch
ANI; 0:06:40;

2072 UN GRAIN DE BEAUTÉ
HUGO CHESNARD
FIC; 0:11:30; COL;

2085 NO SE RETIRE
DON'T RETIREDANIEL SÁNCHEZ CHAMORRO

daniel@danielchamorro.com
FIC; 0:01:40; COL; 2008

DANIEL SÁNCHEZ CHAMORRO; daniel@danielchamorro.com

2135 BROTHERS
IFTACH DROR
iftach_dror@walla.com
FIC; 0:21:00; 2009

1141 Angola
MOMENTOS DE GLÓRIA MOMENTS OF GLORY
ANTÓNIO DUARTE
FIC; 0:10:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Stories from the Banda with A War, A Soldier, A Beautiful Young Woman, Two Robberies, A Contest and An Encounter.

JOSÉ EDUARDO DOS SANTOS; Semba; jeps@semba-c.com



2155 Argentina
EL CURA CONFESO
ENRIQUE STRAVON
estavron@hotmail.com
COL;

2194 Argentina
BLANCA TU HUMEDAD
PAULA HERRERA
paulaher@hotmail.com
ʻ0:25:00; COL; 2009

236 Argentina
EL RETRATO DE LA PESTE THE PORTRAIT OF THE PEST
LUCILA LAS HERAS

leofilms.buenosaires@gmail.com
ANI/FIC; 0:09:45; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Some place in Europe, during Middle Ages. A young apprentice ans his master dedicate their lives to the arts. One sad day, the arrival of a mysterious pest interrupts their joy.

LUCILA LAS HERAS; Leo Films; leofilms.buenosaires@gmail.com; http:
//www.elretratodelapeste.com.ar/

890 Argentina
19 HILOS 19 THREADS
STELLA IANNITTO;MIGUEL MALDONADO;ANA UGARTE

doc19hilos@yahoo.es
DOC; 0:25:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
19 threads
An inert object takes life creating its own world until almost becoming independent.
The sun is setting in the middle of a wood, in the suburbs of Buenos Aires.
Fernando and Don Demetrio, suspiciously alike, fuse their personalities playing at the border between fiction and reality.
“He came because he wanted. Many nights, a lot of work. Part by part it was all seen through candles and mirrors. Sometimes we are at home and heʼs hanging and he looks at me. He looks at me 
and he knows when Iʼm sad, and I speak to him, and he speaks to me...

MARIO DURRIEU; Observatorio de Cine; info@observatoriodecine.
com; http://www.observatoriodecine.com/; Walter Tiepelmann
Stella Iannitto; doc19hilos@yahoo.es

1824 Argentina
LA OTRA THE OTHER
CHRISTIAN M. FERNANDEZ

christ.fernandez@gmail.com
FIC; 0:15:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Eva is always looking herself in the mirror, she has an obsession with her image.
When her sister died, the mirror in the bathroom suddenly broke down; since then, strange things happends. So her sister´s ghost and the mirrors are going to make her loose her mind.

GONZALO AGUADO BENITEZ; G&G PRODUCCIONES; 
gonzai@fibertel.com.ar

5069 Argentina
HIPÓTESIS HYPOTHESIS
EDUARDO ELLI;---------------------------------;---------------------------------

ciclicoco@yahoo.com.ar
MV/EXP; 0:05:45; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
The mystery of the body is like an echo without previous sound. Who awakes yawning from his eternal nap? The body - jail of the soul is raised, for his own materiality, as the very same limit to 
apprehend everything. It to come out is so bottomless as to provide with sense to his silent emptiness.

EDUARDO ELLI--------------- ciclicoco@yahoo.com.ar; http://www.
myspace.com/lapislazuliazul----------------------------- 
-------------------------------Eduardo Elli; -----------------; ciclicoco@yahoo.com.ar; http://www.
myspace.com/lapislazuliazul

924 Argentina; Argentina
CORTE DE LUZ BLACKOUT
FRANCISCO J. VAZQUEZ MURILLO

franciscovazquezm@gmail.com
DOC; 0:10:48; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Francisco J. Vazquez Murillo was born in Rosario Argentina in 1980.
Since 2005 when he moved to Buenos Aires his developing as editor or director the followings audiovisual projects:
Desayuno de Campeones 2007 – Director & Editor – Fiction short film
Iraqi short film 2008 – Editor – Documentary feature film
El día del Huracán – El mato un policía Motorizado 2009 - Editor – Video Clip
Backstage – Co Director – Editor – 2009 - medium feature film

FRANCISCO J. VAZQUEZ MURILLO; Ergo cine; 
franciscovazquezm@gmail.com

1846 Argentina; Argentina
LUZ NEGRA BLACK LIGTH
JUAN PABLO DI BITONTO;HERNAN LUNA

juanpidb@hotmail.com
EXP; 0:05:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
La luz, la pintura y los cuerpos en un mix de gran explosion audiovisual.

JUAN PABLO DI BITONTO; Carbono Films; carbonofilms@gmail.com;
http://www.carbonofilms.com/; Hernan Luna



1845 Argentina; Argentina
HERMANOS BROTHERS
HERNAN LUNA

carbonofilms@gmail.com
FIC; 0:13:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Un joven y su hermana menor deciden alquilar un viejo caseron. El es hosco, ella fragil. El no duerme ella tiene sueños extraños, tenebrosos. El se comporta con sadismo. Ella con paranoia. Al 
borde de la cordura, el menor paso en falso puede desencadenar en caos. Y el equilibrio, si se pierde, es para siempre.

JUAN PABLO DI BITONTO; Carbono Films; carbonofilms@gmail.com;
http://www.carbonofilms.com/
Juan Pablo Di Bitonto; Carbono Films; juanpidb@hotmail.com

1751 Argentina; Chile
SILENCIO EN SALA BE QUIET, PLEASE
FELIPE GÁLVEZ HABERLE
galvezhaberle@gmail.com
FIC; 0:12:00; 35 mm; COL; 2009
Ivan delays his arrival to school. After not being able to enter the classroom, he must await for the bell to ring.

IVÁN GRANOVSKY;  ip.granovsky@gmail.com
Felipe Gálvez Haberle; galvezhaberle@gmail.com

52 Argentina; France
LITTLE DEVILS GO TO HEAVEN
OPIE BOERO IMWINKELRIED
imwinkelried@gmail.com
EXP/DOC; 0:19:41; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Through a habitual excursion of a father, his son and his two friends to Mar Chiquita Lake, Little Devils Go to Heaven explores the conflict of protecting a wild landscape in the face of the rights of 
native people to access and enjoy their original lands.
This piece focuses on a wild landscape that served as a last refuge for the native people of central Argentina, the Mar Chiquita Lake. This lake, one of the largest and wildest masses of waters in 
South America, is presently almost inaccessible since, in most areas, the coastal lands belong to private owners. Impaired access added to the prohibition of making bonfires and hunting further 
removes this landscape from its original inhabitants.
Firewood–perhaps one of the few goods that native people can legally profit from–and fire are definitely the symbol of a culture that has not disappeared. The ideologue of Argentineʼs Constitution 

IDEM; n/a; imwinkelried@gmail.com; http://imwinkel.org/
imwinkelried@gmail.com; imwinkelried@gmail.com; 
imwinkelried@gmail.com; http://imwinkel.org/

1752 Argentina; Paraguay
AHENDU NDE SAPUKAI I HEAR YOUR SCREAM
PABLO LAMAR
DOC/EXP; 0:15:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Observing short film from Paraguay in which a procession in twilight is shown as a shadow play against the dusk. Powerful in its simplicity.

For thirty years, not a single film emerged from Paraguay, until the last three years. And then with quality. Such as this fiction film with partly realistic and partly abstract observations of a procession, 
filmed in the light of evening. The spectator is present to witness this event. The film provides the viewer with space to creatively interpret the world.

MARIA MARTA ANTIN; Universad Del Cine;

456 Argentina; United Kingdom
THE BLINDNESS OF THE WOODS
MARTIN JALFEN;JAVIER LOURENCO
martin@amautalab.com
FIC/EXP; 0:12:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
The Blindness of the Woods develops a narrative that combines the naive simplicity of fairy tales with the Nordic erotic movies from the 70ʼs. These two genders are supposed never to meet, bringing
about mixed feelings in the audience who are uncertain about feeling moved as they watch the cute woolen characters or getting sexually aroused as they see them having sex. Ulrika, a blind woman
who lives isolated in a cabin in the cold woods of Sweden, suffers from the freezing winter loneliness. One day, Hans, a curt lumberjack, comes across her offering not only his logs to warm up but 
also his love. A love and sex story unfolds between the blind woman and the lumberjack which is being witnessed by the voyeuristic character Bear Bjorn. Her love fullfilment is overshadowed by 
Hansʼ betrayal who takes advantage of her condition, stealing her belongings.This scenario pushes Bear Bjorn to act on Ulrikaʼs behalf doing justice to her in his own hands as he gets rid of the 
lumberjack, eventually wrapping up the love circle.

CARLOS BATTILANA; Amautalab; carlos@amautalab.com; http://www.
amautalab.com/; Florencia Higgins

2187 Argentina; Uruguay
PEHUAJÓ
CATALINA MARÍN
FIC; 0:20:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
In the last day of the year, Albertina, a grey woman, embarks in order to meet with her boyfriend. As the holiday goes by, everything begins to fade, forcing Albertina to give the journey a meaning 
which it didn't seem to have by itself.

CATALINA MARÍN;

1070 Australia
BEWARE OF BLACK DOG!
FRANK CANDILORO
max_height@hotmail.com
ANI; 0:08:05; Betacam SP PAL; BW; 2008
After finally saving Slantopolis from the nefarious Black Dog, superhero White Wolf finds that his beloved city no longer needs him. Years later, after hanging up his cape for good, White Wolf is 
confronted by his old enemy in what may be his greatest battle yet.

SHELLEY DRESDEN; Victorian College of the Arts; shelley.
dresden@gmail.com; Paul Fletcher; Robert Stephenson

1973 Australia
EPHEMERAL
TONY RADEVSKI;JONGSU OH
tony.radevski@gmail.com
ANI; 0:06:10; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A seemingly ordinary train trip home turns into something more than its weary passengers expect.

TONY RADEVSKI; Runtime Pictures; tony.radevski@gmail.com; http:
//www.runtimepictures.com/; Jongsu Oh



273 Australia
TREAT (OR TRICK)
ZANNY BEGG
zanny.b@gmail.com
ANI/EXP; 0:07:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2008
Treat (or trick) is a three part video exploring the tricks of the financial trade - Part one: The Magician, stars the notorious magician of the free market Mr Invisible Hands; Part 2: The Rabbit explores 
the secret life of rabbits (and other small commodities); and; Part 3: The Hat looks at the bottomless pit of our desires. Filmed inside the intimate space of a circular black curtain stage Treat (or trick) 
is a magic show with a difference: canned laughter, boos, gasps and cheers evoke an audience who jolly along the viewer in accepting some of the oldest myths of the free market. But as the film 
points out Mr Invisible Hands best trick is not pulling a rabbit from a hat, or acts of escapology and transposition, but in changing the relationship between audience and performer - no one really 
believes in the magic but we still come along to the show to see the "allure of the trick". Using traditional side-show-music, including the danger riff played when an animal escapes from the circus, the
video encourages an absurdist re-engagement with familiar arguments about the logic of money.

ZANNY BEGG;  zanny.b@gmail.com; http://www.zannybegg.com/

1831 Australia
THE FUNK
CRIS JONES
crisjones1@gmail.com
ANI/FIC; 0:07:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2008
Jack woke up in a Funk one day. No one really knows how it started.

MELANIE COOMBS; Melodrama Pictures; info@melodramapictures.
com; http://www.melodramapictures.com/

201 Australia
A NUNS NEW HABIT
ROBYN HUGHAN
vsive@intprods.com
DOC; 0:56:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2008
A Nun's New Habit follows the story of Sister Carmel Wauchope, a sister of the Good Samaritans who resides in an outback town in South Australia. Sister Carmel kicked off her habit some 20 years
ago. However, her current habit, the plight of refugees who have been detained in the nearby Baxter detention centre and the ongoing psychological damage and trauma suffered after their release is
arguably just as profound. Sister Carmel is a gem, and through her we learn the ongoing hardships the refugees face and how important it is to maintain a sense of love, compassion and humanity in
today's world....a world often seen to be full of fundamentalism and hatred.

VERONICA SIVE; Emergint; vsive@intprods.com; http://www.intprods.
com/
Veronica Sive; Emergint; vsive@intprods.com; http://www.intprods.com/

1504 Australia
BIGGER THAN BIG
RUSSELL SCOTT
rscott@astro.swin.edu.au
DOC/ANI; 0:08:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
How big is big? This spectacular film (also made for 3D projection) takes us on a journey from the Moon's surface to the far reaches of the visible universe. Combining cutting edge scientific 
astronomical data and simulations with stunning animation, it brings the Universe to life.

ELIZABETH STARK; Swinburne University Of Technology; vr@swin.
edu.au; http://vr.swin.edu.au/
Russell Scott; Swinburne Astronomy Productions; rscott@astro.swin.
edu.au; http://vr.swin.edu.au/

67 Australia
INSECTAESTHESIA
PAUL FLETCHER
paulf@impulse.net.au
EXP/ANI; 0:04:48; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2008
INSECTAESTHESIA : a condition in which a persons' sensory perception is purported to be infested by the sensory perceptions of an insect.
Controversy surrounds the source of this unusual phenomenon;
is it an insect borne virus ? a mutation brought about from decades of generations of insecticide resistant bugs ? a delusional media overload, or yet another conspiracy theory/internet hoax ?
4mins 48'

PAUL FLETCHER; Digital Compost; paulf@impulse.net.au; http://www.
digitalcompost.net

1156 Australia
THE STORYMAKER
EMMA ROZANSKI
mail@thestorymaker.net
EXP/FIC; 0:12:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A dark fable about a woman who creates stories for her world. The Storymaker is a sinister allegory of creative freedom versus a commercial arts industry, examining the role of artist and audience 
within a culture of exploitation.

JOHN MA; Independent; mail@thestorymaker.net; http://www.
thestorymaker.net/; Emma Rozanski (EP)
Emma Rozanski; Independent; mail@thestorymaker.net; http://www.
thestorymaker.net/

15 Australia
PAST MIDNIGHT
VICKI SUGARS
vsugars@adam.com.au
FIC; 0:25:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A woman fleeing a flawed relationship shelters in a quiet fishing village. She finds solace there and learns that as night follows day, Mother Nature has a reason for everything.

SCOTT MCDONALD; MILLS STREET PRODUCTIONS; 
vsugars@adam.com.au
scott@millsstreet.com.au

186 Australia
HAWKER
DUSTIN FENELEY
thefenster@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:13:15; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A travelling salesman searches for connection.

DUSTIN FENELEY; Hawker Films; thefenster@hotmail.com
Dustin Feneley; Hawker Films; thefenster@hotmail.com

188 Australia
HAPPY COUNTRY
CORRIE CHEN
corrie.chen@gmail.com
FIC; 0:13:09; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A pregnant chinese woman and her over-confident chinese husband, both trying hard to be "Australian", set off for Sydney by car and discovers that distance is not confined to the landscape.

MIRANDA WORTHINGTON; miranda@bigpond.net.au



487 Australia
CRAWLING UP THE WALLS
SEAN ASCROFT
sascroft1@optushome.com.au
FIC; 0:06:33; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Losing control of the car was unfortunate.
Losing her way was a mistake.
Losing so much blood was an accident.
Losing her mind would be a nightmare…

SEAN ASCROFT;  sascroft1@optushome.com.au

488 Australia
THE TERRORIST
SEAN ASCROFT
sascroft1@optushome.com.au
FIC; 0:06:14; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Who's the bigger enemy - terrorists or our own paranoia and prejudices? 'The Terrorist' is a story about how quickly we judge someone by their appearance.

SEAN ASCROFT;  sascroft1@optushome.com.au

535 Australia
THE GROUND BENEATH
RENÉ HERNANDEZ
FIC; 0:20:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Kaden's encounters with friends and enemies propel him on a journey of self-discovery.

KRISTINA CEYTON; Passion Pictures; kceyton@optusnet.com.au; http:
//www.passionpictures.com.au/

571 Australia
AN UNFINISHED ROMANCE
ALISON HEATHER
aheather@optusnet.com.au
FIC; 0:10:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
An Unfinished Romance is a gentle romantic comedy looking at the assumptions we make about other people, which in the end can make or break our sense of enchantment, the essence of 
romance.

ALISON HEATHER; Clochnaben Productions Pty Ltd; 
aheather@optusnet.com.au; http://www.unfinishedromance.com/

678 Australia
SUMMER BREAKS
SEAN KRUCK
colourinpictures@bigpond.com
FIC; 0:12:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
a day in the life of two teenage boys hanging out in the
suburbs on a summerʼs day.

CAROLINE BARRY; Colourinpictures@bigpong.com; 
caroline@revolverfilm.com

1408 Australia
EMBRACE
JOSH TANNER
jade@perceptionpictures.com.au
FIC; 0:06:54; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
In a life that seems so empty, a woman holds on the only way she can.

JADE VAN DER LEI; Perception Pictures; jade@perceptionpictures.
com.au; http://www.perceptionpictures.com.au/; Alana Jessop; Jay 
Corry

1853 Australia
DETOUR
ZDENKA SIMANDLOVA-CERNEGA
twinscreenplays@gmail.com
FIC; 0:12:10; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Having witnessed a good-bye kiss her husband gave to their mutual friend, Barbara, Ivana accuses her husband of being unfaithful and sets off into the night to discover the truth. Barging into 
Barbaraʼs house, she soon discovers that her husband is innocent. Meanwhile, upset over the argument and his wifeʼs disappearance, Pavel takes their only son and goes in search of her. Back 
home, waiting for her familyʼs return, Ivana is disturbed by a knock on the door and the appearance of two police officers, bringing news that her husband and son have been killed in a car accident.

ZDENKA SIMANDLOVA-CERNEGA; Twinsister Productions; 
twinscreenplays@gmail.com; Billy Marshall Stoneking

1864 Australia
TRIPLE CONCERTO IN D MINOR
DAN MITCHELL
dan@steelypictures.com
FIC; 0:08:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Rebecca learns the ups and downs of life as an aspiring orchestral triangle player.

ALEX MOONEY; Orange Whip Films; dan@steelypictures.com
Dan Mitchell; Steely Pictures; dan@steelypictures.com

2003 Australia
INSEPARABLE COIL
DAVID GOULD
davidgould@davidgould.com
FIC; 0:21:28; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Danielʼs once quiet family life is thrown into turmoil with the return of his twin brother Peter. Mortally wounded, Peter seeks one last chance to make amends after many years of bitter separation. 
Peterʼs criminal world soon follows and Danielʼs family is caught in the crossfire. Daniel accidentally kills a police officer and loses his son in the ensuing gun fight. From his prison cell, Daniel vows 
revenge at any cost. Unbeknownst to Daniel, Peter is putting his own plan into action. Both plans will collide in an unexpected ending that confirms that the bond between brothers is truly inseparable.

DAVID GOULD; David Gould Studios; davidgould@davidgould.com; 
http://www.davidgouldstudios.com/; Agnes Gould



2058 Australia
ALI & THE BALL
ALEX HOLMES
holmes_alex@yahoo.com.au
FIC; 0:14:59; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Eight-year-old Ali lives in a refugee detention centre with his mother and little sister Fatima. When his motherʼs precious knitting needles are confiscated, Ali is forced to take action. Desperate to save
his family, he hatches a plan using a ball and the help of a girl on the other side of the razor-wire fence.

HELEN PANCKHURST; Panckhurst Productions Pty Ltd; helen.
panckhurst@matchboxpictures.com; http://www.matchboxpictures.com/

1155 Australia
TRULY COOL
SHAILLA QUADRA
scqblove@yahoo.com.au
FIC/EXP; 0:08:14; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Truly Cool is a delightful journey that starts in a chase, goes through new big learnings and realizations and life changing decisions, its consequences, and the new lifestyle endless possibilities.
Truly Cool is about all of us and all our loved ones.
Trailer, crew and cast credits, behind the scenes an still images on
www.trulycool.meuamorfilms.com

SHAILLA QUADRA; Meu Amor Films; scqblove@yahoo.com.au; http:
//www.trulycool.meuamorfilms.com/
scqblove@yahoo.com.au; http://www.shailla.com/

2175 Austria
SPEECH
MICHAELA SCHWENTNER
ʻ0:08:00; 2009
In her experimental video speech, Michaela Schwentner has taken up the invitation by French musician Paul Clouvel to illustrate his composition of the same name. Michaela Schwentner trenchantly
aestheticizes Paul Clouvelʼs soundscape, for which, among other things, he deconstructs the language of contemporary artist Joël Frémiot.

speech thereby emerges as a multiply overwritten communication process among artists from various disciplines. Like a choreographer, the video artist Schwentner carries out the visual 
metamorphosis of a standard dance, which begins from something unrecognizable. On the sound track, electro-acoustic processes and intense fragmentation render a text spoken by a dominant 
male narrating voice increasingly vehement. Schwentner subtly counteracts the sound with soft, abstract bodies pulsating as though ghostly creatures and pink flames on the picture surface. A 

1513 Austria
EINTRITT ZUM PARADIES UM 3€20 ENTER PARADISE FOR 3€20
EDITH STAUBER
ANI; 0:12:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Paradise is not what it used to be. Animation with sharp observations of life in and around an open-air swimming pool.

Paradise is accessible for a pittance these days. You do have to submit yourself to ringing mobiles, offensive graffiti and lecherous looks. Edith Stauber's animation is filled with sharp observations of
everyday rituals in and around the open-air swimming pool. Here paradise really has come down to earth.

EDITH STAUBER;

1965 Austria
CUTECUTECUTE
CLEMENS KOGLER
ANI/EXP; 0:01:50; COL; 2008
Isnʼt that cute: funny little cartoon creatures totter back and forth before a delicately patterned gray background: Sheep, teddy bears, and hamsters. Sneakers, penis, double whopper. Company logos
and computers screens. Playing piece and MySpace profile. A manʼs voice from off screen sings a lively Japanese song. While all of this is going on, a brief commentary in English appears at the 
bottom of the screen.__

But wait a moment – this echo of the “Hello Kitty” universe and related cute little models of the world is a black sea of tears. Drifting herein are references to child labor, omnipresent surveillance, 
genetically manipulated foodstuffs, fungal disease, lack of civil courage, teenagers run amok, child abuse, discrimination, personality theft, terror paranoia, and abuse. All contemporaries of todayʼs 

331 Austria
WASHING
GEORG STEINBÖCK
georg.steinboeck@chello.at
DOC; 0:04:52; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
This film juxtaposes footage from washing a new born baby with footage from washing a deceased. Both activities can be seen simultaneously in a split screen. The film concentrates on their 
analogies.

GEORG STEINBÖCK; georg steinböck production; georg.
steinboeck@chello.at; http://www.georgsteinboeck.com/
georg steinböck; georg.steinboeck@chello.at; http://www.georg.
steinboeck.com/

1372 Austria
EINES TAGES, NACHTS ... A WHITE SUBSTANCE
MARIA ARLAMOWSKY

DOC; 0:21:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
tʼs March 2006, weʼre in Bunia, the capital of Ituri, an eastern province of the Democratic Republic of the Congo. Ten years have passed since the First Congo War, six since the beginning of the UN
mission there. Rape is still being employed as a weapon. In A White Substance everyone involved is given an opportunity to speak: the victims and the perpetrators, and also the individuals in-
between. Roles are assigned, postures are assumed. The proverbial man on the street, a judge, and a man who has been imprisoned on a charge of rape express their thoughts. Women and girls 
who have been attacked speak in reports read in a voice-over or by employees of the hospital run by Doctors without Borders. This is accompanied by the drone of helicopters, full of the silent, 
omnipresent UN troops, that constantly circle the town. (Sylvia Szely)

MARIA ARLAMOWSKY; Nikolaus Geyrhalter Filmproduktion; 
office@geyrhalterfilm.at

1499 Austria
HOME.MOVIE
MARTIN BRUCH;REINHILDE CONDIN
DOC; 0:10:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
home.movie is an extremely mobile film. The camera pans, scans, jolts and races through Martin Bruchʼs apartment, never standing still for a moment, and every shot is a pan or tracking shot.
Not so long ago Martin Bruch plunged into the busy traffic of Istanbul, Paris and New York on his handbike. He cranked with his hands, filming these journeys with a helmet-mounted camera, and 
then turned the resulting footage into his radically subjective handbikemovie in 2003. While the filmmakerʼs multiple sclerosis no longer permits such wild excursions, his thirst for adventure has 
remained.

MARTIN BRUCH;  office@sixpackfilm.com



1760 Austria
DER TURM DES ORNITHOLOGEN THE TOWER OF BIRDS
GEORG TILLER

tillerkowskij@gmx.net
DOC; 0:13:10; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Taking several characters and locations as points of departure this essayistic documentary deals with the effects of large offshore wind farms on birds, nature and the people working there. The 
never-ending drone of the revolving mills is the filmʼs narrative thread.

GEORG TILLER; Naivsuperfilm; tillerkowskij@gmx.net; http://www.
naivsuperfilm.de/

1521 Austria
14. MAERZ 1938 - EIN NACHMITTAG MARCH 14TH, 1938 - ONE AFTERNOON
CHRISTOPH WEIHRICH
DOC/EXP; 0:10:00; 16 mm; BW; 2008
There is a historically mythological narrative which reflects Austrian patriotism, depicting the 1938 “annexation” to Germany as follows: The external entity of politics forcibly enters a bourgeois interior
which had existed in unsuspecting privacy until that point, and then Austria sinks into National Socialism. This narrative was employed as late as the 70th anniversary of the “annexation” in a March 
2008 television debate; even the “Nazi invasion of Austria” was mentioned once.
March 14, 1938 – One Afternoon, a home movie which has been repurposed as found footage, turns this narrative around, tersely and in every possible way. We see (without sound) the “Nazi 
invasion of Austria.

CHRISTOPH WEIHRICH;  office@sixpackfilm.com

1598 Austria
KOPFBALL HEADING
EVA HAUSBERGER
evil-hausberg@web.de
DOC/EXP; 0:11:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
"When the look on a face forebodes its reason, then this look becomes the mirror of fantasy." (Béla Balázs) - Where do you still have the possibility to openly show your emotions and excitement, if 
not in sports and which sport would be better for this than football? The film features a game of football through the actions and reactions of the fans. The reason for their emotions stays in the off for
most of the time. The Fan becomes the medium, which communicates the match. The two teams competing are the Döblinger Kojoten and the FreundInnen der Friedhofstribüne. They fight out the 
match. Man against man, team against team. May the best man win!

JOCHEN GRAF; Tatwerkfilm; evil-hausberg@web.de
evil-hausberg@web.de

1374 Austria
12 EXPLOSIONEN
JOHANN LURF
EXP; 0:06:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
In the sound-chapter of his Theory of Film, Siegfried Kracauer writes: “Supposing shrill screams or the blasts of an explosion are synchronized with images of their source and/or its environment: 
much as they will leave their imprint on the spectatorʼs mind, it is unlikely that they will prevent him from taking in the images....”
Johann Lurf has made a film that refutes this assumption in six minutes.

12 Explosionen shows a series of tableaus filmed in Vienna at night. Before the big bangs occur, the locations selected for them resemble crime scenes: There are shots of dimly lit footpaths, 
deserted parking lots, a pedestrian bridge made of steel, all with a central perspective. These places are virtually waiting for something to happen. And because of the filmʼs title we know that 

JOHANN LURF;  office@sixpackfilm.com

1373 Austria
24/7 (INTO THE DIRECTOIN OF LIGHT)
MICHAEL ASCHAUER
EXP; 0:09:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Light, landscape, camera: 24/7 seems to have been created with the pure ingredients of filmmaking. The pictureʼs blackness at the beginning turns into ever-lightening shades of blue, eventually 
becoming a view of the sea. The line of the horizon divides it into two halves: water and sky, which change constantly in fast motion, then return to black (the black of night). Shot with a static camera
over a period of seven days, 24 hours each, 24/7 uses digital technology to continue the tradition of the branch of experimental film dedicated to exploring the mechanisms of cinematographic 
representation, using landscapes and their topographic features or natural phenomena (light, weather).
This particular case involves portrayal of a subject and illusionistic space which are dealt with in a new way. While 24/7 refers to something that in fact exists, something we can cling to, in the course
of the video we notice that the direction taken by the change is uncertain.

MICHAEL ASCHAUER;  office@sixpackfilm.com

940 Austria
PASS BY
LUKAS MARXT
lukas.marxt@ufg.ac.at
EXP; 0:06:23; Betacam SP PAL; BW; 2008
Everything seems to be a digital loop, but the movements are shot separately. „Pass by“ shows all takes from the shooting, that usual hidden repetitions get visible.
The movie touches on kinship patterns, the social construction of domestic space, social categories of perception and classification, and ritualized actions and exchanges, without a message in the 
plot.
„Pass by“ is more a rolled out carpet with folds, convoluted at the end, a room stays and reminds a non-limited space.

LUKAS MARXT;  lukas.marxt@ufg.ac.at

1052 Austria
FREUDE DELIGHT
THOMAS DRASCHAN

thomas@draschan.com
EXP; 0:03:00; 35 mm; COL BW; 2009
Digitised high resolution images form a rapid flow of visual assoziations.
A filmic Larg Hadron Collider that let's images explode in the viewer's head.
Micro and macrocosm, sex and religion, old Egypt and the Space age are juxtaposed in this purely cinematic 35mm piece.
A „theory of everything „ way before modern physics could come up with one.

THOMAS DRASCHAN;  thomas@draschan.com; http://www.draschan.
com/

1370 Austria
GROUND CONTROL
SIEGFRIED A. FRUHAUF
EXP; 0:02:00; Betacam SP PAL; BW; 2008
Ground Control is a rough video miniature. It begins with the simplest and most fundamental thing the electronic moving-image machine has to offer: the uncontrolled beam of electrons directed 
across a photoelectric layer of cesium oxide lining a Braun tube, or snow.
Recording this chaos involves a fascination that existed during the early days of film: the repeatability of a unique event. A visual sequence which has never before existed and will never happen 
again becomes reproducible, thereby losing the status of the chaotic. This idea, a result of the desire to control an uncontrollable world, is the beginning of the chain of associations in this video, 
which randomly acting ants push their way into. The image of them crawling is manipulated in the reproduced images, distortion of their movement is forced upon them. The insects become monsters
when, after being locked into the frame, they suddenly burst into the (snow)storm as a sequence of individuals.

SIEGFRIED A. FRUHAUF;  office@sixpackfilm.com



1375 Austria
RUNNING SUSHI
MARA MATTUSCHKA;CHRIS HARING
EXP; 0:23:00; COL; 2008
What the aquarium saw. „How should we explain the discrepancy between peopleʼs attitude toward the inner and outer life? Why is it so sharp?” In the contemporary Manga household, traversed by 
the slowly rolling conveyor belt of the raw fish snacks of everyday life, the descendants of Adam and Eve cower in eponymous costume under dispassionate, detached fish-like eyes. The visual focus
is mainly somewhere under the non-existent ceiling of this claustrophobic yet boundless room. It is an angle usually only experienced when close to death. But these animated contemporaries, in not
wholly conjugal clinch, presumably arenʼt mortal. They are too artificial for that, and too naked. Yet even their nakedness: what is it exactly? Not innocent
 not arousing

MARA MATTUSCHKA;  office@sixpackfilm.com

1492 Austria
CORNERS
DEREK ROBERTS
EXP; 0:10:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
CORNERS represents an attempt to interact with perpendicular obstacles throughout the city of Vienna. By filming and editing these sequences as we did, one can easily discern a certain flow as all
of the elements are integrated into a cohesive challenge in maneuvering around, over, under and through these temporary and permanent urban structures.

It offers a range of patterns, pace, texture, colour and contrast of a city that is well-built, but not to the point where one can't shift the way that it is experienced. You have to learn how to appreciate 
and yield rewards from your city's, often restrictive, infrastructure in a multitude of different ways. You have to refresh your perception of the function of your city. We believe that with a slight shift of 
one's understanding, the city unfolds and offers plenty to play with. This is precisely what we have attempted to convey in this brief, exploratory film.

DEREK ROBERTS;  office@sixpackfilm.com

1493 Austria
PASSAGE BRIARE
FRIEDL VOM GROELLER
EXP; 0:03:00; 16 mm; BW; 2009
A woman, a man, a smile. They sit in the sun, and what links them is the filmʼs real surprise: a matter-of-fact gesture which is probably taboo for others. Itʼs up to the film itself to reveal what this 
gesture is. The anarchic humor of Passage Briare liberates the viewer for a brief, beautiful moment from the fear of getting old.
(Maya McKechneay)

FRIEDL VOM GROELLER; office@sixpackfilm.com

1494 Austria
IN THE MIX
JAN MACHACEK
EXP; 0:04:00; Betacam SP PAL; BW; 2008
Jan Machacekʼs spinning black-and-white pictures take us back to the days before special effects were perfected. The performance artist requires neither a stuntman nor a computer to defy gravity 
and perception in his video. Based on the way a mixer works, he makes no attempt to conceal the film tricks or make them invisible.
On the contrary, the movement of the camera and his body through space are demonstrated clearly: The camera, mounted on a blender, films Machacekʼs performance as he moves slowly from the
background to the pictureʼs center for the purpose of interfering with the video imageʼs mechanical progression with his own body. While standing in the center of the frame he reacts to the cameraʼs
movement, occasionally allowing it to lift him into the air, then hops wildly and gesticulates to counteract its dynamism.

JAN MACHACEK;  office@sixpackfilm.com

1495 Austria
BURNING PALACE
MARA MATTUSCHKA;CHRIS HARING
EXP; 0:32:00; COL; 2009

1497 Austria
I TURN OVER THE PICTURES OF MY VIOCE IN MY 
HEAD
VALIE EXPORT
EXP; 0:12:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
The rebellious voice, the split voice.

The voice is suture, the voice is seam, the voice is cut, the voice is tear, the voice is my identity, it is not body or spirit, it is not language or image, it is sign, it is a sign of the images, it is a sign of 
sensuality. It is a sign of symbols, it is boundary. It speaks the “split body,” it is hidden in the clothing of the body, it is always somewhere else. The breath of life is its source. (VALIE EXPORT: 
Segment from the spoken text)

VALIE EXPORT;  office@sixpackfilm.com

1514 Austria
TILT
BILLY ROISZ
EXP; 0:08:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Forget the spotless promises of HD and Blu-ray. Tilt goes back to the basis of electronic picture and sound and looks for the boundaries of what's acceptable.

'Tilt' is an obsolete term from the analogue era that indicates the boundary of acceptable behaviour. A boundary that is still being sought up and transgressed in the electronic videos by Roisz. Her 
improvisations with various sound artists keep leading to a strenuous interweaving of picture and sound.

BILLLY ROISZ;

1515 Austria
OPTICAL VACUUM
DARIUSZ KOWALSKI
EXP; 0:55:00; DVD; COL BW; 2008
The cinematographic essay about voyeurism, surveillance and the now voluntary urge to be watched.

In earlier works like Elements and Luukkaakkangas, we saw how Kowalski stole his shots from security cameras, back then purely for aesthetic aims. This time he has dared to make a beautiful 
cinematographic essay with images from security cameras that exposes the nerve of the modern optical era, in which the reality is that we are watched everywhere.
Optical Vacuum is a detached visual analysis with the intimate audio diary of the artist Stephen Mathewson as soundtrack.

DARIUSZ KOWALSKI;

1516 Austria
DROPPING FURNITURE
HARALD HUND;PAUL HORN
EXP; 0:05:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
We witness the destruction of a living environment. Slightly violent, yet also liberating.

The camera is focused on two fairly dark and empty rooms. A serene silence predominates. This is suddenly disrupted by two pieces of furniture that descend from off-screen in slow motion in the 
rear room and fall apart on the floor. It turns out to be the starting shot for a destructive choreography.

HARALD HUND; ;  Paul Horn



1961 Austria
STERNTALER
ROLAND ZUMBÜHL
EXP; 0:20:00; COL; 2008
In Grimm's fairytale Sterntaler a small girl, abandoned and alone in the world, loses herself in the forest. There she receives gold-pieces which fall from the sky.
Where are the gold-pieces in our real world?
A film about what it is to give and to receive.

1962 Austria
INNER MONOLOG
ANNJA KRAUTGASSER, AKA: N:JA
EXP; 0:06:30; COL; 2008
Formally, Beyond consists of three movements that flow together and are repeatedly interrupted by black film—complete darkness. First, the camera glides to the right, showing individual details of a
modernistic façade before a larger view opens up—several times in succession, although the view remains fragmentary. In the end the video turns out to be a structural architectural portrait and 
making-of at the same time. (Dietmar Schwärzler)

2029 Austria
TRENDFOLLOWER
DIDI BRUCKMAYR
EXP; 0:02:50; COL; 2009
A bubble is far from an economic crisis. Only when bubbles of extremely different order unexpectedly begin to break through, when market trend behavior can no longer be steered back into arranged
paths, does a system threaten to totter out of balance.
Thus suggests Didi Bruckmayrʼs trendfollower – a sort of hyper-pop clip on the current economic and financial situation. First, abstractly visualized market events are lifted as a whole onto a three-
dimensional geometric grid. In the form of pulsating cone, bubble, cube, and other spatial bulges, a pot-pourri, hyperactive wheeling and dealing plays out, which the naked eye loses its ability to 
follow, the more staccato-like the gaudy elastic discharge of form rains down on us.
The soundtrack, a hypermotoric, gloomy, technoid, electro piece offers the spasmodic structural death throes a menacing resonating space. Then comes the Big Bang: dice, cube, bubbles, and other

2145 Austria
HOTEL ROCCALBA
JOSEF DABERNIG
EXP; 0:10:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Sunday afternoon in Hotel Roccalba: Is this an old-age-home, a recreational facility or simply a hotel?
(production note)

Where they are isnʼt very important. What theyʼre doing isnʼt either. The setting—a hotel that appears to be Italian, apparently situated at some altitude—is significant primarily because it provides 
conditions for an infectious mood. Twelve individuals are engrossed in their various (in)activities, and are only vaguely aware of their surroundings. Time is elastic, an atmosphere of dissipation, which
the plot seems to pad in a strange way, spreads. Varied movement is present on the soundtrack only: a recording of Verdiʼs Simon Boccanegra is being played on a turntable, countered by a 

JOSEF DABERNIG;

1496 Austria
FLEXIBLE CITIES
DIDI BRUCKMAYR
EXP/ANI; 0:07:56; Betacam SP PAL; BW; 2008
“Lux Aeterna,” György Ligetiʼs celestial composition for solo voices, known as the film music in Stanley Kubrickʼs futuristic epos 2001 – A Space Odyssey (1968), breaks down language into three 
dimensional sound fields. In Flexible Cities, these sound clusters hover over algorithmic cities that are generated in real time: by using new digital imaging techniques, the urban spaces develop in a 
procedural way. Representational forms, such as multi-perspective projections, birds-eye views, and x-ray layers overlap from time to time.

The flowing cartographies, illuminated by points of light, change auto-generatively, like the hovering urban spaces. The structure of these artificial cities is determined by the data density and its 
random distribution, which causes a permanent process of transformation of urban structures. Mutative particle and magnetic fields arise, whose gravitation varies. The matrix of orientation for the 

DIDI BRUCKMAYR;  office@sixpackfilm.com

1565 Austria
BROKEN HORSES
PETER MILLER
swanfest@gmail.com
EXP/DOC; 0:03:00; 16 mm; BW; 2008
Description: A black horse and a white horse are interwoven. By checker-boarding contact prints of lap dissolves, subtle gestures and curves give way to graceful forms and elegant lines and a 
simultaneous lamentation of the horseʼs fragile wildness, of their predisposition to domesticity.

Statement: Among Thomas Jeffersonʼs list of advanced skills is his ability to “break a horse”. What is being broken, of course, in this expression, is the horseʼs spirit. The horse is no stranger to the 
investigative eye of the cinema. Are horses the only creature that humans can “break”?

PETER MILLER;  swanfest@gmail.com; http://www.petermiller.info/
Peter Miller; swanfest@gmail.com; http://www.petermiller.info/

1048 Austria
ATROPA
ANSELM TROESTER
blatz6@hotmail.com
EXP/FIC; 0:30:00; Betacam SP PAL; BW; 2008
A young man and his twisted world. A maze like soul, which adopts the city streets as its very own paths and an Ariadne that turns out to be a Siren. The beginning of a journey that is ultimately also 
its ending. Space is doubling up, time is spiraling down. Eventually the manʼs melancholic yearning is pushing him to the point where his inner self and reality become one.

PRODUCED BY A GROUP OF YOUNG FILM ACTIVISTS - CONTACT
KATHRIN PAULISCHIN; no company; kathrin.paulischin@gmx.at

128 Austria
MELTDOWN
BERNHARD LOIBNER
bernhard@loibner.cc
EXP/MV; 0:43:00; Betacam SP PAL; BW; 2008
Meltdown

Format: miniDV/DVD, B&W
Sound: Stereo
Duration: 43 minutes
Year of production: 2008

BERNHARD LOIBNER;  bernhard@loibner.cc; http://loibner.cc



887 Austria
EIKO
CHRISTOPH KUSCHNIG;MARTIN MAIER;MARTIN MAIER
kito1303@gmail.com
FIC; 0:13:46; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
The life of Alex, a simple jobber, is thrown into turmoil when he discovers a blind passenger in his car. Lilli, fourteen years young and attractive, turns out to be a very interesting passenger posing a 
challenge to Alex with every turn their conversation takes. She carries with her a strange comic book that puzzles Alex. Torn apart by her crazy stories and her irresistible allure Alex develops a 
bizarre relationship with her - only to discover the real personality hiding behind her playful front.

MARTIN MAIER;  office@martin-maier.at
Martin Maier; office@martin-maier.at

888 Austria
FALSCHER HASE FOLLOW THE RABBIT!
HANS HOFER;MARTIN MAIER;MARTIN MAIER
hans.hofer7@gmail.com
FIC; 0:30:41; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
A jealous magician and its shy assistant, a desperate priest with its rebellious nephew, and a formerly celebrated pianist, who had to terminate his career due to a tragic incident, sit all together in a 
noble restaurant. But, not on their own free will…
… they are characters in the newest trashy novel of the well-known author Werner Buchmann. He also sits in the same restaurant, in order to be inspired by real life. The author forces his novel 
characters to the worst conflicts and fates just in order to satisfy the expectations of his readers. In the beginning everything runs smoothly as intended by the author. But all of a sudden the 
characters rebel against their tormentor and start to have their own way. In the end the intermixture of reality and fiction ends up in an utter confusion.

MARTIN MAIER;  office@martin-maier.at
Martin Maier; office@martin-maier.at

1118 Austria
VALENCIA
MICHAEL RITTMANNSBERGER
m.rittmannsberger@gmx.net
FIC; 0:35:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
„Valencia“ is the story of Manuel, a young postman who is stuck in his everyday routine.

„Valencia“ is the story of Anna, an old lady who can forget her lonelyness only the days on which Manuel brings her a letter from her son in Spain.

„Valencia“ is the story of their friendship that is in danger of breaking when Manuelʼs father finds out about a secret of his son...

MICHAEL RITTMANNSBERGER; m.rittmannsberger@gmx.net; http:
//www.valencia-film.com/

1522 Austria
PUNSCH NOEL
MARIE KREUTZER
FIC; 0:10:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
On Christmas Eve, Theres is left standing at the door of her fatherʼs apartment. Heʼs late. Her brother, who adores her, doesnʼt even bother showing up, so the 21-year-old woman visits him where he
works, a bar. In a few minutes there will be powerful alcoholic punch, words of tenderness, intimate looks, hesitant attempts at getting closer, tears and a sobering realization.
Marie Kreutzer gives seemingly inconsequential small talk, consisting of just a few lines, far-reaching implications, which is underlined by the well-chosen soundtrack by the Canadian pop duo Tegan
& Sara: “Maybe I would have been something youʼd be good at. Maybe you would have been something Iʼd be good at. But now weʼll never know.”

MARIE KREUTZER; Mädchenfilm; marie@maedchenfilm.at

2391 Austria
ELEFANTENHAUT ELEPHANT SKIN
SEVERIN FIALA;ULRIKE PUTZER
FIC; 0:34:30; 35 mm; COL; 2009
Elfi lives in the countryside and has problems. She still stays with her mother. There are problems. at her workplace as well. Then she realises that life is what you make of it. She runs out into the 
night and comes across Ricardo, a singer.

SEVERIN FIALA; Filmakademie Wien; ; Ulrike Putzer

474 Austria
DER TOD UND ICH AUF REISEN ON A JOURNEY WITH DEATH
ERICH STEINER

erich@northernfilm.eu
FIC/EXP; 0:27:33; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Emanuel, an aged writer, faces death. He doesn't lean up against his destiny, but willingly accepts, almost glad that his life has come to an end. In his last hours, death in the shape of an old woman 
takes him on a journey through his past by opening up an existential insight into his being. Emanuel encounters all people that have played a significant role in his life: his mother, his father, his sister,
Sofia his idealized love and himself as a young boy.

Dreams, memories and realistic scenes alternate, melt into each other and find a sensible reality only to be torn into thousand pieces. The mosaic of an existence: What is the meaning of life, what of
death?

STEPHAN WABL; northern lights; stephan@northernfilm.eu; http://www.
dertodundichaufreisen.com/

1524 Austria
HORSE CAMP
ELLA GALIENI
FIC/EXP; 0:11:00; Betacam SP PAL; BW; 2008
Horse Camp aims to explore the outskirts of conventional narrative strategies to grasp the non-tellable. How does one live “hors champ”? Why is fiction sometimes more “real” than reality? And why 
do our own lives often seem so unreal to us?
Shot in a day as a part of a 3-month short film project the film turned out to be – more than anything else - a visual testimony of a transgression.

ELLA GALIENI; University of Applied Arts Vienna; office@sixpackfilm.
com

1741 Austria
ZWEI PERSONEN FILM TWO CHRACTER FILM
MARKUS ENGEL
me.engel@web.de
FIC/EXP; 0:22:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2008
The short film centers around two characters trapped in an strange world and tracks their routines, insanities and inability to beak out of their enclosed realities.

MARKUS ENGEL;  me.engel@web.de



1500 Austria; Afghanistan
IN TRANSIT
LIDA ABDUL
EXP/DOC; 0:05:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
This piece takes place on the outskirts of Kabul, where the landscape is littered with the detritus of more than 20 years of war and the continued destruction of the land due to bombings etc. Itʻs not 
unusual to see children playing around sometime within the carcasses of the planes and tanks lying like dead birds fallen from the sky. These are uncanny sights because the presence of these 
metallic giants is a symbol of sorts for the presence of the physical and psychological traumas of wars that have defined the history of Afghanistan for almost three decades now.
(Lida Abdul)

GENEVEVE RUECKERT; OK Offenes Kulturhaus Linz; 
office@sixpackfilm.com

1371 Austria; Germany
KURZES LEBEN SHORT LIFE
JOHANNA FREISE;DANIEL SULJIC
ANI; 0:09:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
A penniless but pure-hearted little girl crystallizes, a fragile being, nearly naked, and filled with a yearning for and curiosity about life and love. And she finds love, smiles impishly and with relief at the
sight of crossing beams of light from the two lovers. Immediately after that they leave her abruptly.
Guided by a belief in the just logic of fairy tales, we want to see the innocent child receive the reward she deserves. But the prophecy proves to be a fraud, the talisman will not be able to protect her.
Fate does not exist, though a fateful series of horrendous and mysterious accidents takes place.
“Can things get any worse? Yes, they can.”

JOHANNA FREISE, DANIEL SULJIC; office@sixpackfilm.com

1498 Austria; Germany
SEEMANNSTREUE SEA DOG#S DEVOTION
ANNA KALUS
ANI; 0:11:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Anna Kalusʼ film is simultaneously familiar and strange: sadly beautiful colors, no, not colors, but reminiscences of colors; sounds of nature (wind, birds, chirping), no, not sounds, but dreams of 
sounds; movement, no, not movement, but imaginary movements.
Leg bones dangling from the sky ... A sailor pulls the mask of decay from his brideʼs face, and beneath it she is as beautiful as ever ... He and his lover ride through the air on a winged steed ... The 
moon, high in the sky, is plucked and eaten by one of the mourners ... The sea dog wades through the liquid into which his brideʼs bones are melting, drop by drop. A photograph is taken to 
commemorate the event, but the brideʼs soul will not permit itself to be captured, escapes and flutters to heaven—poetry in motion, a terribly beautiful bedtime story.
(Bernhard Seiter)

ANNA KALUS;  office@sixpackfilm.com;  Tricky Women, Vienna

2013 Austria; Latvia
SPRACHLOS SPEECHLESS
ALEXANDRA WEDENIG

contact@aw-films.com
FIC; 0:29:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009

ALEXANDRA WEDENIG; alexandra wedenig filmproduction; 
contact@aw-films.com; http://www.aw-films.com/

1785 Austria; Slovakia
BANSKA
MICHAEL MASTROTOTARO
contact@machfeld.net
EXP; 0:05:15; 16 mm; BW; 2008
Director: Michael Mastrototaro
Actor: Milan Adamciak
Photography: Brano Spacek, Michael Mastrototaro
Production: Sabine Maier
Music: Lokai

SABINE MAIER; MACHFELD, international Arts and Culture Society; 
contact@machfeld.net; http://www.machfeld.net/

75 Austria; USA
THAT'S WHAT'S FISHY
JANINA ARENDT
janinada@gmx.net
ANI/EXP; 0:05:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
The staging of femininity in a cycle of strongly expressed sensation and the cliché of physical superficiality reflects female self-display with reference to gender-specific stereotypes, the conflict 
between primitive drive and rational intellect, as well as it refers to art itself caught in a perpetual reconstruction of normality and hysteric performance.

JANINA ARENDT;  janinada@gmx.net

1523 Austria; USA
MINOT, NORTH DAKOTA
ANGELIKA BRUDNIAK;CYNTHIA MADANSKY
DOC; 0:18:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
How do people get along with the knowledge that they live on an enormous bomb? A penetrating portrait of a closed community.
Minot, nicknamed 'Magic City', is the proud home of a U.S. Air Force base guarding 150 nuclear missiles buried underneath the ground in North Dakota. These weapons of mass destruction were 
placed here almost fifty years ago and are still targeted to Russia. Minot, North Dakota shows this nuclear landscape and how Minotians deal with living on top of these bombs in their backyards. 
(production note)

ANGELIKA BRUDNIAK;  office@sixpackfilm.com;  Cynthia Madansky

2207 Austria; USA
TALES OF A WESTERN DRIFTER
LAURA STEWART
laurastewartfilms@gmail.com
EXP/DOC; 0:15:20; 16 mm; COL; 2008
Tales of a Western Drifter follows the lives of Luna and Ken in five short films, as their lives unfold, transversing from Vienna, Austria to Denver, Colorado. Ken lives in the badlands outside of Denver,
trying to find a home amidst the urban debris of Denver's railyards. He struggles to stay warm as the winds of winter blow into town. Luna has her own battles with addiction and loneliness, as she 
travels the world. Filmed on 16mm and Super 8 Sound, Tales of a Western Drifter is an experimental documentary of modern-day western lives.

LAURA STEWART; Fieldstone Pictures; laurastewartfilms@gmail.com;
http://www.americancarnival.info/
Laura Stewart; Fieldstone Pictures; laurastewartfilms@gmail.com; http:
//www.americancarnival.info/



969 Bangladesh; United Kingdom
BLACK LEAF
MAKBUL CHOWDHURY
makbulchowdhury@yahoo.co.uk
FIC/EXP; 0:10:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
A seemingly quite tea plantation in the east of Bengal wakes up with a rage.
A fearless young tea worker intoxicated with the fumes of revenge.
Tranquillity returns with a cost.

SALMA HUSSAIN; Kolakar Production; banglaconnection@yahoo.co.uk

286 Belarus
MUMMY WILL COME
GALINA ADAMOVICH
galina_adamovich@mail.ru
DOC; 0:19:50; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
He has always been the prettiest, smartest and best loved - the centre of the world. When he turned two years old, his mother took him to a nursery school.
This is his first day apart from his family.

VLADIMIR ZAMETALIN; Belarusfilm Studios; info@belarusfilm.by; http:
//www.belarusfilm.by/
Daria Letsko; Belarusfilm; info@belarusfilm.by

1113 Belarus
FOKUSNOE RASSTOYANIE FOCAL DISTANCE
ANDREI KUTSILA;RAMAN RAMASHKA
a.kutsila@gmail.com
DOC; 0:23:10; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A lonely, aging photographer lives in a little town where the traces of the communist era are well-preserved.
Love, loneliness, senility, sadness, tiredness, memory, reminiscences, offence…
Life becomes black and white when the end is closer, when colors bleach, paper turns yellow and only in the memory faces and smiles are still bright and varied in colors.

ANDREI KUTSILA; Video Studio SVS; a.kutsila@gmail.com

1042 Belgium
HUDUD
ʻ0:08:00; 2008

2090 Belgium
PREMIERE NUIT A BEIJING FIRST NIGHT IN BEIJING
OLIVIER MEYS
COL;

EKLEKTIK PRODUCTIONS; marie@eklektik.be

140 Belgium
DÉSANIMÉE UNWILLING
LECLERCQ

anne
ANI; 0:07:42; 35 mm; COL; 2008
A woman no long young seats in her dirty and dusty flat. She does nothing, she only thinks.

JEAN-YVES ROUBIN; Frakas productions; info@fraka.be; http://www.
frakas.be; Michel Dutry
Warnauts; Frakas Productions; cassande@frakas.be

263 Belgium
MILOVAN CIRCUS
GERLANDO INFUSO
info@adifac.be
ANI; 0:08:55; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Once the star of the Milovan Circus and now a mere mime, Iakov puts on his face of illusion while recalling his glorious past...

VINCENT GILOT; Atelier de production de la cambre; vgilot@ibbbs.be
Pierre MOUSQUET; ADIFAC; onfo@adifac.be

1041 Belgium
WARDA
LOUISE-MARIE COLON;DELPHINE HERMANS;12 PALESTINIAN 
CHILDREN
info@camera-etc.be
ANI; 0:05:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Everyday, Warda visits her grandmother to bring her food. One day a giant concrete wall is standing on her way...

JEAN-LUC SLOCK; Camera-etc; info@camera-etc.be; http://www.
camera-etc.be/

268 Belgium
GUICHET 27B
IRIS ALEXANDRE
info@adifac.be
ANI/ANI; 0:02:10; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
When it is a question about making new official papers, with photo of correspondent identity.

VINCENT GILOT; Atelier de production de la cambre; vgilot@ibbbs.be
Pierre MOUSQUET; ADIFAC; info@adifac.be

264 Belgium
RHUM SALÉ SALTY RHUM
RÉMI VANDENITTE
info@adifac.be
ANI/ANI; 0:05:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A man is alone in the middle of the sea whti a bottle of rhum

VINCENT GILOT; Atelier de production de la cambre; vgilot@ibbbs.be
Pierre MOUSQUET; ADIFAC; info@adifac.be



265 Belgium
BILL ET BOB BILL AND BOB
NICOLAS FONG
info@adifac.be
ANI/ANI; 0:09:22; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Bill/Bob, city/Third World, twins/unalike, mirror/wrong, doctor/garage owner butcher cashier sweeper

VINCENT GILOT; Atelier de production de la cambre; vgilot@ibbbs.be
Pierre MOUSQUET; ADIFAC; info@adifac.be

266 Belgium
TÉLÉ FAKIR
VICTOR BALAGUER
info@adifac.be
ANI/ANI; 0:06:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
An indian fakir finds a baby at his doorstep

VINCENT GILOT; Atelier de production de la cambre; vgilot@ibbbs.be
Pierre MOUSQUET; ADIFAC; info@adifac.be

267 Belgium
TOUCHDAWN OF THE DEAD
PIERRE MOUSQUET
info@adifac.be
ANI/ANI; 0:05:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
During a zombie evasion, a punter runs after his money.

VINCENT GILOT; Atelier de production de la cambre; vgilot@ibbbs.be
Pierre MOUSQUET; ADIFAC; info@adifac.be

269 Belgium
CHARMES CHARMES
LUCIE THOCAVEN
info@adifac.be
ANI/ANI; 0:03:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
In a desert world, an advertising changes three people'a life.

VINCENT GILOT; Atelier de production de la cambre; vgilot@ibbbs.be
Pierre MOUSQUET; ADIFAC; info@adifac.be

270 Belgium
MOLTONEL
NORA JUNCKER
info@adifac.be
ANI/ANI; 0:02:20; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Crazy journey in a colored world.

VINCENT GILOT; Atelier de production de la cambre; vgilot@ibbbs.be
Pierre MOUSQUET; ADIFAC; info@adifac.be

271 Belgium
ET QUE JUSTICE SOIT FAITE... LET JUSTICE BE DONE...
JÉRÔME CAUWE
info@adifac.be
ANI/ANI; 0:04:50; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Bobby Rage, extrem cop, speed to a hold-up to stop the bad boys.

VINCENT GILOT; Atelier de production de la cambre; vgilot@ibbbs.be
Pierre MOUSQUET; ADIFAC; info@adifac.be

272 Belgium
NICE DAY FOR A PICNIC
MONICA GALLAB
info@adifac.be
ANI/ANI; 0:04:17; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Daily ritual, absurd cycle, every charaacter follows his predecessor... Always...Indefinalty...

VINCENT GILOT; Atelier de production de la cambre; vgilot@ibbbs.be
Pierre MOUSQUET; ADIFAC; info@adifac.be

1043 Belgium
LA PART DU PAPILLON THE BUTTERFLY DROP
SIONA VIDAKOVIC;8 WOMEN

info@camera-etc.be
ANI/DOC; 0:08:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
An animation short made by 8 women to invite us to think about our way of life. They interviewed several specialists about overconsumption and its consequences…

JEAN-LUC SLOCK; Camera-etc; info@camera-etc.be; http://www.
camera-etc.be/

721 Belgium
EVERY SEASON HAS AN END
BAPTISTE CHARLES & SARAH JAOUI
DOC; 0:53:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Eric, Brandon and Buysile live at St Philomena, a home for abandoned children. Flanked in the middle of the ultra-urban jungle of Durban, "St Phils", their spiritual father, shape them and make them
as real Men, "warriors" ready to face the life which seems to run away from them. Brothers and sisters, but also foreigner for each other, they live together all year long, fight, and form an atypical 
family...
On the other side, there is the real family, the original one, pouring in their veins and tattooed on their skin, although it is often the cause of their troubles. During the holidays, they leave the city to 
return to their "true" familly in the village, trying to gain back the time ceaselessly lost...
A double life, a new identity for these 5-year-old "Warriors.

AJC!; Atelier jeunes cinéastes; info@ajcnet.be; http://www.ajcnet.be/

1688 Belgium
WELCOME TO PARADISE
MANUEL POUTTE;FLORENCE VANDENDORPE
luxfugit@skynet.be
DOC; 0:52:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
From a refugee camp to a small american town, the film depicts the destiny of a somali couple, candidate to asylum. Portrait of their waiting, exile and integration, the film questions the sacrifices 
consented for a «better life», as well as the values of our occidental world in regard of work, so as the US Patriot act.

MANUEL POUTTE; Lux Fugit Film; luxfugit@skynet.be



1689 Belgium
UNE PLACE AU VILLAGE A PLACE IN THE VILLAGE
TATIANA DE PERLINGHI;JACQUES MORIAU

tatiana.dp@tele2allin.be
DOC; 0:52:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
The four-seasons chronicle of a tiny belgian village, where farmers and newcomers live together between tradition and ecology. As anywhere, life is a daily quest to work, mobility and happiness, 
while farming declines, city suburbs spread so as futuristic projects. Only there, « new rurals » work together to materialize values inspired by ecology: windmills and houses made of wood, earth and
straw are builded in community, and traditional celebrations are revived …

ISABELLE TRUC; Iota Production; isabelle@iotaproduction.com; http:
//www.iotaproduction.com/

1690 Belgium
SOUS LE CHAPITEAU DES PAUWELS PAUWELS CIRCUS
AGNÈS BENSIMON
agnes.bensimon@yahoo.fr
DOC; 0:51:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
The life of a Jewish family where everyone is either a clown, a musician or a juggler and has been for six generations already. These days, Marquis, Pepeteʼs son, is passing on the heritage of the art
of the circus as well as Jewish traditions to his son Samuel (16), a juggler himself, who has been chosen to become the next manager of the Pauwels circus.

LUC & JEAN-PIERRE DARDENNE; Dérives; derives@skynet.be

1692 Belgium
MÉMOIRE D'ENVOL THOSE WAITING FOR THE BIRDS
EVE DUCHEMIN

evedea@hotmail.com
DOC; 0:52:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
In a small mining district town, the film portrays a former long-time colombophilie champion, and those who perpetuate this popular practice, somewhat disappearing nowadays. A traditional sport, 
amateur and open to all, which questions contemporary ones, as its evolution meets ever more trade and science in Belgium, internationally well-known for the quality of its homing pigeons breed and
of its specialized products.

AURÉLIEN BODINAUX; Néon Rouge; info@neonrouge.com; http:
//www.neonrouge.com/

1693 Belgium
COIN ROUGE COIN BLEU RED CORNER BLUE CORNER
ALAIN MARCOEN

marcoen.alain@gmail.com
DOC; 0:52:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
From training halls to boxing clubs, from one ring to another, back home or in local championship roadʼs hotel rooms, this film invites us to observe the boxing world with great access. Daily effort, 
family and friendsʼ support and dedication are depicted in an impressionist portrait. Also, it reveals the universal appeal to this sport which represents in some regions the one rare way of social 
elevation, while rarely making ends meet.

ISABELLE TRUC; Iota Production; isabelle@iotaproduction.com; http:
//www.iotaproduction.com/

238 Belgium
DEAR ADVISER
VINCENT MEESSEN
distribution@argosarts.org
EXP; 0:08:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Meessenʼs work is set in Chandigarh, the paragon of the modernist city planned by Le Corbusier in the 1950ies as a symbol of the new, progressive nation of India who had just emerged from its 
colonial past. Due to its strategic situation – close to the frontier with Pakistan and on the border between two Indian states, Punjab and the subsequently created state of Haryana - Chandigarh 
houses common institutions for both linguistic communities. The cityʼs architectural structure is that of a grid pattern, at the very centre of which the ʻCapitolʼ rises: a phantasm of centralised political 
power, overlooking the unfinished city. Haunted by the ghosts of modernism, it leaves plenty of room for silhouettes, voices and sounds weaving together a fable cherished by the late architect about 
the Raven that wants to imitate the Eagle. “Dear Advisor” is a poetic address to le Corbusier and the in Chandigarh superstitiously as “advisor” disguised legislator.

NORMAL;  info@normal.be

607 Belgium
ATTICA
MANON DE BOER
EXP; 0:10:00; 16 mm; BW; 2008

 Auguste Orts;

1158 Belgium
IDEAAAHHHL
FRANCISKA LAMBRECHTS
distribution@argosarts.org
EXP; 0:44:27; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
"The video film Ideaaahhhl is fully enacted in the claustrophobic seclusion of Lambrechtsʼ own apartment, an ʻinnerʼ that offersonly a confined and muddied view of the surrounding reality. This place
should be able to offer security, to be a quiet workspace – but no, the outside world penetrates too considerably, not via communication and exchange, but as a permanent transmitter of interference.
Neighbourly noises, street sounds, and other forms of annoyance function here as personages, but then without a face or a story.

Lambrechts does not tell us a tale nor does she give us – even though she surveys the whole premises with the camera – an insight into her daily life. She shows us her living and working space as a
series of ʻstill livesʼ that on diverse levels – and often not without humour – illustrate the text that the viewer reads and hears. Because in the apartment, in spite of all the everyday worries, things are 

FRANCISKA LAMBRECHTS; distribution@argosarts.org

1159 Belgium
THE SCRAP-IRON AGE
JAN DIETVORST;ROY VILLEVOYE
distribution@argosarts.org
EXP; 0:42:33; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
For the Questioning History exhibition, Roy Villevoye and Jan Dietvorst produced a new film that, in a certain sense, is a sequel to Winter Prayers, a film from 2006 about memories of the First World
War. The Scrap-Iron Age is a film about fortune and misfortune in an environment (Northern France, near Verdun) where remnants of the First World War still abound and to some extent dominate 
the lives of the people who reside there.
When viewing films by Villevoye and Dietvorst the question of the existential desire that this meddling with the past might be serving intrudes unremittingly. They afford the viewer access to historical
enormities in the guise of seemingly inconsequential events, happenstance and surprise revelations.

JAN DIETVORST AND ROY VILLEVOYE; distribution@argosarts.org



1160 Belgium
IN COMPLETE WORLD
SHELLY SILVER
distribution@argosarts.org
EXP; 0:53:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
In Complete World is a feature length documentary shot on the streets of New York City. The artist asks people of different ages, cultures, and socioeconomic backgrounds questions ranging from 
"Are you satisfied?" and "Is there equal opportunity?" to "Do you vote?" and "Are we responsible for our government?" The outcome is a group speculation on the struggles of everyday life and the 
pull between individual and collective responsibility. In turn heartbreaking, scathing, and still somehow hopeful, In Complete World can be seen as a userʼs manual for citizenship in the 21st century, 
as well as a window into where a diverse group of Americans find themselves at this current moment in time.

SHELLY SILVER;  distribution@argosarts.org

877 Belgium
ATLANTIS
PIETER GEENEN
pietergeenen@silenceisgolden.be
EXP/DOC; 0:11:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
In 2009 the construction of the Three Gorges Dam on the Chinese Yangtze River will be completed. Due to this construction 632 sq km of land on a length of 660 km upstream will flood up to a 
maximum level of 175 m. Numerous social and environmental issues as a consequence of its construction made this dam one of the worldʼs most controversial projects in recent history.

Mid 2008 the water has risen up to 150 m... Still 25 m to go.

ʻatlantisʼ shows the banks of the Three Gorges Reservoir being scanned by the searchlights of a Yangtze cruise boat. The lightbeam on this nocturnal landscape seems to explore a sunken universe,

PIETER GEENEN; /; pietergeenen@silenceisgolden.be; http://www.
silenceisgolden.be/

792 Belgium
26.4
NATHALIE ANDRÉ
nathalieandre@laposte.net
FIC; 0:14:51; 35 mm; COL; 2008
We are not separate from the Earth by the building of a grave
neither by a chant of church stones, nor by a path of contemplation
but completely lost in the great landscape
with its trees, its fields and this incomprehensible light
On the side of the road where shadow is scarce and love uncertain
We are not separate from life in the midst of bushes and common things.

FRANÇOISE HOSTE; on move productions; on.move@skynet.be

85 Belgium
PANTONE 549
SAMY BRUNET
samy@ blueingreen.be
FIC; 0:12:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Thomas longs for recognition. He has just sent his latest masterpiece to the Worldʼs most difficult Puzzle Contest.

When President Dumoustier, from the Puzzlology French Society, calls him to announce he has won the Grand Prix, Thomas is walking on the air.

But once entering the President office, his joy wonʼt last long…

JEAN-YVES ROUBIN; Frakas Productions; jvroubin@frakas.be; http:
//www.frakas.be; Michel DUTRY
Zovi; Frakas Production

64 Belgium
LES DOIGTS DE PIED THE TOES
LAURENT DENIS

laurentd@skynet.be
FIC; 0:11:13; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Arthur lives alone in a little room of an old peopleʼs home. His days are exclusively rythmed by the visits of Julie, the nurse. No one else ever come visit him. Therefore, when Julie tells him about the
visit of Bernard, Arthur get dressed as for a wedding. But who is this visitor ?

LAURENT DELFERRIÈRE; Cookies Films; cookiesfilms@skynet.be; 
http://www.denislaurent.net

146 Belgium
ZUURSTOF OXYGEN
[JET] ANDREE

jetandree@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:09:15; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A LOT OF COFFEE, NO MILK AND MAYBE JUST ENOUGH OXYGEN.

[JET] ANDREE; [JET] ANDREE; jetandree@hotmail.com; http://www.
jetandree.be

318 Belgium
LA VIE QUI VA AVEC THE LIFE THAT MATCHES
EMMANUEL MARRE

emmanuel.marre@gmail.com
FIC; 0:13:25; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Sarah is getting divorced and wants a fresh start to her life. One Tuesday she takes her sons, Théo and Daniel to Ikea. Choose a bed, choose meatballs of salmon, choose a lamp, choose.

CAROLINE CAUDRONT; Institut Des Artists De Diffusion; 
caudront@iad-arts.be

359 Belgium
LES NAUFRAGES BREATHE UNDER WATER
MATTHIEU FRANCES

matthieu@plytimefilms.com
FIC; 0:27:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Claire, eight months pregnant, and Denis decide to go away by the sea for the weekend. When she wakes up the next morning, Claire is alone. Denis disappeared during the night and a group of 
children seem to have taken control of the house. They also seem to be attracted by the baby Claire is carrying.

THIERRY BAIVIER; Playtime films; info@playtimefilms.com; http://www.
playtimefilms.com/
Matthieu Frances; Playtime films; info@playtimefilms.com; http://www.
playtimefilms.com/



527 Belgium
VU
ALBAYATY LEILA
vu@stempelfilms.com
FIC; 0:25:00; 35 mm; COL; 2009
A young woman who has lost her memory following a car accident meets her sister in Rome. The beauty and lightheartedness of the summer is tainted by painful memories of a beloved dream/man.

SIGALAS JULIEN; Stempel; vu@stempelfilms.com; http://www.
stempelfilms.com/

609 Belgium
ALTOGETHER
HERMAN ASSELBERGHS
FIC; 0:15:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2008
The future is dark, which is on the whole the best thing the future can be, I think. - Herman Asselberghs

The hypothesis at the start of the film is: the future is dark and that is basically the best you can say about it. We find ourselves in an ideological no-man's-land in the latter days of the 1968 era. While
the sombre images of the future are underlined by the camera, portraying in atmospheric black-and-white images the symbols of the transitory nature of power on a tour of Brussels, the conclusion 
slowly becomes unavoidable.

MARIE LOGIE; Auguste Orts;

675 Belgium
DERNIÈRE PARTIE LAST PLAY
ANN SIROT ET RAPHAEL BALBONI
FIC; 0:15:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Ingrid, young archeologist called by the state to investigate a chapel located on a private property, lands in queer surroundings. The two locals have an ambiguous relationship and live according to 
codes, they are the only ones to understand. Ingridʼs intruding in those so long preserved boundaries, little by little distorts Redwann and Liseʼs odd bond, until it becomes impossible.

AJC!; Atelier jeunes cinéastes; info@ajcnet.be; http://www.ajcnet.be/

700 Belgium
LULA
LADI BIDINGA MPOYI
FIC; 0:10:07; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Ladi Bidinga Mpoyi was borned in 1977, in Congo Kinshasa. She lives in Belgium since 1981. She has followed a training in audio-visual technologies and screenplay at Mutimedia Center of 
Brussels. Lula is her first film.

AJC!; Atelier jeunes cinéastes; info@ajcnet.be; http://www.ajcnet.be/

965 Belgium
DE ONBAATZUCHTIGEN THE ALTRUISTS
KOEN DEJAEGHER
dejaegher@gmail.com
FIC; 0:14:07; 35 mm; BW; 2008
In a world where peopleʼs happiness is based on their right to freely sell and buy their relatives, Franz sells his brother and uses the money to buy himself a girlfriend.

KOEN DEJAEGHER; rits; dejaegher@gmail.com

1030 Belgium
TUNNELRAT
RAF REYNTJENS
raf@claxonunited.be
FIC; 0:20:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
An allied and a German tunneler get locked up together in a tunnel below the World War 1 front. They share the same fate, confronted with their common enemy: war itself.

PETER DE MAEGD; POTEMKINO; PDM@POTEMKINO.COM; http:
//WWW.POTEMKINO.COM/

1132 Belgium
EAU-DE-VIE
NADIA BENZEKRI
nadiabenzekri@versatel.be
FIC; 0:19:40; 35 mm; COL; 2008
The grandmother of Fabrice, 35 years old, has just died. It is Fabriceʼs responsabilité to bring back for the evening Wake the spirit (eau-de-vie) and a couple of other items necessary for the ritual. 
During his short journey through the city, he crosses path with other people who were important to him : a great uncle, a little cousin, a friend, and especially Elsa, his first love.

PATRICK QUINET; Artémis Productions; info@artemisproductions.com;
http://www.artemisproductions.com/
Sylvie Moris; Artémis Productions; info@artemisproductions.com; http:
//www.artemisproductions.com/

1597 Belgium
LA BALANÇOIRE THE SWING
CHRISTOPHE HERMANS

christophehermans@gmail.com
FIC; 0:18:36; 35 mm; COL; 2009
Une station-essence autoroutière plantée entre deux-mondes, celui d'un père et celui d'une mère...L'histoire d'un petit garçon encombré d'une balançoire qu'il faudra bien fixer quelque part. C'est sa
balançoire, à lui. Mais c'est où, chez lui, justement?

BESSON MARIE; Eklektik Productions; marie@eklektik.be; http://www.
eklektikproductions.com/

1958 Belgium
KAIN
KRISTOF HOORNAERT
FIC; 0:16:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Two young men are walking in the woods. They begin to argue and this escalates into an archetypical situation. A young man runs for his life.

XAVIER ROMBAUT;

1994 Belgium
L'ABRI THE SHELTER
ANTOINE DUQUESNE
FIC; 0:11:45; 35 mm; COL; 2009

EVE COMMENGE;



489 Belgium
LÉGENDE DE JEAN L'INVERSÉ LEGEND OF JOHN THE INVERTED (LENDA DE JOÃO O INVERTIDO)
PHILIPPE LAMENSCH

philippelamensch@gmail.com
FIC/EXP; 0:17:55; 35 mm; COL BW; 2008
John is born with his feet back to front. His parents, narrow-minded small-town storekeepers, entrust him to the best orthopaedist of the capital. Twenty years of ferocious operations will follow. The 
mother ask they do not interfere with the marmalades' season… A comic tragedy about norm and freedom.

CATHERINE BURNIAUX; Stromboli Pictures; catherine.
burniaux@stromboli.be

502 Belgium
EUROPA 17:17
BERNARD DRESSE
bernard.dresse@neonrouge.com
FIC/FIC; 0:11:30; 35 mm; BW; 2009
Ivo, thirtysomething, gets off the train and phones his wife to tell her that he's arriving. His four-year-old daughter answers the phone and tells him that she's alone at home. While the young 
frightened father does everything he can to get home as soon as possible, he sees on the television screens of a household appliances store the images of war, of a young father who comes out of a
ruined house with his dead child. Stressed, confused, Ivo on his way home loses track of reality with every minutes passing by. His reality and the reality of war will mix up and will become only one.

AURÉLIEN BODINAUX; Neon ouge Production; aurelien@neonrouge.
com; http://www.neonrouge.com/

217 Belgium
LA CHASSE AUX TRUFFES THE TRUFFLE HUNT
ANDRÉ BUYTAERS

info@climaxfilms.be
FIC/FIC; 0:44:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
In Umbria the truffle hunt requires secrecy and mutual trust. The discovery of the black wrinkled mushroom becomes a unique moment for who can catch it. So appears the simple story of a man and
a woman, 2 fragile 40-yr-old who meet at a difficult time of their lives, when each of them has to cope with loss and break up. That summer, in Bruno's house, in MonteCastello, italy, each of them 
had decided to suspend his life.

OLIVIER RAUSIN; Climax Films; info@climaxfilms.be; http://www.
climaxfilms.be/; Asmodée Edern; Vincent Enggel
Rabette christine; info@climaxfilms.be

875 Belgium
SUZANNE
JANON BAPTISTE;MONFAJON
barbicane2000@yahoo.fr
FIC/FIC; 0:11:03; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Suzanne works in a factory of packaging. To pack, to unpack, give evidence, to transport, such is its daily prize. His link with the world, a mobile phone which, in this day which would have been able 
to be as all the others, is going to create the evasion, the dream, the desire. Suzanne receives messages of a stranger.

DUYS; IAD; barbicane2000@yahoo.fr; http://www.iad-arts.be/
caudront; IAD; barbicane2000@yahoo.fr; http://www.iad-arts.be/

5024 Belgium
CHILDREN INHALE
TINA SCHOTT
teini_rocker@hotmail.com
MV; 0:03:50; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A mass of colourfully dressed people dance joyfully to the rhythm and the melancholy of the song.
A feeling of hope fills the streets. "Children inhale. When it's inside, all of your lives will be happening again."

TINA SCHOTT;  teini_rocker@hotmail.com; http://www.roxi.org/
Tina Schott; teini_rocker@hotmail.com; http://www.roxi.org/

2154 Belgium; France
MAJJUDO LOST MAN
LAURENT VAN LANCKER
ʻ0:31:00; DigiBeta; 2009

 Polymorfilms; contact@polymorfilms.be

1691 Belgium; France
NORD-SUD.COM NORTH-SOUTH.COM
FRANÇOIS DUCAT

frandu@anima.be
DOC; 0:52:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
North-South.com" looks at the relations between the developed and developing worlds through the prism of relationships between white men and black women on the Internet.
Several stories cross each other, revealing the dreams, hopes and disappointments that underlie these singular encounters.

ISABELLE TRUC; Iota Production; isabelle@iotaproduction.com; http:
//www.iotaproduction.com/; Valérie Dupin (LES PRODUCTIONS DU 
LAGON)

699 Belgium; France
INTIME:MONDE INTIMATE WORLD
YUEN

DOC/EXP; 0:23:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Intimate / World is a multidisciplinary project of video creation, associating image, research, sound creation, and the intervention of a performer. Sound creation is at the centre of the project and 
questions the notion of place, environment, proximity or distance. Intimate / World is a photography in movement in a monumental architecture, the city of Hong Kong , overwhelming, crossed by the
performer.

AJC!; Atelier jeunes cinéastes; info@ajcnet.be; http://www.ajcnet.be/; 
heyre exquise



162 Belgium; France
BONNE NUIT GOOD NIGHT
ROSIER VALERY

valery.rosier@gmail.com
FIC; 0:19:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Phiippe is 40 years old. Heʼs working in a demolition factory.
Tonight, Philippe is visiting his two children.
Heʼs picking up them to his ex wife.
Philippe is hiding something to his childs.
He is not reacting as usual.
Tonight, his chidren will not go to sleep at home.

DENIS DELCAMPE; NEED PRODUCTIONS; needfestival@gmail.com;
http://www.needproductions.com/; petrouchka films isabelle mathy
Cotte philippe; NEED PRODUCTIONS; needfestival@gmail.com; http:
//www.needproductions.com/

539 Belgium; France
VOYAGE AUTOUR DE MA CHAMBRE JOURNEY AROUND MY ROOM
OLIVIER SMOLDERS
osmolders@swing.be
FIC; 0:26:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Secluded in his bedroom, a filmmaker reflects upon his travels, both real or imaginary. Based on images collected throughout the years, the film is a poetic exploration of the difficulty of finding our 
place in this world.

OLIVIER SMOLDERS; Les Films du Scarabée; osmolders@swing.be

1237 Belgium; France
CLASSES VERTES NATURE CLASSES
ALEXIS VAN STRATUM

querelle2002@yahoo.com
FIC; 0:19:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Jonathan, 7 years old, is packing. Tomorrow he leaves on a nature class field trip. But his mom doesn't want him to go, and the love of a mother can be ravaging.

ISABELLE TRUC; Iota Production; festival@lunaprod.fr;  Sébastien 
Hussenot

772 Belgium; France; Hungary
LE MULOT MENTEUR THE MOUSE WITH A MOUTH
ANDREA KISS;/;/

kissandi@shirokuma.hu
ANI; 0:19:25; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Deep in the woods at dusk, the animals gather in the wild boarʼs pub to listen to the stories of the Mouse.
The Mouse, at first glance a small and insignificant character, is indeed the most famous animal in the woods. A storyteller borrowing from myth and reality, he reveals to each animal that crosses his
way hidden aspects of their personality.
That night, the way back home through the darkness of the woods will take much longer than expected…

THIERRY ZAMPARUTTI; Ambiances...Asbl; info.ambiances@skynet.
be; Les Médias associés – Studio Elsanime; Kecskemétfilm Ltd.

608 Belgium; Germany
TWO TIMES 4'33"
MANON DE BOER
EXP; 0:12:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Based on John Cageʼs composition 4'33” (1952), the artist filmed two performances of the same piece to explore the impact on the viewer.

During the course of a film screening, the actual space of the viewer and the fictional space of the film are diffused by the viewerʼs subjective mechanisms of perception. Based on John Cageʼs 
composition 4'33” (1952), the artist filmed two performances of the same piece; the first performance was recorded with the sound of the audience and background noise, while the second 
performance is shown in complete silence. De Boer explores the impact of the different recordings on the viewer.

MARIE LOGIE; Auguste Orts; marie@augusteorts.be; http://ww.
augusteorts.be/

131 Belgium; Luxembourg
EN COMPAGNIE DE LA POUSSIÈRE WITH THE DUST
JACQUES MOLITOR

jack_m_@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:20:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
At the frontier between youth and adulthood, François is in love with Michel.
Michel doesnʼt seem to care…
Unable to loosen his grip, François decides to end his own life…
Two years later, Michel has become a med student. Faced with the overwhelming presence of death, heʼll have to acknowledge his own guilt.

JEAN-YVES ROUBIN; Frakas Productions; jyroubin@frakas.be; http:
//www.frakas.be; Michel DUTRY; Paul THILGES
Jean-yves ROUBIN; Frakas productions

643 Belgium; Netherlands
JAZZED
ANTON SETOLA
niaf@niaf.nl
ANI; 0:07:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
"Jazzed" incites the audience on an introspective journey by pushing the main character, Jack, to release his most mysterious, profound and imperceptible emotions.

ANNEMIE DEGRYSE; Lumière; annemie@lumiere.be; http://www.
lumiere.be/; Arnaud Demuynck; Ton Crone

189 Belgium; Spain
VENCIU VANQUISHED
SANTOS HEVIA

bigyeho@gmail.com
FIC; 0:20:30; 35 mm; COL; 2008
At the end of the Francoism dictatorship in Spain, a teenager returns to his native village, looks for his fatherʼs grave without finding it. Around him, there is only a wall of silence and oblivious.

JEAN-JACQUES NEIRA; Karma production; jj.neira@karma-production.
com; http://www.myspace.com/vencidos



191 Bosnia and Herzegovina
BDIJENJE THE WAKE
TIMUR MAKAREVIC

timur@pro.ba
FIC; 0:12:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A late night. Solitude echoes through rooms which have seen better days. She has made her own decision, and it is now time to except his.

AMRA BAKSIC CAMO; SCCA / pro.ba; office@pro.ba; http://www.pro.
ba/

1545 Bosnia and Herzegovina
NISI SAMA YOU ARE NOT ALONE
SRDJAN RODICH

srrrodic@yahoo.com
FIC; 0:19:49; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Muharem falls in love with Zoe at the dance class. He follows her home, although she does not want that. He asks her to marry him, but she refuses. He asks her to go with him in London, because 
he got job there, but she again refuses. Muharem send her a video in which he explains his motives and arranges a meeting by the "Eternal Flame" in Sarajevo. Finally, she comes.

ZIJAD MEHIC; ACADEMY OF PERFORMING ARTS IN SARAJEVO; 
dekan@asu.unsa.ba; http://www.asu.unsa.ba/; EMIR CENGIC
EMIR CENGIC; FLASH PRODUCTION, SARAJEVO; emir.
cengic@flash.com.ba

190 Bosnia and Herzegovina; Croatia
SOPING SHOPPING
ALEN DRLJEVIC

alendreljevic@gmail
FIC; 0:15:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
A family: Mum, Dad, Boy and a Girl enter a large shopping center. As all experienced shoppers first they make a shopping plan. Dad, Boy and Girl have many desires, but Mum, being rational tries to
keep their requests under control. The shopping starts, first cart is full. Shopping spree kicks in and soon the second cart is full too. Even Mum can't control herself any more. They reach the check-
out counter with four packed carts. The cashier struggles as she types over the register's keyboard. Finally she throws a mile-long receipt over the counter. Dad searches through his pockets, but it 
seems he forgot his wallet.

AMRA BAKSIC CAMO; SCCA / pro.ba; office@pro.ba; http://www.pro.
ba/; Adis Djapo; Tiha Gudac

377 Brazil
VIDAS NO LIXO
ALEXANDRE STOCKLER
ʻ0:13:00; 2008

378 Brazil
AMONG COLORS AND RAZORS
CATARINA ACCIOLY;IBERÊ CARVALHO
ʻ0:14:00; 2008

 Pavirada Filmes;

2087 Brazil
PHIRO

120 Brazil
CALANGO LENGO - MORTE E VIDA SEM VER ÁGUA CALANGO LENGO
FERNANDO MILLER

fernan2000r@yahoo.com.br
ANI; 0:10:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Calango Lengo, nordestino, tem que cumprir seu destino sem ter o que pôr no prato.
Na seca não há outra sorte: viver fugindo da morte como foge o rato do gato.

ÉRICA VALLE; Campo 4; erica.com.c@gmail.com;  Cesar Coelho; Aída
Queiroz

426 Brazil
TERRA EARTH
SÁVIO LEITE
ANI; 0:05:00; DVD; COL; 2008
Ordinary things happen to extraordinary people.
Coisas extraordinárias acontecem com pessoas extraordinárias.

 Leite Filmes;

1344 Brazil
DOSSIÊ RE BORDOSA THE RE BORDOSA DOSSIER
CESAR CABRAL

cesar@coalafilmes.com.br
ANI; 0:16:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Envy? Ego issues? Malice? In 1987, Angeli, one of the most important cartoonists in Brazil, coldly murdered one of his most famous creations, the underground diva Rê Bordosa.

ANÁLIA TAHARA; Coala Filmes; analia@coalafilmes.com.br; http:
//www.dossierebordosa.com.br/
Anália Tahara; Coala Filmes; analia@coalafilmes.com.br; http://www.
dossierebordosa.com.br/

1862 Brazil
A PASSAGEIRA THE PASSENGER
ROGERIO ANTONIO ANDRADE NUNES

rognunes@hotmail.com
ANI/DOC; 0:12:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2008
Tales of a steam train, an old lady and a city that has grown too big.

ROGERIO ANTONIO ANDRADE NUNES; Karmatique Imagens; 
contato@karmatique.com; http://www.karmatique.com/
Rogerio Antonio Andrade Nunes; Karmatique Imagens; 
contato@karmatique.com; http://www.karmatique.com/



899 Brazil
440 HZ
FERNANDO MORGENSZTERN RUSSO
fe.russo.de@gmail.com
DOC; 0:16:00; 35 mm; COL; 2009
Sensações sonoras e visuais traduzem uma visão peculiar sobre a música. Um passeio por esse mundo mostra uma visão com muitos pontos de vista, mas com um princípio comum. Que a música
é uma linguagem que reflete o que somos.

Visual and sonorous sensations translate this peculiar music point of view. In this ride is shown several points of view but with one single principle. That music is a language that reflects what we are.

FERNANDO MORGENSZTERN RUSSO; DE - Direito de Expressão; fe.
russo.de@gmail.com;  Talita Capozzi

1794 Brazil
DE VOLTA AO QUARTO 666 BACK TO ROOM 666
GUSTAVO SPOLIDORO

daviop@v2cinema.com
DOC; 0:15:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
What is the future of cinema? In 1982, in Cannes, Wim Wenders invited many moviemakers to answer this question. 26 years later, the question remains, but Wenders is now on the other side of the
camera.

DAVI DE OLIVEIRA PINHEIRO; V2 Cinema; daviop@v2cinema.com; 
http://www.v2cinema.com/; Letícia de Cássia

951 Brazil
FAVELA 20X30
JULIO PECLY
contato@cavideo.com.br
DOC; 0:12:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Vinte planos de trinta segundos, mostrando os vários locais de uma favela e seu cotidiano.

CAVI BORGES; CAVIDEO PRODUÇÕES; CONTATO@CAVIDEO.
COM.BR

138 Brazil
VIAGEM A SÃO JOSÉ DAS TRÊS ILHAS JOURNEY IN SÃO JOSÉ DAS TRES ILHAS
VALERIO FONSECA;SAULO MORETZSOHN;FABIO ALEXANDRE

valeriofonseca@hotmail.com
DOC; 0:17:17; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A travel to the beatiful city São José das Três ilhas...the peaple and theirs dreams

VALERIO FONSECA; CRAVO FILMES; valeriofonseca@hotmail.com; 
SAULO MORETZSOHN; FABIO ALEXANDRE
valeriofonseca@hotmail.com

174 Brazil
AUTO DOCUMENTÁRIO I - O ENCONTRO SELFDOCUMENTARY - THE DATE
CAMILA TARIFA;VICTOR FISCH

cacatarifa@yahoo.com.br
DOC; 0:13:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A short documentary about the date of two Young filmmakers in a beautiful afternoon. They both make a personal record of their ways until the câmeraʼs meeting

Curta metragem documental sobre o simples e mero encontro de dois cineastas em uma tarde qualquer. Ambos fazem um registro pessoal de seus caminhos até o encontro das câmeras.

CAMILA TARIFA; A Árvore da Montanha; cacatarifa@yahoo.com.br;  
Victor Fisch

196 Brazil
URUBUS TÊM ASAS VULTURES HAVE WINGS
ANDRÉ RANGEL;MARCOS NEGRÃO

DOC; 0:15:00; 0; COL; 2008
Anything can be recycled, not just trash. Actions and destinies, for instance. This is how a community faces the damaged caused by waste disposal, which is slowly destroying what they depend on 
for survival: the mangrove swamp.
Tudo pode ser reciclado. Muito além do lixo

MARCOS NEGRÃO; Enigma Filmes Produções Cinematográficas Ltda;
Vinicius Cattani; Clarice Bertoni

323 Brazil
MENINO ARANHA SPYDER BOY
MARIANA LACERDA
DOC; 0:12:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Spider boy: a real urban legend which circulated in Recife in the late 90s
Menino-Aranha: uma real lenda urbana contada na Recife do final da década de 90.

 Paleo TV;

326 Brazil
FLORES EM VIDA FLOWERS IN LIFE
RODRIGO T. MARQUES;EDUARDO CONSONNI

rodrigocarica@gmail.com
DOC; 0:12:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A documentary about the quotidian universe of Lazara Crystal and her flower shop at São Paulo's downtown.

RODRIGO T. MARQUES; COMPLÔ; rodrigocarica@gmail.com;  
Eduardo Consonni

379 Brazil
OCIDENTE WEST
LEONARDO SETTE

DOC; 0:07:00; HD; COL; 2008
A couple on a trip.

AURÉLIO DIAS; ;  Eryk Rocha; Emilie Lesclaux, Kleber Mendonça 
Filho, Lula Carvalho



403 Brazil
A BUSCA DE LUCRÉCIO EM ALEXANDRIA LUCRÉCIO'S QUEST IN ALEXANDRIA
PATRICIO SALGADO
DOC; 0:12:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Photographer Lucrecio sets out on a quest for a family he portrayed back in the 70's, joined by his filmmaker son.
Lucrecio, fótógrafo, sai em busca de uma família que fotografou nos anos 1970, acompanhado de seu filho cineasta.

 Paleo TV;

430 Brazil
VALPARAISO
DIEGO HOEFEL;LORENA ORTIZ
valparaiso.entrefilmes@gmail.com
DOC; 0:16:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
On that day, they sang for Valparaiso.

RICARDO ALVES JUNIOR; entrefilmes; valparaiso.entrefilmes@gmail.
com

598 Brazil
NOTAS FLANANTES WANDERING NOTES
CLARISSA CAMPOLINA

clarissa@teia.art.br
DOC; 0:47:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
One day I was asked to define the city where I wake up in everyday. The lack of an answer led me to seek a method to discover this place, so familiar to me. Using the map of Belo Horizonte, I would
randomly choose a quadrant where I should go. The video is built from these strolls, revealing the everyday life of places picked by chance ans showing my encounter with this other city.

HELVÉCIO MARINS JR.; Teia; helvecio@teia.art.br; http://www.teia.art.
br/; Diana Gebrim; Ana Regina Fernandes

882 Brazil
O FABULOSO DESTINO DE ANÍSIO PIU PIU THE FABULOUS DESTINY OF ANÍSIO TWEET TWEET
BRUNO LIMA
bruno.bolima@gmail.com
DOC; 0:55:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2008
A note supposedly left to the police chief during a escape from the local jail made Anísio a famous man in Carmo do Rio Claro, southern Minas Gerais.

Convicted to eight years in prison, the main character of this true story didnʼt run away from prison just one time, but three times, and always in creative and funny ways.

Among prisons, escapes and hiding-places, The Fabulous Destiny of Anísio Tweet Tweet tells a story of social rehabilitation, where the struggle for life walks side by side with comedy.

BRUNO LIMA; Independent Production; bruno.bolima@gmail.com

902 Brazil
COCAIS, A CIDADE REINVENTADA COCAIS, THE REINVENTED TOWN
INES CARDOSO
inespcardoso@gmail.com
DOC; 0:15:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Cocais is a poetic documentary film made with patients and employees of an
asylum town in São Paulo state inland.
This is the story of a town that reinvented itself through a movie, or the
story of a movie invented by a town.

BETO TIBIRIÇÁ; Plateau Produções; beto@plateauprodicoes.com.br
Ines Cardoso; inespcardoso@gmail.com

975 Brazil
MARGEM MARGIN
MAYA DA-RIN

mwdarin@uol.com.br
DOC; 0:54:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2008
Synopsis portuguese:
Durante dois dias e três noites uma embarcação navega lentamente o Rio Amazonas, partindo da fronteira do Brasil e Colômbia em direção a cidade peruana de Iquitos. A margem se revela diante
da câmera à medida que os passageiros divagam sobre um território de múltiplas feições e em constante transformação.

Synopsis english:
Large boats navigate the Amazon River daily, transporting people, animals and goods. This film portrays one of these trips, starting at the border of Brazil and Colombia to the Peruvian city Iquitos. 

MAYA DA-RIN; CINELUZ; cineluz@cineluz.com.br; http://www.cineluz.
com.br/
Mariana Kaufman; Cineluz; marianakaufman@cineluz.com.br

1016 Brazil
VISSUNGO, FRAGMENTOS DA TRADIÇÃO ORAL VISSUNGO, FRAGMENTS OF ORAL TRADITION
CÁSSIO GUSSON

imprensa.confrafilmes@gmail.com
DOC; 0:13:00; 0; COL; 2009
The documentary 'Vissungos fragments of oral tradition' tells the story of these songs (terminated with the end of slavery, which mixed with African words of Portuguese)
 this anonymous people who said their culture with a history of Brazil that is forgotten.

CÁSSIO GUSSON; Confra Filmes; imprensa.confrafilmes@gmail.com;
http://www.confrafilmes.com.br/
Cássio Gusson; Confra Filmes; imprensa.confrafilmes@gmail.com

1064 Brazil
IMAGENS DO JONGO THE IMAGENS OF JONGO
GUILLERMO PLANEL

guiplanel@gmal.com
DOC; 0:26:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2009
The Images of Jongo shows the journey of photojournalists in their day of rest to a party of the black community in Quilombo São José da Serra, a social organization with 150 years of existence and
shows the struggle for the preservation of the African culture in the state of Rio de Janeiro
In this records, the photography is a multiracial element, with your in African territory and rural Brazil, between the feelings that defines Africa and Latin America
Eight photgraphers gives their testimonies about the event and show the process of capture these images of beauty, magic and emotion

O documentário Imagens do Jongo é o relato da viagem de fotojornalistas em seu dia de descanso a uma festa da comunidade negra no Quilombo São José da Serra, uma organização social com

SERGIO PUGLIESE; Approach Comunicação; pugliese@approach.
com.br
Guillermo Planel; Ponto de Equilibrio; guiplanel@gmail.com



1289 Brazil
A ARQUITETURA DO CORPO THE BODY'S ARCHITECTURE
MARCOS PIMENTEL

marcospimentel77@yahoo.com.br
DOC; 0:21:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
The dancers and their forms.
Their pains.
Their dreams…

MARCOS PIMENTEL; Tempero Filmes do Brasil; 
marcospimentel77@yahoo.com.br; http://www.temperofilmes.com.br/

1582 Brazil
CHAPA BUDDY
TATIANA TOFFOLI

tatiana@espacoelastica.com.br
DOC; 0:18:14; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Bonfires by the side of the highway. Hundreds of trucks go by. A chapa signals and a truck stops. The chapa gets in the truck cab. He is the guide, showing the way through the intricate streets of the
metropolis.

LETÍCIA RAMOS; Elástica; leticia@espacoelastica.com.br; http://www.
espacoelastica.com.br/; Tatiana Toffoli; Aline Rizzotto
Laura Futuro; Elástica; laura@espacoelastica.com.br; http://www.
espacoelastica.com.br/

1636 Brazil
A CASA DOS MORTOS THE HOUSE OF THE DEAD
DEBORA DINIZ;-;-
imagenslivres@anis.org.br
DOC; 0:24:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Bubu is a poet who has been committed to state institutions for the insane twelve times. He challenges the meaning of hospital-jails, hybrid institutions which sentence the insane to life imprisonment.
The poem The House of the Dead was written during the filming of the documentary and reveals the forgotten deaths that occur in these judicial asylums. There are three stories in three acts of 
death. Jaime, Antonio, and Almerindo are anonymous men, considered dangers to society, whose punishment is the tragedy of suicide, the unending cycle of being committed to the asylum, or 
surviving life imprisonment in the house of the dead. Bubu is the narrator of his own life and also of his own destiny-death in the asylum.

FABIANA PARANHOS; ImagensLivres; imagenslivres@anis.org.br
Julia Sosnovskaya; St-Petersburg Documentary Film Studio; 
julisosnovska@gmail.com; http://www.cinedoc.ru/

1654 Brazil
MINAMI EM CLOSE-UP, A BOCA EM REVISTA MINAMI IN CLOSE-UP, THE BOCA IN REVIEW
THIAGO MENDONÇA

politheama@politheama.com.br
DOC; 0:18:40; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Cinema em Close-up – a magazine produced by filmmakers from the old downtown filmmaking center and its editor Minami Keizi – a cartoonist known for introducing the first erotic comic books in 
Brazil – will be the starting point in which we will talk about film production in São Paulo in the 70s

EVANILDE APARECIDA FRESNOT / EM ARTES: VAN FRESNOT; 
POLITHEAMA E FILMES LTDA.; vanfresnot@politheama.com.br; http:
//www.politheamafilmes.com.br/

1793 Brazil
TEATRO DE TITÃS FEAST OF TITANS
FERNANDO BELENS

daviop@v2cinema.com
DOC; 0:09:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Fernando Arrabal speaks about mythology and art, searching for the ways of the modern man through the theater and scientific development.

DAVI DE OLIVEIRA PINHEIRO; V2 Cinema; daviop@v2cinema.com; 
http://www.v2cinema.com/; Letícia de Cássia

1906 Brazil
NINGUEM SEGURA O BRASIL THE AWAKENING OF A GIANT
ALFEU FRANCA
alfeufranca@yahoo.com
DOC; 0:30:38; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2009
After take the power in the 1964´s coup, the Brazilian military makes use of the official propaganda to disseminate the progress and adjust the people to the "country of the future".

(Portuguese version)
Brasil. Década de 1970. O despertar de um gigante.
Os militares no poder e a propaganda oficial como arma para divulgar o progresso e forjar o cidadão para o Brasil de amanhã - "o país do futuro".

RENATA FAZZIO; Imagenax; renatafazzio@gmail.com
Alfeu Franca; Imagenax; alfeufranca@yahoo.com

1928 Brazil
A TERCEIRA JORNADA THE THIRD JOURNEY
AMARALINA FERREIRA FROTA

contato@tumdum.com
DOC; 0:14:17; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
The Third Journey presents the importance of inclusive art for mentally and physically disabled citizens. With a simple and poetic approach, the movie brings us closer to the cause of these artists.

A Terceira Jornada é um documentário de curta-metragem que nos apresenta o trabalho realizado pelo ator Marcos Frota, com deficientes físicos e mentais, entre abril e setembro de 2008. Em uma
abordagem sucinta e poética o filme exibe o poder de inclusão da arte e nos aproxima da causa dos deficientes.

APOENA FERREIRA FROTA; Tumdum; apoenafrota@tumdum.com; 
http://www.tumdum.com/



1665 Brazil
BODE REI, CABRA RAINHA THE KING GOAT
HELENA TASSARA

htassara@uol.com.br
DOC/DOC; 0:48:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
In the semi-arid northeast, in the region of Caatinga, in the “sertão”, at last, is usual to say that is not the man who creates the he-goat, but the he-goat who creates the man. Is also said that from he-
goat takes advantage even so its shout.

This is in fact. And for this reason that, in this documentary, the main characteres are these animals: the he-goat and the she-goat.

Many times they are treated by the “sertanejo” like creatures almost human, partners of infelicities and journeis, they carry a lot of storie. This everyone knows.

PATRICK LEBLANC; Superfilmes; super@superfilmes.com.br; http:
//www.superfilmes.com.br/
Patrick Leblanc; Superfilmes; super@superfilmes.com.br; http://www.
superfilmes.com.br/

604 Brazil
NEM MARCHA NEM CHOUTA NOT A TROT OR A CANTER
HELVÉCIO MARINS JR.
DOC/EXP; 0:08:00; mini DV; COL; 2008
I was filming a market, when a kid took my eyes…

HELVÉCIO MARINS JR.;

1795 Brazil
WHAT ARE YOU LOOKING FOR?
CAMILA GONZATTO
daviop@v2cinema.com
DOC/EXP; 0:08:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2008
The steps of time. Philip Glass reflects about the origin of music and the ideas that become each piano note.

DAVI DE OLIVEIRA PINHEIRO; V2 Cinema; daviop@v2cinema.com; 
http://www.v2cinema.com/; Letícia de Cássia

1792 Brazil
DOIS ANDARES LEVELS
MÁRCIO SCHOENARDIE

daviop@v2cinema.com
DOC/FIC; 0:14:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Between two floors, two ways of viewing and making cinema. The minds of two important Brazilian contemporary directors and their thoughts and opinions on fiction and the influence of reality in their
work.

DAVI DE OLIVEIRA PINHEIRO; V2 Cinema; daviop@v2cinema.com; 
http://www.v2cinema.com/; Letícia de Cássia

428 Brazil
NACOS DE PELE BITES OF SKIN
LEONARDO BARCELOS;HÉLIO LAUAR

contato@teia.art.br
EXP; 0:14:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
the fragility of bonds of affection draws insecurity and abandonment in the human landscape.

LEONARDO BARCELOS; TEIA; contato@teia.art.br; http://www.teia.art.
br/
Karla Oliveira; Teia; contato@teia.art.br; http://www.teia.art.br/

1015 Brazil
E SENDO ÁGUA, AMOR, QUERER SER TERRA... AND BEING WATER, LOVE, TO WANT TO BECAME EARTH...
MAÍRA FERNANDES DE MELO

mairafernandesdemelo@gmail.com
EXP; 0:03:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A partir de qatro poemas da poeta Hilda Hilst, constrói-se uma narrativa lírico-visual que investiga a paixão, o sexo, a natureza e o feminino.

MAÍRA FERNANDES DE MELO; Uapa Audiovisual Ltda; 
mairafernandesdemelo@gmail.com; fab_maciel@yahoo.com.br

2216 Brazil
O SONHO DA CASA PRÓPRIA VEILED DREAM
CAO GUIMARÃES
caoguima@terra.com.br
EXP; 0:15:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Veiled dream, dreamed veil. What is there in common between a marriage and a building site?

ALINE X; 88 Filmes; 88@oitooito.com

757 Brazil
OSCAR 07/02
JOÃO KREFER
joaokrefer@yahoo.com.br
EXP/DOC; 0:09:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Experimental documentary about Brazilian centenarian architect Oscar Niemeyer and his thoughts on life. It puts into clash excerpts of interviews with poetical observations of a museum named after
Niemeyer (which is also one of his latest works), thus questioning the predominance of verbal communication on the contemporary spectator.

JOÃO KREFER; Krepak; joaokrefer@yahoo.com.br

2109 Brazil
KOGI
PAULA GAITÁN
paulamaria_g@hotmail.com
EXP/DOC; 0:12:01; 16 mm; COL BW; 2009
um poema s partir dos registros realizados entre os indios Kogi que moram na Serra Nevada de Santa Marta da Colombia

PAULA GAITÁN; aruak filmes; erykrocha@yahoo.com.br;  eryk rocha



2110 Brazil
MONSANTO
PAULA GAITÁN
paulamaria_g@hotmail.com
EXP/DOC; 0:22:00; 16 mm; COL BW; 2008
a construcao imagetica de um lugar que nao existe

PAULA GAITÁN; aruak filmes; erykrocha@yahoo.com.br;  eryk rocha

424 Brazil
ARANCELES
MELO VIANA
meloviana@yahoo.com
EXP/FIC; 0:15:54; 35 mm; COL; 2008
A produção do cinema latino-americano é desconhecida até mesmo nos próprios países latino-americanos. Os ARANCELES (barreiras alfandegárias) impostos pela distribuição colocam em uma 
prisão a criatividade e o virtuosismo do cinema mais inventivo e realista do mundo.

Cria-se um círculo vicioso da não-circulação dos filmes e do desconhecimento. No Brasil não se conhece os filmes de Camilo Luzuriaga. No ecuador não se conhece os filmes de José Maria 
Arzuaga. Na Colômbia não se conhece os filmes de Raoul Peck. No Haiti não se conhece os filmes de Enrique Pineda e assim sucessivamente.

SANDRA ZAWADZKI; del Este; sandrazaw@yahoo.com.br

481 Brazil
O PAPEL DO MANTO MANTLE'S ROLE
SERGIO SILVA

sergiosilva.ie@gmail.com
EXP/FIC; 0:13:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
The Messenger arrives at Earth and has its mantle stolen by M'woman.
A slapstick musical from methaphysics.

O Enviado chega à Terra e tem seu manto roubado por Mulhomem.
Uma chanchada metafísica.

JOÃO MARCOS DE ALMEIDA; Filmes do Caixote; joao.marcos.
almeida@gmail.com

1024 Brazil
A MAÇÃ DE BOTERO BOTEROʼS APPLE
MARINA DIAS WEIS AND MOIRA TOLEDO;TOLEDO.MOIRA@GMAIL.
COM
marinaweis@gmail.com
EXP/FIC; 0:15:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Dezember the 25th. Bunny goes out the city chasing after Santa Claus for her son. The boy, Rocamador, run after his mother through the city. The journey takes a uncommon course.

CLARISSA FORJAZ KNOLL; Ourobosros Cinematográfica; 
clarissaknoll@gmail.com

1675 Brazil
NECESSIDADE NECESSITY
IGOR SOUTO

igor.souto@gmail.com
EXP/FIC; 0:08:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
"O caminho doloroso e angustiante de se transformar em alguém para enfim, satisfazer suas necessidades, gostos e prazeres."

"The painful and agonizing journey of transforming oneself's to satisfy their needs, taste and pleasure."

ALEQUES EITERER; Associação Cultural Festival Brasileiro de Cinema
Universitário; acfbcu@gmail.com
Aleques Eiterer; Associação Cultural Festival Brasileiro de Cinema 
Universitário; acfbcu@gmail.com

952 Brazil
CANAL 001
JULIO PECLY
cavi@cavideo.com.br
FIC; 0:09:30; Betacam SP PAL; BW; 2009
UMA HOMENAGEM AO CANAL 100. POPULAR PROGRAMA BRASILEIRO SOBRE FUTEBOL.

PAULO SILVA; CAVIDEO PRODUÇÕES; CONTATO@CAVIDEO.
COM.BR

602 Brazil
N° 27
MARCELO LORDELLO;-;-
mlordello@gmail.com
FIC; 0:19:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
- The bathroom is on cleaning - Luiz aswers, holding the doorhandle with all his streght
- Cleaning? Bullshit, open the door!
- The bathroom is on cleaning, search for another, please
- There´s no cleaning...open up man, I want to use it!
- Dude, could you call the supervisor, please?

MARCELO LORDELLO; Tincheira Filmes; mlordello@gmail.com; http:
//www.tricheirafilmes.com/

122 Brazil
MÃE MOTHER
LUIS ANTONIO PEREIRA

lap@lapee.com.br
FIC; 0:15:00; COL; 2008
“Mother” is a dark humor comedy by Luis Antonio Pereira. Mother is a boss of the organized crime in Rio de Janeiro. She commands her actions from inside her fancy restaurant. The story starts, 
when her sister Silvia appears showing marks of violence in her face, done by her cop husband. They decide to take vengeance against him. Silvia goes with the Motherʼs two bodyguards to the 
apartment of her husbandʼs lover. Besides the plot, the film has no violent scenes, and the methods applied by the bodyguards are curious and funny.

LUIS ANTONIO PEREIRA; ECLECTIC ENTERTAINMENT; lap@lapee.
com.br; http://www.lapee.com.br; GLENIO NUNES



139 Brazil
MARIA NINGUÉM MARIA NOBODY
VALERIO FONSECA

valeriofonseca@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:12:48; 35 mm; COL; 2008
MARIA NINGUÉM

    IN 1964 THE ACTRESS BRIGITTE BARDOT LIVED IN BÚZIOS – RIO DE JANEIRO …SANDRO HAS ELEVEN YEARS OLD, HE IS FISHERMAN SON AND LOVES HIS FRIEND BRIGITTE …
WITH NO ACTORS.

VALERIO FONSECA; CRAVO FILMES; valeriofonseca@hotmail.com;
GLORIA PEREIRA; ROGERIO DOLABELLA
valeriofonseca@hotmail.com

175 Brazil
A TRUPE THE TROUPE
GUILHERME PINHEIRO;CAMILA TARIFA

cacatarifa@yahoo.com.br
FIC; 0:15:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
The adventures and conflicts of five young artists and puppeteers as they travel around the countryside cities of São Paulo, looking for the meaning of their art.

CAMILA TARIFA; A Árvore da Montanha, FAAP e Forcine; 
cacatarifa@yahoo.com.br;  Amanda Stefani

176 Brazil
UM DIA DESSES ONE OF THESE DAYS
CAMILA TARIFA

cacatarifa@yahoo.com.br
FIC; 0:08:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
One of these days in the life of Aurora. A day like any other, one of those days, stopped, without anything, one day among many others. The grandmother, the mother and Aurora in one of these 
days.

PRISCILA ANDRADE; A Árvore da Montanha; 
aarvoredamontanha@yahoo.com.br; Maira Martins

193 Brazil
SE NÃO FOSSE O ONOFRE... THANKS, ONOFRE
ERIKA MADER
erikamader@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:16:00; DigiBeta; COL; 2008
After playing around with his friend Onofre, Zé wakes up in the back of a a truck on a deserted road and falls in love with the young driver Adalia. From this moment on, his lifes changes completely
Depois de uma brincadeira com o amigo Onofre, Zé acorda na caçamba de uma Kombi, em uma estrada deserta, e apaixona-se perdidamente pela jovem motorista Adália. A partir daí, sua vida 
muda radicalmente.

GIULIA CABRAL; ;  Renata Mader; Maria Kiki Simonsen

194 Brazil
AREIA SAND
CAETANO GOTARDO
FIC; 0:12:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
The sand is a little warm. I touch it with my hand and with my legs. We are sitting. Your shorts are red. Your name. A salt stone in my mouth.
A areia está um pouco quente. Eu encosto nela com a mão e com as pernas. Nós estamos sentados. Sua bermuda é vermelha. Seu nome. Uma pedra de sal na minha boca.

JULIANA ROJAS; Bambu Filmes; ; Luís Carlos Soares

195 Brazil
LA DOLOROSA
ODILON ROCHA
FIC; 0:12:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
The bride, the groom, the best man and a destructive passion. A wet dream turned into a nightmare. It's the second episode from the Trilogy of Dream, an attempt to bring lyricism back to the cinema.
A noiva, o noivo, o padrinho de casamento e uma paixão que destrói. Um sonho molhado que se transforma em um pesadelo. É o segundo episódio da Trilogia do Sonho, cujo objectivo é resgatar o
lirismo do cinema.

VANESSA MONTENEGRO; Cinematográfica Superfilmes

197 Brazil
O QUE HÁ DE FICAR THINGS TO REMAIN
FELIPO CONTINENTINO
FIC; 0:15:00; DigiBeta; COL; 2008
After years living abroad, Laura returns to her parents house for farewells. She reencounters its rooms, objects and memories. When things seem to be back on track. it is time to leave.
Após anos no exterior, Laura retorna à casa dos pais para algumas despedidas. Aos poucos, se reencontra com os cômodos, os objectos, as memórias. Quando as coisas parecem se ajeitar, já é 
hora de partir.

FELIPE CONTINENTINO; Walah Filmes; ; Breno Cunha

198 Brazil
BLACKOUT BLACOUT
DANIEL REZENDE
FIC; 0:10:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
An aide and a Congress alternate smoke a joint in a room being remodeled in the government building. A moment to "chill" turns into a sucessions of revelations and surprises that get worse by the 
second.
Um assessor e um suplente parlamentar resolvem fumar um baseado numa sala em reforma da Assembleia Legislativa. Um momento "relax" vira uma sucessão de revelações e surpresas que 
pioram a cada segundo.

CLAUDINE FRANCO;

199 Brazil
COTIDIANO DAY-IN, DAY-OUT
JOANA MARIANI
FIC; 0:17:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Same say life is the period of time from the moment you wake up to the moment you to go to bed. Day In, Day Out is about those for whom this period of this time is not about living, but about 
watching life go by.
Algumas pessoas chamam de vida o período entre a hora em que se acorda e a hora de dormir. Cotidiano é sobre aqueles para os quais esse período de tempo não é viver, mas ver a vida passar.

MATIAS MARIANI; Primo Filmes; ; Marcelo Monteiro



232 Brazil
BIBLIOFAGIA BIBLIOPHAGY
ANDREA GLORIA;RENATO CUNHA

cor@corfilmes.com.br
FIC; 0:14:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Clarice Lispector, Franz Kafka, George Orwell, Manuel Bandeira and... Genesius, a librarian who since childhood devours books.

ANDREA GLÓRIA; Cor Filmes e Caracol Filmes; cor@corfilmes.com.br;
http://www.corfilmes.com.br/; Thiago de Castro; Elessandra Cristina
cor@corfilmes.com.br

235 Brazil
CORPO NO CÉU THRU THE SKY
LUISA MARQUES

luisas@gmail.com
FIC; 0:22:50; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A teenage girl goes thru the last moments before leaving her mother's house. The places she knows starts to represent something else and she starts to say goodbye to them.

BERNARDO BARCELLOS, LEONARDO LEVIS, LUISA MARQUES, 
RAPHAEL MESQUITA; Blum Filmes; luisas@gmail.com

322 Brazil
VESTIDA DRESSED
JULIANA ROJAS

patti@ioiofilmes.com
FIC; 0:15:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Claudio returns to his family's country home to attend his mother's funeral. During this brief stay he resumes living with his father, Jonas, and his contact with the daily routine of the farm.

LORENZO GIUNTA; IOIO FILMES ETC; patti@ioiofilmes.com;  Simoni
de Mendonça
fernanda patti; ioio filmes etc; patti@ioiofilmes.com; http://www.
ioiofilmes.com/

347 Brazil
DEPOIS DAS NOVE AFTER NINE
ALLAN RIBEIRO

allanribeiro@ig.com.br
FIC; 0:15:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Rafael lives with your grandmother in a apartament in Copacabana, Rio de Janeiro. After some incidents, he sees the world around him in different way.

EDUARDO ADES E ANGELO DEFANTI; eduardo@imagemtempo.com.
br; angelo@sobretudo.art.br

401 Brazil
ENGANO MISTAKE
CAVI BORGES

cavi@cavideo.com.br
FIC; 0:11:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
A man. A woman. A city. Two plans sequences.

CAVI BORGES; CAVIDEO PRODUÇÕES; CONTATO@CAVIDEO.
COM.BR; LARA FRIGOTTO; GUSTAVO PIZZI

402 Brazil
ELETROTORPE
YURI AMARAL
FIC; 0:14:00; DVD; COL; 2008
An ususual drug traffic story whose characters are forced to face their values. The film is set in real rave parties, roads and even a morgue, all accompanied by an original electronic score.
A narrative acompanha um inusitado tráfico de drogas, obrigando seus personagens a confrontarem seus valores. O filme empresta cenários reais de rave, estradas e necrotério, com música 
eletrônica composta originalmente.

JULIANA VICENTE;

404 Brazil
O DIA EM QUE NÃO MATEI BERTRAND THE DAY I DID NOT KILL BERTRAND
LUIZ CARLOS OLIVEIRA JR.
FIC; 0:16:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Bertrand! You bastard! Today you die!
Bertrand, seu canalha, hoje você morre!

LUNA MANCINI;

427 Brazil
DOMINGO DE PÁSCOA EASTER SUNDAY
PEDRO AMORIM

pedro.amorim@mixer.com.br
FIC; 0:15:00; 16 mm; COL; 2008
Entre um dramático crepúsculo e o amanhecer de um Domingo de Páscoa, o filme conta a história de Felipe, um médico recém-traído pela mulher que parte em busca de alívio e acaba por entrar 
em contato com um mundo ao qual não sabia pertencer.

Uma mãe-prostituta, um policial-corrupto-correto, uma malabarista-mirim-de-rua. Personagens que se encontram e se desencontram em torno de uma barraca fajuta de hot-dog, no calçadão de 
Copacabana.
Trata-se de uma polaroid noturna da praia mais famosa do mundo, retratando de forma inusitada vidas tortas e malditas.

MALU MIRANDA; Mixer; malu8malu@mac.com; http://www.mixer.com.
br/; Vicente Amorim

470 Brazil
O VAMPIRO DO MEIO-DIA
ANITA ROCHA DA SILVEIRA
FIC; 0:19:00; DigiBeta; COL; 2008

ISA SACHETT;



534 Brazil
CORPO PRESENTE: BEATRIZ BEATRIZ
MARCELO TOLEDO;PAOLO GREGORI

arteficio@terra.com.br
FIC; 0:20:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
A working class girlʼs body is found by the Tietê River. The circumstances of her killing remain unclear. She leaves a grandmother and one year old baby girl.

JORGE GUEDES; Cinegrama Filmes; 
cinegramafilmes@cinegramafilmes.com.br

550 Brazil
O ATIRADOR THE SNIPER
JULIANO VERARDI

julianoverardi@cinemaelefante.com.br
FIC; 0:09:10; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
What would you do with a rifle in top of a building?

JULIANO VERARDI; Cinema Elefante produtora Audiovisual Ltda.; 
julianoverardi@cinemaelefante.com.br; http://www.cinemaelefante.com.
br/; Greice Machado

583 Brazil
PASSOS NO SILÊNCIO STEPS INTO SILENCE
GUTO PARENTE

gutoparente@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:16:45; 35 mm; COL BW; 2008
The experience of translation.

YTHALLO RODRIGUES; Alumbramento; 
alumbramentoproducoes@gmail.com; Rúbia Mércia

610 Brazil
DRINKS DESEJOS DESVIOS DRINKS DESIRES DEVIATIONS
ADOLPHO KNAUTH

adolpho@arteporarte.com.br
FIC; 0:14:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Marco kidnaps his psychoanalyst aiming to relieve his deep and obscure feelings. All the atrocious, morbid instincts of Marcoʼs rotten and psychopathic mind are presented in a revealing dialog 
between him and his psychoanalyst.

ADOLPHO KNAUTH; ARTE POR ARTE PRODUÇÕES; 
adolpho@arteporarte.com.br; http://www.arteporarte.com.br/

782 Brazil
ARLINDO SERVE
ANDRÉ B BITTENCOURT
andrebitt@gmail.com
FIC; 0:13:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Arlindo serves drinks in a forgotten bar. Serves as listening friend, as an analist, as a perfect man, although in a platonic sense. There are so many fuctions for this waiter, apparently under control, 
that when the night ends, and his costumers are gone, Arlindo faces his own solitude. So, who´s going to serve Arlindo?

FELIPE DUARTE; João de Barro; felipe.rmd@gmail.com

786 Brazil
UM CERTO ESQUECIMENTO A CERTAIN OBLIVION
ANDRÉ CARVALHEIRA

contato@400filmes.com
FIC; 0:17:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
At a newsstand, a murder and a cosmic explosion of a star disrupts daily life and time itself.

WILLIAM ALLVES; 400 Filmes; contato@400filmes.com; http:
//www.400filmes.com/
André Carvalheira; 400 Filmes; contato@400filmes.com; http:
//www.400filmes.com/

787 Brazil
HÓSPEDES GUESTS
CRISTIANE OLIVEIRA

crisol2107@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:15:30; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Lara wakes up in an unknown house. Her foot in a plaster cast and a handwritten note are the first signs that someone saved her.

ALETÉIA SELONK; Clube Silêncio / OKNA Produções; 
distribuicao@clubesilencio.com.br; http://www.clubesilencio.com.br/; 
Cristiane Oliveira; Fabiano de SouzaCristiane Oliveira; crisol2107@hotmail.com

788 Brazil
A MINHA MANEIRA DE ESTAR SOZINHO MY OWN WAY OF BEING ALONE
GUSTAVO GALVÃO

gustavo@400filmes.com
FIC; 0:15:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Swede is a young man in his 20's. He doesn't know how to dance, how to flirt or how to relax. He would like to have someone to talk to, but he is alone. Except for Melissa, the only woman in the 
world who can understand him.

GUSTAVO GALVÃO; 400 Filmes; gustavo@400filmes.com; http:
//www.400filmes.com/
Gustavo Galvão; 400 Filmes; gustavo@400filmes.com; http://www.
gustavogalvao.com/

953 Brazil
CRÔNICAS DE UM FATO COMUM
PAULO SILVA
contato@cavideo.com.br
FIC; 0:16:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Um documentarista encontra a história de Cesinha, um rapaz que foi assassinado e remonta a trajetória através dos depoimentos dos parentes e amigos.

JULIO PECLY; CAVIDEO PRODUÇÕES; CONTATO@CAVIDEO.COM.
BR



954 Brazil
PICOLÉ, PINTINHO E PIPA
GUSTAVO MELO
contato@cavideo.com.br
FIC; 0:15:00; 16 mm; COL; 2008
O carro do Troca-troca esta passando em sua rua: Garrafa velha, bacia velha, garrafão de vinho vazio, motor de geladeira, o moço troca por Picolé, pintinho e pipa. Alo garotada, o carro do troca-
troca esta passando em sua rua... O moço vai lá em cima e volta. Pedrinho, figura principal, tem 13 anos, precisa ficar em casa para cuidar de seu irmão mais novo, Juquinha de seis anos, mas os 
três amigos: Morcegão, Gargamel e Bebeco irão convence-lo a ir atrás do carro do troca-troca.

LUCIANA BEZERRA; NÓS DO MORRO E CAVIDEO PRODUÇÕES; 
CONTATO@CAVIDEO.COM.BR

955 Brazil
A DISTRAÇÃO DE IVAN
CAVI BORGES E GUSTAVO MELO
contato@cavideo.com.br
FIC; 0:15:00; 35 mm; COL; 2009
Cotidiano de Ivan, menino de onze anos, morador de Brás de Pina, subúrbio do Rio de Janeiro.

GUSTAVO PIZZI; CAVIDEO PRODUÇÕES; CONTATO@CAVIDEO.
COM.BR

956 Brazil
BEIJO FRANCÈS
PAULO F. CAMACHO
contato@cavideo.com.br
FIC; 0:09:35; 35 mm; COL; 2009
o tecido da intimidade de um casal que se depara com o que não tem solução: a solidão, em estado bruto.

PAULO F. CAMACHO; Cavideo Produções; contato@cavideo.com.br;
Cavi Borges

968 Brazil
FOGO FIRE
HIQUE MONTANARI

hiquemontanarirs@gmail.com
FIC; 0:21:00; 35 mm; BW; 2009
FOGO (FIRE) is a short film which uses an experimental
language and B&W expressionist photography.
This film is about the mysteries surrounding the
inexplicable death of a man.
This creates a web of potential suspects for the murder of
the man.

HIQUE MONTANARI; manga rosa filmes; hiquemontanarirs@gmail.
com; cintia helena rodrigues

1014 Brazil
QUINTAS INTENÇÕES HIDDEN INTENTIONS
MAURICIO RIZZO

mauriciorizzo@uol.com.br
FIC; 0:09:35; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Neco and Vera, who were friends back in college, meet again in a bookstore and cannot engage in a conversation with the same naturality as before. As time goes by, the viewer realizes that not 
always what is said between them corresponds to what they are actually thinking.

JULIO AUGUSTO DE OLIVEIRA SILVA; Zucca Produções; 
julio@zuccanet.com.br

1055 Brazil
OXICIANURETO DE MERCÚRIO MERCURIC OXYCYANIDE
ANDRÉ CARRERA

prod@camisalistrada.com.br
FIC; 0:15:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Amâncio, a young bohemian living in the 30s, meets up with friends at a bar and tells them about the painful treatment he had undergone in order to cure a syphilitic ulcer in his stomach. While the 
story gets more and more adventurous and fanciful, a brute drunkard challenges him to prove he is actually cured.

ANDRÉ CARRERA; Camisa Listrada; prod@camisalistrada.com.br; 
http://www.camisalistrada.com.br/; Carlos Paulino
prod@camisalistrada.com.br

1062 Brazil
A VISITA THE VISIT
PAULO ANOMAL

paulo@calibrefilmes.com
FIC; 0:14:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2009
THE VISIT. CAUGHT IN A SPIRAL OF PARANOIA AND FRENZY, AUGUSTO TRIES TO WRITE ABOUT HIS VISIT.

FELIPPE MUSSEL; CALIBRE FILMES E PUC-RIO; 
FELIPPE@CALIBREFILMES.COM

1161 Brazil
A MULHER BIÔNICA THE BIONIC WOMAN
ARMANDO PRAÇA

armandopraca@uol.com.br
FIC; 0:19:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
One day and two memories of the life of Marta.

ARMANDO PRAÇA; Drama Produções Artísticas; armandopraca@uol.
com.br
Armando Praça; Drama Produções Artísticas; armandopraca@uol.com.
br



1162 Brazil
A MAIS FORTE THE STRONGER
PAULO MIRANDA
avatar@dglnet.com.br
FIC; 0:09:41; 35 mm; COL; 2009
Who is the stronger? A woman who is married, has children, and lives a stable life? Or the other woman, who is single, an actress, and is independent?

PAULO MIRANDA; SW-VG 94 Produtora; avatar@dglnet.com.br

1678 Brazil
CINCO MINUTOS FIVE MINUTES
RICKY MASTRO

lista@rickymastro.com
FIC; 0:10:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
When you spend your whole life beside one person, all the time in the world is not enough to say goodbye.

RICKY MASTRO;  lista@rickymastro.com; http://www.
cincominutosfilme.com.br/
Filmoteca; FAAP; filmoteca@faap.br

1679 Brazil
REC PAUSE
BRUNO CARNEIRO;..;...
brunocarneiro@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:15:00; 35 mm; COL; 2009
Daddy was a video camera...

ZITA CARVALHOSA; 24 VPS filmes e Superfilmes; 24vps@uol.com.br;
http://www.superfilmes.com.br/; ..; ...
Zita Carvalhosa; 24 VPS filmes e Superfilmes; 24vps@uol.com.br; http:
//www.superfilmes.com.br/

1736 Brazil
CIDADE VAZIA MY EMPTY CITY
CÁSSIO PEREIRA DOS SANTOS

pereira.cassio@gmail.com
FIC; 0:13:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
At home, the 15-year-old Bruna is unable to face the death of a family member. Pretending that nothing has happened, she runs away to the streets and tries to invent a perfect day for herself.

CÁSSIO PEREIRA; Novaponte Filmes; pereira.cassio@gmail.com;  
João Gabriel Kneip

1789 Brazil
PARA PEDIR PERDÃO ASKING FOR FORGIVENESS
IBERÊ CARVALHO

ibere@paviradafilmes.com
FIC; 0:17:00; 35 mm; COL; 2009
A man runs over a taxi. It's the begining of the allucinated searching of Pedro for Elisa, in a rainy night of carnival.

J. PROCÓPIO; Pavirada Filmes; jp@paviradafilmes.com; http://www.
paviradafilmes.com/; Renato Marques
Iberê Carvalho; Pavirada Filmes; ibere@paviradafilmes.com; http:
//www.paviradafilmes.com/

1790 Brazil
BRASÍLIA (TÍTULO PROVISÓRIO) BRASÍLIA (WORKING TITLE)
J. PROCÓPIO

jp@paviradafilmes.com
FIC; 0:16:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
"Edu is a short filmmaker trying to shoot a script: the building of Brasilia failed and all the workers abandoned it in the middle. Forty-five years later, an anthropologist, an architect and a documentary
director embark in an archeological mission to the ruins of the city. And now, how the hack this movie can be filmed?"

IBERÊ CARVALHO; Pavirada Filmes; ibere@paviradafilmes.com; http:
//www.paviradafilmes.com/; Renato Marques
J. Procópio; Pavirada Filmes; jp@paviradafilmes.com; http://www.
paviradafilmes.com/

1851 Brazil
CORAÇÃO HEART
PEDRO FAISSOL
pedrofaissol@gmail.com
FIC; 0:05:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
A man, a chest, a rock.

PEDRO FAISSOL; Engenharia Filmes; pedrofaissol@gmail.com

1867 Brazil
CARTA DE UM JOVEM SUICIDA LETTER FROM A YOUNG SUICIDE
MARCELO IKEDA

siteclaquete@yahoo.com.br
FIC; 0:25:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A mother arrives at her sonʼs flat and finds a goodbye letter from her son who has just committed suicide. She has to confront the consequences of this letter in her life.

MARCELO IKEDA; CASULO FILMES; siteclaquete@yahoo.com.br; 
http://www.cinecasulofilia.blogspot.com/

1905 Brazil
FRÁGEIS AFETOS FRAGILE FEELINGS
ANGÉLICA COUTINHO

angelicacoutinho@oi.com.br
FIC; 0:09:41; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
He wants to buy a sandal. She wants to sell a sandal. The desire arises. But the time and the silence dissolve the possible love.

ANGELICA COUTINHO; ANGELICA COUTINHO; angelicacoutinho@oi.
com.br; http://www.frageisafetos.blogspot.com/; PRETA FILMES!



1927 Brazil
O RAPTO DA LUA THE KIDNAPPING OF THE MOON
FÁBIO ESCOVEDO;VINICIUS PEREIRA

fabioescovedo@gmail.com
FIC; 0:19:30; 16 mm; COL; 2008
On the last day of shooting his first movie, Eduardo's film cans are stolen and his secretary disappears mysteriously. With the help of his assistant, Eduardo searches the city for his masterwork.

No último dia de filmagem, as latas do filme de Eduardo são roubadas e sua secretária desaparece misteriosamente. Com a ajuda de seu fiel assistente, Eduardo parte em busca de sua obra-prima.

VINICIUS PEREIRA; Universidade Federal Fluminense; 
vinilpereira01@gmail.com; http://www.uff.br/; Raquel Stern; Luana 
Martins

1993 Brazil
TAXI
JACINTO MORENO
FIC; 0:18:00; 16 mm; COL; 2008

FERNANDO MERCÊS;

2219 Brazil
ELO BOND
VERA EGITO

renatafranco@ioiofilmes.com
FIC; 0:07:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
January 19th, 1982. Lilian experiences her first disillusion. She is fifteen years old and after waiting for a long time, she realizes that she has been abandoned. On her way back home, Lilian 
understands what the pain is.
January, 19th, 1982. Elis Regina dies at age 36. And the whole city understands what the loss is.
On that day, Lilian and the city are the same.

LORENZO GIUNTA AND SIMONI DE MENDONÇA; IOIO FILMES; 
renatafranco@ioiofilmes.com; http://www.ioiofilmes.com/
RENATA FRANCO; IOIO FILMES; renatafranco@ioiofilmes.com

2235 Brazil
PEDRA BRUTA ROUGH STONE
JULIA ZAKIA
FIC; 0:08:00; 35 mm; 2009

2238 Brazil
ATÉ O FIM DO DIA UNTIL THE END OF THE DAY
GUSTAVO BRANDÃO
FIC; 0:15:00; COL;

THALITA ATEYEM;

2239 Brazil
TAURI
MARCIO MIRANDA PEREZ
FIC; 0:07:00; COL;

PABLO PRESADO MATTOS; ; Alexandre Gonçalves

1163 Brazil
SOBRE UM DIA QUALQUER ABOUT ANY DAY
LEONARDO REMOR

leonardoremor@gmail.com
FIC/ANI; 0:18:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
a worker breaks with her everyday.

ANA PORTO ALEGRE; UNISINOS; ana.portoa@gmail.com; http://www.
unisinos.br/

1201 Brazil
A FESTA QUE CAIU DO CÉU THE PARTY THAT FELL FROM THE SKY
KAREN AKERMAN

karenakerman@pelmadrugada.com.br
FIC/ANI; 0:13:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Rosa wants to be in the party that's going on in the living room, but her mother won't let her. When the cat gets out of the room, Rosa decides to chase it and ends up at a party where the guests are
quite different.

KAREN AKERMAN; Cineclube Pela Madrugada; 
producao@pelamadrugada.com.br; http://www.pelamadrugada.com.br/;
Pedro Bronz; Chico Serra

503 Brazil
A DEUS PAISSANDU TO GOD PAISSANDU
FRANCIS IVANOVICH

ensinoemcine@gmail.com
FIC/DOC; 0:07:58; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
The traditional Paissandu Cinema of Rio de Janeiro,48 years after borning will close the doors. In its end show classics of great diretors.
A man arrive to cine's site just to know whether Paissandu Cinema was changed to church.

FRANCIS IVANOVICH; Ensinoemcine; ensinoemcine@gmail.com; http:
//www.ensinoemcine.blogspot.com/
ensinoemcine@gmail.com; http://www.ensinoemcine.blogspot.com/

584 Brazil
LONGA VIDA AO CINEMA CEARENSE LONG LIVE CEARENSE CINEMA
IRMÃOS PRETTI
irmaospretti@gmail.com
FIC/DOC; 0:11:15; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A bunch of youngsters go to the cinema with a different purpose.

MAÍRA BOSI; ALUMBRAMENTO; alumbramentoproducoes@gmail.com



957 Brazil
VÁRIAS VIDAS DE JOANA
CAVI BORGES ;ABELARDO DE CARVALHO
cavi@cavideo.com.br
FIC/DOC; 0:10:00; Betacam SP PAL; BW; 2009
Menina cresce no interior alheia aos principais acontecimentos do país. Aos dezoito anos desembarca no Rio de Janeiro sem imaginar o que a esperava pela frente. A data? Primeiro de abril de 
1964. A partir de então, Joana e o Brasil nunca mais foram os mesmos.

CAVI BORGES; Cavideo Produções; cavi@cavideo.com.br

376 Brazil
SALTOS
GREGORIO GRAZIOSI
graziosigregorio@gmail.com
FIC/EXP; 0:08:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
ATLETHE BEGINS TO LOOSE HIS HEARING.

GREGORIO GRAZIOSI; CINEMALINK; 
GRAZIOSIGREGORIO@GMAIL.COM

480 Brazil
A BELA P... THE PRETTY P...
JOÃO MARCOS DE ALMEIDA

joao.marcos.almeida@gmail.com
FIC/EXP; 0:24:50; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
The human body in five parts.

JOÃO MARCOS DE ALMEIDA; Filmes do Caixote; joao.marcos.
almeida@gmail.com

1063 Brazil
ZUMBIDO BUZZ
PAULO D'MELO;SAMUEL VAZ
szchizo@hotmail.com
FIC/EXP; 0:09:47; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2009
It is a fiction about a girl that lives in the whirl from “post-modernity” (under Schopenhauer/Nietzscheʼs prism). Where the loneliness, anxiety, fear, individualism, “social pressure”, insomnia, etc., are 
transformed in voices (“buzzvoices”). Therefore the high-tension dilemma is “to escape herself and to go to the people or to escape of the people and to come back to herself”.
Thereʼre no dialogs, only a narrative with a poetic prose/colloquial language.

PAULO D'MELO;  szchizo@hotmail.com;  Samuel Vaz
Paulo d'Melo; szchizo@hotmail.com

1452 Brazil
SUPERBARROCO
RENATA PINHEIRO
rrenatapinheiro@ig.com.br
FIC/EXP; 0:15:20; 0; COL; 2008
The ornamentation in the ruin
 the dark in the clear

SERGIO OLIVEIRA; Aroma Filmes; sergioliv@uol.com.br

1666 Brazil
DEJA VU?
RAPHAEL LUPO
raphaelupo@hotmail.com
FIC/EXP; 0:08:43; 35 mm; COL; 2009
A closer look is the key to get past and present mixed up. In “Deja-vu?”, a man turns his trauma into an addiction. And from daily repetitions he builds up his strange and private yearning ritual.

ANA PANISSET; lupolab; anapanisset@uol.com.br; http://www.lupolab.
com/; Teca D' Alessio; Raphael Lupo
Raphael Lupo; luplab; raphaelupo@hotmail.com; http://www.lupolab.
com/

1796 Brazil
O PASSAGEIRO OBSCURO THE SOUL DETECTIVE
DAVI DE OLIVEIRA PINHEIRO

daviop@v2cinema.com
FIC/EXP; 0:10:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
A detective enters a train car where he finds different manifestations of a force that haunts the place. Using his telepathic powers he tries to enter the mind of a recently deceased man before all his 
memories vanish.

DAVI DE OLIVEIRA PINHEIRO; V2 Cinema; daviop@v2cinema.com; 
http://www.v2cinema.com/; Letícia de Cássia

593 Brazil
FOLIA DE ADÃO E EVA JOY OF ADAM AND EVE
CLEMENTINO JUNIOR

cremedelaclems@gmail.com
FIC/MV; 0:13:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Sinopse: Adão encontra Eva no paraíso do Carnaval Carioca, o lugar perfeito para pecar.
Synopsis: Adam meets Eve in the Paradise of Cariocaʼs Carnival, the perfect place to be in sin.

CLEMENTINO JUNIOR; Crème De La Clems Produções; 
cremedelaclems@gmail.com; http://cremedelaclems.blig.ig.com.br/

5020 Brazil
WANDULA - FALLEN ANGELS
JOÃO KREFER
joaokrefer@yahoo.com.br
MV; 0:03:02; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
While the musicians play their song, fallen angels play under the city's sky.
Enquanto os músicos tocam, anjos caídos brincam sob o céu da cidade.

JOÃO KREFER; Krepak Filmes; joaokrefer@yahoo.com.br;  Sandra 
Zawadzki



5029 Brazil
TATUÍ
PEDRO AMORIM;MICHEL TIKHOMIROFF
pedro.amorim@mixer.com.br
MV; 0:03:50; 16 mm; COL; 2008
In this music video, a girl is chased around the phantom-like streets of a surreal São Paulo, Brazil. The structure of the film is circular and seamless, so, before you know it, the story begins again with
a different point of view. Each time the narrative comes full circle, the tale becomes more sinister. With a mix of whimsical humor and gritty sarcasm this video delves deeply into the psyche of a 
jealous woman in love.
Neste video-clipe, uma menina foge de criminosos nas ruas de um São Paulo vazio. A estrutura do filme é circular e sem emendas, portanto, derepente o filme recomeça com outro ponto de vista. 
Cada vez que a narrativa volta para o começo, a estória fica mais sinistra. Com uma mistura de humor e sarcasmo, este video clipe musical explora a mentalidade de uma mulher ciumenta e 
apaixonada.

ERICA COELHO; Mixer; erica.coelho@mixer.com.br; http://www.mixer.
com.br/; Vicente Amorim

1737 Brazil; China
O VAMPIRO DE PEQUIM THE VAMPIRE FROM BEIJING
CÁSSIO PEREIRA DOS SANTOS

pereira.cassio@gmail.com
DOC/MV; 0:07:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2008
In 2007 I went to China to study Mandarim and to have same experiences with Chinese cinema. With a small camera, I registered my everyday life, some classes in Beijing Film Academy and some 
rock concerts of Chinese bands.

CÁSSIO PEREIRA DOS SANTOS; Novaponte Filmes; pereira.
cassio@gmail.com

134 Brazil; Japan
SUMI
MARINA FRAGA
mariffraga@yahoo.com.br
DOC/EXP; 0:13:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2008
A visual investigation of ideograms, the art of calligraphy and its movement. A watery landscape of the Japanese culture.

PEDRO URANO; Alice Filmes; urano.pedro@gmail.com; http://www.
estradarealdacachaca.blogspot.com/
mariffraga@yahoo.com.br

595 Brazil; Korea
CHUMAR WEEKEND
PAULA UN MI KIM

pmush10@yahoo.com.br
EXP/FIC; 0:08:57; 35 mm; COL; 2008
A single young woman that lives in a big city with lots of cute couples around, like Seoul, might have depressing weekends. Or... might not. It all depends on her point of view.

LEE JEONG WOO; Korea National University of Arts; pmush10@yahoo.
com.br; http://www.knua.ac.kr/

596 Brazil; Korea
26, OMTCHINA 26, BEST KOREAN GIRL
PAULA UN MI KIM

pmush10@yahoo.com.br
FIC; 0:08:30; 35 mm; COL; 2009
A short that shows the pressure to get married that Korean girls in their late twenties have to go through. Ko Ah Rah, however, has her own way of dealing with her mother's insistent telephone calls.

LEE JEONG WOO; Korea National University of Arts; pmush10@yahoo.
com.br; http://www.knua.ac.kr/

274 Brazil; Portugal; France
UM OLHAR SOBRE O OUTRO THE MIRO
JOÃO CARLOS DE ANDRADE;ANDRÉ GANDRA;PAULO OZANAN
radarandrade@ig.com.br
EXP/EXP; 0:03:59; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
   É uma volta de taxi pelas ruas da cidade mostrando um pouco o cotidiano,
dentro de um metropole.

JOÃO CARLOS DE ANDRADE; radarandrade@ig.com.br
João Carlos de Andrade; radarandrade@ig.com.br

222 Britain
CHARLIE THISTLE
BRAGI SCHUT;BRAGI SCHUT;BRAGI SCHUT
bragischut@ca.rr.com
FIC; 0:14:42; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2008
A disillusioned worker for the Department of Normality dreams of a world that isn't quite so normal...

KIRSTEN WAGNER;  goldilocksprods@aol.com;   Esther Goodstein
Bragi Schut; Gallantyne Pictures; bragischut@ca.rr.com; http://www.
gallantyne.com/

337 Bulgaria
TRIMA MAGE KRAY VODATA THREE MAN BY THE WATER
RALITZA DIMITROVA
rdpgbg@gmail.com
DOC; 0:46:16; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
This is a film about seeing the big fish. Believing in it. Wanting it. Telling your friends about it. Preparing your camera to take a picture with it hanging from your rod on the river bank. Calling your wife
to discuss how to cook it in the evening. Considering to actually freeze it and keep it for another day.
But it is also a film about stepping in the water, standing right next it, caressing its shiny back fin and then letting it swim away. Still, with a smile on your face.

KOSTA BIKOV; Bulgarian national televisioin; kosta_bikov@bnt.bg
Ralitza Dimitrova; B plus film; rdpgbg@gmail.com



1139 Bulgaria
ACROSS THE GAMEBOARD
MARIA MITKOVA STOYANOVA
maria.dechko@gmail.com
FIC; 0:15:37; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
How do we react when the person closest to us dies? What do we do to get over the pain?
After losing his wife, Grandpa Ivan doesn't change any of his habits. He pretends that his wife is still alive.
Grandpa Ivan's daughter frequently comes to take care of him. She realizes he's suffering, but doesn't know how to help him.
Fearing that her father will go crazy from not talking to anyone but his deceased wife, his daughter decides to destroy his imaginary world. She gets rid of all of her mother's things.
To Grandpa Ivan this amounts to murder. His horror over her death is transformed into rage at his daughter.
The silent war between them shows no signs of stopping, until Grandpa Ivan discovers one of his wife's dresses among his daughter's things. Then he realizes for the first time that his daughter is 

NATFA KRASTYO SARAFOV; natfiz@bitex.com; http://www.natfiz.bg/

1732 Bulgaria
VSICHKO ZA TEB ANYTHING FOR YOU
TOMA WASZAROW

tomek@revofilms.com
FIC; 0:19:45; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Ana thinks she knows exactly what she wants with men. And with life in general. Tonight though, her views will face a tough challenge. A meeting awaits her, and it will turn her world upside down.

PENKO ROUSSEV; Two and a half, Ltd.; office@penko.ru;  Stanimir 
Trifonov; Dobromir Chochov
Toma Waszarow; Revo films, Ltd.; tomek@revofilms.com; http://www.
revofilms.com/

1677 Bulgaria
15
VARIOUS
various
FIC/DOC; 0:00:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2008
"15" is the first BG omnibus film comprising 15 short films of various styles and genres about the last 15 years of our life by 15 acclaimed contemporary Bulgarian authors in film, theatre and visual 
art. A project by Martichka Bozhilova, Boris Missirkov and Georgi Bogdanov. www.agitprop.bg/15

MARTICHKA BOZHILOVA; AGITPROP; producer@agitprop.bg; http:
//www.agitprop.bg/15

972 Bulgaria
IZTRIVANE DELETE
SIMEON TSONCHEV

mono@pixtura.net
FIC/EXP; 0:06:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A young man with old-fashioned clothes is riding his bike along an old dirt road. A sad girl is
browsing her pictures on a pc. Then she abruptly presses Delete.

SIMEON TSONCHEV; Revo Films; info@revofilms.com; http://www.
revofilms.com/

1844 Bulgaria; The former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia
DANDELION
IGOR;HRISTOV
djembe.igor@gmail.com
FIC; 0:16:45; 35 mm; COL; 2009
Yozhe is a deaf boy and together with his deaf friends think of how to communicate with hearing people.They transform into clowns and began to entertain people on the streets without their 
understanding of their barrier. In one of the performances the troupe is arrested by the police.
Everyone except Yozhe discard the idea. He has been left alone. But a street poster will change his way ...

ELENA; Saltamonte Producion; melamed@mail.bg;  Melamed

531 Canada
LA CHAMBRE D'À CÔTÉ
guy édoin
ʻ0:04:25;

1525 Canada
ENGINE 371
KEVIN LANGDALE
festivals@nfb.ca
ANI; 0:09:07; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Engine 371 is a short animated film that explores the construction of Canada's transcontinental railroad by examining the relationship between man, machine and nature, illustrating their similarities 
and contrasts and what part this fundamental struggle of man versus nature played in uniting a country. A film without words.

SVEN-ERIK ERIKSEN; National Film Board of Canada; festival@nfb.ca

387 Canada
THE BICYCLE LESSON
PAUL ULLRICH
pullrich@mts.net
ANI; 0:03:35; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A five year old boy's first bicycle lesson goes terribly wrong. It is based on the true story of a childhood friend's first disatrous bicycle lesson.
Willy, his older brother, didn't prepare the bicycle correctly. The seat is too high and a training wheel is loose. He's starting the lesson in front of their house, on top of a hill. Margie, their sister, tells 
him what he's doing wrong. Wiily, who never admits he's wrong, argues with her. As they arguem their brother, on the bike, rolls away down the hill towards the harbour. He caan't stop the bike 
because his feet can't reach the pedals!

PAUL ULLRICH;  pullrich@mts.net
pullrich@mts.net

547 Canada
PASSAGES
MARIE-JOSÉE ST-PIERRE
ANI; 0:24:30; HD; BW; 2008
It was with freat joy that i learned i was expecting my first child. Never did I imagine that my labour would turn into a nightmare, and that both my baby and I would end up at death's door.



815 Canada
LES ANGES DÉCHETS GARBAGE ANGELS
PIERRE M. TRUDEAU
ANI; 0:07:30; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Garbage Angels, odd life forms tell their tale of our society, where everything seems to be disposable. A celebration of life to be found amidst the garbage.

819 Canada
POGO ET SES AMIS POGO AND FRIENDS
FRANÇOIS GUAY
ANI; 0:11:00; mini DV; COL; 2008
Pogo and Friends is an animation show for kids starring Pogo the clown and his neighbours, abunch of lovable serial killers.

1526 Canada
ROBE DE GUERRE ROBES OF WAR
MICHÈLE COURNOYER

festivals@nfb.ca
ANI; 0:05:14; 35 mm; COL; 2009
War has got inside a woman's very being. Inside her head the soldiers march out, trampling down everything in their path. Like a grieving Madonna, she weeps for son and brother. From her pain and
the blood of men killed in battle, an army of women springs up, a powerful column inspired by faith and rebellion. The thirst for justice becomes a thirst for revenge. The woman's body is a weapon, 
her robes her armour. She who once gave life will deal out death. A film without words.

RENÉ CHÉNIER; National Film Board of Canada; festivals@nfb.ca;  
Michèle Bélanger; Marcel Jean

1527 Canada
FORMING GAME
MALCOLM SUTHERLAND
festivals@nfb.ca
ANI; 0:05:43; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Instructions: Open box. Unfold board. To begin play, place any shape on the board and interact with it with your hands. A series of forms will unfold. They may seem familiar or suggest a hidden 
order. Try to influence the shapes, or sit back and let them arise naturally. Do not be concerned with winning. Forming Game is played for creative fun.
The result of several months of interplay between animation filmmaker Malcolm Sutherland and composer and musician Luigi Allemano, Forming Game is an engaging dance of shape and sound. 
Includes musical cadenza by Ravi Shankar.

MARCY PAGE; National Film Board of Canada; festivals@nfb.ca

1529 Canada
HUNGU
NICOLAS BRAULT
festivals@nfb.ca
ANI; 0:09:10; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Under the African sun, a motherʼs soul resurrected by music will return strength and life to her child. The hungu is an African musical instrument that provides Nicolas Brault with a timeless story told 
in graceful animation.

MICHÈLE ROY; National Film Board of Canada; festivals@nfb.ca;  Julie
Roy

1531 Canada
HA'AKI
IRIZ PÄÄBO
festivals@nfb.ca
ANI; 0:04:52; 35 mm; COL; 2008
HA'Aki is a short abstract-impressionist film in which the animation and the music were made simultaneously in an organic process of symbiotic creativity. Filmmaker Iriz Pääbo tells the highly 
subjective story of a complete hockey game using a new cinematic vocabulary she calls "animbits." Pääbo readily admits she is not the biggest fan of "Canada's national game," so the great, though
highly underappreciated NHL stalwart of the '60s and '70s, Eric Nesterenko, was her hockey muse in this artistic journey. HA'Aki is a lyrical and wonderfully unorthodox interpretation of hockey as 
played in the mind of a lyrical and wonderfully unorthodox animation artist.

MICHAEL FUKUSHIMA; National Film Board of Canada; festivals@nfb.
ca

1576 Canada
DRUX FLUX
THEODORE USHEV
festivals@nfb.ca
ANI; 0:05:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
A tragedy is played out. The individual is crushed by machinery of performance, flattened by a totalitarian ideology. where man serves industry and critical thought is wept away.

MARC BERTRAND; National Film Board Of Canada; festivals@nfb.ca

1966 Canada
LE NOEUD CRAVATE THE NECKTIE
JEAN-FRANÇOIS LÉVESQUE
ANI; 0:12:17; COL; 2009
This skilful, finely-detailed animation using puppets and animated drawings exposes the dehumanizing effects of futile work and the fading of youthful aspirations.

The Necktie is fifteen years in the life of Valentin, a faithful employee working a useless task in a dead-end job, deceived by a two-dimensional boss. He theless struggles against absurdity with 
humanity and hope. On his 40th birthday he rediscovers an old accordion hidden in a closet and regains the joy of life.

Filmmaker Jean-François Lévesque takes a critical look at work and charmingly illustrates the power of hope.

MICHÈLE BÉLANGER; National Film Board of Canada;  Julie Roy

2227 Canada
RUNAWAY
CORDELL BARKER
festivals@nfb.ca
ANI; 0:08:40; 35 mm; COL; 2009
Happy passengers are having a great time on a crowded train, oblivious to the unknown fate that awaits them around the bend. The ensuing crisis leads to a class struggle that is as amusing as it is
merciless. Naturally there are victims, but in the end everyone is equal. Cordell Barker, who directed The Cat Came Back and Strange Invaders, is once again at his best with Runaway. Set to the 
music of Ben Charest (composer of the Triplets of Belleville), Runaway takes you on a journey that is both funny and disastrous.

MICHAEL SCOTT; NATIONAL FILM BOARD OF CANADA; 
festivals@nfb.ca; http://www.nfb.ca/; DEREK MAZUR



1292 Canada
THE ISLAND
TREVOR ANDERSON
trevor@dirtcityfilms.com
ANI/DOC; 0:05:23; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
The filmmaker considers, with the help of animation, a piece of fan mail he received.

JULIA ROSENBERG; January Films; sales@januaryfilms.ca;  Tyler 
Levine

81 Canada
HÉLOÏSE
JOSIANE LAPOINTE
josianelapointe@hotmail.com
ANI/EXP; 0:06:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Here's the story of a monster.
The story of Héloïse.
The one and only woman who had carried by herself, the essence of all women on earth.
She was perfect.

JOSIANE LAPOINTE; Poste Restante; josianelapointe@hotmail.com
Francine Plante; Vidéo Femmes; info@videofemmes.org

179 Canada
INGÉNUE
DOMINIC ETIENNE SIMARD
des@dominicetiennesimard.com
ANI/EXP; 0:02:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A free and naive exploration of femininity.

DOMINIC ETIENNE SIMARD; DESanimations; 
des@dominicetiennesimard.com; http://www.dominicetiennesimard.
com/

242 Canada
RAK THE WORLD
GENIE KOLINKOVSKY
k.genie@yahoo.ca
DOC; 0:06:24; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
In our days people donʼt expect other people to be kind to each other. Elementary school students want to change that by doing RAK – Random Acts of Kindness. Lets RAK the world!

GENIE KOLINKOVSKY;  k.genie@yahoo.ca; http://www.
daretodreamfilms.ne/; Angela Stearns

549 Canada
AVANT L'HIVER BEFORE THE WINTER
MÉLANIE GAGNÉ;GUILLAUME LÉVESQUE
DOC; 0:30:00; HD; COL; 2008
Clément Joncas, 83, Madeleine Pelletier, 92, and Camille Cantin, 103, reflect on life and death.

1555 Canada
THE MAN WHO CROSSED THE SAHARA
KORBETT MATTHEWS
DOC; 0:53:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2008
A breathtaking journey into the mysterious life, death and afterlife of Frank Cole, a brilliant, enigmatic filmmaker obsessed with his art, the Sahara, life, and most compellingly, death. His formally 
inventive films explored his fascination with mortality, which was also his fuel for life. Director Korbett Matthews fluidly wraps Cole's haunting film footage around interviews with his family and friends 
to construct a fitting meta-narrative for a man whose art and life were indistinguishable. Dreaming of conquering his nemesis, the Sahara, and armed with only with his Bolex camera, Cole made the 
gruelling 7,300-kilometre, 11-month journey by camel across the cadaver-littered desert. Over the next 10 years, Cole worked obsessively on the film he shot there, Life Without Death. When it was 
almost complete, Cole went back to shoot more footage but tragically, he was never to return. The Man Who Crossed the Sahara is a gripping cinematic tale of artistic passion taken to the limits of 
human endurance.

KORBETT MATTHEWS; 7th Embasst; festival@vidoegraphe.qc.ca

61 Canada
MADE UP
OWEN ERIC WOOD
info@owenericwood.com
DOC/EXP; 0:04:20; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
In an interview that blurs the distinction between documentary and fiction, a gay man discusses masculinity in relation to what he finds attractive in men.  What appears to be an objective interview is 
revealed to be social critique as a contradictory narrative is created through the manipulation of both image and sound.

OWEN ERIC WOOD; not applicable - (independent production); 
info@owenericwood.com; http://www.owenericwood.com/

1580 Canada
SOMNIA_3
ÉTIENNE DE MASSY
EXP; 0:12:16; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2008
Space-time drift : a young woman travels through different space regions and projects herself elsewhere. Dreamlike reaches such as nebulae, stars and unknown constellations make up this 
imaginary cosmography. Third work of the SOMNIA series, this film may be viewed as a weather probe into imagination.

FRÉDÉRIC RISPILI; Les Films du Meaulnes; festival@videographe.qc.
ca

60 Canada
THE CLOTHES MAKE THE MAN
OWEN ERIC WOOD
info@owenericwood.com
EXP; 0:03:50; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
In a critique of the power of fashion to influence the way a person is perceived, the artist recreates himself to reflect a variety of socially-constructed identities.

OWEN ERIC WOOD; not applicable - (independent production); 
info@owenericwood.com; http://www.owenericwood.com/



82 Canada
ÉCHAPPÉE A BRIEF SPELL
ANNE-MARIE BOUCHARD
bouchard.am@gmail.com
EXP; 0:02:47; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A kite looking for a soul
Rises, dances and flies away
A small hand holds it
Or is it the wind?
Until where follow the kite?
A gust of wind

ANNE-MARIE BOUCHAR; bouchard.am@gmail.com
Francine Plante; Vidéo Femmes; info@videofemmes.org

799 Canada
A CITY IN FIME MINUTES
LAURYNAS NAVIDAUSKAS
lnavidau@sfu.ca
EXP; 0:05:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Taking its cues from the tradition of city movies in the first half of the twentieth century, "A City in Five Minutes" is a lighthearted look at a day in the life of a major city.

LAURYNAS NAVIDAUSKAS; lnavidau@sfu.ca

1153 Canada
VEXED
ZORAN DRAGELJ
zoran@blitzcinema.com
EXP; 0:02:15; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Vexed explores perspective on collective actions and responses to the events and institutions that shape lives in general.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BVMTpkcNpW4&feature=channel_page

ZORAN DRAGELJ;  zoran@blitzcinema.com
Zoran Dragelj; zoran@blitzcinema.com

1287 Canada
STARDUST
GERDA CAMMAER;GERSTYN HAYWARD
syncope.cam@sympatico.ca
EXP; 0:15:10; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
While others are quick to declare that film is dead, this film celebrates its dust and scratches, and its magic powers for time and space travel. It is an imaginative plea to preserve our celluloid past, 
and to battle the complete takeover by digital technology.

GERDA CAMMAER; syncope productions; syncope.cam@sympatico.ca
syncope.cam@sympatico.ca

1774 Canada
UPWARDS MARCH
KAVEH NABATIAN
criticalflicker@hotmail.com
EXP; 0:05:01; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A seven-year-old girl is lost in a magical urban world in which adults look like giants, a masked magician makes things disappear, and a group of brilliantly lit musicians hurtling through the city in a 
converted Volkswagen Beetle provide her only sense of hope.

KAVEH NABATIAN; Nü Film; criticalflicker@hotmail.com
Catherine Thériault; Travelling; info@travellingdistribution.com; http:
//www.travellingdistribution.com/

2067 Canada
REVIVAL
HEIDI PHILLIPS
hjp1979@gmail.com
EXP; 0:08:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2009
In REVIVAL, Phillips takes her well-known layered dreamlike style to another level, making use of a full palette of sounds. Words half-heard, momentary silences, sounds of technology and rhythmic 
repetition create a hypnotic, entrancing soundscape to echo extensively hand processed found film footage. Viewers look up at the hovering body of helicopter that is by turns a vehicle for redemptive
rescue or a harbinger of something ominous. REVIVAL is a spiritual search that gives us an inkling of our ultimate destination.

HEIDI PHILLIPS;  hjp1979@gmail.com; http://www.heidiphillips.ca/

892 Canada
LOOPLOOP
PATRICK BERGERON
patbergeron@yahoo.com
EXP/ANI; 0:05:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
LoopLoop is made from a sequence I captured in a train going to Hanoi
in Vietnam. I filmed the houses boarding the railroad.

Using animation, sounds warping and time shifts this video runs forwards
and backwards looking for forgotten details, mimicking the way memories
are replayed in the mind. LoopLoop is a video loop.

PATRICK BERGERON;  patbergeron@yahoo.com

797 Canada
PALIMPSESTS PLAIMPSESTS
LAURYNAS NAVIDAUSKAS;TOM FESNOUX
lnavidau@sfu.ca
EXP/DOC; 0:04:36; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
pa·limp·sest \?pa-l?m(p)-?sest, p?-?lim(p)-\
1 : writing material (as a parchment or tablet) used one or more times after earlier writing has been erased
2 : something having usually diverse layers or aspects apparent beneath the surface

LAURYNAS NAVIDAUSKAS; lnavidau@sfu.ca



798 Canada
PANTAGES
LAURYNAS NAVIDAUSKAS
lnavidau@sfu.ca
EXP/DOC; 0:03:52; 0; COL; 2008
From the first glance, 152 East Hastings is a typical Downtown Eastside building. The dilapidated ground floor is covered in plywood and crusty layers of torn posters
 the upper floors are painted in a garish red. Only the awning gives away some substantial information—“theatre” reads the inscription, with a gaping hole right next to it. Few know that the decaying 
building is the Pantages, the oldest theatre in Greater Vancouver.

LAURYNAS NAVIDAUSKAS; lnavidau@sfu.ca

1293 Canada
CARPET DIEM
TREVOR ANDERSON
trevor@dirtcityfilms.com
EXP/DOC; 0:02:10; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
The filmmaker's first-person travelogue from the outskirts of anxiety to the center of the known universe. A two-minute personal documentary made from two unaltered still photographs: one taken on
a cell phone, the other taken by a professional Hollywood paparazzo.

TREVOR ANDERSON; Dirt City Films; trevor@dirtcityfilms.com; http:
//www.dirtcityfilms.com/

2232 Canada
THE SOUNDING LINES ARE OBSOLETE
JOHN PRICE
john@filmdiary.org
EXP/DOC; 0:10:00; 16 mm; BW; 2009
A reaction to the dark forecasts... scanning the cosmos in search of light as my son prepares for the voyage ahead...

JOHN PRICE;  john@filmdiary.org; http://www.filmdiary.org/
as above

455 Canada
DANSE MACABRE
PEDRO PIRES
pedro@dansemacabre-film.com
EXP/FIC; 0:07:54; 35 mm; COL BW; 2008
For a period of time, while we believe it to be perfectly still,
lifeless flesh responds, stirs and contorts in a final macabre ballet.
Are these spasms merely erratic motions
or do they echo the chaotic twists and turns of a past life?

PEDRO PIRES; Pedro Pires inc.; catherine@dansemacabre-film.com; 
http://www.dansemacabre-film.com/; Catherine Chagnon
Danny Lennon; Phi Group; danny@dansemacabre-film.com; http://www.
phimontreal.com/

1557 Canada
BABYLONE
BENJAMIN GUEGUEN
EXP/FIC; 0:09:38; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Hell opens his mouth and swallows the city of Babylon. The last man is standing on the verge of the abyss of the destruction. Facing the mirror, the man looks through time and spirit.
A romantic story is about to end…
The end of the world.

BENJAMIN GUEGUEN; Les Films Mange Mon Oeil; 
festival@videographe.qc.ca

816 Canada
COMMENT 15 PERSONNES PEUVENT... HOW 15 PEOPLE CAN...
CATHERINE LACHANCE
FIC; 0:10:35; DigiBeta; COL; 2008
Geneviève is 20 and wants to be an actress. This film gives a parallel account of two pivotal events in this young woman's life: an evening at a restaurant with her family and her final exam to become
a National Lifeguard.

243 Canada
DEMON
GENIE KOLINKOVSKY
k.genie@yahoo.ca
FIC; 0:12:15; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
At night a mysterious spirit, Demon, comes to comfort Tamara, a young Georgian Princess. He keeps visiting her, poisoning her mind with seductive talks. For Tamaraʼs soul Demon promises her 
eternity and power, all riches of the world. But Tamara suddenly asks for the only thing he does not have to offer.

DEBORAH ANGRAVE; Columbia Academy; 
deborahangrave@columbia-academy.com; Genie Kolinkovsky; Sandra
Vigil Fonseca

282 Canada
TERRE DES HOMMES LAND OF MEN
KY NAM LE DUC
minoriteaudible@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:23:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Two police officers, Catherine and Patrick, patrol in Longueuil, a suburb of Montreal. During their shift, they arrest Jose Maria, a Mexican illegal immigrant who just crossed the border. The officers 
hold him at their station during the night, while waiting for the arrival of the federal police.

KY NAM LE DUC; Les Films de l'Autre; minoriteaudible@hotmail.com

473 Canada
CHER GUY... DEAR GUY...
MARTINE FORTIN
acrair@videotron.ca
FIC; 0:14:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
On the verge of making a lethal gesture, a woman, with the help of a video-tape, shares her feelings and motivations with her friend.

MARTINE FORTIN; ACRAIR; acrair@videotron.ca;  Guy Bonneau



501 Canada
WHAT YOU EAT
JENNIFER LIAO
jrliao@gmail.com
FIC; 0:09:05; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Over the course of his youth in the country, a boy contends with his domineering father, who believes that if you kill something, you have to eat it.

JENNIFER LIAO; Believerville Productions; jrliao@gmail.com;  Darren 
Adderley

519 Canada
STILL LIFE WITH ECHO
ALVARO GIRON
giron.alvaro@gmail.com
FIC; 0:11:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
When will our last day together come? At once, the time we spend together seems to bring us apart. There was a chance for true communication, but the shadows of our words cover what we need 
to say. Were we ever real in this house we shared? Iʼll fill my lonely dance with your closed sentences.

DIANA CADAVID; Independent; still.life.with.echo.mov@gmail.com
panowie@gmail.com

545 Canada
LES RÉFUGIÉS THE REFUGEES
ÉMILE PROULX-CLOUTIER
FIC; 0:24:15; 35 mm; COL; 2008
As the sun rises over a remote town in Mexico, Simon must say goodbye to Reina and return to Montreal. But Reina can't let their story end this way.

546 Canada
BUDDIES
LOUIS-ALEXANDRE MARTIN
FIC; 0:07:38; DigiBeta; COL; 2008
A bitter-sweet look at what friendship is, who our real friends are, and how far they're willing to go when we really need them. A children's entertainer long down on his luck views his sorry fate with 
caustic humour.

548 Canada
REVIENS-TU CE SOIR WILL YOU BE HOME TONIGHT?
GENEVIÈVE ALBERT

genevievealbert@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:26:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A mother and daughter observe their mutual relationships.

GENEVIÈVE ALBERT ET NANCY GRANT; MetaFilms; 
nelle_lee@hotmail.com
Catherine Thériault; Travelling; info@travellingdistribution.com; http:
//www.travellingdistribution.com/

600 Canada
HISTOIRE DE PÊCHE A FISHING STORY
BENOIT DESJARDINS

bendesjardins@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:12:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Every year at springtime, Fernand goes on a fishing trip. He leaves behind his wife who worries that he will never come back. On his way to the fishing camp, Fernand stops in a dark neighborhood 
and kidnaps a young junkie. He ties her up, locks her in the trunk of the car and drives through the forest. This year, his fishing trophy will be quite different.

BENOIT DESJARDINS; Les Productions Perceptions; 
bendesjardins@hotmail.com

727 Canada
LA BATTUE
GUY ÉDOIN
FIC; 0:19:54; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Several acres of snow-covered land. A group of women go hunting. A drive takes place. Lost in the woods, a teenage girl announces to her mother she's leaving the family farm.

728 Canada
AL DENTE
PABLO DICONCA
FIC; 0:05:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A man appears in a restaurant kitchen. In the dining room, a group of women wait to be served. The vision of their beauty unleashes the culinary creator within, and the man soon discovers a special
power of surprising consequences.

729 Canada
GILLES
CONSTANT MENTZAS
FIC; 0:13:10; 35 mm; COL; 2008
An older dying woman and her mentally challenged son go to their house in the country. Facing her imminent death she tries to explain to him that he's going to have to move into a foster home, but 
he has trouble accepting his fate.

730 Canada
DANDURAND-CINQUIÈME
PHILIPPE ARSENAULT;PHILIPPE-DAVID GAGNÉ
FIC; 0:05:20; 35 mm; COL; 2008
In a convenience store on the corner of Dandurand and Fifth avenues, a virtuous clerk is confronted by a unscrupulous crook.



731 Canada
LE TEMPS DES RÉCOLTES HARVEST TIME
JEANNE LEBLANC
FIC; 0:22:39; HD; COL; 2008
Under the hot July sun, silhouettes of Mexican farm workers stir in the fields of Quebec's countryside. Among them, young father Gonzalo is tormented by his desire to penetrate the comfortable, 
wealthy world of Quebeckers.

732 Canada
CORPS D'ARGILE BODIES OF CLAY
MICHEL LAM
FIC; 0:06:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
The traces of a lovers' rendezvous pervade a peaceful apartment.

733 Canada
SYNTHÉTISEUR SYNTHESIZER
SARAH FORTIN
FIC; 0:11:06; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
After a near-bike accident, Sophie, twenty-something, broke and
single, puts her life back in perspective. Following some motherly
advice, she sets out on a road-trip on the subway, in search of love
and adventure in the urban savannah.

Road movie in public transport.

PIERRE-MATHIEU FORTIN; Nitro films; festival@videographe.qc.ca

734 Canada
CAPORAL CREVETTE
CHRISTIAN LAURENCE
FIC; 0:04:40; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Drapped in the middle of the jungle. Caporal Crevette's brave command is charged with the peritous mission of seizing a dangerous Soviet fortress.

735 Canada
Á MÈRE ET MARÉES OF MOTHER AND TIDES
ALAIN FOURNIER
FIC; 0:18:30; HD; COL; 2008
Fred's life takes a horrible turn when he realizes he's transforming into something non human. While his mother tries desperately to hide him from prying eyes. Fred can think of only one thing: the 
sea.

780 Canada
WHEN SWALLOWS STOP SINGING
GILBERT KWONG
gilbertkwong@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:17:00; 35 mm; COL; 2009
Yan, a Chinese immigrant from Hong Kong, has made Toronto his home for ten years, leaving behind his parents and a promise.

Ever since Yan immigrated to Toronto, Canada, he has been making promises to his parents and himself that one day he will go back to see them, and even bring them over to Canada. 
Unfortunately, his father cannot wait for that day. At last, Yan goes back to his hometown, but only to attend his fatherʼs funeral. During his stay in Hong Kong, Yan finally realizes that he has been 
making an empty promise to himself and his parents for ten years—-a promise he now can never fulfill. Or can he?

GILBERT KWONG; Canton Film; gilbertkwong@hotmail.com; Mimi Li; 
Nancy Lau

818 Canada
ÇA PIS TOUT L'RESTE LOVE AND ALL THAT REMAINS
PATRICK BOIVIN
FIC; 0:13:00; HD; COL; 2008
Can love last forever?

820 Canada
SOUPIR! SIGN!
BEN STEIGER-LEVINE;JOE COBDEN
FIC; 0:04:17; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A man is sentimentally challenged and desperate for romance. He falls in love, she knowns the dance, but it lasts only as long as a sigh.

821 Canada
BELLE MAMAN STEP MOTHER
SÉBASTIEN TRAHAN;SÉBASTIEN LAMONTAGNE
FIC; 0:05:33; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Olivier meets his in-laws for the first... and last time.

822 Canada
LA SENTINELLE THE SENTINEL
GUILLAUME TREMBLAY
FIC; 0:14:16; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A security guard takes his night watch of an abandoned factory very seriously. During his rounds, he encounters various intruders who dare to cross his security perimeter. His rigour is not always 
well-received.



823 Canada
LES TROIS MÈRES THREE MOTHERS
DANIEL SCHACHTER
FIC; 0:15:40; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Barbara hasn't slept since her pregnant daughter was due nine days ago. Barbara wants to go to London to be with her, but daughter Rebecca refuses. She decides to go anyways with her elderly 
mother Hannah in town...

1294 Canada
DINX
TREVOR ANDERSON
trevor@dirtcityfilms.com
FIC; 0:13:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
a dissatisfied bar waiter in a men's burlesque club is thrown back in time to relive a day from his childhood - in short-shorts.

TREVOR ANDERSON; Dirt City Films; trevor@dirtcityfilms.com; http:
//www.dirtcityfilms.com/

1583 Canada
MIDI NOON
DAN POPA
FIC; 0:06:36; 0; COL; 2008
Today is Koppa's birthday, and he is celebrating it by sitting on his 9th floor balcony and putting the finishing touches on his customized fishing hooks. After diner, and a brief one-way conversation, 
Koppa reveals to the audience the nature of his anxiety
 he hates milk, neighbours, wearing a tie and most of all, he hates his own inability to do anything about his future.

VUK STOJANOVIC; Koptik; festival@videographe.qc.ca

1705 Canada
POUR JEANNE FOR JEANNE
ANOUK L'HEUREUX

anoucheka@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:18:10; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Synopsis:

On a grey autumn day, a man goes at the top of a cliff to bury the last vestiges left by bad memories that as haunt him for months.

A statement of the director on the film:

ANOUK L'HEUREUX; Les Productions de la Tulipe; 
anoucheka@hotmail.com
anouk L'Heureux; les Productions de la Tulipe; anoucheka@hotmail.
com

1710 Canada
CREDO
ANOUK L'HEUREUX ;MAXIM MOSES
anoucheka@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:02:15; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A young disabled nun, Sister Eugenia, is confronted in her beliefs.

MARIE BRISSETTE; Production Marie Brissette; anoucheka@hotmail.
com
Anouk L'Heureux; Les Productions de la Tulipe; anoucheka@hotmail.
com

1775 Canada
TOUTE LA VIE ALL LIFE LONG
MARTIN-PHILIPPE TREMBLAY

martin_philip26@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:02:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
If we can choose those we love, we do not always decide who wants us.

MARIE BRISSETTE; Productions Marie Brissette; brissema@videotron.
ca
Catherine Thériault; Travelling; info@travellingdistribution.com; http:
//www.travellingdistribution.com/

1776 Canada
PRINCESSE ISABELLE PRINCESS ISABELLE
ALEXIS DUCEPPE

alexismylene@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:05:01; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A princess, a prince, a knight... a tale not for everyone!!!

ALEXIS DUCEPPE ET ROCK LAFLAMME; Production 2 de pique; 
alexismylene@hotmail.com
Catherine Thériault; Travelling; info@travellingdistribution.com; http:
//www.travellingdistribution.com/

1787 Canada
PRINCESS MARGARET BLVD.
KAZIK RADWANSKI
kaz@mdff.ca
FIC; 0:14:00; 35 mm; COL; 2009
Princess Margaret Blvd. introduces us to Isabelle, as she defiantly confronts the frustration, confusion and loneliness that are the effects of Alzheimer's.

DANIEL MONTGOMERY; Medium Density Fibreboard Films; 
dan@mdff.ca; http://www.mdff.ca/

2056 Canada
GOLD! GOLD! GOLD!
NATHANIEL GEARY
gearfilm@shaw.ca
FIC; 0:12:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
In a bonanza of deceitful trickery three people are blinded by the brilliant, scintillating glare of greed.

AMY BELLING; Modern Family; amy@modernfamily.ca;  Natasha 
Nystrom



165 Canada
HERO OF OUR TIME
MATILDA ASLIZADEH
matilda@infigo.ca
FIC/EXP; 0:20:35; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Hero of Our Time is an aesthetically rich narrative video that follows the rise and fall of Hero, a 12-year-old soldier in an unnamed “other” country. Using a combination of staged sequences that 
highlight artifice, classical filmmaking techniques that emphasize verisimilitude and found/documentary footage from YouTube, the video engages (and sometimes echoes) our cultural database of 
representations – artistic and otherwise – of the pain of others

MATILDA ASLIZADEH;  matilda@infigo.ca

504 Canada
WEAK PEOPLE ARE FUN TO TORMENT
KATHRYN MOCKLER ;DAVID POOLMAN
kamockler@gmail.com
FIC/EXP; 0:02:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
A confessional video in which a young man describes the disturbing and rivalrous relationship he has with his brother.

KATHRYN MOCKLER;  kamockler@gmail.com; http://www.
davidpoolman.com/; David Poolman

817 Canada
HYDRO-LÉVESQUE
MATTHEW RANKIN
FIC/EXP; 0:16:00; HD; COL; 2008
On the evening of René Lévesque's electoral victory in 1976, adeaf-mute catholic nun hears a strange and inexplicable call for help from a desperate furniture merchant.

5045 Canada
K-OS "4321"
DREW LIGHTFOOT;K-OS
d@drewlightfoot.com
MV; 0:03:54; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Within the great mecca of capitalist consumerism, an after-hours tale playfully unfolds. With a busy imagination and some bombastic beatsmithing, a lonely mall janitor springs the endless rows of 
future landfill to life all around him. Going about his mundane nightly duties, he transforms this dismal place into something rambunctious and infectiously lively. Mannequins come to life, interacting 
with and entertaining him as he goes. The quirky visuals employ staccato live action performances intercut with physics-defying stop-motion animation.

NATALIE GALAZKA;  natalie.galazka@rogers.com; Zeb Munir

1773 Canada
L'ÉPHÉMÈRE THE INSTANT
PATRICK PÉRIS

patrickperis@yahoo.ca
MV; 0:03:42; Betacam SP PAL; BW; 2008
The rain falls on the city. Several drops of water broke on the street. In one of the splashes, you can guess a delicate butterfly detaches ready to take off. After a few beats of wings, it lands on the 
hand of a man sitting on a park bench. Then begins a symbolic journey that allows the man to leave his life for a couple of minutes...

DENIS WOLFF, BLAISE ROBILLARD; Maisonnette; 
patrickperis@yahoo.ca
Catherine Thériault; Travelling; info@travellingdistribution.com; http:
//www.travellingdistribution.com/

5014 Canada
THIS MOMENT
ALEXANDRE AUGER;JEAN-SÉBASTIEN CARON
augeralexandre@hotmail.fr
MV/ANI; 0:04:34; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Music video made with animated lightpainting for the sonc This Moment by Under Electric Light

ALEXANDRE AUGER;  augeralexandre@hotmail.fr

5042 Canada
FEIST "HONEY HONEY" FEIST "HONEY HONEY
ANTHONY SECK

anthonyseck@gmail.com
MV/ANI; 0:03:37; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
The magic of the Old Trout Puppet Theater comes to life in this seafearing fable of eternal love lost to the powers of the ocean. Set to the haunting lullaby of Feist's Honey Honey, we follow an old 
weatherworn seadog Fisherman as he scours the waters for his greatest catch. Atop rocky shores in a candle-lit lighthouse, his love, the old Fishing Lady stirs an empty pot with an apprehensive eye
turned towards a fading sun. Under dark stormy skies, wielding his harpoon, the Fisherman battles his ultimate catch. The hands of the puppet Gods reach down to reveal the Fisherman's tragic 
outcome to the old Fishing Lady. Lovelorn she sets out on a journey beneath the deep blue in an endless search for her beloved.

JANNIE MCINNES; Revolver Film Company; jannie@revolverfilms.com;
http://www.revolverfilms.com/

5060 Canada
THE ALMOND SORTERS
SIBEL GUVENC;SIBEL GUVENC;SIBEL GUVENC
sibelguvenc@kybelefilms.com
MV/FIC; 0:07:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
In this short dramatic musical, the daughter of Don Giovanni looses her mother.
Shortly after, Don Giovanni gets married with a young Bride although the Daughter and
some of the neighbors oppose his marriage. They have a big wedding party in their
garden. The Daughter fears that she will loose his father and any claims to the estate.
The fight with her father brings a tragic end to her life.

SIBEL GUVENC; Kybele Films; sibelguvenc@kybelefilms.com; http:
//www.kybelefilms.com/
SIBEL GUVENC; Kybele Films; sibelguvenc@kybelefilms.com; http:
//www.kybelefilms.com/



1123 Canada; France
MONTREAL MINUS ONE
AZED KETTANI
azed.kettani@gmail.com
FIC/DOC; 0:18:41; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
People that have never been to Montreal often believe the wildest things
about it's famous "Underground City." Journalist Michael Séguin enquires
on the reasons behind this strange phenomenon.

AZED KETTANI; Azfiction Films; azed.kettani@gmail.com; http://www.
azfiction.com/montrealminusone

881 Canada; USA
PEGGY, DENIS AND LAUVIAH
CARLO GUILLERMO PROTO
carlo@thehandshake.org
DOC/EXP; 0:14:03; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
PEGGY, DENIS & LAUVIAH attempts to reconstruct the perception of cinema by giving a super 8 camera to a blind family of three.

CARLO GUILLERMO PROTO; The Handshake; info@thehandshake.
org; http://www.thehandshake.org/

1410 Canada; USA
SOMEWHERE BETWEEN HERE AND THERE
LISS PLATT
lissplatt@gmail.com
EXP; 0:10:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2008
Comprised of images of Brooklyn, New York, Hamilton, Ontario and the roadways that connect these cities, somewhere between here and there is a rumination on places we call home. It explores 
the complexities of coming and going, and the loss experienced when trying to return. The experimental form and aesthetic of the film is, in part, an homage to my filmmaker friend, Diane Bonder.

LISS PLATT;  lissplatt@gmail.com

518 Cape Verde
MINDELO - ATRÁS DO HORIZONTE MINDELO - BEHIND THE HORIZON
ALEXIS TSAFAS

altsa1@otenet.gr
DOC; 0:59:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
O documentário longa-metragem «MINDELO – atrás do horizonte» é um filme que tenta experimentar a alma duma cidade - porto de Cabo Verde, situada no meio do Oceano Atlântico. A câmara 
segue a vida contemporânea da ilha, procurando a cultura crioula do seu povo.

ZENAIDA ALFAMA MEDINA; Criola Produções LDA; 
alfama112@hotmail.com

1757 Chile; Argentina
ESCORBO
DIEGO ROUGIER
diego.rougier@vtr.net
FIC; 0:14:20; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
"Family Reunion
An 11-year-old girl is examined by the head doctor.
The child is about to share some terrible news.
And they might not be ready to hear it..."

JAVIERA CONTADOR; Picardia Films; picardiafilms@gmail.com
Thibaut Garcin; Picardia Films; garcinthibaut@yahoo.fr

1758 Chile; Argentina
DEBUT Y DESPEDIDA DEBUT AND FAREWELL
DIEGO ROUGIER
diego.rougier@vtr.net
FIC; 0:19:20; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
The arrival of a great love
Is it always good news?

JAVIERACONTADOR; Picardia ilms; picardiafilms@gmail.com
Thibaut Garcin; Picardia Films; garcinthiaut@yahoo.fr

1397 China; Germany
LAINER
DANA LÖFFELHOLZ;ANNA INTEMANN
ponyspringt@gmail.com
FIC/DOC; 0:05:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Long-term unemployed Rainer from Berlin tries his professional luck as a migrant worker in distant Beijing. However, in this culture completely alien to him, his life does not develop as smoothly as he
might have imagined, either.

DANA LÖFFELHOLZ; HFF "Konrad Wolf"; ponyspringt@gmail.com; 
http://www.hff-potsdam.de/; Lee Zhang

2105 Colombia
A MACHETE TO MACHETE

2106 Colombia
CON TODOS LOS SERVICIOS

2107 Colombia
ESPIANDO AL HOMBRE SPYING ON THE MAN



2108 Colombia
LA MOSCA THE FLY

1021 Colombia
LA PARADOJA DE ARROW THE ARROW'S PARADOX
JORGE CABALLERO

gusano@gusano.org
FIC/EXP; 0:05:31; Betacam SP PAL; BW; 2008
At 6 a.m. it begins the day in Arrow's house. Get up, take a shower, have breakfast, dress and leave. Day after day the same programmed actions. The life is annotated and it's impossible to escape.

JORGE CABALLERO; GUSANOFILMS; gusano@gusano.org; http:
//www.gusano.org/

2127 Croatia
FANTASTICNA ODISEJA DOKTORA ZODIAKA DOCTOR ZODIAC'S FANTASTIC ODYSSEY
MATIJA PISACIC

matija.pisacic@zg.t-com.hr
ANI; 0:10:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008

VERA ROBIC - SKARICA; Croatian Film Clubs' Association; 
kristina@hfs.hr; http://www.hfs.hr/

1713 Croatia
SUDBINA BROJA 13 THE DESTINY OF LINE 13
IRENA SKORIC

irena.skoric@gmail.com
DOC; 0:59:00; Betacam SP PAL; BW; 2009
In the director's autobiographic intimate manner this documentary film intends to record day and night rhythm, as well as the life of a tram which disappears and which has stamped the urban culture
of Zagreb. While number 13 is for some people an unlucky number, the tram on this line, produced in Germany in the 1960s, popularly called "Genscher", named after German prime minister 
Gensher, is for others the only shelter during the day, especially for those who are lonely or older, and, as they say, more than a piece of junk with a soul.
One of the largest tram accidents in this area happened right here in Zagreb, Croatia, in1954, on All Hallows Eve, on Line 13. Nineteen people died, while 37 were severely wounded. "Genscher" has
been operating on this line for exactly 13 years.
The passengers say it's the weirdest line, taking you everywhere and nowhere.

IRENA SKORIC; Olimp produkcija; irena.skoric@gmail.com; http://www.
irenaskoric.com/

878 Croatia
DOMACE JE NAJBOLJE HOMEMADE IS THE BEST
SLAVEN ŽIMBREK
zimbra.film@mac.com
DOC; 0:27:27; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2009
It is Christmas time on a family farm in Bednja, a village in rural Croatia. This is the time for the traditional pig-slaughter festivity. Blood-covered snow, raw meat, smoke, steam and hazy shots of men
and women at work seem as if they belong to some former time. Indeed, few months before this film was shot, Croatian government had prohibited slaughter of animals for public consumption 
outside licensed slaughterhouses. That was a result of Croatian preparation for membership in the European Union. Is this centuries-old tradition soon to become a vague memory, similar to the old 
local dialect that only few today speak? The dying out of these symbols of Croatian (rural) heritage has a lot in common with the disappearance of traditional rural customs in the rest of the world, 
soon to become memories of times past.

SLAVEN ŽIMBREK; Žimbra Film; zimbra.film@mac.com
Slaven Žimbrek; Žimbra Film; zimbra.film@mac.com

1766 Croatia
AMATO
DRAZEN ILINCIC
kristina@hfs.hr
DOC; 0:30:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Dražen Ilin?i? was born on May 10th, 1962 in Zagreb, where he graduated English language and comparative literature from Faculty of Philosophy. He started working, as a student, as a film critic 
and journalist in the culture section of 'Ve?ernji list'. He was also a feature critic on Petar Krelja's radio shows about films on Croatian radio. He is a collaborator in a tv-show 'Pola ure kulture' on HRT,
ever since the show was launched. He had his novel 'Berlinski ru?nik' published in 2006, as well as collection of stories 'Najkra?e pri?e' in 2008.

VERA ROBIC - SKARICA; Croatian Film Clubs´ Association; 
kristina@hfs.hr; http://www.hfs.hr/

296 Croatia
RUCAK LUNCH
ANA HUSMAN
ana.husman@gmail.com
EXP/ANI; 0:17:20; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
The rules of correct behaviour found in books of etiquette present themselves as aiding communication helping people to understand each other. They also claim to help us engage socially with 
greater ease and self-confidence. The film deals with customs of eating and drinking - specifically with the lunch situation, as communal eating is the central site of showing others our breading and 
finesse.

MAJA JURIC; Pangolin; pangolin@pangolin.hr; http://www.pangolin.hr/
Vanja Andrijevic; Bonobostudio; vanja@bonobostudio.hr; http://www.
bonobostudio.hr/

879 Croatia
PRIZORI IZ TRGOVA?KOG CENTRA SCENES FROM A SHOPPING MALL
SLAVEN ŽIMBREK
zimbra.film@mac.com
EXP/DOC; 0:09:43; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A city shopping mall – hectic environment, shopping frenzy, alluring articles, marketing messages and … bored, lonely, apathetic faces of buyers and employees. As camera presents the authorʼs 
subjective view of an afternoon spent in a urban shopping center, this film ponders about (our) lost souls in the shopping heaven, the emptiness of consumerism, the lack of human communication 
and the social alienation of todayʼs modern life.

SLAVEN ŽIMBREK; Žimbra Film; zimbra.film@mac.com
Slaven Žimbrek; Žimbra Film; zimbra.film@mac.com

1765 Croatia
RUTA I SPOMENIK RUTA AND THE MONUMENT
RENATA POLJAK

renatapoljak@free.fr
EXP/DOC; 0:17:50; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Born in 1974, in Split. She graduated in 1997, in Split, as a professor of visual arts, and attended a postgraduate study at the Arts Academy E.R.B.A.N. in Nantes, France, obtaining a degree in 1999.
She also won the 2002 Artslink scholarship at the San Francisco Art Institute, USA, and the Artist in Residency, Vienna, Museum Quartier, 2004.

VERA ROBI? - ŠKARICA; Croatian Film Clubs´ Association; 
kristina@hfs.hr; http://www.hfs.hr/



1777 Croatia
TULUM PARTY
DALIBOR MATANIC

dalibor.matanic@gmail.com
FIC; 0:15:00; 35 mm; COL; 2009
“Party” is the story set in a sunny, bright summer day in Vukovar. It is almost impossible to believe that the brightness and joy can be easily interrupted, enjoying and living a day like that.

Second film from omnibus of six short films dealing with intimacy of the six girls in six different parts of the planet.

ANKICA JURIC TILIC; KINORAMA; ankica@kinorama.hr; http://www.
kinorama.hr/

2073 Croatia
UNDER SURVEILLANCE
IRENA SKORIC
irena.skoric@gmail.com
FIC; 0:07:00; DV Cam; COL; 2008

582 Croatia; Bosnia and Herzegovina
VIDIMO SE U SARAJEVU SEE YOU IN SARAJEVO
VANJA
info@vanja.tv
FIC; 0:14:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Petra and Alen are lovers. Petra is from Slovenia, Alen from Bosnia and Herzegovina. Petra want to have successful professional life, but stable relationship also. Petra comes to Sarajevo for 
business. It is a perfect opportunity for them to be together. Alen shows her a town and tradition. It is a journey which will reveal Alenʼs secrets and Petraʼs fears.

SINISA JURICIC;  info@vanja.tv
Vanja Svilicic; info@vanja.tv; http://www.vanja.tv/

315 Croatia; France
MORANA
SIMON BOGOJEVIC NARATH
simon@bonobostudio.hr
ANI; 0:12:45; 35 mm; COL; 2008
After running through a desolate landscape, a solitary hunter spends a rainy night in a shelter on top of a steep cliff. He dreams...

IVAN RATKOVIC; Kenges; kenges@kenges.hr;  Nicolas Schmerkin, 
Autour de Minuit
Vanja Andrijevic; Bonobostudio; vanja@bonobostudio.hr; http://www.
bonobostudio.hr/

979 Cuba
EL GLOBO ROJO THE RED BALLON
CHIARA MARAÑÓN

chiara.maranon@gmail.com
DOC; 0:05:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
The eyes of a child capture and treasure the single second a flying red balloon lasts in the sky. If he has been able to see it, why hasn't his father? And why does he keep on filling blank pages with 
red balloons?

CHIARA MARAÑÓN; sujeto a cambio features; chiara.maranon@gmail.
com; Argenis Mills; Juan Soto

946 Cuba; Brazil
ATLÂNTICO ATLANTIC
FABIO MEIRA
fbmeira@yahoo.com.br
FIC; 0:11:41; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Desde uma ilha distante, dois náufragos apaixonados recordam o lugar de onde partiram.
From a distant island, two stranded lovers remember the place they parted from.

HUGO KOPER; EICTV; hugokoperp@hotmail.com; http://www.eictv.org/

1138 Cuba; Germany
PICTURE HEAD
PHILIPP ENDERS
philipp.enders@web.de
EXP/ANI; 0:09:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2008
Found pictures compose theirselves in the recipient's head, gain a meaning and perhaps even tell a story. They fill with a contents or empty theirselves. Everything happens now and to me and 
concurrently claims universality of time and person. PICTURE HEAD is a short and very personal film about observing, being observed and about the luckiness of finding a shaddock.

This work developed during a scholarship I took in 2006/2007 in Cuba. Literally found footage mixed with observations I made and with putting myself into scene. The result is a reflexion about the act
of observing and recording. It is sort of a small essay on my weird first months being caught on the campus, which is somehow an island wthin an island within an island – socially and politically 
spoken.

PHILIPP ENDERS; Yeahlity; philipp.enders@web.de; http://www.
yeahlity.de/

1144 Cuba; Germany
HORAS EXTRAORDINARIAS OVER TIME
PHILIPP ENDERS

philipp.enders@web.de
FIC; 0:24:00; Betacam SP PAL; BW; 2009
Alfredo, a travelling salesman, is pressed for time. Sales rates and deliveries of the goods on schedule determine his daily rhythm and push him during his long ways across rural areas. Today 
everything is diferent though: Dead ends mazily arrange. Alfredo can´t find the way while time is noticeably running. Instead he encounters Bertila, a stranger who seems to be living in her own world.

ANDRÉ MUNIZ LEÃO; Tres Manos; andremunizleao@gmail.com; http:
//www.eictv.org/
Philipp Enders; Tres Manos; philipp.enders@web.de; http://www.
yeahlity.de/



1442 Cuba; Germany
¡NADA, REGLA, NADA! GO, REGLA, GO!
PHILIPP ENDERS

philipp.enders@web.de
FIC; 0:15:20; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Regla, an aged Cuban athlete, desperately wants to be there when her grandchild is born in Florida. When her US travel visa is refused, she is left with no other choice but to make the 90 mile trip 
her own way...

MARCELA ARENAS ROSAS; EICTV; marcearenas31@yahoo.com.mx;
http://www.eictv.org/
Philipp Enders; KHM; philipp.enders@web.de; http://www.khm.de/

1049 Cuba; Switzerland
EL FUTURO ES HOY THE FUTURE IS NOW
SANDRA GOMEZ

sandra.gomez76@gmail.com
DOC; 0:35:03; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Life in Havana, suspended in a state of waiting. Seven characters express their complementary yet contradictory ideas. Some would like things to carry on as they are, while others hope for change.
The characters are all associated with the Malecón, Havanaʼs sea wall, where the city opens out to the horizon.

ELENA PEDRAZZOLI; Peacock Film S.A.; peacock@peacock.ch; http:
//www.peacock.ch/

281 Cyprus
STYX
ALEXIA ROIDER
aroider@gmail.com
FIC; 0:18:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
In a hospital in contemporary times, a womanʼs soul elevates from her body and embarks on a journey through time.
In medieval Cyprus, two lovers witness a secret meeting between an alchemist and a cleric. A life-altering truth is revealed, a curse is placed and karma is born.
The title is inspired by ancient Greek mythology: the souls of the deceased sailed upon the holy river of Styx to cross over to Hades. Charon escorted them there in return for golden coins.
According to Plato, souls who drink the riverʼs water fall into coma, until they complete their journey towards rebirth.

MONICA NICOLAIDOU;  monicanic69@yahoo.com; http://www.
styxmovie.com/
monicanic69@yahoo.com

1832 Cyprus
ONCE... A DRESS
MARIA PAPACHARLAMBOUS;ACHILLEAS KENTONIS
maria@artosfoundation.org
FIC/ANI; 0:14:30; 35 mm; COL; 2009
An alchemist, an onion and a head, crossed each other in a dark workshop. The result… a dress which starts a journey the meet the world with a borrowed body. Apocalypses of what is behind all 
these layers. It is a dive in the subconscious, searching for what is neither there nor here.

ACHILLEAS KENTONIS; Multum in Parvo ltd; 
achilleas@artosfoundation.org

886 Czech Republic
CHARMERS
GASPER SNUDERL
gsnuderl@centrum.cz
FIC; 0:18:20; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Charmers – Synopsis

Charmers tells the story of a young Vietnamese couple living in Prague. Guy represents young generation of Asian immigrants tries to integrate into the general society and to untie from his native 
enclosed community. Thatʼs why he works as a TAXI driver.
He loves a girl from local Vietnamese market-hall. However their love relationship cannot be fulfilled because she is not allowed to leave the market and go to the city with her boyfriend.
So heʼs only left with telling her stories about the life in the city as he sees it on his night drives.

VLADIMIR LHOTAK; Starlite productions; vl@starlite.cz;  Gasper 
Snuderl

1606 Czech Republic
TOMÁŠ A MILENA TOMÁŠ AND MILENA
MARC BADER

bader.marc@mbfilm.net
FIC; 0:24:41; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Milena and Tomáš have known each other
since they were children. But they lose
track of each other after the Velvet
Revolution in 1989.

By coincidence they meet again

PETRA KUN?ÍKOVÁ; MBFilm; kuncikova@mbfilm.net; http://www.
mbfilm.net/

1840 Czech Republic; Germany; Greece
THE VIDEOFLÂNEU® SHOOT KAFKA´S GRAVESTONE
KONSTANTINOS-ANTONIOS GOUTOS
videoflaneur@gmail.com
EXP/DOC; 0:09:03; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Nicht Neugier trieb sie dazu, der Friedhof hatte vor ihnen kein Geheimnis mehr, durch seine kleine Gittertür waren sie schon oft hineingekommen, nur die glatte hohe Mauer wollten sie bezwingen.

(Franz Kafka, Das Schloß)

KONSTANTINOS-ANTONIOS GOUTOS; videoflaneur@gmail.com; 
http://videoflaneur.googlepages.com/



1841 Czech Republic; Germany; Greece
PRAGUE IN SPRING (OUVERTURE)
KONSTANTINOS-ANTONIOS GOUTOS
videoflaneur@gmail.com
EXP/DOC; 0:14:11; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
between

flusser and kafka                                josefov and mala strana

KONSTANTINOS-ANTONIOS GOUTOS; videoflaneur@gmail.com; 
http://videoflaneur.googlepages.com/

229 Dem. People's Rep. of Korea
HEAT SHOT 3-MASKING FOR SERENE VELOCITY
YEONJEONG KIM
joan.yeonjeong@gmail.com
EXP; 0:11:00; 35 mm; COL BW; 2008
”Masking for serene velocity- Heat Shot 3” is the third part of HEAT SHOT series from 2007
and also an independent piece made by hand-process on 35mm film.Referring to Ernie Gehr`s masterpiece “Serene Velocity”,
it explores the speed and movement between ordinary signs and memories. The collision between 16mm and 35 mm film creates new movement and new meanings of film itself, materially as well as
a subtle range of emotions.

YEONJEONG KIM;  joan.yeonjeong@gmail.com

230 Dem. People's Rep. of Korea
LOOP THE LOOP-DIFFERENCE AND REPETITION 2
YEONJEONG KIM
joan.yeonjeong@gmail.com
EXP/DOC; 0:15:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Loop the Loop-Difference and Repetition 2 is an experimental documentary dealing with the birth and growing of city.
Through the accumulated layers of city construction scenery, It is also including the endless circles of labors.
Loop the Loop means the repetition without the origin of the labor and construction. To capture the simultaneous industrialization of city, this work was shoot in Berlin, London, Seoul, Rotterdam at 
the last winter.

YEONJEONG KIM;  joan.yeonjeong@gmail.com

231 Dem. People's Rep. of Korea
DEVICE, WHICH FADES ON THE FLY
YEONJEONG KIM
joan.yeonjeong@gmail.com
EXP/DOC; 0:07:10; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
In experimental animation mood,
It is made combining with the hand-processing technique on the film surface and digital touch.
The bird in the film represents a visual apparatus or device
exploring the time between the urban environment and emotional landscape.

YEONJEONG KIM;  joan.yeonjeong@gmail.com

1564 Dem. People's Rep. of Korea
SU-TAE-GO-JI ANNUNCIATION
JIHYUN LEE
13inoche@hanmail.net
FIC/EXP; 0:14:50; 35 mm; COL; 2009
Su-in runs into her ex-boyfriend's sister Yeoun-hee. She waits for Su-in to give her things of her dead brother's. After sending Yeoun-hee back, Su-in falls asleep and later that afternoon, Su-in finds 
that she is pregnant.

SEJIN KIM; Studio Court-metrage; jihyun0813@hotmail.com
Jihyun LEE; Studio Court-metrage; 13inoche@hanmail.net

1099 Denmark
PINLY & FLAU/4 X FILM PINLY & FLAU
MARTIN STRANGE-HANSEN
ANI; 0:12:00; DigiBeta; COL; 2008
"Pinly and Flau" are four short, funny cartoon movies based on children's and teenagers' own embarrassing moments. Each of these three minute films feature either the girl Pinly or the boy Flau. 
Both are 13 years old and are pupils in the 6th form. The film is created by the only Danish double Oscar award winner, Martin Strange-Hansen. 1. POOLS & BALLS. 2. TEA & PEE. 3. POPCORN &
PERIODS. 4. SHIT & SHOWOFF.

OLE TORNBJERG; Koncern TV- og Filmproduktion A/S

1126 Denmark
SHAMAN
LUC PEREZ
ANI; 0:11:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Utaaq, an old Inuit, is at a bus stop in Copenhagen when he spots a bird from his native Greenland which reminds him of his youth as a hunter, and more particularly an episode involving magic and 
shamanism.

MARIE BRO; Dansk Tegnefilm 2;

1150 Denmark
PIG ME
METTE RANK TANGE ;REBECCA BANG SØRENSEN;MARIE-LOUISE
HØJER JENSEN, JORGE ISRAEL HERNÁNDEZ GARCIA FIGUEROA,
DITTE K. GADEmulteberg@hotmail.com
ANI; 0:07:07; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Pig me is the story about a pig that escapes from a slaughter house. He finds his way to a pet shop and discovers the nice and warmth atmosphere between the costumers and the animals getting 
bought. He also wants to get bought, but he realizes that nobody wants to buy a pig. The only solution he can find to that problem is to dress up as the other animals in the pet shop.

MICHELLE NARDONE; The Animation Workshop; michelle@animwork.
dk
Jody Ghani; The Animation Workshop; owfestival@animwork.dk



1203 Denmark
EAT SHIT AND DIE
ANDERS MORGENTHALER
ANI; 0:22:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Ten-year-old Benjamin and two friends are filming each other doing stunts. When Benji backs out on a particularly wild stunt, the others threaten to dump him. Afraid of being left out, Benji goes 
through with it. After a mad ride down a hill, he lands hard on the ground. He can't move.

SARITA CHRISTENSEN; Copenhagen Bombay Production

1251 Denmark
LEITMOTIF
JEANETTE NØRGAARD ;METTE ILENE HOLMRIIS;MARIE 
JØRGENSEN, MARIE THORHAUGE
ANI; 0:07:06; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
“Leitmotif” is the story about the last lonely member of a jazz band, only living trough his music and the daily visits of a white cat. One day the nostalgia takes over and he gets a crazy idea…

MICHELLE NARDONE; The Animation Workshop; michelle@animwork.
dk
Jody Ghani; The Animation Workshop; owfestival@animwork.dk

1252 Denmark
KATRINE
MALIK THOMAS SPANG BRUUN
malikbruun@hotmail.com
ANI; 0:04:40; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2009
Katrine', is a perspective on words and how they can be observed differrently. It is roughly drawn, BonW, like one would do a pen sketch in a paper. In this poetic atmosphere -a living drawing is- we
are observing a conversation between two adults and a little girl.

MICHELLE NARDONE; The Animation Workshop; michelle@animwork.
dk
Jody Ghani; The Animation Workshop; owfestival@animwork.dk

1253 Denmark
DRAW POKER
EMIL SELLSTRÖM;SVEND ROTHMANN BONDE;STEPHAN 
SÜSSMANN, LISE VESTERGAARD JENSEN
emil_sellstrom@hotmail.com
ANI; 0:04:51; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
In a 1930ʼs metropolis, three crooked criminals are secretly gathered for a game of poker, with everything to loose and even more to win.
As the evening turns to night the atmosphere grows tense. They show no limit in the skills of cheating, shooting and killing their way to the prize – a big fat pile of golden dollar bills….

MICHELLE NARDONE; The Animation Workshop; michelle@animwork.
dk
Jody Ghani; The Animation Workshop; owfestival@animwork.dk

1254 Denmark
SHEEP!
NICOLE GALLAGHER
nicole@littledemon.org
ANI; 0:03:15; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
A rebellious sheep seeks vengeance on a hungry wolf. Even though the sheep is well prepared for battle, tempering with the natural order of the food chain is a dangerous venture.

MICHELLE NARDONE; The Animation Workshop; michelle@animwork.
dk
Jody Ghani; The Animation Workshop; owfestival@animwork.dk

1255 Denmark
TRAINBOMBING
BODIE JAHN-MULLINER;SYLVESTER RISHØJ JENSEN
bodiejahn@gmail.com
ANI; 0:04:20; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
A young graffiti artist gets caught in action.

MICHELLE NARDONE; The Animation Workshop; michelle@animwork.
dk
Jody Ghani; The Animation Workshop; owfestival@animwork.dk

1256 Denmark
PRAYER IN THE NIGHT
INMA CARPE
kapne1980@yahoo.es
ANI; 0:04:02; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
In The golden age, when gods and goddnesses loved, desire followed upon a look, and enjoyment upon desire”…
A fight against The Night to be together, Selene and Louis should face the power of rules and fears to be free at any cost.

TIM LEBORGNE; The Animation Workshop; tim@animwork.dk
Jody Ghani; The Animation Workshop; owfestival@animwork.dk

1258 Denmark
PROJECT: ALPHA
MATTHÍAS BJARNASON;NICOLAI SLOTHUUS;CHRISTIAN MUNK 
SØRENSEN
m.bjarnason@gmail.com
ANI; 0:06:37; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
The race to space is on. As nations compete, we follow the progress of a single chimpanzee that's been recruited into the Space Program. His results might prove influential for the better of all 
mankind. ...Will he be up to it?

MICHELLE NARDONE; The Animation Workshop; michelle@animwork.
dk
Jody Ghani; The Animation Workshop; owfestival@animwork.dk

1428 Denmark
OTTO & STELLA
JEPPE SANDHOLT;BJARNE SVOLDGAARD;JANNICK AARUP 
GROOL, SLAVEN REESE, BENJAMIN BROKOP, SUSANNE BAKBY 
OLESENjeppesandholt@gmail.com
ANI; 0:04:36; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Otto & Stella is a story about two creatures whose relationship is tested during a car trip through beautiful mountain scenery.
Otto desperately wants to show Stella his love, but how can he succeed when all she seems to care for is her own mirror image?
Is giving a chocolate frog to a lady with weight problems while speeding through mountain curves the right answer, or should little Otto just focus on keeping his eyes on the road?
Or is there more to everything than just a car, two creatures and a chocolate frog on a mountain side?

MICHELLE NARDONE; The Animation Workshop; michelle@animwork.
dk; http://www.animwork.dk/
Jody Ghani; The Animation Workshop; owfestival@animwork.dk; http:
//www.animwork.dk/



1257 Denmark
THE VINCERIN PRINCESS
HENRIC WALLMARK
henric@elverton.nu
ANI/MV; 0:03:20; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
The peaceful bradans are living their every day life, which, aside from some carrot picking, mostly means chilling out, enjoying the good times. But their peace is about to be disturbed, as a six-legged
monster with vicious intent is heading their way, stopping for nothing. "The Vincerin Princess" questions if trying again ever did any good, pulling inspiration from the smurfs and Andrei Tarkovsky, 
equally. The layouts are beautifully drawn by renown comicbook artist Lawrence Marvit (Sparks).

TIM LEBORGNE; The Animation Workshop; tim@animwork.dk
Jody Ghani; The Animation Workshop; owfestival@animwork.dk

1095 Denmark
BLACK HEART
ADA BLIGAARD SØBY
DOC; 0:23:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
"Black Heart" is a film about the 9/11 aftermath. It follows three New Yorkers, each struggling with the process of loss. The fourth character is New York, as it pulls itself together after the tragedy and
the scar that has remained.

MORTEN KJEMS JUHL; Fine & Mellow A/S, Super16

214 Denmark
BLACK MAN
KRÆSTEN KUSK
kramfilm@yahoo.dk
EXP/FIC; 0:39:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
”I have decided to film what I see here. I will document the cruelty of Denmark that the people here has experienced in 300 years and I have experienced for 30 years - I understand how they feel” - 
Jens

JULIE SOPHIE VANG;  vangjulie@gmail.com
Kræsten Kusk; kramfilm@yahoo.dk

69 Denmark
SES SEE YOU
JESPER WALDVOGEL RASMUSSEN

jesper@colbyco.dk
FIC; 0:33:15; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Logline:
Griefstricken, Nete moves to a new school. There she meets a boy. Shocked she realises that he looks exactly like the brother she lost in a car accident ...

Synopsis:
When 14 y.o. Nete's twin brother Noah is killed in a car accident her world collapses. Many months later her parents decide to move to Copenhagen to start anew. Nete, still deeply traumatized by 

EVA JUEL HAMMERICH; Nepenthe Film; eva@nepenthefilm.com; http:
//www.nepenthefilm.com; Nina Lyng; Jesper Waldvogel Rasmussen

540 Denmark
ATTENTION KASIMIR
DAVID METZ
davidmetz@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:15:00; 35 mm; BW; 2008
David castor works for the government as a code writer. Each day he receives an envelope containing a tape with electronic signals that he has to turn into binary code. He doesn't known what the 
code mean or where the tapes come from. The only clue is a name on the envelope: Kasimir Sokolovicz.

MARIA SCHOU ANDERSEN; Zentropa Production; mariaa@dfi.dk
Maria Schou Andersen; DFI; mariaa@dfi.dk

1094 Denmark
ALLIANCEN THE ALLIANCE
ASK HASSELBALCH
FIC; 0:25:00; DigiBeta; COL; 2008
Mille, a misfit teenager, is babysitting one night for a wealthy couple. Shortly after they leave the house, a woman with a hidden agenda shows up on the doorstep. Mille and the woman form an 
alliance against the family – an alliance that is soon to show its disastrous consequences for everybody.

SONNY LAHEY; Fridthjof Film A/S;

1096 Denmark
CATHRINE
MADS MATTHIESEN
FIC; 0:24:00; 35 mm; COL; 2009
Cathrine, 16, has met Lars, 33, in a local shopping centre and fallen in love with him. She conceals the relationship from her parents, but one day she returns home from school to find that her secret
has been revealed. The film tells the story of Cathrine and the difficulties she faces in her attmpt to emancipate herself from her parents.

JONAS BAGGER; Franework Films, Nordisk Film

1097 Denmark
EN FORELSKELSE AWAKENING
CHRISTIAN TAFDRUP
FIC; 0:38:00; 35 mm; COL; 2009
16-year-old Carsten just started dating Melissa. He is introduced to her sweet and likeable parents, who kindly welcome their first son-in-law. On a weekend in their summerhouse it turns out that 
Carsten and Melissa's dad might have more in common than they first thought.

PETER REICHHARDT; Nordisk Film; ; Leila Vestgaard

1098 Denmark
KAKTUS CACTUS
ANNA TREIMAN
FIC; 0:30:00; DigiBeta; COL; 2008
Helene fantasizes about being raped. She answers a sex ad in the paper and orders a rape from a callboy. But their date doesnʼt go according to Heleneʼs plan - and Helene must reconsider what it 
is she really hungers for.

MADS DAMSBO; Rotsturm Film i7s;

1100 Denmark
SOPHIE
BIRGITTE SÆRMOSE
FIC; 0:14:00; DVD; COL; 2008
A man and his pregnant wife, Sophie, are their way to the movies. Out of the blue, Sophie asks her husband Thomas if he has ever been with a prostitute, and the evening takes an unexpected turn.

LARS BREDO RAHBEK; Nimbus Rights ApS;



1367 Denmark
FRAKKEN THE OVERCOAT
BJØRN KOPP
b.kopp@email.dk
FIC; 0:12:45; 35 mm; COL; 2008
To men meet, they change coats. There is a woman involved, and it ends with murder.

BJØRN KOPP; KOPPFILM; b.kopp@email.dk

1429 Denmark
MUSEN THE MOUSE
PIL MARIA GUNNARSSON

pilmaria@gmail.com
FIC; 0:13:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Love, cowardice and jealousy lie at the core of this story about 10-year-old girl, Liv, who receives a mouse as a present from her classmate, Mike. They start dating. However, when Liv's friend, a 
popular girl, starts flirting with Mike at school, Liv becomes exceedingly jealous.

MIA MARIE BORUP; Cosmo Film A/S; cosmo@cosmo.dk; http://www.
cosmo.dk/

5033 Denmark
LOVE GAVE HER SCARS
TOBIAS GUNDORFF BOESEN
tobyfromtheblock@hotmail.com
MV; 0:02:20; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A day in the shoes of Robot, an average office employee in an average town, who tries to cope with the triviality of everyday life. Meanwhile, excitement and romance is calling out to him. It isnʼt easy
being a stopmotion robot in the dull world of humans.

MICHELLE NARDONE; The Animation Workshop; michelle@animwork.
dk
Jody Ghani; The Animation Workshop; owfestival@animwork.dk

1286 Denmark; Brazil
BATTLE OF RABBIT TOWN
CHRISTIAN PAGH;THOMAS BØTTCHER
pagh.christian@gmail.com
DOC; 0:55:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A Brazilian election is not only a political battleground. It is a battle between politicians who buy votes and politicians who donʼt. In Rabbit Town, Recife, itʼs a battle between the two rivaling favela 
leaders Clovis and Carlos: A communist community president and an opportunistic radio host. ʼBattle of Rabbit Townʼ follows Clovis and Carlos dedicated campaign for two opposing politicians in the
dirty election for government of Recife. The Danish documentary gives an unseen picture of Brazilian politics on street level. It takes you to the backyards where votes are bought for football shirts 
and gives a personal story of a democracy torn between corruption and commitment.

CHRISTIAN PAGH; UiWe www.uiwe.dk; cp@uiwe.dk; http://www.
battleofrabbittown.com/

2233 Denmark; Brazil
A MAN CALLED LOVE (II)
TAMAR GUIMARAES
sdtamar@yahoo.com.br
EXP/DOC; 0:19:45; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2008
A Man Called Love (2008), features a voice-over structured around a stream of archival images about the enigmatic Francisco Candido Xavier, a Brazilian Spiritist medium and psychographer (scribe
to the spirits) whose immense popularity coincided with the height of Brazilʼs military dictatorship. Xavierʼs version of Spiritism was at once deeply utopian and deeply conservative, and A Man Called
Love brings out the inevitable fault lines underlying Brazilian social life.

TAMAR GUIMARAES;  sdtamar@yahoo.com.br

1708 Denmark; Germany
TRO, HÅB OG GRØNLAND FAITH, HOPE AND GREENLAND
IVALO FRANK

contact@ivalofrank.com
DOC; 0:30:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Faith, Hope and Greenland is a visual and poetic journey into the very hearts of the people of Greenland. Told in a natural, honest and non-accusative manner, its four main protagonists advise the 
viewer on the underbelly of colonisation, its effects on an ancient, nomadic culture and on the individual mind.

However, the film is built upon hope, and throughout the entire film we get an idea of the intensity and speed with which the people of this remote country, are regaining their self-respect and 
redefining their collective identity on their own terms.

IVALO FRANK; Kranfilm; contact@ivalofrank.com; http://www.kranfilm.
net/

136 Egypt
??? 12 DECEMBRE
MAHMOUD SHOKRY
shokriz@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:12:01; 35 mm; COL; 2008
the film is about 2 youth pepole (yousef and khaled)yousef is going abroad for migration cause he didnt like the way in egypt any more and khaled his cousin driving him to the air port and trying to 
convince him to stay cause they families not poor and have control in county and suddenly happened an accident and a man is dead and they trying to convince every body that they didnt do it and 
no one belevies

MAHMOUD SHOKRY; high cinema instiute; shokriz@hotmail.com

135 Egypt
AL HOB FY ZAMAN AL KOLLA LOVE IN THE TIME OF GUM
IBRAHIM ABLA

ibrahim.abla@gmail.com
FIC; 0:10:54; 35 mm; COL; 2008
That's what happens when u love a babe ... that's not yours

DR. RASHEDA EL SHAFEY; High Cinema Institute (Egypt); ibrahim.
abla@gmail.com



137 Egypt
SA'ET ASARY AT DAY'S END
SHERIF ELBENDARY

shbncin@yahoo.com
FIC; 0:14:30; 35 mm; COL; 2008
- " is soliman taller ?! "
- and so wondered soliman's father when his 32 years old son (soliman) visited him !!

DR. RASHEDA ELSHAFIE; the high cinema institute in cairo; 
shbncin@yahoo.com

1854 Egypt
AHYANAN SOMETIMES
MAHMOOD SOLIMAN
soliman96@yahoo.com
FIC; 0:14:50; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
   In a short road movie, A sarcastic & a fantastic image about my society now, A crazy & despotic driver, the bus riders that submit to him, a society full of contradictions, violence, tyranny, non-
acceptance and expelling the other.

MAHMOOD SOLIMAN;  soliman96@yahoo.com
MAHMOOD SOLIMAN; soliman96@yahoo.com

43 Egypt; Denmark
OVER JORDEN, UNDER HIMLEN ABOVE THE GROUND, BENEATH THE SKY
SIMON LERENG WILMONT

slw@elev.filmskolen.dk
DOC; 0:28:35; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Little Mahmoud loves the circus, and dreams of performing in The National Egyptian Circus as an acrobat.
So Mahmoud practice hard several days a week with his mentor Kamal, who joggles Mahmoud on his feet one and a half meters above the ground in dangerous and daring acrobatic acts.
But the day only has so many hours, and there is also so much homework to do.
So Mahmoud struggles to live his dream, and keep his place above the ground, beneath the sky.

SIMON LERENG WILMONT; The National Film School of Denmark; 
slw@elev.filmskolen.dk

339 Estonia
ELU ILMA GABRIELLA FERRITA LIFE WITHOUT GABRIELLA FERRI
PRIIT PÄRN;OLGA PÄRN

priit.parn@neti.ee
ANI; 0:44:45; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
He and she starting with sensual and erotic game. The tension is growing, but then its coming out that they are not alone. There are somebody, who need theyr attention. It seems like this at first, but
it is not the final truth.
It is dramatic story about love, locked doors, faceless thief, wounded stork, lost laptop and virtual prostitutes O?Key sisters... There is no Gabriella Ferri, but there is almost happy end.

KALEV TAMM; Eesti Joonisfilm; kalev@joonisfilm.ee; http://www.
joonisfilm.ee/
Rutt Raudkivi; Eesti Joonisfilm; rutt@joonisfilm.ee

340 Estonia
KÖÖGI DIMENSIOONID KITCHEN DIMENSIONS
PRIIT TENDER

info@joonisfilm.ee
ANI; 0:18:18; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Three orchestrated journeys to the unseen dimensions of an ordinary kitchen.

KALEV TAMM; Eesti Joonisfilm; kalev@joonisfilm.ee; http://www.
joonisfilm.ee/
Rutt Raudkivi; Eesti Joonisfilm; rutt@joonisfilm.ee

1672 Estonia
KROKODILL CROCODILE
KASPAR JANCIS

info@joonisfilm.ee
ANI; 0:16:38; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
The story of a former opera star who must by the will of Fate work as a Crocodile in a styrofoam costume entertaining children in the childrenʼs playroom of a shopping centre. This kind of life seems 
joyless and even disgusting to the former leading tenor, and he vents his frustration by behaving rudely. Until one day, into his life enters a fateful woman and…a crocodile.

KALEV TAMM; Eesti Joonisfilm; kalev@joonisfilm.ee; http://www.
joonisfilm.ee/
Rutt Raudkivi; Eesti Joonisfilm; rutt@joonisfilm.ee

1674 Estonia
DIALOGOS DIALOGUES
ÜLO PIKKOV

ylo@joonisfilm.ee
ANI; 0:05:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Dialogos is an experimental animated film, where all the visual material of the film is drawn directly onto the film stock. The film is founded on absurd humour. The theme of the film is contemporary 
high-tech society, where too many sign systems exist.

KALEV TAMM; Eesti Joonisfilm; kalev@joonisfilm.ee; http://www.
joonisfilm.ee/
Rutt Raudkivi; Eesti Joonisfilm; rutt@joonisfilm.ee

313 Finland
VIIMEINEN ELEFANTTI THE LAST ELEPHANT
ANTTI LAAKSO
anttijlaakso@gmail.com
ANI; 0:09:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Elephant boy lives with crocodile father in a skyscraper. His happy childhood is shadowed by recurring nightmares and a strange inner emptiness.

EIJA SAARINEN; Turku Arts Academy; eija.saarinen@turkuamk.fi



681 Finland
ENGLISH LESSONS
TURUN ANIKISTIT
ANI; 0:20:00; DigiBeta; COL BW; 2008
English Lessons, an animated English course by the Turun Anikistit association, recycles a course recording from the 1970s. The eight lessons teach, in addiction to English, important things about 
studying and interaction between genders.

TURUN ANIKISTIT;

686 Finland
KUOLEMA KELTAISESSA TALOSSA DEATH IN THE YELLOW HOUSE
ANNA VIRTANEN
ANI; 0:05:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Sometimes you have to leave, even if you don't known what lies ahead. Death in the Yellow House is a film about taking chances, facing issues, listening to your instincts and questioning them.

TURUN AMK;

1356 Finland
SPELLBOUND
PETRA INNANEN
submissions@av-arkki.fi
ANI; 0:01:34; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
An animation about being moonstruck. The demonic moon incites a woman to a dance that turns her into an animal. Classic horror stories and Japanese demons have provided inspiration for this 
work.

PETRA INNANEN;  submissions@av-arkki.fi

1357 Finland
PURAGTORY PURGATORY
PIRJETTA BRANDER
submissions@av-arkki.fi
ANI; 0:05:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
An animated dream about purgatory: human figures float forever in void.

PIRJETTA BRANDER;  submissions@av-arkki.fi

1474 Finland
GARDEN
PIRJETTA BRANDER
submissions@av-arkki.fi
ANI; 0:03:54; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Contemporary interpretation of an idea of a paradise.

PIRJETTA BRANDER;  submissions@av-arkki.fi

1476 Finland
ARKIPELAG ARCHIPELAGO
GUN HOLMSTROM
submissions@av-arkki.fi
ANI; 0:06:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
The remnants of classical sculptures float like islands in an endless sea-like space. Although the animation is about the constantly ongoing destruction of culture, the work is beautiful and meditative.

GUN HOLMSTROM;  submissions@av-arkki.fi

1643 Finland
KATISKA THE TRAP
JONI MÄNNISTÖ;JP SAARI;JANNE KUKKONEN
joni.mannisto@gmail.com
ANI; 0:04:33; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A heartwarmingly shivering story of a girl, her father and a fish.

EIJA SAARINEN; Turku Arts Academy; eija.saarinen@turkuamk.fi

1646 Finland
MURTO HOUSEBREAKER
PAULI LAASONEN;HETA JOKINEN;SANNI LAHTINEN, KAISA 
LENKKERI
plaasone@gmail.com
ANI; 0:05:38; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A burglar confines himself to a hideaway with a treasure and a pet bird who longs to break free.

EIJA SAARINEN; Turku Arts Academy; eija.saarinen@turkuamk.fi; http:
//www.turkuamk.fi/

1571 Finland
IDOLI THE IDOL
SANNA VILMUSENAHO
sannaerika@gmail.com
ANI/FIC; 0:04:08; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
The Idol conquers the hearts of people with her lovely hair. In the meantime problems grow bigger.

EIJA SAARINEN; Turku Arts Academy; eija.saarinen@turkuamk.fi
sannaerika@gmail.com

1478 Finland
KADONNEET KIRJEET, 1939 - 1945 THE MISSING LETTERS, 1939 - 1945
MILJA VIITA
submissions@av-arkki.fi
DOC; 0:20:10; Betacam SP PAL; BW; 2008
The letters of Aino and Allan Rusinen were hidden under the floor of an old house. More than fifty years later their children rewrote the letters on the basis of their own memories and visions. The 
original letters are still missing.

MILJA VIITA;  submissions@av-arkki.fi



21 Finland
ALOITTELIJA THE BEGINNER
INKA ACHTE
inkamaria@gmail.com
DOC; 0:28:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
75- year- old Sisko is fed up with hearing about computers and the internet everywhere she goes. Even her great grandchild spends a hot summer day swimming in a virtual swimming pool at a kids
´online community instead of a beach.
"One feels pretty much like an outsider,” Sisko says, puzzled, and finally decides to start a computer course.
The Beginner is a documentary film about an aging human ´s attempt to understand the virtual world swelling around her, and its new, strange language.
Sisko´s expedition into the secrets of the seemingly mystical machine starts from the first push of the starting button and learning the double click, and continues into almost fluent googling. During 
her journey she is faced with some absurd situations, and frustration can´ t always be avoided, but Sisko is determined not to resign herself into the role of a dumb granny.

CILLA WERNING; Kinotar; cilla@kinotar.fi; http://www.kinotar.fi

529 Finland
HANASAARI A
HANNES VARTIAINEN;PEKKA VEIKKOLAINEN
hannes@pohjankonna.fi
DOC; 0:15:00; 35 mm; COL BW; 2009
Hanasaari A is an experimental documentary about the changing cityscape of Helsinki and the final moments of a coal-fired power plant. The old industrial milieu is being destroyed to make space for
modern housing units. The film is a combination of animation, live action cinematography, and graphic elements. It is based on 500 000 photographs taken during the final two years of the existence
of the power plant.

HANNES VARTIAINEN; Pohjankonna Oy; hannes@pohjankonna.fi;  
Pekka Veikkolainen

682 Finland
KUPPIKUNTA THE COFFEE BREAK
REETTA HUHTANEN

reetta.huhtanen@taik.fi
DOC; 0:20:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2008
Never-ending coffee break... Three perpetual students have chosen a lifestyle that can not be measured by the standards of gain and productivity used by the outside world. In the midst of modern 
times, where people come, go and change, they have decided to halt and concentrate on the core questions of existence.

REETTA HUHTANEN; University of Art and Design Helsinki; reetta.
huhtanen@taik.fi
Saara Toivanen; University of Art and Design Helsinki; foffice@taik.fi

683 Finland
GHOSTS
JAN IJAS
jan.ijas@taik.fi
DOC; 0:15:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
A film about a building that was originally built as an envelope factory (located 500km below the Arctic Circle) and is now a reception centre for asylum seekers - a warehouse for humans. - "I just 
exist, that's the only word I can use. I'm not dead, I just exist".

PAULA KORVA; University of Art and Design Helsinki / School of Motion
Picture, Television and Production Design; paula.korva@taik.fi
Saara Toivanen; University of Art and Design Helsinki; foffice@taik.fi

698 Finland
EI VETTA, RANTAA RAKKAAMPAA THE TREASURED WATERS
ILKKA RAUTIO
ilkka.rautio@gmail.com
DOC; 0:14:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2008
A young man wants to live the Finnish dream, but the dreams are in danger of being crushed under the wheels of society's urbanisation. A thoughtful, autobiographical study on the relationship 
between Finns and water.

KAI SALONEN; Tamk/TTVO; ilkka.rautio@gmail.com

931 Finland
ERIKOISIA TAPAUKSIA STRANGE EVENTS
KANERVA CEDERSTRÖM
info@elokuvayhtioaamu.fi
DOC; 0:59:59; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2009
Strange Events is a dream-like film journey through a city that resembles Helsinki. The main characters in the film are a tram, city dwellers travelling on board it and crossing its route, dogs, other 
animals – and some Special Cases.

The film draws its inspiration from certain events of which the city´s residents have written letters to the Newspaper, as well as experiences the director has been through or heard of.

The film takes place during one day, in the Tram, on the streets and in parks and yards. During the journey, the peculiar and the ordinary, the tragic and the humorous and the absurd and the normal

AULI MANTILA; Elokuvayhtiö Oy AAMU Ab; info@elokuvayhtioaamu.fi

1420 Finland
SOUVENIR
LIINU GRÖNLUND
liinu.gronlund@taik.fi
DOC; 0:11:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
In 1981 my grandparents made a trip to Paris. They spent only a day there, and wanted to see all the famous places and museums. They took photos of each other and made up a partly fictional 
story. Now the story is forgotten, and grandma hardly remembers even being in Paris. But the slides still exist, and when grandparents look at them after many years, the city and those memories 
start to live again. Is that Arc de Triomphe? Is that me? Grandma takes a closer look. Their story and the life of contemporary Paris are tied up.

SUVI SALOKOSKI; University of Art and Design Helsinki; suvi.
salokoski@taik.fi
Saara Toivanen; University of Art and Design Helsinki; foffice@taik.fi

1421 Finland
PALMU PALM TREE
ELINA TALVENSAARI

elina.talvensaari@taik.fi
DOC; 0:09:56; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Palm tree is a documentary film about traveling and escaping everyday life. It is a film about the dreams and expectations we connect to far away places. The film tells about the never ending search 
for the perfect spot where the grass is always greener. Or is that place only a state of mind?

ANNA JÄRVINEN; University of Art and Design Helsinki; anna.
jarvinen@taik.fi
Saara Toivanen; University of Art and Design Helsinki; foffice@taik.fi



1423 Finland
MUSEOELOKUVA A MUSEUM FILM
MAIRA DOBELE

maira.dobele@taik.fi
DOC; 0:13:43; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Has the major renovation of Finnish Natural History Museum destroyed the
houseʼs venomous secret from the 1970ʼs? No one knows better than the experienced guards Else-Maj and Harri. Both of them have a special relationship with the historical building. They tell that 
under the renewed floors are hiding the same old spiders. Apart from Brasil
the gaps and cracks in this old building are the only place in the world to
meet these small animals.

LOTTA-KAISA RIISTAKOSKI; University of Art and Design Helsinki; 
lotta-kaisa.riistakoski@taik.fi
Saara Toivanen; University of Art and Design Helsinki; foffice@taik.fi

1454 Finland
THE SHORELINE
ANTTI LEMPIÄINEN
antti.lempiainen@mail.com
DOC; 0:12:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
African village between the Atlantic ocean and the delta river breaths in and out. Everyday life under the burning sun includes the most basic activities in life. This people live in a total harmony with 
the nature using ancient methods of fishing. For us this is a total escapism in to the paradise, but for them it is the everyday struggle for survival

ANTTI LEMPIÄINEN; Halko Productions; halko.productions@gmail.
com; Gunilla Celvin
Antti Lempiäinen; Halko Productions; antti.lempiainen@gmail.com

1472 Finland
TUOMO & PAAVO
HETA KUCHKA
submissions@av-arkki.fi
DOC; 0:21:12; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
“One thing I've noticed about lonely people is that there are certain dates in the year when we tend to get people who've been dead in their homes for quite a while: Mother's Day, Christmas, and also
July when people come back from their summer holidays.”

HETA KUCHKA;  submissions@av-arkki.fi

1473 Finland
DAY AND NIGHT OF THE PIG I
ANNETTE ARLANDER
submissions@av-arkki.fi
DOC; 0:08:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Holding a grey shawl and two small torches, I spin against the backdrop of a city on the northwestern cliffs of Harakka Island every two hours for a day and night during the autumnal equinox between
22 September at 4pm and 23 September at 2pm.

ANNETTE ARLANDER;  submissions@av-arkki.fi

1483 Finland
SELITYKSEN MESTARI CHAMPION EXPLAINER
AURORA REINHARD
submissions@av-arkki.fi
DOC; 0:05:04; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
AnnX and Funk Sisters perform at a lesbian culture festival in Helsinki in September 2007.

AURORA REINHARD;  submissions@av-arkki.fi

1604 Finland
MAAILMAN VALO WORLD OF LIGHT
JARI HAANPERÄ
flander@mbnet.fi
DOC; 0:30:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A video montage by Jari Haanperä, where the lights of different metropoles intertwine into a network of lights that covers the whole planet. On the northern fringe of this network, in the light of an 
electric bulb, a group of Finns contemplate the concept of “world of light” and their individual relationships to it.

MIRKA FLANDER; World of Light; flander@mbnet.fi
Marja PALLASSALO; The Finnish Film Foundation; marja.
pallassalo@ses.fi; http://www.ses.fi/

2027 Finland
MEANING OF LIFE
VISA KOISO-KANTTILA
DOC; 0:11:00; DigiBeta; BW; 2008
Meaning of Life is a poetic short film about the pursuit of happiness. The film describes what happiness and good life mean to the denizens of a megapolis. Does everyone share the American dream,
and can everyone achieve it?

IIRS HARMA; Guerilla Films;

1501 Finland
VAYLA OIL BLUE
ELLI RINTALA
elli.rintala@taik.fi
DOC/EXP; 0:25:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
To see the sea in its purest form, in tranquil harmony with the technology surrounding it, sailing on it and polluting it.

In Oil Blue, Elli Rintala shows the sea - not in the purest form, but in a tranquil harmony with the technology that surrounds, sails on and pollutes it. It is not people but the sea that brings giant oil 
tankers to the harbours and dictates the immense scale of the industry. This grandeur is portrayed magnificently.

ARTTU NURMI; University Art & Design Helsinki; arttu.nurmi@taik.fi
Saara Toivanen; University of Art and Design Helsinki; foffice@taik.fi

1491 Finland
H20
OLIVER WHITEHEAD
submissions@av-arkki.fi
EXP; 0:04:25; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
This video is a symbolic reminder of water's uneven distribution that is likely to cause even more disruption and suffering in the future.

OLIVER WHITEHEAD;  submissions@av-arkki.fi



1352 Finland
KOIRAVIDEO 200810 EDIT 1 DOG VIDEO 200810 EDIT 1
SAMULI ALAPURANEN
submissions@av-arkki.fi
EXP; 0:09:55; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Dogs and people prepare for the start of a race.

SAMULI ALAPURANEN;  submissions@av-arkki.fi

685 Finland
OMA ELAMA (PITKA HUOMININ) A LIFE OF ONE'S OWN (A LONG TOMORROW)
KARI YLI-ANNALA
EXP; 0:09:00; DVD; COL; 2008
A Life of One's Own is an original novella film that mixes the horror story tradition of the romantic era with a science fiction framework, telling the tale with images processed close to abstraction.

KARI YLI-ANNALA;

1351 Finland
FINLANDIA - NATIONAL LANDSCAPE
ROSA LIKSOM
submissions@av-arkki.fi
EXP; 0:42:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Women dressed in Afghan burkhas wander through the four seasons of the Finnish national landscape. The images move slowly, respecting the nature and its cycle. The women in burkhas 
communicate, as a humankind, with the big nature. These faceless women, who theless have a strong presence, blend into the national landscape but also act as an unfamiliar, distancing element. 
On the surface the film deals with what is considered traditionally Finnish and with multicultural Finland.

ROSA LIKSOM;  submissions@av-arkki.fi

1353 Finland
NINE TO FIVE
TERO PUHA
submissions@av-arkki.fi
EXP; 0:08:20; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A housewife's working day consists of monotonous tasks such as ironing and baking. She dreams of a lovely evening with a "Man" and makes herself pretty again and again. But when she is 
desperately repeating her endless routines, will she ever have the time to fulfil her dream?

TERO PUHA;  submissions@av-arkki.fi

1354 Finland
RAHA ON RIKOS MONEY IS A CRIME
AIMO HYVARINEN
submissions@av-arkki.fi
EXP; 0:04:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
If you think about the global or European economy, the idea that money is a mechanical product seems a bit out of date when you consider all the possibilities that metadata and clever chips can 
have in the monetary processes and their value chains.

AIMO HYVARINEN;  submissions@av-arkki.fi

1355 Finland
MONTANA BLACK & O AM NO ONE
TUOMO KANGASMAA
submissions@av-arkki.fi
EXP; 0:04:54; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Part 1: The video shows a wall on which a filmmaker has painted graffiti and the titles and end credits of a film. Someone with an empty spray can moves in front of the wall. Part 2: The camera 
follows a person who is contemplating a painting, first from a book, then on the wall of a museum. In the end, there is disturbance on the tape and the person seems to pixellate.

TUOMO KANGASMAA;  submissions@av-arkki.fi

1449 Finland
EVOLUUTIOITA EVOLUTIONS
JANI RUSCICA
jani.ruscica@gmail.com
EXP; 0:18:21; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2008
The young main characters of Evolutions are in a film studio, defining their worldviews. The studio is portrayed as a stage-like space, unrestricted by time and place, and it provides an opportunity to 
reconstruct past worlds, memories and mental images. Time, on the other hand, is seen as a strongly subjective experience, as the lives of the young people are intertwined with signposts of 
evolution. Simultaneously, religious and mythological imageries are linked and become part of this complex whole that reveals how images and stories, both scientific and mythical, have made our 
world more comprehensible to us.

JANI RUSCICA; Askel tuotannot; jani.ruscica@gmail.com

1471 Finland
GRID
SARI PALOSAARI
submissions@av-arkki.fi
EXP; 0:02:05; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
The video was shot at the new Beijing airport designed by Norman Foster. The basic unit of functional modernism, the square, is seen in an absurd scene of endless maintenance work. We see a 
convex dome shape outlined by a grid. A man cleans its glass surface with supple wrist movements one square at a time. First, the image may look like digital animation. It's only when birds fly over 
the scene that the reality is revealed: a digitally designed architectural landscape.

SARI PALOSAARI;  submissions@av-arkki.fi

1477 Finland
PORI - HELSINKI
MIIA RINNE
submissions@av-arkki.fi
EXP; 0:16:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
The passing landscapes seen through a train window are hand-painted on a 35 mm film. The film deals with both physical and psychological worlds.

MIIA RINNE;  submissions@av-arkki.fi



1479 Finland
ABSENCE
NIINA LEHTONEN-BRAUN
submissions@av-arkki.fi
EXP; 0:07:05; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A small girl looks at a garden: itʼs spring, a bird cherry tree is blossoming. The girl walks in the garden: itʼs summer, the woolly seeds of poplars cover the ground like snow. You can get lost in a big 
garden like this. The girl walks around in a forest and snowy nature. She is filled with the sense of absence.

NIINA LEHTONEN-BRAUN; submissions@av-arkki.fi

1480 Finland
ILONA
NINA LASSILA
submissions@av-arkki.fi
EXP; 0:01:59; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Ilona examines the frustration you can feel when trying to reach perfection.

NINA LASSILA;  submissions@av-arkki.fi

1481 Finland
IIRIS
SANTTU KOIVU
submissions@av-arkki.fi
EXP; 0:01:52; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A woman peaks from behind a bouquet of dandelions and starts a game of hide and seek.

SANTTU KOIVU;  submissions@av-arkki.fi

1482 Finland
UNTO LAUPIAINEN - SATAKUNTALAINEN NAIVISTI UNTO LAUPIAINEN - PROVINCIAL NAIVIST
ANNELI NYGREN
submissions@av-arkki.fi
EXP; 0:17:32; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A fictional documentary about a farmer, who starts his career in his sixties and becomes an artistic sensation because of painting plump ladies.

ANNELI NYGREN; Anneli Nygren; submissions@av-arkki.fi

1485 Finland
STAND STILL
MIKKO MAASALO
submissions@av-arkki.fi
EXP; 0:08:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
The work simultaneously shows events that happened at different times.

MIKKO MAASALO;  submissions@av-arkki.fi

1486 Finland
HUONE THE ROOM
ELINA SALORANTA
submissions@av-arkki.fi
EXP; 0:04:23; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
The video work records the changes that took place in a bedroom since the death of a woman who lived there. The work begins with the text: “After the mother died, it took six months to sell the flat.
The daughter went there once a week to have a cup of coffee.”Slowly changing images follow. The first picture shows the room untouched, only the bed linen has been removed. Little by little, the 
space gets emptier until only one piece of furniture is left: an enormous old-fashioned double bed. At the end, it's surrounded by the belongings of the new inhabitants.On the soundtrack we hear 
footsteps, the clinking of a coffee cup and the whirring of an old vacuum cleaner. When a protective plastic cover is thrown over the bed, the vacuum cleaner slowly quietens, as if breathing.

ELINA SALORANTA;  submissions@av-arkki.fi

1487 Finland
VANTAA
ERKKA NISSINEN
submissions@av-arkki.fi
EXP; 0:11:50; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A musical journey

ERKKA NISSINEN;  submissions@av-arkki.fi

1488 Finland
TORONTO HIGHWAY
HELINA HUKKATAIVAL
submissions@av-arkki.fi
EXP; 0:01:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A busy traffic highway and a quiet motel room where a mysterious character is spinning.

HELINA HUKKATAIVAL;  submissions@av-arkki.fi

1489 Finland
IM WALD LIEGT EIN MARTIN-HEIDEGGER-WEG IN THE FOREST THERE IS A PATH OF MARTIN HEIDEGGER
JAANA KOKKO
submissions@av-arkki.fi
EXP; 0:12:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
In the video, I am addressing my questions and thoughts to Professor Heidegger. He acts as a narrative link, a person that moves the video's plot forward. The piece presents hope for a better and 
more equal encounter between people.

JAANA KOKKO;  submissions@av-arkki.fi



1490 Finland
HIDASTA JA KOVAA SLOW AND FAST
MARKUS RENVALL
submissions@av-arkki.fi
EXP; 0:05:10; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A short time is depicted as a little longer time.

MARKUS RENVALL;  submissions@av-arkki.fi

1653 Finland
RUKOUSHETKI THE HOUR OF PRAYER
EIJA-LIISA AHTILA
EXP; 0:15:50; 35 mm; COL; 2009
On that day, death entered our house, and time abandoned us there alone. I took my feet off the ground and curled them up under me, and tried just to be.

 Crystal Eye;

316 Finland
KAUPUNKILAISIA CITIZENS
JUHO KUOSMANEN

juhokuosmanen@gmail.com
FIC; 0:29:46; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Yasin and Marko are citizens of Helsinki. Plan A for both of them is to earn a living and live a decent life. Now, Marko needs to buy a car and Yasin wants to sell one. This simple act of selling a car 
turns into something unpleasant - and both men are forced to go on living according to Plan B.

AULI MANTILA; Aamu Filmcompany ltd.; 
rantamaki@elokuvayhtioaamu.fi; Jussi Rantamaki
rantamaki@aamufilmcompany.fi

451 Finland
MISSA ON MISSA? WHERE IS WHERE
EIJA-LIISA AHTILA
FIC; 0:55:50; 35 mm; COL; 2009

 Crystal Eye;

532 Finland
TYTTOJEN ILTA GIRL'S NIGHT
REETTA AALTO
FIC; 0:28:00; DigiBeta; COL; 2008
Friday night in a Helsinki suburb. Saara and her teenage daughter Inna are ready to spend an evening with their girlfriends. But what is supposed to be a girl's night out takes an unexpected turn 
when both mother and daughter prefer to desperately seek the attention of the opposite sex.

KAI NORDBERG; Making Movies Oy; ; Kaarie Aho

680 Finland
MONTE ROSSO
JON SUNDELL;TUOMAS MILONOFF
FIC; 0:38:10; Betacam SP PAL; BW; 2008
After an exhausting workweek, a stressed-out gourmet chef is determined to do nothing all weekend except get high and sit around in his underwear. But as he and his best friend are ensnared in a 
confounding love triangle, his plans of relaxation quickly unravel. Fighting over the same woman, the men engage in an epic battle of wits and dirty tricks that leads them to stolen bikes, bags of 
potting soil and an army of bodybuilders with a bad case of ´roid rage. But the question is, who is really playing whom?

RIKU RANTALA; Gimmeyawallet Productions Oy; heli@madventures.tv

933 Finland
JALIL
MAZDAK NASSIR
sputnik@sputnik.fi
FIC; 0:28:01; 35 mm; COL; 2009
Jalil is 17-year-old boy living with his Iranian family in a suburb near Helsinki. Though he has lived in Finland all his life, it seems hard for him to find acceptance among the "native" Finns. At home he
faces the opposite problem. His parents demand him to respect Iranian cultural traditions. Jalil is about one day in the life of a boy standing on the edge of two cultures. On this summer day big things
are bound to culminate; religion, identity, love.

ILKKA MERTSOLA; Sputnik Oy; sputnik@sputnik.fi

1137 Finland
CHABALU
AMIR ESCANDARI
amir.escandari@gmail.com
FIC; 0:28:14; Betacam SP PAL; BW; 2008
A small industrial town somewhere has nothing but trouble to offer Chabalu, a young dwarf who has spent majority of his life in a trailer with his family. The turning point comes for the young man 
when he discovers a stolen motor bike perfect for his size being driven by a small time criminal. Obsessed with the bike he is willing to do anything to get closer to the bike and its owner.

AMIR ESCANDARI; University of Art and Design Helsinki; amir.
escandari@gmail.com
Saara Toivanen; University of Art and Design Helsinki; foffice@taik.fi

1204 Finland
VI DER BLEV TILBAGE WE WHO STAYED BEHIND
MARTIN DE THURAH

martindt@fastmail.fm
FIC; 0:25:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Society has fallen part ten-year-old Adam is one of the few kids left in the city. Teacher Carlo is the only grow-up. left, but when his blood too turns grey he leaves. Adam struggles to keep the kids 
together in order for them to make the city a liveable place again.. More importantly, he wants to kiss Ida so her blood will turn red again.

CHARLIE GAUGLER; Nimbus; nimbusfilm@nimbusfilm.dk;  Birgitte 
Skov; Jesper Mortho



1414 Finland
VARJOT SHADOWS
HANNA BERGHOLM

hanna.bergholm@taik.fi
FIC; 0:25:16; 35 mm; COL; 2009
Shadows is a film about Anna, who as a child was afraid of tales and as an adult is afraid of reality. The story begins as Anna revisits her childhood home and realises that the world of her childhood
no longer exists. The storyline of this short, poetic film is carried by memories and imagination.

HANNA BERGHOLM; University of Art and Design Helsinki; hanna.
bergholm@taik.fi
Saara Toivanen; University of Art and Design Helsinki; foffice@taik.fi

1415 Finland
HENKISESTI LÄSKI MENTALLY FAT
ANTTI HEIKKI PESONEN

antti.pesonen@taik.fi
FIC; 0:15:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Sami is a young shy guy who hasnʼt got the nerve to approach the opposite sex. After an unusual encounter in a bathroom with a girl called Mira, he loses his heart to her. Will he have the guts to tell
her that he truly loves her before itʼs too late?
The film is a fresh drama-comedy set in the working class suburbs of Helsinki, Finland.

ANTTI HEIKKI PESONEN; University of Art and Design Helsinki; antti.
pesonen@taik.fi
Saara Toivanen; University of Art and Design Helsinki; foffice@taik.fi

1416 Finland
KURJUUDEN KUNINGAS LOVE IN VAIN
MIKKO MYLLYLAHTI

mikko.myllylahti@taik.fi
FIC; 0:21:41; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
“Everyone in this dump is penniless - and those who have money, don't know anything about good times.”

PAULA PITKANEN; University of Art and Design Helsinki; paula.
pitkanen@taik.fi
Saara Toivanen; University of Art and Design Helsinki; foffice@taik.fi

1417 Finland
TOTUUS VAI TEHTÄVÄ TRUTH OR DARE
MIKKO KUPARINEN

mikko.kuparinen@taik.fi
FIC; 0:30:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Minna and Pasi are an ordinary couple in their forties. Except the fact, that they both have been having an affair with another person for some time allready. Tonight everything will be revealed….

MIKKO KUPARINEN; University of Art and Design Helsinki; mikko.
kuparinen@taik.fi
Saara Toivanen; University of Art and Design Helsinki; foffice@taik.fi

1418 Finland
UNKNOWN
OLIWIA TONTERI
oliwia.tonteri@taik.fi
FIC; 0:05:00; 35 mm; BW; 2008
“Then I saw the face belonging to the voice that had spoken all night long.”

OLIWIA TONTERI; University of Art and Design Helsinki; oliwia.
tonteri@taik.fi
Saara Toivanen; University of Art and Design Helsinki; foffice@taik.fi

1419 Finland
REPEÄMÄ IN BETWEEN
OSKARI SIPOLA

oskari.sipola@taik.fi
FIC; 0:10:26; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Satu is thirteen – she has a crush Ville. Satu and Ville meet at classmate Rikuʼs who has suggested, that they could watch some porn from the Internet, as Riku is home alone.

ANNA JÄRVINEN; University of Art and Design Helsinki; anna.
jarvinen@taik.fi
Saara Toivanen; University of Art and Design Helsinki; foffice@taik.fi

1422 Finland
IKKUNAPRINSESSA WINDOW SHOPPING
TOMMI KAINULAINEN

tommi.kainulainen@taik.fi
FIC; 0:07:54; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A doll falls in love with a passerby.
Window Shopping is a fairy tale for grown-ups.

LOTTA-KAISA RIISTAKOSKI; University of Art and Design Helsinki; 
lotta-kaisa.riistakoski@taik.fi
Saara Toivanen; University of Art and Design Helsinki; foffice@taik.fi

1424 Finland
VALON LAPSET THE ILLUMINOUS ONES
JAAKKO RUUSKA

jaakko.ruuska@taik.fi
FIC; 0:31:31; Betacam SP PAL; BW; 2008
The structures of hierarchies and timetables are impossible to those the illuminous ones. Trying to live their lifes free they had dropped out. But outside they would find only the dissappearing forms of
wastelands. Those things one could not identify, he could only sense or imagine.

SUVI SALOKOSKI; University of Art and Design Helsinki; suvi.
salokoski@taik.fi
Saara Toivanen; University of Art and Design Helsinki; foffice@taik.fi



1475 Finland
JALKEILLA TAAS UP AND ABOUT AGAIN
MAARIT SUOMI-VAANANEN
submissions@av-arkki.fi
FIC; 0:09:49; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Up and About Again is moved by motion, laid back in the outback. Dreamlike images depict a saloon car driving, covered in a thick layer of snow and ice, through a summer landscape. Something 
inexplicable has turned an ordinary day upside down.

MAARIT SUOMI-VAANANEN; submissions@av-arkki.fi

1742 Finland
NURMOO - HUUTO LAKEUDELTA NURMOO - SHOUT FROM THE PLAIN
HARRI J. RANTALA

harri.j.rantala@gmail.com
FIC; 0:29:52; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
It is the last summer before the world is set a blaze in 1939. In a small village of Southern Ostrobotnia called Nurmoo a team is getting ready to challenge the nations of the world in a wrestling match.

Under the leadership of their captain Erkki the team withdraws from all daily activities to the plains focusing solely on the sport by taking part in a special training camp program. The girls of the village
follow the team and set their camp up on the opposite side of the river. Erkki experiences the love of his life with an anatomy student, city girl Anna.

As fall sets in and dreams are broken the world has changed. There will be no wrestling match. A fight of a different kind is to take place. The biggest fear of the villagersʼ comes true and the men of 

HARRI J. RANTALA; Nurmo-Filmi; harri.j.rantala@gmail.com; http:
//www.nettisivu.org/nurmofilmi; Atso Pärnänen

2136 Finland
LUOLA CAVE
PANU HEIKKILA
FIC; 0:28:47; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008

PEKKA LEHTONEN; Fantomatico Oy;

684 Finland; Russia; France
BETWEEN DREAMS
IRIS ILSSON
DOC; 0:11:00; DigiBeta; COL; 2009
Between Dreams is a short documentary about a third class sleeping car of the Trans-Siberian train travelling through Russia. What are the passengers dreaming of, and which of the dreams come 
true?

NISI MASA; Moviement and Mirumir;

1470 Finland; United Kingdom
THE DEBTORS
MAIJA TIMONEN
submissions@av-arkki.fi
EXP; 0:16:20; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Taking after Brecht's Exile Dialogues, two women meet in a restaurant at Helsinki railway station. Stuck repeating the same borrowed sentences, the women lend a premise for the excavation of the
history inscribed in the space.

MAIJA TIMONEN;  submissions@av-arkki.fi

98 France
MALIKA S'EST ENVOLÉE MALIKA IS GONE

2008

99 France
LE PETIT CHAPERON ROUGE LITTLE RED RIDING HOOD
SHINJI AOYAMA

466 France
FOUR
EDOUARD SALIER
ʻ0:16:40; 2009

 Autour Du Minuit;

904 France
ABENA
AMEL ELKAMEL
ʻ0:06:00; 2008

905 France
ALL WORK
NICOLAS GIRAUD
ʻ0:16:00; 2008

906 France
FAIRE LE MUR
BERTILLE BAK
ʻ0:17:00; 2008

907 France
MISE EN ABIME, OUVERTURE
MARIO BRONDO
ʻ0:17:00; 2008



908 France
DÉFINITIVEMENT
ALEXANDRE DEL TORCHIO
ʻ0:11:00; 2008

909 France
VUAN : VERS UNE ARCHITECTURE NARRATIVE...
GUILLAUME MEIGNEUX
ʻ0:04:00; 2008

910 France
JE NE CONNAIS PAS D'ALICE
SÉBASTIEN LOGHMAN
ʻ0:15:00; 2008

911 France
AVANIES
VINCENT LOUBERE
ʻ0:10:00; 2008

912 France
VOIR LA PULPE
CLAIRE GLORIEUX
ʻ0:19:00; 2008

913 France
UN CHÂTEAU EN MER
ʻ0:12:00; 2008

914 France
ICI C'EST AILLEURS
ʻ0:12:00; 2008

915 France
MUSTANG
YVES ACKERMANN
ʻ0:03:00; 2008

916 France
DPS
TERESEA ZOFIA
ʻ0:20:00; 2008

917 France
VOUS ÊTES VOUS DÉJÀ FAIT PIQUER...
JONATHAN RUBIN
ʻ0:15:00; 2008

918 France
MANGE-BITUME
RAPHAEL THIBAULT
ʻ0:17:00; 2008

919 France
DOR
RAMONA POENARU
ʻ0:35:00; 2008

1177 France
LES VOIES DU SEIGNEUR
NICOLAS MESDOM
ʻ0:09:00; 2008

1178 France
COMMENT AMOUR VIENT AUX FEMMES
YOANN DE MONTGRAND
ʻ0:09:00; 2008



1179 France
ET MOI?
CYPRIEN VIAL
ʻ0:09:00; 2008

1182 France
COMMENT J'AÎ ACCEPTÉ MA...
N. BULK
2008

1184 France
LEILA
B. RUFI
2008

1185 France
L'AUTRE BOUT DU MONDE
A BAILLY
2008

1187 France
L'AIR DE RIEN
K. BEN RAFAEL
2208

2000 France
ALMARITSU
DAMIEN MONTARON
ʻ0:29:52; 2008

2093 France
LE CITRON VERT THE LIME
PATRICK HADJADJ
ʻ0:08:00; Betacam SP PAL; 2009

LES ENFANTS DU TRINGLODROME; tringlodrome@orange.fr

2097 France
ON THE QUIET
VANESSA
lépinard

2115 France
MÉMOIRES BLESSÉES POST@FILMRAPPORT.NO
LAURENT BONNOTTE  Sacrebleu Productions; contact@sacrebleuprod.com

2126 France
LA FONTE DES NEIGES
JEAN -JULIEN CHERVIER
info@lesfilmsdurequin.com

2147 France
HÔTEL KUNTZ
CHRISTOPHE HONORÉ
ʻ0:14:00;

2148 France
COAL MONEY
WANG BING
ʻ0:53:27;

2149 France
NORTHERN LIGHT
SERGEI LOZNITSA
ʻ0:52:00;

2150 France
THE EMPTY HOUSE
STÉPHANE BRETON
ʻ0:52:00;



2160 France
LE SURSAUT
JONATHAN DESOINDRE
ʻ0:12:50; 35 mm; 2008

2182 France
CLIPEATA
ISABELLE PRIM
ʻ0:12:05; 2008

2183 France
ET ORNEMENT
ISABELLE PRIM / LUDOVIC BUREL
ʻ0:07:57; 2008

559 France
3OURS & 1 FRIGO
NICOLAS BIANCO-LEVRIN
nicolasbianco@wanadoo.fr
ANI; 0:05:18; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Geraldus is an alchemist. He makes books with method. There is never place given to unexpected events. He puts some ingredients in a cauldron and plunges a blanck book. It sticks out from the 
cauldron a printed book which goes to dry on a washing line..

JULIE REMBAUVILLE; PROTOTYPES ASSOCIES; 
productions@festival-prototype.com

102 France
HAOMA
MOALIC YANN/ DELTOUR MATTHIEU;LEGROS ELODIE;LAFON 
MELISSA
presse-esma@wanadoo.fr
ANI; 0:07:41; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
In an oniric world being born from cocoons and made couples. they have a sundial which controls time of their life. One day one life being will break his sundial.

KHENISSI; ESMA; emilie@esma-montpellier.com

103 France
SHINE
ESCANDE EMILIEN/ JURADO FRANCOIS;CAPDET MATHIAS;BALET
CEDRIC
presse-esma@wanadoo.fr
ANI; 0:05:47; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A young girl lives in a grey, raining and polluted city because of an industry.One day she will see a ray of sunshine ...

KHENISSI; ESMA; emilie@esma-montpellier.com

104 France
EX-E.T
BARGETON BENOIT / GRACIA NICOLAS;FROMENT REMY;LASFAS
YANNICK
presse-esma@wanadoo.fr
ANI; 0:08:25; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
In an E.T planet, a young funny boy makes troubles around him ...

KHENISSI; ESMA; emilie@esma-montpellier.com; http://productions.
esma-montpellier.com

105 France
FRAT
DURAND SEBASTIEN/ LIMON JULIEN;PEIS AURELIEN/;TREZEGUET
CEDRIC
presse-esma@wanadoo.fr
ANI; 0:09:47; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
In a world where stone take possession of being... Saï a young boy could cure people with his blood. But his old brother takes advantages of him.

KHENISSI; ESMA; emilie@esma-montpellier.com; http://productions.
esma-montpellier.com

106 France
DANS LA TETE IN THE HEAD
SELLIER ALAN/ GILLES ANTHONY;DAMOUR GREGORY;
ENTRINGER MAXIME
presse-esma@wanadoo.fr
ANI; 0:06:47; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Antoine Bertrand a young boy leaves his girlfriend to join the army. Unfortunately he dies by a headshot. He is now in front of heaven's doors but he couldn't enter.

KHENISSI; ESMA; emilie@esma-montpellier.com

107 France
WELCOME TO CORPORATE CORP
BORNE FLORA/ ALLAIN ALEXANDRE;RIABOUKINE UGO;NAVARRE
PIERRE
presse-esma@wanadoo.fr
ANI; 0:05:45; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Ed, a young man is a new employee of a company " The corporate corp". Things seems strange for him, he will see that older employees are attached by strings...

KHENISSI; esma; emilie@esma-montpellier.com



108 France
SI VIS BELLUM
GORNES VICTOR/ BASSO-BERT BENJAMIN;LAPLASSE RUDY;
TOLLARD LAURENT
presse-esma@wanadoo.fr
ANI; 0:06:29; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
In a two color planet, two peoples are always fighting because of their differences. One day a divine aparition will all change.

KHENISSI; ESMA; emilie@esma-montpellier.com

109 France
MON AMI CHARLY MY FRIEND CHARLY
DUVAL JULIEN/ TERREAUX REMI;WYDRZYNSKA MAGDALENA;
QUESADA LOIC
presse-esma@wanadooo.fr
ANI; 0:07:46; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
By desobeying her mother a young girl will see her imaginary friend Charly...

KHENISSI; ESMA; emilie@esma-montpellier.com

410 France
AINSI SOIT-ELLE LET IT BE
FABRICE DE LA ROSA

contact@lesfilmsmagiques.fr
ANI; 0:11:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A young cleanning girl who does not like his physical appearance, found two artificial legs in a room of the hotel she whorks in. This find conduce her to use tricks to transform her appearance. She 
realize that she is not alone to cheat and she decide to make a different choice.

FABRICE DE LA ROSA; LES FILMS MAGIQUES; 
contact@lesfilmsmagiques.fr; http://www.lesfilmsmagiques.fr/

508 France
THÉ NOIR BLACK TEA
SERGE ELISSALDE

arlequin@wanadoo.fr
ANI; 0:05:00; 35 mm; BW; 2008
Black tea or how a simple cup of tea can provoke a horrible fit of anguish…

BENOUSILIO DORA; Les Films de l'Arlequin; arlequin@wanadoo.fr; 
http://www.filmsdelarlequin.com/

509 France
LE DILEMME DU BEURRE THE BUTTER DILEMMA
FABRICE FOUQUET

corinne.kouper@teamto.com
ANI; 0:06:11; 35 mm; COL; 2008
A recipe for brioche, disguised as a love story (or vice versa).

CORINNE KOUPER; Teamto; corinne.kouper@teamto.com; http:
//wwww.teamto.com/

510 France
BAMIYAN
PATRICK PLEUTIN
arlequin@wanadoo.fr
ANI; 0:14:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
632 AD, the Chinese monk Xuanzang discovers the prodigious statues representing Buddha in the valley of Bamiyan – Afghanistan.
In 2008 the children living in the valley tell us the myths and legends about the tragic destiny of these statues that were destroyed by Talibans in 2001.

BENOUSILIO DORA; Les Films de l'Arlequin; arlequin@wanadoo.fr; 
http://www.filmsdelarlequin.com/

511 France
LE THÉ DE L'OUBLI THE TEA OF FORGETFULLNES
DESMAZIÈRES SANDRA

arlequin@wanadoo.fr
ANI; 0:13:17; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Night is falling on town. A young lady is finishing her cup of tea before getting out.
Rain is falling. The young lady is walking slowly, lost among other passers by.
On her way to a market place she meets a very strange procession. And suddenly she falls into an unknown world. She is irresistibly drawn towards a dark universe : the universe of hell.

BENOUSILIO DORA; Les Films de l'Arlequin; arlequin@wanadoo.fr; 
http://www.filmsdelarlequin.com/

560 France
AILLEURS ELSEWHERE
JULIE REMBAUVILLE ;NICOLAS BIANCO-LEVRIN

julie.rembauville@free.fr
ANI; 0:04:14; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
From desert to the sea, and further. Itinerary of papered migrants towards an elsewhere where living would be better according to most of people.

JULIE REMBAUVILLE; PROTOTYPES ASSOCIES; 
productions@festival-prototype.com

561 France
MAITRE GERALDUS MASTER GERALDUS
NICOLAS BIANCO-LEVRIN

nicolasbianco@wanadoo.fr
ANI; 0:05:18; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Geraldus is an alchemist. He makes books with method. There is never place given to unexpected events. He puts some ingredients in a cauldron and plunges a blanck book. It sticks out from the 
cauldron a printed book which goes to dry on a washing line..

JULIE REMBAUVILLE; PROTOTYPES ASSOCIES; 
Productions@festival-prototype.com



645 France
MALBAN
ELODIE BOUÉDEC
elodiebouedec@yahoo.fr
ANI; 0:08:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
A young girl, Claude, is spending her holidays with her mother and her brother in their beach house.
One evening, an unknown man arrives. He is an ornithologist seeking for a bird island often mentionned in Claude's father's novels.

FRÉDÉRIC JOUVE; Les Films VELVET; contact@lesfilmsvelvet.com; 
Arnaud Demuynck
Frédéric JOUVE; Les Films VELVET; contact@lesfilmsvelvet.com

1195 France
POINTS DE VUE
YONA FRIEDMAN
ANI; 0:11:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
philosophic and politic film by a very old director, Yona Friedman who's 85 years old. He chooses the technic of animation and the point of view of a dog to explain the human particularities and 
relationship with our environment.

CLAIRE MARQUET; Première Heure; phtv@premiere-heure.fr; http:
//www.premiere-heure.fr/

1214 France
MON PETIT FRÈRE DE LA LUNE MY LITTLE BROTHER FROM THE MOON
FRÉDÉRIC PHILIBERT

f.philibert@tele2.fr
ANI; 0:06:00; 35 mm; BW; 2008
A little girl tries to understand why her little autistic brother is not like other children.

GUILAINE BERGERET; Sacrebleu Productions; 
guilaine@sacrebleuprod.com; http://www.sacrebleuprod.com/

1218 France
L'HOMME EST LE SEUL OISEAU QUI PORTE SA CAGE MAN IS THE ONLY BIRD THAT CARRIES HIS OWN CAGE
CLAUDE WEISS

cl.weiss@voila.fr
ANI; 0:12:00; 0; COL; 2008
A cold universe. Individuals with a cage enclosing a ballon where their heads should be
 they come and go in the streets of an immense metropolis. They resemble one another, have a standardised way of life. Some, in a fit of madness or lucidity try to make their balloon fly away, but 
any such attempt is systematically doomed to failure.... One of them, against the odds, finds a means to escape.

GUILAINE BERGERET; Sacrebleu Productions; 
guilaine@sacrebleuprod.com; http://www.sacrebleuprod.com/

1222 France
WELCOME TO WHITE CHAPEL DISTRICT
MARIE VIEILLEVIE
marievwl@hotmail.com
ANI; 0:05:18; 35 mm; COL; 2008
The district of White Chapel in London personifies to tell a passer the story of Jack the Ripper. But perhaps not the exuberant imagination of the passer…

RUDOLPH FALAISE; R!Stone productions; rudolph@r-stone.fr
Christine GENDRE; UNIFRANCE; christine.gendre@unifrance.org; http:
//unifrance.org/

1250 France
LETTIN' GO
MALIKA WHITAKER
maline_maloo@yahoo.fr
ANI; 0:05:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
The "Let Go" process stages experienced by a young woman.

MALIKA WHITAKER; LivingHeart studio; maline_maloo@yahoo.fr; http:
//www.myspace.com/malikartwork

1312 France
NICOLAS & GUILLEMETTE
VIRGINIE TARAVEL
vtaravel@yahoo.fr
ANI; 0:09:34; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
In a shop that sells small characters made from plastic cords, “Nicolas the little musician" is the only fully finished one. He wakes up one day and decides to build "Guillemette the little dancer".
Unfortunately, he fails to tie the cords together properly and the dancer becomes entangled, turning into a thousand-headed monster.
Nicolas then creates a giant child made from wire with long pianist's fingers in order to help untie the little dancer, freeing her from her tangled prison.

JEAN-JACQUES BENHAMOU; Haidouk Film; vtaravel@yahoo.fr
Virginie Taravel; vtaravel@yahoo.fr; http://www.nicolasetguillemette.
com/

1324 France
ILEROUGE REDISLAND
VICARI IRA

iravicari@free.fr
ANI; 0:03:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A man swims after his wife who left by plane. . .

LAMOTTE MATTHIEU; aaa production; studio@aaaproduction.fr; http:
//www.aaaproduction.fr/
LAMOTTE Matthieu; aaa production; studio@aaaproduction.fr; http:
//www.aaaproduction.fr/

1405 France
COLCHIQUE
JEAN LUC GRECO ; CATHERINE BUFFAT
jeanluc.grecobuffat@aliceadsl.fr
ANI; 0:10:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
A poetic and melancholic evocation of some volatile moments in Fernand's life, a little boy who lives with his mother Josette, his aunt Louise and a feisty dog, Colchique.

LAURENT POUVARET; Les Films à Carreaux; plumarec@wanadoo.fr
Eric Reginaud; Les FIlms à Carreaux; eric.reginaud@numericable.fr



1406 France
INUKSHUK
CAMILLELVIS THERY
camillelvis@gmail.com
ANI; 0:08:45; 35 mm; COL; 2008
On the last polar day, up on the howling ice,
a little Inuk man and a mischievous bear
see their white world metamorphosed
into a huge whale ocean of darkness.

BRUNO BIANCHI;  eric.reginaud@numericable.fr
Eric Reginaud; eric.reginaud@numericable.fr

1528 France
MASQUES MASKS
JEROME BOULBES

jboulbes@gmail.com
ANI; 0:07:03; 35 mm; COL; 2009
Deux masques se font face sous une multitude de regards inquiétants.

Un signal est donné, commence alors une danse, un combat rituel.

MARC BOYER; LARDUX FILMS; lardux@lardux.com; http://www.
lardux.com/; Jean François MOZER

1530 France
LES COWBOYS N'ONT PAS PEUR DE MOURIR COWBOYS DON'T CRY
ANNELAURE DAFFIS & LEO MARCHAND

berzingue@yahoo.fr
ANI; 0:17:06; 35 mm; COL BW; 2009
Cowboys aren't afraid to die. Their death, always spectacular, is the grand finale of a tragic destiny. But when a cowboy messes up his exit, when he seems to hesitate awkwardly between life and 
death, the Western turns to the absurd, if not the metaphysical.

CHRISTIAN PFOHL; LARDUX FILMS; lardux@lardux.com; http://www.
lardux.com/; Jean Pierre RAMSAY LEVI

1696 France
MEI LING
STEPHANIE LANSAQUE;FRANCOIS LEROY
slansaque@yahoo.fr
ANI; 0:15:00; 35 mm; COL; 2009
Mei Ling, an idle young chinese woman, lives alone in her flat, waiting for her lover. One day, she finds a little octopus in the kitchen sink. She decides to adopt it to avoid boredom. The octopus 
grows up...

PERRINE CAPRON; je suis bien content; perrine@jesuisbiencontent.
com; http://www.jesuisbiencontent.com/

1894 France
LE BÛCHERON DES MOTS THE WORDCUTTER
IZU TROIN

d.templier@folimage.fr
ANI; 0:11:10; 35 mm; COL; 2009
In a country where people literally feed on letters from words gathered in trees, reading is vital not to die… of boredom. Some books, however, are forbidden because of their emotional content and 
the physical changes they cause.
Nadal, a wordcutter, makes an encounter that is to change his life forever…

PASCAL LE NOTRE; Folimage; contact@folimage.fr; http://www.
folimage.com/
Dominique Templier; Folimage; d.templier@folimage.fr; http://www.
folimage.fr/

1960 France
O'MORO --
CHRISTOPHE CALISSONI;EVA OFFREDO

titobello@yahoo.com
ANI; 0:11:52; 35 mm; COL; 2009
Napoli, Italy, end of the fifties; A taciturn "carabiniere" called "O'Moro" (the Moor) by his boss, has the mission to arrest the thieves of the city...
One morning, at the harbour, he will meet a gipsy woman who's gonna change his destiny.

MARC JOUSSET; Je Suis Bien Content; perrine@jesuisbiencontent.
com; http://www.jesuisbiencontent.com/; Perrine CAPRON (distribution)

2223 France
LOGORAMA
FRANÇOIS ALAUX (H5);COM;HERVÉ DE CRÉCY (H5)
festivals@autourdeminuit
ANI; 0:16:05; 0; COL; 2009
Spectacular car chases, an intense hostage crisis, wild animals rampaging through the city, and even more in Logorama!

LUDOVIC HOUPLAIN (H5); Nicolas Schmerkin; Autour de Minuit 
Productions; festivals@autourdeminuit.com; http://www.logorama-
themovie.com/; Stéphane Kooshmanian1

90 France
LE CORSO
DEZOTEUX
contact@roubaix3000.com
ANI/DOC; 0:10:38; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
At the beginning of this project, I wanted to make a rural video, without any anthropomorphism, as if it had been shot from the point of view of an animal. This statement is obviously stupid (animals 
donʼt make either video, or 3D), and the movie becomes similar to an animal documentary.

EMILIE WARTEL; Le Fresnoy; ewartel@lefresnoy.net; http://www.
lefresnoy.net
contact@roubaix3000.com



1216 France
JE CRIAIS CONTRE LA VIE, OU POUR ELLE I WAS SCREAMING OUT OF LIFE, OR FOR I
VERGINE KEATON
vergine.keaton@orange.fr
ANI/EXP; 0:08:58; 35 mm; COL; 2009
In an open forest, a herd of deers tourn round on the hounds who were chasing them so far. Out of this unusual chase, landscapes arise from the earth.

PASCALINE SAILLANT; 25 Films; contact@25films.fr
Pascaline Saillant; 25 films; contact@25films.fr

467 France
NAIADE
NADIA MICAULT;LORENZO NANNI
ANI/FIC; 0:13:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Ava reigns on a swamp where live fairy creatures… A strange boy secretly observes her flourishing kingdom, trying to figure out a way to save the life of his sick twin brother…

 Autour Du Minuit;

790 France
CLICHES DE SOIREE EVERY EVENING
MERWAN CHABANE
onyxprod@onyxfilms.fr
ANI/FIC; 0:17:00; 35 mm; COL; 2009
« I hate the parties ».
Nothing, even her friend begging could change Sarahʼs state of mind.
Nothing, except the sexy and mysterious Edouard, who makes her decide to finally go to the party.

Is something going to happen between the two of them? Will her dream about the two of them become true? Will a kiss from Edouard change her from the stay-at-home into the hype party girl? 
Thatʼs what our heroine wonders on the way to the party.

ATON SOUMACHE; ONYX FILMS; ONYXPROD@ONYXFILMS.FR

1 France
VIVE LE RÉCHAUFFEMENT LONG LIVE GLOBAL WARMING
THIERRRY ROBERT
thierry@arctica-france.com
DOC; 0:52:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
12 months expedition, 18 000 nautical miles, 21 legs, 9 seas, 9 countries, to call attention to the necessity for international initiatives in favour of the environment.

PACO FERNANDEZ; Injam; contact@injam.com; http://www.injam.com

36 France
NO LONDON TODAY
DELOGET
d.deloget@gmail.com
DOC; 0:58:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
« No London Today » is an immersion into the world of five young refugees, Chafik, Aron, Abraham, Henok and Ermias, waiting and wandering in Calais, trying illegally to reach England.

FERNANDEZ; Injam; contact@injam.com; http://www.injam.com

101 France
JE FLOTTERAI SANS ENVIE I'LL BE FLOATING WITHOUT ANY DESIRE
FRANK BEAUVAIS
DOC; 0:46:00; DigiBeta; COL; 2008
The third part of a piece of work about Arno, a young man of twenty who I met in June 2006 and fell in love with. My love was unrequited and so I offered him the chance to participate in a project 
which would allow me to see him everyday.

JUSTIN TAURAND; Les Films du Bélier;

213 France
TIJUANA
VINCENT MARTORANA
vincent.martorana@daifilms.com
DOC; 0:37:41; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
In Tijuana thereʼs a border.
Here itʼs known as The Line.

OLIVIER BRÉANT; Daï Films; daifilms@daifilms.com; http://www.
daifilms.com/

237 France
LUMIÈRE DU NORD NORTHERN LIGHT
LOZNITSA

sergei@loznitsa.com
DOC; 0:52:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Winter descends on Sumskoy Posad village, a thousand kilometers north of Saint Petersbourg, on the shores of the White Sea in Karelia. This is the Russia of endless forests and potato fields, a 
place connected to the rest of the country by a single, dirt path and a railway track. The atmosphere is suspended and mysterious, inhabited by timeless people who face life with the same rigor as a
cold winter, and the immobile joy of an arctic night. Journey to the edge of the world, where simple gestures give meaning to the existence of those who made it. Gestures that give shape to a world, 
that take care of the world. Sergei Loznitsa films these gestures with the patience of one who isnʼt looking to make an affected story, doesnʼt have to arrive somewhere, who doesnʼt coupkle pretense
with existence.

SERGE LALOU; Les Films d'Ici; courrier@lesfilmsdici.fr; http://www.
lesfilmsdici.fr/

279 France
THE PASSENGER
AURÉLIEN VERNHES-LERMUSIAUX
aurelien.vernhes@wanadoo.fr
DOC; 0:49:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Fascination can drive us to take surprising action. In this same, perhaps illogical manner, I wanted, for my part, to return to the origins of Zabriskie Point, the film by the Italian director Michelangelo 
Antonioni. Can we rediscover in reality the meanings lost in fictions ? How does one belong, body and soul, to a work of this nature ? To these questions, I set out to find an answer. Accompanied by
my camera, I put into images this long voyage that would offer me the best, as well as the worst.

AURÉLIEN VERNHES-LERMUSIAUX; Les Yeux du funambule; 
lesyeuxdufunambule@yahoo.fr
Aurélien Vernhes-Lermusiaux; Les Yeux du funambule; aurelien.
vernhes@wanadoo.fr



314 France
THE DEN
ALAIN DELLA NEGRA ;KAORI KINOSHITA
DOC; 0:30:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Matthew, a young californian, is searching for his real personality. After having spent some time in the virtual worlds of "Second Life", he decides to go a "furry party", where human-animal hybrid 
creatures encounter.

THIERRY LOUNAS; Capricci Films; contact@capricci.fr; http://www.
capricci.fr/
audrey hilaire; capricci films; contact@capricci.fr; http://www.capricci.fr/

345 France
SOUS LE REGARD DES HOMMES UNDER THE EYES OF THE MEN
DJIAN

loic.djian@tele2.fr
DOC; 0:52:02; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
English :

A cruise on the Nile, a package tour… The boats are luxurious and, on the riverbanks, the Egyptians have barely nothing.
We have come in Egypt to visit its past, but we travel in its present - armed with our cameras.

French :

ARNAL; ARSENAL PRODUCTIONS; l.arnal@arsenal-productions.com;
http://www.arsenal-productions.com/

465 France
LILA
THE BROADCAST CLUB
DOC; 0:12:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009

NICOLAS SCHMERKIN; Autour Du Minuit;

484 France
LES EAUX WATERS
KAPWANI KIWANGA
kaykay@altern.org
DOC; 0:15:00; 0; COL; 2008
Developing a reflection on society and its imagination
 Les Eaux navigates the sacred realm of Vodoun and oral histories from southern Benin.

LE FRESNOY; Le Fresnoy; ewartel@lefresnoy.net; http://lefresnoy.net/
Emilie Wartel; Les Fresnoy; ewartel@lefresnoy.net; http://lefresnoy.net/

521 France
JOHN ARTHUR GEALL (LA PROMESSE) A HIDDEN GENIUS - JOHN ARTHUR GEALL
LM FORMENTIN

contact@lmformentin.com
DOC; 0:51:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2008
A look back on the incredible destiny of the English writer John Arthur Geall who died alone in 1966. This man left behind an unfinished work, never published in his lifetime. He is now considered by
many to be one of the greatest English writers of the 20th century, but also one of the greatest enigmas of modern literature.
--
Who was John Arthur Geall? Who was this English writer who was born in 1914 and died in 1966 in total solitude? Why did he fascinate Orson Welles, who had planned to make a film about him in 
the early 70s?

LUDOVIC ARNAL; ARSENAL PRODUCTIONS; l.arnal@arsenal-
productions.com; http://www.arsenal-productions.com/

578 France
C'EST PAR OÙ LA DÉCROISSANCE? WHERE CAN YOU FIND DEGROWTH?
LUCA CASAVOLA ;MONICA DI BARI
casavolaluca@gmail.com
DOC; 0:50:54; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Society today takes the necessity of financial growth for granted. This premise has become the basis of our lifestyle and living conditions.
No one can now deny that we are facing an unprecedented environmental crisis, yet few are those who correlate this unconditional need for growth with the green issue. It is questionable, though, 
whether this premise is actually valid and compatible with human and environmental needs.
Such concerns, illustrated by various examples-an experimental village in Italy and a Community Supported Agriculture centre in France, to name but a few-prompt us to reconsider our relationship 
with the environment, other people, and our perception of time.

LUCA CASAVOLA; 1000 Pattes Productions; casavolaluca@gmail.com

775 France
GUY GILLES ET LE TEMPS DÉSACCORDÉ GUY GILLES
GAËL LÉPINGLE

DOC; 0:59:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
1958. Un jeune homme de vingt ans quitte son Algérie natale pour aller faire sa vie. Cinquante ans plus tard, trois adolescents et un grand appartement donnant sur un boulevard parisien.
Au détour d'une pièce, d'une fenêtre, d'un visage, reviennent les films de Guy gilles, les traces, les voix et les images d'une oeuvre méconnue, désaccordée à son temps.

NICOLAS ANTHOMÉ; bathysphere productions; batprod@gmail.com; 
http://www.virb.com/bathysphere

776 France
COMMUNE PRÉSENCE
MICHAËL DACHEUX
DOC; 0:43:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Guidé par une lettre d'un vieil ami rencontré adolescent, un jeune homme visite les lieux et les témoins d'un passé marqué par l'engagement et par l'histoire.
Son présent se nourrit alors d'autres rencontres, le long d'une nuit d'errance où se cherche le chemin d'une action et d'une imagination collectives possibles.

NICOLAS ANTHOMÉ; bathysphere productions; batprod@gmail.com; 
http://www.virb.com/bathysphere

777 France
L'ÉCLAIRCIE
JÉRÉMIE JORRAND
DOC; 0:09:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Un vieil homme et son fils marchent dans leurs forêts.
Le père s'arrête devant une parcelle et dit à son fils : "Il va falloir couper là, couper un arbre sur deux, pour qu'un sur deux reste debout. Procédons à l'éclaircie."

NICOLAS ANTHOMÉ; bathysphere productions; batprod@gmail.com; 
http://www.virb.com/bathysphere



1136 France
MOINDRE POÉSIE, PASCAL BOUAZIZ PAR 
MENDELSON

LESS POETRY, PASCAL BOUAZIZ BY MENDELSON

MOREL
guimorel@yahoo.com
DOC; 0:22:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Synopsis :
« Il y a des choses comme ça quʼon peut dire et dʼautres, quand même, on voudrait pas mentir ». Cette formule qui se fait entendre au début du premier album de Mendelson pourrait résumer le 
rapport quʼentretient Pascal Bouaziz, le fondateur du groupe, à lʼécriture de ses chansons : Eviter le trop plein de poésie, oser la confrontation avec un « infra-ordinaire », faire du regard spectateur le
moteur de toute écriture. En quatre albums, dont deux sur le mythique label Lithium, Pascal Bouaziz inventait pour moi un folk urbain à la française, comme héritier tout à la fois de Bob Dylan 
(lʼécriture fleuve de "Desolation Row", hors format) et de la chanson hexagonale.
En 2007, Pascal Bouaziz sortait un double album pragmatiquement intitulé, Personne ne le fera pour nous. Lʼalbum rencontre un succès critique conséquent alors même quʼil était uniquement en 

PARIS DIDEROT UNIVERSITY; yenlepage@univ-paris-diderot.fr
Morel; guimorel@yahoo.com

1165 France
VALVERT
VALÉRIE MRÉJEN
contact@aurorafilms.fr
DOC; 0:52:00; 35 mm; COL; 2009
Valvert is a psychiatric hospital in Marseille, founded in the mid-70s in a spirit of freedom and openness. The film observes daily life there, painting a portrait of the place through interviews with 
employees and scenes from the patients' lives. In an atmosphere resolutely opposed to the standard institutional system, the liberty at Valvert reveals various facets of ordinary madness.

CHARLOTTE VINCENT; Aurora Films; contact@aurorafilms.fr; http:
//www.aurorafilms.fr/; Bureau des compétences et désirs

1168 France
COUPS DE FILET FISHING HOURS
DAVID KREMER
davidkremer73@gmail.com
DOC; 0:33:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
6am. Sebastien goes on the dech of the fishing boat and light a cigarette. It is not really a new day, it's actually the continuation of the day.

MARC NICOLAS; La fémis; festival@femis.fr

1198 France
IMPRESSION - YONA FRIEDMAN
MATHIEU VADEPIED
DOC; 0:42:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
A film about politics, and how realistic it is (embracing utopia) to transform our world through an endless listening and hearing process, analysing and proposing new ways being aware of the easy 
dogmatics and stiff programs, keeping confidence in the final user and always being ready to give away one's authority.

CLAIRE MARQUET; Première Heure; phtv@premiere-heure.fr; http:
//www.premiere-heure.fr/

1221 France
NADA A VER
FLORENCE BRESSON;LILI GONCALVES
flobresson@yahoo.fr
DOC; 0:45:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
How did I end up in prison?
I think itʼs because of ambition
Ambition…

JC REYMOND; kazak productions; jcr@kazakproductions.fr

1630 France
LES FILLES DE PARIS THE GIRLS OF PARIS
IRIS MURIELLE
murielleiris@yahoo.com
DOC; 0:50:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2008
A rock band at work, The Flaming Pussy.
The History of the band, since the riot grrrls movement (90s), to the band residency in Pulp, the legendary parisian club for girls (2000s), and finally nowadays the work in studio and the tours in 
France.
Through the portrait of Christine Guin, of her musicians and female performers, we discover several female caracters, passionated, free and committed in their work and their century.

IRIS MURIELLE;  murielleiris@yahoo.com; http://www.lesfillesdeparis.fr/
iris murielle; murielleiris@yahoo.com

1650 France
STÉPHANE HESSEL, UNE HISTOIRE D'ENGAGEMENT STÉPHANE HESSEL, A HISTORY OF COMMITMENT
CHRISTINE SEGHEZZI
christine.seghezzi@libertysurf.fr
DOC; 0:52:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
The film follows this great traveller nowadays at his home in the 14th arrondissement of Paris, on trips within France, and to the Palestinian territories. The director addresses his life and heartfelt 
commitments : the United Nations, the Israel-Palestine conflict, the immigration issue and children's rights. At the age of 91, Stéphane Hessel keeps fighting for a fairer world, putting trust in the 
future, using humour and poetry. His life is a subjective take on the history of the 20th and early 21st centuries.

MICHEL DAVID; zeugma films; zeugma-films@noos.fr
Michel David; zeugma films; zeugma-films@noos.fr

1784 France
LA MORT DE LA GAZELLE THE DEATH OF A GAZELLE
REICHENBACH

j.reichenbach@free.fr
DOC; 0:44:23; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Filmed clandestinely in the rebel-controlled zone in northern Niger, this film documents the improbable (ou "unusual") daily life of the MNJ rebels

VERDET; e2p / entre2prises; info@entre2prises.fr; http://www.
entre2prises.fr/



1975 France
CAPUCINE
NIETO;COM
festivals@autourdeminuit
DOC; 0:42:00; 0; COL; 2009
An investigative documentary about capucin monkeys and their incredible ability to communicate with humans, which will take us from Kintzheim in Alsace to the island of Osumi in Japan.

 Nicolas Schmerkin; Autour de Minuit Productions; 
festivals@autourdeminuit.com; http://www.autourdeminuit.com/
1

2054 France
SAMBATRA
SOLO RANDRASANA & RONAN LEROY
katia@redstarcinema.fr
DOC; 0:52:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
The Antambahoaka, one of the eighteenth ethnic group of Madagascar, use to celebrate each 7 years the Sambatra, the “happiness”, ritual ceremony for the collective male circumcision.
This celebration appears to be in Mananjary, village on the south west coast of the island, 700km away from the capital.
Solo Flavien lives in Antananarivo where he settled down with his wife and their two children. Despite making next to nothing as an Antambahoaka, he must try everything to attend the Sambatra 
ceremony.

SÉBASTIEN DE FONSECA; Red Star Cinema; katia@redstarcinema.fr
Katia KIRBY; Red Star Cinema; katia@redstarcinema.fr

1304 France
SEXE 1 SEX 1
CÉCILE MILLE

festival@filmsauvages.com
DOC/EXP; 0:09:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Three women talk openly about their approach to sex and pleasure, while menʼs faces seem to listen to their conversation.

JEAN-CHRISTOPHE SOULAGEON; LES FILMS SAUVAGES; 
festival@filmsauvages.com; http://www.filmsauvages.com/

88 France
EIN SCHLOSS IM MEER A CASTLE IN THE SEA
BÄRBEL PFÄNDER

barbel.pfander@gmail.com
DOC/EXP; 0:12:12; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A grandfather comments on the photos taken before and during the war in Germany, France, Russia.

LE FRESNOY, STUDIO NATIONAL DES ARTS CONTEMPRAINS; Le 
Fresnoy, studio national des arts contemporains; 
communication@lefresnoy.net; http://www.lefresnoy.netbarbel.pfander@gmail.com

132 France
CONTRE TOI MATCHING YOU
PIERRE PRIMETENS

pierre.primetens@free.fr
DOC/EXP; 0:17:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Pierre dreams since always going to live in Portugal. He takes his boyfriend to lisbon, hoping secretly that this city will be also the cradle of their incipient love.

JEAN CHRISTOPHE SOULAGEON; les films sauvages; 
festival@filmsauvages.com
Christoph Cayre; les films sauvages; festival@filmsauvages.com

605 France
THIS SMELL OF SEX
DANIELLE ARDID
daniellearbid@hotmail.com
DOC/EXP; 0:20:20; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
My friends from Beirut telling me, openly and with details, about there most secrete sexual experiences, the most ardent, and the most obsessional…

EMMANUEL BARRAULT;  info@dkbproductions.com; http://www.
dkbproductions.com/
Emmanuel BARRAULT; DKB PRODUCTIONS; info@dkbproductions.
com; http://www.dkbproductions.com/

1147 France
ICI ET LÀ HERE AND THERE
RICHARD FILLON
bertolt@free.fr
DOC/EXP; 0:58:55; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A pop band is practicing and composing in their rehearsal room in Paris with a view to recording.
In Baden-Baden, an orchestra is working on a contemporary musical piece, directed by their conductor and watched by the composer.
“Ici et là” is a three-movement film; itʼs a back and forth journey between two different musical practices tinted with the expression of several sound universes: from the search of the esthetics to the 
acoustic experience.

RICHARD FILLON;  bertrolt@free.fr

1248 France
HOME (STORIES)
GHAZEL
gradpay@yahoo.fr
DOC/EXP; 0:42:21; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2008
Home (stories) is a film inspired by the performance HOME, created by Ghazel in collaboration with a group of asylum seekers and illegal immigrants for the 37th Theatre Festival of the Venice 
Biennial in 2005. Each participant testified before the public about his/her personal “home story” as homeless immigrants. In October 2007, Ghazel returned to Venice and Mestre to find them again...

MATTEO MINETTO; MICROMEGA; micromega@micromega.cc; http:
//www.micromega.cc/; Agnès Duval
Sylvain Bousquet; MICROMEGA; sylvain.bosuquet@micromega.cc; 
http://www.micromega.cc/



1729 France
L'ARRIÈRE-PAYS HINTERLAND
SAFIA BENHAIM

s.benhaim@yahoo.fr
DOC/EXP; 0:48:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
(I'll send it in english very soon) :

Fin de jour, campagne française.
Une femme, ma mère, se promène dans les paysages du Morvan, où elle a choisi de vivre, parce quʼils lui évoquaient sa terre dʼenfance, le Maroc. Réfugiée politique communiste, opposante au 
régime du roi Hassan II, elle a vécu plus de vingt ans en exil.
Dans ces paysages élus du Morvan, vont peu à peu surgir des réminiscences de lʼautre lieu.

ALICE BECKMAN; G.R.E.C; jsitkowska@grec-info.com; http://www.
grec-info.com/; Joanna Sitkowska
Safia Benhaim; s.benhaim@yahoo.fr

83 France
LE SYSTÈME DE RÉCOMPENSE THE SYSTEM OF REWARD
DOMINIQUE PERRIER

dominiqueperrier@free.fr
DOC/FIC; 0:20:00; 35 mm; BW; 2008
- You donʼt have any question to ask ?
- Yes.
Jean-Pol Tassin, researcher in neurosciences, explains his recent discovery to a four yearsʼ old child. She remembers several words which make us to think.

CÉLINE MAUGIS; La vie est belle films associés; 
info@lavieestbellefilms.fr; http://www.lavieestbellefilms.fr

1261 France
EXPIRED
DAVY CHOU
davy.chou@yahoo.fr
DOC/FIC; 0:10:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Young Cambodians tell the strange story of a French family on holiday in Cambodia.

JACKY GOLDBERG;  raqi33@gmail.com

1313 France
LE DERNIER VOYAGE DE MAYSE LUCAS THE LAST JOURNEY OF MARYSE LUCAS
ARTUS DE LAVILLÉON;DAVID LEDOUX

artusdelavilleon@hotmail.com
DOC/FIC; 0:25:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Artus and David went cycling along the roads of France to go scatter Maryse Lucas' ashes in her native village.

FRÉDÉRIC JOUVE; Les Films VELVET; contact@lesfilmsvelvet.com; 
Nicolas Levy
Frédéric JOUVE; Les Films VELVET; contact@lesfilmsvelvet.com

1950 France
DANCE N°4
CÉLINE TROUILLET
celinetrouillet@laposte.net
EXP; 0:03:40; 35 mm; COL; 2008
In Dance n°4 a hooded figure in a smooth, shiny Snow White mask hand jives to a pop song in front of a cascade of red apples, highlighting the eternal contest between youth and the aging process
and between life and death, as explored in both ancient and modern fairy tales.

CÉLINE TROUILLET;  celinetrouillet@laposte.net
Céline Trouillet; celinetrouillet@laposte.net

1946 France
SONG N°7
CÉLINE TROUILLET
celinetrouillet@laposte.net
EXP; 0:03:40; 35 mm; COL; 2008
A young lesbian woman performs a "karaoke" version of a French "heterosexual" love song. The ambiguity of the situation is reinforced by the presence of conventional gender signifiers (such as 
make-up and th pink background) which underline the contrast between conventional norms and the place of the "Other" in contemporary society.

CÉLINE TROUILLET;  celinetrouillet@laposte.net
Céline Trouillet; celinetrouillet@laposte.net

1947 France
SONG N°8
CÉLINE TROUILLET
celinetrouillet@laposte.net
EXP; 0:03:40; 35 mm; COL; 2008
A young Alsatian singer wearing the traditional regional costume performs a version of “I Will Survive” by Gloria Gaynor in her maternal dialect, the words having been modified to evoke her struggle 
to keep this minority language alive. The rather gothic-looking costume invades the screen, recalling vampire movies and silent German expressionist films from the 1920s that were reputed for their
use of light and shadow. Its presence evokes both the emblem of a regional identity and the weight of a historically loaded tradition.

CÉLINE TROUILLET;  celinetrouillet@laposte.net
Céline Trouillet; celinetrouillet@laposte.net

1948 France
SONG N°9
CÉLINE TROUILLET
celinetrouillet@laposte.net
EXP; 0:03:40; 35 mm; COL; 2008
An old French lady performs her favourite song (about a young man from the Savoy region and a shepherdess who are soon to be married) with nostalgia and melancholy in a landscape of flowers 
and colours that suggest an environment that is both nuptial and funereal.

CÉLINE TROUILLET;  celinetrouillet@laposte.net
Céline Trouillet; celinetrouillet@laposte.net



1949 France
SONG N°10
CÉLINE TROUILLET
celinetrouillet@laposte.net
EXP; 0:03:50; 35 mm; COL; 2008
A young woman, wearing a golden mask referring to the statue of Liberty and thus taking on the air of a goddess, sings an ode to liberty, evoking humanism and divinity. The mask is burning and 
blindingly bright, the voice vibrates, the tears flow. But is it a question of deliverance or crucifixion? Is liberty a gift or a burden? This performance is accompanied by music and a choir.

CÉLINE TROUILLET;  celinetrouillet@laposte.net
Céline Trouillet; celinetrouillet@laposte.net

13 France
COAGULATE
GRECU MIHAI
m_f_grecu@yahoo.fr
EXP; 0:05:56; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Absence, presence and aquatic distortions in this choreography of fluids, mysterious forces twist the physical laws and affect the behaviour of living beings in purified spaces.

EMILIE WARTEL; le fresnoy; ewartel@lefresnoy.net; http://www.
lefresnoy.net/
ewartel@lefresnoy.net

51 France
DIVE
OPIE BOERO IMWINKELRIED
imwinkelried@gmail.com
EXP; 0:03:07; 0; COL; 2008
A mix between childrenʼs ghost or discovery trains and Alice in Wonderlandʼs rabbit hole, Dive invites the viewer to plunge. I use my body to wallpaper a digitally-generated tunnel as I move slowly in 
front of the camera, smile, and watch you
 simultaneously, me too, I look at myself. In Dive, I subject my body to constant transformations and deformations evoking some type of monstrosity at first. But as my body keeps endlessly twirling 
through the tunnel, the idea of monstrosity becomes irrelevant, and the body-tunnel turns into a medium to reach something beyond it. The sound track–Ay Mari Cruz a classic Spanish song about a
beautiful woman–confers a vital rhythm to the twirling tunnel as it also emphasizes the ideas of monstrosity evoking adequacy of beauty according to gender.

IDEM; n/a; imwinkelried@gmail.com; http://imwinkel.org/

123 France
HOVER
ANNA PHILLIPS
anaphillips@yahoo.co.uk
EXP; 0:09:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Le film montre lʼombre déplacée dʼune fenêtre et une ampoule lumineuse qui passe devant une porte et les murs de deux couloirs. Tout au long du film quelque chose ou quelquʼun reste ainsi 
suspendu, hésitant, est-ce une femme, un homme ou une émotion ?
<Hover> évolue a lʼintersection de trois disciplines: le cinéma, la photographie et la psychologie.
Le son et lʼimage se combine en rythme pour construire un suspense dramatique.

The film shows the displaced shadow of a window and a light globe that pass over a door and the walls of two corridors. Throughout the film something or someone is hovering – is it a woman, a man

EMILIE WARTEL; Le Fresnoy Studio National des Arts Contemporains;
ewartel@lefresnoy.net; http://www.lefresnoy.net
Anna Phillips; anaphillips@yahoo.co.uk

143 France
L'AME DU TEMPS WAYFARER
ELINA LÖWENSOHN;JAN-LUCK LEVASSEUR

elowensohn@aol.com
EXP; 0:15:30; 35 mm; COL; 2008
The meeting of two beings through different lives, different places, different times…

IANA DONTCHEVA; Pavillon Rouge; iana@pavillonrouge.biz; http:
//www.pavillonrouge.biz

305 France
FONE FUR FOLLIES
OSTROVSKY VIVIAN
vivianfestival@yahoo.fr
EXP; 0:08:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2008
What begins like a series of interrupted phone calls is a kind of query.
Can Alain Delon and Monica Vitti retain their magical aura on low resolution?
Can my own CELLuloid images mix in with reminiscenses of the 60s and 70s films I fell in
love with then?
Does Nokia rhyme with cine-phi-lia?
 (This is my 3rd film cell-phone-made film.)

JET LAG PRODUCTION; JET LAG PRODUCTION; 
vivianfestival@yahoo.fr
LIGHT CONE; LIGHT CONE; contact@lightcone.org; http://www.
lightcone.org/

306 France
NE PAS SONNER DO NOT RING
OSTROVSKY VIVIAN

vivianfestival@yahoo.fr
EXP; 0:08:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2008
What begins like a series of interrupted phone calls is a kind of query.
Can Alain Delon and Monica Vitti retain their magical aura on low resolution?
Can my own CELLuloid images mix in with reminiscenses of the 60s and 70s films I fell in
love with then?
Does Nokia rhyme with cine-phi-lia?
 (This is my 3rd film cell-phone-made film.)

JET LAG PRODUCTION; JET LAG PRODUCTION; 
vivianfestival@yahoo.fr
LIGHT CONE; LIGHT CONE; contact@lightcone.org; http://www.
lightcone.org/

333 France
LES LENDEMAINS QUI CHANTENT SINGING HEREAFTERS
DEPESSEVILLE
semtexasso@hotmail.com
EXP; 0:17:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Une émeute quelque part, d'autres dancent, tous célèbrent la musique.

DEPESSEVILLE DAVID; semtex; semtexasso@hotmail.com



1193 France
M/M,M.D.
M/M,M.D.
anyone@mmparis.com
EXP; 0:19:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Weʼre being presented with pretty odd characters here.
Jeanne can see that the problems posed are false problems. So she repeats, in an obsessive manner, winding and rewinding the scales of her imagination.
Ernesto, on the other hand, has seen, he has understood. It was all there, but it was not worth it…
That French woman, and that Japanese man from Hiroshima, who meet after Hiroshima and know thereʼs nothing to say, nothing to explain.
What is there to understand, and what is there to know about? Maybe the world ought to be turned inside out, like it were a glove, maybe one should get back to the beginning, and shoot a reverse 
shot: let the set be seen, let Duras herself tell us of the genesis of the text.

CLAIRE MARQUET; Première Heure; phtv@premire-heure.fr; http:
//www.premiere-heure.fr/

1366 France
LE HARICOT BLEU BLUE BEAN
VILLEMIN;JEAN VILLEMIN
pierre.villemin@gmail.com
EXP; 0:02:15; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
One summer I picked a pod of blue bean in the botanical garden of Geneva.

 I took the most beautiful, I chose the most mature and I aired it on the windowsill in front of the North.

VILLEMIN;  pierre.villemin@gmail.com
villemin pierre; villemin; pierre.villemin@gmail.com; http://www.
pierreetjeanvillemin.fr/

1649 France
ONIRO
ANNE FREMY
afremy@club-internet.fr
EXP; 0:25:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
In Japan, on the streets and in train stations, the “Ekishas” read the passers-byʼs future in their palm at candle light. Other Japanese divinatory systems such as the Omikuji or Sacred Lottery, the 
Shell Game, the Game of Poetic Cards and the Picture Lotto all proceed to associate images along a mixed pattern of chance and determination: these random combinations, interpreted as signs of
oneʼs fate at a specific moment, offer a kind of biographical proposition.

EMMANUEL DESWARTE; Fin Avril Production; emmanuel@finavril.
com; http://www.finavril.com/

1772 France
"SAUVE-QUI-PEUT" "RUN FOR YOUR LIFE"
GET(RES)
getcontact@free.fr
EXP; 0:02:16; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
The unbearable is only a temporary discomfort, our reaction only a question of posture.

GET(RES);  getcontact@free.fr; http://www.get-res.com/

2050 France
CLAIRE OBSCURE
MADEMOISELLE L
limonade@limonadeart.com
EXP; 0:04:55; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
It is about an agitated and noiseful body plunged in a dark and soundless water. A creature on its own. Her body gets loud and the water remains absolutely silent but still expressing protection and 
sensuality. One noisy drop in the ocean.

MADEMOISELLE L; limonadeart; limonade@limonadeart.com

302 France
PLANET A
MOMOKO SETO
setomomoko@gmail.com
EXP/ANI; 0:07:41; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Salt: trace, absence of water, passage of time,invading epidemic, living cemetery.
Water: manoeuvre, absolute value, fertility, rhizomes, chance.
Cotton: corruption, economic issues, hydrophily, desertification.

The world has become a vast dried out planet, where the growing of cotton, over exploited for economical reasons is the main cause of desertification. A saline desert covers acres of dried out land 

ERIC PRIGENT; Le Fresnoy, Studio National; ewartel@lefresnoy.net; 
http://www.lefresnoy.net/

1337 France
BATTEMENTS SOLAIRES SOLAR BEATS
PATRICK BOKANOWSKI
pboka@club-internet.fr
EXP/ANI; 0:18:41; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Walking towards the fire. In a ceaseless stream of light, people, landscapes and objects lead us to mysterious regions.

PATRICK BOKANOWSKI; KIRA B.M. FILMS; pboka@club-internet.fr
SERAPHINA PANAUD-COXE; UNIFRANCE; spanaudcoxe@unifrance.
org

1648 France
SANS CIEL NI MER NEITHER SKY NOR SEA
LOLA B. DESWARTE

lola@finavril.com
EXP/ANI; 0:20:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
What is my country of origin?
It was by going to shoot film in the Paris Metro, at the closest of my everyday life, notably by following the itinerant building site for the replacement of the railways and track beds, that I found my way
into this quest. Started in the tunnels of the Paris metro, the path led me into the depths of the fears and mournings of the child-turned-mother in me, in a recomposed land of chilhood memories.

Neither Sky Nor Sea is a cinematic ghost train shooting through different strata of perceptions and symbolic recompositions in which Super 8 images are mixed with computer-generated 3D images.

EMMANUEL DESWARTE; Fin Avril Production; emmanuel@finavril.
com; http://www.finavril.com/



1164 France
VAMPIRE(S)
ARNAUD GERBER
contact@aurorafilms.fr
EXP/DOC; 0:28:55; 35 mm; BW; 2008
In the late twenties in Düsseldorf, terror had a name : Peter Kürten, the Vampire. Today, the confessions of the serial killer that inspired Fritz Langʼs M are still haunting the streets of the city. Today 
like yesterday, society has only one answer : « He is not human ! »

CHARLOTTE VINCENT; Aurora Films; contact@aurorafilms.fr; http:
//www.aurorafilms.fr/

2069 France
NOURRIR L'ANIMAL TO FEED THE BEAST
S. LOUIS
EXP/DOC; 0:13:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
In the middle of a valley in Alsace, a working aera has slowly become depopulated, little by little. The recycling paper factory sits imposingly at the center of this world, overlooking its skyline.
Inside the building, you can hear the mechanical and thundering sound of the machines.
As for the men, they keep to their work.

GAËLLE JONES; Red Star Cinema; katia@redstarcinema.fr
Katia KIRBY; Red Star Cinema; katia@redstarcinema.fr

1334 France
ETHAL
FREDERIC SOFIYANA
f.sofiyana@mychildhooddream.com
EXP/EXP; 0:08:50; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
What is this strange force that pushes a man into writing to himself a letter of which he can't get rid?...

BERNARD TANGUY; Rézina Productions; contact@rezinaprod.com; 
http://www.rezinaprod.com/; Delphine Armand
Benoît Blanchard; Rézina Productions; contact@rezinaprod.com

4 France
LA PRIÈRE THE PRAYER
YONATHAN LEVY
yonathan.levy@yahoo.fr
EXP/FIC; 0:10:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A poetical invitation to spirituality : A young woman closes her eyes and starts a spiritual dream.

YONATHAN LEVY;  yonathan.levy@yahoo.fr

500 France
SOIS SAGE, Ô MA DOULEUR... BE STILL, O MY SORROW...
MANIVEL DAMIEN
damienmanivel@hotmail.com
EXP/FIC; 0:10:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Portrait of a young woman or the difficulty of living in oneʼs body.

EMILIE WARTEL; Le fresnoy; ewartel@lefresnoy.net
Damien Manivel; Le fresnoy

1273 France
BLACK'S BACK
DEREK WOOLFENDEN
woolfendenderek@voila.fr
EXP/FIC; 0:11:55; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2009
"Black's Back" is a subjective vision about a figurative struggle between a White imaginary (Hollywood, Disney) and the Black revendications in the fifties, sixties and seventies in USA. "Black's Back"
is a tribute to the Black Revolution and a sad testimony about misery and injustice from capitalist governments despite The Black Panther Party's warnings.

DEREK WOOLFENDEN;  woolfendenderek@voila.fr

1339 France
FLUX-MARSEILLE
CAMILLE ET MANOLO
info@theatreducentaure.fr
EXP/FIC; 0:07:00; Betacam SP PAL; BW; 2008
The eye of the centaur opens on the harbour, a female centaur, straight, a suitcase in her hand. Promises of departures and obstacles. Grind of the cables, halfway thought the containers, another 
centaur like an illegal immigrant. Suddenly the rage begins.

ANTONIN DEDET; Néon Productions; neon2@neon.fr; http://www.
neon.fr/
Antonin DEDET; Néon Productions; neon2@neon.fr; http://www.neon.fr/

1340 France
FLUX-TERSCHELLING
CAMILLE ET MANOLO
info@theatreducentaure.fr
EXP/FIC; 0:05:00; Betacam SP PAL; BW; 2008
A man and a woman centaur sat in dunes. Transistor, ball and castle. It's raining on the sea. A boat passes on the horizon. It's a centaur galloping in the immensity dark sky. Everything will be 
covered, erased by the sea.

ANTONIN DEDET; Néon Productions; neon2@neon.fr; http://www.
neon.fr/
Antonin DEDET; Néon Productions; neon2@neon.fr; http://www.neon.fr/

1753 France
EUREKA
FRANK SMITH
fsmith@club-internet.fr
EXP/FIC; 0:35:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Riding around Eureka
a little town
in California
on the West Coast

Here

FRANK SMITH;  fsmith@club-internet.fr



1762 France
CACHEUX WILD BEAST
DAVID DUSA
david.dusa@gmail.com
EXP/FIC; 0:11:30; 0; COL; 2009
The moment of separation of two friends
 an emotional journey. Poetic and physical.

EMILIE BLEZAT; SCIAPODE; info@sciapode.net

1833 France
QUARZELL DIT CASTEL QUARZELL AS CASTEL
JOANNA GRUDZINSKA
grudzinska@wanadoo.fr
EXP/FIC; 0:37:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
portrait of the actor Lou Castel. An older man is telling about his life to a youg girl.

NOVEMBRE PRODUCTIONS; grudzinska@wanadoo.fr

219 France
NAUFRAGE
CLORINDE DURAND
clorinde.durand@gmail.com
EXP/MV; 0:06:10; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
"Naufrage" lists fears: the narration stops at the frozen instant.
But "Naufrage" relates something. What is it talking about ? We donʼt know...
perhaps an accident, a depression, an explosion ? This scene might be the summit of a catastrophe scenario : the moment of physical emotion. However, nothing in the sequence of events tries to 
explain this state of things.

NATALIA TREBIK; Le Fresnoy; ntrebik@lefresnoy.net
Natalia Trebik; Le Fresnoy; ntrebik@lefresnoy.net

432 France
BUT WE HAVE THE MUSIC
SHANTI MASUD
EXP/MV; 0:41:00; Betacam SP PAL; BW; 2008
A song, a super 8 reel, one (or some) face(s).

SHANTI MASUD;

574 France
HÔTEL PROVENÇAL, ÉTÉ 76 HÔTEL PROVENÇAL, SUMMER 76
JULIEN DONADA
jd@moderna.org
FIC; 0:15:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Barabara is at a Congress at Antibes, she has one hour of free time in her agenda

CÉCILE VACHERET; Sedna films; sednafilms@free.fr

2393 France
301
JEAN-CLAUDE ROUSSEAU
FIC; 0:18:00; DigiBeta; COL; 2008
301, the first of two new short films by the unconventional French director Jean-Claude Rousseau, once again leads us to a waiting room: «301» is the number of a hotel room, in which Rousseau is
waiting for something - or someone. The camera insistently studies a picture on the wall, focuses from the waiting person's view on a balcony across the way, or comes to rest on folded-over bed 
sheets. Rousseau's films demonstrate how public places turn into private ones and yet remain strange in the course of it.

JEAN-CLAUDE ROUSSEAU;

14 France
LISBON CALLING
ANNA DA PALMA
FIC; 0:06:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008

Dans les années 80, Patti, une grande adolescente, est obligée de partir en vacances à Lisbonne avec ses parents ...Alors qu'elle aurait tant aimé passer l'été à Londres avec ses copains...

YVONNICK LE FUSTEC; ARTE FRANCE DEVELOPPEMENT; v-
moussier@artefrance.fr; http://www.arte.tv
MOUSSIER VIRGINIE; ARTE FRANCE; v-moussier@artefrance.fr; http:
//www.arte.tv

23 France
SOUS LA COUVERTURE UNDER THE COVERS
DARIA ROMÀ

dyurkevich@gmail.com
FIC; 0:07:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
One day a girl wakes up because of a loud noise in the street. Her dream was disturbed. But she wants it to continue. She closes her eyes and starts to make her own dream…

EMILIE WARTEL; Le Fresnoy, studio national des arts contemporains; 
ewartel@lefresnoy.net; http://www.lefresnoy.net

29 France
TU SERAS UN HOMME YOU WILL BE A MAN
OLIVIER DUJOLS

info@carlitofilms.com
FIC; 0:17:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
You will be a man... tells us about three embedded stories about Yamina. This young executive woman has forgotten her modest origins to drown herself into her working responsibilities. Mohamed,
her old and lonely father, no longer lives in the present, nor in the future...and barely in the past. Moussa, the cleaning man of Yamina's company, draws the link between those two universes. The 
one at the bottom where he survives and the one at the top he would like to see his own children to reach.

OLIVIER GASTINEL; Carlito; info@carlitofilms.com; http://www.
carlitofilms.com



30 France
LE MONDE EST PETIT IT'S A SMALL WORLD
ALIOU SOW

info@carlitofilms.com
FIC; 0:24:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A father learns about his son is going to be blind. So he decides to show him "the world" around Paris for one last time.

OLIVIER GASTINEL; Carlito; info@carlitofilms.com; http://www.
carlitofilms.com

31 France
BOSOM
JUSTIN PECHBERTY
info@carlitofilms.com
FIC; 0:17:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
In an big isolated mansion, a plastic surgeon keeps on operating on women, with the hope of giving their breast the perfect shape of his wifeʼs bosom…

OLIVIER GASTINEL; Carlito; info@carlitofilms.com; http://www.
carlitofilms.com

32 France
PASSAGE À VIDE BAD PATCH
MYRIAM DONASIS

info@carlitofilms.com
FIC; 0:24:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Alexis shares the fate of ordinary homeless people. Before that, he was working for Telemarketing companies. One day he just broke down. His wife tried to reason him, but he ended in the street, 
living in a kind of emptyness.

OLIVIER GASTINEL; Carlito; info@carlitofilms.com; http://www.
carlitofilms.com

39 France
D'ENTRE LES MORTS AMONG THE DEAD
ALAIN BASSO

a.basso@wanadoo.fr
FIC; 0:28:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
When Roger meets Pauline, the perspective to have finally found his next masterpieces'diva incites him to consider the remake of his fetich movie, "Vertigo" by Hitchcock. But all is not gold that 
glitter.

ALAIN BASSO; DEDALI OPERA; dedali.opera@wanadoo.fr; http:
//lapelao.net
Alain BASSO; DEDALI OPERA; dedali.opera@wanadoo.fr

44 France
SCÉNARIOLIFE.COM
ANTONIO AMARAL
antonio.amaral@tele2.fr
FIC; 0:23:15; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Scénariolife.com é um site Internet que oferece muitas oportunidades de vida... ao limite da schizofrenia.

ANTONIO AMARAL; Licorneciné; antonio.amaral@tele2.fr

63 France
NOUS US
OLIVIER HEMS

olivier.hemon1@aliceadsl.fr
FIC; 0:11:49; 35 mm; COL; 2008
A police officer carries out a search of a man's apartment and enters the life of someone who has been forgotten by everyone.

GILLES PADOVANI; .Mille et Une. Films; milfilm@club-internet.fr;  
Paris-Brest Productions; TV Rennes 35
Élodie Sonnefraud; .Mille et Une. Films; milfilm@club-internet.fr

68 France
INITIATION AU QUIPROQUO THE THIRD EMBASSY
JEAN CHRISTOPHE SANCHEZ
institutdrahomira@gmail.com
FIC; 0:26:30; 35 mm; COL BW; 2008
Embassy of Russia & Embassy of USSR stand proudly side by side. The Russians invite their neighboors and opponents to a funny celebration of the summer solstice, so that the soviet building is 
empty, allowing a team of five agents to commit a meticulous burglary. Their mission : to gather any document related to an avant-garde scientific defence program, dealing with the art of camouflage
and power transmission through ether. Due to a dancing incident, the party ends prematurely and compels the burglars to escape … through a geometric wall-paper.

SERGE CATOIRE; Chaya Films; chayafilms@hotmail.com

84 France
ASSOUD ET LES FANTÔMES DE LA HAVANE ASSOUD
JOSEPH MORDER

morder.joseph@wanadoo.fr
FIC; 0:48:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Assoud Goldenberg and his sister Louise are private detectives. One day, they receive a call from a mysterious person who askes them to carry out an investigation in Cuba where he passed his 
childhood. Curious, Assoud and Louise arrive in Havane, which brings back their memories of Diaspora. They travel from one place to another full of the memories of their guest, who contacts with 
them regularly by telephone. During the travel, they meet their own cousin of Shanghai, Mimi. Maybe also love.

CÉLINE MAUGIS; La vie est belle films associés; 
info@lavieestbellefilms.fr; http://www.lavieestbellefilms.fr



89 France
LA ROUTE DU NORD THE NORTH ROAD
CARLOS CHAHINE

carl.c@free.fr
FIC; 0:25:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Karim, mid fourties, lives in France since his early teenage years. For the first time in many years he returns to Lebanon to transfer his father remains, who died during the war, from Beirut to his 
home village.

SAMUEL CHAUVIN; 13 Production; sam@13production.com; http:
//www.13production.com; Paul Saadoun

95 France
HIP-A-LOOP-LOOP
MEADEB
dmeadeb@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:18:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
One afternoon in a bar. Songs played on a juke-box. Two teenagers meet for a date. The boy has a well thought-out plan to seduce the girl. 
But quickly, things go very wrong - though he tries to convince himself he's got everything under control...

HAGUENAUER; 10:15 Productions; 1015productions@free.fr

111 France
EWES
CHRISTOPHE LECLAIRE
chris300379@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:18:50; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
End of 19th century, somewhere in rural province, a woman roams through a field.
Becoming more and more sensitive to the surrounding nature, she lets herself be driven towards an isolated washhouse.

CHRISTOPHE LECLAIRE; Images Seconde; contact@images-
seconde.com; http://www.images-seconde.com

142 France
ALYCIA
RIGOT MATHIEU
contact@mathieurigot.com
FIC; 0:18:00; Betacam SP PAL; BW; 2008
After her parents had put her away for misconduct, Alycia decided to join France to find his boyfriend.
But getting closer to him, she discovers that he is not who he claims ...

RIGOT MATHIEU; Imagina Prod; contact@imaginaprod.com; http:
//www.imaginaprod.com

153 France
L'HOMME ENVOLÉ THE MAN WHO FLEW AWAY
ROZENN QUÉRÉ;PERRINE LOTTIER
rozennquere@yahoo.fr
FIC; 0:14:45; 35 mm; COL; 2008
One day, Jean didn't come back from work.
His wife, Zillah, first thinks that he had an accident. She starts looking for him. She mentally rebuilds him little by little, through her imagination and memories, realizing that she didn't know him.

ALICE BECKMANN; LE GREC; info@grec-info.com

155 France
MON COURSIER HORS D'HALEINE MY BREATHLESS STEED
CHRISTOPHE CLAVERT
christopheclavert@aliceadsl.fr
FIC; 0:59:03; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A theater troup makes up of young actors goes to the country for rehearse Beaumarchais Figaro Trilogy.

THOMAS MUSELIER; superlux; superluxfilms@free.fr
christophe clavert; superlux; christopheclavert@aliceadsl.fr

156 France
L'AMERTUME DU CHOCOLAT THE BITTER TASTE OF CHOCOLATE
LUCILE CHAUFOUR

lucile@supersonicglide.com
FIC; 0:12:00; Betacam SP PAL; BW; 2008
A young mother, two children,
and the fragments of a day in a Parisian suburb.

LUCILE CHAUFOUR; supersonicglide; lucile@supersonicglide.com; 
http://supersonicglide.blogspot.com/
christophe clavert; supersonicglide; christophe@supersonicglide.com; 
http://supersonicglide.blogspot.com/

185 France
SOLUS AD SOLAM
MONTINI
m.montini@free.fr
FIC; 0:23:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
A man is leaving to meet a woman.

MONTINI;  m.montini@free.fr
m.montini@free.fr

233 France
LA PERLE THE PEARL
ANTHONY NATIER

anthonynatier@aol.fr
FIC; 0:18:20; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Simon is waiting for Charlotte at a table in a restaurant. Heʼs invited her
because tonight heʼs celebrating his thirty-fifth birthday.
But thereʼs another reason. He finally wishes to propose marriage.
Equipped with a single-pearl engagement ring and face to face with Charlotte,
Simon attempts to achieve his goal.

ROMUALD DELAGARDE; CINE BOX PRODUCTIONS; delagarde.
romuald@orange.fr



330 France
LE SYNDROME DE STOCKHOLM STOCKHOLM SYNDROME
DAVID MABILLE

asymptos@hotmail.fr
FIC; 0:13:10; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Itʼs not that easy to win back a girl that had dumped you…The first time Anna left me, I managed to do so though… I had been so smart that neither her nor me understood how I did it… But then…it
didnʼt last for long… She dumped me once again!
So I made inquiries… I even made some research… And eventually, I got an idea…

CAROLINE PERCHAUD; LA BOITE; ecrire@laboite.fr; http://www.
laboite.fr/
Ainhoa Jauregui; UNIFRANCE; ainhoa.jauregui@unifrance.org; http:
//www.unifrance.org/

357 France
BAINES
SALOMÉ STÉVENIN
salomwaves@yahoo.fr
FIC; 0:23:15; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Sahra invites his japanese step-brother, Yukhan, to France. Curious, fascinated, disappointed, jealous and proud, she discovers the diverse facets of the brother- sister bonds.

VIRGINIE LACOMBE; MADRE FILMS; accueil@madrefilms.com; http:
//www.madrefilms.com/

361 France
MAGIC KISA
SALIVA MATHIEU
mathieusaliva@voila.fr
FIC; 0:30:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
"MAGIC KISA" tells the meeting again of two twin brothers after years of separation. One leaves prison and the other lined up and founded a family. Associated by long years of swindle and 
chicaneries, their destinies rock in one night...

MATHIEU SALIVA; 9MM; mathieusaliva@voila.fr; http://mathieusaliva.
com/; jean claude flaccomio

374 France
LA CÉRÉMONIE DU THÉ THE TEA CEREMONY
UGO VOUAUX-MASSEL

ugovouauxmassel@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:13:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
An idiot decides one day to go to Japan, by feet. Along the way, he makes a U-turn without realising it, and when he reaches his town again, he is convinced to be somewhere else.

BENOIT MARTIN; Année Zéro; contact@annee0.com;  Stephane 
DEMOUSTIER

389 France
PREMIÈRE
STÉPHANE DEMOUSTIER
stephanedemoustier@gmail.com
FIC; 0:13:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Elise is a young opera singer. She comes for the first time to the Berlinʼs Philharmonic to give a concert. But a few hours before, she gives up, pretending to be sick. Sophie, her coach, tries to 
convince her to sing.

BENOIT MARTIN; Année Zéro; contact@annee0.com;  Stephane 
DEMOUSTIER

390 France
PARISER PARISIAN
BENOIT RAMBOURG

benoit.rambourg@gmail.com
FIC; 0:17:30; Betacam SP PAL; BW; 2008
Meeting of a young french man and his german girlfriend in Berlin. Comedy about sex and communication problems.

BENOIT MARTIN; Année Zéro; contact@annee0.com;  Stephane 
DEMOUSTIER

399 France
LA BOÎTE À PÉPÉ LIL' LOIS FROM PARIS
SAMI ZITOUNI

zitounisamy@yahoo.fr
FIC; 0:21:58; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Paris, Menilmontant. Lil' Louis (the bum) and Safia (his good angel) walk around a small world where destiny is built from humour, tenderness and bitterness...
More than a simple story, a tribute to everyday people.

THOMAS AUBRON; YAP Films; laboiteapepe@yap.fr; http://www.yap.
fr/

411 France
NO LIFE
FRANCIS GROSJEAN
grosjeanfrancis.nolife@gmail.com
FIC; 0:07:53; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A young 20-year-dependence has
become abandoned any real social
life to dive into the virtual
paradise of games networks. The
reality will it be enough to get
him out of jail this?

YANN PIQUER; gulliver productions; yann.piquer@free.fr

452 France
C'EST PLUTÔT GENRE JOHNNY WALKER
OLIVIER BABINET;IGOR WOJTOWICZ
FIC; 0:28:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Tired of his incessant divagations, Solveig kicks her boyfriend Étienne out for the night. He goes to his friend Bip's, where he keeps turning his troubles over. He's sick of the same old life. Shortly 
after, Étienne finds himself locked in a time loop.

GUILLAUME DE BARY;



469 France
KING CRAB ATTACK
GRÉGOIRE SIVAN
FIC; 0:07:00; DigiBeta; COL; 2008
Trouville-sur-Mer is a hopeless seaside town. The life-guard Basile is a witness to strange events. What if all of this were merely a fore-taste of a gigantic tragedy?

DANIEL SAUVAGE; Caimans Productions;

530 France
UN PREMIER AMOUR
NICOLAS ENGEL
FIC; 0:05:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Frédéric chats up a young woman on the subway.

VIRGINIE MOUSSIER; Arte France;

557 France
CASE FATALE LETHAL SQUARE
DAVID CTIBORSKY

davidctiborsky@yahoo.fr
FIC; 0:22:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A shy man finds a job in a very strange building... Why some blood is dropping from the ceiling? But above all, who is buying those periodicals mixing eroticism and sudoku?

MICHEL COTERET; ECOLE NATIONALE SUPERIEURE LOUIS 
LUMIERE; m.coteret@ens-louis-lumiere.fr; http://www.ens-louis-lumiere.
fr/FLORENT FAJOLE; ECOLE NATIONALE SUPERIEURE LOUIS 
LUMIERE; cdi@ens-louis-lumiere.fr; http://www.ens-louis-lumiere.fr/

558 France
DERNIERE ROSE POUR LES VIVANTS THE LAST ROSE FOR THE LIVING
CELINE TRICART

tricart.celine@gmail.com
FIC; 0:14:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
1871, France. The beautiful countess Clara de Villiers die suddently. But inside her castle, her presence is still palpable... attracting her young sister, Clarisse. And the tentation is big to take the 
empty place...

MICHEL COTERET; ECOLE NATIONALE SUPERIEURE LOUIS 
LUMIERE; m.coteret@ens-louis-lumiere.fr; http://www.ens-louis-lumiere.
fr/FLORENT FAJOLE; ECOLE NATIONALE SUPERIEURE LOUIS 
LUMIERE; cdi@ens-louis-lumiere.fr; http://www.ens-louis-lumiere.fr/

564 France
LE RÉVEIL DE LUCIA STERN THE AWAKENING OF LUCIA STERN
HÉLÈNE PRAVONG
helene.pravong@gmail.com
FIC; 0:10:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Lucia does not listen to herself, she flees herself.
Thousands of different paths can be walked down to get nowhere but only one will lead you back to yourself.

UV7A;  helene.pravong@gmail.com

756 France
D'UNE SEULE VOIX WITH ONE VOICE
JEAN-BAPTISTE BEAUDOIN
jb.beaudoin@free.fr
FIC; 0:23:30; 35 mm; BW; 2008
A man is walking on a road. In the early morning, he arrives in a town where sound doesn't exist. As the only talking and sound-generating character, he won't help but disrupt the balance of that 
silent world, ruled by a single-minded power, and will be left to face the aftermath.

SONIA VOSS; Kinoko Films; sonia@kinokofilms.com

774 France
GOOD JOB!
ARNAUD MALHERBE
FIC; 0:10:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Que vaut une expérience de Président des Etats-Unis sur le marché du travail ?

NICOLAS ANTHOMÉ; bathysphere productions; batprod@gmail.com; 
http://www.virb.com/bathysphere

791 France
MARCHER
JEANNE HERRY
onyxprod@onyxfilms.fr
FIC; 0:15:00; 35 mm; COL; 2009
A woman is about to become a grandmother.
Nothing changed in her daily life, and yet… Just like every week, this renowned actress walks to her English lesson. But on the way, and after a succession of unexpected encounters, she sees the 
extent to which the imminent birth of the child occupies her.

SOPHIE TEPPER / ATON SOUMACHE; EGERIE PRODUCTIONS / 
ONYX FILMS; ONYXPROD@ONYXFILMS.FR

850 France
TARD, TROP TARD LATE, TOO LATE
SIRYA?KIN?

wallytaibi@gmail.com
FIC; 0:18:06; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Andrzej knows that it looks at Jeanne, his wife, for the last time. For Andrzej, this cancer of asbestos does not have any more importance. Only, its grand-daughter, worries it. Andrzej dies out. The 
three women achieve the last act of love.

TAIBI; Les Films du Cyclope; wallytaibi@gmail.com; http://www.
lesfilmsducyclope.com/
Taibi; Les Films du Cyclope; wallytaibi@gmail.com; http://www.
lesfilmsducyclope.com/



966 France
D'UNE VIE A L'AUTRE BABY BLUES
ALICE MITTERRAND

alice66@noos.fr
FIC; 0:12:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
In a maternity ward, two women experience simultaneously the most beautiful and the most tragic moment of their lives.

Milla has lost her child at birth. Sheʼs desperate.
When sheʼs about to leave the maternity ward, she steals a baby.

When the mother of the baby wakes-up, the nightmare begins for her…

JEAN-LOUIS GAUTHIER; Spoutnik productions; 
jeanlouisgauthier@free.fr

1002 France
LE SOYEUX DE LA BELETTE SILKY CREATURES
JEAN-MICHEL FETE
jmfete@hotmail.fr
FIC; 0:20:41; 35 mm; COL; 2008
The solid friendship of two trappers isolated in the middle of the woods is jeopardized by the fantasies of the elder one. He is literally haunted by the memory of a woman, which he continuously 
keeps talking about. So much that she ends up materializing in the younger trapperʼs bed.

WILLIAM ROY; OROK films; orokfilms@hotmail.fr;  Salam Jawad
Nathalie LEBEL; Agence du court métrage; n.lebel@agencecm.com

1073 France
DUTY CALLS
CIRADE SEBASTIEN
sebastien@les-incorruptibles.com
FIC; 0:19:50; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Beside himself, Patrick throws Eliza out of the car on the side of the road and goes on a wild, careless joyride in his brand-new convertible. Abandoned, Eliza appears fed up with his erratic mood 
swings. But does she have any idea who Patrick really is? Will the truth finally catch up to him?

SEBASTIEN CIRADE; Les-incorruptibles.com; contact@les-
incorruptibles.com; http://sebcirade.com/
Sebastien Cirade; Les-incorruptibles.com; contact@les-incorruptibles.
com

1125 France
PARADE NUPTIALE COURTSHIP RITUAL
EMMA PERRET

emma@emma.perret.com
FIC; 0:14:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Paul, who is 50 years old and has a Flemish accent, is truly fascinated by animals. But the human ressources service doesnʼt really like that since the service thinks he bothers the patients- as a 
matter of fact, he is a dental assistant in a center- with his stories concerning tiny creatures… It has often been suggested to him finding a girlfriend with whom he could share this devastating passion
of nature. Just to balance himself. Just looking alike others.

CHRISTIE MOLIA; Moteur S'il Vous Plaît; flore@tsvp-prod.com; http:
//www.tsvp-prod.com/

1148 France
TEMPS D'AVANCE STEP AHEAD
CALLY WILLIAM
w.cally@yahoo.fr
FIC; 0:30:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Tambi Kansas, young banker and “modern man”, is a man profoundly alone. Shameful of his origins, he has broken off all contact with his family. At the death of his mother, he makes a terrible 
decision: he doesnʼt go to the wake and the funeral…
A short film about the subject of the “Creole identity”.

MEDEA LAURENT; TIKTAK Production; contact@tiktakproduction.com
Cally William; w.cally@yahoo.fr

1151 France
LES ASTRES NOIRS
YANN GONZALEZ
bbyann@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:14:55; 35 mm; COL; 2009
Macha, Nathan and Walter are awaited by a young man outside the high-school.
He's here to lead them. Away from the city. To the sea. To a night they might
never return.

CÉCILE VACHERET; Sedna films; sednafilms@free.fr
sednafilms@free.fr

1166 France
LA PARTITION
RAPHAËL O'BYRNE
contact@aurorafilms.fr
FIC; 0:43:00; 35 mm; COL; 2009
Étienne, a family doctor from the provinces, goes on an orientation workshop in the forest. Meanwhile, his son Pierre works on an apartment renovation. They are both put through a series of tests, 
leading them to question themselves on a fundamental level.

CHARLOTTE VINCENT; Aurora Films; contact@aurorafilms.fr; http:
//www.aurorafilms.fr/

1167 France
UNE VIEILLE AVENTURE DU CHAT AUX 
CHAMPIGNONS

AN OLD ADVENTURE OF THE MUSHROOM CAT

PABLO GARCIA CANGA
robertsirk@yahoo.es
FIC; 0:12:40; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Drawings. A woman. A young man appears. They knew each other once, a long time ago. He used to write “The adventures of the Mushroom Cat”, and she used to draw them. One day the young 
man disappeared.

MARC NICOLAS; La fémis; festival@femis.fr



1169 France
BAPTÊME DU FEU BAPTISM OF FIRE
NICOLAS MESDOM
nicolas.mesdom@free.fr
FIC; 0:11:43; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
One night, Matteo, son of the godfather, is unable to perform : he canʼt kill. Some sidekick shoots instead. Later, Matteo has to assassinate a woman. Hidden in the next flat, mingled with desire and 
rivalry, relations between the two men are getting closer and closer. As Matteo is face to face with murder again, his desires are set free for better or for worse

MARC NICOLAS; La fémis; festival@femis.fr

1170 France
LA BELLE MORT THE BEAUTIFUL DEATH
JENNIFER HAVE
jennyhave@laposte.net
FIC; 0:25:45; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Martial, 70-years-old, doctor in an old people's home, is living in there his last love story with Jacqueline, 77 years-old. Heʼs a heart patient, sheʼs affected by the Parkinsonʼs disease. Life is better 
when weʼre two. Death also. Providing that being able to choose when and how

MARC NICOLAS; La fémis; festival@femis.fr

1171 France
TIC TAC TOE
ROMAIN RAYNALDY
romainraynaldy@yahoo.fr
FIC; 0:10:30; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Antoine is 5 years old and his sister is gone – at least it's that's what his parents said to him. At home, there is just his joyless mother. His father comes to visit them, time to time, but doesn't stay 
overnight anymore. So Antoine, haunted by thoughts and memories, waits for Lucy. He is convinced that he holds the magic formula to get her back : a little luck, some oranges, and three 
elevators…

MÉLODY GLEIZES; La Femis; melodygleizes@yahoo.fr
Geraldine Amgar; La Femis; festival@femis.fr; http://www.femis.fr/

1172 France
PASSAGER PERMANENT PERMANENT PASSENGER
THIBAULT EMIN
thibault.emin@hotmail.fr
FIC; 0:36:16; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
“On the Interworld,choose your own air conditioning and travel across space in any mood you wish”. Syd is travelling to planet Goki to achieve the dream of his life : become a level-one decision-
maker. But the mysterious Brume puts his hole life in doubt : how does he really take his descisions ¸The following night will change the life of every passenger.

MARC NICOLAS; La fémis; festival@femis.fr

1173 France
MUMBAÏ EXPRESS
VIRGILE VAN GINNEKEN
virgileviolon@yahoo.fr
FIC; 0:08:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
This road movie is an incredible travel through the trains in India. A documentary which invites you on the other side of the world.

MARC NICOLAS; La fémis; festival@femis.fr

1174 France
(MIVITSKEBALI PARTITURA) PARTITION OUBLIÉE THE LOST SCORE
TÉONA GRENADE
theko3@hotmail.fr
FIC; 0:20:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Tbilissi, Georgia in 1993. One day in the life of two brothers. Datuna is a 11 yearʼs old talented musician and this evening he must have the recital. Heʼs impatiently waiting that his older brother, Gio,
will come to listen to him. But Gio have others plans: he is playing a dangerous games with the local mafia.

MARC NICOLAS; La fémis; festival@femis.fr

1175 France
ETINCELLE SPARK
VIVIEN AQUILINA-LÉGER
sam.ange99@wanadoo.fr
FIC; 0:21:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Lorraine is 13, and sheʼs wondering about love. Her parents have been separated since she was born, but her grandparents have always been together. His brother, Vivian, just got married. Thus, 
how do we keep the spark alive?

MARC NICOLAS; La fémis; festival@femis.fr

1176 France
ACCORDEZ MOI FIRST CHORDS
MIKAEL BUCH
mikabuch@gmail.com
FIC; 0:08:45; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Jérôme is a virtusoso violinist. Jeanne is a cellist yet to find her place. When the conductor Joseph Von Stieglitz asks them to perform the sonata for violin and cello, little do they realize they are 
about to be bound together for ever.

MARC NICOLAS; La fémis; festival@femis.fr

1180 France
HʼRASH
ISMAËL EL MAOUALA EL IRAKI
iraki_isma@yahoo.fr
FIC; 0:25:20; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Casablanca, nowadays. Crooked cops, Islamists and football. Lwiyen is a small-time conman, while his best friend Assad is a nihilist drunk dreaming of seeing his native Sahara country again. 
They're pretty useless, sometimes up to no good, but here, they're far from being the worst.

MARC NICOLAS; La fémis; festival@femis.fr



1181 France
SI JE TOMBE IF I FALL
BOJINA PANAYOTOVA
bojinap@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:23:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Alice is spending her summer with François in a Mediterranean beach resort. The effervescent seaside activities around only emphasize the emptiness she feels inside. One night their friend Colin 
suggests they should do something different : steal a boat and go for a ride…

MARC NICOLAS; La fémis; festival@femis.fr

1183 France
LʼAVANCE THE ADVANCE
DOMINIQUE BAUMARD
dominique.baumard@gmail.com
FIC; 0:13:22; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Two gangsters are hiding in a farm, in the middle of the countryside, waiting for their accomplices to pick them up. While one is recovering from a wound, the other one spends time helping the old 
farmer who put them up. One day, the phone eventually rings. They are picked up for tomorrow.

MARC NICOLAS; La fémis; festival@femis.fr

1186 France
BRUIT BLANC WHITE NOISE
SENDA BONNET
bonnet_senda@yahoo.fr
FIC; 0:11:10; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
While shooting her final movie, Laura begins to suffer from bouts of nausea and dizziness. At amost 40 years old, she doubts her ability to play the role of Victoria Cruz, a young beauty queen and 
feels less and less desirable to her on-screen lover, Franck.

MARC NICOLAS; La fémis; festival@femis.fr

1188 France
SPADASSINS SWASHBUCKLERS
JEAN-BAPTISTE SAUREL
jbsaurel@hotmail.fr
FIC; 0:10:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Paris, December 31st, 2007. Arthur, his friend Clément and Clémentʼs sister, Constance are going to a fancy dress party. Planning to declare his love for Constance, Arthurʼs plans are thwarted by 
the unexpected arrival of a dark admirer : an aggressive guy against whom Arthur and Clément are forced to draw their swords…

MARC NICOLAS; La fémis; festival@femis.fr

1189 France
JOYEUX ANNIVERSAIRE MA POUPÉE! HAPPY BIRTHDAY, HON!
CARINE HAZAN

cdumet@goyave-production.com
FIC; 0:12:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A woman is sitting alone at a table restaurant. She is apparently waiting for someone and is going to blow her birthday candle.
Then, Serge, her boyfriend arrives. She welcomes him freshly, blames him for his delay, his lies, and threatens to leave.
In order to hold her, Serge begins to justify himself. If he is late, it is because he bumped into Jean he had not seen for ten years. He was then a cemetery keeper in Sete…

PEGGY DESPLATS; Goyave Production; cdumet@goyave-production.
com

1190 France
LE RESCAPÉ DE L'HIPPOCAMPE THE SURVIVOR OF THE HIPPOCAMPUS
JULIEN LECAT

pro@julienlecat.net
FIC; 0:12:20; 35 mm; COL; 2009
Diane, a hardened woman, manages a brothel in the 2030s. Frank Richard, a smuggler and old friend, drowns his sorrows in alcohol, trying to escape the memory of his dead brother. He convinces
Diane to enter his brain in order to erase this memory. She will make astonishing discoveries…

EDYTA JANCZAK-HIRIART; KOMETA FILMS; edyta@kometafilms.
com;  Mathieu BOMPOINT – MEZZANINE FILMS
Stéphanie Clouet ; Agence du Court Métrage ; s.clouet@agencecm.
com; http://www.agencecm.com/

1191 France
LES WILLIAMS THE WILLIAMS
MENCH ALBAN

albanmench@yahoo.fr
FIC; 0:14:00; 0; COL; 2008
Among his wedding presents, Francis has received a dog. He asks William, his childhood friend, to look after it while heʼs on his honeymoon. This simple request reveals a deep-seated problem that
William has.

BERLEMONT OLIVIER;  Henry Ludovic; les Films Au Long Cours; 
distribution@longcours.fr; http://www.longcours.fr/
0

1192 France
LE FEU, LE SANG, LES ÉTOILES THE FIRE, THE BLOOD, THE STARS
DERUAS CAROLINE

carolinederuas@aol.com
FIC; 0:15:36; 0; BW; 2008
Left-wing youth reacts the day after the elections. From helpness to startle, tears and anger. How to cope with it, or where to flee?

BERLEMONT OLIVIER;  Henry Ludovic; les Films Au Long Cours; 
distribution@longcours.fr; http://www.longcours.fr/
0

1196 France
NAISSANCE D'UN HEROS BIRTH OF A HERO
EMMANUEL BELLEGARDE

emmanuhell@free.fr
FIC; 0:05:50; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Portrait of Tomas, 20 years old, a young hard core music singer who keeps living in his parents with his loser big brother. Between nights when he gets high and vandalism, he tries to forget the 
boring middle class life of the suburbs.

CLAIRE MARQUET; Première Heure; phtv@premiere-heure.fr;  Yann 
Piquer



1197 France
RÉVOLUTIONS
XAVIER DUGAST
xavierdugast@yahoo.fr
FIC; 0:17:05; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A gloomy early morning, a bus passes in the campaign. Inside the bus, Bertrand removes with difficulty his wedding ring. A new life waits for him … Mole hunter!

MARIE ANNE CAMPOS; Le Grec; info@grec-info.com; http://www.grec-
info.com/
xavierdugast@yahoo.fr

1199 France
PEEK A BOO
AÏSSAOUI MORADE
morade@bgmprod.com
FIC; 0:17:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
It was the night before christmas in Morocco... Jack was on his way back to his family. He made a stop in an isolated gaz station hosted by a creepy man. There Jack meets a beautiful young lady he
mysteriously feels driven to. What Jack didn't expect is that his desir for lust will soon be harshly punished...

GUEMRA KAMEL; BOOGIEMAN PRODUCTION; jkg@bgmprod.com; 
http://www.bgmprod.com/; AÏSSAOUI Morade
carole@bgmpprod.com; http://www.bgmprod.com/

1200 France
BREAK
JEAN-FRANCOIS HASSOUN
jf@liberofilms.fr
FIC; 0:17:28; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Right in the middle of a tennis match, two childhood friends are facing.
The match is brutal, fierce and unequal. A scent of humiliation hangs in the air, bitter and intoxicating.
Whatʼs going on inside these two menʼs heads as the match comes to its end ?
The film lasts the time the two players take to change places. It narrates and stretches this short moment of break in the midst of a raging stormy mixture of muscles and sweat. A suspended moment
that still makes hope and revolt possible.
A moment made of pain, poetry, day-dreaming, before a probable killing... between friends !

JEAN-FRANCOIS HASSOUN; libero films; jf@liberofilms.fr; http://www.
liberfilms.fr/

1206 France
CITIZEN VERSUS KANE
SHAUN SEVERI
shaunseveri@me.fr
FIC; 0:22:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
The death of the lied role in a low budget version of "Citizen Kane"threatens to halt production until the amoral producer decides the dead can also act.

CHRISTOPHE STARKMAN; WHY US / Première Heure; 
phtv@premiere-heure.fr; http://www.premiere-heure.fr/; Claire 
MARQUETClaire MARQUET; Première Heure; phtv@premiere-heure.fr; http:
//www.premiere-heure.fr/

1207 France
LA FEMME DE ROGER GABESQUE THE WOMAN OF ROGER GABESQUE
EMMANUEL PLASSERAUD
eplasseraud@yahoo.fr
FIC; 0:46:38; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2008
A couple moves into an artistʼs studio, in Montmartre, where the painter Roger Gabesque and his wife lived over a century ago. While the man gets to know the neighbours, the woman feels ill at 
ease in this place…

CLÉMENT PIGNAL; Al Dente films; filmsaldente@free.fr
Emmanuel Plasseraud; eplasseraud@yahoo.fr

1208 France
LE REVE DE SERGE THE DREAM OF SERGE
NICOLAS SAADA

nsaada@noos.fr
FIC; 0:19:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
The dream of Serge Malik. In this film, the found footage is used as a reservoir of pictures from which is constructed very precisely the film. While combining a feeling of "already seen" characteristic 
the dream and gap sensation

CLAIRE MARQUET; Première Heure; phtv@premiere-heure.fr; http:
//www.premiere-heure.fr/

1209 France
ENTRELACS CONVOLUTIONS
RAPHAEL DE VELLIS

festival@filmsauvages.com
FIC; 0:43:00; 16 mm; COL; 2008
Thomas, 11 years old, is into astronomy. His perception of the world changes brutally the day he hears that Pluto is no longer considered as a planet by scientists. After a car accident, he pretends an
amnesia to his parents. Thus, he is placed into a center for children affected by mental diseases …

JEAN-CHRISTOPHE SOULAGEON; LES FILMS SAUVAGES; 
festival@filmsauvages.com

1210 France
MAUVAISES HERBES WEEDS
THIERRY GUEDJ

thierryguedj@wanadoo.fr
FIC; 0:16:50; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Put on the sidelines, Eve takes refuge in her garden which she cares for neurotically. The arrival of her ols boyfriend in this disturbing organic environment will provoke an unavoidable drama.

THIERRY GUEDJ; LES FILMS DES TOIS UNIVERS; 
thierryguedj@wanadoo.fr; http://films3univers.com/



1211 France
CONTACT
CHRISTOPHE RODRIGUEZ
chrsitophe.rodriguez@9online.fr
FIC; 0:23:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Davidʼs father is dying at the hospital. The young man refuses to go and visit him.
Tonight, he needs to get away from the heavy atmosphere of the family apartement. He meets his pal Samir, with whom he shares a passion for car tuning.
On the freeway, David speeds at the wheel of his green customised car, challenging Samir dangerously, taking risks, not knowing that this savage race will drive him back to his father.

FLORENCE BORELLY; Sésame Films; sesamefilms@wanadoo.fr

1212 France
UN ANGE PASSE A DEAFENING SILENCE
PIERRE VINOUR

pierre.vinour@lesenrages.com
FIC; 0:18:09; 35 mm; COL; 2009
Partying at her parentsʼ house, nineteen-year old Tatiana believes she can prevent two friends from becoming true their suicide pact. But herself is going to experiment despair and realizes that she 
wonʼt save the world from its ills.

AURÉLIE BORDIER; Les enragés; aurelie.bordier@lesenrages.com; 
http://www.lesenrages.com/; Pierre Vinour

1213 France
HOU LE LOUP BOO THE WOLF
DAMIEN FAURE

dmfaure@club-internet.fr
FIC; 0:27:41; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Arthur, the innocent, is going to dispel the wolf. Jean, the shepherd sacrifices his sheep to contain an extreme violence owed to the memories of the war of Algeria. Arthur is in danger, but the 
majorettes protect it from war.

DAMIEN FAURE; Kimsa Films; dmfaure@club-intrenet.fr; http://www.
damienfaure-cineaste.fr/

1215 France
MA SIXINE MY SIXTINE
JONATHAN COLINET;SÉBASTIEN DUBUS

jonathancolinet@hotmail.fr
FIC; 0:15:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Jeff's work is to make reproductions of famous painting. One day, the arrival of a new woman in the next upper floor is going to make a deeply change of his life...

GUILAINE BERGERET; Sacrebleu Productions; 
guilaine@sacrebleuprod.com; http://www.sacrebleuprod.com/

1217 France
L'AUTRE MONDE THE OTHER WORLD
ROMAIN DELANGE

romain.delange@free.fr
FIC; 0:25:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
France, 1995. Theyʼre 20. Julien is leaving to work on a film. David is leaving to the war.

GUILAINE BERGERET; Sacrebleu Productions; 
guilaine@sacrebleuprod.fr; http://www.sacrebleuprod.com/

1219 France
JE VIENS I'M COMING
TEDDY LUSSI MODESTE
teddymodeste@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:15:00; 35 mm; COL; 2009
Driss, 19 years-old, has his first roll in a porno film.
Egged on by the filmmaker, Driss assaults Joana, his partner.
After the shoot, Driss decides to follow the young woman through Paris…

JC REYMOND; kazak productions; jcr@kazakproductions.fr

1220 France
TOUS LES ENFANTS S'APPELLENT DOMINIQUE MY NAME IS DOMINIC
NICOLAS SILHOL
nicosilhol@yahoo.fr
FIC; 0:20:15; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Carole learns that her son, Quentin, suffers from “behavioural disorders” after he takes a psychological test at school. The way she sees him is progressively contaminated by this worrying 
diagnostic…

JC REYMOND; kazak productions; jcr@kazakproductions.fr

1223 France
REFUGE SHELTER
GREGOIRE BENABENT
gbenabent@noos.fr
FIC; 0:22:10; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Victoire is about to be expelled from her apartment. Having noticed that her neighbour, a single woman, has been away for a while, she breaks into her apartment and begins to live a secret and 
anonymous life

JC REYMOND; kazak productions; jcr@kazakproductions.fr

1224 France
CHANG JUAN
CLAUDINE NATKIN
claunatkin@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:14:15; 35 mm; COL; 2008
A lonely man spies on the woman who lives with her lover in the apartment facing his own. Is he just a voyeur?

JC REYMOND; kazak productions; jcr@kazakproductions.fr



1225 France
GUYANE FRENCH GUIANA
IMANOU PETIT
imanou.petit@yahoo.fr
FIC; 0:13:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
When his grandmother gets sick, Ying a ten year old, is in charge of going to get medicines to the main city. Along the way, an extraordinary event will happen.

MARIE DUBAS; Les films du requin; info@lesfilmsdurequin.com

1226 France
CINQ SUR L'ÉCHELLE DE RICHTER FIVE ON THE RICHTER SCALE
MORALY
mypro@orange.fr
FIC; 0:11:04; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Five on the Richter scale : enough to wake-up some people. Sounds of moving crockery, windows and doors. Some pieces of furniture are moved. Unstable things are knocked over…

MORALY; myriam moraly; mypro@orange.fr

1227 France
LE SOLEIL DES TERNES PLATFORM SUN
BU ERIC

bu@filmsduzebu.com
FIC; 0:22:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Since Antoine died, he lives on. At the last family dinner -a not unhappy funeral wake- he chances a devastating and cruel look back at his life. The arrival of a surprise guest will finally give meaning 
to his death, his life and his passage as a living-dead.

BU ERIC; LES FILMS DU ZEBU; bu@filmsduzebu.com; http:
//filmsduzebu.com/

1228 France
LE GENOU BLESSE ET L'HOMME DEBOUT THE WOUNDED KNEE AND THE STANDING MAN
YANN CHAYIA
yann.chayia@gmail.com
FIC; 0:16:00; 35 mm; COL; 2009
One morning, Jonas (14) discovers his mother dead. Left to himself, he goes to find his father whom he hasn't seen for several years but he can't find the strength to tell him the news.

JEAN DES FORÊTS; Les films du requin; info@lesfilmsdurequin.com

1229 France
CUILOS GUINEA PIGS
PAZ FABREGA
paz.fabrega@yahoo.com
FIC; 0:11:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Michelle brings a boy home to meet her mum for the first time. But this is more complicated for her than it is for most girls.

JEAN DES FORÊTS; Les films du requin; info@lesfilmsdurequin.com

1230 France
ANBAFEY
DOMINIQUE DUPORT
dominique.duport@gmail.com
FIC; 0:06:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A man threw a small soda can in the middle of the forest in Guadalupe. One ungry leaf will hunt him down.

MARIE DUBAS; Les films du requin; info@lesfilmsdurequin.com

1231 France
JUSTE UN PITCH JUST A PITCH
ERIC RAYNAUD
eraynaud@blackfeetpictures.com
FIC; 0:23:04; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
An indian Scriptwriter, Sanjay, is arriving in Paris-Orly to sign his first contract, a major co-production feature. But Robert, the chief of the immigration,
notices that something is wrong with his passeport, and he's not the kind of guy to buy Sanjay's “story”…

ERIC RAYNAUD; Blackfeet pictures; eraynaud@blackfeetpictures.com

1232 France
LA TANGENTE THE TANGENT
VINCENT VESCO

vincevesco@freebandprod.com
FIC; 0:12:50; 35 mm; COL; 2008
A young man washing his car offers an attractive woman a ride wherever she wants to go. The two set off on a journey with no plans and no direction, but as their relationship grows can they 
continue living their life of the rock-and-roll aesthetic or will they have to compromise and settle down?

VLAD SPRINCEANA; Free Band Production; info@freebandprod.com; 
http://www.freebandprod.com/

1234 France
PLUS RIEN JAMAIS
LIONEL MOUGIN
lionelmougin@orange.fr
FIC; 0:15:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Fragments of the life of a building. Some simultaneous stories, different and so similar. A fable on us even, simply

ISABELLE MADELAINE; DHARAMSALA; dharamsala@dharamsala.fr
Seraphina Panaud Coxe; UNIFRANCE; spanaudcoxe@unifrance.org



1235 France
PINA COLADA
ALICE WINOCOUR
alicewinocour@yahoo.com
FIC; 0:14:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Sandrine works in a big Parisian palace and lives far from vincent, her American husband.
The day before she left, she doubts about her relationship and hesitate to join her husband.
In spite of the close take off of her plane, Sandrine go met her work partners to a horse competition.

ISABELLE MADELAINE; DHARAMSALA; dharamsala@dharamsala.fr;
Emilie Tisné
Séraphina Panaud Coxe; UNIFRANCE; spanaudcoxe@unifrance.org

1236 France
MADAME
CYPRIEN VIAL
cypvial@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:26:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Elisabeth lives in a palace, but has no home.
Elisabeth has responsabilities but has no work.
Elisabeth loose memory, but feel in life like never before.

ISABELLE MADELAINE; DHARAMSALA; dharamsala@dharamsala.fr;
Emilie Tisné
Séraphina Panaud Coxe; UNIFRANCE; spanaudcoxe@unifrance.org

1238 France
L'ANNÉE DE L'ALGERIE THE YEAR OF ALGERIA
MAY BOUHADA
may.bouhada@free.fr
FIC; 0:17:25; 35 mm; COL; 2009
During the Year of Algeria, actors of north african origins are requested for the casting of a historical film.
They are all expected to have the same cultural background, but individually, their stories are different, and very french.

CAMILLE LAEMLE; La Luna Productions; festival@lunaprod.fr

1239 France
LOOKING FOR STEVEN SPIELBERG
GUILLARD BENJAMIN
benj.guillard@hotmail.fr
FIC; 0:17:46; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Louis and Valentin are two missed actors, extras in "Andromaque". In the court of Pyrrus, they are two guards, in the bottom, often behind a column, near the door.
At the same momentand has he makes it every year for 15 years in the greatest secrecy, one of the biggest American directors rests of one year charged on a beach of the Atlantic french Coast...

HÉLÈNE CASES; Lionceau Films; contact@lionceaufilms.com

1240 France
JE SUIS ENCEINTE !!! I'M PREGNANT !!!
LYDIE MULLER
lydiemuller@orange.fr
FIC; 0:11:41; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Sandra has just found out that she's pregnant.... a bit earlier than expected... She hurries to tell it to her friends and to her father. That's a bad idea: everybody seems to want to get her down her!

JALIL NACIRI; ALAKIS PRODUCTION; nacirijalil@hotmail.com
Seraphina Panaud-Coxe; UNIFRANCE; spanaudcoxe@unifrance.org

1241 France
LOVE IS DEAD
ERIC CAPITAINE
dfea@defilmsenaiguille.com
FIC; 0:17:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
You donʼt manage to break up with your related ? You scare to suffer or to hurt ? Save yourself from difficulties and slowness of a natural break up ! With Love is Dead, go ! Take your life back !

CARINE RUSZNIEWSKI; De films en aiguille; dfea@defilmsenaiguille.
com;  Carole Lambert

1242 France
KANKANT
FRANÇOIS GRANDJACQUES
fgrandjacques@yahoo.fr
FIC; 0:22:22; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Raymonde, 90 year old, has created a gang of elderlies. They search the truth of life everywhere but they can't find anything. One day, Raymonde's grand daughter gives her a book written by Kant.
Chaos comes to the gang...

JEAN-BAPTISTE NICOLAS; ODEON & Cie; jbnicolas@odeon-cie.com

1243 France
NÉGROPOLITAIN
GARY PIERRE-VICTOR
gpvghost@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:18:04; 35 mm; COL; 2008
France,2000ʼs. The day rises on the suburbs of Paris. Carl, a young Antillean man, gets out of his flat. He walks down to the Police station with his backpack. Today is his first day as Policeman.

JULIEN NAVEAU AND JÉRÔME VIDAL; Noodles Production; 
festival@noodlesproduction.com; http://www.noodlesproduction.com/

1244 France
SLEEPWALKER
ADEL BEN BELLA
dfea@defilmsenaiguille.com
FIC; 0:25:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Ottman, the sleepwalker, consumes his life in drug deals on the highways of northern Europe, between Paris and Amsterdam. On this dead-end journey, there's Ana Marie, ephemeral glow in the 
night...

CARINE RUSZNIEWSKI; De films en aiguille; dfea@defilmsenaiguille.
com; Carole Lambert



1245 France
N'AMASSE PAS MOUSSE ! GATHER NO MOSS !
WEITÉ PIERRE
weite@orange.fr
FIC; 0:32:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
- Do you want to be my friend ?
- Yes, so we could play a lot.
- But I should go shopping…
- We might say that the shopʼs aside the castle ?
- No, Real Shopping with real money !
- Can I come with you ?

FRANÇOIS BARAT; Le grec; Weite@orange.fr
weite; weite@orange.fr

1246 France
SOLITAIRE
ANNE ZINN-JUSTIN
anne.zj@wanadoo.fr
FIC; 0:09:30; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Irene and Bruno, two long-time friends in their mid-thirties, end up alone together at the end of a party. As Irene tries to leave, Bruno manages to keep her there and invites her to play strange 
games...

ALICE BECKMANN; GREC; diffusion@grec-info.com; http://www.grec-
info.com/; Marie-Anne Campos
Marie-Anne Campos; GREC

1247 France
L'ARBRE THE TREE
CÉCILE VERSTAETEN

festival@filmsauvages.com
FIC; 0:12:12; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Yacine has been Pierreʼs farmer for ages. Pierre is seriously ill and ask yacine to help him up to a tree.
Then they wait…

JEAN-CHRISTOPHE SOULAGEON; LES FILMS SAUVAGES; 
festival@filmsauvages.com; http://www.filmsauvages.com/

1260 France
L'ENCLAVE THE ENCLAVE
GOLDBERG JACKY
jackygoldberg@gmail.com
FIC; 0:11:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
In a village, the sun rises as the inhabitants go about their normal
duties. Elsewhere, in a forest, strange individuals gather. A link
between these two seemingly distant places will be formed.

PIERRE-OLIVIER BARBIER; Cine Qua Non; jackygoldberg@gmail.com

1279 France
LA VIE LOINTAINE LIFE AT A DISTANCE
SÉBASTIEN BETBEDER

sebastien.betbeder@noos.fr
FIC; 0:56:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
It's a mild winter and Martin has just moved into the isolated house that once belonged to his father. One night, on the edge of the woods, a strange man invites Martin to "lose himself in the forest". 
On the next day, Martin meets Yoshido, an eccentric Japanese filmmaker.

SYLVIE PIALAT; Les Films du Worso; info@lesfilmsduworso.com; 
Christine Hamon Artistic producer); Benoît Quainon (Producteur 
exécutif)Christine Hamon; Les Films du Worso - 72 Rue du Cherche Midi 75006
PAris; hamon@lesfilmsduworso.com

1301 France
LES VOEUX THE VOWS
BORLETEAU LUCIE
beurrelu@yahoo.fr
FIC; 0:33:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
There was once a young woman who thought she was in love with her neighbour… The tale of Bjorn the tailor and Colbrune the embroideress

BORLETEAU LUCIE; why not productions; lucie@whynotproductions.fr

1302 France
LE CHANT DES SIRÈNES SIRENS' SONG
NICOLAS MIARD

festival@filmsauvages.com
FIC; 0:30:00; 35 mm; COL; 2009
Romain, 39, is obsessed by his quest for the perfect woman. When he meets Svetlana, an ashtonishgly beautiful 26 years old from Ukraina, on the internet, he thinks heʼs finally found the one for 
him.
Swinging between fantasy and reality, Romain will have to plan his trip to Kiev, among all the women that already fill his life…

JEAN-CHRISTOPHE SOULAGEON; LES FILMS SAUVAGES; 
festival@filmsauvages.com; http://www.filmsauvages.com/

1303 France
EVA VEUT BIEN WHAT EVA WANTS
PHILIPPE LUBAC

festival@filmsauvages.com
FIC; 0:18:00; 35 mm; COL; 2009
Eva is 30, full of energy and has an obsession : she wants to find love. She has a fling with Pierre, a fellow theatre student. Things begin badly, Pierre is terribly indecisive. Eva will do anything to 
make Pierre the love of her life but, in forcing her own destiny she takes a risk...will she get her fingers burnt ?

JEAN-CHRISTOPHE SOULAGEON; LES FILMS SAUVAGES; 
festival@filmsauvages.com; http://www.filmsauvages.com/



1305 France
CONTRE NATURE AGAINST NATURE
DESPAUX JULIEN

festivals@mezzaninefilms.com
FIC; 0:17:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
On an isolated island in the Atlantic, a group of villagers have created a very tightly knit community. Igor, a teenager on the island, feels like a prisonner of the island and of the forbidden relationship
he has with his cousin Claire.
This relationship forces her family to flee the pressure of the island, which unleashes hidden demons which everyone thought were buried. Behind the rich flora of the island lurks the ghost of the 
past.

BOMPOINT MATHIEU; Mezzanine Films; festivals@mezzaninefilms.
com

1306 France
ENDROIT IDÉAL THE BEST PLACE
BRIGITTE SY

festivals@mezzaninefilms.com
FIC; 0:30:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
arbara, a film director, has been working with prisoners for several years. She is preparing a film project that will be written and acted by a group of inmates serving long sentences in a penitentiary 
outside Paris.

Twice a week, Barbara goes to the Penitentiary where she conducts interviews with the inmates that will serve as a basis for their script.

But she meets Michel, one of the inmates of the group. Their love story leads them to break the law.

MATHIEU BOMPOINT; Mezzanine Films; festivals@mezzaninefilms.
com

1307 France
PARADIS PERDU LOST PARADISE
MIHAL BREZIS;ODED BINNUN

mihal@armozaformats.com
FIC; 0:09:50; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A man and a woman are tenderly making love in a one star hotel room. A moment later when they are both dressed up, the idyll that seemed authentic is now gone. A modern look at the Adam and 
Eve tale.

GUILLAUME BENSKI; Divine Productions; festival@divineproductions.
fr; http://www.divineproductions.fr/; Pablo Mehler

1308 France
PIG
BOSILKA SIMONOVITCH
bosilka@free.fr
FIC; 0:22:20; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Andrea, in his mid forties, lives with his wife Hélène and his daughter Laura in a residential area when Ines, a girl in her late twenties, rings at the doorbell of their house. Andrea and Ines havenʼt 
seen each other for seventeen years. Very quickly we realize that Inesʼs visit is going to jeopardize the harmony of this family.

GUILLAUME BENSKI; Divine Productions; festival@divineproductions.
fr; http://www.divineproductions.fr/; Pablo Mehler
Christine Gendre; Unifrance; contact@unifrance.org; http://www.
unifrance.org/

1309 France
WU
CÉCILE VERNANT
c.vernant@noos.fr
FIC; 0:12:43; 35 mm; COL; 2009
A married couple. Time that flies. Very dark thoughts. But life choices...

ALEXANDRE CHARLET; Les Films du Cygne; 
alexandre@swanpublicite.com
Alexandre Charlet; Les Films du Cygne; alexandre@swanpublicite.com

1310 France
LE TONNEAU DES DANAIDES THE DANAIDES' BARREL
DAVID GUIRAUD

david.guiraud@adastra-films.com
FIC; 0:12:30; 35 mm; COL; 2008
In the desert, a man is buried to his neck in the sand. One ignores the reason for his presence there. A woman, dressed in red veils, walks away without paying any attention to him. After getting out 
of his sand cradle, he will head for the horizon to meet this woman. This is where his quest begins. A quest to desire.

SÉBASTIEN AUBERT; Ad Astra Films; sebastien.aubert@adastra-films.
com; http://www.adastra-films.com/

1314 France
LE BUREAU DES JOURS PERDUS LOST DAYS OFFICE
JEAN FRANÇOIS FONTANEL

jf.fontanel@wanadoo.fr
FIC; 0:29:00; 35 mm; COL; 2009
"Your memory is becoming blurred, you're trying to recall a precise moment of your life? Our team is here to help you". Here is an offer that Eric won't be able to turn down...

ALEXANDRE CHARLET; Les Films du Cygne; 
alexandre@swanpublicite.com
Alexandre Charlet; Les Films du Cygne; alexandre@swanpublicite.com

1315 France
PRIVATION DEPRIVATION
CHARLES GUÉRIN SURVILLE

charlesgs@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:21:10; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A writer is invited at a TV show called “Deprivation”. He knew that he was taking a risk but not that it would go so far. Will he survive to “Deprivation”

EMMANUEL MOREAU; Kiviuk; emmanuel.moreau@saturne-prod.com;
http://www.saturne-prod.com/
Charles Guérin Surville; charlesgs@hotmail.com



1316 France
UNE SAUTERELLE DANS LE JARDIN A GRASSHOPER IN THE GARDEN
MARIE BAPTISTE ROCHES

marieagnely@yseproductions.fr
FIC; 0:23:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Desperate summer holidays in the detached houses of a small town, where hot sun and boredom are legion, really get on the nerves of Solène, 16 years old teenage. Therefore, when 40 years old 
Antoine turns up, with his big motorcar, his leather jacket, obviously, Solène becomes troubled...

AGNELY MARIE; YSE PRODUCTIONS; marieagnely@yseproductions.
fr
AGNELY MARIE; marieagnely@yseproductions.fr

1317 France
L'ARBRE DE NOE NOE'S TREE
ARNAUD GAUTIER

marieagnely@yseproductions.fr
FIC; 0:23:00; 35 mm; COL; 2009
It is the story of Sarah and of her son Noé, over the course of one day.

There is an absent husband, a slightly tongue-tied son somewhere between childhood and adolescence… And then there is the mother. She is young, she holds up as best she can, but we can tell 
she doesnʼt quite manage, that being a mother isnʼt such a natural thing for her…
So they both stand there staring at each other in this imposed face-off.
Time enough for Sarah to open her eyes and see herself truly, and admit herself her weakness. For if the future remains uncertain, this long day will still enable them to gather their two solitudes, to 

AGNELY MARIE; YSE PRODUCTIONS; marieagnely@yseproductions.
fr
AGNELY MARIE; marieagnely@yseproductions.fr

1318 France
PHYSIOLOGIX
EIZYKMAN
eizykman75@yahoo.fr
FIC; 0:05:20; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
A young man is playing video games in an underground
parking lot. When he sees two beautiful women passing
by to reach their car, his organism gets in disarray.

JULIEN GITTINGER; Prométhée Productions; gittinger75@hotmail.com

1320 France
DANS LA CORDE IN THE ROPE
MARC ALEPEE

marcalepee@yahoo.com
FIC; 0:16:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A man finds himself locked up in the dark.
But when he began to try to get out, he never would have thought that he was about to face his worst nightmare.
There, his last and only hope lies… in the rope.

MARC ALEPEE;  marcalepee@yahoo.com; http://www.myspace.
com/marcalepee

1321 France
UNE SI PETITE DISTANCE SUCH A SHORT DISTANCE
FOURNIER
caro@carolinefournier.com
FIC; 0:19:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Because of a dommage water, Camille find a little hole in the wall of her bathroom. So she can see in the bathroom of the neighbour.

FOURNIER; hysterieprod; caro@carolinefournier.com

1322 France
AFRIQUE! AFRICA!
HERVÉ LAVAYSSIÈRE

herve.lavayssiere@nobody.fr
FIC; 0:11:20; 35 mm; COL; 2008
The members of a lovely family encounter at a countryside train station. They are waiting for the train which will bring Marcel and Annie to an exotic destination. But curiously, the train doesnʼt stop. 
As usual, Annie is satisfied. She thanks her family to makes her believe she was going to take a trip to a wonderful place.

LAURENCE CHASSIN; nobody; laurence.chassin@nobody.fr; http:
//www.nobody.fr/; jean duhamel

1323 France
PAUL RONDIN EST... PAUL RONDIN PAUL RONDIN IS... PAUL RONDIN
FRÉDÉRICK VIN

frederick20@free.fr
FIC; 0:10:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Paul Rondin is craving for love, but he suffers from a job conditioning.

EMILIE JACOBS; 1/33 PRODUCTIONS; emilie@1-33.com; http:
//www.1-33.com/

1325 France
CENDRES ASHES
PAUL COSTES

paulcostes@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:23:14; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Max is a Parisian taxi driver in his forties, Naoko, a young Japanese pianist.
One winter night, Max drives on the Paris ring road, haunted by the recent death of a close relative. Finally, he picks up a fare: Naoko.

ALICE BECKMANN; le G.R.E.C; info@grec-info.com; http://www.grec-
info.com/
l'AGENCE du COURT METRAGE; info@agencecm.com; http://www.
agencecm.com/



1326 France
BUNKER
SCHAPIRA MANUEL
manuel.schapira@wanadoo.fr
FIC; 0:22:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Bunker is a young man who has built an imaginary world to protect himself from lifeʼs pressures. But the world he lives in is in the process of falling apart.

BERLEMONT OLIVIER; Les Films Au Long Cours; o.
berlemont@longcours.fr; http://www.longcours.fr/; HENRY Ludovic

1327 France
BULLETPROOF I WISH I WERE
BRICE DE LA CORTE
brice.delacorte@yahoo.fr
FIC; 0:09:30; Betacam SP PAL; BW; 2008
One girl, two personalities, one gun or how I fix my dissociative identity disorder at the russian roulette.

LAURENCE CHASSIN; nobody; laurence.chassin@nobody.fr; http:
//www.nobody.fr/

1328 France
UN ENVOL FLYING AWAY
SIMON WALLON

simon.wallon@gmail.com
FIC; 0:23:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
This film is a short trip inside a dying artistʼs oniric and joyful mind. There, he meets Noa, his daughter, his lover, or a part of himself, or all of that at the same time. He will push her to make a carreer 
in cabarets despite her sick father that she has to take care of. This dream echoes with his own life.

LAURENCE CHASSIN; nobody; laurence.chassin@nobody.fr; http:
//www.nobody.fr/

1329 France
MAUVAISE ROUTE WRONG ROAD
MISS JOAN CHEMLA
joanchemla@gmail.com
FIC; 0:12:03; 16 mm; BW; 2008
On a deserted road, a young man chases a motorcycle. Along the way, the omen of a tragic fate awaits.

MISS JOAN CHEMLA;  joanchemla@gmail.com;  Mr Ruben AMAR
Joan CHEMLA; joanchemla@gmail.com

1330 France
REVENIR COME BACK
PUGA ANNE-MARIE

prod@stations-services.fr
FIC; 0:10:56; 0; COL; 2008
Arielle is in the maternity ward to give birth, however she looses the baby. Romain is very close to her. He is there for her following her return from the hospital. To Arielle, everything seems to remind
her of her recent trauma
 silences and gestures, the trivial tasks of daily life. Then she is confronted with the unforeseen arrival of Romainʼs young son...

ALICE BECKMANN; GREC; macampos@grec-info.com; http://www.
grec-info.com/; Ailleurs Productions

1331 France
TUTTO O NIENTE ALL OR NOTHING
CHRISTOPHE FUSTINI

chriscore@free.fr
FIC; 0:20:51; 35 mm; COL BW; 2008
A young woman falls in love with a married man... who is already having an affair with a student. But are the both stories really so different?

BERNARD TANGUY; Rézina Productions; contact@rezinaprod.com; 
http://www.rezinaprod.com/
Benoît Blanchard; Rézina Productions; contact@rezinaprod.com

1332 France
LA FILLE DU BOULANGER THE BAKER'S DAUGHTER
CLAUDINE BOURBIGOT;ÉLISABETH FEYTIT

la.maree.monte@free.fr
FIC; 0:08:50; 0; COL; 2008
The bakerʼs daughter has news for her father
 news of love and self-tolerance, of how a free being can shine by committing herself totally, regardless of what others may think.

FRANÇOIS BARAT; G.R.E.C.; diffusion@grec-info.com; http://www.
grec-info.com/; La Marée Monte

1335 France
SCHÉMA DIRECTEUR MASTER PLAN
BERNARD TANGUY

btanguy@rezinaprod.com
FIC; 0:20:07; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Peter, a newcomer in a big financial company, discovers that his skilled, motivated and hard-working colleague is becoming psychologically disturbed.

BENOÎT BLANCHARD; Rézina Productions; contact@rezinaprod.com;
http://www.rezinaprod.com/; Bernard Tanguy
Benoît Blanchard; Rézina Productions; contact@rezinaprod.com

1336 France
PATRICK PATRICK CLUB SUICIDE
CÉCILE BICLER ET HERVÉ COQUERET
mbompoint@mezzaninefilms.com
FIC; 0:20:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
1987 – Four teenagers drift through the countryside in a customised Renault Espace. Cathy is in love with Patrick and starts remembering that afternoon where the four of them died.

MATHIEU BOMPOINT; Mezzanine Films; mbompoint@mezzaninefilms.
com



1338 France
NICE
MAUD ALPI
mbompoint@mezzaninefilms.com
FIC; 0:25:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Martial, un adolescent, est de retour à Nice. A travers plusieurs rencontres avec des femmes dans la ville, illustrées musicalement, il commence à aquerir un début d'éducation sentimentale.

MATHIEU BOMPOINT; Mezzanine films; mbompoint@mezzaninefilms.
com

1341 France
DO C
PALLIER PAULINE

paulinepallier@yahoo.fr
FIC; 0:11:46; 0; COL; 2008
An austere house where the strangest of partition is played, C, a passionate music teacher, C, a young student trapped...

BERLEMONT OLIVIER;  Henry Ludovic; Les Films Au Long Cours; 
distribution@longcours.fr; http://www.longcours.fr/
0

1345 France
VERS UN PAYS ÉLOGNÉ TO A DISTANT LAND
MONTINI
m.montini@free.fr
FIC; 0:44:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
From the present day to Ancient Greece: A dialogue between a mother and daughter.

MONTINI;  m.montini@free.fr

1369 France
QUEL TEMPS À RIO ? WHATʼS THE WEATHER LIKE IN RIO ?
SERRIERE FABRICE
unikproduction@orange.fr
FIC; 0:14:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2008
Whatʼs the weather like in Rio ?
It might be good, it might be not.
When you are far from your homeland, from a friend, you really donʼt know.
Bertrand and Paul havenʼt seen each other for a long time. Now they find themselves again.
Bertrand is absent.
Like there is something which would be broken.

DELISSE PIERRE-ALAIN; UniK Production; unikproduction@orange.fr
Barrier Etienne; UniK Productiob; unikproduction@orange.fr

1427 France
ALTER EGO
CÉDRIC PREVOST
cjprevost@free.fr
FIC; 0:20:35; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
In a park of Paris, Esther and Nadir come accross each other, having apparently very little in common. Apparently...

CHRISTOPHE ARNAUD; LE STANDARD; christophe.
arnaud3@wanadoo.fr
Cédric PREVOST; cjprevost@free.fr

1456 France
C'EST PAS GRAVE NO BIG DEAL
SERSAR YACINE
yacesersar@yahoo.fr
FIC; 0:10:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2008
An ordinary man, a woman engaged in ecology, visit the room extinct in the National Museum of Natural History in Paris ...

SERSAR YACINE; Yale Production; yaleproduction@yahoo.fr
yaleproduction@yahoo.fr

1537 France
DREAMS AND AWAKENINGS RÊVES ET VEILLÉES
DAVID BAUDRY
dbaudry@ilestunefois.com
FIC; 0:11:30; Betacam SP PAL; BW; 2008
“Dreams and Awakenings” narrates the imaginary escape of an injured man, between fears and desires of lighteness.

DAVID BAUDRY; Il est une fois; dbaudry@ilestunefois.com
mikhal.bak@gmail.com

1538 France
MA POUBELLE GEANTE MY GIANT TRASH CAN
UDA BENYAMINA

uda@1000visages.fr
FIC; 0:25:57; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Back from Japan where he graduated and got his MBA, Yazid Belkacem goes back home to his mum, certain to get a good job once in France. But after many disappointments, Yazid gets stock in 
the neighborhood of his childhhod, his « giant trash can », eaten by a crazy family and phony jobs.

UDA BENYAMINA; 1000 VISAGES PRODUCTION; uda@1000visages.
fr

1568 France
L'OCCUPANT THE OCCUPIER
GABRIEL LE BOMIN

glebomin@wanadoo.fr
FIC; 0:14:00; 35 mm; COL BW; 2008
In french:Corse - 1942 - 85 000 soldats italiens occupent l'île. Les maquisards mènent une résistance sans répit. A ses risques et périls, le jeune Pierre sympathise avec un soldat italien...

In english:Corsica –1942
85 000 italian soldiers occupy the French island. The members of the Resistance fight without break. At his own risks, the young Pierre commiserate with an italian soldier...

FRED PREMEL; Tita productions; fpremel@titaprod.com; http://www.
titaprod.com/



1595 France
COSMOGONIE COSMOGONY
NICOLAS SUZANNE ET MATTHIEU WASSIK

lezartns@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:16:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2009
Greg feels the call of the open sea.
A dream that itches.
Greg often plays wise guy.
So he takes the job.
And falls into the spiral.

NICOLAS SUZANNE ET MATTHIEU WASSIK; lezartns@hotmail.com;
http://www.lezarts.eu/

1681 France
LA HARDE THE HERD
KATHY SEBBAH
eccefilms@yahoo.fr
FIC; 0:20:00; 35 mm; COL; 2009
The last day of youth of 4 young boys. A forest, a gun, and an unexpected encounter.

EMMANUEL CHAUMET; ECCEFILMS; eccefilms@yahoo.fr

1738 France
ZONE(S) D'OMBRE(S)
BARBIN;BRUSCHINI;GAUDO
cgrandangle@yahoo.fr
FIC; 0:54:40; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Internal wandering of a man facing his madness.

BARBIN; association grand angle; cgrandangle@yahoo.fr;  bruschini; 
gaudo

1779 France
LES FUGITIVES
GUILLAUME LEITER
info@cinemadefacto.com
FIC; 0:23:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Frightened by the desire she feels for her son, who led her to act without any possible return, Helene flees to Napoli, in Italy, with her friend Réa. At the exact place where Vesuvius drowns in the 
Mediterranean Sea, Hermann offers them the hospitality. Thanks to this encounter softer than the others, she is temporarily cooling down, under the caress of the hot wind of the summer… Until the 
pain carries her off.

TOM DERCOURT; CInema defacto; info@cinemadefacto.com; http:
//www.cinemadefacto.com/

1821 France
PRESQUE RIEN HARDLY ANYTHING
NOVAK ;NICOLAS
nicolasnovak@free.fr
FIC; 0:22:00; 35 mm; COL; 2009
A miserable student robs a dead man's money...

NICOLAS NOVAK; SATOURNE; nicolasnovak@free.fr;  NICOLAS
Nicolas Novak; nicolasnovak@free.fr

1826 France
LE LIT PRÈS DE LA FENÊTRE THE BED BY THE WINDOW
MICHAËL BAROCAS

reacteurprod@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:12:04; 35 mm; COL; 2008
In a clinic room where three old men share their last years together, Max has the best spot : the bed by the window. Maurice, the one closest to the door, is dying to have it...

LAURE IRRMANN; Une Hirondelle Productions; laure.
irrmann@wanadoo.fr; Christian Carion

1863 France
BABY WINGS
AURELIEN JEGOU
aurrrelien@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:16:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Florent arrives in a new secondary school and meets Charles, his new english teacher. Charles realizes his new student is very lonely, and lives without any relative in a big empty apartment. He 
asks a policeman friend to investigate on Florent...

CEDRIC HACHARD; Forge Productions; cedric.hachard@forge-prod.
com; http://www.forge-prod.com/
Aurelien Jegou; aurrrelien@hotmail.com

1877 France
COMITÉ EXÉCUTIF EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
GILBERT CARSOUX

gilbert.carsoux@orange.fr
FIC; 0:08:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
….When the Committee is really executive!

At The Company,a strange "game" takes place every end of the year.
It can be dangerous for those who've got bad results.

MARIE CHRISTINE LECOMTE; 22 Juillet Production; 
22juillet@22juilletprod.com



1991 France
LA CAVALIÈRE THE LADY RIDER
RENAN POLLÈS
renan.polles@free.fr
FIC; 0:05:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
A young woman walks on horseback in a forest. She heard a noise behind her and found another lady rider who follows her.
Continuing his walk, she stops to see if she is still there. The rider also stops and watches.
Upset, she goes to trot and, seeing that the other follows again, move at a gallop.
After a race, looking to see if his prosecution is still there, too late she saw a barrier and fell.
Fatally wounded, the young woman before dying discovers that the lady who is on the brink of collapse is her exact replica.
The mysterious rider departs at sunset and ends by fading into the landscape.

RENAN POLLÈS;  renan.polles@free.fr

1992 France
LES JEUNES FILLES THE YOUNG LADIES
RENAN POLLÈS
renan.polles@free.fr
FIC; 0:03:20; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
A young lady walks in the forest. She is mysteriously drawn to a path that leads to a meadow. She found eight young girls who like her and wear the same dress. The young ladies sign her to come 
join them.
She take its place beside them.
A young girl who is his reply appears in the path. She signaled with the others to come join them.
The newcomer moved toward them ...

RENAN POLLÈS;  renan.polles@free.fi

2053 France
BORIS BORIS
IGOR ET STANISLAV IGOSTA
katia@redstarcinema.fr
FIC; 0:31:00; 35 mm; COL; 2009
After recently got their political refugee status, Boris, Stas and their mother are trying to get a fresh start in France. The father has left them a few years before.
They canʼt bear his loss and suffer it like a betrayal.
The motherʼs heart canʼt stand the suffer anymore; she suddenly passed away.
Boris and Stas are shattered by her death. They make their father the scapegoat.
The two brothers collect their savings to meet him and discuss the matter. But the worst is yet to come...

SÉBASTIEN DE FONSECA; Red Star Cinema; katia@redstarcinema.fr
Katia KIRBY; Red Star Cinema; katia@redstarcinema.fr

2055 France
VALÉRIE N'EST PLUS ICI VALERIE IS NOT HERE ANYMORE
PASCAL CERVO
katia@redstarcinema.fr
FIC; 0:14:00; 35 mm; COL; 2009
Valerie left Mrs. Frederique Sainteureʼs gallery, who is an art collector, renowned for her taste and her demand. For the organization of the first exhibition since her going, Marine was appointed to 
take up the job. Not an easy task to accomplish…

CÉDRIC WALTER; Red Star Cinema; katia@redstarcinema.fr
Katia KIRBY; Red Star Cinema; katia@redstarcinema.fr

2139 France
MES COPAINS
LOUIS GARREL
FIC; 0:25:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008

MEZZANINE FILMS;

2141 France
ICARA
ALEJANDRA ROJO
eccefilms@yahoo.fr
FIC; 0:20:00; 35 mm; COL; 2009
Marisol, an elegant guatemaltèque, is married to François. Her life seems perfect, but she feels unable to be loved by her baby. She convinces her husband to bring a nurse from Guatemala. The 
arrival of ICARA is disrupting her life.

EMMANUEL CHAUMET; eccefilms; eccefilms@yahoo.fr

2392 France
L'APPEL DE LA FORET
JEAN-CLAUDE ROUSSEAU
FIC; 0:09:00; DigiBeta; COL; 23
L'Appel de la forêt follows the call of nature, but, as it is always the case with Jean-Claude Rousseau, in the form of an image. At first glance we see a green wall and a door-frame next to it. After a 
second glance the disturbing aspect of the scene crystallizes: A small, differently colored rectangle draws attention to the fact that a picture has been removed from the left-hand side of the wall, while
such a picture can still be seen at the right-hand side of the wall. Then a man (Rousseau himself) enters the scene and puts the painting back into its original spot: It shows a roebuck. What follows is
a carousel ride of unusual and amusing images.

JEAN-CLAUDE ROUSSEAU;

59 France
FORBACH
CLAIRE BURGER
burgerclaire@gmail.com
FIC/DOC; 0:35:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Samuel returns to Forbach, his birthplace, to receive a medal. In this coal mining city of Lorraine, everyone is proud of his Parisian success: a native of the region is on his way to become a famous 
actor. For Samuel, it is the occasion to take up with his family again. He believes he now can handle his mother and her alcohol problem and he wants to offer his brother the opportunity to pull 
through.

JEAN KLOTZ; La fémis; festival@femis.fr; http://www.lafemis.fr
Fany Lesage; La fémis; festival@femis.fr; http://www.lafemis.fr

184 France
ALICE
MONTINI
m.montini@free.fr
FIC/DOC; 0:15:57; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
In front of an indifferent nature, a drama is maybe happening.

MONTINI;  m.montini@free.fr
m.montini@free.fr



1426 France
CORPUS/CORPUS
LOIZILLON CHRISTOPHE
cloizillon@yahoo.fr
FIC/DOC; 0:26:30; 35 mm; COL; 2008
A body taking care of another.

SANTIAGO AMIGORENA; Les films du rat; cloizillon@yahoo.fr

334 France
WEST POINT
REBOUILLON LAURENCE
laurence.rebouillon@gmail.com
FIC/EXP; 0:57:00; 35 mm; COL BW; 2008

REBOUILLON LAURENCE; Les Productions Aléatoires; laurence.
rebouillon@gmail.com

375 France
HEIMLICH CLANDESTINE
BENOIT MARTIN

nitram.tioneb@gmail.com
FIC/EXP; 0:18:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A decomposed family meets for the clandestine funerals of the grand-father.

BENOIT MARTIN; Année Zéro; contact@annee0.com;  Stephane 
DEMOUSTIER

903 France
CLOSE
PIERRE EDOUARD DUMORA
pedumora@gmail.com
FIC/EXP; 0:10:39; COL; 2008
A small, fragile being on a very basic stage. HE is 22 years old and lives with his parents, letting himself become absorbed by the continuous stream of X-rated videos that he watches for free over 
the internet. Suddenly, he passes from his dark bedroom to the brightly lit stage of an X-rated film set…

FREDERIC PAPON; le fresnoy; fpapon@lefresnoy.net; http://www.
lefresnoy.net/

1072 France
TIRESIAS
JEAN MARC MUNERELLE
munerelle@hotmail.com
FIC/EXP; 0:20:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Tiresias is a blindman, living on top of a tower with a snakesʼs couple. He is in love for her neighbour, he is following her with hope to provoke a meeting.

A BECKMANN;  macampos@grec-info.com; http://www.grec-info.com/

1333 France
MURMURES MURMUR
MARINE BILLET
billetmarine@gmail.com
FIC/EXP; 0:21:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Moods of an emprisoned man

STÉPHANIE DOUET; Sensito Films; stephanie_douet@yahoo.fr

1532 France
L'AUBE THE DAWN
MEREJKOWSKY PIERRE

merejkowskypierre@hotmail.fr
FIC/EXP; 0:15:25; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Everywhere
in the universe
in the city
in the streets,
in the factories, in the fields,
a new day is dawning

CHRISTIAN PFOHL; LARDUX FILMS; lardux@lardux.com; http://www.
lardux.com/

1610 France
LE GARÇON AVEC LES CHEVEUX DANS LES YEUX THE BOYS WITH THE HAIR IN HIS EYES
CHRISTOPHE PELLET
chris.pellet@gmail.com
FIC/EXP; 0:19:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Une femme assise devant un écran : on ne sait s'il fait jour ou nuit dehors. En ce lieu, la lumière des écrans domine celle du temps. La voix intérieure de cette femme raconte une vie solitaire et 
recluse. Par cette voix, nous parvient son désappointement face à une vieille photographie en noir et blanc qu'elle vient d'exhumer. Sur cette photo : un visage, celui d'un garçon. Qui est ce garçon ?
Quand l'a-t-elle rencontré ? Et où ?

CHRISTOPHE PELLET;  chris.pellet@gmail.com

1194 France
IN NOMINE PATRIS
MATTHIEU PLOTEAU
matthieu.ploteau@wanadoo.fr
FIC/FIC; 0:15:35; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
The 1970s. In the empty church of a small village, a man claims he wants to kill himself after having caused a fatal accident. But it turns out that the distraught priest, is about to reveal the truth on a 
hidden past which they have in common.

FRANCOIS LEBOURG; COMME UNE IMAGE; f.lebourg@com-une-
image.com



1233 France
LES OMBRES QUI ME TRAVERSENT SHADOWS THROUGH ME
EMILIE CARPENTIER

emicarpentier@hotmail.com
FIC/FIC; 0:20:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
August 15th is a big religious and popular celebration in Romania. Young Alia works with her mother in bar that's in the middle of the celebration. Her brother Vlad hovers around them. The three of 
them will be caught in the sorrounding chaos.

SEBASTIEN HUSSENOT; La Luna Productions; festival@lunaprod.fr;  
La Cabane à Images

1319 France
SALUT PETER SO LONG PETER
THENIER JULES
jules@aqrm.fr
FIC/FIC; 0:11:20; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Abandoned by her beloved Peter Pan, Tinker Bell turns into darkness in a dark pub.She tirelessly tells her old stories to the bar tender.
But tonight, Peter arrives and propose Tinker Bell to go to Neverland.

JULES THENIER; AQRM Productions; jules@aqrm.fr

5005 France
STRESS
ROMAIN GRAVAS
MV; 0:06:45; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A provocative clip featuring young thugs on Justice music.

MOURAD BELKEDDAR; Elnino; mourad@elnino.tv; http://elnino.tv/

5030 France
NORMA
JEAN MARC MUNERELLE
MV; 0:05:45; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Bellini's Opera, Norma, mixed with Batucada music over the images of reflexion over a river in Paris.

JEAN MARC MUNERELLE; munerelle@hotmail.com
munerelle@hotmail.com

5037 France
FORDAMAGE - MOTHERFUCKER
KIDS OF EIGHTIES ;MANUEL COUTANT;MATHIEU ROCHE
mathieu-roche@wanadoo.fr
MV; 0:02:53; 16 mm; COL BW; 2008
Official video clip for the french band Fordamage (www.myspace.com/fordamage ). Their first eponym album was released in 2006 on Kythibong records (http://www.kythibong.org).

KIDS OF EIGHTIES;  mathieu-roche@wanadoo.fr; http://www.myspace.
com/kids80s

5039 France
THE HEALTHY BOY - DAYS TURN
KIDS OF EIGHTIES ;MANUEL COUTANT;MATHIEU ROCHE
mathieu-roche@wanadoo.fr
MV; 0:02:58; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Acoustic unreleased version. Original version available on "Jusqu'à ce que nous soyons repus" on Kythibong records.
www.kythibong.org
www.myspace.com/thehealthyboy

KIDS OF EIGHTIES;  mathieu-roche@wanadoo.fr; http://www.myspace.
com/kids80s

5051 France
BELONE QUARTET - THE WAY I WANT TO DIE
KIDS OF EIGHTIES ;MANUEL COUTANT;MATHIEU ROCHE
mathieu-roche@wanadoo.fr
MV; 0:03:04; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Video clip directed for the DVD project of the album "1802" available on kythibong records.
www.belonequartet.org
www.kythibong.org

KIDS OF EIGHTIES;  mathieu-roche@wanadoo.fr; http://www.myspace.
com/kids80s

5063 France
LA DÉBÂCLE DES SENTIMENTS  FEELINGS' COLLAPSE
PIERRE MONNARD

jerome@descowboysetdesanges.com
MV; 0:04:13; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Stanislas feat Calogero, music video.

SYLVAINE COLIN; Des cowboys et des anges; 
sylvaine@descowboysetdesanges.com; http://www.
descowboysetdesanges.com/; Franck Veron

5064 France
JE RECHERCHE I'M LOOKING FOR
CAMILLE DELAMARRE

jerome@descowboysetdesanges.com
MV; 0:03:38; 16 mm; COL; 2008
"Mauss & Charlie" music video by Camille Delamarre.

SYLVAINE COLIN; Des cowboys et des anges; 
sylvaine@descowboysetdesanges.com; http://www.
descowboysetdesanges.com/; Franck Veron



5065 France
CE QUE L'ON S'AIME HOW MUCH WE LOVE EACHOTHER
MEGATON OLIVIER

jerome@descowboysetdesanges.com
MV; 0:03:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
"Tryo" music video by Olivier Megaton.

SYLVAINE COLIN; Des cowboys et des anges; 
sylvaine@descowboysetdesanges.com; http://www.
descowboysetdesanges.com/; Franck Veron

5066 France
DOUCE SWEET
FABIEN DUFILS

jerome@descowboysetdesanges.com
MV; 0:03:17; 35 mm; COL; 2008
"Julie Zenatti" music video by Fabien Dufils

SYLVAINE COLIN; Des cowboys et des anges; 
sylvaine@descowboysetdesanges.com; http://www.
descowboysetdesanges.com/; Franck Veron

5067 France
HEY DOC
CARLO RIZZO
jerome@descowboysetdesanges.com
MV; 0:03:03; 35 mm; COL; 2008
"Demago" music video by Carlo Rizzo.

SYLVAINE COLIN; Des cowboys et des anges; 
sylvaine@descowboysetdesanges.com; http://www.
descowboysetdesanges.com/; Franck Veron

580 France
KEYS
OLIVIER PIERRE-NOËL
opnmyspace@yahoo.fr
MV/ANI; 0:03:34; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2008
The piano's keys are alive. They fly away and become real characters. A 3D animation in music, on an arrangement of Schubert's famous op.100 trio.

OLIVIER PIERRE-NOËL; OPN; opnmyspace@yahoo.fr
Olivier Pierre-Noël; OPN; opnmyspace@yahoo.fr

5009 France
DIVAN MORT DEAD COUCH
AARON FUKS
aaron@aaronfuks.com
MV/ANI; 0:03:33; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Daylight Zombies, dead couch at night. Egg hatch, new born creatures carry their daily task.

ARNAUD VALDELIÈVRE;  arno.fr@gmail.com
Aaron Fuks; aaron@aaronfuks.com; http://www.aaronfuks.com/

248 France
HIVER (LES GRANDS CHATS) WINTER (THE LARGE CATS)
PISTONE MARIANNE;DEROO GILLES
marianne.pistone@free.fr
MV/DOC; 0:55:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Les enfants sʼen tapent de lʼhiver qui arrive
A se marrer sous les grands chats, à sʼembrasser
Sous de pauvres abris
Il fera nuit de plus en plus tôt

L'hiver tombé comme une sentence,

ZIRNHELD THIERRY; Imagence productions; marianne.pistone@free.fr
Thierry Zirnheld; Imagence; marianne.pistone@free.fr

1403 France
MOUTON NOIR BLACK SHEEP
THOMAS MAUCERI

vivement-lundi@wanadoo.fr
MV/DOC; 0:52:17; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Thomas was born ulotrichous, "with freezy hair", and this particularity has never stopped to interrogate him.
So he decides to question his crossbreeding revisiting four symbolics barbershops of his identity construction.
From the little village in Brittany where lived his great grandmother, to the Congo from where his father was originally, Thomas leads us to a capillary journey.

JEAN-FRANÇOIS LE CORRE; Vivement Lundi!; vivement-
lundi@wanadoo.fr; http://www.vivement-lundi.com/

543 France; Belgium
LE LEÇON DE NATATION THE SWIMMING LESSON
DANNY DE VENT
ANI; 0:08:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Jonas, a five years old little boy, is about to attend his first swimming course at the pool. While he tries to flee this frightening place, he falls into the water. Retained by his lifesaver, Jonas discovers 
the swimming pool, a chaotic place filled with strange creatures.

CHRISTIAN CARTIER;

642 France; Belgium
DE SI PRÈS
RÉMI DURIN
remi@enclume-animation.com
ANI; 0:13:00; 35 mm; COL; 2009
Itʼs springtime. Mr Gerbier is taking a walk with Chloé, his great-granddaughter. Letting her play in the park, the old man is dreaming quietly sitting on a bench. Quietly?

ARNAUD DEMUYNCK; Les Films du Nord; smr@euroanima.net
Ainhoa Jauregui; Unifrance; ainhoa.jauregui@unifrance.org



644 France; Belgium
REGARDER OANA WATCHING OANA
SÉBASTIEN LAUDENBACH
laudenbach@ensad.fr
ANI; 0:15:00; 35 mm; COL; 2009
Oana is working. I am watching her. Tonight, the very last file will be closed. She doesnʼt want to translate the words of others anymore. She thinks tomorrow she will start writing her own words. But
she wonʼt, I know that…

ARNAUD DEMUYNCK; Les Films du Nord; smr@euroanima.net
Ainhoa Jauregui; Unifrance; ainhoa.jauregui@unifrance.org

1450 France; Belgium
18 ANS 18 YEARS
FRÉDÉRIC POLLET ROUYER

fpolletrouyer@yahoo.fr
DOC; 0:22:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Reaching her eighteenth birthday has brought on mixed feelings for Morgane. On one hand she's buoyed by a sense of liberty. On the other, she's nostalgic for a departing childhood. She carries the
hope with her of one day being able to count on her mother.
Morgane feels a lot of resentment and sadness. She harms herself. At the same time, she has only one desire; to move forward with her life.

ESTELLE ROBIN YOU; Les Films du Balibari; estelle.robin@balibari.
com

1694 France; Belgium
AU-DELÀ DE LA VENGEANCE - LA BESA DE LUCE AGAINST BLOOD JUSTICE
TURI FINOCCHIARO;NATHALIE ROSSETTI

finocchiaro@skynet.be
DOC; 0:52:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
In 1991 Luceʼs son was murdered in Albania. Exploring the turmoil the country went through along with the personal and spiritual experience of this woman who chose to forgive the man who 
murdered her son, thus following the “Besa” specified in Lek Dukagjinʼs Kanun, we will move along the historical, religious and social path of todayʼs Albania. Today the “forgiven” sees Luce as a 
“mother”: thanks to her he has been totally rehabilitated in the eyes of society… Luce has now become a peace mediator to help other families involved in a process of “blood justice”.

VALÉRIE DUPIN; Les Productions du Lagon (France); 
lagonproductions@wanadoo.fr; http://www.productionsdulagon.com/
Rutt Raudkivi; Eesti Joonisfilm; rutt@joonisfilm.ee

1364 France; Belgium
COMEDIE SENTIMENTALE SENTIMENTAL COMEDY
BARNETT EMILY

emibarnett@yahoo.fr
FIC; 0:20:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Dans ce qui sʼapparente à un reportage ordinaire, une jeune femme mène sa vie en marge de la société, dans une grande maison où des hommes évoluent en silence. Bientôt, à mesure que la 
lumière se fait sur leurs identités, la réalité se dérobe pour laisser place au plus fou des rêves.

ROSSELET JESSICA; LIBRISFILMS; jessica@librisfilms.com; http:
//www.librisfilms.com/

5008 France; Belgium
DICTÉE MAGIQUE
AARON FUKS
aaron@aaronfuks.com
MV/ANI; 0:02:18; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2008
Quick cuts and colourful graffiti exploring Brussels' urban art. outcome is a graphic piece made of around 1200 pictures mixing B&W and colour animated together

ARNAUD VALDELIEVRE;  arno.fr@gmail.com;  AARON FUKS
AARON FUKS; aaron@aaronfuks.com; http://www.aaronfuks.com/

1567 France; Canada
ZHAO NI SEEKING YOU
JEAN-JULIEN POUS
jjpous@gmail.com
ANI; 0:03:16; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A man lost his love. He decides to go out and find her in the night of Hong Kong, only to realise that it's not with her he's in love, but with the city itself.

LARRY BAFIA; Vancouver Film School; larry@vfs.com; http://vfs.com/

1870 France; Canada
L'ONDÉE RAINS
DAVID COQUARD DASSAULT

d.templier@folimage.fr
ANI; 0:07:40; 35 mm; BW; 2008
This film is connected with a shipwreck, the shipwreck of a city which, drawn up under the repeated attacks of the rain, sees its inhabitants sinking in his centre. An urban poetry with the particular 
style, made up mainly of fixed and frontal plans and conceived like a tiny opera

PASCAL LE NOTRE; Folimage; contact@folimage.fr; http://www.
folimage.com/; René Chénier -ONF/NFB
Dominique Templier; Folimage; d.templier@folimage.fr; http://www.
folimage.fr/

1895 France; Canada
ROSA ROSA
FÉLIX DUFOUR LAPÉRRIÈRE
d.templier@folimage.fr
ANI; 0:08:18; 35 mm; COL; 2008
A man and a woman talk about the first moments of their family life, to the rhythm of their fears and hopes, and that of a conflict bursting at the gates of the city.

PASCAL LE NOTRE; Folimage; contact@folimage.fr; http://www.
folimage.com/; René Chénier -ONF/NFB
Dominique Templier; Folimage; d.templier@folimage.fr; http://www.
folimage.fr/

1274 France; Canada
PROJET 440 PROJECT 440
FRANCE DUBOIS
france.dubois@free.fr
EXP; 0:05:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
A report of impressions collected on an urban site : a highway (road 440) entering in the city-centre of Quebec.
Mixing several viewpoints and diverse experiences of the same phenomenon, the images convey a particular reality attached to this territory.

FRANCE DUBOIS;  france.dubois@free.fr



1249 France; Chile
LA FEMME MITRAILLETTE THE MACHINE-GUN WOMAN
FRANCISCO LOPEZ BALLO

juanballo@gmail.com
DOC; 0:52:03; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
The Machine-Gun Woman depicts the portrait of Marcela Rodriguez, a woman whose destiny was forever disfigured by the Chilean dictatorship. At the end of the eighties, during Chileʼs transition 
toward democracy, she became a heroine for the people through her actions for the poor via her involvement with an extreme left-wing political group.

MATTEO MINETTO; MICROMEGA; micromega@micromega.cc; http:
//www.micromega.cc/; Agnès Duval
Sylvain Bousquet; MICROMEGA; sylvain.bosuquet@micromega.cc; 
http://www.micromega.cc/

47 France; Chile
BRISES BREEZES
ENRIQUE RAMÍREZ

enriquera@gmail.com
FIC/EXP; 0:12:45; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
I was born in 1979, six years after the military coup in Chile.
I grew under the dictatorship, in my motherʼs arms. She told me that, paradoxically, it was the happiest period of her life.
She lived through the dictatorship behind a wall, protected from it all. As soon as Iʼd grown up, my mother realized that there had never been such a harmful time for Chile.
I am a piece of this history, full of contradictions. After democracy returned, during the government of president Ricardo Lagos Escobar, the Presidential Palace building
was repainted in its original color, an off-white, and the pedestrian entrance was reopened in time for the 30th anniversary of the coup dʼétat. For the very first time people could walk through its halls.
This was an initial symbol of the changes afoot. Henceforth, after ten 19 years of democracy, the population can only enter Government House by way of a route running north-south, that is, from the

LE FRESNOY; Studio national des art contemporains; 
ewartel@lefresnoy.net

1311 France; Estonia
ON THE OTHER SIDE
SAMUEL JACQUEMIN
sjacquemin@gmail.com
FIC; 0:52:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Victor, a man living under a totalitarian regime, sees his monotonous life disrupted by a strange message from his girlfriend whom he thought had disappeared. Anke has managed to flee to a free 
country and urges him to join her as soon as possible. Victor starts dreaming of a different world, and despite his doubts makes the decision to flee in his turn. It will be for him the beginning of a 
journey filled with traps, in which any unusual action on his part can lead to disaster.

MARIE SONNE-JENSEN; LA VOIE LACTEE; 
marie@lavoielacteeproductions.com; http://www.
lavoielacteeproductions.com/; RIIN URBANIKMARIE SONNE-JENSEN; LA VOIE LACTEE; 
marie@lavoielacteeproductions.com; http://www.
lavoielacteeproductions.com/

1995 France; Germany
CORRESPONDANCES
ANDREAS LANDECK
andreas@fleursdebitume.eu
FIC/EXP; 0:35:00; Betacam SP PAL; BW; 2008
Tonnerre, a young woman, lives in an old train station alone with her strange father. She is afraid of planes passing by. One day a man is passing by and she decides to leave. The journey is a round
trip between death, love and childhood, a quest for growing up, without loosing the child in herself.

ANDREAS LANDECK; fleurs de bitume; andreas@fleursdebitume.eu; 
http://www.fleursdebitume.eu/

116 France; Germany; Palestine
FATOUSH
HISHAM ABDEL KHALEK
hisham@sofreakantastik.com
FIC; 0:09:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2008
What if Palestine and Israel formed one country ... in peace ? As an Arab lady arrives in this new country, she is faced with a new reality that will shake her expectations.

OLIVIER DELESSE; So Freakantastik; olivier@sofreakantastik.com; 
http://www.sofreakantastik.com; André Ulmann; Ramez Kamouni

1455 France; Hungary
A REPÜLES TÖRTÉNETE THE HISTORY OF AVIATION
KENYERES BALINT
kenyeresb@gmail.com
FIC; 0:15:00; 0; COL; 2009
Normandy, 1905. The picnic is over
 the upper middle class party prepares to go home. They are waiting for just one last photograph, but someone is still missing from the group…

AGNERAY EMMANUEL; Bizibi; elbizibi@free.fr

348 France; Italy
NON RICORDO IL TITOLO I FORGOT THE TITLE
CHRISTELLE LHEUREUX

christelle.lheureux@free.fr
MV/EXP; 0:53:00; Betacam SP PAL; BW; 2008
In Non ricordo il titolo, Marcello Mastroianni and Ingrid Bergman are doubled by two stand-ins, each bearing perfect resemblance to them. It consists of the scenes evocative of Stromboli (Roberto 
Rossellini) and L'Avventura (Michelangelo Antonioni), as well as the two protagonists' dialogues reminiscent of L'Annèe dernière ? Marienbad (Alain Resnais) which betray their futile effort to 
understand each other. However, Non ricordo il titolo is not a simple citation or revival of old time masterpieces. It explores the duality of film images as the world itself and its simulacrum, and is an 
attempt to recreate those images that resonate within the viewer's dream and memory in their ephemeral yet spectral appearance.

CHRISTELLE LHEUREUX; Atopic (france) Culture Ministry (Public 
commande France) Artericambi Gallery (Italy); christelle.lheureux@free.
frchristelle Lheureux; christelle.lheureux@free.fr; http://www.
christellelheureux.com/

1764 France; Japan
HAGOROMO ANGEL ROBE
YUKI KAWAMURA
info@yukikawamura.com
FIC/EXP; 0:20:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A young japanese single mother lives in Paris with her child. We follow their everyday life as she and her ex-husband cross paths again.
Their encounter is seen through the japanese No theater tale of Hagoromo, the story of an angel whose robe was stolen.

YUKI KAWAMURA;  info@yukikawamura.com



1904 France; Korea
DÉPOUSSIÉREUR DUST COLLECTOR
SHIM CORI
corishim@hotmail.com
DOC/EXP; 0:17:59; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A dust collector in Museum of Orsay in Paris.
As metaphoric, extended meaning of 'dust collector, some texts of Beckett are invited in parallel.
A timeless or gap of time journey around old status and texts read by three persons.

SHIM CORI;  corishim@hotmail.com

429 France; Portugal
QUATRO PAREDES E O MUNDO
MARC WEYMULLER
DOC; 0:53:00; 35 mm; COL; 2009

MARC WEYMULLER; Le Tempestaire;

1518 France; Russia
VLADIVOSTOK
F.J. OSSANG
fj.ossang@yahoo.fr
EXP; 0:05:00; 35 mm; BW; 2008
A story of resurrection in Vladivostok (Far East Russia)...

BRUCE SATARENKO; OSS/100 Films & Documents; b.
satarenko@gmail.com; http://www.fjossang.com/
OSS/100 Films & Documents; b.satarenko@gmail.com; http://www.
fjossang.com/

247 France; Spain
LE JEU DE DAMES DRAUGHTS
IRENE DE LUCAS RAMÓN

idelura@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:20:50; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Hideuous game of love, where it is necessary that one of the players loses the government of himself!' Charles Baudelaire (Fusées, Ecrits Intimes)

IRENE DE LUCAS RAMÓN; autoproduced; idelura@hotmail.com; http:
//www.lejeudedames.com/

1763 France; Sweden
DISTANCES
DAVID DUSA
david.dusa@gmail.com
FIC; 0:29:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
DISTANCES retails the roaming journey of a group of illegal refugees lost in between two frontiers, trying to reach Europe. The film explores this special time in between two lives, two places and two
identities. DISTANCES follows a man, away from himself, drown in his environment and by his own obstinacy; a man with a rough energy, closed on himself, but which makes him survive.
A poetic and evocative film on the ordeals of refugees trying to reach Europe.

EMILIE BLEZAT; Sciapode; info@sciapode.net

562 France; Switzerland
SURRENDER
SAMUEL W. HEFTI
shefti@gmail.com
FIC; 0:09:02; 16 mm; COL; 2008
Two friends are captured inside a bunker during war. In order to survive the outside world, they are dependent on gas masks. Finally someone is arriving with two additional gas masks. But this 
person also carries a little injured girl into the bunker. Now there are 4 people, but just 3 gas masks...

SAMUEL W. HEFTI;  shefti@gmail.com

1285 France; Taiwan
SÉANCE FAMILIALE FAMILY VIEWING
KUO CHENG-CHUI
chengchui@gmail.com
FIC; 0:28:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
A french TV crew breaks into a taiwanese family in Taipei for a real tv programme during a weekend. After a short thought and seducing by the possible winnings, Linʼs family accepts to be followed 
by the cameraman Pierre for two days.

Little by little, Pierreʼs camera has become a new way of communication in this family. Everyone delivers their way of life and thinking, and maybe a little secret…

PAMELA VARELA; Ananda Productions; seancefamiliale@gmail.com

468 France; United Kingdom
DIX TEN
BIF
FIC; 0:07:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Marc needs the paving stones on which he walks to move, for fear of stepping on the lines. With the help of M.X, he starts a treatment to overcome his phobia...

NICOLAS SCHMERKIN; Autour Du Minuit; ; Stephen Venning

1066 France; USA
NEW YORK CITY GIRLS
YSEULT DIGAN
open.your.eyes@free.fr
DOC; 0:52:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2008
" New York City Girls " is a journey in the heart of the city. Through several portraits of women living in New York, we discover their respective universe; graffiti, skateboard, breakdance, handball, 
bike messenging, fashion and music. Far from the feminist demands, those young followers of urban culture live their passion simply, without asking the question of a possible legitimacy of gender 
other than their talent.

YSEULT DIGAN; M.A. Production; open.your.eyes@free.fr; http://www.
openyoureyesproject.com/



1859 France; USA
LES CARNETS DE LA BÊTE THE BEAST NOTES
KEJA HO KRAMER

flamchen@hotmail.com
DOC/EXP; 0:27:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
The Beast Notes is about my friend and filmmaker Stephen Dwoskin. It all began with a discussion about adapting the fairy tale Beauty and the Beast, and as stories sometimes do, the outcome 
ended up quite differently than either one of us expected.

THOMAS ORDONNEAU; Shellac Sud; production@shellac-altern.org; 
http://www.shellac-altern.org/; Kramer - INK
Francine Cadet; Shellac Sud; francine@shellac-altern.org; http://www.
shellac-altern.org/

1849 Georgia
OTSNEBA DREAM
VAKHTANG KUNTSEV-GABASHVILI

redcut@web.de
EXP; 0:13:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Is there freedom and a beautiful life?..

VAKHTANG KUNTSEV-GABASHVILI; Studio AKROBAT; redcut@web.
de

2234 Georgia
TENDER TRANSITORY TRANSPORT
KOKA RAMISHVILI
EXP; 0:11:00; 2008
A poetic message to the people of West or Central Europe from Eastern Europeans consisting of Western newspaper off-prints nd melodies from Eastern Europe.

10 Georgia; Germany
ELA, CLAIRE AND JENS
GIGA CHKHEIDZE;ANDRO SAKVARELIDZE
giga65@hotmail.com
DOC/EXP; 0:12:45; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Serenity of a green wooden bench at the lake and Alqaida A bench in the park, among trees, what it once itself was – once a living creature, a tree with green leaves, with a soul… Now a fallen tree,
made to a bench, loosing its soul, while still regaining another one, in an almost new static evergreen reality, gazing with much sadness at the past, with a glance in the eternity… This alternative 
investigative documentary begins with a green bench on a lake in a park somewhere in Germany. On the back, a cryptic plaque raises the question as to what has happened here in the past decade.
Possible scenarios are examined in tightly framed shots with an eye for detail, and the directors' extraordinary interest in the bench doesn't go without notice. Is everything really as innocent as it 
seems? (IDFA Amsterdam 2008)

GIGA CHKHEIDZE;  giga65@hotmail.com; http://gigacinema.de
giga chkheidze; giga65@hotmail.com; http://gigacinema.de

11 Georgia; Germany
D R E A M
GIGA CHKHEIDZE;ANDRO SAKVARELIDZE
giga65@hotmail.com
EXP; 0:04:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
  A coloured dream and a white toilet bowl

GIGA CHKHEIDZE;  giga65@hotmail.com; http://gigacinema.de
giga chkheidze; giga65@hotmail.com; http://gigacinema.de

2166 Germany
INTERVIEW MIT EINEM 13 JAHRIGEN
BARBEL FREUND
ʻ0:14:00;

1998 Germany
AM SEIDENEN FADEN
PETER JESCHKE
ʻ0:05:30; 2009

1999 Germany
GIVE YOUR HEART AND SEE
2009

2152 Germany
VILAY - THE ENDING DIRECTION
UMESH KULKARNI

2167 Germany
IN DIE ERDE GEBAUT
UTE AURAND
ʻ0:40:00; 2008

2168 Germany
LE CORBUSIER AU MISTRAL
MILENA GIERKE
ʻ0:06:00; 2008

2169 Germany
DEPUIS QUE JE ME SOUVIENS
MILENA GIERKE
2008



2170 Germany
MURALLA ROJA
MILENA GIERKE
ʻ0:09:00; 2008

2171 Germany
CAPSICUM
DEBORAH PHILIPS
ʻ0:11:00; 2008

2178 Germany
HAPPINESS FOR ONE DAY
TIM BLUE
ʻ0:07:00; 2008

2179 Germany
WATER'S MEMORY
TIM BLUE
ʻ0:07:00; 2008

2181 Germany
INTRODUCTION TO A SMALL HISTORY OF 
PHOTOGRAPHY - FORMALIST HEADY PATTERN 
VERSIONFLORIAN ZEYFANG
ʻ0:12:20; 2008

2184 Germany
MAGNETIC EYE BERLIN
GUNTER KRUGER
ʻ0:22:00; 2009

2188 Germany
FLIGHT CANCELLED
KAROE GOLDT
ʻ0:05:00; 2009

2189 Germany
ONE POEM LESS
TIM BLUE
ʻ0:20:00; 2009

2191 Germany
OUR PRIDE AND GLORY
MEGGIE SCHNEIDER
ʻ0:12:00; 2009

2192 Germany
SAID DEATH TO PASSION
JEANNE FAUST / JORN ZEHE
ʻ0:04:00; 2008

2193 Germany
HEROISCH & ECHT
FRANZISKA CORDES
ʻ0:08:30; 2008

2195 Germany
DIE KUNSTRECHNUNGSLIEBENDE SOCIETAT
DORO CARL
ʻ0:08:18; 2008

208 Germany
HERRN HASINGERS HEIMKEHR RETURN OF MR. HASINGER
EVA BECKER
beeve@gmx.de
ANI; 0:06:23; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
A cinmatic crank about otherness, weird places and peculiar inhabitants.

EVA BECKER;  beeve@gmx.de
Eva Becker; beeve@gmx.de



335 Germany
OUR WONDERFUL NATURE
TOMER ESHED
tomereshed@hotmail.com
ANI; 0:05:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
The mating habits of the water shrew as never seen before...

CRISTINA MARX; HFF "Konrad Wolf"; distribution@hff-potsdam.de; 
http://www.hff-potsdam.de/

441 Germany
CITY ANIMALS
CHRISTIN SCHINDLER
ANI; 0:17:25; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Life is rough in N.Y. City - that's what Charles Miller, the raccoon from the countryside, quickly notices. Food and habitat are scarce, the "City Animals" rather unfriendly, Charles leaves the city 
disappointed on board of an old Chinese cargo ship. Unfortunately a mistake and a series of the other accidents occur. However fortunately, friendship exists and Charles finds the happiness he'd 
sought.

CLAUS BAEUERLE; Baeuerle & Schindler;

472 Germany
POST!
MATTHIAS BRUHN;CHRISTIAN ASMUSSEN
info@trickstudio.de
ANI; 0:13:20; 35 mm; COL; 2008
In a tiny village at the end of the world, a postman burns the received letters and distributes letters, he himself has written. Therefore he becomes the centre-point for the villagers.

RICHARD LUTTERBECK; Trickstduio Lutterbeck GmbH; 
info@trickstudio.de; http://www.trickstudio.de/

556 Germany
SCREEN TEST
STEFFEN SCHAEFFLER
idealstandardfilm@t-online.de
ANI; 0:03:46; 35 mm; COL; 2009
A passionate amateur auditions for the leading part in a costume drama.

ANNETTE SCHAEFFLER; Ideal Standard Film; 
contact@idealstandardfilm.de

770 Germany
THE ANIMATOR'S WAY OF SURVIVING THE CRISIS
MARKUS WENDE
markus@animationsfilm.de
ANI; 0:05:01; Betacam SP PAL; BW; 2009
An animator tries to convince his wife that he has a feasible strategy to survive the financial crisis.

MARKUS WENDE;  markus@animationsfilm.de; http://www.
animationsfilm.de/

932 Germany
TOM & DAS ERDBEERMARMELADEBROT MIT HONIG TOM AND THE SLICE OF BREAD WITH STRAWBERRY JAM AND 

HONEYANDREAS HYKADE

studio@filmbilder.de
ANI; 0:10:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
(This are 3 synopsis. You can choose and show the best one or all of them.)

Synopsis "Tom and the slice of bread with strawberry jam and honey"

Tom In The Woods/Detective Tom

THOMAS MEYER-HERMANN; Studio FILM BILDRE; studio@filmbilder.
de; http://www.filmbilder.de/
studio@filmbilder.de; http://www.filmbilder.de/

962 Germany
BABA YAGA
MARYNA SHCHIPAK
maryna@animaryna.com
ANI; 0:05:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Baba Yaga is a fairy tale about a character that comes from the Eastern Europe culture. She is at home in her small hut and she makes some kind of enchanted fluid. Some funny tunes disturb her 
magic time. Unexpected story comes when Baba Yaga tried to find the disturbing noises.

FILMAKADEMIE BADEN-WÜRTTEMBERG; Filmakademie Baden-
Württemberg; festivals@filmakademie.de; Sebastian Weimann
Maryna Shchipak; Filmakademie Baden-Württemberg; 
maryna@animaryna.com

963 Germany
URS
MORITZ MAYERHOFER
moemayerhofer@gmx.de
ANI; 0:10:00; 35 mm; COL; 2009
In a dark and deserted village, Urs has looked for many years after his aging mother. But now he decides to leave for the sunny top of the mountains, while his mother wants to stay...

STINA MCNICHOLAS; Filmakademie Baden-Wuerttemberg; Stina.
McNicholas@filmakademie.de

978 Germany
DIE SCHIEFE BAHN THE RAT TRAIN ROBBERY
KATHRIN ALBERS;JIM LACY

info@stoptrick.com
ANI; 0:10:50; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Since the British railway privatisation went so well, the German government has decided to follow their lead and privatise their own rail service. German Rail, once a Mercedes among Fiats, is now 
ready for the stock market, but what happened to all of those German Rail employees we always loved to hate...

JIM LACY; Stoptrick; info@stoptrick.com; http://www.stoptrick.com/; 
Kathrin Albers



1065 Germany
KATAKOMBO
MICHAEL ZAMJATNINS
michael.zamjatnins@t-online.de
ANI; 0:07:37; 35 mm; COL BW; 2008
“Katakombo” illustrates the tale of an unusual friendship.
A nice little girl accidentally flushes her goldfish down the toilet.
She sets out in search of him and launches into an adventurous journey through the sewage system.
There she has to stand her ground against ominous warnings and weird beings. While trying to find her goldfish, she runs into Katakombo.

MICHAEL ZAMJATNINS; Michael Zamjatnins - Animationsfilm; michael.
zamjatnins@t-online.de
Michael Zamjatnins; Michael Zamjatnins - Animationsfilm; michael.
zamjatnins@t-online.de

1145 Germany
NACHTSCHATTEN NIGHTSCAPE
EIKE MOSLER

post@eikemosler.de
ANI; 0:04:16; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
A child cycles through a dark forest at night. Suddenly it gets pushed off the road and into the wood by an aggressive car. In the wood the child finds a a strange glowing creature and mysterious 
events occur...

ACADEMY OF MEDIA ARTS COLOGNE; Academy of Media Arts 
Cologne; dilger@khm.de; http://www.khm.de/

1384 Germany
NEVER DRIVE A CAR WHEN YOU'RE DEAD
GREGOR DASHUBER
gregor.dashuber@gmail.com
ANI; 0:09:45; 35 mm; COL; 2009
The awkward hero stumbles over a long forgotten piano.
Music leads him from his run-down existence out into the city life.
There he plays a last funeral march to all the deadbeat figures on the sidewalk.

JULIE LAMARRE; Hochschule für Film und Fernsehen Konrad Wolf; 
neverdrive@gmail.com
Cristina Marx; Hochschule für Film und Fernsehen Konrad Wolf, 
Marlene-Dietrich-Allee 11, 14482 Potsdam; distribution@hff-potsdam.de

1391 Germany
GERMANIA WURST GERMANIA WURST - GERMAN HISTORY IN A BITE
VOLKER SCHLECHT

schlecht@drushbapankow.de
ANI; 0:10:47; 35 mm; COL; 2008
A rapid rundown of German or rather Germanic »national history« –starting with the ancient Roman empire and ending with the German »reunification« and the present day.
A sausage hereby works as a time line, as a connecting element between the scenes and also as an ironic national symbol.

CRISTINA MARX; University of Film and Television Konrad Wolf 
Potsdam Babelsberg; distribution@hff-potsdam.de; http://www.hff-
potsdam.de/; Kathyna Ternes; Holger Lochau

1430 Germany
COCOON CHILD
SONJA ROHLEDER
sonjarohleder@web.de
ANI; 0:04:58; 35 mm; COL; 2009
Cocoon Child is a poetic film about the imaginary world of an autistic
child and shows a moment when her inner and outer worlds connect.

ANYA GRUENEWALD; Film & Television Academy (HFF) “Konrad 
Wolf”; distribution@hff-potsdam.de; http://www.hff-potsdam.de/
Cristina Marx; Film & Television Academy (HFF) “Konrad Wolf”; 
distribution@hff-potsdam.de; http://www.hff-potsdam.de/

1431 Germany
HOKUS-POKUS HOCUS-POCUS
ANNA SAMOYLOVICH

samo@tiger-unterwegs.de
ANI; 0:04:12; 35 mm; COL; 2009
A film about one lonely circus magician, who tries to turn his rabbit into a women.

HOLGER LOCHAU; HFF 'Konrad Wolf'; distribution@hff-potsdam.de; 
http://www.hff-potsdam.de/

1633 Germany
CHICKEN WINGS
PAULINE KORTMANN
pauline@nasenfisch.de
ANI; 0:05:45; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Once upon a time, when the Wild West was still wild, a Cowgirl and a Werewolf travel the hostile land. As a chicken walks their way a fight about the appropriate use of it makes them forget the 
danger around, till it seems to be too late.

MARTIN LISCHKE; HFF "Konrad Wolf" Potsdam-Babelsberg; m.
lischke@hff-potsdam.de

1651 Germany
MEINE ERSTE HOCHZEIT MY VERY FIRST WEDDING
RALF KUKULA

info@balancefilm.de
ANI; 0:05:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
A young girl asks her mother: “Why doesnʼt anybody marry me?” Her mother looks at her daughter, wide-eyed in amazement. “But youʼre only five!” she retorts, “Isnʼt that a bit early to get married?”

GRIT WISSKIRCHEN; Balance Film GmbH; info@balancefilm.de; http:
//www.balancefilm.de/
Grit Wisskirchen; Balance Film GmbH; info@balancefilm.de



1786 Germany
L'UN DE LUNE
HELENE TRAGESSER;FLORIAN GROLIG
info@lundelune.de
ANI; 0:07:10; Betacam SP PAL; BW; 2009
The moon cries white tears,
untainted beings reach the ground of a dark forest.
They search for each other.
But the experiences in this foreign world don't leave them unaffected.

HELENE TRAGESSER; Kunsthochschule Kassel; info@lundelune.de

1825 Germany
DER TRAUERKLOSS STICK-IN-THE-MUD
ROSWITHA MENZEL
roswithamenzel@web.de
ANI; 0:06:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
A woman gets to the bottom of her depression and finds herself confonted with a clinging stick-in-the-mud.

ROSWITHA MENZEL;  roswithamenzel@web.de

431 Germany
3:59 FREUDE 3:59 OF JOY
TOBIAS FRUHMORGEN
ANI/EXP; 0:03:59; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
+++ 3:59mins. +++ An Ode To Joy. +++ And a happy computer visualising a poem. +++

TOBIAS FRUHMORGEN;

412 Germany
ANHALTER
DANIEL HÖPFNER;IRIS NIEDERMEYER
daniel@phaenomenfilm.de
ANI/EXP; 0:12:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Synopsis:
Berlin, February 23rd 1959, 11.23 p.m. P. Hermann is entering the empty entrance hall of the Anhalter Station which is released for demolition. The longer he stays in the building the stronger 
become his memories and visions, and the more he is merging with the building until, finally, he experiences for the last time the uplifting emotion of arrival at the “motherly cave of railways” (Walter 
Benjamin).

DANIEL HÖPFNER; Phaenomenfilm; Daniel@Phaenomenfilm.de; http:
//www.Phaenomenfilm.de/

1670 Germany
THE GOLDEN FORETASTE OF HEAVEN
RICHARD WILHELMER, GRIMMSTRASSE 23, 10967 BERLIN, 
GERMANY
richard.wilhelmer@gmx.net
ANI/FIC; 0:19:38; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2008
In an abandoned cityscape the young soldier Chance was rescued from death by supernatural figures. To save the world from its designation, these figures need to travel to Mars to fulfill a certain 
prophecy. Chance knows about a secret plan. A space shuttle is ready to evacuate the president into outer space. Stealing the presidents shuttle is their last hope but there is not much time left...

RICHARD WILHELMER;  richard.wilhelmer@gmx.net; http://www.
richardwilhelmer.com/

1734 Germany
RENDEZVOUS
ALFRED DIELER
alfreddieler@t-online.de
ANI/FIC; 0:04:17; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Rendezvous tells about an unexpected but predictable encounter.

At night on tour to party, three young people are getting a nasty surprise.

ALFRED DIELER; Hand-Made Pictures; alfreddieler@t-online.de

576 Germany
THE SONGWRITER`S SHACK
RAINER BEZ
sedici@web.de
ANI/MV; 0:03:50; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Young Bob Dylan tries to enter „The Songwriterʻs Shack“
where one can learn to write songs.

-Short animated Stop Motion Film based on Franz Kafka's story.
Combined with elements of Bob Dylan's Songs.

RAINER BEZ, ROSARIO SQUILLACE, NATALIE MEFFERT, HELENA
LAUBER, MONIKA CHRISTNER, ROLAND GUNDLING, CAROLIN 
MAY; sedici@web.deRainer Bez; sedici@web.de

1381 Germany
DECKAKT 127 INSEMINATION
ULRIKE VAHL

vahler@gmx.de
DOC; 0:17:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
"We don't need to go to cinema, our cinema is here in the country." For the farmer Norbert and his wife, breeding rabbits is all their happiness in old age. The film provide an insight into this bizarre 
world.

NIKOLAJ BECKER; HFF- Potsdam; distribution@hff-potsdam.de; http:
//www.hff-potsdam.de/
Cristina Marx; HFF- Potsdam; distibution@hff-potsdam.de; http://www.
hff-potsdam.de/



611 Germany
FRÜHER ODER SPÄTER SOONER OR LATER
MADELEINE DALLMEYER

madeleine.dallmeyer@filmakademie.de
DOC; 0:26:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Grete Turtur (27), is a young artist from Munich. After her graduation at the university of arts (Kunstakademie) she has to decide what to do next in her life. Does she want to make a career as a 
painter or should she settle down in the field of art education. How can she establish herself on the art market. How does she cope with the expectations of her parents and friends and a life without a
regular income?
What is the wealth of her art? Should she stay in Munich or move to a hipper art city? Is there still an art scene in Munich or has it become a mere reflection of a glorious past?

The unconventional film tells a story about the multioptional life of a young artist and the reality of a whole generation.

CHRISTOPH ARNI; Filmakademie Baden-Württemberg; christoph.
arni@filmakademie.de; Martin Wippler
Madeleine Dallmeyer; Filmakademie Baden-Württemberg; madeleine.
dallmeyer@filmakademie.de

961 Germany
RENDEZVOUS MIT MARTELLA RENDEZVOUS WITH MARTELLA
PASCAL FETZER

pascal.fetzer@filmakademie.de
DOC; 0:20:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Would you have a “rendezvous” with a woman that is at least three times older than you? Why not, says Director Pascal Fetzer to himself.

It all starts with a bunch of roses and a bottle of champagne at Martellaʼs flat.
And then we follow Martella and Pascal on their “rendezvous” through the day that ends with the two going into a local concert hall.

The concept of the “rendezvous” between the old lady and the young director gives the film an easiness that leaves a warm feeling in the stomach of the audience.

MARTIN KATIC; Filmakademie Baden Wuerttemberg; martin.
katic@filmakademie.de; http://www.filmakademie.de/

1050 Germany
MY DOG DOESN'T HAVE A JOB
KARL TEBBE
karltebbe@gmx.de
DOC; 0:05:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
So, if I come to think of it, we are not really a good team. I do not go hunting and I have a pointer. But nevertheless the dog makes me happy. Although he doesn't really have a job when he is 
together with me. Because his job is pointing at deer, isn't it? And he can't really do that when he is together with me. So he might think that I'm a very odd, odd person. But I think life is odd anyway, 
isn't it? Lots of odd things happen in life.

MARJORIE BENDECK;  mjbendeck@yahoo.com; http://www.karltebbe.
de/

1378 Germany
GITTI
ANNA DEUTSCH
annadeutsch@gmx.net
DOC; 0:35:11; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Gitti is 70, single and knows what she wants. And especially where men are concerned. With the help of a contact ad sheʼs on the look-out for the perfect mate.

HFF POTSDAM; HFF Potsdam; distribution@hff-potsdam.de; http://hff-
potsdam.de/
Cristina Marx; HFF Potsdam; distribution@hff-potsdam.de; http://hff-
potsdam.de/

1379 Germany
MEIN LINKER, LINKER PLATZ IST FREI ONE TWO THREE COME TO ME
STEFAN BUTZMÜHLEN

von-gestern@web.de
DOC; 0:14:50; 16 mm; COL; 2008
Vivien a young woman from the suburbs of Berlin stands on a roof and tells the camera her plans for the next steps she
wants to take. She lives in a small two room apartment together with her son Julien and their dog. She dropped out of
high school but is looking now for an opportunity to get a vocational education. She is also looking for a partner who
could be a father to Julien.
In long takes the film carefully explores preconceived notions and shows that things are more complex than they seem
at first.

ANNE KRÜGER; HFF "Konrad Wolf"; grandkrue@gmx.de; http://www.
hff-potsdam.de/
Christine Marx; HFF "Konrad Wolf", Marlene-Dietrich-Allee 11, D-14482
Potsdam, Germany; distribution@hff-potsdam.de; http://www.hff-
potsdam.de/

1388 Germany
DIETRICHS METHODE DIETRICH'S METHOD
JOSEPHINE LINKS
fine_links@yahoo.com
DOC; 0:15:41; 16 mm; COL; 2008
Dietrichʼs Method.

An Unemployed. A Fortuneteller. An impossible love. A short documentary by Josephine Links
How do you handle loneliness, unemployment and unrequited love? Dietrich found his own very special way. It is cranky, energetic and impressively honest. This is a film about a man, who only 
rarely gets noticed. And yet there is so much to discover.

HFF KONRAD WOLF; HFF Konrad Wolf; distribution@hff-potsdam.de

1389 Germany
JETZT KOMMT ER IT´S COMING
GIL BARTZ

gil.bartz@gmx.de
DOC; 0:13:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Klaus-Dieter and Werner are working in one of the biggest marshelling yard in Germany. They are different in all ways, but the have one thing in common:
splitting up trains.

ANNE KRÜGER; HFF "Konrad Wolf" Potsdam; grandkrue@gmx.de; 
http://www.hff-potsdam.de/
Christina Marx; HFF "Konrad Wolf" Potsdam; distribution@hff-potsdam.
de; http://www.hff-potsdam.de/



1396 Germany
WAS BLEIBT WHAT REMAINS
GESA KNOLLE;BIRTHE TEMPLIN

gesaknolle@hotmail.com
DOC; 0:58:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Three woman - three generations.

WHAT REMAINS captures almost 70 years of German history and introduces two families who couldn't be more different.

When she was just 17, Erna chose to remain with her mother during the deportation - even to Auschwitz. She promised her mother to tell the world of the horrors she experienced, something she is 
still doing.

SILVIA LOINJAK; Silvia Loinjak Filmproduktion & HFF Konrad Wolf; 
silvia.loinjak@gmx.de; http://www.wasbleibt-film.de/

1400 Germany
ALLES AUSSER HÖREN ANYTHING BUT SOUND
PETER HECKER

peter.hecker@gmail.com
DOC; 0:16:12; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
"Anything but sound" is the portrait of a deaf family and their everyday life. Mother, father and their two little children are profoundly hearing-impaired. They exemplify a foreign and fascinating world 
within our society with an independent and beautiful way of communication.

CRISTINA MARX; HFF "Konrad Wolf" Potsdam Babelsberg; 
distribution@hff-potsdam.de; http://www.hff-potsdam.de/; Franziska 
KochCristina Marx; HFF "Konrad Wolf" Potsdam Babelsberg; 
distribution@hff-potsdam.de; http://www.hff-potsdam.de/

1443 Germany
LEAVENWORTH, WA
HANNES LANG
lang_hannes@hotmail.com
DOC; 0:29:15; 35 mm; COL; 2008
This contemplative small town in the US-State of Washington suffered tremendously from the great depression, and disaffection almost turned it into a ghost town.
Relief came in form of an aspiring idea. Not only did this new concept save the hick town from dying, but it currently brings more than 2 million visitors a year.
"Herzlich Willkommen in Leavenworth!" Enjoy it, and escape for a little while...

The movie observes the place, its residents and visitors and by this explores the thin line between reality and illusion.

UTE DILGER; Academy of Miedia Arts in Cologne; dilger@khm.de; http:
//www.khm.de/
Hannes Lang; KHM; lang_hannes@hotmail.com

1834 Germany
UNSICHTBARES LICHT INVISIBLE LIGHT
SIMON WEBER

mail@sillysea.com
DOC; 0:08:22; Betacam SP PAL; BW; 2008
Dr. Fabian Pohl is a radiotherapist. His patients are hoping for a cure through something which the eye cannot see. Every day, Dr. Pohl has to give in to the edge of life at which his patients are living,
a place where even the most sophisticated medical machinery cannot help out any more.

BARBARA GROBEN; Hochschule für Fernsehen und Film München; 
barbara.groben@gmx.de
mail@sillysea.com

1917 Germany
4051- HINTEN IS DAT DINGEN AUF, MEISTER 4051- THE THING IS OPEN AT THE BACK, MAN
BIANCA WIEHMEIER
filmtank@filmtank.de
DOC/EXP; 0:08:00; 35 mm; COL; 2009
Impossible! A whole village hearing voices! We hear the stories of the village dwellers, they all concern a man with a very serious occupation. But there is no reward for honest labour. The last thing 
the council wants is to reward him. Some people think of nothing but food and after all, there are other tourist attractions. But what is one to say of them?

THOMAS TEILSCH; Filmtank Gmbh; filmtank@filmtank.de

28 Germany
SHOOTING LOCATIONS
THOMAS KUTSCHKER
kutschker@filmischesberlin.de
DOC/EXP; 0:08:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
SHOOTING LOCATIONS is researching at the borderlines between war, playing war and war games, their reception and the interweaving of reality and fiction. The three chapters of the film deal with
different aspects of war inustry and its influence and presence in modern society. Found Footage sounds from Youtube are combined with images from a puppet like 19th century cottage, a 
downtown skyscraper and fashionable townhouses. What is real and what is a game?

THOMAS KUTSCHKER; filmisches Berlin; kutschker@filmischesberlin.
de; http://www.filmischesberlin.de

212 Germany
HEIDELBERG
NORMAN RICHTER
79nord@gmx.de
DOC/EXP; 0:34:39; COL; 2008
Every time when I visit my grandmother I slowly walk through the rooms and look at what has changed and what hasnʼt changed. Every time I also go into the garden, which a small pathway divides
 to the top end

HOLGER LOCHAU; HFF "Konrad Wolf"; h.lochau@hff-potsdam.de; 
http://www.hff-potsdam.de/

311 Germany
FÜR MEIKO FOR MEIKO
F.K.FLUMEN (PHILIPP HARTMANN)

philipp@flumenfilm.de
DOC/EXP; 0:03:15; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2008
Fireworks, smoke and aeroplanes. An essayfilm. For my friend Meiko.

A film about smoke. For my friend Meiko. Smoke in the physical, artistical and metaphysical points of view. An outstanding essayistic short documentary transcending the borders of obejctivity.

PHILIPP HARTMANN; flumenfilm.de; philipp@flumenfilm.de; http:
//www.flumenfilm.de/



589 Germany
REPRODUKTION REPRODUCTION
KEVIN KIRCHENBAUER

mes.skinny.fists@gmail.com
DOC/EXP; 0:09:22; 16 mm; BW; 2008
Society carries fear-driven values and conventions from one generation to the next and the most essential question seems to be: a boy or a girl? Based on field recordings and interviews with couples
awaiting their first baby a sound collage mingles with associative imagery shot at places that have in one way or another to do with birth.  "reproduktion" is a subtle and sensitive analysis of gender 
reproduction and the influence of economical circumstances on which features and characteristics are considered to be favourable for a perfectly adapted human being.

CRISTINA MARX; Konrad Wolf University for Television and Film; 
distribution@hff-potsdam.de; http://www.hff-potsdam.de/
distribution@hff-potsdam.de

752 Germany
MADE IN GERMANY
FALK PEPLINSKI
falk.peplinski@filmakademie.de
DOC/EXP; 0:20:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Industry is automation - automation is rhythm - rhythm is music!

MADE IN GERMANY is a poetic film essay about modern workplaces - a science-fiction-film, which is not based in the future but in todayʼs reality. The film shows a real but yet strange world, in 
which machines dominate their environment with its beats. The film is a symphonic composition of self shot and archive footage which leads to astonishing associations and give space for your own 
interpretations.

MANUEL CHALLAL; Filmakademie Baden-Wuerttemberg; Manuel.
Challal@filmakademie.de
Eva Steegmayer; Filmakademie Baden-Wuerttemberg; eva.
steegmayer@filmakademie.de

883 Germany
KAVALAR - DIE WEISSE ZONE KAVALAR - THE WHITE ZONE
RALF KÜSTER

info@ralfkuester.net
DOC/EXP; 0:26:14; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Synopse:
Kavalar - the white zone
Democracy/Dogfight/Police/Forest/
Chaos/Zombies/Birds/
Military /TV/Fields/
Amok/Koma/Cows/

RALF KÜSTER; Ralf Küster Film; info@ralfkuester.net; http://www.
ralfkuester.net/

1955 Germany
VON GEGENÜBER FROM THE OPPOSITE SIDE
CLEMENS VON WEDEMEYER
DOC/FIC; 0:38:00; 35 mm; COL; 2009
A curious blend of fiction and documentary. The city becomes a stage for the private and public performance of daily life.

From the Opposite Side was shown to critical acclaim at Sculpture Projects Muenster as an installation. Shot with a hidden camera, from the perspective of someone wandering the streets, the 40-
minute film loop tracks 24 hours in the life of the area around the railway station. Actors play passers-by, and passers-by thus become actors.

CLEMENS VON WEDEMEYER\; claybox@web.de

65 Germany
CADRAGE FRAMING
TIM BERGER
kontakt@timberger.de
EXP; 0:05:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008

CADRAGE (french, from “la cadre” - the frame)
The process of framing is intended to eliminate what is unessential in the Motion Picture, to direct the spectator's attention to what is important, and to give it special meaning and force.
The images of CADRAGE were recorded during the production of a narrative shortfilm. A second camera was mounted on the original camera, but turned around 18O degrees it focused the space 
behind the camera. Physicaly connected to the original camera it shows the framing of the narative motion picture, but with a different content. This setting invokes an interesting Discurs about one of
the basic charactaristics of the cinematographic image.

TIM BERGER;  kontakt@timberger.de; http://www.timberger.de

66 Germany
DEN STRAND ENTLANG ALONG THE BEACH
TIM BERGER
kontakt@timberger.de
EXP; 0:05:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
ALONG THE
BEACH is a
experimental
short film,
concerning the
characteristics of

TIM BERGER;  kontakt@timberger.de; http://www.timberger.de

117 Germany
CONTRE-JOUR
CHRISTOPH GIRARDET;MATTHIAS MÜLLER
girardet@freenet.de
EXP; 0:10:41; 35 mm; COL; 2009
The look with which we comprehend the world and which it casts back at us in response breaks up in “contre-jour” into disquieting fragments. Blurs, flashes and stroboscope montages disintegrate 
reality into shadowy images that inflict pain on the eye. A spot light precisely cuts the individual out of the darkness. "I wish you could see what I see” remains futile hope. Blind spots gape between 
self-perception and the perception of others.
(Kristina Tieke)

CHRISTOPH GIRARDET & MATTHIAS MÜLLER; girardet@freenet.de;
mueller.film@t-online.de



298 Germany
IT'S ME SINGING
GABRIELE UNDINE MEYER
gumeyer@t-online.de
EXP; 0:01:15; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
The screen is separated in nine segments, everyone is taken by the image of a young woman who is – obviously at home sitting in front of her computer camera – singing a capella the song „Rehab
“ from Amy Winehouse. Every woman is shown alone singing one line of the song and all of them are shown together singing – like a coincidential chorus– the refrain: „no, no, no“ or „go, go, go“.
This short film based on found footage from YouTube is a response to the perfect video work of Candice Breitz. It offers the specific charme of the unprofessional audio-visual privat shooting and the
possibility to have a look into the privat environment of the singers.

GABRIELE UNDINE MEYER; gumeyer@t-online.de; http://www.
gabriele-undine-meyer.de/

597 Germany
DIE CHARLES-BONNET-VARIANTE CHARLES BONNETS MIND-BLOWING
WERNER BIEDERMANN
EXP; 0:04:52; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2009
This found footage film dreams the reality of Charles Bonnets theory away.

WERNER BIEDERMANN;

900 Germany
MELANCHOLIEVERSTAND MELANCHOLY INTELLECT
MARCO WEDEL;/;/
marcowedel@web.de
EXP; 0:03:58; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
"Melancholieverstand" is about the unbearable pain after love meant to be everlasting has vanished.

SEE ABOVE;  info@marcowedel.com; http://www.marcowedel.com/

1362 Germany
GRID
VOLKER SCHREINER
mail@volkerschreiner.de
EXP; 0:06:00; Betacam SP PAL; BW; 2009
Traces, devices, indications, found and discovered, clues and hints referring to absentees - a compilation of excerpts from movies and feature films.

VOLKER SCHREINER;  mail@volkerschreiner.de; http://www.
volkerschreiner.de/
Volker Schreiner; mail@volkerschreiner.de

1465 Germany
WESTCOAST
ULU BRAUN
cont@ulubraun.com
EXP; 0:07:20; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Westcoast is a Panorama-video consisting of numerous interweaved scenes mounted on a coastline somewhere between Rotterdam and Sydney.
Starting from a bubbling primordial soup recalling Tarkovskyʼs Solaris the view pans along a waterfront in the style of a late transnational financial eclecticism and passes mystical spots such as a 
giant hippo fed with carrots and hectically spinning rubber boats. After a dark spiritual waterway we end in a cave with refuse-Jacuzzi in which a white woman gazes about herself melancholically.

ULU BRAUN;  cont@ulubraun.com; http://www.ulubraun.com/

1843 Germany
GREGOR ALEXIS
JANA DEBUS
info@janadebus.com
EXP; 0:20:00; 16 mm; COL; 2008
Gregor Alexis is a portrait of my brother who is suffering from schizophrenia.

UTE DILGER; Academy of Media Arts; dilger@khm.de; http://www.khm.
de/
filmshipper@khm.de

1964 Germany
I DEEPLY REGRET
KARØ GOLDT
EXP; 0:02:00; COL; 2008
The video i deeply regret is about a failed chance of revenge and satisfaction. My video shows the attempt to liberate oneself from the victim's role by a fantasy of self-empowerment.
In other words: After a long, long time someone fights back, while humming the theme song from Rocky.
(Karø Goldt)

1968 Germany
TERMINAL
JOERG WAGNER
zeguan@web.de
EXP; 0:08:20; 35 mm; COL; 2009
Mechanical ballet of heavy machinery. A musical cinematic poem portraying the workflow in a container terminal.

DIRK MANTHEY; dirk manthey film; d.manthey@hkp9.de

2122 Germany
MEDLEY
JENS PECHO
EXP; 2009



2217 Germany
DIAL M FOR MOTHER
ELI CORTIÑAS
elicortinas@yahoo.es
EXP; 0:11:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A persisting phone ringing goes across Dial M for Mother and dominates the sound and visual scene as well as the figure of Gena Rowlands who fights while being chased by the persecuting ringing.
A spanish voice is heard talking to her as someone who seems to be a mother.
Eli Cortin?as Hidalgo presents in her final work at the Academy of Media Arts Cologne a fascinating tour de force throught the depth of human psychology.
The mother-daughter conflict on the surface reveals himself more and more as the struggle of a human being longing for identity and autonomy as well as a role in life. A struggle which can either be
win nor lost, within a vicous circle of a never ending life fight, with the attempt to find a solution by becoming a „play“ and rescuing himself from the emptiness directly into the stage floor. [...]

UTE DILGER; Kunsthochschule für Medien Köln, Peter-Welter-Platz 2, 
50676 Cologne; dilger@khm.de; http://www.khm.de/
Michael Wiesehöfer; Michael Wiesehöfer Gallery, Schaafenstr. 8, 50676
Cologne; info@galerie-wiesehoefer.de; http://www.galerie-wiesehoefer.
de/

2230 Germany
AFTER THE REHEARSAL
ESKE SCHLÜTERS
eske@gmx.de
EXP; 0:07:30; Betacam SP PAL; BW; 2008
AFTER THE REHEARSAL depicts the actress Delphine Seyrig in rehearsal recordings for Chantal Akerman's Jeanne Dielman, 23 Quai du Commerce, 1080 Bruxelles. Together with isolated film 
scenes, they form the basis for reflections on forms of rehearsal, expanded by fragments of texts dealing with the theory of theater.

ESKE SCHLÜTERS;  eske@gmx.de; http://www.eske-schlueters.de/

2298 Germany
EXIT
JOCHEN KUHN
EXP; 0:36:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008

JOCHEN KUHN;

854 Germany
ABB. 8.12
SARAH WECKERT
mail@sarahweckert.de
EXP/ANI; 0:04:41; 35 mm; COL; 2009
in german:

verletzen, verheilen, vergessen, verzeihen, leben, weiter leben, lebendig sein

in english:

SARAH WECKERT; freelance; mail@sarahweckert.de; http://www.
sarahweckert.de/
Sarah Weckert; freelance; mail@sarahweckert.de; http://www.
sarahweckert.de/

522 Germany
STAUBKASKADE THE CASCADE AND ITS DUST
STEFAN PAUTZE

neon.and.cat@googlemail.com
EXP/ANI; 0:04:35; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Fractals provide the mathematical tool set to describe the complex structures of nature. They even might represent one of its main principles.

STEFAN PAUTZE; (Visualien der Breitbandkatze); neon.and.
cat@googlemail.com; http://pautze.de/

1006 Germany
IDYLL
ASTRID BUSCH
mail@astridbusch.de
EXP/ANI; 0:03:00; Betacam SP PAL; BW; 2009
Idyll being illusion.
In a fragmentary daydream with shreds of thoughts and smithereens of images leads the film into a world of apparentness and memories.
The basis for the film is just a 35mm b/w negativ.
The film became a mixture of manual exposure by laser pointer Frame by Frame on b/w photomaterial, digital Compositing and animated handdrawing.

ASTRID BUSCH;  mail@astridbusch.de

1544 Germany
PAINTING PARADISE
BARBARA HLALI
barbara.hlali@gmx.de
EXP/ANI; 0:05:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Media reports show how the wall surrounding the Shiite quarter in Baghdad is painted with beautiful landscapes: Aesthetic creation is used to cover military measures and war effects.
In the film I am applying a similar technique regarding the overall situation: Pictures from conflict areas are layered with colour, changed, adorned.
A deceitful idyll develops, however, facing the real (war-) situation this cannot be sustained. By covering up the reality, the paintings actually draw attention to the truth that lies beneath them.
The film depicts the beauty within the area, in which the mythological paradise is to be located. Images like these inspired the European dream of the Orient; today though, scenes of war and terror 
are the harsh reality.
It asks if an aesthetic-artistic approach could meaningfully help to improve a situation. It also asks, whether military interferences can be the suitable means to achieve this goal.

BARBARA HLALI;  barbara.hlali@gmx.de; http://www.barbara-hlali.de/

1893 Germany
VOLUME I
FRED FROEHLICH
me@fredfroehlich.net
EXP/ANI; 0:25:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
VOLUME I is a computer animation, based on an extensive collection of commercial stock photos. 12.452 unprocessed royalty free images are arranged according to criteria of form and content and
assembled to a single frame animation. The frames exchange at such a speed that the individual image can hardly be grasped by the eye. A thematically comprehensive image selection, which 
covers the most popular motifs in advertising refers to the character of the work as an encyclopedia. The sequential sortation according to form and colour generates a more or less fluent effect and
makes - in spite of the high picture frequency - the vaguely perception of subjects possible. To amplify the impact of the image stream VOLUME I lacks any kind of soundtrack.

FRED FROEHLICH;  me@fredfroehlich.net; http://www.fredfroehlich.
net/
Fred Froehlich; me@fredfroehlich.net; http://www.fredfroehlich.net/



588 Germany
WE - 1ST PERSON PLURAL
KEVIN KIRCHENBAUER
mes.skinny.fists@gmail.com
EXP/DOC; 0:10:27; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2009
What's this chain of logical actions and reactions that we don't seem to be able to break or subvert? Human relations repeat themselves, history repeats itself... For ages with the exact same amout of
cruelty. Poetically collaging images and sounds that she recorded on journeys over the past years with her familiy's Super 8 archive the filmmaker shares personal thoughts and doubts about groups,
relationships and forms of political action. Until in a feverdream the root of all problems in society starts becoming clear to her for a moment. Just before everything vanishes again in the blurry abyss
of existence.
This is a film about the predictable patterns of human behaviour!

KEVIN KIRCHENBAUER;  mes.skinny.fists@gmail.com
Kevin Kirchenbauer; mes.skinny.fists@gmail.com

27 Germany
ZWISCHENZEIT IN BETWEEN
MISCHA LEINKAUF;MATTHIAS WERMKE

info@stopmakingsense.de
EXP/DOC; 0:08:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
When a thought turns into reality, when conceived images start to exist,
this is when fiction becomes reality. A handcar on the tracks of the metropolis.
Infinite, without any destination. „In Between“ tells no story but a condition.
It is a declaration of love for the moment.

MISCHA LEINKAUF; StopMakingSense; info@stopmakingsense.de; 
http://www.stopmakingsense.de; Matthias Wermke

450 Germany
INMITTEN AMIDST
MARCO KUGEL
m.kugel@gmx.net
EXP/DOC; 0:52:08; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A walk through everyday life in a city, to find different associations. Paying attention to moments and things, making oneself aware that these are images.
To question them.

MARCO KUGEL;  m.kugel@gmx.net

606 Germany
DESTINATION FINALE
PHILIP WIDMANN
philip@workscited.de
EXP/DOC; 0:09:15; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A man travels Europe. Shortly thereafter, American troops enter the ground war in Vietnam. Made from footage found in Saigon, this film leaves most questions unanswered.

PHILIP WIDMANN; Works Cited; philip@workscited.de; http://www.
workscited.de/; Gerd Roscher

866 Germany
THE RED CARPET
JÖRG HOMMER
mail@joerghommer.de
EXP/DOC; 0:04:35; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
the red carpet is a persiflage about the protocol at state receptions, which take place every day all over the world and as you can watch them on TV: handshakes, smiling faces, heavily symbolic 
gesticulations. The film shows world leaders from a different perspective and focuses below the ordinary TV-surface. It exposes what is happening before the recurrent well known pictures are taken.
The film was shot on the G8 Summit in Heiligendamm, Germany.

JÖRG HOMMER;  mail@joerghommer.de; http://joerghommer.de/

959 Germany
CLEAN UP
SEBASTIAN MEZ
levitate@gmx.de
EXP/DOC; 0:09:19; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
It`s his job to clean this special room, an execution chamber at a state prison in the United States. Everytime there is an execution, he has to recover this place as it was before. This experimental 
short film gives an abnormal view on the death penalty.

CHRISTOPH ARNI; Filmakademie Baden-Wuerttemberg; christoph.
arni@filmakademie.de

1445 Germany
STAUBPFADE. EINE TOPOGRAPHIE AUS SCHERBEN. PATHWAYS IN THE DUST. A TOPOGRAPHY OUT OF FRAGMENTS.
MARIANNA CHRISTOFIDES

mariannachristofides@yahoo.gr
EXP/DOC; 0:31:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Transitory spaces, locales shifting before one's eyes; manifestations of fleeting memory paraphrases. Retention of reminiscences such as the collection of shards from past times. Mementos buried in
the earth over the course of time. Traces of existence are being arranged in fluid image constellations. The flow of time is observed, collected, processed so as to acquire a tangible presence – an 
imprint of an accumulation of fleeting moments. Spatial voids and temporal pauses are being transformed into materials and media which reflect the possibility of the potential, incorporate and 
reverberate the undefinable and elusive transitions in a status of hovering.
In the realm of memory associations remain fragmentary, incoherent and fragile. Those are the elements which I wanted to capture and retain in this autobiographic film. Following the compass of 
childhood memory and recounts of past incidents I was led to a wandering through space and time – just like the exploration strolls with my father twenty years ago in the fields around my hometown

UTE DILGER; Academy of Media Arts Cologne; dilger@khm.de; http:
//www.khm.de/
Ute Dilger; Academy of Media Arts Cologne

148 Germany
PROMETHEUS/ODYSSEUS
CORNELIUS ONITSCH
onitsch@gmail.com
EXP/FIC; 0:06:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
The punishment of Prometheus and Odysseus' Sirene Episode.
I recommend the film played LOUD.

ULI WEBER; Achsenfilm; achsenfilm@gmail.com



753 Germany
KRYM
CHRISTOPH HEIMER
christoph.heimer@filmakademie.de
EXP/FIC; 0:16:47; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
After a nuclear war, the world is in general destruction. The few survivors, who live in bunkers under the earth, havenʼt seen the sunlight for many years. They send two out to get help. But what they 
find is against all their expectations.

NICOLAS PALME; Filmakademie Baden-Wuerttemberg; nicolas.
palme@filmakademie.de; http://www.chfilm.de/

795 Germany
LATAWIEC
MARIA FRYCZ
fryczmaria@gmail.com
EXP/FIC; 0:05:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
ʻLatawiecʼ is an experimental short film, telling a simplified and metaphorical story of person, which is spending a windy, grey day at the seaside – alone in the landscape. He is drinking hot tea, 
watching his hands and flying a kite. There is a strange tension between the character and the object – what at first seems to be a game, turns out to be a fight, which takes place somewhere 
between reality and dream.

MARIA FRYCZ;  fryczmaria@gmail.com; http://www.mariafrycz.com/

1119 Germany
DER AUGENBLICK THE WINK
MICHAELA SCHWEIGER

mschweiger@gmx.net
EXP/FIC; 0:12:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
The movie "Der Augenblick" deals with the short moment in which a person runs across unknown people at an unknown place. Background of the film development were reports wherein persons 
who, voluntarily or enforced, went on a journey for the most different reasons, give an account of the entrance into a new world.?The film evolves from a soft light and opens the view on a far away 
group of people in nowhere-space. The camera takes the perspective of the person who approaches the group. this very slow scene of approach there are inserted short sequences that depict 
possible moments in future.?Language of the film is the universal language Volapük.

MICHAELA SCHWEIGER;  mschweiger@gmx.net; http://www.
michaelaschweiger.de/

1281 Germany
LES RUISSELLEMENTS DU DIABLE THE DEVIL'S STREAMS
KEREN CYTTER
EXP/FIC; 0:10:00; 0; COL; 2008
The video is based on a story by Julio Cortazar
 Blow up. It has a different title in Spanish, which in English means ʻThe Devil's streamsʼ. I tried to create an oriental, exotic atmosphere using French language and Chinese music. I appreciate the 
names that you mentioned, but I was thinking more about Wong Kar-Wai, when I made it. I tried to imitate the atmosphere in his films. *

KEREN CYTTER;

1706 Germany
YET UNTITLED [»PIECES OF NATURE«]
PFEIFER, MARIO;AMY PATTON;-
mariopfeifer@calarts.alum.edu
EXP/FIC; 0:12:00; 16 mm; BW; 2008
»Pieces of Nature« (2008) describes both performance and studio film
production. Situated in a loose, self-reflexive narrative poised between the traditions of structural film, dance and theater, the carefully-choreographed film follows actors in what appears to be a 
casting process. Breathing, moving, and literally constructing the film before our eyes, crew members and the director himself are also revealed as actors, literally mirroring a photograph by Jeff 
Wall's famed photograph "Picture for a woman" [1979].

 PFEIFER, MARIO; blackboardfilms; la@blackboardfilms.com; http:
//www.blackboardfilms.com/; Amy Patton

1140 Germany
LA BARCA
THOMAS KONER
thomas.koner@gmx.de
EXP/MV; 0:06:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
In a barque she sails across the high lands
of the past.
The barque heads shimmer and glow at stern and bow,
and that lights her unseeable passage.
She calls to the spirits of this hour, and that is how we come to even hear her voice.

THOMAS KONER;  thomas.koner@gmx.de; http://www.thomaskoner.
com/

1284 Germany
PASAJEROS PEREGRINOS PILOTOS
THOMAS KONER
thomas.koner@gmx.de
EXP/MV; 0:03:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
PASAJEROS PEREGRINOS PILOTOS shows commuters and pedestrians on their daily track.
An imaginative Doppelgänger that accompanies each person is becoming visible. The Doppelgänger to me represents an ideal thyself, knowing everything, never making wrong decisions, and of 
course,
always being too late.
Bound to the wear and tear of mass movements, this idealistic vision can decompose at any time.

THOMAS KONER;  thomas.koner@gmx.de; http://www.thomaskoner.
com/

1349 Germany
COMPADRE GRINGO
LIEVE VANDERSCHAEVE
lieve@lvds.de
EXP/MV; 0:10:26; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Minotaurus is not anymore the lonely hybrid, locked up in his labyrinth. He
finds his niches in his erring life. He dreams of being in a place where he can feel freedom and where he can have a good friend. Somebody who is a pure nature artist, not loaded with history, 
philosophy...
He starts a dissimilar friendship with mooseman...

LIEVE VANDERSCHAEVE; lieve@lvds.de; http://www.lvds.de/



1399 Germany
B96 ROUTE 96
JOSEPHINE FRYDETZKI

jfrydetzki@gmail.com
FIC; 0:17:37; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Vincent and Steve are close friends. Both are in their twenties. They still live at their parents home in a small village. Vincent, because he don't want to miss the comforts in his parents house and 
Steve doesn't move because he hasn't got the money. When Vincent decides to go abroad their friendship starts to falter.

MARIE EBENHAN; highschool for film and television "konrad 
Wolf" (HFF); marie.ebenhan@gmail.com
Cristina Marx; highschool for film and television "konrad Wolf" (HFF); 
distribution@hff-potsdam.de; http://www.hff-potsdam.de/

1128 Germany
2012
MARCUS OVERBECK, MARSILTEIN 2, 50676 COLOGNE, GERMANY
info@filmefahrer.de
FIC; 0:33:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
The year is 2012. The RFID chips implanted in everyone's
arms have made life transparent. Every area of social life
is controlled by the conglomerate company AETAS.
Gabriel, a subordinate employee of AETAS, becomes
trapped in a system of surveillance after his grandmother
commits suicide and the boundaries between perception

MARCUS OVERBECK (CONTACT: PRESS AND PUBLIC RELATIONS,
UTE DILGER); Academy of Media Arts, Cologne, Peter Welter Platz 2, 
50676 Cologne, Germany; dilgr@khm.dehttp://www.2012derfilm.com/

12 Germany
DAS MÄDCHEN MIT DEN GELBEN STRÜMPFEN THE GIRL WITH THE YELLOW STOCKINGS
GRZEGORZ MUSKALA
gmuskala@gmx.de
FIC; 0:05:30; 35 mm; COL; 2008
A young couple is spending the day in bed. He asks her, if she wants to marry him. At first she says no...

SOL BONDY; dffb Berlin; solbondy@gmail.com; http://www.dffb.de
Jana Wolff; dffb Berlin; wolff@dffb.de; http://www.dffb.de

72 Germany
GLIOBLASTOM
TANJA BUBBEL;AXEL RANISCH
tbubbel@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:41:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Steffi is feeling good. As a stunt woman she has a great job and with her lifemate Ruth all goes the best. The life can be so wonderful. But all is changing after she innocently killed 23 goldfish. The 
disaster is coming soon. A film about life and death and the question how far other's selfdetermination may be influenced through one self.

ANNE BAEKER; HFF "Konrad Wolf"; annebaeker@gmx.de

118 Germany
DIE KLÄRUNG EINES SACHVERHALTS THE CLARIFICATION OF A SITUATION
SÖREN HÜPER;CHRISTIAN PRETTIN

soerenhueper@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:20:04; 35 mm; COL; 2008
East Germany 1985: Within a 24 hour interrogation an officer of the East German secret police STASI is trying to force engineer Jürgen Schult to withdraw his exit-permit application to leave the 
country. The STASI officer pulls out all the stops to succeed...

VOLKER REDEKER; Leitmotiv Film GmbH; info@leitmotivfilm.de; http:
//www.leitmotivfilm.de; Dirk Roggan; Jens-Peter Köll
Volker Redeker; Leitmotiv Film GmbH; info@leitmotivfilm.de; http://www.
leitmotivfilm.de

297 Germany
MAUER WALL
GERDA LEOPOLD

theleomachine@online.de
FIC; 0:10:31; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Berlin. A thirtysomething painter wants to paint paintings about the Berlin wall.
Not being able to remember, he decides to paint white the wall in his backyard to get a better idea how it could have been. While doing so he gets into an argument with his neighbor, a photographer
about which media is more suitable for remembering: photography or painting...

GERDA LEOPOLD; MEB Prod.; theleomachine@online.de; http://www.
gerdaleopold.com/

324 Germany
BOSE BILDER EVIL IMAGES
STEFAN SCHALLER

FIC; 0:30:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Jonas lives with his mother and is a bit of an outsider. He only has one friend, Lukas, in his class and he feels left out at school. He is being bullied by the class tormentor, Christian, but when the 
bully suffers a sports injury, he finds himself in a weaker position. Jonas and Lukas make the most of the situation and start picking on Christian.

EVA STEEGMAYER; Film Baden- Wuerttemberg; eva.
steegmayer@filmakademie.de

344 Germany
DIE MENSCHEN SIND SCHLECHTE THE HUMAN SICKNESS
PETER JESCHKE

peterjeschke@gmail.com
FIC; 0:11:37; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
How far would you go to make it silent inside yourself?
After moving to the countryside Thomas mind is changing and not even the love of his wife Luise can help him to silence his demons.

HFF „KONRAD WOLF“ POTSDAM-BABELSBERG; HFF „Konrad Wolf
“ Potsdam-Babelsberg; p.jeschke@hff-potsdam.de; http://www.hff-
potsdam.de/

445 Germany
ILLUSION
BURHAN QURBANI
FIC; 0:09:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Lena loses her job...

 Arte & Swr Suedestrundfunk



477 Germany
PURPLE SUNRISE
NINA VUKOVIC
vukstein@gmail.com
FIC; 0:15:30; 35 mm; COL; 2009
A boy and a girl approach each other at a party and play the game of who is risking an open commitment to the other one first. What begins light-hearted has ist downside in the incapability of an 
emotional commitment by the boy towards the girl after a night spent together… A coming-of-age-film.

VIKTOR JAKOVLESKI; German Film- and Television Academy Berlin 
(DFFB); viktor.makedon@gmail.com

523 Germany
DAS ZIMMER THE ROOM
NIK SENTENZA

lilo.behnke@web.de
FIC; 0:13:00; 35 mm; COL; 2009
The famous actor, Thomas van Boys, checks into a hotel...
He orders a call girl, opens his mail, showers, and shaves...
Then he turns on the TV.
The screen shows his room. There must be a camera somewhere in the room...
The “eye” begins an evil cat and mouse game. It presents van Boys with a mirror, which lets him look into the uttermost depths of his soul...

NIK SENTENZA; Neue Filme GbR / FH Dortmund; lilo.behnke@web.de;
http://www.fh-dortmund.de/; Adolf Winkelmann (academic advisor); Lilo
Behnke

563 Germany
DER ERSTE TAG THE FIRST DAY
GIL WIENER
gcinema@gmail.com
FIC; 0:04:53; 16 mm; COL; 2008
A man spends a day with his son.

GIL WIENER;  gcinema@gmail.com

572 Germany
EDGAR
FABIAN BUSCH
fabian@kontrastfilm.de
FIC; 0:12:15; 35 mm; COL; 2009
Since his wife died two years ago, Edgar has been alone. His life has been left without purpose. One day, he leaves his house, determined
to find a job. But the saleswoman in the store is not interested.
On his way out, Edgar, lost in thought, picks up an umbrella. The store detective detains him. Suddenly, Edgar has his chance.

DIRK WELLBROCK; Kontrastfilm GbR; dirk@kontrastfilm.de; http:
//www.kontrastfilm.de/; Tidi von Tiedemann

601 Germany
MURCHE (PERSIAN : ANTS)
BEHROOZ KARAMIZADE
FIC; 0:20:00; Betacam SP NTSC; COL; 2008
Reza and Laila, two immigrants in Germany...

MANUEL CHALLAL;

624 Germany
TRY A LITTLE TENDERNESS
BENJAMIN TESKE
ben.t@gmx.net
FIC; 0:12:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Old Wolfgang is in the autumn of his years.
Alone he is sitting in a bar, waiting for a young beautiful stranger.
Is she real or just imagination?
"Try a Little Tenderness" is a story about love and remorse, in which a little bit of tenderness means the world.

BENJAMIN TESKE;  ben.t@gmx.net;  Constanze Schmitt

751 Germany
VIERSITZER FOUR-SEATER
THORSTEN WENNING

thorsten.wenning@filmakademie.de
FIC; 0:28:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
"Viersitzer" tells in a seriocomic and touching manner the last days in the life of four people. Bine, Sofie, Max and Rolf have in common two things: they are middle-thirties and have no more desire for
life. That´s why they decide to commit suicide together in the summer house of Max´ parents. What the others do not know is, that Rolf is seriously ill. He would like to put a quick end to his grief, 
therefore he depends on the help of his new friends.

SEBASTIAN CORDES; Filmakademie Baden-Wuerttemberg; sebastian.
cordes@filmakademie.de; http://filmakademie.de/

754 Germany
SCHWITZE STICKY
NICOLAS STEINER

nicolas.steiner@filmakademie.de
FIC; 0:08:45; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Sitting in a sauna, Beat and Toni are sweating the truth out of their bodies. The cuckoo is setting the beat. And Beat is laying an egg – or so it seems...

NICOLAS PALME; FIlmakademie Baden+Wuerttemberg; nicolas.
palme@filmakademie.de



755 Germany
HÖLLENRITT ROLLER COASTER
MARTIN BUSKER

martin.busker@filmakademie.de
FIC; 0:30:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
"Dad is an asshole, the Devil is a woman called Karin and my new wannabee sister has
magical tits."
Reeling from his parents' divorce, 12-year-old Jakob wants to make his first weekend away with his father a living hell. But what happens when Jakob realises how much he needs his father?

KATHRIN TABLER; c/o Filmakademie Baden Württemberg, Mthildenstr.
20, 71638 Ludwigsburg; kathrin.tabler@filmakademie.de; http://www.
hoellenritt.com/; Laura Müller

800 Germany
ECHTZEIT - IST DOCH NUR EIN SPIEL REALTIME - IT'S JUST A GAME
STEFFEN-CHRISTIAN MUELLER

steffen@framehaus.de
FIC; 0:26:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
A spy ring infiltrates the internet onlinegame <real:TIME> with real missions. Heidingsfelder (Roland von Kummant) is an addicted nerd and walks into the trap. He accomplishes the illegal 
assignments for bonus points. Journalist Heppler (Doreen Dietel) is collecting evidence and suddenly becomes a mission target herself.

STEFFEN-CHRISTIAN MUELLER; Mueller-Klose-Film, rabbitfire.com; 
steffen@rabbitfire.de; http://www.rabbitfire.de/

891 Germany
BADEWANNE ZUM GLÜCK BATHTUB TO HAPPINESS
NADINE KEIL;NORBERT KEIL

bathtubtohappiness@ymail.com
FIC; 0:26:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Victor and Marie have never met before tonight. But several chaotic coincidences later they both find themselves in the same bathtub. Without any clothes on.

On top of all that, the bathtub they are sitting in starts to glow and hum in very un-bathtub-like ways...

You guessed it: Victor and Marie are sitting in an enchanted bathtub, one that will make their destiny... the bathtub to happiness!

NADINE KEIL; Gogofilm; bathtubtohappiness@ymail.com; http:
//myspace.com/bathtubtohappiness

958 Germany
AMOKLOVE
JULIA C. KAISER
julia.kaiser@filmakademie.de
FIC; 0:09:20; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A magic moment between two people in the train, but then this moment is over and the two of them will never see each other again. Wrong! Fabian is fighting for his love and
runs after Marie through the whole town.
That`s AMOKLOVE: a lovestory told in the break of a heartbeat.

ANJA GOLL; Filmakademie Baden-Württemberg; anja.
goll@filmakademie.de

960 Germany
PERCEPTIO
SEBASTIAN MEZ
levitate@gmx.de
FIC; 0:09:26; Betacam SP PAL; BW; 2008
In the heat of Manhattan, two people connected by the past, meet each other in an apartment, Stefan and Susanne. She left Germany overnight to start a new life in America. It wasn`t only an 
abscondence from her responsibility to her deaf father, it was also an escape from her strong feelings for Stefan, who is dumb. While the city outside is booming, two people are communicating the 
only way they can – with silence.

SEBASTIAN MEZ; Filmakademie Baden-Wuerttemberg; levitate@gmx.
de

964 Germany
WUCHT IMPACT
ANNA PORZELT

post@praedikat-porzelt.de
FIC; 0:20:00; 16 mm; COL; 2008
Hannes loves Katja. He wants children. Katja loves Hannes. She builds a home above the cityʼs housetops. But Katja puts Hannesʼ unconditional love to the touch again and again...

NADJA HERMANN; Filmakademie Baden-Württemberg; 
nhermann@filmakademie.de; http://www.filmakademie.de/; Julia 
Gerhardt

970 Germany
ARBEIT FÜR ALLE FULL EMPLOYMENT
MATTHIAS VOGEL;THOMAS OBERLIES

notruf110@web.de
FIC; 0:12:20; 35 mm; COL; 2008
The film "Full Employment" introduces an innovative federal pilot project: The Agency for Assisted Employment. The extension of lifetime careers means that more and more older citizens have to 
continue working, and that there are not enough jobs for young, less qualified workers, making Agencies for Assisted Employment a nationwide necessity.

FRANK KAMINSKI; Jumping Horse Film Kaminski & Stiehm GbR; 
produktion@jumpinghorsefilm.de; Ulrich Stiehm; Marco Del Bianco

1010 Germany
MIKIS BALLADE MIKI´S BALLAD
NINA VUKOVIC

vukstein@googlemail.com
FIC; 0:20:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Miki´s Ballad sings the song of settling up with the own life: an eldering street crook meets his daughter like a stranger on the street. She tells him that she will get married. He does something 
unusual: He swears himself to keep the promise he made. Once.

HARTMUT BITOMSKY; Deutsche Film- und Fernsehakademie Berlin; 
info@dffb.de



1026 Germany
HEUTE IST SAMSTAG. TODAY'S SATURDAY.
JANINE JEMBERE

janinejembere@gmail.com
FIC; 0:04:37; Betacam SP PAL; BW; 2009
All falls apart.

HFBK; Hamburg Academy of Fine Arts, HfbK, Lerchenfeld 2, 22081 
Hamburg Germany, +49 40 428 989 466; filmfestival@hfbk-hamburg.de

1027 Germany
ONKEL DIETER UNCLE DIETER
TANJA SCHWERDORF

tanja.schwerdorf@gmx.de
FIC; 0:13:00; COL BW; 2008
http://www.hfbk-hamburg.de/

TANJA SCHWERDORF; Hamburg Academy of Fine Arts, HfbK;  
Lerchenfeld 2;  22081 Hamburg, Germany; tanja.schwerdorf@gmx.de; 
http://www.hfbk-hamburg.de/0; 0; Helena Wittmann; Hamburg Academy of Fine Arts, HfbK

1071 Germany
IMMER SOMMER ALWAYS SUMMER
MICHAEL RUF
micha.ruf@gmail.com
FIC; 0:15:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
An improvisation theatre piece inspires the eloquently spoken Elisabeth to divulge a poignant story about Paul, a man from her past, to her granddaughter Simone. The story deeply moves Simone 
and she is certain - Elisabeth must see Paul again.

MICHAEL RUF; Ruf FIlm; micha.ruf@gmail.com; http://www.ruf-film.de/

1101 Germany
ABENDLIED EVENING SONG
FRAUKE THIELECKE

FIC; 0:20:30; 35 mm; COL; 2008
please see attached film data sheet

HAMBURG MEDIA SCHOOL; Hamburg Media School; 
festival@hamburgmediaschool.com; http://www.hamburgmediaschool.
com/

1102 Germany
SORES & SÎRÎN SHORESH & SHIRIN
KATRIN GEBBE

FIC; 0:23:41; 35 mm; COL; 2008
please see attached film data sheet

HAMBURG MEDIA SCHOOL; Hamburg Media School; 
festival@hamburgmediaschool.com; http://www.hamburgmediaschool.
com/

1103 Germany
SCHAUTAG
MARVIN KREN
FIC; 0:23:14; 35 mm; COL; 2008
please see attached film data sheet

HAMBURG MEDIA SCHOOL; Hamburg Media School; 
festival@hamburgmediaschool.com; http://www.hamburgmediaschool.
com/

1104 Germany
ROENTGEN
MICHAEL VENUS
FIC; 0:23:56; 35 mm; COL; 2008
please see attached film data sheet

HAMBURG MEDIA SCHOOL; Hamburg Media School; 
festival@hamburgmediaschool.com; http://www.hamburgmediaschool.
com/

1105 Germany
ANKER WERFEN CAST ANCHOR
MARKUS BECK

FIC; 0:22:20; 35 mm; COL; 2008
please see attached film data sheet

HAMBURG MEDIA SCHOOL; Hamburg Media School; 
festival@hamburgmediaschool.com; http://www.hamburgmediaschool.
com/

1106 Germany
FREIES LAND FREE COUNTRY
HANNES TREIBER

FIC; 0:23:39; 35 mm; COL; 2008
please see attached film data sheet

HAMBURG MEDIA SCHOOL; Hamburg Media School; 
festival@hamburgmediaschool.com; http://www.hamburgmediaschool.
com/

1115 Germany
KETTENREAKTION CHAIN REACTION
SUSANNE HASSEPASS

info@feinfilm.de
FIC; 0:05:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Two's a company, three's a crowd. And four. And five. The 6th is not. The 7th is again.
A short about the little things that make for the big difference. And a proof that eventually everything returns to its beginning.

SUSANNE HASSEPASS; feinfilm; info@feinfilm.de; http://www.feinfilm.
de/; Tine Rau
info@feinfilm.de; http://www.feinfilm.de/



1348 Germany
ROBIN
HANNO OLDERDISSEN
hannoolderdissen@gmx.de
FIC; 0:20:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Home is where the hurt is

8-year-old Robin comes back into his family after 3 months in a foster home and finds himself lost, trying to cope with a very difficult family situation.
When his parents accidentally hurt his new born baby sister in a quarrel, his stepfather disappears and the mother is in shock, lying around on the sofa. Robin has to deal with the situation on his 
own. Torn apart between the urge to help his crying sister and his loyalty towards his mother, Robin is forced to make a very difficult decision.

KATRIN HOHENDAHL;  katrinhohendahl@gmx.de

1376 Germany
GLIOBLASTOM GLIOBLASTOMA
TANJA BUBBEL;AXEL RANISCH
tbubbel@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:41:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Steffi is feeling good. As a stunt woman she has a great job and with her girlfriend Ruth all goes the best. The life can be so wonderful. But all is changing after she innocently killed 23 goldfish. The 
disaster is coming soon. A film about life and death and the question how far other's self determination may be influenced through one self.

ANNE BAEKER; HFF "Konrad Wolf"; annebaeker@gmx.de
Cristina Marx; HFF "Konrad Wolf"; distribution@hff-potsdam.de; http:
//www.hff-potsdam.de/

1377 Germany
JONAS´ GEBURTSTAG JONAS´ BIRTHDAY
STEFAN BUTZMÜHLEN

von-gestern@web.de
FIC; 0:10:03; 16 mm; COL; 2008
JONAS` BIRTHDAY
8-year-old Jonas is picked up by his seperated living father to spend a day out in the nature. While they enjoy kiteflying the father tells him about his plans to move away with his new girlfriend.
The film gently follows the boys reaction, how he receives the news though he doesn´t immediately grasp the full meaning of it.

LOTTA KILIAN; HFF "Konrad Wolf"; lotta_kilian@web.de; http://www.hff-
potsdam.de/
Christine Marx; HFF "Konrad Wolf", Marlene-Dietrich-Allee 11, D-14482
Potsdam, Germany; distribution@hff-potsdam.de; http://www.hff-
potsdam.de/

1380 Germany
DER LETZTE MANN VON RETZOW THE LAST MAN FROM RETZOW
HENRIK STAMPE
henner_penner@gmx.de
FIC; 0:07:30; 16 mm; COL; 2008
Actually the farmer was meant to be brought to the home for the aged. But he doesnʼt want. Since the cow is on heat…

CRISTINA MARX; HFF Potsdam; distribution@hff-potsdam.de

1383 Germany
HAKENLAND
ANDREAS PIEPER
a.pieper@arcor.de
FIC; 0:33:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Legrand travels through eastern Germany to document the state of churches threatened by disrepair and is supposed to photograph the altar in Patkow. The village distinguished by rural exodus and
an aging population regards him as an undesired intruder. One day is all it takes to wind up in the wrong place, talk to the wrong woman and get caught in menacingly beery press of the village fair.

SILVIA LOINJAK; HFF Konrad Wolf Potsdam Babelsberg; silvia.
loinjak@gmx.de; http://www.hff-potsdam.de/; RBB - Verena Veihl; 
Holger LochauCristina Marx; HFF Konrad Wolf; distribution@hff-potsdam.de

1387 Germany
MEA CULPA
JUAN SARMIENTO
juancsarmiento@gmail.com
FIC; 0:06:15; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A man ready to go to his first date in a long time lets his imagination run free when the most simple of actions doesn't turn out the way he expects. This awkward and insignificant happening will have
consequences which only he can imagine...

ANNE BAEKER; Hff Konrad Wolf; distribution@hff-potsdam.de; http:
//www.hff-potsdam.de/

1390 Germany
ISI COME ISI GO
ESTER AMRAMI
esti.amrami@gmail.com
FIC; 0:15:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
The cat is dead!
Isi is crying!
She is moving out from her parents house. She is still crying!
A sex bet is being set, and Isi – cries again.
She goes to sleep, she cries. She wakes up, she cries.
And than comes the summer...

MARION KRUSE;  film school - HFF Konrad Wolf, Potsdam-Babelsberg;
marionkkruse@web.de
distribution@hff-potsdam.de

1392 Germany
WÜSTE/AUSSEN/TAG DESERT/EXTERIOR/DAY
MIA GRAU

mia.grau@web.de
FIC; 0:30:00; 35 mm; BW; 2009
This is the story of two actors who meet at a film set. They play a fighting and kissing couple. In real life they are strangers until they become acquainted to each other during a day off shooting. Their
different realities collide. They both search for something but they donʼt comprehend each other. It is not a love story but a fight story about emotional closeness and distance, sense and 
interpretation, hopes and fears.

URTE FINK, BUT CONTACTPERSON: CRISTINA MARX !!!; HFF 
Konrad Wolf; distribution@hff-potsdam.de; http://www.hff-potsdam.de/
Cristina Marx; HFF Konrad Wolf; distribution@hff-potsdam.de



1393 Germany
V.K.U.B.
DANIELA VOELKEL
danivoelkel@web.de
FIC; 0:13:15; Betacam SP PAL; BW; 2008
A man comes to a place, that is running in a circle. There is only one way out.

HFF "KONRAD WOLF"; HFF "Konrad Wolf"; distribution@hff-potsdam.
de

1394 Germany
ELYSIUM
POLA SCHIRIN BECK
polaschirin@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:05:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Elysium.? A human life - a deathproof business. ?There is no place you canʼt reach with us, no experience we canʼt make happen for you. Whatever brings you to us - with Elysium you have made an
excellent choice...

UNIVERSITY OF FILM & TELEVISION HFF KONRAD WOLF; 
distribution@hff-potsdam.de; http://www.hff-potsdam.de/

1395 Germany
IN DEINER HAUT INSIDE YOU
POLA SCHIRIN BECK

polaschirin@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:22:54; 35 mm; COL; 2008
A shimmering summer story set in a summer house on the Baltic coast. Sixteen-year-old Suse feels like a gooseberry next to her young mother and her new boyfriend and begins to shut herself 
away more and more until she discovers how to turn things in her favor. She just has to use the right means…

UNIVERSITY OF FILM & TELEVISION HFF KONRAD WOLF; 
distribution@hff-potsdam.de; http://www.hff-potsdam.de/

1398 Germany
DIE LEHRE DES SCHAUFELNS THE SCIENCE OF SHOVELING
DENISE LANGENHAN
denise.langenhan@hff-potsdam.de
FIC; 0:06:22; 16 mm; BW; 2009
In his experiment a scientist sets about proving that even the most basic working process can be optimised in order to increase industrial efficiency.

HFF KONRAD WOLF; HFF Konrad Wolf; distribution@hff-potsdam.de
Cristina Marx; HFF Konrad Wolf; distribution@hff-potsdam.de

1401 Germany
LIEBE GEMEINDE DEAR PARISH
ARON LEHMANN
aronesi@gmx.de
FIC; 0:15:10; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
The pastor and the parish. Morals and compulsion. A satiric metapher about life in a rural community.

RENÉ BEINE; HFF "Konrad Wolf"; rene.beine@gmx.de
Cristina Marx; HFF "Konrad Wolf"; distribution@hff-potsdam.de; http:
//hff-potsdam.de/

1402 Germany
EIN FREIER TAG A DAY OFF
JUDITH BEUTH

judith.b@gmx.de
FIC; 0:13:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Paul, a young man working in the canteen kitchen of a university is breaking free from work and takes a day off. What can you do with free time? Looking for your way in a day dream.

CHRISTINE RAU; HFF "Konrad Wolf" Potsdam, Babelsberg; 
distribution@hff-potsdam.de; http://www.hff-potsdam.de/; 
christinerau@hotmail.com

1444 Germany
FRISCH GEHALTEN SAFE AND SORRY
YVONNE WELLIE

yvonne.wellie@googlemail.com
FIC; 0:21:40; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Benjamin, a young man, studies medicine and fixes old pocket watches.
He is living in a flat share, in which Lina is moving in. By the time they get to know each other and get closer.
But Benjamin has a problem, which he tries to hide for his surrounding.

UTE DILGER; Academy of Media Arts; dilger@khm.de; http://www.khm.
de/
Oliver Filser; Academy of Media Arts; filmshipper@khm.de; http://www.
khm.de/

1459 Germany
DAS ZUCKERTÜTENMÄRCHEN THE SHUGARPACKAGE FAIRY-TALE
JULIA FINK
julia.fink@gmx.de
FIC; 0:06:19; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A FILM-FAIRY-TAIL ABOUT THE DREAMER ANTON. IN HIS PHANTASIE ANTONS IMAGINES THINGS, THAT OTHERS CAN´T SEE. AT LEAST HE THINKS SO, UNTIL ONE DAY SOMETHING
UNEXPECTED HAPPENS...

JULIA FINK;  julia.fink@gmx.de;  FH Mainz

1462 Germany
EINFUEHRUNG IN DAS WESENTLICHE INTRODUCTION TO THE ESSENTIAL
TOBIAS BERG
tobiasberg1@gmx.de
FIC; 0:14:15; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2009
A former student looks back at his time at the university. He talks about primary confidence in spite of adverse conditions, a mysterious academic and ever growing doubts with regard not only to the
studies.

TOBIAS BERG;  tobiasberg1@gmx.de



1468 Germany
FLASCHENGEISTER GENIES AND BOTTLES
MARTIN KÖNIG
koenig@karlheinzfilm.de
FIC; 0:22:13; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A bottle geny comes into the hands of two bottle collecting unemployed. But instead of helping those two, the geny is dependent on the assistance of the two underdogs: He needs them to help him 
finding his bottle, his job and safe home. While a odyssey by Berlinʼs trash-recycling system the geny understands, that security and full employment is not the one and only goal in life.
Finally he decides for a terrestrial life with his new won friends, everything seems oneself in the best way, until the geny supervisory authority slams shut...

DOMINIC GODEHARDT;  godehardt@gmx.de

1539 Germany
HINTER DEM FENSTER BEHIND THE WINDOW
STEPAN CHOMJAKOW

chomjakow@gmx.de
FIC; 0:10:00; 16 mm; COL; 2008
A boy is getting discharged from hospital and is going to be picked up by his mother. But to all appearance he has changed dramatically:
He refuses to go back to his old life…

STEPAN CHOMJAKOW; Stepan Chomjakow & HfbK Hamburg; 
chomjakow@gmx.de; http://www.wurzelfisch.de/

1578 Germany
LEA
STEFFI NIEDERZOLL
sniederzoll@yahoo.de
FIC; 0:43:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Lea is in her mid-twenties. Her parents finance her student life, which is colored by boredom and affluence. With no foothold and no direction, Lea is letting herself drift. To escape the emptiness of 
her life, she is continually testing the limits.
A brief meeting with Lukas results in a closeness that is new for Lea. At first, Lukas is prepared to follow Lea unquestioningly and they go to the deserted house of Lea's grandfather. Here, time 
seems to have stood still. Surrounded by memories of a bygone time, Lea and Lukas try to find a way to connect with each other.

STEFFI NIEDERZOLL; Academy of Media Arts Cologne; dilger@khm.
de; http://www.khm.de/

1579 Germany
LANGE SCHATTEN LONG SHADOWS
FRANZ INDRA

franz.indra@augentroester.de
FIC; 0:05:37; Betacam SP PAL; BW; 2008
Carla and Jasper meet again at their uncle's funeral. They remember the past when they were visiting him. Jasper took his role as older brother very seriously, but his test of courage was not before 
the night, alone in the dark attic.

FRANZ INDRA;  franz.indra@augentroester.de; http://www.
augentroester.de/

1638 Germany
HANNAH
DAMIAN SCHIPPOREIT;---;---
damian@eyevisions-online.de
FIC; 0:22:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Hannahʼs life is a happy life. She lives in a luxurious loft, she has a husband with a well paid job. Nothing is missing, her life seems prosperous. But on her 35th birthday, of all days, she discovers a 
horrible nightmare: The world is just a shell that collapses with the slightest tremor.

DAMIAN SCHIPPOREIT; eyevisions shortfilms; damian@eyevisions-
shortfilm.de; http://www.eyevisions-online.de/- ---

1700 Germany
FREIFLUG FREE FLIGHT
FEDERICO MARTIN
federico.martin@gmx.de
FIC; 0:08:56; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Rudi lives in his tiny apartment desolate and isolated. When his only companion dies, a Canary in a small cage, he feels guilty for the Bird never had the chance to fly free. The old man decides to 
change that.

FEDERICO MARTIN;  federico.martin@gmx.de

1740 Germany
FRIDA FINDEN FINDING FRIDA
JOHANNES DISSELHOFF

johannes.film@gmx.net
FIC; 0:23:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Martin and Jakob are only a few years apart but ideologically a whole world lies between them. Martin is a law student with middle-class ambitions, Jakob is an artist with a tendency to relax. 
However, they have one thing in common: they are brothers. When their mother Frida dies unexpectedly and her funeral needs to be arranged, the brothersʼ opposing concepts of living collide. To 
bury their mother appropriately, both Martin and Jakob have to take a risk.

FELIX VON POSER; Voilà Film; vonposer@voila-film.de; http://www.
voila-film.de/; Kiri Trier

1767 Germany
VERRECKT DROP DEAD!
CHRISTIAN BAHLO

verreckt@christianbahlo.de
FIC; 0:11:55; 35 mm; COL; 2009
For friends on a vacation in a tent. One funny idea, no laughter. But because there's one gun - there are three killings.

CHRISTIAN BAHLO;  verreckt@christianbahlo.de; Marcel Neumüller; 
Fabian Flesch

1996 Germany
BEE STING CAKE'S ALL GONE
SARAH WINKENSTETTE
FIC; 0:15:35; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009

SARAH WINKENSTETTE;



2161 Germany
SCISSU
TOM BEWILOGUA
FIC; 0:27:00; COL BW; 2009
Scissu tells a chronologically splitted story about a lonely cop and an addicted couple.

BILDFENSTER GMBH;  post@bildfenster.net

2229 Germany
HUNGER
CAROLINA HELLSGÅRD
carolina@hellsgard.com
FIC; 0:17:40; 35 mm; COL; 2009
The neglected siblings Roland and Paul watch the deportation of their immigrant neighbours. After that the police has left, they decide to enter the abandoned apartment. Inside they discover another
world; exotic food, music, clothes and make-up, belonging to the deported family. For a moment they have the chance to immerse themselves in a world of games and play  however when their 
father discovers them, they are quickly brought back to reality.

FLORIAN GERSTENBERG; FILMGESTALTEN GbR; 
info@filmgestalten.eu; http://www.filmgestalten.eu/; Manuel Kinzer

471 Germany
SCHAUSTEINS LETZTER FILM SCHAUSTEINS FINAL FILM
CHRISTIAN KLANDT

christianklandt@web.de
FIC/ANI; 0:37:14; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Story has it, that just shortly before you die, you see your whole life running before your eyes. Itʼs like a film. A final film. And every human being has such a final film. And we can only die after we 
have seen this final film. But where do these films come from? “Schausteins letzter Film” tells the story of Karl Johan Schaustein, an old film projectionist, who can not die because his final film got 
lost. A huge world- somewhere between reality and netherworld- is where numerous film reels are stored. These reels have been documenting the lives of each human being since the beginning of 
celluloid. The archivists of these final films are tiny, surreal looking gnomes, all running busily through the humongous aisles.
The gnome Q-T is in charge of the life of Karl Johan Schaustein. After not finding Schausteins final film, he has to report to the boss of this world- Ms. Death herself.
For Death is a lady. And it is because of her love for cinema the humans have our own final film.

NESTAN LANGMESSER; HFF-Potsdam Konrad Wolf"; n.
langmesser@hff-potsdam.de; http://www.hff-potsdam.de/
Ms. Cristina Marx; HFF-Potsdam "Konrad Wolf" Sales-Distribution and 
Festivals; distribution@hff-potsdam.de; http://www.hff-potsdam.de/

1386 Germany
TALLULAH&KILLERHEAD
ISABELL SUBA
isuba@web.de
FIC/ANI; 0:17:30; 16 mm; COL; 2008
At first sight Lena and Frida are normal teenagers – as long as they donʼt turn into the secret agents Tallulah and Killerhead. Then they are merciless. United in their struggle against masses of urban
monsters they are shooting out of all weapons. A film about friendship, outsiders and growing up.

HOCHSCHULE FÜR FILM UND FERNSEHEN (HFF) "KONRAD 
WOLF"; (HFF) "Konrad Wolf"; distribution@hff-potsdam.de; Luisa 
Korsukewitzhttp://www.tallulah-killerhead.de/

240 Germany
FAHRGAST PASSENGER
MIRKO TZOTSCHEW

mt@taany.de
FIC/EXP; 0:09:46; Betacam SP PAL; BW; 2008
Passenger is a short-film based on the short-story "On the Tram" by Franz Kafka. The story is taken from a collection of short stories called "Contemplation".
A man enters a tram contemplating about his stand in the world, his right to be there. As the film goes on other people also characterize him. Apparently he does not seem to notice it, because they 
are outside his perception. In the end, the viewer is as puzzled as the passenger.
This is the 5th Kafka short story made into a short-film by Mirko Tzotschew.

MIRKO TZOTSCHEW; Taany Filmproduction; mt@taany.de; http://www.
taany.de/

1441 Germany
MUŽ KTERÝ UŽ NECHT?L NIC V?D?T THE MAN WHO DIDN'T WANT TO KNOW ANYMORE
MARCUS BARTOS

marcus.bartos@gmx.de
FIC/EXP; 0:15:00; Betacam SP PAL; BW; 2008
The film tells the story of a man who doesn't want to know anything anymore. This longing almost draws him into absolute isolation until he finally realizes that he first has to know everything in order 
to forget it.
In his urge for knowledge an encounter with an Rhinoceros
helps him to find his way back to life.

UTE DILGER; Academy of Media Arts, Cologne; ute.dilger@khm.de; 
http://www.khm.de/; Marcus Bartos

1463 Germany
STUNK TROUBLE
HAKAN KURUCU
hakkurucu@aol.com
FIC/EXP; 0:03:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Two girlfriends, a kitchen, a table and a conversation about a man whom both love. However, the discussion turns into a quarrel discussion. Joculary, seriously, openly, directly and excessive. At the
end stands the end of the respect of the two.

HAKAN KURUCU;  HakKurucu@aol.com

1860 Germany
SILENCE
));AVA@NADAONLINE.ORG
ava lanche
FIC/EXP; 0:03:13; 0; COL BW; 2008
Our present, too, is going to be history- to be remembered and examined by those who will come after us.
And silence, as we all know, speaks louder than words..

 Ambrosius Engel; Angel & Elephant Pictures; 
silence@blahblahblahsilence.com; http://www.blahblahblahsilence.com/;
Rauja Amin1



1385 Germany
UNTER BELOW
JULIA WEINGARTEN;ISABELL SUBA

julia_bln@freenet.de
FIC/FIC; 0:07:41; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
In a blue chloric swimming pool Luca is drifting with his diving goggles. One moment later the colour of the water turns and ducks are passing by. Wonderful – wouldn´t he almost jump out of his skin
when suddenly something touches his leg. The girl that he meets in the green water seems to know everything about him, also that he doesn´t need his diving goggles to see the world in a different 
way. But before he can find out, why he feels so familiar with her, a swimming contest starts, where by Luca not only loses his goggles but also the “upper”.

URSULA SASS; Hochschule für Film und Fernsehen (HFF) „Konrad 
Wolf“; distribution@hff-potsdam.de

1782 Germany
KINDERWUNSCH FAMILY PLANNING
WILLY ROLLÉ

willy@kinderwunsch-derfilm.de
FIC/FIC; 0:12:00; 35 mm; COL; 2009
On earth, 22nd Century. Two people get a child, that was ordered at the enterprise “GenTech BDB”. JOSEPH did not know nothing about this order. He does not want the child and begins to argue 
with MARY. The quarrel is so strong that the man and the woman call their relationship into question.

WILLY ROLLÉ; exil production; willy@kinderwunsch-derfilm.de; http:
//www.kinderwunsch-derfilm.de/

2068 Germany
HUNDESÖHNE CURS
LENA LIBERTA

lena-liberta@web.de
FIC/FIC; 0:15:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Juri Weiss is just ten years old but already the man in the house. He does the housework, repairs electronic equipment and cares lovingly for his sad mother and his little brother Jan. He fights 
everybody, who dares hurting his family.
“Curs” is a movie about a small boyʼs answer to the helplessness of the adults.

LENA LIBERTA;  lena-liberta@web.de; http://www.hundesoehne-
derfilm.de/

1969 Germany
VOM LANDE
SIMON BINNENMARSCH
01021985@gmx.de
FIC/MV; 0:04:45; Betacam SP PAL; BW; 2008
The litte Man from the countryside pursues an urgent concern in the big city. But will he manage the city life?

SIMON BINNENMARSCH;  01021985@gmx.de; http://www.
filmklassekassel.de/

1967 Germany
DER PRINZ THE PRINCE
PETRA SCHROEDER

lanark11@yahoo.de
MV; 0:15:00; 35 mm; COL; 2009
It`s summer. Two young girls are on an Interrail trip to Rome. Looking for adventure they finally find a prince.

DIRK MANTHEY; dirk manthey film; d.manthey@hkp9.de;  philipp.
kreuzer@bavaria-film.de

5031 Germany
HOW WE DO IT
JEREMIAS LOOCK
jeremias.loock@gmx.de
MV; 0:03:17; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Berlin Based Band, AJ PITT get's nasty with the Tennis gear and a cardboard drum kit in their debut music video "How We Do It"!
We see a straight Rock Video how it should be done!
The 2008 produced Video shows our AJ Boys in full contact action performing just right. This classic performance video intigrates a urban street art design layer over the charateristic card board set 
design.
AJ PITT, uma banda originária de Berlin, apresenta-se com o seu terrível equipamento de tênis e uma bateria de papelão, no seu primeiro videoclip "How we Do It"!
Nós podemos ver como um verdadeiro vídeo de rock deve ser feito! O video produzido em 2008 mostra os nossos AJ Boys em ação numa performance correta.
Essa clássica performance em vídeo integra um estilo urbano ao cenário construído em papelão.

versao do portugal

JEREMIAS LOOCK; Stummfilms GbR; jeremias.loock@gmx.de; http:
//stummfilms.com/

5054 Germany
ELINAS - BETTER WAY
ELINAS VENCKUS;GUNAR PETERS
elinasvenckus@gmail.com
MV; 0:03:21; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
The four members of the band 'Elinas' perform their song 'Better Way', as they are in a kind of deadly TV Show. The audience is requested to vote for the band, to bring commercial success, 
otherwise water rises and the band will be drown. But the question arises, who really controls the water? Is there a better way?

(not for the synopsis) this is a low-budget production of film students!

FACHHOCHSCHULE MÜNSTER; Fachhochschule Münster; 
elinasvenckus@gmail.com; Fachhochschule Dortmund

5059 Germany
QUIO "RISING TIDE"
CHRISTINE LANG
MV; 0:05:30; HD; COL; 2008
Two female gangs compete in a hip-hop battle, whereby altered gender-specific modes of action are taken as a matter of course.

MARIA SCHOPE;



5052 Germany
LIED12
KATHARINA NIEDERMEIER
fraugabel@yahoo.de
MV/ANI; 0:05:04; 35 mm; COL; 2009
The paper band Marwell is threatened to be destroyed. Therefore the musicians need to change their form to escape their deconstructing paper world together.

CRISTINA MARX; Hochschule für Film und Fernsehen (HFF) "Konrad
Wolf"; distribution@hff-potsdam.de; http://www.hff-potsdam.de/
Cristina Marxv; Hochschule für Film und Fernsehen (HFF) "Konrad 
Wolf"; distribution@hff-potsdam.de; http://www.hff-potsdam.de/

5025 Germany
14 TIGER
MATTHIAS FITZ
info@matthiasfitz.de
MV/ANI; 0:04:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
14 tigers strolling through the taiga.

MATTHIAS FITZ;  info@matthiasfitz.de; http://www.matthiasfitz.
de/english

1382 Germany
KLOTZ UND KLUMPEN CHUMP AND CLUMP
MICHAEL HERM;STEPHAN SACHER

michaelherm@versanet.de
MV/ANI; 0:10:45; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Chump and Clump meet at a bus stop. Unfortunately they miss the bus and it comes only once a week, so they decide to wait for one week.

CRISTINA MARX; HFF "Konrad Wolf"; vertrieb@hff-potsdam.de; http:
//www.hff-potsdam.de/; Javelle Bauersfeld

1117 Germany
GARDEN EDEN
LEEMINGHAY
leeminghay@gmail.com
MV/FIC; 0:23:17; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
A wife found that she was pregnant but she did not want to have a baby. She had a fight with her husband but turned out she found out a big secret of her husband.

A man lost his family in a car accident. He lost his soul and left himself in the past. Everyday he went a place to recall his memories, where he could grasp the eternity.

A young backpacker travelled to Germany to search his father after the death of his mother. He met a girl one day. And she led him the way to his father. But at the end, he decided...

LEEMINGHAY; Hochschule Bremerhaven; leeminghay@gmail.com;  
Busta

750 Germany; Austria
DIE ZEIT, DIE ES BRAUCHT THE TIME IT TAKES
KARSTEN KRAUSE

karsten@workscited.de
DOC; 0:41:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Like every year, Edwin Steurer spends the summer months together with his cattle on the remote Wildmoos Alp in Bregenz Forest, Austria. The 74 year old performs his physically exhausting work 
with much care and patience, for one is never short of time up there. With tranquil imagery the film tells about the everyday life of a man who found fulfillment through his work.

KARSTEN KRAUSE; Workscited; karsten@workscited.de; http://www.
workscited.de/

575 Germany; Austria
THE LAST BUS
MARIA HENGGE
mariahengge@yahoo.de
FIC/EXP; 0:11:06; 35 mm; COL; 2008
A stranded woman from the sea, a tired man from Asia and a last bus driver from Lisbon meet at the abyss of life and connect their journey into the night

MARIA HENGGE; abadon production; mariahengge@yahoo.de; http:
//www.thelastbus.de/

1703 Germany; Bulgaria
THREE SISTERS AND ANDREY
BORIS DESPODOV
ANI/FIC; 0:15:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
This dark, yet humorous animated film, loosely based on Chekovʼs “Three Sisters” deals with Andrey and his sisters.
Years have passed and nothing has changed in the house of the Pozorovs.
Andrey is still taking care of his sisters and keeps them sane and healthy with the help of various technical devices, until the day a mosquito turns everything upside down...

SEBASTIAN LEUTNER; Grein / Leutner Filmproduktion GbR; sebastian.
leutner@gl-films.com; http://www.gl-films.com/; Ivan Pavlov; Nico Grein

1701 Germany; Egypt; Brazil
TRIANGULUM
MELISSA DULLIUS & GUSTAVO JAHN
dullius.jahn@gmail.com
FIC/EXP; 0:22:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2008
On the edge of the abyss a troupe of three meets faith, who appears in the form of a young woman. They are transported to an eastern metropolis, not knowing where to go or what to do. Random 
signs are the only directions to follow and will lead each one of them on a different journey. In perpetual movement, paranoids, they go further in search of balance.

MELISSA DULLIUS, GUSTAVO JAHN, MICHEL BALAGUÉ; 
Dullius/Jahn/Balagué; dullius.jahn@gmail.com; http:
//newsfromtriangulum.wordpress.com/

1951 Germany; Finland; Poland
ROBINSONS OF MANTSINSAARI
VICTOR ASLIUK
info@deckert-distribution.com
DOC; 0:56:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
The film tells a story of two elderly men who are the last residents of what is now a Russian-controlled island in Lake Lagoda. Although they are the island's sole inhabitants, they do not speak to 
each other. One is of Belarussian origin, the other of Finnish origin. And between the two, there is a long history. Occasionally, though, the younger of the two men climbs up on a hill during the 
evening to see whether the light is still burning at his neighbour's house.

HEINO DECKERT; ma.ja.de. filmproduktion; info@deckert-distribution.
com; Kaarle Aho
Ina Rossow; Deckert Distribution, Marienplatz 1, 04103 Leipzig, 
Germany; info@deckert-distribution.com



1028 Germany; Germany; Germany
RALF
HELGE BRUMME;-;-
ossip.morgendorf@gmx.net
DOC/DOC; 0:09:43; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A short portrait about a young adult who has cancelled music-studies and struggles with lack of motivation by now.

HELENA WITTMANN; Hamburg Academy of Fine Arts, HfbK; 
filmfestival@hfbk-hamburg.de; http://www.hfbk-hamburg.de/

1838 Germany; Greece
[VIDEO]FLÂNEU®ʼS ODYSSEY: NAUSICAA
KONSTANTINOS-ANTONIOS GOUTOS
videoflaneur@gmail.com
EXP/DOC; 0:06:46; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
???' ??? ?? ??' ?????? ????? ??????? ???????    110
??????' ???????? ??????? ?? ?????? ????,
???' ???' ???' ?????? ??? ????????? ?????,
?? ??????? ???????, ???? ?' ??????? ??????,
? ?? ??????? ?????? ????? ????????.
??????? ?????' ?????? ???' ????????? ????????·

KONSTANTINOS-ANTONIOS GOUTOS; videoflaneur@gmail.com; 
http://videoflaneur.googlepages.com/

1839 Germany; Greece
BERLIN WALL: A TRIPTYCHON
KONSTANTINOS-ANTONIOS GOUTOS
videoflaneur@gmail.com
EXP/DOC; 0:11:37; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
3 (un)usual moments of the berlin wall

3 meditations between the past and the future

3 accidental documentary takes

KONSTANTINOS-ANTONIOS GOUTOS; videoflaneur@gmail.com; 
http://videoflaneur.googlepages.com/

1842 Germany; Greece
THE VIDEOFLÂNEU®
KONSTANTINOS-ANTONIOS GOUTOS
videoflaneur@gmail.com
EXP/DOC; 0:14:50; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
3 selfportraits of the [video]Flâneu®

3 (un)usual meetings with himself

3 shots in the city of kassel, germany

KONSTANTINOS-ANTONIOS GOUTOS; videoflaneur@gmail.com; 
http://videoflaneur.googlepages.com/

1730 Germany; Israel
NACHTGEBET NIGHT PRAYER
DOREEN RECHIN

doreen_rechin@yahoo.de
FIC; 0:19:17; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
The german teacher Anna and her Palästinian Friend Ali arrive at a hospital in the
Jewish part of Jerusalem. Ali was injured in a military action of the Israeli army. Anna blames the staff for mistreating him. In the Israeli doctor Evyatar she seems to find someone who understand her
position...

ALEXANDER SELLSCHOPP; risning star film; nachtgebet@rising-star.
de; Paul Zischler

1783 Germany; Norway
BEKANNTE ACQUAINTENCES
RAHMAN MILANI
rahmanmilani@gmail.com
FIC; 0:11:03; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
An accidental meeting between two men during a concert wakes intense feelings in them. However when the music ends so does the dream of love. The men realise that they could never be more 
than casual acquaintence to each other.

RAHMAN MILANI; Odigifilm@gmail.com; odigifilm@gmail.com

1711 Germany; Peru
REBECA
GONZALO H. RODRÍGUEZ
aina7@yahoo.com
EXP/DOC; 0:23:37; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
In Lima, at the beginning of 1993, Rebeca decided to walk across the highway next to her house but her ramble was interrupted all of a sudden. After that all became black. This woman was the 
directorʼs grandmother. Her unexpected death is the leitmotif to make this film as he tries to find a way to bring across this very painful family event. The main challenge relied on crossing over 
between the contradictions of an autobiographical work and the search to find a different memory of Rebeca at the end of her walk. How can cinema mediate painful memories? What kind of truth 
emerges by the means of radical subjectivity? These questions expanded the film from the simple documentation of facts to the fields of portrait and self-portrait, of the I and of the other.

GONZALO H. RODRÍGUEZ; Kunsthochschule für Medien Köln; 
aina7@yahoo.com

1146 Germany; Poland
WAS UEBRIG BLEIBT LEFT BEHIND
FABIAN DAUB;ANDREAS GRÄFENSTEIN

daub@bildfolge.com
DOC; 0:13:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
In Waldenburg, situated in the Lower Silesian Coalfield, all mines are closed down. Lukasz and his elder friend Jacek have been digging coal at their own risk for several years now.

Like hundreds of other former miners, they are illegally digging for the black gold on the outskirts of their city. The local police are constantly after them. The miners have also been trapped in the 
tunnels several times. But they keep going.

FABIAN DAUB; Polski Fiat Produktion; daub@bildfolge.com; http://www.
wasuebrigbleibt.de/



2144 Germany; Poland
FOLLOW YOUR DAYDREAM
ANSGAR AHLERS - FORSSESENSE;ROBIN MEURER ;SZYMON 
GONERA
ansgar-ahlers@forseesense.com
FIC; 0:12:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Many Humans – Many Cities – Many Connections… Two men travel each to an unknown city in a foreign country to follow their daydream and find connections between dream and reality…

AMSGAR AHLERS; Forseesense; ansgar-ahlers@forseesense.com; 
http://www.forseesense.com/; Magdalena Lazarkiewicz; Dirk Manthey

825 Germany; Poland
BIRTHDAY
ANDRZEJ KROL
mail@andrzejkrol.de
FIC/EXP; 0:16:50; 35 mm; COL; 2008
A father living on his own remembers an event which took place on the night of his 5-
year-old sonʻs birthday, exactly one year ago. This fateful night is shown in flashes of memory in which the father being in a drunken state, tries to prevent what is already happening.

ANDRZEJ KROL;  mail@andrzejkrol.de

309 Germany; Portugal
O PETINGUÍM
F.K.FLUMEN (PHILIPP HARTMANN)
philipp@flumenfilm.de
EXP; 0:09:00; Betacam SP PAL; BW; 2008
A petinguím is a bait fish – a small fish which is used to fish other fishes. A film about the daily struggle which life constitutes, about its transitoriness and its joy. Parting from four different German 
poems the film constructs it´s own poetry with strange metaphorical black and white Super 8 pictures from Portugal of supposed unknown origin.

PHILIPP HARTMANN; flumenfilm.de; philipp@flumenfilm.de; http:
//www.flumenfilm.de/

1569 Germany; Portugal
TRUEFICTION
CATARINA SIMOES
catarinasimoes@lycos.com
EXP/FIC; 0:14:41; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2008
Na atmosfera onírica de um castelo romântico, experiências algo bizarros tomam lugar. TRUEFICTION é uma meta ficção onde um olhar subjectivo sobre acontecimentos reais se transforma numa
história de ficção-científica, a qual por sua vez ambiciona simular um documentário, gerando uma sobreposição entre os dois níveis de realidade e ficção.
O jargão pseudo-científico do estilo documental de narração, gera uma camada exterior para o desenrolar de uma ficção, a qual se intercruza com acontecimentos reais capturados durante a 
rodagem. Como um gato que entra no plano de câmara, rebola no chão e volta a sair da imagem. A impressão resultante é como se vários momentos, como que pertencentes a um tempo passado,
presente e futuro, tivessem juntos caído numa ranhura espacial, para sempre deambulando por entre a nébula das madrugadas na Alemanha do sul. O que é que significam o cavalo branco ou os 
fatos brancos são questões que talvez fiquem sem responda. "Como é que o cinema significa?" é no entanto uma questão expressa na forma como o filme se interroga sobre a comensurabilidade 

CATARINA SIMOES;  catarinasimoes@lycos.com; Carla Leitao

46 Germany; Spain
PATIENCE OF THE MEMORY
VUK JEVREMOVIC
vukje@yahoo.com
ANI; 0:06:45; 35 mm; COL; 2008
the memory of Dresden,the city which was the most painted and the most destroyed in last century

VUK JEVREMOVIC; Canvas prod; vukje@yahoo.com; http://www.
vukjevremovic.com
Vuk Jevremovic; Canvas prod; vukje@yahoo.com; http://www.
vukjevremovic.com

1039 Germany; Switzerland
POLAR
MICHAEL KOCH
michaelkoch@f-mk.de
FIC; 0:29:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Luis travels up into the mountains to see his father again for the first time in years. In an isolated holiday house, unbeknownst to him, he is to meet the new family his father has been keeping from 
him. Pulled between the opposing forces of anger, incomprehension and the desire for intimacy, Luis tries to break through his fatherʼs reserve, finally provoking a conflict.

ELENA VON SAUCKEN; KINOMATON MüNCHEN; 
vonsaucken@kinomaton.de; http://www.polar-film.com/
Oliver Filser; Academy of Media Arts Cologne; filmshipper@khm.de; 
http://www.khm.de/

1684 Germany; Switzerland
A MARGINAL NOTE
ROBI VOIGT
voigt.robi@gmail.com
FIC; 0:10:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2009
A woman, a parking deck and the sky. The poetic 10-minute-short shows the
fateful day of a woman who concludes to quit accepting but to take action.
Certainly she did not suppose such a reaction.
A film about anger, mercy and emancipation.

ROBI VOIGT, JULIAN ENGELS; voigt.robi@gmail.com

5023 Germany; Switzerland
DON'T GO HOME TONIGHT
LUIGI ARCHETTI & BO WIGET
cello@bowiget.com
MV/EXP; 0:05:08; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
DONʼT GO HOME TONIGHT is the sixth and last short movie in a serie of music videos that is called STILL JOKES IN A SERIOUS MATTER. All this videos show the musicians/performers Luigi 
Archetti and Bo Wiget in the same set, doing minimalistic actions that stand in specific relation to their own experimental music. The films from this serie bring together differnt kind of genres: music 
video, dance film and performance art.

BO WIGET; Archetti/Wiget; cello@bowiget.com; http://www.
archettiwiget.net/; Luigi Archetti



5061 Germany; USA
ENDFILM
MARTIN SULZER
mrtnslzr@gmail.com
MV/EXP; 0:05:48; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Dancing is magic!

MARTIN SULZER; Landjugend; we@the-landjugend.com

341 Greece
LILLY
KIRINEOS PAPADIMATOS
renosrelos@hotmail.com
ANI/EXP; 0:05:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Lilly is not able to wake up from her nightmare. So what.
Her little friend will be waiting for her to play, anyway

KIRINEOS PAPADIMATOS; Kirineos Papadimatos; 
renosrelos@hotmail.com
Kirineos Papadimatos; Kirineos Papadimatos; renosrelos@hotmail.com

57 Greece
SUMMER RECOLLECTIONS
GEORGE ANGELUDIS
angeludis@gmail.com
FIC; 0:02:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A three months diary of Summer 2008.

VIRGINIA DIMARESI;  dimaresi@gmail.com

157 Greece
WEST OF EDEN
ZAFEIRIS HAITIDIS
zafhaitidis@yahoo.gr
FIC; 0:20:53; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2009
ADAM BITES THE APPLE. HE ABANDONS EVE AND THE GARDEN OF EDEN IN SEARCH OF HIS DESTINY ON EARTH. WHAT HE DISCOVERS, THOUGH, IS HIS WORST NIGHTMARE… 
YOU CANʼT ESCAPE YOURSELF.

PANAGIOTIS KARAMITSOS; MACHINEOFF PRODUCTIONS; 
info@machineoff.gr;  ZAFEIRIS HAITIDIS
ZAFEIRIS HAITIDIS; zafhaitidis@yahoo.gr

525 Greece
WHEN FISH FLY
VILKA TZOURA
vilka@mac.com
FIC; 0:32:44; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Despite all the differences between them (language, nationality, social class, age), a tender, human relationship develops between Mrs. Fotini, a cranky elderly widow and political refugee from 
Constantinople and Anya, a thirty year-old economic immigrant from Russia who is her home care provider. Through love and mutual understanding they will find the courage to follow their own 
paths. For the one it is the road that leads to death and for the other to a new life.

VILKA VASILIKI TZOURA;  vilka@mac.com;  George Lykiardopoulos
Paola Starakis; Greek Film Center; paola.starakis@gfc.gr

1295 Greece
ROSMARINUS OFFICINALIS
ANDREAS SIADIMAS
a_siadimas@yahoo.com
FIC; 0:21:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
- And since when man can tell apart?
- To tell apart what?
- To tell apart the important thing. When he faces it…
An old man acts as a catalyst for a couple to see things clear. To take decisions. To get priorities right.

ANDREAS SIADIMAS; DANGEROUS PRODUCTIONS; 
info@dangerousprods.com; ERT S.A.

1296 Greece
TO SIMADI TIS ZOIS ZOE'S MARK
YIANNIS KARAPIPERIDIS
iikarapiperidis@yahoo.com
FIC; 0:21:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Zoë is a young independent woman in her 30s.

When she touches a small swelling under her breast one evening, her whole daily routine changes. She immediately visits the doctor and gets treated in the appropriate mammography tests. The 
very idea of being infected by breast cancer depresses her. She soon finds herself at home drinking heavily. Makis - the young man in the front door of the civil office that she works – visits her 
thoughts even though she had been purposely avoiding his flirtatious behavior. Romance hasnʼt been a game she satisfactory played in the past. Will she get to meet Makis, eventually?

YIANNIS KARAPIPERIDIS; ikarapiperidis@yahoo.com; ERT S.A.

1912 Greece
ATTIMO FUGGENTE
GABRIEL TZAFKA
gabrielo90@yahoo.gr
FIC; 0:10:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
In places faraway from cities only one man decides on humanʼs lives: the border guardian

GABRIEL TZAFKA;  gabrielo90@yahoo.gr

2021 Greece
PET SHOP
MICHAEL GABRIEL ZENELIS
zenelis@mail.gr
FIC; 0:07:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008

MICHAEL GABRIEL ZENELIS; Individual; zenelis@mail.gr



650 Greece
WRINKLES AND DREAMS
GEORGIA PETRALI
georgiapetrali@yahoo.com
FIC/EXP; 0:28:59; COL; 2008
Wrinkles and Dreams is a nostalgic film inspired by a poor neighbourhood in Heraklion, a town in the island of Crete, Greece. An old man is wandering about in the narrow lanes of this area 
remembering his childhood, youth, neighbourhood, lost love. The film combines elements of community dance and architecture dance video work due to outdoor shooting. The cast of this film is 120
ordinary people, aged from 4 to 74 years old. Some of the participants are residents of the area, some other students or adults, most of them amateur and only 10 of them professional dancers. A 
lyrical narration and an original score, based upon traditional Cretan-Greek sounds, embraces the originality and romanticism of this work. Souls, people
 friends and strangers. A whole neighbourhood

GEORGIA PETRALI; Fysalida Dance Company; georgiapetrali@yahoo.
com; http://www.fysalidance.com/

5 Greece; Canada
BY ANY OLD LIGHT
DIONYSOS ANDRONIS ;CA CA CA
libreda@wanadoo.fr
DOC; 0:52:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
       LONDON, APRIL 4th, 2008.  TWO GREAT DIRECTORS MEET FOR THE FIRST TIME IN THEIR LIVES : PETER WHITEHEAD AND ARYAN KAGANOF. TOGETHER THEY START A LONG 
CONVERSATION ABOUT TERRORISM.

DIONYSOS ANDRONIS;  LIBREDA@WANADOO.FR
LIBREDA@WANADOO.FR

949 Greece; Cyprus
ODIGIES CHRISEOS INSTRUCTIONS
COSTAS YIALLOURIDES

costa100fps@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:26:43; 35 mm; COL; 2008
A new bed that comes in pieces is the occasion for a meeting of two very different people. A man who lives in an invisible squared box and a girl that lives in a handmade room in the centre of a city.
The girl uses her artistic flair and imagination to communicate with him.

GIORGOS TSOKOPOULOS; Cyprus Cinema Advisory Committee- 
Greek Film Centre (CoProduction); costa100fps@hotmail.com
Costas Yiallourides; N/A; costa100fps@hotmail.com

725 Greece; Norway
SCREEN
MICHEL PAVLOU
pavlou@online.no
EXP; 0:03:15; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
A sudden gust of winfd breaks up the images that compose the sequence of a urbain scene and entwines shapes and movements.

MICHEL PAVLOU;  pavlou@online.no; http://www.michelpavlou.net/

726 Greece; Norway
APNEA
MICHEL PAVLOU
pavlou@online.no
EXP; 0:02:50; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
The complicity between two joung boys playing with a ladybird.
A succession of floating frames on a dark screen, revealing parts of the initial image, extends the captured moment and enhances the weightless nature of childhood.

MICHEL PAVLOU;  pavlou@online.no; http://www.michelpavlou.net/

1008 Greece; United Kingdom
BEHIND THE CURTAIN
DIMITRIS BAVELLAS
tziga3@yahoo.com
FIC; 0:17:42; 35 mm; COL; 2009
Antonis' life spins out of control leading to the start of our film where we find him alone in his family's run down beach house, hiding away from the world.

He has given up on life and is literally watching the world pass him by.

It has been left up to his best friends – two offbeat cupids - to remind him that there are things to live for!

GINA PETROPOULOU; Vox Productions; ginapetropoulou@hotmail.
com; Caleb Shaffer

746 Honduras
REEF
ERIC STEEGSTRA
ANI; 0:12:00; COL; 2008
Two frogmen are swimming through a mesmerising underwater world full of translucent deep-sea creatures and multicoloured surprises.

 John Croezen Cartoon;

1506 Hong Kong
THE CITY OF PRODUCTION
LAURENT GUTIERREZ;VALÉRIE PORTEFAIX
DOC/EXP; 0:52:00; DV; COL; 2009
Impressive, acute and beautifully shot essay that takes a positive look at post-communist China.

In 2002, Map Office started surveying one of the thousands of factories in the Pearl River Delta region. Under its aegis, this factory evolved into a fabulous laboratory that poses the challenge of 
positive capitalism through environmental engineering and social benefits for the 5000 workers.
The City of Production is about balancing life and work. A fantastic opportunity to experiment with positive capitalism.

LAURENT GUTIERREZ; Map Office;



2390 Hong Kong
SHANGHAI GE: LING XUN TIANDI SHANGHAI SAGA: OTHER SKIES, OTHER LANDS
LINDA CHIU-HAN LAI;GINA SEE-YUEN WONG

smllai@cityu.edu.hk
EXP/DOC; 0:32:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2009
Shanghai Saga is two Hongkong womenʼs video essay-poem on Shanghai. Linda and Gina relate to Shanghai on very different horizons. Linda knows Shanghai as a cultural theorist in film and 
literature and a drifting traveler. While engaging in the visual imaginary, she also observes the everyday texture of the city and the effects of urban renewal. Gina, an economist, art advocate and 
financier living half-time in Shanghai, studies the unnoticed scenario of excessive real estate development as an accidental refuge for unknown artists who want to make sense of their career. Video 
diary and visual ethnography, the work experiments with diverse visual sources (1934-2005) to open up each fragment as both document and representation, thus explores spaceʼs generative 
capacity to produce knowledge.

LINDA C.H. LAI, GINA S.Y. WONG; Experimenta; gina@experimenta-
space.net; http://www.experimenta-space.net/

1848 Hong Kong
SOMEONE'S RUNNING
CHAN YING-WAI, SOAK
chanyingwai.ftv@hkapa.edu
FIC; 0:36:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A runner was chosen to be the school representative by coincidence. He treasured this last opportunity in his secondary school life and did his very best to prepare. On the eve of competition, his 
chance was in danger to be given to his best friend.
Competition means something more.

WONG KAI-CHUNG, CHARLIE; School of Film & Television, The Hong
Kong Academy for Performing Arts; chanyingwai.ftv@hkapa.edu
Helen Ko (Senior Lecturer); School of Film & Television, The Hong Kong
Academy for Performing Arts; helenko@hkapa.edu

1989 Hong Kong
THE MONK
ANGUS CHAN SIU-HEI
FIC; 0:26:00; HD; 2008

151 Hong Kong
6.2553e+13
MA KAM FUNG
majiemajie@gmail.com
FIC/EXP; 0:03:09; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
The film is about a girl in danger who is running in the abandoned industrial site of Hong Kong. As sweating, fear is essentially from inside out. It is revealed by the absorption of sweat.

MA KAM FUNG; Nil; majiemajie@gmail.com
Ma Kam Fung; Nil; majiemajie@gmail.com

1942 Hungary
ARC FACE
FERENC CAKÓ
dorotea.szorenyi@filmunio.hu
ANI; 0:08:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
In a bizarre, disintegrating society faceless people jostle about submitting their appeals to bureaucrats to permit them getting faces after all. Does putting on noses, eyes and mouths bring happiness?

Clay Animation

FERENC CAKÓ; C.A.K.Ó. STÚDIÓ; dorotea.szorenyi@filmunio.hu

1637 Hungary
BERLINSKAYA FUGA
DENES NAGY
dini.nagy@yahoo.com
DOC; 0:13:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Shocking picture from the heart of Eastern Ukraine. Remains of European culture in the dark industrial metropolis of Donetsk. Smoke, pollution, stray dogs, endless lines of broken down block of flats.
Alesia, a five year old girl growing up in love and hope in the warm family nest. Suddenly the day arrives when she has to face reality.

GABOR KOVACS; Filmpartners; filmpartners@filmpartners.com; http:
//www.filmpartners.hu/

1940 Hungary
CSEMPELEVÉL TILE MAIL
JUDIT FESZT, GERG? SOMOGYVÁRI
dorotea.szorenyi@filmunio.hu
DOC; 0:23:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
This film, playing in Lisbon, is Nobert's Super 8 film-letter, with the help of which he try to take up contact with his distant family.
With the guidance of our directorial and photographic assistance, this man, who has emigrated to Portugal 10 years ago, originating from the Amazonas region, Ji-Parana formulate his personal 
experiences of his migration and his new environment using cinematographic possibilities. Nobert has learnt the art of painting of Portuguese tiles, the azulejos with which he earns his living until 
today. Through Nobertʼs painting, the visual world of the film base on the art and decoration tradition of azulejos painting. We chose to construct Nobert's Lisbon vision, using expressive, figurative 
tile-ornaments found on buildings, metro-stations, in apartments, on every corner.
Besides, the azulejos painting in Portuguese history shows an interesting parallel and an example of the possibilities for the integration of the cultures of today's immigrants in Europe. The history of 

GYÖRGY DURST; Duna Workshop; dorotea.szorenyi@filmunio.hu

1943 Hungary
MESSZI TÁVOL FARAWAY
MÁRTON VÉCSEI
dorotea.szorenyi@filmunio.hu
DOC; 0:47:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
The film offers a glimpse into the life of a Székely village over the course of one year through its
holidays.

ANDRÁS MUHI; Inforg Stúdió; dorotea.szorenyi@filmunio.hu

2019 Hungary
LETUNT VILÁG LOST WORLD
GYULA NEMES
dorotea.szorenyi@filmunio.hu
DOC; 0:20:00; 35 mm; COL BW; 2008

GYULA NEMES;  dorotea.szorenyi@filmunio.hu



1361 Hungary
ETETÉS BAITING
JÁNOS XANTUS;-;-

xjanos@gmail.com
FIC; 0:28:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Everything you always wanted to know about fishing but were afraid to
ask! Jacob, the wandering fisherman, spied a dancer's silk panties, and
immediately wanted to own them. A difficulty is that Paloma is only
wearing a short plastic coat and a pair of silver shoes. Jacob knows
that to net silk panties from long, silky legs you need a long
monologue.

ATTILA CSÁKY; Cameofilm; info@cameofilm.hu; http://www.
bpmasterclass.hu/; Károly Fehér

1368 Hungary
VARIACIOK VARIATIONS
KRISZTINA ESZTERGALYOS

esztergalyos@gmail.com
FIC; 0:28:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Variations on relationships in New Yearʼs Day mood set in a huge and rundown 1980s style hotel waiting to be demolished by Lake Balaton, Hungary.
Three women and five men – in various ways.

MIKLOS BOSNYAK; UNIVERSITY OF FILM AND THEATRE, 
BUDAPEST; xjanos@gmail.com; http://www.szfe.hu/

1768 Hungary
MEGLEPETÉS SURPRISE
BALAZS SIMONYI;BARNABAS TOTH

simonyi.balazs@chello.hu
FIC; 0:09:06; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
An ordinary familyʼs car has been stolen. But this is only the beginning of the story...

BALAZS SIMONYI; Antrios Ltd - Snittegylet Filmworkshop; simonyi.
balazs@chello.hu;  Barnabas Toth

1868 Hungary
CSAVARGÓ TRAMP
LINDA DOMBROVSZKY

dombrovszky@gmail.com
FIC; 0:12:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
You will be clean, you will get new clothes, your stomach will be filled.
The old prodigal son again takes advantage of an opportunity.

MIKLÓS BOSNYÁK; University of Drama and Film; bosnyak.
miklos@filmacademy.hu; http://www.szfe.hu/; Zoltán Mártonffy

1936 Hungary
VACSORA THE DINNER
KARCHI PERLMANN

karchi@karchip.com
FIC; 0:26:18; 35 mm; COL; 2008
VACSORA revolves around a day in the life of a small rural Hungarian family during the riots of September 2006. The day starts when the adult son of the family slips and falls during the morning 
feeding and is laying unconscious in the pigpen. The town also wakes up and goes about its business but without anyone noticing. The constant radio chatter brings the outside world in, echoing the
cultural and political pulse of Hungary. As the day ends and the sun sets, the story also unwinds -- but not without the proverbial irony we know life to be.

KARCHI PERLMANN; Have Plenty Productions; karchi@karchip.com; 
http://www.vacsorathemovie.com/

1937 Hungary
GYENGÉBB NAPOK WEAK DAYS
ÁDÁM CSÁSZI

dorotea.szorenyi@filmunio.hu
FIC; 0:25:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Three people, living on the edge: Imike, Böbe, and Irén, a strange little family in 21st century Hungary. Imike is a Gypsy pimp; his girlfriend, the Romanian-Hungarian Böbe, and their flatmate Irén are
prostitutes. The three of them are trying to find their way in the chaos following the collapse of the Socialist regime, with Imike getting into trouble about owing money to a drug dealer. The film tells 
the story of the twisted relationship of Imike and Böbe, showing mercilessly realistic and grotesque moments of their lives, full of sex, violence, and shady business. However, the film is not only about
social commentary: it tells a story of rage, love, blind instinct, and no-way-out situations.

Based on Weak Days Róbert Molnár

LÁSZLÓ KÁNTOR; Új Budapest Film Stúdió; dorotea.
szorenyi@filmunio.hu

1938 Hungary
ÁTVÁLTOZÁS METAMORPHOSIS
SÁNDOR KARDOS
dorotea.szorenyi@filmunio.hu
FIC; 0:42:00; 35 mm; COL; 2009
A special technical solution prompted the idea to make a film out of Franz Kafkaʼs short story "Metamorphosis". This device consists of a camera made up of 6 objectives and the CCD chips arranged
behind them which map the space around them in 360 degrees; the 6 separate images are then formed into a cohesive sphere with the help of a computer program.
Taking into account the fact that the workings of this device resemble the eyes of an insect in many ways, we attempted to adapt Kafkaʼs story from an insectʼs – Gregorʼs – subjective point of view 
from beginning to end.

ANDRÁS MUHI; Inforg Stúdió; dorotea.szorenyi@filmunio.hu



1939 Hungary
A BARÁTKOZÁS LEHET?SÉGEI THE POSSIBILITIES OF MAKING FRIENDS
GÁBOR FERENCZI
dorotea.szorenyi@filmunio.hu
FIC; 0:50:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
The film adapts four short stories by Ádám Bodor. Each story tells about the human relations, attempts and possibilities of approaching each other, and hidden, often unconscious desires.

The tales share a common sphere somewhere between defensive aversion and friendship or love: an area of emotion and relationships rarely explored. The fine threads of these characteristics are 
weaved together in the unified chain of a single film.

ANDRÁS MUHI; Inforg Stúdió; dorotea.szorenyi@filmunio.hu

1941 Hungary
VALLOMÁS COMING OUT
PICI PÁPAI
dorotea.szorenyi@filmunio.hu
FIC; 0:15:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A father meets his daughter. The daughter has long been on a journey of her own. In a single day's time the father tries to share with her the quintessential experience and wisdom of a lifetime. While
their time is running out, their relationship shifts to a new dimension.

GÁBOR VÁRADI; Eurofilm Studio; dorotea.szorenyi@filmunio.hu

1944 Hungary
SUPERDIGITAL
ISTVÁN MADARÁSZ
dorotea.szorenyi@filmunio.hu
FIC; 0:02:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
A guy finds a video camera in a park. He switches it on, starts filming girls, then rewinds it and watches it again.
But he shouldn't have done this.

GYÖRGY DURST, ISTVÁN MADARÁSZ; Duna Workshop; dorotea.
szorenyi@filmunio.hu

2016 Hungary
THE COUNTERPART
LAZLO NEMES
dorotea.szorenyi@filmunio.hu
FIC; 0:14:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008

ANDRÁS MUHI; Inforg Stúdió; dorotea.szorenyi@filmunio.hu

1769 Hungary; Turkey; France
MANDARIN TANGERINE
BALAZS SIMONYI

simonyi.balazs@chello.hu
FIC; 0:09:07; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A journalist arrives in a Turkish town to make an article about the local community.
He is investigating things, whilst he is also noticed by a secret agent. Who is following who?

Based on the novel and the authority of the Nobel-winner Orhan Pamuk' Snow.

BALAZS SIMONYI; Antrios Ltd - Snittegylet Filmworkshop; simonyi.
balazs@chello.hu

1541 Iceland; Finland
HARMSAGA DOLOR
VALDIMAR JÓHANNSSON
sirvaldi@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:12:42; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
The film deals with unexpected and unexplainable loss.
Due to an accident, the life of a happy family turns into a larger-than-life tragedy.
The film is based on a tale retold by Wilhelm Grimm.

HRÖNN KRISTINSDÓTTIR; TCfilms; Tcfilms@internet.is
Christof Wehmeier; The Icelandic Film Centre; 
christof@icelandicfilmcentre.is; http://www.icelandicfilmcenter.is/

80 Iceland; Finland
HARMSAGA DOLOR
VALDIMAR JÓHANNSSON
sirvaldi@hotmail.com
FIC/FIC; 0:12:41; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
The film deals with unexpected and unexplainable loss.
Due to an accident, the life of a happy family turns into a larger-than-life tragedy.
The film is based on a tale retold by Wilhelm Grimm.

HRÖNN KRISTINSDÓTTIR; TCfilms; tcfilms@internet.is
Christof Wehmeier; The Icelandic Film Centre; 
christof@icelandicfilmcentre.is

2142 Iceland; France
KETILL
TÒMAS LEMARQUIS;JOSEPH MARZOLLA
DOC; 0:30:00; Betacam SP PAL; 2008



1000 India
E4 D4
IAN MCDONALD
ian.interventions@gmail.com
DOC; 0:03:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
A quiet summerʼs day. Four youths play chess. But this is no ordinary game. The visuals and music, voice and images draw us into the internal world of these blind and visually impaired players. A 
creative documentary set in Chennai, India.

GEETHA J.; AkamPuram; info@akampuram.net; http://akampuram.net/

889 India
VETTAIKKU ORU MAGAN A SON FOR HUNTING
SOUDHAMINI
quicksilverfilm@gmail.com
EXP/DOC; 0:53:12; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
An experimental with no dialogues
based on a form of ritual mime theatre in India thorugh which a traditional Indian myth is re-enacted as a metaphor for disarmament and non-violence.

SOUDHAMINI; Quicksilverfilm; qucksilverfilm@gmail.com

350 India
GOOD NIGHT
GEETIKA NARANG
geetikana@gmail.com
FIC; 0:29:58; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
ʻGood Nightʼ is the story of Madan Mohan Khullar, a lover of old Hindi (Indian) films and music, who has decided to start his life afresh. The story begins at a night when the retired engineer has just 
finished planning his new routine. However, to start a new day one has to pass through a long night, and so must he. As the night unfolds, sleepless and echoing with a forgotten melody, the 
mundane details of Khullar's life acquire a nostalgic significance. Then, there is his man-servant, a young rogue, tongue-in-cheek and the perfect foil for Khullar's personality. Any catharsis continues 
to elude the forced loner as he remains tormented by an unfinished song.

YASIR ABBASI;  yasir_abbasi@rediffmail.com
Yasir Abbasi; yasir_abbasi@rediffmail.com

497 India
THE MOLE
SALIL JASON FERNANDEZ
sjfernan@gmail.com
FIC; 0:25:00; 0; COL; 2008
A private detective, obsessed with a case of mistaken identity, is in love with a virgin who has been kidnapped by a mob bossʼs gang. They hire an assassin to bump him off. A mysterious man 
watches in the shadows. Against all odds the detective must rescue his love and flee the filthy town. The film has it all: femme fatale, ungainly detective
 evil mob boss

STEVEN FERNANDEZ; SALIL JASON MOTION PICTURES; 
sgfernan@hotmail.com; http://www.saliljason.com/
SALIL JASON FERNANDEZ; SALIL JASON MOTION PICTURES; 
sjfernan@gmail.com; http://www.saliljason.com/

2221 India
KAVI
GREGG HELVEY
helvey@kavithemovie.com
FIC; 0:19:00; 35 mm; COL; 2009
Kavi is a young boy in India who wants to escape from the brick kiln where he is forced to work as a modern-day slave.

GREGG HELVEY;  helvey@kavithemovie.com; http://www.
KaviTheMovie.com/; Guneet Monga; Harish Amin

612 India
LADOO
RAJITA SHAH
rajitaproductions@yahoo.com
FIC/FIC; 0:15:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
A young deaf boy named Suni delivers sweets (Ladooʼs) for a shop his father works for before he goes to school. He is crazy about cricket and dreams of buying an Indian cricket team shirt. One day
at school he decides to steal money from his fathers sweetshop and so he engineers a brilliant plan to keep this money for himself. The question is will Suni survive his own guilt? And what will be the
eventual outcome of Suni's plan. His journey takes us into the world of cricket, fairy tales, first love and gives us a glimpse of a society bound by class, money and greed.

RAJITA SHAH; Miraj Films; rajitaproductions@yahoo.com; http://www.
mirajfilms.com/

5016 India
THE MOLE
SALIL JASON FERNANDEZ
sjfernan@gmail.com
MV; 0:02:51; 0; COL; 2008
A private detective, obsessed with a case of mistaken identity, is in love with a virgin who has been kidnapped by a mob bossʼs gang. They hire an assassin to bump him off. A mysterious man 
watches in the shadows. Against all odds the detective must rescue his love and flee the filthy town. The film has it all: femme fatale, ungainly detective
 evil mob boss

STEVEN FERNANDEZ; SALIL JASON MOTION PICTURES; 
sgfernan@hotmail.com; http://www.saliljason.com/
SALIL JASON FERNANDEZ; SALIL JASON MOTION PICTURES; 
sjfernan@gmail.com; http://www.saliljason.com/

5018 India
STRANGE FRUIT
MOHAMMED SHAKEEL
shaqueel_md@hotmail.com
MV/FIC; 0:04:22; 35 mm; COL; 2008
This film is a metaphor for the primeval streak of violence in us. This bloodshed has taken a ritualistic fervor post 9 /11. We are destroying our present and poisoning our future. We brazenly repeat 
the same mistakes despite all the experience we have gained (WW I and II_).

A nuclear mushroom looks like a tree. The choice is ours. Are we going to learn from history or just perish killing each-other?

SATYAJIT RAY FILM AND TELEVISION INSTITUTE; 
sunetra_ghatak@rediffmail.com; http://www.srfti.gov.in/



328 India; Finland
BILAL
SOURAV SARANGI
souravsarangi@hotmail.com
DOC; 0:52:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Bilal can see but his parents cannot. He is only three years old and hardly understands what blindness is. Bilal also has a little brother, Hamza. And inside a tiny dark and dank room together they live
in a curious game of seeing and not seeing. Neighbors and relatives surround them. The film tells this unusual story by observing the little boy over a year by capturing rare moments of sharing love, 
fun, cruelty and hope… the wonder world of Bilal.

SOURAV SARANGI; Son et Lumiere; souravsarangi@hotmail.com; 
Kristiina Pervilä

2478 India; USA
DESIRE IN THREE PLACES
AMBER BEMAK
amberbemak@gmail.com
EXP; 0:15:22; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
"Desire in Three Places" takes the viewer through the USA, Tibet, and
India. Moving through these landscapes, the piece explores the
mentality of desire, and finds inside of it hope, stagnation, sadness,
greed, and genuine promise.

AMBER BEMAK;  amberbemak@gmail.com; http://www.amberbemak.
com/

454 Indonesia
SUGIHARTI HALIM
ARIANI DARMAWAN
arianidarmawan@yahoo.com
FIC; 0:09:52; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Whatʼs in a name? For Sugiharti Halim, though, a name can lead to a never-ending question. At times funny, annoying, and contradictory: Does one really need a ʻrealʼ name? Can you sell your 
name? Is it true that you can hide your identity behind a name? Sugiharti Halim offers a perspective that is comical, provocative, contextual, and deserving to be re-examined today.
Sugiharti Halim presents a fact that rarely spoken out loud in Indonesia: the Indonesian Chinese are treated as the ʻminorityʼ.

*) Presidential Decree no. 127/U/Kep/12/1966 obliged Ethnic-Chinese to adopt an Indonesian-sounding name (e.g. change Liem to Halim, Lo/Loe/Liok to Lukito, etc.)

ARIANI DARMAWAN; Kineruku Productions; arianidarmawan@yahoo.
com; http://arianidarmawan.net/

177 Iran (Islamic Republic of)
DAR KHANE-YE MA IN OUR HOME
MARYAM KASHKOOLINIA
kashkoolinia@yahoo.com
ANI; 0:05:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
A little girl is introducing her family
members, comparing them with animals.

SHIRIN NADRI; DEFC; nadri@defc.ir

251 Iran (Islamic Republic of)
EBRAHIM IN FIRE
FATEME NASIRIFARD
festivals@irib.ir
ANI; 0:11:50; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Ibrahim (PBUH) enters the idol temple and breaks all the idols except the great idol. The governor orders to put him in the fire. But the fire gets cold and safe for him. So people believe in his words 
and promises.

SAEID GAIENI; IRIB; festivals@irib.ir
Mamak Derakhshan; IRIB; festivals@irib.ir

252 Iran (Islamic Republic of)
MOTHER
FARHAD ALIZADE
festivals@irib.ir
ANI; 0:18:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A mother is taking care of her sick while death enters her house and takes the child away. The mother goes after him to take her child back

FARHAD ALIZADE; IRIB; festivals@irib.ir
Mamak Derakhshan; IRIB; festivals@irib.ir

257 Iran (Islamic Republic of)
DAR SHEKAM NAHANG IN STOMACH OF WHALE
FATEME NASIRIFARD
festivals@irib.ir
ANI; 0:17:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Prophet Jonah (PBUH) gets tired of inviting people to worshiping God. So he leaves his city. He is swallowed by a big whale in his way and inside its stomach he realizes that he's done wrong. Then
he repents and God forgives him.

SAIED GAIENI; Islamic Republic of Iran Broadcasting; festivals@irib.ir
Mamak Derakhshan; Islamic Republic of Iran Broadcasting; 
festivals@irib.ir

356 Iran (Islamic Republic of)
ABRE SOURATI THE PINK CLOUD
MASOUD GHODSIEH;-;-
m.ghodsieh@yahoo.com
ANI; 0:07:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
story about an old lady and her baby...

MASOUD GHODSIEH; defc; info@defc.org; http://www.defc.org/



364 Iran (Islamic Republic of)
WHY DO DOGS HATE CATS?
LIDA FAZLI
festivals@irib.ir
ANI; 0:12:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
In the beginning of creation a cat and a dog are waiting in a queue. The cat feels jealous knowing what is considered for the dog's fate. So he tries to steal his destiny…

LIDA FAZLI; Islamic Republic of Iran Broadcasting; festivals@irib.ir
Mamak Derakhshan; IRIB; festivals@irib.ir

365 Iran (Islamic Republic of)
DREAM'S KEY
SARA NAMJO
festivals@irib.ir
ANI; 0:14:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A puppet which is made up of unwanted stuff like a lock and rust keys is in prison. One day, by the help of a new friend and his dreams and memories he decides to make himself free.

____; Islamic Republic of Iran Broadcasting; festivals@irib.ir
Mamak Derakhshan; IRIB; festivals@irib.ir

366 Iran (Islamic Republic of)
KALAGHHA CROWS
ZOHAL RAZAVI
festivals@irib.ir
ANI; 0:08:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
There are four crows on a tree in this 13 episodic series. They fly to new places every morning and have a new story each time. Their decisions are always childish and funny but they manage to get
a good result by cooperating with each other.

ZOHAL RAZAVI; Islamic Republic of Iran Broadcasting; festivals@irib.ir
Mamak Derakhshan; IRIB; festivals@irib.ir

147 Iran (Islamic Republic of)
TAKHTI
MOHAMMAD HASSAN SHAHMOHAMMADI
shahcinema@yahoo.com
DOC; 0:52:00; 0; COL BW; 2008
A look at Takhti's life, the most popular athlete of Iran's history
 a review and analysis of the popularity and the mystery of the eternity of this mythical figure.

MOHAMMAD HASSAN SHAHMOHAMMADI; Shahmohammadi Film 
Productions; shahcinema@yahoo.com
 Mohammad Hassan Shahmohammadi; Shahmohammadi Film 
Productions; shahcinema@yahoo.com

169 Iran (Islamic Republic of)
YEK ROZE POR DARD ONE DAY FULL OF PAIN
SATTAR CHAMANI GOL

satar_ch@yahoo.com
DOC; 0:20:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
There is an old man in one of Kurdistan village in Iran who does bones getting with very simple tools.

SATTAR CHAMANI GOL; Setak Film Sanandaj; satar_ch@yahoo.com;
http://www.setakfilm.com/

171 Iran (Islamic Republic of)
FARSHE CHOB THE WOODEN CARPET
ABDOLRAHMAN MIRANI

satar_ch@yahoo.com
DOC; 0:20:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A Kermanshah village at the Iran – Iraq border. The flood has destructed the bridge. To reconstruct it, people begin a hard work.

ABDOLRAHMAN MIRANI; Setak Film Sanandaj; satar_ch@yahoo.com;
http://www.setakfilm.com/

253 Iran (Islamic Republic of)
POND HIDDEN TREASURE
ALI GHADERI
festivals@irib.ir
DOC; 0:28:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
In this documentary the salty pond of Urumia Lake is taken as a sample to depict the important role of ponds in agricultural, geographical, university research and ecotourism aspects.

ALI GHADERI; IRIB; festivals@irib.ir
Mamak Derakhshan; IRIB; festivals@irib.ir

256 Iran (Islamic Republic of)
BRIGHT SIDE
 MOHAMMAD HOSSEIN SAFI
festivals@irib.ir
DOC; 0:28:49; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
There are four Bright Side is a silent documentary that depicts the life cycle

 MOHAMMAD HOSSEIN SAFI; IRIB; festivals@irib.ir
Mamak Derakhshan; IRIB; festivals@irib.ir

258 Iran (Islamic Republic of)
HIGHER EVEN THAN THE CLOUDS
REZA NEZAMDOUST
festivals@irib.ir
DOC; 0:37:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Mountaineering is a sport that involves man's body and soul at the same time. Kazem Faridian is one of Iranian mountaineers who tell us about his life and ascending high summits of world in 
Himalaya.

REZA NEZAMDOUST; IRIB; festivals@irib.ir
Mamak Derakhshan; IRIB; festivals@irib.ir



259 Iran (Islamic Republic of)
KHABR
 MOHAMMAD HOSSEIN SAFI
festivals@irib.ir
DOC; 0:42:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
This documentary depicts different species of plants and animals in Khabr National Park which is located in Kerman province.

 MOHAMMAD HOSSEIN SAFI; IRIB; festivals@irib.ir
Mamak Derakhshan; IRIB; festivals@irib.ir

260 Iran (Islamic Republic of)
A COLD WINTER NIGHT
JAMSHID MOJADADI
festivals@irib.ir
DOC; 0:31:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
In a cold winter night, the antique and valuable door of Azghand mosque is stolen. The people try hard to find it.

JAMSHID MOJADADI; IRIB; festivals@irib.ir
Mamak Derakhshan; IRIB; festivals@irib.ir

170 Iran (Islamic Republic of)
TORKO,TORENTO,TEHRAN
KAVEH OVAISI
satar_ch@yahoo.com
EXP; 0:09:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Taxi was one of the subject of the second abbas kiarostam's workshop in Iran.
TORKO,TORONTO,TEHRAN movie was on of the film that made for that workshop, and it showed the story of 3 different iranian taxi drivers in 3 cities of the world.

KAVEH OVAISI; Setak Film Sanandaj; satar_ch@yahoo.com; http:
//www.setakfilm.com/

172 Iran (Islamic Republic of)
SAYEH ROSHAN LIGHT AND SHADOW
MARYAM POOYAFAR

satar_ch@yahoo.com
EXP; 0:04:20; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Room curtain was pulled . There is a flowerpot behind the window . It is raining. A hand puts painting stuff on the table and paints scene of the window with watercolor . The flower stem was bend and
broken by rain and wind . The hand takes the broken flower and fixed it on the painting and it rains again .

MARYAM POOYAFAR; Setak Film Sanandaj; satar_ch@yahoo.com; 
http://www.setakfilm.com/

173 Iran (Islamic Republic of)
DARDESARE GHAIRE MOJAZ IMPERMISSIBLE PROBLEM
AHMAD GOLZARIAN

satar_ch@yahoo.com
FIC; 0:16:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
As there are no local TV channels, in a village in Kurdistan-Iran, a young boy rents a shop to sell and rent movies.
One day he goes to the city to buy some films. In way back home he is arrested by the police, but he ran's away as they take him to the court.

ROZBEH NAZOKKAR; Setak Film Sanandaj; satar_ch@yahoo.com; 
http://www.setakfilm.com/

599 Iran (Islamic Republic of)
HOZOUR PRESENCE
AMIRHOSSEIN BIRJANDI
int@defc.ir
FIC; 0:22:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
A man who is writer sees another man who is a famous writer and he becomes curies about him but after a while he finds out that he is no one but himself.

 Documentary & Experimental Film Centre; int@defc.ir
Leila Hosseini; Documentary & Experimental Film Centre; int@defc.ir

254 Iran (Islamic Republic of)
HUNTER
JAFAR NOURMOHAMMADI
festivals@irib.ir
FIC/FIC; 0:22:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Margan is a 13 year old villager boy who has a great skill in imitating birds' sound. So the hunters use his skill for hunting birds. The teacher of the village tries to prevent him from this action.

JAFAR NOURMOHAMMADI; IRIB; festivals@irib.ir
Mamak Derakhshan; IRIB; festivals@irib.ir

255 Iran (Islamic Republic of)
OUR SCHOOL
AKBAR SHAHBAZI
festivals@irib.ir
FIC/FIC; 0:32:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
There are four students in Kosar village. When one of them gets sick and is not able to come to school, they look for another student because they don't want their school get closed.

ANAHITA KABIRKOUH; IRIB; festivals@irib.ir
Mamak Derakhshan; IRIB; festivals@irib.ir



1836 Iran (Islamic Republic of)
 (DASTANE SOFAL) THE POTTERY'S TALE
MARYAM BAYANI
bayanimary@yahoo.com
MV/EXP; 0:08:34; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
The Pottery's Tale:
This animation is an experimental that is made using the patterns of
about 165 clay pieces from all over Iran. These patterns are
sometimes the main keys,sometimes a stylized sybolic pattern is
decoded into its real prototype during the film, and sometimes
an ancient story is presented via the continuation of images.

REZA MOSADDEGH------ sepahbod@hotmail.com

317 Iran (Islamic Republic of); Germany
TO BE A CHILD IN IRAN
BEHROOZ KARAMIZADE
berulonet@yahoo.de
DOC; 0:10:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
To be as child in Iran' is the story of children, who make their first steps in to the adult world. They conquer social bans with the help of their fantasies. They break new ground and make discoveries 
about the world.

BEHROOZ KARAMIZADE;  berulonet@yahoo.de
Behrooz Karamizade; berulonet@yahoo.de

1519 Iran (Islamic Republic of); Germany
PACKING
BEHROOZ KARAMIZADE
berulonet@yahoo.de
FIC; 0:04:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Genuine and authentic fiction, moving in its simplicity. Two boys, a watermelon and the market.

The trilogy Kindsein im Iran is about children who set their first steps in an adult world filled with commandments. Thanks to their inventiveness and fantasy, they find answers and and discover the 
New World. In part one, Packing, two boys are at the market looking for a box to transport a watermelon. Honest and authentic fiction, moving in its simplicity.

BEHROOZ KARAMIZADE;  berulonet@yahoo.de
Behrooz Karamizade; berulonet@yahoo.de

166 Iran (Islamic Republic of); Iran (Islamic Republic of); Iran (Islamic Republic
NAGHL-E-GORDAFARID THE STORY OF GORDAFARID
HADI AFAEIDEH

hadiafarideh@yahoo.com
DOC/DOC; 0:33:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Naqali (Musical Narration) is an Iranian traditional solo theatre in which only men are allowed to perform. As a matter of fact, it's been forbidden for women to appear in a Naqali performance. The 
place for this theatre has usually been teahouses & public squares. A Naqali play is called a Scroll. The Scrolls are derived from ancient legends or historical stories, as well as Shahnameh (The 
Book of Kings), written by the greatest Iranian epic writer, Ferdowsi, who is widely classified along with Homer. This documentary recounts the story of the very first female Naqal in Persian history, 
Fatemeh Habibizad, aka Gordafarid.

HADI AFAEIDEH; Hadi Afarideh & Documentary & Experimental Film 
Center; hadiafarideh@yahoo.com
HADI AFAEIDEH; Hadi Afarideh & Documentary & Experimental Film 
Center; hadiafarideh@yahoo.com

168 Iran (Islamic Republic of); Iran (Islamic Republic of); Iran (Islamic Republic
MARASSEME SOBHGAHI THE MORNING CEREMONY
HADI AFARIDEH

hadiafarideh@yahoo.com
DOC/DOC; 0:10:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Every day, the girl students of the elementary schools in Teheran
have to take part in the morning ceremony. Those who are late will be punished.

HADI AFARIDEH; Hadi Afarideh & Documentary & Experimental Film 
Center; hadiafarideh@yahoo.com
Hadi Afarideh & Documentary & Experimental Film Center; 
hadiafarideh@yahoo.com

167 Iran (Islamic Republic of); Iran (Islamic Republic of); Iran (Islamic Republic
PEDAR THE FATHER
HADI AFARIDEH

hadiafarideh@yahoo.com
FIC/FIC; 0:11:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
The mother of a family goes for obstetrical sonography. The sex of the foetus is not clear. After giving birth to the child the father does not like to take the girl kid home.

HADI AFARIDEH; Iran Youth Cinema Association; hadiafarideh@yahoo.
com
HADI AFARIDEH; Iran Youth Cinema Association ; 
hadiafarideh@yahoo.com

1733 Iran (Islamic Republic of); Netherlands
12 DAYS OF WAITING
ATOUSA BANDEH GHIASABADI
info@atousabandeh.com
EXP/DOC; 0:26:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Once upon a time somewhere between two hills near Shiraz God grant the wish of a shepherd who had lost his sheep. Every year during the first weeks of Iranian new year people in need go to a 
pilgrimage to this place.
March 2007 During 12 days that the whole world is busy with the freedom of the 15 British soldiers who were captured by Iran, undergo an old couple who their only daughter has left Iran for England
a dramatic episode of their life ,helpless not being able to find her trough telephone, mother goes to pilgrimage asking God to hear from her. They finally reach her at Iranian new year evening. On 
12th day after escalating international crisis the Iranian president announce the freedom of British soldiers. At the same day the couple find out that their daughter is not coming back and there will be
no threats of an attack on Iran for a while.

ATOUSA BANDEH GHIASABADI; info@atousabandeh.com; http:
//www.atousabandeh.com/
info@atousabandeh.com

215 Iraq; Australia
JYANY LADE COUNTRY LIFE
HOSSEIN JEHANI
hosen98@hotmail.com
DOC/EXP; 0:17:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Saiwan Saeedan is at the College of the Fine Arts. He needs to complete his last project to get his degree. His project is based on a documentary on the daily life of some villagers. The life of the 
villagers will be photographed and then painted, which will be shown in an exhibition in the same village. For him it is important to document all aspects of life in this village. It is for this reason he is 
also concerned about a cow whose leg is broken after falling down in snow.

TANIA RAOUF; World Is My Home Film Prod; daria980@yahoo.com



216 Iraq; Australia
WENAGER LA KANARY AGER PHOTOGRAPHY BY FIRE
HOSSEIN JEHANI ;TANIA RAOUF
hosen98@hotmail.com
DOC/EXP; 0:01:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
It is nighttime. We are in northern of Iraq, at Sulaimani city center. There is fire and Aram Ali a photographer is taking photos of it.  There is a sound of an explosive by the fire. He delayed his action 
for a few minutes, and then continued to take his photos. Aram's photos look more like portraits. He takes photos of special places.

TANIA RAOUF; World Is My Home Film Prod; daria980@yahoo.com

1467 Iraq; Spain
DIVERSE
KADHIM FARAJ
ksf@faraj.dk
MV/EXP; 0:16:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
An Arabian immigrant painter who had lived in Europe more than 30 years. Moved from Italy to Holland then to France and settle in Spain. He become well known artist . he is willing to be integrated
but the others consider him to be a fool stranger … diverse . he feel lonely and isolated .
Diversity is a lie that leads us closer to the truth.

AKAD; No Budget Productions; akadmar@gmail.com

805 Ireland
OUT OF BLUE
MICHAEL LAVELLE
ʻ0:09:00; 2008

806 Ireland
I
ANN MARIE BRENNAN
ʻ0:07:00; 2008

807 Ireland
THE KEYS
JOHN MCDONNEL
ʻ0:09:00; 2008

808 Ireland
MATTERHORN
KEN WALSHE
ʻ0:05:00; 2008

809 Ireland
MY DAD
JOHN VAUGHAN
ʻ0:09:00; 2008

810 Ireland
SWING DANCING
ANNA RODGERS
ʻ0:05:00; 2008

811 Ireland
TOGETHER
MARY KEANE
ʻ0:06:00; 2008

812 Ireland
UNSUNG
MARLEIGH STEINBERG
ʻ0:06:00; 2008

813 Ireland
MONITOR
LUKE MCMANUS
ʻ0:06:00; 2008

814 Ireland
FINSCÉAL PHÁIDÍ
COLM BAIRÉAD
ʻ0:16:00; 2008



1801 Ireland
PLEASE SAY SOMETHING
DAVID O'REILLY
ANI; 0:10:00; HD; COL; 2009
Set on the far-off future, this is the story of the difficult relationship between a very emotional cat and her husband, a tedious mouse. PLEASE SAY SOMETHING is the very first film to have been 
created in an entirely synthetic way.

DAVID O'REILLY;

1262 Ireland
A FILM FROM MY PARRISH - 6 FARMS
TONY DONOGHUE
tonydonoghue@gmail.com
DOC; 0:07:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
An animated film shot on location in North Tipperary. It consists of six stories by six farmers from the one parish

JANET GRAINGER; Mayfly Films; tonydonoghue@gmail.com

517 Ireland
THE HERD
KEN WARDROP
wardrop@venom.ie
DOC; 0:04:10; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
A farmer and his mother discuss the arival of a strange animal amongst their
herd of Limousin cattle.

ANDREW FREEDMAN; Venom; freedman@venom.ie; http://www.
venom.com/

1282 Ireland
FALL
PATRICK JOLLEY
pjolley@gmail.com
EXP; 0:11:00; 35 mm; BW; 2008
Tedium breeds its own reverie. Here becomes like there becomes like could be anywhere. This forms a coincidence with the generic: Repetitions erode sense of place and make buildings seem less
substantial. The logic of these displacements causes things to come adrift. Furniture smashes in an empty car park. Little houses sink and burn. Events of small destruction - pathetic and momentarily
cathartic.

EDWINA FORKIN; Zanzibar Films; edwina@zanzibarfilms.net

1283 Ireland
THIS MONKEY...
PATRICK JOLLEY
pjolley@gmail.com
EXP; 0:07:00; 16 mm; COL BW; 2009
 This Monkey,, considers our habit of using the observation of animals, as a source of comparison and reference for our own existence and identity. The film follows a group of monkeys through a 
series of scenes that allude to some of the contexts to which we are accustomed, for example nature documentary, fable, and vivisection. The final tableau draws its strength from a sense of 
revulsion and subverts our normal perspective of empathy, making way for the question: ʻBut me, who am I?ʼ

PATRICK JOLLEY; Patrick jolley; pjolley@gmail.com

947 Ireland
TOGETHER
MARY KEANE
mary@prazdnikproductions.com
EXP/FIC; 0:06:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
TOGETHER
is about a family in modern times existing but not living, going through the motions of the day but almost oblivious to each other. There is no animosity in their interaction, or rather lack of, simply an 
extension of the void, highlighting the distance that has become the whole familyʼs existence. The family are non- confrontational and there interactions are never hostile. It is the humdrum coupled 
with the inability to reach out confront and communicate. A family who don't merit the term "family" can they escape this reality..?

MICHELE VINEY; Prazdnik Productions; info@prazdnikproductions.
com; http://www.prazdnikproductions.com/
Mary Keane; Prazdnik Productions; mary@prazdnikproductions.com; 
http://www.prazdnikproductions.com/

1263 Ireland
AN CREATUR THE CREATURE
EOGHAN MAC GHIOLLA BHRIDE
barry@network-irl-tv.com
FIC; 0:26:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
What do you do when you come home from a very normal day at work to suddenly realise that your tongue has vanished without trace from your head.

CIARAN O COFAIGH; ROSG; barry@network-irl-tv.com

1954 Ireland; Thailand
MY IMAGE OBSERVES...
PHUTTIPHONG AROONPHENG
phuttiphong@hotmail.com
EXP; 0:05:25; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A spiritual cloud is floating from Wang Yahui's bedroom to a museum where Yuki Okumura is sleeping in the gallery space.

PHUTTIPHONG AROONPHENG; Mit Out Sound Films; 
phuttiphong@hotmail.com; http://mitoutsoundfilms.blogspot.com/

1127 Israel
CLASSMATES OF ANNE FRANK
EYAL BOERS
eyal.boers@gmail.com
DOC; 0:58:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2008
To comprehend fully the events in the life of Anne Frank, one must listen to the voices of the children who were there with her, of those who remember her.
Theo (Maurice) Coster, a famous games' creator from Israel, renews contact with five of his and Anne Frank's former classmates, only to discover an astonishing and confusing truth about the village
where he was hiding during World War Two.
Set against their childhood locations in Amsterdam, Westerbork Transit Camp and their current homes in Holland and Israel, these former classmates discuss their relationships with Anne and how 
they survived the war. Through these discussions, the film takes a bold and illuminating look at the different Dutch attitudes towards the war years in The Netherlands and towards the Holocaust.

THEO COSTER; Theora Design; abcoster@netvision.net.il;  Eyal Boers;
Aliza Coster CPA
eyal.boers@gmail.com



1350 Israel
KMO LIRKAV AL OFANAIM JUST LIKE RIDING A BIKE
NAAMA PARAN;MORAN PALGY;AHLAM HOSAISY
naamapa@gmail.com
DOC; 0:24:52; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
I wish to choose my own life path but in my Druze village, Daliat-El-Carmel, I always have to be under a manʼs support. Seeking answers,
I ask my unmarried aunts what to do and they answer straight away: Youʼll find yourself a good husband and weʼll dance on your wedding.

NAAMA PARAN;  naamapa@gmail.com;  Moran Palgy; Ahlam Hosaisy

1750 Israel
GUY
ILAN JARZINA
festivals@beitberl.ac.il
DOC; 0:31:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
This is the story of Guy Haberman, a 30 year old ex-Kibbutznik who is becoming deeper and deeper entrenched in orthodox religion. Childhood traumas, an extraordinary musical talent and 
obsessive family ties are only parts of the complex puzzle of Guy's life. Music for him, is not just a way of expression, it is his vital lifeline.

ILAN JARZINA; Beit Berl Academic College of Arts - Film Dept; 
festivals@beitberl.ac.il

24 Israel
BAKAYITZ HABA NEXT SUMMER
JONATHAN ROZENBAUM

sales@transfax.co.il
FIC; 0:08:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Sofia lives in a nursing home and impatiently waits for her daughter, Rosie to release her.  While a successful theater director overseas, Rosie struggles to live up to her mother's expectations.

MAREK ROZENBAUM; TRANSFAX FILM PRODUCTION; 
SALES@TRANSFAX.CO.IL; http://www.transfax.co.il

524 Israel
TIZCOR ET ZE TAKE NOTE
ELITE ZEXER
elitezexer@gmail.com
FIC; 0:16:56; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Anna, a new immigrant to Israel from Russia, serves as an unsuccessful army commander. Her strong will to fit in leads her to volunteer and take command over the mess hall cleanup. As her self 
confidence and ability to control the soldiers are challenged, she looses her faith in the system and in herself.

GIL WINSTEIN;  elitezexer@gmail.com
-; elitezexer@gmail.com

781 Israel
HAMILCHAMA HASHNIA THE OTHER WAR
TAMAR GLEZERMAN
theotherwar@gmail.com
FIC; 0:43:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
 “The other war” tells the tale of Tel-Aviv during the second Lebanon war. Itʼs a film about Tel-Aviv, Militarism and denial, but mainly about love.

Eli, the heroine, finds herself trapped between two very different sides of being an Israeli: Her older sister is two weeks away from her wedding, when her fiancé is sent to Lebanon for reserve duty. 
She caries on with the wedding arrangements as usual, convincing herself that as long as the invites are sent out, the wedding will happen, and the groom will be safe from harm. On the other side of
the spectrum stands Naama – Elis beautiful new girlfriend. Eli is head over heels in love with her, but Naama doesnʼt want to stay in Israel. She just wonʼt put up with the things Galit accepts as 
necessities. And Eli herself? Sheʼs stuck in the middle, Between her sister and her lover, her country and her private life.

DANA NEUBERG;  dana298@gmail.com;  Miri Birov; Noa Baruch

973 Israel
ONE CLEAN PLACE
ASSAF LEWKOWITZ
lewkowitz@gmail.com
FIC; 0:20:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Adaya and Yoav, a couple in their 30's, have reaches a crossroad in their relationship. On their way back home from a vacation, they get stuck in the desert. Now they have to decide which way to 
go.

Stuck, they are forced to self reflection through the vast desert around them, through strangers that appear out of nowhere and finally through themselves.

YORAM HARARI; Tel Hai Rodman College - Film & Animation dept; 
tikshoret@telhai.ac.il; http://www.telhai.org.il/

1059 Israel
HANAYA PARKING SPOT
RACHEL WALLACH

microwavably@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:10:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Tel Aviv, late 20s. Go find a spot to put yourself.

RACHEL WALLACH; in collaboration with Tel Aviv University; 
microwavably@hotmail.com

1060 Israel
TOUCH WOOD
RACHEL WALLACH
microwavably@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:12:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
You can forget your name, your wallet, your cat, your shoes. There's one thing you mustn't forget when you go to the desert. You mustn't forget to take some wood.

RACHEL WALLACH; in collaboration with Tel Aviv University; 
microwavably@hotmail.com



1743 Israel
PRISON
ADI HAREL
festivals@beitberl.ac.il
FIC; 0:12:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
The story of Asi, an unhappy married man who works in a candy store inherited from his wife's family. One day Asi finds out that a young girl is stilling chocolate from the store.
This little encounter will affect every aspect of his life and change him forever.

HANAN HOCHMAN; Beit Berl Academic College of Arts - Film Dept; 
festivals@beitberl.ac.il

1747 Israel
KIDS
YULA GIDRON
festivals@beitberl.ac.il
FIC; 0:20:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
One morning, Yuval, Ariel, Benz and Tom, 13-year-old kids, skip school. They hitchhike to Tel-Aviv – the coolest place they could have escaped to.

NIMROD RINOT, DANA WOLPE, GIL REZNIKOV, NAAMA YURIA; Beit
Berl Academic College of Arts - Film Dept; festivals@beitberl.ac.il

1748 Israel
E.M.E.T
YARON ALLOUCHE
festivals@beitberl.ac.il
FIC; 0:48:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
After the war that we all fear would someday come, he wakes up covered in bandages and all his memory lost. He Tries to unveil the secret of his past, and finds a world with a past so dark that no 
one can remember. A world where everyone holds a secret. A world where he must find the truth. A world in which all of the beautiful things have vanished…
Except of her…

ADI ADIR; Beit Berl Academic College of Arts - Film Dept; 
festivals@beitberl.ac.il;  Eliyahu Zigdon; Gil Reznikov

1749 Israel
ELEPHANT GRAVEYARD
AVI BELKIN
festivals@beitberl.ac.il
FIC; 0:15:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2008
Tarzan is 80 years old, and he's in a psychiatric ward. The years that passed had mixed reality with fiction and old Mr. Weissmuller no longer distinguishes between the character he played on the big
screen and who he was. In his daily routine he frequently returns to the summit of his cinematic character while his famous Tarzan call reverberates in the ward. Tired and humiliated the once King of
the Jungle feels that his time is up. He decides to return to his roots.

ANAT BELKIN; Beit Berl Academic College of Arts - Film Dept; 
festivals@beitberl.ac.il;  Alon Karton

1754 Israel
THE JOHNIS
JOHN AVISHAY
festivals@beitberl.ac.il
FIC; 0:11:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
The perfect crime cake recipe:
Ingredients:
2 lame criminals, 1 newly religious ex-con, 1 sexy policewoman and 1 hot-tempered investigator.
Instructions:
Put the 2 criminals in an investigation room with an already boiled investigator. Mix well till they confess the ex-con murder. Add freely cocaine dealing suspicions. Put in a well-heated oven for 
exactly 10 minutes and glaze heavily with a sexy policewoman.

AMIR FISHMAN; Beit Berl Academic College of Arts - Film Dept; 
festivals@beitberl.ac.il

1755 Israel
REGILA ON LEAVE
ASAF SABAN

festivals@beitberl.ac.il
FIC; 0:15:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Yotam came back from the army.
He met his dad. He met his mom. He took his girlfriend for a ride.
Yotam came back home, but something went wrong on the way.

ILAN JARZINA; Beit Berl Academic College of Arts - Film Dept; 
festivals@beitberl.ac.il

1756 Israel
DESERT TRAINS
BOAZ ARMONI
festivals@beitberl.ac.il
FIC; 0:25:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Shuli dreams of life in another place, maybe Tel Aviv. In the meantime she lives in a god-forsaken desert town and works in a spring factory.
Eli, the local macho, tries desperately to win her heart, and brings her a foreign worker to do her work as a present.
An unexpected twist in the relationships and Shuli might see her dreams come true.

KENAN ELDAR; Beit Berl Academic College of Arts - Film Dept; 
festivals@beitberl.ac.il

2220 Israel
GEFILTE FISH
SHELLY KLING
shellykling1@gmail.com
FIC; 0:10:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Gali's family has a long-lasting tradition whereby every woman who is engaged to be married has to prepare Gefilte Fish for the wedding party, as a virtue for the success of the marriage.
Gali, who is engaged to Yaron, has received from her mother and grandmother, a living carp to be cooked. But oh dear, the poor creature seems human in her eyes, practically begging for its life. 
Gali is torn between the pity she feels towards the fish and the need to abide by her family tradition.

LILACH GAVISH; Shelly Kling; shellykling1@gmail.com



223 Israel
WHISKEY SOUR
DAGAN WALD
walddagan@hotmail.com
FIC/EXP; 0:41:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
 Eddy Guiness is visiting Israel after publishing a best seller in German about a devastating romance he has had in his youth with a depressed woman. In the middle of his book tour she appears and
threatens him with a libel charge.

ADI DAVID;  adididavid@gmail.com
Dagan Wald; -; walddagan@hotmail.com

1007 Israel
MATALON MATALON ST.
ALEX LANDSMANN
alexla@012.net.il
FIC/EXP; 0:03:25; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2009
A sad tale about a plastic soldier in a toy shop who is forced into a terrible mission. A universal legend about love, struggle and alienation. An original combination of fiction and documentary. A silent
film with interwoven written slides.
The film was shot without any manipulations, neither on the image level, the sound nor the events. Later, armed with the freedom scalpel of the editing table an artificial cavity was opened creating a
space for a story that could patch the rags into a possible meaning. It is a short silent film dialoguing with the visual language and the technical means of the silent movies of the beginning of last 
century.

VIGOR APHLEMAN; Vigor Aphleman; vigoraphleman@gmail.com

145 Israel; United Kingdom
4 KILOMETERS
MIRI SHAPIRO
mirishapiro@gmail.com
FIC; 0:22:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Somewhere between the 1947 traditional Bedouin desert-life of southern Israel and the 2007 modern city life of Beer-Sheba, just 4 Kilometers off the highway, lives a small Bedouin community. 15 
year old Hulud has a dream; she is cracking the barrier set on that highway.
With her young brother and sister she goes on a journey that will enable her to let go of the life she once wished for.

CHRISSY BRIGHT / RAJITA SHAH; LFS / Foreign Cinema; c.
bright@lfs.org.uk

2017 Italy
THE WALK
CELIO BORDIN
info@celiobordin.com
ʻ0:07:00;

2018 Italy
BORD-IN
CELIO BORDIN
info@celiobordin.com
ʻ0:05:00;

303 Italy
MUTO SILENCE
BLU BLU
ANI; 0:06:45; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
An ambiguous surrealistic animation painted on public walls, in-door in Buenos Aires.

585 Italy
CREEPIN' TOOTH
DANIELE BARTOLI;DANIELE GRAVINA;DIEGO FILERI
info@digilie.com
ANI; 0:05:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
It is the story of Mell, who left his people, the OneTooth-people, to find something that makes him happy. He will live a little adventure before reaching a happy ending. Or not....?

STEFANO SUSCO; Digilie CG Art; info@digilie.com; http://www.digilie.
com/

758 Italy
IL NATURALISTA THE NATURALIST
MICHELE TOZZI;FEDERICO PARODI;GIANLUCA LO PRESTI AND 
GIULIO BARBERA
ANI; 0:04:30; DigiBeta; COL; 2008
The naturalist lives in the city. Whenever he can he jumps into his car and drives out into the country to relax amid the fields and hills, to play his flute and perhaps...

 Centro Sperimentale di Cinematografia

759 Italy
BABAU
OMAR BIANCO;SILVIA ZAPPALÀ;GIULIO PORETTI AND VALERIO 
TERRANOVA
ANI; 0:03:34; DigiBeta; COL; 2008
Inspired by Japanese fables a variety of fantastic creatures live in a strange world on the borderline between day and night.

 Centro Sperimentale di Cinematografia

760 Italy
A BICYCLE TRP A BICYCLE TRIP
LORENZO VERACINI;NADINI NAMBIAR;MARCO AVOLETTA
ANI; 0:04:06; DigiBeta; COL; 2008
Basle, 19 April 1943. The "trip" of Dr. Albert Hofmann, a chemist testing on himself LSD's psychedelic effects he casually discovered.

 Centro Sperimentale di Cinematografia



761 Italy
U SCIROCCU
JACOPO LANZA;MARTA PALAZZO;DANIELE SCALLI
ANI; 0:05:50; DigiBeta; COL; 2008
Nuccie, Benita and Cetta are no longer young. They share a house on the edge of a village in southern Italy. Their daily routine is suddenly disturbed by the mysterious...

 Centro Sperimentale di Cinematografia

928 Italy
IL RE DELL'ISOLA THE KING OF THE ISLAND
RAIMONDO DELLA CALCE

ray@artfive.it
ANI; 0:16:15; 35 mm; COL; 2009
Gioannin is a 6 years old kid who lives in Genoa, Italy, at the beginning of 1900. He always dreams of his strong and wonderful father he never knew, missing at sea and never returned. He is going 
to discover that a dream is not worth what real life, despite its difficulties and disappointments, can naturally give.

RAIMONDO DELLA CALCE; artFive; info@artfive.it; http://www.artfive.
it/; Luigi Sanna
Raimondo Della Calce; artFive; ray@artfive.it; http://www.artfive.it/

1044 Italy
IL GIORNO DEL JUJITSU JUJITSU DAY
ASTUTILLO SMERIGLIA

astutillo@comafilm.net
ANI; 0:05:36; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
A catholic priest fights for his right to celebrate the mass

ANTONIO ZUCCONI; COMA FILM; antonio@comafilm.net; http://www.
comafilm.net/

1271 Italy
IL GIOCO THE GAME
VINICIO BASILE
viniciobasile@inwind.it
ANI; 0:24:10; 35 mm; COL; 2009
a desperate quest for normality compromised by a sudden disease

VINICIO BASILE; unsponsored production; viniciobasile@inwind.it

1061 Italy
MURGIA FENOMENO CARSICO (3° EPISODIO) MURGIA KARST PHENOMENON (3° EPISODE)
COSIMO TERLIZZI;DAMIEN MODOLO;DAMIEN MODOLO

cosimo.terlizzi@gmail.com
DOC; 0:17:00; 0; COL; 2008
An unusual trip through the National Park of Alta Murgia in Italy, in company with an authentical and strange driver Pino Malerba and with the sensual and ironic voice of Anna Rispoli. The Murgia is a
calcareous highland of steppe vegetation
 a land that suffered many transformations in the centuries because of the several dominations. In this episode, Cosimo Terlizzi copes with the hydric question and the scarcity of the resources from a
rural and natural point of view.

COSIMO TERLIZZI; Dams; cosimo.terlizzi@gmail.com; http://cosimo.
terlizzi.googlepages.com/video; Coop. Ulixes Bitonto; Damien Modolo
Damien Modolo; cosimo.terlizzi@gmail.com

448 Italy
O SEI UOMO O SEI DONNA ... CHIARO?! EITHER YOU ARE A MAN OR A WOMAN!? ... DID YOU GET IT?
ENRICO VANNI

enrico.vanni@libero.it
DOC; 0:55:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
The simple existence of transsexual and transgender individuals itself brings into question one of the basic assumptions of our society, according to which only two genders do exist: male and female.
But are we sure about that?

MCKENZIE BROS; Mckenzie Bros; info@mckenziebros.it; http://www.
cineway.it/; Enrico Vanni
Enrico Vanni; enrico.vanni@libero.it; http://www.enricovanni.com/

1122 Italy
DIECI CHILI DI MARE SEASIDE OUT
FRANCESCO UBOLDI

info@francescouboldi.com
DOC; 0:19:46; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Seventy years, most of which spent in a stretch of sea that is tiny, unpredictable, and huge at the same time. With roughly-edged lyricism and poetic spontaneity, an Italian fisherman immerses us in
his universe, made of no longer fashionable passions and surprisingly modern stories.

FRANCESCO UBOLDI;  info@francescouboldi.com; http://www.
francescouboldi.com/

1116 Italy
DOBLE FORZA
LORENZO TRIPODI;MANUELA CONTI
loreso@oginoknauss.org
DOC/EXP; 0:30:05; 0; COL; 2008
Alamar, is a new city built in the 1970s in the outskirts of La Habana, mostly with rudimental prefabricated technologies inherited from the soviets
 it has been put in place through self-construction teams of 32 citizens employed in the so called microbrigadas, a system affecting not only the way the physical environment has been produced, but
also the social texture formed in the process. Today Alamar has a population of about 100.000. Doble Forza is a travelogue about a personal experience in this particular urban experiment, about the
everyday life of a socialist urban periphery in Caribbean taste, about the history of a modest utopia and its simple, concrete achievements.

MICHELE LANCUBA; Ass. Cult. Ogino Knauss; info@oginoknauss.org;
http://www.oginoknauss.org/

2004 Italy
MACBETH 2.1
ROBERTO CONSTANTINI
robertocos@libero.it
EXP; 0:08:00; Betacam SP PAL; BW; 2008

ROBERTO CONSTANTINI; TREP-ZooTroupe; robertocos@libero.it;  
Rodolfo Mantovani; Fabio Mercanti



1278 Italy
DOMENICA 6 APRILE, ORE 11:42 SUNDAY 6TH APRIL, 11:42 A.M.
FLATFORM
flatform@flatform.it
EXP; 0:06:12; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
“Sunday, 6th April 11:42 a.m.” is a video about landscape understood as a complex network of connections that guide relationships between people. It is a video that focuses on the relationships 
between actions and places, movements and the environment, because it points out that people are the place in which they live as well as the trajectories which the place itself creates. The video 
underlines the reciprocal connection between environment and its inhabitants, where territory plays an inevitable role also in its anthropomorphic transformations.

FLATFORM;  flatform@flatform.it; http://www.flatform.it/

73 Italy
SCRUSCIU
GEORGES SALAMEH
georgessalameh@gmail.com
EXP; 0:04:25; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2008
Stand and look over the ruins, then close your eyes,
and listen to the sound of the sirocco, flapping against you.
“ Scrusciu”.
Fragmented pasts.
Windmills. Phantasms. Christmas fruit.
And rain.

LAURA SESTITO; le artigiane della comunicazione; 
leartigianedellacomunicazione@gmail.com; http://www.
leartigianedellacomunicazione.comgeorges salameh; leartigiane della comunicazione; 
georgessalameh@gmail.com; http://www.georgessalameh.com

938 Italy
COSA CHE FUGGE SOMETHING FLIES
MAURO SANTINI
mausantini@hotmail.com
EXP; 0:05:00; Betacam SP PAL; BW; 2008
The body of a woman becomes journey, faces and landscapes in motion...
life flies away.

MAURO SANTINI; Mauro Santini; mausantini@hotmail.com
Mauro Santini; Mauro Santini; mausantini@hotmail.com

1676 Italy
FALENE MOTHS
ANDRÈS A. ARCE

EXP; 0:59:59; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Two old friends, in their forties, meet at night in the street.
They have a small talk about life, they actually talk about nothing and their chatting shows the emptiness of a desired, dreamt, imagined existence that has never been really lived.

This night is not like the others. They have to meet somebody and after this meeting they could be able to change life, to make their dream come true: to leave the ordinary world around them, a 
world they have never had the strength to escape from and in which they have always been involved.

GIOVANNI COSTANTINO; Tauma s.r.l.; giovanni.costantino@gmail.
com
Giovanni Costantino; Tauma s.r.l.

1822 Italy
CARTOLINA CELLULARE MOBILE POSTCARD
PETER VADOCZ
vadoczpeter@hotmail.com
EXP/ANI; 0:03:40; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Peter goes to South-Italy on holiday. He takes thousands of photos on his mobile (using the stop-motion technique), and sends a postcard home. A mobile postcard.

Mobile movie / animation / stop motion.
Contains only high-quality still pictures (5500 pieces) shot on mobile phone (Nokia N95 8GB).

PETER VADOCZ;  vadoczpeter@hotmail.com

289 Italy
PANCA POPOLARE ITALIANA ITALIAN POPULAR BENCH
WERTHER GERMONDARI

wgermondari@mac.com
EXP/DOC; 0:10:05; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Images of 'Italian Popular Bench' have been realized in approximately 6 years, since autumn of 2000. They frame the same park bench in Finanze Square, in Rome. Since the beginning of the new 
millennium this bench has given rest and shelter to hundred of persons, becoming a witness of the passage and the meeting of people of all etnies. The video editing wants to be a nostalgic citing of 
those ʻmultivisionsʼ in the Eighties, made through projectors (carousels) syncronizing between themselves. A then-advanced technology, which today seems so distant in time.

WERTHER GERMONDARI; Werther Germondari; wgermondari@mac.
com; http://www.werthergermondari.com/
Werther Germondari; wgermondari@mac.com; http://www.
werthergermondari.com/

1558 Italy
X
GABRIELE AGRESTA
gab.agresta@gmail.com
EXP/FIC; 0:07:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Nothing.
Only a white wall.
Then a puzzle of memories or scraps of a dream.
Nothing but hints. No actors, no bodies, no actions. Nothing.
White wall again.
Beyond this candid universe.

GABRIELE AGRESTA; unanswered production; gab.agresta@gmail.
com; http://www.3gk.net/

1788 Italy
IV
ANDREA SCAGLIONE
andrea.scaglione@gmail.com
EXP/FIC; 0:05:40; Betacam SP PAL; BW; 2008
"ENEIDE LIBRO IV: il lamento di Didone urla danzando, e muore, "senza vendetta", sfumando in atmosfere caraibiche."

"ENEIDE IV BOOK: the Dido's lament dancing and shouting dies, "without vengeance", blurring in Carribean atmosphere."

ANDREA SCAGLIONE; Entechne sas; entechne.sas@gmail.com; http:
//www.entechne.net/



1879 Italy
DIESIS 3
FRANKE FRIGO
nxella@gmail.com
FIC; 0:12:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
A deep night. Two racers in their car and an illegal immigrant are leading to an open-ended challenge where they put at stake all they have.

NICOLA XELLA; Frigokillers; nxella@gmail.com; http://www.frigokillers.
com/

1533 Italy
ARTICOLO 11 ARTICLE 11
COSTANZA QUATRIGLIO
FIC; 0:05:34; Betacam SP PAL; BW; 2008
A man is cleared from the false pretence of podphilia. Out of the jail, reminding his terrible experience, he writes to his son who repudiated him. He got solace only from a judge, who wanted to prove
his innocence, and he reproach his son for not have supported him like Justice done.

ALBERTO LEOTTI; MINOLLO Film; rubeommi@tin.it

2005 Italy
ARICOLO 22 BUGIE ARTICLE 22 LIES
WILMA LABATE
FIC; 0:06:01; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
An African nanny of an old woman, phones to his son in Africa, he doesnʼt know the real job of his mather, and asks her for a computer as a gift. Giada is a businesswoman, who decides to make a 
risky business. The lifes of these two women will meet up.

ALBERTO LEOTTI; MINOLLO Film; rubeommi@tin.it

1534 Italy
ARTICOLO 24 ARTICLE 24
SAVERIO DI BIAGIO
FIC; 0:05:15; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
To Mario his job was everything. Now it is two years that he is in redundancy, but he still makes use of his right to rest and leisure. So everyday he goes to the factory where he worked the whole life,
just to have the lunch break with his ex collegues.

ALBERTO LEOTTI; MINOLLO Film; rubeommi@tin.it

1535 Italy
ARTICOLO 27 CELLULE ARTICLE 27 CELLS
LILIANA GINANNESCHI
FIC; 0:06:41; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A biologist researcher chek on a rare pathology, but her hypothesis, about the communication among cells, doesnʼt seem to go onward. The manager denies her to carry on with the experiments. Is it
really wrong her hypothesis? Sometimes we could be lighted up by intuitions that come from other vision.

ALBERTO LEOTTI; MINOLLO Film; rubeommi@tin.it

1056 Italy
97.4
ALESSANDRO DE CRISTOFARO;ALESSANDRO ABBATE
info@hermannfilm.it
FIC; 0:20:00; 16 mm; COL; 2008
Alfonso Malaspina is a famous stage actor. He has been forced to stay at home for two weeks due to a fracture. One morning, he breaks the radio. After fixing it, he realizes that he can set only one 
frequency, 97.4 FM. He will also realize that the news given at the radio are 24 hours ahead than reality...

ALESSANDRO DE CRISTOFARO; Hermann Film; info@hermannfilm.it;
http://www.hermannfilm.com/

25 Italy
ANATOMY
VINCENZO PANDOLFI
pandolfi.vincenzo@email.it
FIC; 0:03:23; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2008
A man is preparing breakfast for his wife... a morbid situation? Not really... but who knows what is hidden inside the mind of a man? Who really knows the "anatomy of hate" ?

VINCENZO PANDOLFI; Vincenzo Pandolfi; pandolfi.vincenzo@email.it

152 Italy
LILLI
FILIPPO TICOZZI
filippoticozzi@libero.it
FIC; 0:38:20; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Giancarlo, a “peculiar” young man, lives among some secluded hills with his mother and his dog named Lilli. When Lilli is crushed by a car the life of Giancarlo suddenly changes.

ALICE MOGGI; La Città Incantata Produzioni Audiovosive; 
alice@lacittaincantata.it;  Filippo Ticozzi
Filippo Ticozzi; La Città Incantata Produzioni Audiovosive; 
filippoticozzi@libero.it

182 Italy
AFTERVILLE
FABIO GUAGLIONE;FABIO RESINARO
info@fabioandfabio.com
FIC; 0:30:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Huge unknown structures had fallen upon our planet 50 years earlier. TV shots from the future accompany the life of a group of ordinary people as the last hours of human kind tick fast. Will Sam, a 
young videomaker from 2058, be able to find his lost love, Lisa?

WALTER GIANNELLI; FastForward; afterville@fastforward.it; http:
//www.aftervillethemovie.com/; Paolo Pelizza
Ilaria Sebastianelli; FastForward; afterville@fastforward.it; http://www.
fastforward.it/

200 Italy
BAB AL SAMAH THE DOOR OF FORGIVENESS
FRANCESCO SPERANDEO

fsperandeo@gmail.com
FIC; 0:15:22; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Mehdi's desire for redemption from a humiliating past, symbolised by an heavy, old door leads him on a cathartic journey that results in the destruction of the door with purifying fire.

FRANCESCO SPERANDEO; fsperandeo@gmail.com; http://www.
francescosperandeo.com/; Salvatore Morello
Francesco Sperandeo; fsperandeo@gmail.com; http://www.
francescosperandeo.com/



241 Italy
MOTORE ROLLING!
ALESSANDRO MARINARO;CARLINOBOY2002@YAHOO.IT
a.marinaro@095mm.it
FIC; 0:30:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Sicily, Italy.
Guido (Carlo Ferreri) is obsessed by a nightmare: a mysterious man chases him. A strange psychoanalyst (performed by the same actor Carlo Ferreri) helps Guido to understand that this man is an 
important person for his life.

095MM; 095mm; info@095mm.it; http://www.095mm.it/; CF productions

246 Italy
TU ES INUTILE MUSICIEN! YOU'RE USELESS, MUSICIAN!
MAICOL
maicol@seem.it
FIC; 0:22:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A totalitarian regime prohibited all forms of indipendent art, including music. Two musicians line up on opposite fields, and chase each other fighting a personal battle, in a rock-movie that, through a 
nearly western imagery, ends up in a duel with unusual arms.

"The movie came to me as an excuse for filming a landscape and measuring myself against a genre. It was shot in Corsica with real musicians, its topic being the censorship against music still 
working in many countries. I wonder if censorship can reduce music to silence, or maybe instead it gives to what is restrained more strength to survive."
(Maicol Casale)

MAICOL CASALE; SEEM; info@seem.it; http://www.seem.it/

284 Italy
PATHOS
DENNIS CABELLA;MARCELLO ERCOLE;FABIO PRATI
info@illusion-group.it
FIC; 0:17:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Huge plains of waste cover every corner of the Planet. Toxic gases make the air unbreathable. Acid rain poisons the water. Global warming make the surface uninhabitable and hostile. The Earth is 
dead. And the process is not reversible. But Mankind, thanks to its intelligence, gave life to its greatest invention, and is now free again to choose a "perfect" life inside the infinite world of Pathos.

DENNIS CABELLA; ILLUSION; info@illusion-group.it; http://www.
illusion-group.it/; Marcello Ercole; Fabio Prati
Dennis Cabella; ILLUSION; info@illusion-group.it; http://www.illusion-
group.it/

440 Italy
LA POSTA IN GIOCO THE WINNER'S HAND
FRANCESCO SATTA
FIC; 0:15:00; HD; COL; 2009

LUCA DAL MOLIN; Voice Dog Films;

458 Italy
L'ESTRANEO THE OUTSIDER
FABIAN RIBEZZO
FIC; 0:22:00; DVD; COL; 2009
The Outsider

 Bonga Mbilo;

478 Italy
ABBANDONI ABANDONEMENTS
DANIELE QUADRELLI
danielequadrelli@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:11:30; 0; COL; 2008
Gloria, a defeated by life woman, who's victim of an usurer, decides to abandon everything
 meanwhile a man walks thru desolate lands crying out a name, plunged into landscapes of nature contaminated by trash and cement.

DANIELE QUADRELLI;  danielequadrelli@hotmail.com
daniele quadrelli; danielequadrelli@hotmail.com

498 Italy
IL DIARIO THE DIARY
MASSIMO AMICI

mail@acaluma.com
FIC; 0:13:06; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A man phones a prostitute, asking her to describe herself. He searches for someone from the past, and perhaps if she bears a strong resemblance to that lost person, a prostitute may give him a 
moment of the past back to him. She arrives at his apartment, and the two find themselves making love. Itʼs not just sex. Something special happens between them, so the prostitute decides she 
doesnʼt want his money. Instead, she asks for a book that is very dear to him, warning him he will lose everything tied to those pages.

MASSIMO AMICI; acalumaFILMS; mail@acaluma.com; http://www.
acaluma.com/

536 Italy
L' ARBITRO
PAOLO ZUCCA
FIC; 0:15:00; DigiBeta; COL; 2008
In the hellish mayhem of a lowest division football match, the destinies of two thieves cross paths.

 Istituto Superaiore Regionale Etnografico della Sardegna

615 Italy
SOTTO IL CIELO DI NESSUNO UNDER NO ONE'S SKY
FABIO FILIPPI
fa.filippi@libero.it
FIC; 0:23:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Four youth decide to make an attempt against a minister, beind afraid that their action could be exploited by the government, they choose to organise a suicidal attempt

FABIO FILIPPI;  fa.filippi@libero.it



637 Italy
COL SANGUE AGLI OCCHI BLOOD-STEINED EYES
LORENZO SPORTIELLO

lorenzo@rossocarnoso.it
FIC; 0:25:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Three 18-year-olds share an exclusive and pathological friendship, the love for music and the desire to leave their city, Rome, for good.

ELISABETTA BRUSCOLINI; Centro Sperimentale di Cinematografia; e.
bruscolini@cscproduction.it
Carla Manfredonia; Centro Sperimentale di Cinematografia; c.
manfredonia@cscproduction.it

639 Italy
NONSOSTARE CAN'T STAND HERE
GIANLUCA SPORTELLI
FIC; 0:18:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
In a sunny day in a tiny village in southern Italy the airplanes' slipstreams cut the sky. Giorgia, 9 years old, and her father, Pasquale, are in front of a shutter to mend.

 Centro Sperimentale di Cinematografia

640 Italy
AU PAIR
GIULIO LA MONICA
giuliodorme@inwind.it
FIC; 0:17:35; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Suburbs of Turin. Ivano, a paraplegic man, lives with his old mother. When she dies, Ivano meets a young prostitute who will turn his destiny upside down.

ELISABETTA BRUSCOLINI; CENTRO SPERIMENTALE DI 
CINEMATOGRAFIA; c.manfredonia@cscproduction.it

641 Italy
IL GRANDE SPETTACOLO THE BIG SHOW
ANDREA DE SICA
FIC; 0:15:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
In the darkness, no one recognizes the boundaries if his world.

 Centro Sperimentale di Cinematografia

762 Italy
FISICO DA SPIAGGIA BEACH BOY
EDOARDO DE ANGELIS

edoardodeangelis@gmail.com
FIC; 0:05:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
How to slim in two seconds? Holding the breath has magic effects...

ELSIABETTA BRUSCOLINI; CSC PRODUCTION; c.
manfredonia@cscproduction.it

763 Italy
SOLE AMICO SUN MATE
IVAN SILVESTRINI
FIC; 0:04:30; DigiBeta; COL; 2008
In a remote bay a lonely camper hopes to get tanned but somebody will upset his plans.

 Centro Sperimentale di Cinematografia

764 Italy
ULTIMA SPIAGGIA LAST RESORT
MARCO DANIELI
FIC; 0:05:00; DigiBeta; COL; 2008
He's ready to do his utmost for living the eternity on a gilted beach enjoying the sun and see breeze.

 Centro Sperimentale di Cinematografia

765 Italy
INFATTI SÌ THAT'S RIGHT
FABIO MOLLO
FIC; 0:05:00; DigiBeta; COL; 2008
Four friends have a really good time on the beach. Harmony and happiness are jeopardized by the arrival of a really charming man: Adam.

 Centro Sperimentale di Cinematografia

766 Italy
LA DETERMINAZIONE DEI GENERI TEH DETERMIANTION OF GENDER
IVAN SILVESTRINI

ivansilvestrini@gmail.com
FIC; 0:15:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Three friends just about to graduate from college decide to conquer the nicest girl in their class. But at the end of the weekend nothing will be the same again.

ELISABETTA BRUSCOLINI; centro sperimentale di cinematografia; c.
manfredonia@cscproduction.it

767 Italy
CRONACA DI UN RAPIMENTO CHRONICLE OF A KIDNAPPING
GUIDO TORTORELLA
FIC; 0:15:00; DigiBeta; COL; 2008
Graziana works as a waitress and desperately wants a better life. She would do anything to get it, even kidnap the daughter of her boss. Her son, a would-be cinema...

 Centro Sperimentale di Cinematografia

768 Italy
IL MARE SI È FERMATO STIIL SEA
ALESSANDRO CAPITANI
FIC; 0:14:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
A woman saves a young man from a car accident and thus relives a recent tragedy when she lost the man of her life in similar circumstances.

 Centro Sperimentale di Cinematografia



785 Italy
LAB STORY: IL BIDELLO VENUTO DALLO SPAZIO LAB STORY: THE JANITOR FROM OUTER SPACE
DANIELE AURICCHIO

m.mele@rai.it
FIC; 0:15:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A sitcom that explores the childrenʼs world to tell about multicultural issues. A classroom in Rome where children from many parts of the world exchange their experience and culture living funny 
everyday stories. Mother languages and Italian language are not only ways through learning but also to socialize and develop relationships among them even through playing.
In this episode: a lesson on the Solar System gives rise to the doubt that the janitor could be an alien...

MARIO ORSINI; RAI Educational; m.mele@rai.it; http://www.
educational.rai.it/; Sara Tardelli

852 Italy
LA PREDA THE PREY
FRANCESCO
apice
FIC; 0:18:00; 35 mm; COL; 2009
Out of school, a father fetches his two kids and drives them to their country house. The father gives the older a shotgun as birthday present. The next day they all make their way into the woods to go
hunting.

TOMMASO; ARRIGHI; info@moodfilm.com; http://www.moodfilm.com/

865 Italy
IL CAPPELLINO THE CUTE HAT
GIUSEPPE MARCO ALBANO

giuseppemarcoalbano@hotmail.it
FIC; 0:15:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Sun lights an ordinary day in a small village of the Lucania area. Clara, a 9 years old child, is coming back to school after a long leave….

GIUSEPPE MARCO ALBANO; Basiliciak; 
giuseppemarcoalbano@hotmail.it
Giuseppe Marco Albano; Basiliciak; giuseppemarcoalbano@hotmail.it

1053 Italy
GIO
CRISTIAN DI MATTIA
dimattia79@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:29:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
This short is based on dramatic real events that happened in my country in 1945, during World War II.  Two old men, who havenʼt seen each other for a long time, meet in a park. One must tell the 
other a secret. They emotionally relive their past in order to discover certain truths that have been hidden for a very long time.

LA CITTA' DEI GIOVANI;  lacittadeigiovano@tiscali.it
CRISTIAN DI MATTIA ; dimattia79@hotmail.com

1133 Italy
IO PARLO ! I'LL TELL ON YOU
MARCO GIANFREDA

magianfreda@yahoo.it
FIC; 0:20:00; 35 mm; COL; 2009
Bruno, 12 years old, would like to be friend of Luca (25), the boyfriend of his sister Claudia, but Luca doesn't even see him. When Bruno catches him talking with another girl, he sees the chance to 
reach his goal.

MARCO GIANFREDA; TRATTO INDIPENDENTE; 
magianfreda@yahoo.it
MARCO GIANFREDA; TRATTO INDIPENDENTE; 
magianfreda@yahoo.it

1346 Italy
L'AMORE E' UN GIOGO LOVE IS A YOKE
ANDREA ROVETTA

andrea.rovetta@bluenerval.com
FIC; 0:13:22; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
During a poker game, a man bets and loses everything he owns. Maybe he's not a good player, or maybe he doesn't care about losing since he no longer has the only thing that truly matters to him: 
love.

ETTORE MUSCO; NAUTA FILM; ettore_musco@yahoo.it; http://www.
nautafilm.com/

1448 Italy
L'AMORE NON ESISTE FLEETING LOVE
MASSIMILIANO CAMAITI

projects@bluesuedeshoots.com
FIC; 0:14:36; 0; COL; 2008
Solo is convinced to possess a terrible power: wherever he goes, love fades.

CARLA MORI;  Daniele Carelli; Blue Suede Shoots; 
projects@bluesuedeshoots.com; http://www.bluesuedeshoots.com/
0; Claudia Mignosi; Blue Suede Shoots; projects@bluesuedeshoots.
com

1601 Italy
INFATTI SI' THAT'S RIGHT
FABIO MOLLO

fabiomollo@gmail.com
FIC; 0:05:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Four friends have a really good time on the beach. Harmony and happiness are jeopardized by the arrival of a really charming man: Adam

ELISABETTA BRUSCOLINI; cscproduction; c.
manfredonia@cscproduction.it

1611 Italy
THE SCRIPT
FAUSTO CAVIGLIA
faustocaviglia@virgilio.it
FIC; 0:06:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A young director has the occasion to read his own screen-play to an important producer. At the end of the meeting, the script is placed among the others piled on the desk. It will be produced?

EMANUELA ZIGIOTTO; Sky Cinema; emanuela.zigiotto@skytv.it
Fausto Caviglia; Sky Cinema; faustocaviglia@virgilio.it



1635 Italy
UN'INFERMIERA DI NOME LAURA A NURSE CALLED LAURA
STEFANO VIALI

viali.stefano541@tiscali.it
FIC; 0:24:48; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Pietro wakes up in a strange hospital, without the use of his legs and with no recollection of who he is and how he came to be there. Laura, a creepily evasive Nurse, and Leo, an old mentally-
deranged patient, seem to be the only people in this absurd place.

CRISTIANO GERBINO; Fake Factory srl; staff@fakefactory.it; http:
//www.fakefactory.it/
Stefano Viali; viali.stefano541@tiscali.it

1818 Italy
GIALLO YELLOWNESS
MARINO PINANGELO

pinangelomarino@yahoo.it
FIC; 0:30:04; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Due fratelli, dopo la morte del padre, si incontrano nel difficile tentativo di comprendersi l'un l'altro.

ENNIO DI LORENZO; GAL AKIRIS; info@galakiris.it; http://www.
galakiris.it/; CANOSA MICHELE
ENZO SAPONARA; enzo.saoonara@gmail.com; http://www.myspace.
com/enzosaponara

1857 Italy
SOFIA
CARLO SIRONI
carlo.sironi@yahoo.it
FIC; 0:20:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Trough the eyes of Clara, a thirtenn years old girl, we found the Sofia's world, her little sister. Sofia is autistic.
Clara is in that shadow line where childhood is finished and adolescence is still to come. Two different world put in comparison. So close that they could never touch

CARLO SIRONI; dna cinematografica; carlo.sironi@yahoo.it
carlo sironi; dna cinematografica; carlo.sironi@yahoo.it

1902 Italy
LA NONNA THE GRANDMOTHER
MASSIMO ALÌ MOHAMMAD
psycoton@fastwebnet.it
FIC; 0:30:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
The life of an aging grandmother, who lives alone in a huge house, is full of rituals, whims and disturbing manias.
Every now and then she has formal relation with her daughter, but, one morning her life will undergo a total change.

MASSIMO ALÌ MOHAMMAD; psycoton@fastwebnet.it

1903 Italy
CAVALLO VINCENTE WINNING HORSE
FRANCESCO VELONÀ

francescovelona@libero.it
FIC; 0:18:26; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
The chain of a very heavy lamp is about to break. The protagonist discovers it. Which of his three flatmates will be squashed first?

FLAVIA FABOZZI & FRANCESCO VELONÀ; Fuori Campo Cultural 
Association; francescovelona@libero.it

1907 Italy
RIFLESSI REFLECTIONS
EMANUELA PONZANO

emanuelaponzano@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:20:52; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A story about two women,actresses and old friends.Eva,the main character, lives the present with memory flashes of her childhood ,and imaginary thoughts that reflect her problematical relation with
men and her doubts on her best friend,Gloria. A winter car trip full of silence and allusions between the two woman which leads to a lonely house next to the sea.The dialogue becomes conflict.A 
game between truth and lies, between memories and projections.Afriend game that can be dangerous.Two women .Because one is the otherʼs reflection.

EMANUELA PONZANO; KAOS; compagniakaos@gmail.com; http:
//www.facebook.com/group.php?gid=52978952169&ref=ts

1652 Italy
VICINO AL COLOSSEO C'È MONTI
MARIO MONICELLI
marcellorascelli@tiscali.it
FIC/DOC; 0:22:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Mario Monicelli lives alone at 29 Via dei Serpenti, above a shop famous for its "stracciatella" flavor ice-cream. His loft, with its sixties -style blue and yellow, could be the pad of a Swedish student. 
The film follows him around on the streets and in his run-ins with others. Although it feels like he is strolling around a town, he is really in a district of a bustling metropolis.

GIANVITO CASADONTE; Inspire Production; gcasadonte@gmail.com;
http://www.gianvitocasadonte.it/; Alessandro Casadonte
marcello rascelli; marcellorascelli@tiscali.it

784 Italy
VITO BALLAVA CON LE STREGHE VITO DANCED WITH THE WITCHES
VITTORIO NEVANO

m.mele@rai.it
FIC/EXP; 0:59:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
My grandmother used to tell me this story when I was still a child. She told it to me with her grave and far-seeing gaze and with the modesty which old people are able to bring into play when they are
recounting facts on which it would be better to keep silent. “There is a place in Castelmezzano – she confessed to me in a low voice one day – where those people go to dance. Those who are well-
versed in the arts, in their ʻprofessionʼ”.
“Those people” were the “masciare”, the mysterious beings who organised those disquieting encounters in the night, taking place in a meadow which was not even very far from the village. It was 
there, from a hollowed-out olive tree, that the witches obtained the magic oil which allowed them to defy the laws of gravity and the darkness of the night, flying through the air on the backs of 
phantasmagoric white dogs …

STEFANO RIBALDI; RAI Educational and Comune di Castelmezzano;
m.mele@rai.it; http://www.educational.rai.it/; Pietro Grignani



1605 Italy
GEMELLI TWINS
SIMONE COLOMBO;DANIELA BRAVI
gemelli.shortfilm@gmail.com
FIC/EXP; 0:10:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Twins

A world of colours, dreams, voices, rules for two children. A gray world of silence, spites, closure for a 30 years old couple.
Two twins, two way of life... And learning to fly, like a kite...

ATTILIO AZZOLA; Fuoricampo; gemelli.shortfilm@gmail.com

1908 Italy
DELENDA
EMILIO MESSINA
the_king_master@tin.it
FIC/EXP; 0:17:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Year 2018, Iseo, the protagonist, is faced with a reality, driven by a strange form of technocracy, and telecracy. Entitled to a policy of fear and phobia. The exasperation of a world like today, that 
seems a possible future, perhaps we have already begun to live.

EMILIO MESSINA;  the_king_master@tin.it; http://www.videoediv.net/;
Manuel Cangemi

620 Italy
MACCHIE DI SOLE SUNSPOTS
STELLA DI TOCCO
stelladitocco@gmail.com
FIC/FIC; 0:17:42; 35 mm; COL; 2008
In a small village by the sea on the coast of Lazio (Italy) twelve year old Adriana spends the summer with her sister Francesca. Involved by her sister in a strange game, the little girl starts an 
ambiguous relationship with a boy younger than her, Tommaso, who's the image of the innocence that Adriana is about to lose

STELLA DI TOCCO; associazione depp; stelladitocco@gmail.com
stelladitocco@gmail.com

638 Italy
LO STATO DI NATURA THE STATE OF NATURE
MARCO MANGIAROTTI

marco.mangiarotti@fakefactory.it
FIC/FIC; 0:22:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
What should the first time be like? How can it be unforgettable?

ELISABETTA BRUSCOLINI; Centro Sperimentale di CInematografia; c.
manfredonia@cscproduction.it
carla manfredonia; c.manfredonia@cscproduction.it

1918 Italy
TV
ANDREA ZACCARIELLO
andreazaccariello@alice.it
FIC/FIC; 0:13:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A man with debts upwards of €200,000 euro. A woman working for a debt collecting agency, washed out, lonely...The encounter. He with his hard luck story, telling it on the chance of obtaining a 
reprieve, a postponement. A film about a show, a film about TV itself and it's viewers. Installments, debts, love and death....it's all there !

GIANLUCA MAINQUÀ; Microproductions; gmainqua@yahoo.it; http:
//www.cortotv.altervista.org/

5027 Italy
FRATELLI FAVA
COSIMO TERLIZZI
cosimo.terlizzi@gmail.com
MV; 0:05:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Cosimo Terlizzi interprets the world of the Fava twin brothers. The work looks into the deepest and visionary being of the twins through the continual comparison and confrontation of the two figures.
The brothers are different and yet seem the same. The video clip is inspired by the song « Jongleur » by Christian Rainer, granted the artist by the author.

COSIMO TERLIZZI;  cosimo.terlizzi@gmail.com; http://cosimo.terlizzi.
googlepages.com/video
Damien Modolo; cosimo.terlizzi@gmail.com

5068 Italy
WARP
FRANCESCO CALABRESE
MV; 0:03:32; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
The Bloody Beetroots feat. Steve Aoki enjoy their own elctrifying sound altogether with a bunch of their fans. Astonishing slow-motion sequences shot on the HD Phantom camera and no limits nor 
control.

You can watch it at: www.dimmak.com

FRANCESCA CHIAPPETTA; I'M Productions; fabio.sassi@hotmail.com;
http://www.improductions.com/

1608 Italy
EUROPA, STORIA DI UN SUCCESSO EUROPE, A SUCCESSFUL STORY
FRANCESCO PAOLO ALTOMONTE

francescopaoloaltomonte@gmail.com
MV/DOC; 0:59:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2008
Is the European Union convenient? This documentary, through the History and the voice of the citizens, project the public in the living Europe with his opens problems, winning posts and future 
ambitious projects.

FRANCESCO PAOLO ALTOMONTE; francesco paolo altomonte; 
francescopaoloaltomonte@gmail.com

1882 Italy
DIESIS 2
FRANKE FRIGO
nxella@gmail.com
MV/EXP; 0:10:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Early in the morning. Four mysteriuos figures burst into a young coupleʼs house located in the middle of a peaceful residential district. Violence explodes apparently without a reason, actually the 
gang follows a predetermined script.

NICOLA XELLA; Frigokillers; nxella@gmail.com; http://www.frigokillers.
com/



1869 Italy; Spain
LIPSTICK
VIOLETTA D'AGATA HARTMANN
violetta_dagata@yahoo.com
FIC; 0:19:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Marta is a young, single, professional woman who lives a modest and uneventful life contained by the rhythm of her job and obligations.
The casual reappearance of an old lipstick, which falls on to the snow white basin, staining it a passionate red leaves her strangely disturbed. With the force of a hypnotic attraction the sight of the 
lipstick pushes Marta through a door long forgotten to a place where fragments of her old life still survive.
Like a beacon lit at night the lipstick seems to have a life if itʼs own and stirs in Martaʼs memory a series of images and sensations that reveal an aspect of her character unusually free, expressive, 
and transgressive.
Pretty soon the vision of the “new” Marta entwines withʼ the real Marta and the reckless ambiguity of the first contaminates the apparent integrity of the other upsetting her equilibrium.

PAOLO SCARFÒ; Scarfilm; scarfilm@talk21.com; http://www.scarfilm.
com/

967 Jamaica
WHY DO JAMAICANS RUN SO FAST?
MIQUEL GALOFRE
mikegalloper@hotmail.com
DOC; 0:55:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
how jamaica enjoy the succes of jamaicans athletes in Olympics Beijing 2008

MIQUEL GALOFRE; nice time; mikegalloper@hotmail.com

621 Japan
BLOND AMBITION
ʻ0:04:14; 2008
There are 4 parts to this video.

1.

The first part represents history and the contradictory experience, for me,
of being ʻJapaneseʼ

2143 Japan
BALLON FOREST
DAIRIKI TAKUYA;MIURA TAKASHI
ʻ0:55:00; DV; BW; 2008

 Carte Blanche;

479 Japan
NIKAI ZOMEKI THE NOISY SECOND FLOOR
YUSUKE FUJIKAWA
yusuke.fujikawa@fujitv.co.jp
ANI; 0:11:05; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Kotaro is the heir to a drapery business named Ebisuya. He cannot restrain himself from visiting Yoshiwara, the former red-light district in Tokyo, every night.
 Though he is old enough to take over the family business, he continues to spend all of his time fooling around, and his father can no longer put up with him. Amid a tumult of threats to disown him, 
Kotaro is visited by the perplexed manager of the house. “If youʼre so crazy about women, then find a mistress,” admonishes the manager. However, Kotaro replies, “Itʼs not the women I like. Itʼs 
Yoshiwara itself! If you wonʼt let me go to Yoshiwara, then youʼll have to bring it to me.” At first stunned by Kotaroʼs insistence, the manager then decides to build an exact miniaturized replica of 
Yoshiwara on the second floor of Ebisuya in an attempt to stop Kotaro from going to the real Yoshiwara. Delighted by the faithfulness of the reproduction, Kotaro becomes absorbed in playing with his
miniature Yoshiwara, even staging a fight with another young man (doll) as he pretends to be “just looking” at a courtesan (also a doll). He gets so wrapped up in his play, however, that he himself 

MIKA TAKAHASHI;  mika.takahashi2@with1.fujitv.co.jp

1888 Japan
KAERU NO TANE FROG SEED
DINO SATO
contact@gauguins.com
ANI; 0:05:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A frog living in deep forest was brought up city by a stoke.
The frog was run over, then the city was covered with jungle.
30 years ago, frogs often strolled the streets in center of Tokyo. In rainy day, I saw the dead frog spilled stuffing out mouth and gut.
A beautiful fresh pink was spilled on the black asphalt.
This animation is based on my memories.

DINO SATO;  contact@gauguins.com
Yoshinari Natsumeda; Gauguins International Inc.; contact@gauguins.
com

1889 Japan
DEVOUR DINNER
MIRAI MIZUE
contact@gauguins.com
ANI; 0:10:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Various dinner of various creature...

MIRAI MIZUE;  contact@gauguins.com
Yoshinari Natsumeda; Gauguins International Inc.; contact@gauguins.
com; http://www.gauguins.com/

1890 Japan
BUILDINGS
TOMOYOSHI JOKO
contact@gauguins.com
ANI; 0:05:44; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
It is story of a Skyscraper that has suddenly appeared in a town.

TOMOYOSHI JOKO;  contact@gauguins.com
Yoshinari Natsumeda; Gauguins International Inc.; contact@gauguins.
com; http://www.gauguins.com/

2240 Japan
BOKU NO MOCHI MY TOWN
TOMOMICHI NAKAMURA
ANI; 0:17:00; COL;

2241 Japan
ANTS ARI
NAKAMURA TOMOMICHI
ANI; 0:11:00; COL;



392 Japan
OEDIPE OEDIPUS
CAPUCINE

info@oedipe-project.com
ANI/EXP; 0:07:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Oedipus was a mythical Greek king of Thebes. He blinded himself after having fulfilled a prophecy saying he would kill his father and marry his mother.
Two thousand years later : what if the oracle completely missed the point?

HIROKAZU SHIBUYA; CELA PRODUCTIONS; 
festivals@autourdeminuit.com

587 Japan
FUGA
IKUO GOTO
soppofilm@gmail.com
FIC; 0:59:30; 16 mm; BW; 2008
It's a story about the dark stagnant river in Tokyo.No one see that.Shiro,a solitary boy, catch sight of a Genius Locii of the river
which will chase him.Shiro run away from home with his father's stump book. He get away from his father and his delusion. His evasion revive a another lost story.

IKUO GOTO;  soppofilm@gmail.com

1875 Japan
MES SURGICAL KNIFE
TOHRU HARADA

contact@gauguins.com
FIC; 0:08:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2009
The main character of this movie is a surgeon. The time setting is 1969. He is an A-bomb victim in Hiroshima. On August 6, 1945, because of one of the cruelest weapon which human has created, 
his grandfather, grandmother, father (a surgeon), mother and his 10 year old sister disappeared instantly. He himself is also a victim. The pictorial representation of hell was imprinted in his brain 
deeply. For 24 years, he has not slept peacefully for a single day. He suffers from a Meniere's syndrome, ringing in the ears, a migraine, and sudden flashback.

One day, on a normal surgery, tragedy occurred.

SABURO TOMOTO; dvision Ginza Co.,LTD.; contact@gauguins.com;
Toshiyuki Sai; Tomonobu Suzuki
Yoshinari Natsumeda; Gauguins International Inc.; contact@gauguins.
com; http://www.gauguins.com/

1884 Japan
GOGO SANJI SANPUN JYUGOBYOU NO KANRANSYA FERRIS WHEEL AT 3:03:15 PM
HIROYUKI NAKANO
contact@gauguins.com
FIC; 0:13:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2008
He is a man who has abandoned himself to despair. Lost in his unhappiness, he can no longer relate to his family or his old colleagues. In a final search for a place to die, he comes upon a Ferris 
wheel. There, something compels him to take one last ride.

TOMONOBU SUZUKI; Advision Co.,Ltd.; contact@gauguins.com
Yoshinari Natsumeda; Gauguins International Inc.; contact@gauguins.
com; http://www.gauguins.com/

1885 Japan
TOUDAI LIGHTHOUSE
HIROYUKI NAKANO
contact@gauguins.com
FIC; 0:25:00; Betacam SP PAL; BW; 2008
The man has just completed an eight year prison sentence for dispatching an enemy of his father, who had been the boss of a Japanese yakuza family. Now, he heads towards the sea with 
memories of his father and flowers in his hand. It is time to reflect on his past. Revenge for wrongs against the family is to be respected. But he also believes the old saying "The man, who kills, will 
be killed himself". Past and present, hope and despair dance in his mind like the waves of the sea.

TOMONOBU SUZUKI; Advision Co.,Ltd.; contact@gauguins.com
Yoshinari Natsumeda; Gauguins International Inc.; contact@gauguins.
com; http://www.gauguins.com/

1892 Japan; China
A-CHU STORY
HOSONO KEN
kenhsn@126.com
DOC; 0:28:02; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
30 years story about a woman named A-CHU who was born in little mountain village of Yunnan, China.
Afterward she went to Beijing in work, and she went to Tokyo in marriage and delivery.
For these period of China have changed very suddenly, also A-CHU's life too. At last China hold Beijing Olympic Game on 2008.
And when she go back to her hometown, she shows for her son a memory of growth of herself that leads to existence of them, and show a patch of real blue sky .

HOSONO KEN;  kenhsn@126.com

880 Japan; France
SIX
ÇAGLA ZENCIRCI;GUILLAUME GIOVANETTI
czggfilms@gmail.com
FIC/DOC; 0:28:00; 35 mm; COL; 2009
Out of a human Styx come some figures, a few souls, in the whirling Tokyo Metropolis.

The end of the day, a breath, a retreat, this familiar 10 m2 place, the “La Jetée” bar, hold by “Mama” Kawai San.

Tonight, however, someone is missing...

MASAHIRO YOSHINO; Mediasoken; czggfilms@gmail.com; http://www.
mediasoken.jp/
czggfilms@gmail.com; http://czggfilms.free.fr/

5057 Japan; Sweden
PETER BJÖRN & JOHN "NOTHING TO WORRY 
ABOUT"
ANDREAS NILSSON;FILIP NILSSON
andreas@nixonnoxin.com
MV; 0:02:56; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
A film about Gin, the dancing asakusa guy, and his friends.

SHOKA AKUTAGAWA; Friends/Folkefilm; andreas@nixonnoxin.com; 
http://folkefilm.se/



1990 Korea
HYENA
YOUNGSHUL YANG

2231 Korea
DUST KID
JUNG YUMI
ANI; 0:10:00; 35 mm; BW; 2009
Staying in bed till late on a cold winterʼs afternoon, Eujin finds a small dust kid. She decides to do the cleaning she has been putting off for so long. Cleaning every corner of her room, she keeps 
finding other dust kids here and there, and starts clearing them up one by one. Just when she thinks she has cleaned her room and the dust kids are all gone now, she comes face to face with 
another one...

 Sensitive Bear;

1446 Korea
THE STROLLER
YOUNG-GEUN KIM;YE-YOUNG KIM
my_morrie@hanmail.net
ANI/FIC; 0:08:57; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Yong-gwang, a boy who lost his sight, made a tactile map for his sister, who is staying at the hospital. He wants to go for a walk with his sister, so he takes her hand, and make her close her eyes. 
Now, his sister will take a walk on the tactile map through Yong-gwang's way of looking at the world.

YOUNG-GEUN KIM; Stroller; my_morrie@hanmail.net;  Ye-young Kim

1891 Korea
MAJIMAK GUANGBU THE LAST MINER
YOUNGJO KIM;YOUNGAE KANG
dewboy2002@hotmail.com
DOC; 0:12:28; 0; COL; 2009
Looking under the ground at a depth of 900 meters, I depend on the light from the safety helmet to see in the pitch black. Going to where some sound is heard, I see miners with glaring eyes digging 
for coal
 they are covered all over with ashes. Although soon it becomes a disused mine field, the miners can't escape from the same routine. I take a picture with my camera keeping at a distance, but 
sometimes close to them. I can hear their heavy breathing through their masks

YOUNGJO KIM; Dongnyuk Film; dewboy2002@hotmail.com

62 Korea
GIRL
HONG SUNGHOON
hooni531@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:17:30; 35 mm; COL; 2008
A man working in a factory receives an unexpected visit from a young woman. He has only one son, who is a troublemaker, and the girl tells the man that she is pregnant by his son. The girl has 
come to the father because the boy has run off and joined the army to get away from the situation. She wants the father to pay for an abortion and expects him to go with her to get it. He doesn't get 
along with his son, but he feels obligated to go with the girl because she's not capable of taking care of herself. This sudden visit from out of nowhere begins to complicate the man's life . . .

JUNG MUKYUNG; SANGSANGMADANG Innodis 810 Cosmos Tower 
1002 Daechi-dong, Gangnam-gu, Seoul 135-549; sarrah@innodis.co.kr
Jung Mukyung ; SANGSANGMADANG Innodis 810 Cosmos Tower 
1002 Daechi-dong, Gangnam-gu, Seoul 135-549; sarrah@innodis.co.kr

261 Korea
SHINDORIM HANG MAK CHA THE LAST BUS TO SHINDORIM
SUNG WHAN KIM;SUN JUNG YOON
giantswing@naver.com
FIC; 0:11:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A cold winter night, a fight has been set between the irritated bus driver and the tired passengers. One of the passengers quarrels with the bus driver for a trivial matter and the distressed bus driver 
starts driving madly.

SUNG WHAN KIM; # 9; giantswing@naver.com

363 Korea
HANGING TOUGH
PARK SOO YOUNG
parkbrothers@nate.com
FIC; 0:30:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Gina had fall asleep in a library and missed her exam.
She jumped from the roof top of her school, but found herself totally fine.
And there are three other people

HAN BAEKKYO; MBC Dramanet; parkbrothers@nate.com
PARK Soo young; MBC Dramanet; parkbrothers@nate.com

573 Korea
SIBERIAN KANGAROO
JADE LAW YANG
yanggangm@hanmail.net
FIC; 0:19:25; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
One day, Leewon comes to a sanctuary to confess her sins.
Her confession starts with wobbling voice.
She is disclosing what she's experienced and her feelings.
She's feeling confused and regrettable,
but isn't reproaching herself for the trespass that she committed……

KIM SANG-EUN; Jade Law film; yanggangm@hanmail.net

1074 Korea
DAYTRIP
SUNG-HYUN YOON
film83@naver.com
FIC; 0:20:20; 35 mm; COL; 2009
Hyun-jun and Yo-hwan planned to travel but their friend didnʼt show up. So they just roamed around their neighborhood and they came across Hyun-junʼs ex-girlfriend in his teens.

KYONG-YONG LIM; Korean Academy of Film Arts; mediabus@gmail.
com



1075 Korea
DRINK AND CONFESS
SUNG-HYUN YOON
film83@naver.com
FIC; 0:04:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Jan is drinking with his friend. The girl behind Jan makes him nervous.
Janʼs friend has interest at the girl. Jan doesnʼt like it.

SUNG-HYUN YOON; Personal; film83@naver.com

1076 Korea
BOYS
SUNG-HYUN YOON
film83@naver.com
FIC; 0:31:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Tae-jun becomes closer with Jin-uk. Bum-seok, a friend of Tae-jun, has conflicts with Jin-uk.

SU-MI KIM; Personal; film83@naver.com
Rose Jang; indiestory; indiestory@indiestory.com; http://www.indiestory.
org/

1342 Korea
DOSIEUI OODGAGAE IN THE BOUTIQUE
SEONG-HYEOK MOON;MIN-RYOUNG PYEON

myfsn@hanmail.net
FIC; 0:15:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Ji-young, a 29-year-old woman, likes to buy and wear pretty clothes. Since one day, one man has followed her. She is a little bit nervous about him. One day, she visited a boutique and was surprised
to meet the man who has followed her and to see him working in the boutique as a clerk. Since then, the mystery of the boutique is getting revealed out….

JEONG-JU JAE; Korea National University of Arts; carax_niche@naver.
com
Seong-hyeok MOON; Korea National University of Arts; 
myfsn@hanmail.net

1447 Korea
BAK-G THE BAT
EDWARD PARK
glorieux@empal.com
FIC; 0:12:45; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
3 boys tale.
A middle school boy 'Kwak' adores 'Chul-woong' who can beat down every kid in the neighborhood.
Kwak has an old friend called 'Darky'. His face is so dark that 'Chul-woong' always makes fun of him and bullies him.
Becoming complicated between his friend Darky and Chul-woong, Kwak finally chooses to stick with Chulwoong.
And a bat come up right in front of Kwak...

EDWARD PARK;  glorieux@empal.com

1873 Korea
ADHD FAMLIY
MOONSOOK KONG
cutemoons@gmail.com
FIC; 0:16:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
There is a strange and weird family.
They act suspiciously in the daily life and people thinks they are abnormal.
The father, professor, has a Strange behavior in his lecture room.
The older son always wears a wig,
The daughter laughs out loud anywhere, anytime. Her sound of laughing makes people suffer.
Also, mother wants to sing a favorite hymn anytime, anywhere.

SUNHEE KIM; korea; cutemoons@naver.com
moonsook, kong; moonsook, kong; cutemoons@gmail.com

1874 Korea
A MERMAID PRINCESS
MOONSOOK KONG
cutemoons@gmail.com
FIC; 0:06:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
In the rainy day,, A woman and a man.
A man didnʼt come inside and said ʻletʼs break upʼ
The woman was excited to grief in a tearful moment. ʻPlease…Donʼt say good byeʼ
However, he demand to break up strongly.
This is a break-up scene between common lovers?
No!

YUNA,NO; korea; cutemoons@naver.com
moonsook, kong; korea moonsook, kong; cutemoons@gmail.com

2066 Korea
MR RIGHT
JON JOST
clarandjon@msn.com
FIC; 0:30:00; 0; COL BW; 2008
A man and a woman wonder what they are doing together
 she looks for love, he looks for something else. A glance into a contemporary Korean reality where marriage looms big and ever more complicated and difficult.

JOST;  clarandjon@msn.com

594 Korea
RE-SEARCH
KWANG-JU SON
info@ksonimage.com
FIC/EXP; 0:20:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A researcher struggles with her thesis.

JINWOEN PARK;  vigan@dreamwiz.com
Kwang-Ju SON; info@ksonimage.com; http://www.ksonimage.com/



1343 Korea
K! BE A MUSICAL CONDUCTOR
SEONG-HYEOK MOON
myfsn@hanmail.net
FIC/EXP; 0:39:45; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
K' who is a man that thinks 'woman' is a beauty itself, meets a mysterious and charming woman who dances in the subway. He follows her and finally visited a mysterious café. From then, he walks 
with a limp difficultly.

SEONG-HYEOK MOON; MOON Film; myfsn@hanmail.net
Seong-hyeok MOON; MOON Film; myfsn@hanmail.net

1503 Kosovo
GJAKOVA 726
BLERTA BASHOLLI;ARTAN KORENICA
blertabasholli@gmail.com
FIC; 0:30:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
A memorial of a war crime in Kosovo. A composed and gripping narrative about the demise of a family.

Composed and gripping narrative about the fall of a family in Kosovo. Told from the perspective of an adult man looking back on his youth, in which ethnic tensions emerged with increasing clarity. 
Commemorating a war crime in Kosovo in 1999, when many Kosovans and Albanians were killed by Serbians.

ARMOND MORINA; Morina Films; armondmo@hotmail.com; http:
//www.gjakova726.com/; Petrit Domi

447 Latvia
SPARNI UN AIRI WINGS AND OARS
VLADIMIR LESCHIOV

vl@lunohod.lv
ANI; 0:05:50; 35 mm; COL; 2009
A former pilot looks back over his life - The Earth, the Sky, the Woman - everything that took place on the journey from an air strip to an abandoned boat house.

VLADIMIR LESCHIOV; LUNOHOD Animation Studio; vl@lunohod.lv; 
http://www.lunohod.lv/
Vladimir Leschiov; LUNOHOD Animation Studio; vl@lunohod.lv; http:
//www.lunohod.lv/

515 Latvia
DZIVAIS UDENS MAGIC WATER
MARIS BRINKMANIS

ab.studija@apollo.lv
ANI; 0:10:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Two animals, Munk and Lemmy, are trying to cultivate a small apple tree in the middle of desert. The tiny plant misses some water. Munk is ought to look around for some water and fortunately finds
an oasis with a spring. Going back with water, Munk does not recognize, that every water drop falling in to the sand gives immediate life for new plant. The water from the spring is magic! It brings to 
life everything generating some unexpected troubles

MARIS PUTNINS; Film studio "ANIMACIJAS BRIGADE"; ab.
studija@apollo.lv

516 Latvia
KARU TULEB BEAR IS COMING
JANIS CIMERMANIS
ab.studija@apollo.lv
ANI; 0:16:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Humorous film, which is based on a real story. A Latvian bear has suddenly appeared on neighbour- Estonian island – Ruhnu.

MARIS PUTNINS; Fuilm Studio "AB"; ab.studija@apollo.lv

537 Latvia
JAUNA SUGA THE NEW SPECIES
EVALDS LACIS
ab.studija@apollo.lv
ANI; 0:10:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
An entomologist finds new species of bug in the meadow and would be glad to add it to his collection. But the bugs don't want to be museum objects...

MARIS PUTNINS; Film Studios AB; ab.studija@apollo.lv

1883 Latvia
AKTS NUDE
INARA KOLMANE

devini@parks.lv
DOC; 0:26:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Since 1963 in the Soviet Union the heroine of the film participates in a series of nude-art photography sessions every next 10 years. Like others write diaries – the heroine of our film memorializes her
life in nude-art photos. In a delicate yet existentially sharp manner by participating in the fifth photo session the film reveals a lifetime of a woman.

JANIS JUHNEVICS; Film Studio DEVINI; devini@parks.lv; http://www.
latfilma.lv/devini; Imants Mozers

79 Latvia
LELLE TETIS DADDY DOLL
RENARS VIMBA
renarsvimba@gmail.com
FIC; 0:32:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
One morning Ines gets to know that she is driven out of the flat. Lady-owner and the new tenant Arthur arrive, who unlike Ines is able to pay the rent. In the course of events, it is revealed that 
Arthurʼs problems are even greater – he is able to pay for the flat, but he has lost something much more valuable.

RENARS VIMBA; LKA; renarsvimba@gmail.com

2276 Latvia
KLUSUMS SILENCE
LAILA PAKALNINA
laila.pakalnina@inbox.lv
FIC; 0:14:00; 35 mm; COL; 2009
There should be silcence in a museum. And someone should see to it that the silence is there. Itʼs the logical order of things. However, it might seem weird to somebody

LAILA PAKALNINA; Hargla Company; laila.pakalnina@inbox.lv
Liga Miezite; National Film Centre of Latvia; liga.miezite@nfc.gov.lv; 
http://www.nfc.lv/



505 Lebanon
TITTO
LISA ABDO
lisa_abdo@hotmail.com
ANI; 0:02:06; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
TITTO is predicting in a satiric way the future of our planet,on the political, social and environmental levels

LISA ABDO; Academie Libanaise des Beaux Arts ALBA; 
lisa_abdo@hotmail.com

360 Lebanon
SONG FOR THE DEAF EAT
HISHAM M. BIZRI
hb@hishambizri.com
EXP; 0:17:00; 16 mm; COL BW; 2008
This is a film meditation on the insanity of war and violence in my country, Lebanon. In 2007, I went back to Lebanon with my camera and create dthis film around the death of my neighbours some 
20 years ago.

HISHAM M. BIZRI; Muqarnas Film; hb@hishambizri.com; http:
//hishambizri.com/

526 Lebanon
DEMAIN, 6H30 TOMORROW, 6:30
GILLES TARAZI
gilles.tarazi@gmail.com
FIC; 0:23:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Itʼs Faridʼs last evening before sailing off from his native Lebanon. He wants to celebrate this event heʼs been waiting for a long time. But things arenʼt that easy. A one night journey before the big 
jump.

HOUAIDA AZAR; Cactus Films; houaida_azar@terra.net.lb
gilles.tarazi@gmail.com

2121 Lebanon; USA
SONG FOR THE DEAF EAR
HISHAM M. BIZRI
hb@hishambizri.com
EXP/FIC; 0:18:00; 16 mm; COL BW; 2008
"Song for the Deaf Ear" is a film poem about the insanity of war and violence in Lebanon. The filmmaker returned to his country of origin in 2007 to create a film on the death of his neighbors some 20
years ago. He constructed a story that revolves around a man who was shot dead on the streets of Beirut during the civil war and the crumbling world surrounding him. We see flashes of him 
throughout the film -- first bleeding on the pavement, and, finally, his death. At the filmʼs end, we see a home movie shot the summer before his death -- he is sailing, with his family and his fiancée, 
enjoying a simple day in their life.

HISHAM M. BIZRI; Muqarnas Film; hb@hishambizri.com; http://www.
hishambizri.com/

234 Lithuania
BALKONAS THE BALCONY
GIEDRE BEINORIUTE

giedre.beinoriute@gmail.com
FIC; 0:48:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
An undistinguished province town in Lithuania of the 80ʼs. After parentsʼ divorce, 11-year-old Rolanas and his dad move in next door to same-aged Emilija. Friendship is born between the kids, 
however, shyness or fear of opening-up makes them communicate through the wall, sitting in their own balconies, o through a socket connecting their flats. Emilijaʼs parents also appear to be on the 
verge of divorce. The children discover common topics, activities. Unfortunately, a nearly tragic accident prevents Emilija to go to the balcony. This encourages both children to set out for a “real” 
date.

JURGA GLUSKINIENE; Monoklis; jurga@monoklis.lt; http://www.
monoklis.lt/

623 Lithuania
VILKAS THE WOLF
JULIUS ZIZ
juliusziz0@gmail.com
FIC; 0:20:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A wrongly imprisoned man is taken to be executed.at the very last moment he manages to escape.He wants to see his home one last time.on his way he, like a wild animal,hides away from people, 
becoming more and more a part of the wilderness that surrounds him.

ARTURAS JAVDOKIMOVAS; panoptikumas; arturas@tinklai.net

1791 Lithuania
GELES FLOWERS
GIEDRIUS ZUBAVI?IUS
info@manofilms.lt
FIC; 0:27:31; 35 mm; COL; 2009
 The heroes of the film are children selling flowers in various parts of Vilnius.
One of them sells flowers by the cemetery, later collects them from the graves and sells them again. Others offer flowers for sale in the streets, stopping at bars, cafés, night clubs. The main hero 
sells flowers to financially support his parents. All these children are friends. They do not have the usual childhood.
  However, the life of the children is changed by the death of the main hero`s parents, who die in a fire.

GIEDRIUS ZUBAVI?IUS; MA NO FILMS; info@manofilms.lt
Giedrius Zubavi?ius; MA NO FILMS; info@manofilms.lt

897 Luxembourg
X ON A MAP
JEFF DESOM
jdesom@gmx.net
FIC; 0:13:28; 35 mm; COL BW; 2009
In a time when every continent that can be discovered has been discovered, Paul works as a cartographer who dreams of distant places. That is until he crosses Ana who folds maps for the same 
company. During a secret meeting he eventually discovers his own private America that cannot be found on any map of the world.

BERNARD MICHAUX; Lucil Film; info@lucil.lu; http://www.lucil.lu/
Bernard Michaux; Lucil Film; info@lucil.lu; http://www.lucil.lu/



1835 Luxembourg
DAWNING
BEN ANDREWS
beja76@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:15:00; 35 mm; COL; 2009
Mark, his girlfriend Ciara, Sean and Alex are good friends enjoying a heavy
night outtogether when suddenly Mark wakes up alone at home with no
recollection of how he got there. With injuries to his body, his girlfriend
missing and a hangover promting all kinds of flasbacks, Mark struggles
to put the pieces of last night together.
His best friend Sean turns up and appears strangely evasive about what

DAVID GRUMBACH; PTD; dgrumbach@ptd.lu; http://www.ptd.lu/

5019 Luxembourg
MORGENROT RED LIGHT OF DAWN
JEFF DESOM
jdesom@gmx.net
MV; 0:03:35; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Music video for the song “Morgenrot“ from the album
“Ferndorf“ by German experimental pianist Hauschka.
A burning piano falls from a building in 1920s New York.

JEFF DESOM;  jdesom@gmx.net

3063 Macau
RUA DE MACAU MACAU STREET
SÉRGIO PEREZ

sergiospz@gmail.com
FIC/DOC; 0:46:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
This story takes place in Macau, China, a centuries old, 30km², former Portuguese settlement with a population of 500 000 citizens, which returned to chinese rule in the year of 1999. Nowadays, its
more commonly known as the trademark 'Asia's Las Vegas' and for its incredible economical development, which came with the opening of its former Gambling monopoly policy, in the year of 2002.
Today, Macau's gambling revenues surpass even those of the city of Las Vegas, and Macau visitors equal in numbers to the neighbour former British Colony, the 6 million citizens, much larger city of
Hong-Kong.

Miri, a young, smart, Cosmopolitan Macau Chinese girl, returns to Macau after studying abroad. She has been working localy for more than 2 months now, and decides, for the first time since she 

MIGUEL KHAN; Lilau Productions; khanmiguel@hotmail.com;  André 
Ritchie; Sérgio Perez

5070 Macau
ASK ME
SIO NG
i.am.sio@mac.com
MV/ANI; 0:03:40; 0; COL; 2008
“Ask Me” is a stop-motion animation music video that talks about the lives of the Macao teenagers nowadays
 it depicts their life-styles and emotions. Their lives are bright, vivid and full of colours: karaoke, shopping, falling in loves, school days, yearning, daydreaming, bubbling… Their everyday lives seems
very happy and carefree but somehow it is repeating in a loop that only boredom continues. Why is it day after day they live in a life without their own story? So what is it meaning for to live in a life 
like this?

SIO NG; Associaco dos Cridores de Macau; i.am.sio@mac.com

380 Malaysia
DREAM#1
TAN CHUI MUI
2008

 Da Huang Pictures;

381 Malaysia
DREAM#2
TAN CHUI MUI
2008

 Da Huang Pictures;

383 Malaysia
DREAM#3
TAN CHUI MUI
2008

 Da Huang Pictures;

382 Malaysia
THE NEED OF RITES
TAN CHUI MUI
2008

 Da Huang Pictures;

384 Malaysia
TO SAY GOODBYE
TAN CHUI MUI
2008

 Da Huang Pictures;

385 Malaysia
CHICKEN
TAN CHUI MUI
2008

 Da Huang Pictures;

386 Malaysia
EVERYDAY EVERYDAY
TAN CHUI MUI
2008

 Da Huang Pictures;



406 Malaysia
CHASING CATS AND CARS
LIEW SENG TAT
ʻ0:11:18; 2008

413 Malaysia
I'M FINE SA-BAI-DEE-KAH
TANWARIN SUKKHAPISIT
ʻ0:04:00; 2008

 Thai Film Foundation;

415 Malaysia
TALES OF SWIMMING POOL
TULAPOP SAENJAROEN
ʻ0:13:00; 2008

 Thai Film Foundation;

416 Malaysia
WHERE'S MY DOLL?
TANWARIN SUKKHAPISIT
ʻ0:05:00; 2008

 Thai Film Foundation;

417 Malaysia
DANGER (DIRECTOR'S CUT)
CHULAYARNNON SIRIPHOL
ʻ0:14:00; 2008

 Thai Film Foundation;

419 Malaysia
VAGABOND'S SHOE
PRACHAYA LAMPONGCHAT
ʻ0:10:00; 2008

 Thai Film Foundation;

124 Malaysia
HUANG CHENG STRANGERS IN THE PYROTECHNICAL CITY
SIM SEOW KHEE

sksim78@yahoo.com
FIC; 0:23:32; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
3 illegal Bangladesh workers were brought by their agents into Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia to work as workers in a factory, but on the following day after their arrival, the agents did not contact them 
anymore. The workers had to find the place of the factory by themselves. On the eve of the National Day ,they were
lost in this fascinating metropolitan.

HO KOK MENG; INDIE DOLLS PICTURES; moviebug78@yahoo.com.
tw

1957 Malaysia
ESCAPE
CHARLOTTE LIM LAY KUEN
charlottelim527@gmail.com
FIC; 0:25:33; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A nine year old boy hasn't passed motion for a month. He wonders if he's going to die because of it. His sister promise to bring him to see the baby tiger. He wakes up from a nap and his sister is 
nowhere to be found. The little boy threw a fit and throw away the lunch that his grandfather made for him. And right then...

CHARLOTTE LIM LAY KUEN; charlottelim527@gmail.com

1959 Malaysia
EYEFINGER
MARGARET BONG
FIC; 0:10:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
They speak with their hands and fingers. Also in the case of major sorrow. There is no other way. Not being able to speak is not the greatest loss.

Occasionally, fiction is more convincing and real than documentary. And sometimes short is more effective than long. A married couple with a large and unspoken loss. Even if they did have words for
it, they still couldn't have spoken. They speak with their hands and fingers. Even in difficult conversations. Because it's all they can do.

MARGARET BONG; ;  Gatsby Cheah

1970 Maryam;  the Girl from the Lost Paradise; Iran (Islamic Republic of)
MARYAM  DOKHTARE BEHESHTE GOMSHODEH
PERSIAN;AZAM MOUSAWI;AZAM.MOUSAVI@GMAIL.COM
english
/2008DOC;

  Azam Mousawi;  azam.mousavi@gmail.com
1; 0

898 Mexico
UN DUELO A DUEL
FELIPE ESQUIVEL

felipe@garagepost.tv
ANI; 0:02:43; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Two hummingbirds engage in a senseless battle. Is this animal or human nature?

FELIPE ESQUIVEL; Garage Post; felipe@garagepost.tv; http:
//garagepost.tv/



1051 Mexico
ENTREVISTA CON LA TIERRA INTERVIEW WITH THE EARTH
NICOLÁS PEREDA
DOC; 0:18:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Short gripping documentary about how people in a Mexican Indian village cope with death.
A little boy died climbing a mountain with his friend. This short gripping documentary shows how differently his mother and his friend cope with his death. About superstition, guilt and atonement in an
Indian village somewhere deep in Mexico.

NICOLÁS PEREDA; En Chinga Films; enchingafilms@gmail.com

1088 Mexico
ZOOGOCHO
BERNARDO ARELLANO
bern_i@hotmail.com
DOC; 0:41:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
The adventures of a bunch of Zapoteca kids who live in a remote orphanage in the mountain chain of Oaxaca.

CENTRO DE CAPACITACIÓN CINEMATOGRÁFICA; Centro de 
Capacitación Cinematográfica; divulgacion@ccc.cnart.mx; http://ccc.
cnart.mx/Jessy Vega; Centro de Capacitación Cinematográfica; divulgacion@ccc.
cnart.mx; http://ccc.cnart.mx/

1157 Mexico
LA CAMINATA THE JOURNEY
JAMIE MELTZER
songpoemcd@yahoo.com
DOC; 0:15:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A small town south of the Mexican border decides to take control of their own community and stem the tide of migration to the US. This short documentary film chronicles their unique solution to 
stopping the exodus from their town: the creation of a theme-park event, a simulated border crossing complete with fake 'border patrol' and balaclava-clad coyotes and guides. Through a 'journey' 
across the border and a poetic exploration of the town itself, this film details the effect of migration on Mexican communities and adds a fresh perspective to the ongoing immigration debate.

JAMIE MELTZER; Stanford University; songpoemCD@yahoo.com

3 Mexico
¡RECIBÍ FLORES HOY! I RECEIVED FLOWERS TODAY!
WILFRID MASSAMBA

willymassamba@gmail.com
FIC; 0:11:41; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2008
This is the story of a woman, to which her husband hits every day ... In Mexico City, Mary, 30 years old, married since 2 years, mother of two children, tries to keep up appearances.

ADRIANA ALARCON; BaSango Productions; info@basango.com; http:
//www.basango.com; Wilfrid Massamba

453 Mexico
GOODBYE GARIBALDI
ALEJANDRO RAMÍREZ CORONA
jano403@gmail.com
FIC; 0:23:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Due to the lack of opportunities in the big city, a couple of very close fiends decide to rob a supermarket.

ANA HERNÁNADEZ; centro Universitario de Estudios 
Cinematográficos; ahernandezcastillo@gmail.com; http://www.
cuecunam.com/

1079 Mexico
SEÑAL DE VIDA SIGN OF LIFE
DIANA PEÑALOZA DÍAZ

diana.pd@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:10:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
 The fate of two strangers: a young pregnant woman and a lonely man. Each one of them will discover in the other the echo of their own fears and hopes.

ÁNGELES CASTRO GURRÍA; Centro de Capacitación 
Cinematográfica; divulgacion@ccc.cnart.mx; http://ccc.cnart.mx/
Jessy Vega; Centro de Capacitación Cinematográfica; divulgacion@ccc.
cnart.mx; http://ccc.cnart.mx/

1081 Mexico
MAREA TIDE
HATUEY VIVEROS

hatueyviveros@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:14:00; 35 mm; BW; 2008
Chico a 60 year old man loses his wife in an accident while they were fishing. Since then he walks on the beach looking for a trace of her, recollecting and accumulating different objects that the 
ocean throws out.
In his daily walks he finds a crab that he adopts as a pet and that is, in a way, a metafore of himself. One day the crab dies in his cage and whit it, the hope that Chico had to keep on living.
The tide rises and drags with its current the things that Chico had collected. In his attempt to recover them hi is cought by a Wave and disappears in the wathers of the ocean.

ÁNGELES CASTRO GURRÍA / JOSÉ LUIS GARCÍA AGRAZ; Centro de
Capacitación Cinematográfica; divulgacion@ccc.cnart.mx; http://ccc.
cnart.mx/Jessy Vega; Centro de Capacitación Cinematográfica; divulgacion@ccc.
cnart.mx

1082 Mexico
LA CANCIÓN DE LOS NIÑOS MUERTOS THE DEAD CHILDRENʼ SONG
DAVID PABLOS

worldonwires@gmail.com
FIC; 0:32:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
My mother was murdered and my father remained alone with five children to his charge. My father could not offer us consolation. Instead, he isolated us. He took us to the beach, to a stranger´s 
cabin. Everything changed in that house. We were united by depression and alcohol.
My father carried a lot alcohol, every alcoholic beverage imaginable. It was there where we began our tradition of alcoholic empathy in the family.
It was a summer, and the only thing I wanted was to leave that place.

CENTRO DE CAPACITACIÓN CINEMATOGRÁFICA; Centro de 
Capacitación Cinematográfica; divulgacion@ccc.cnart.mx; http://ccc.
cnart.mx/Jessy Vega; Centro de Capacitación Cinematográfica; divulgacion@ccc.
cnart.mx; http://ccc.cnart.mx/



1083 Mexico
LA ESPERA THE WAIT
PABLO TAMEZ

patamez@yahoo.com
FIC; 0:18:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
A man recalls a promise made in his childhood, which will awake the curiousity of seeing again an old girlfriend.

CENTRO DE CAPACITACION CINEMATOGRAFICA; CENTRO DE 
CAPACITACION CINEMATOGRAFICA; divulgacion@ccc.cnart.mx; 
http://ccc.cnart.mx/Jessy Vega; Centro de Capacitación Cinematográfica; divulgacion@ccc.
cnart.mx; http://ccc.cnart.mx/

1084 Mexico
LLOVERÁ Y YA NO SERÉ TUYA IT WILL RAIN, AND I WONʼT BE YOURS
CRISTINA HERRERA

la_crispy@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:27:00; 35 mm; COL; 2009
Hilda, a thirtysomething single virgin, who does not know how to relate to people, wants to find a very special man, failing to find him, around her, she finds herself a virtual boyfriend with very bad 
results.
Apparently she has a wake up call, just to find herself in the same place.

CENTRO DE CAPACITACIÓN CINEMATOGRÁFICA; Centro de 
Capacitación Cinematográfica; divulgacion@ccc.cnart.mx; http://ccc.
cnart.mx/Jessy Vega; Centro de Capacitación Cinematográfica; divulgacion@ccc.
cnart.mx; http://ccc.cnart.mx/

1085 Mexico
REMINISCENCIAS REMINISCENCE
BÁRBARA OCHOA

buba06@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:30:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Two sisters reencounter after a period of separation. Ana tryes to make Katia feeel happy not knowing that freedom and calmness for her sister lies within her own world of imaginery memorys and 
fantastic reality.

CENTRO DE CAPACITACIÓN CINEMATOGRÁFICA; Centro de 
Capacitación Cinematográfica; divulgacion@ccc.cnart.mx; http://ccc.
cnart.mx/Jessy Vega; Centro de Capacitación Cinematográfica; divulgacion@ccc.
cnart.mx; http://ccc.cnart.mx/

1086 Mexico
PENTIMENTO
NATALIA BERISTAIN
nataliaberistain@gmail.com
FIC; 0:30:00; 35 mm; COL; 2009
Emma is in her fifties. She is a renowned actress and is days away from opening night in a play. Having her ex husband as the director —with memory problems, time pushing and a thirsty young 
actress ready to take her place—, Emma enters a period of crisis.

CENTRO DE CAPACITACIÓN CINEMATOGRÁFICA; Centro de 
Capacitación Cinematográfica; divulgacion@ccc.cnart.mx; http://ccc.
cnart.mx/Jessy Vega; Centro de Capacitación Cinematográfica; divulgacion@ccc.
cnart.mx; http://ccc.cnart.mx/

1087 Mexico
LASZLO
EHECAT GARAGE
nekofistofeles@yahoo.com.mx
FIC; 0:14:59; 35 mm; COL; 2009
This is the story about a woman who cannot understand the reasons of her husbandʼs denial to take off a bear costume. That was not an accident, it might be only a love story.

XIMENA URRUTIA; Centro de Capacitacion Cinematografica A. C.; 
difusion@ccc.cnart.mx
Jessy Vega; Centro de Capacitacion Cinematografica A.C.; 
difusion@ccc.cnart.mx

1202 Mexico
BUENAS INTENCIONES GOOD WILL
IVAN LOMELÍ

ivanlomeli@mac.com
FIC; 0:18:00; 35 mm; COL; 2009
Felipe learns the hard way that good will is not welcome.

CENTRO DE CAPACITACIÓN CINEMATOGRÁFICA; Centro de 
Capacitación Cinematográfica; divulgacion@ccc.cnart.mx; http://ccc.
cnart.mx/Jessy Vega; Centro de Capacitación Cinematográfica; divulgacion@ccc.
cnart.mx; http://ccc.cnart.mx/

1276 Mexico
ROMA
ELISA MILLER ENCINAS
FIC; 0:26:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Moving, restrained fiction from Mexico about an older worker who helps a girl.

A young woman takes an illegal ride on a train that stops at the factory, where she arrives tired, dirty and hungry and creeps inside. A worker sees her and helps her. Don't expect any major dramatic
twists in this mid-length short. The motive of the man is only: a smile. Moving, restrained fiction about humanity.

ÁNGELES CASTRO;

1815 Mexico
LULU LA DEL PEZ LULU AND HER FISH
MANOLO CARO

claudio.promofilm@gmail.com
FIC; 0:08:44; 35 mm; COL; 2008
No body knows someone elseʼs level of lonelyness. Lulu, like many people has a self-destructive pattern and she canʼt stop. She doesnʼt know how and why, she doesnʼt understand that the carrier 
of insatiable virus of expectation is her. The one that expects happiness thru someone else. Does this sound familiar?

MARTHA CRISTIANA; El club de Toby films; macristiana2002@yahoo.
com.mx
Claudio Zilleruelo; Promofilm fest; claudio.promofilm@gmail.com



1847 Mexico
LÚA
ERIKA ARAUJO BALDERAS;CLAUDIO DURÁN
erika@kalafilmes.com
FIC; 0:08:15; 16 mm; COL; 2009
A twelve year old girl knows her first love. With all the innocence,
she shows us the engine that pulls her to move on in life. A love
story beteween reality and lyricism.

LÚA: is the part of the sailing boat that helps it to move on the sea.

ERIKA ARAUJO BALDERAS; KALAFILMES; erika@kalafilmes.com; 
http://www.kalafilmes.com/

1976 Mexico
SOFÍA
ELISE DURANT
ed4c4@yahoo.com
FIC; 0:21:40; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
When 18-year-old Sofia puts her studies on hold, and takes up waiting tables in order to care for her ailing father, she encounters a few odd characters who initiate her down a path from which there 
is no way home.

ELISE DURANT; Zensky Cine, ALT_space; ed4c4@yahoo.com;  Elsa 
Reyes; Amy Laurel Thoner
Sandro Fiorin; FiGa Films; sandro@figafilms.com; http://www.figafilms.
com/

1080 Mexico
EL BESO DEL CAMALEON THE KISS OF THE CHAMALEON
JULIO BARCENAS SANCHEZ

barcenas.julio@gmail.com
FIC/MV; 0:15:58; 35 mm; COL; 2009
rosa una prostitutta, encuentra en carlos el instrumento de sus peores pensamientos contra juan.

JULIO BARCENAS; Centro de Capacitacion Cinematografica A.C. (C.C.
C.); divulgacion@ccc.cnart.mx; http://www.ccc.cnart.mx/; ANGELES 
CASTRO; XANAT BRISEÑOjessy vega; Centro de Capacitacion Cinematografica A.C. (C.C.C.); 
jessy@ccc.cnart.mx

622 Mexico; Argentina
SAMANTHA
CONSTANZA NOVICK
novick.constanza@gmail.com
FIC; 0:10:35; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Adolfo gets a phone call from her daughter's school. Samantha, who just turned twelve, is in trouble.
Adolfo rushes to the school to find her daughter locked and punished at the Principal's office. The School principal informs Adolfo that Samantha was caught having sex with a schoolmate. The 
father's reaction is unexpected, bizarre and somehow... fair.

CONSTANZA NOVICK;  novick.constanza@gmail.com; Ana Jimena 
Ramirez; Rodrigo Valdez

396 Mexico; France
S.I.T.E.
PLABLO ORLOWSKY
ʻ0:04:50; Betacam SP PAL; 2008

 Autour de Minuit;

783 Mexico; France
BRUNO
IANIS GUERRERO
artepepan@gmail.com
FIC; 0:10:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Ernesto drinks alone in a bar. Carla enters the bar and star talking to him. She was left alone at her wedding. Ernesto takes a decision. A story about the little action that changes your life.

IANIS GUERRERO; Artepepan films; artepepan@gmail.com; http:
//www.artepepan.com.mx/

482 Morocco
VIS RÊVE ET CRÉVE LIVE DREAM AND DIE
YANIS AYOUCH

nisya6@hotmail.com
FIC/FIC; 0:23:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Hassan, a young gifted boxer, dreams about becoming the world's champion. To make it real, he has one last fight againt his opponent but also against a society that prevents him from success.

NABILE AYOUCH; ALI'N PRODUCTIONS; zaoua@alinprod.com; http:
//www.alinprod.com/

2208 Morocco; USA
ON DIVAN
JAMES SWEETBAUM
jodi@agentsmithfilm.com
FIC; 0:29:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
M'bark has three sons. The eldest, Khalid, wants to make his girlfriend Touria his bride, but his job in his father's grocery store does not provide enough for him to marry and start a family. Rabiʼe, the
middle brother, is training to be a doctor, however, a love affair with a colleague threatens to derail his career when she becomes pregnant. Ayoub, the youngest son, dreams of going to Hollywood to
become an actor. His sister tries to reason with him but his dream persists. It is only when M'bark falls ill that each brother has to come to terms with the true meaning of their father's blessing and 
what it means to be a man.

JAMES SWEETBAUM, LATEFA EL BERKI; Surrogate Productions, 
LLC; james@surrogateproductions.us.com; http://www.
surrogateproductions.us.com/

310 Netherlands
THE 7 BROTHERS
PAUL & KAJ DRIESSEN
ANI; 0:12:20; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Once upon a time there were seven brothers who wandered through the streets of their village, looking for inspiration for fairy tales.

The ideas they came up with, however, didn't look much like the traditional fairy tales we are used to.

At home, the brothers wrote their stories down, unaware of their shortcomings.
But then they heard their last tale being acted out next door, quite differently from the way they had written it.....

 SND Films;



737 Netherlands
ACTIVITY CENTRE
MICHIEL VAN DIJK;SJENG SCHUPP
ANI; 0:05:00; COL; 2008
Horror in the living room. Everything seems to be normal, but slowly things are getting out of hand.

MICHIEL VAN DIJK; Vinex Productions; ; Sjeng Schupp

739 Netherlands
BIG BUCK BUNNY
SACHA GOEDEGEBURE
ANI; 0:10:00; COL; 2008
3D animation about a giant rabbit and three forest bullies. The movie has been created with open source 3D software 'Blender' and is all open content.

SACHA GOEDEGEBURE; Blender Institute;

745 Netherlands
THE PHANTOM OF THE CINEMA
ERIK VAN SCHAAIK
ANI; 0:11:00; COL; 2008
The hectic life behing the screen in a film theatre becomes visible for the audience when 'the phantom of cinema' breaks.

 il Luster Productions;

749 Netherlands
WHIPLASHED
ARNOUD RIJKEN
ANI; 0:05:45; COL; 2008
When a man wakes up behind the wheel of his crashed car he discovers that he has lost his memory. Is he guilty of the death of the woman next to him?

 il Luster Productions;

939 Netherlands
RED-END AND THE SEAMINGLY SYMBIOTIC SOCIETY
ROBIN NOORDA; BETHANY DE FOREST
robin@morphosis.nl
ANI; 0:14:45; 35 mm; COL; 2009
Ants are digging sugar cubes in an icy marl cave, to build the big palace. This turns out to be a nursery to cultivate larva. These grubs reveal themselves as bizarre, machinelike gluttons. The ant 
Red-end is different and tries an experiment.

A 4K Digital Cinema stopmotion animation.

ERIK SCHUT; Rocketta Film; info@rocketta.nl; http://www.rocketta.nl/
Eline van Hagen; Rocketta Film; eline@rocketta.nl; http://www.rocketta.
nl/

220 Netherlands
ARCHIPEL, DIALOOG VAN EEN STAD ARCHIPEL, DIALOG OF A CITY
JASPER KUIPERS
kuipers.jj@gmail.com
ANI/EXP; 0:04:56; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
On an important turningpoint in their lives, an old man and his grandson talk about the future of old traditions.

JASPER KUIPERS; Jasper Kuipers; kuipers.jj@gmail.com

221 Netherlands
STRUCTURES
JASPER KUIPERS
kuipers.jj@gmail.com
ANI/EXP; 0:04:46; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A structure becomes archtitectural, and not sculptural, when it's elements no longer have their justification in nature.

JASPER KUIPERS; Jasper Kuipers; kuipers.jj@gmail.com

533 Netherlands
CITY OF LIGHTS
TEUN VAN DER ZALM;DAAN VERBIEST
teunvanderzalm@hotmail.com
ANI/EXP; 0:04:36; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A city is growing from abstract to stylistic. The city is growing towards the future.

LILLY DE HAAN; School of the Arts Utrecht; lilly.dehaan@kmt.hku.nl; 
http://www.hku.nl/
Teun van der Zalm; teunvanderzalm@hotmail.com

554 Netherlands
REDTHEPLANEEET!!!
JUDITH VAN DER MADE;ROB BOTHOF;AN3 VAN DE KUIT
barleyqueen@antenna.nl
ANI/EXP; 0:05:03; 0; COL; 2008
a super 8 mixed with drawn animation REDTHE PLANEEET!!! superhero DIY instruction guide film
 of how to become a real REDTHEPLANEEET!!! superhero

JUDITH VAN DER MADE; REDTHEPLANEEET!!!; 
barleyqueen@antenna.nl; http://www.antenna.nl/barleyqueen; an3 van 
de kuit; rob bothof

1547 Netherlands
FENCES
JOSÉ VONK
ANI/EXP; 0:06:00; 35 mm; COL; 2009
'Fences' is a short abstract handmade film, creating optical illusions by exploring graphic fence and wheel structures. The title refers to the ʻfence phenomenonʼ, which was first observed in 1821 by 
the Scottish publisher John Murray (J.M.): the spokes of a wheel which are viewed in motion through a series of vertical bars, assume the optical illusion of a curvature of the spokes. This perception
was the overture to the invention of film.

As underlying theme for the soundtrack, Hans Muller has chosen the noise heard when a stick is dragged along metal railings. The music is recorded through a MIDI driven grand piano.

ASTRID WORTELBOER; H & W Company; info@hw-company.nl
Marta Jurkiewicz; Filmbank; Info@filmbank.nl; http://www.filmbank.nl/



1549 Netherlands
JULIA/GUILIANA
MANON BOVENKERK
ANI/EXP; 0:08:30; Betacam SP PAL; BW; 2008
The narrative of Julia / Giuliana is build solely on still images, both photographs and drawings. The drawings portray the main character, the photographs her surroundings: modernistic architecture 
that is both shutting out and closing in. Based on the makerʼs fascination for films of the 60's and 70's, particularly those of Michelangelo Antonioni, and a personal homage to the actress Monica Vitti.
Julia / Guiliana was made during Bovenkerkʼs residency at Impakt in Utrecht, winter 2007. Besides the film, the project also consists of a series of drawings and photographs.

MANON BOVENKERK; Impakt Works; info@filmbank.nl
Marta Jurkiewicz; Filmbank; info@filmbank.nl; http://www.filmbank.nl/

393 Netherlands
NO PLACE LIKE HOME
ROSTO
info@rostoad.com
ANI/MV; 0:06:10; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
There is no place like home, There is no place like hell…

ROSTO; Studio Rosto A.D; info@rostoad.com;  Valk Producties

218 Netherlands
LAAT PAPA MAAR EVEN MET RUST JUST LEAVE DADDY BE
DEBBIE KLEIJN

debbie@umweltfilms.com
DOC; 0:48:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
ʻJust Leave Daddy Beʼ is a documentary about the twelve year old Melvin, whose stepfather Hans has a personality disorder.

During almost two years director Debbie Kleijn filmed the family in their daily struggle to cope with the problems of Hans. The documentary unravels the vulnerability of children in problematic family 
situations. While the adults are entangled in their own problems, the young Melvin keeps his worries to himself.

JAN KATSMA; Roaring Films; jan@roaringfilms.com; Http://www.
roaringfilms.com/
Jan Katsma; Roaring Films; jan@roaringfilms.com; http://www.
roaringfilms.com/

1727 Netherlands
BLOEMEN PLUKKEN VAN BEVROREN RAMEN PICKING FLOWERS FROM FROZEN WINDOWS
HANKE KLEIJ
hankekleij@hotmail.com
DOC; 0:27:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Tender portrait of two timeless people who are like anchors of history in the young city of Rotterdam. What is the secret of their art-of-life? A poetic documentary about nearby wisdom.

ANDRE SCHREUDERS; As Film; info@asfilm.nl; http://www.asfilm.nl/

1731 Netherlands
BORIS RYZHY
ALIONA VAN DER HORST
aliona@tiscali.nl
DOC; 0:59:40; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
“All my poems are about love and death; there are no other themes” – wrote Boris Ryzhy, the famous young Russian poet in 2000. “But despite everything, Iʼm happy with my wife and son.” A year 
later this charming hooligan poet hung himself. He was just 26 years old.

As the filmmaker embarks on a quest to understand the reasons for his suicide, she reveals the hidden tragedy of the lost perestroika generation, to whom Boris gave a voice. “We were thrown out of
communism, but never reached capitalism” as his young widow puts it. The perestroika years of the Jeltsin era, which the West associated with democracy and freedom, felt very different in the 
lawless streets of Yekaterinenburg, where gangsters slaughtered each other on a daily basis. In the snow-covered cemetery the faces of Borisʼ classmates stare out from black marble tombstones.

FRANK VAN DEN ENGEL; Zeppers Film & TV; info@zeppers.nl; http:
//www.zeppers.nl/
Charlotte Sarneel; Zeppers Film & TV; charlotte@zeppers.nl; http:
//www.zeppers.nl/

1778 Netherlands
BECOMING VERA
MIEKE BAL;MICHELLE WILLIAMS;ALEXANDRA LOUMPET-
GALITZINE
m.g.bal@uva.nl
DOC; 0:53:12; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Becoming Vera - Synopsis

Between age three and four, Vera Loumpet-Galitzine traverses many landscapes, exploring where she comes from, to come into her own. We follow her to her school and neighbourhood activities in
France, to Cameroon and to Russia. In Fumban, Cameroon, she is initiated as nji mongu, the oldest daughter of the nji (prince) of the traditional kingdom of Bamun. In Russia, in Moscow and 
surroundings, she visits the estates of her motherʼs ancestors, who were nobility exiled during the revolution.

For Vera these visually engaging landscapes seem easily integrated into her rich fantasy world. She dances, sings, and runs around; she sits still for hours while the women and men of

MIEKE BAL; Cinema Suitcase; m.g.bal@uva.nl; http://www.miekebal.
org/; Michelle Williams

1828 Netherlands
DE VREEMDELINGENRECHTER THE IMMIGRATION JUDGE
MISJA PEKEL

misjap@hotmail.com
DOC; 0:46:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
The Immigration Judge gives a unique insight into the work of the Immigration Department of the Amsterdam Court. We follow three judges at work, both in the courtroom and in their private offices. 
They share their thoughts, personal experiences and the day-to day dilemmas they face in deciding the fate of immigrants.

A. CLOOSTERMAN; Selfmade Films; wendy@selfmadefilms.nl; http:
//www.selfmadefilms.nl/

1916 Netherlands
DE ZOON VAN KOPEREN KO NO FAMILY BUSINESS
MAARTEN J. BOER;PETER DE KONING

maarten@turboturbo.nl
DOC; 0:06:10; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Koperen Ko was a musician with an exceptional appaerance. Until the 70ʼs this third generation artist played through out the streets of Rotterdam and a lot of other places. The day he deceided to 
quite was the end of an era. But where is the next generation within this family to step into this void?

MARK BEULEN; Turbo Turbo; mark@turboturbo.nl; http://www.
turboturbo.nl/; Maarten J. Boer; Peter de Koning



1029 Netherlands
STILLE WATERS STILL WATERS
JOCHEM DE VRIES
devriesfilms@gmail.com
DOC/EXP; 0:12:20; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
During summer nights many sailing boats cross the canals of Amsterdam. While the city is asleep a bridge keeper guides them through.

JOCHEM DE VRIES;  devriesfilms@gmail.com
Jochem de Vries; devriesfilms@gmail.com; http://www.jochemdevries.
nl/

1546 Netherlands
KERMIS FUNFAIR
ANNETTE OTTO
DOC/EXP; 0:11:00; Betacam SP PAL; BW; 2009
Poetic film about the funfair which concentrates on human conditions. The enchantment of children. The ease of the youth, full of expectations. Fleeting smiles. Devotion to the moment. Felicity... but
also melancholy and vulnerability. The film shows the funfair as an arena in which fundamental conditions of being reveal themselves - as a metaphor of life.

Directorʼs statement: “My film is inspired by one of my favourite poems by Rainer Maria Rilke: The Carousel (1906). This poem describes an old fashioned carousel from the point of view of children. 
It is a rueful ode to childhood – ʻthat land, which hesitates for long before vanishing.ʼ It is one of Rilkeʼs so-called object-poems, where he tried to describe the pure nature of an object.

ANNETTE OTTO;  info@filmbank.nl
Marta Jurkiewicz; Filmbank; info@filmbank.nl; http://www.filmbank.nl/

1728 Netherlands
MANIFEST VOOR EEN VRIJE VAL MANIFESTO FOR A FREE FALL
ANDRE SCHREUDERS

info@asfilm.nl
DOC/EXP; 0:12:25; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2009
In the lonely mountains the alter ego of the film maker preaches about falling as the only way out from our captivity between boredom and mortal fear.

MARC THELOSEN; seriousFilm; marc@seriousfilm.nl; http://www.
seriousfilm.nl/

22 Netherlands
LIGHT
LIESBETH KOOT;LUCAS VAN DER VELDEN
elisabeth@stddanceco.nl
EXP; 0:08:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
In Light the movement of a performer is made physically sensible by transforming it into abstract imagery and spatial moving sound. By leaving the performer out of the final result, the movement is 
experienced from inside - from a zero-point of orientation - instead of observed from an external point of view. The title of the project is Light: of little weight, delicate, not solid but changeable. So 
even though there is the precondition of showing the negation of the performerʼs physical presence, in the end this is meant to engender her attitude: gentle, agile and fluid.

LIESBETH KOOT; stddanceco; elisabeth@stddanceco.nl; http://www.
stddanceco.nl

394 Netherlands
POSTMAN RETURNS
mischa rozema
EXP; 0:02:20; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Hundreds of helicopters attack a planet. But beware of the riposte!

ANNEJES VAN LIEMPD; Postpanic; ; Ania Markham

553 Netherlands
YOU ARE NOW ENTERING SIBERIA
JUDITH VAN DER MADE
barleyqueen@antenna.nl
EXP; 0:07:52; 16 mm; COL; 2008
Siberia, once a place of grandeur and expertise...
now an almost forgotten mansion for social defects....

we are just observing a instructionclass of 'how to behave when you are being offered something'

JUDITH VAN DER MADE; BIDA; barleyqueen@antenna.nl; http://www.
antenna.nl/barleyqueen

613 Netherlands
ESPAÇO INTERNO SPACE INSIGHT
ANDRÉA SELIGMANN SILVA;NELL BERGER

andrea@studiovermaas.nl
EXP; 0:11:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
A journey through the inside world of the psyche. Will inside became outside or outside become inside?

ANDRÉA SELIGMANN SILVA; Studio Vermaas; 
andrea@studiovermaas.nl

1552 Netherlands
AANRAKING A TOUCH
BARBARA METER
EXP; 0:13:00; 16 mm; COL; 2008
A sigh, a flurry... Exactly what we want to hold on to escapes us, with relentless certainty. Like wind and smoke.

BARBARA METER;  info@filmbank.nl
Marta Jurkiewicz; Filmbank; info@filmbank.nl; http://www.filmbank.nl/

1543 Netherlands
# 37
JOOST REKVELD
EXP/ANI; 0:31:00; 35 mm; COL; 2009
“Andronicos says that in a certain place in Spain one finds small, scattered stones which are polygonal and grow spontaneously. Some of them are white, others are like wax and pregnant of smaller
stones similar to themselves. I kept one to verify this myself and it gave birth at my place, so the story is not a lie.” (Paradoxographus Palatinus, anonymous, 3rd century)

GERARD HOLTHUIS; Filmstad; filmstad@xs4all.nl
Marta Jurkiewicz; Filmbank; info@filmbank.nl; http://www.filmbank.nl/



744 Netherlands
NOTEBOOK
EVELIEN LOHBECK
EXP/ANI; 0:04:52; COL; 2008
Expectations are challenged in this short experimental film which plays with illusions and reality.

EVELIEN LOHBECK;

3052 Netherlands
GMT MINUS 5
PAULA ALBUQUERQUE
p@concrete-dok.net
EXP/DOC; 0:05:01; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Two girls work in a New York bar. In the middle of the winter they are half-naked, mandatory condition or uniform in accordance with the tropical theme of the bar. They kill time retouching make-up, 
talking on the phone, receiving the odd customer.
Through image and sound edit possible narratives are built and broken deconstructed, while ambients and atmospheres are constantly destabilized by the inclusion of noise, atonal music, street 
sound, manipulations and soundscape suggestions. Breaking the harmony, one begins, in the intermediate space, the experience of the moment and artifical proximity with the object, even if these 
exist only in a virtual space-time.

PAULA ALBUQUERQUE;  p@concrete-dok.net

742 Netherlands
JOLANDA 23 JOAND 23
PIM ZWIER
EXP/DOC; 0:09:40; COL; 2008
Short observational film about taking a picture of a cow. The actions lead to achieving an ideal of beauty.

PIM ZWIER; Fictievevrijheid;

743 Netherlands
NASHI
DAYA CAHEN
EXP/DOC; 0:26:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
In 2007, as the only outsider, Daya Cahen was allowed to pitch her tent in the Nashi summer camp, where she witnessed the daily routine of the youth movement created by Vladimir Putin. She 
captured her impressions with two cameras and presents them in a double projection. 10,000 Russian boys and girls are preparing themselves for a heroic future. They are the chosen ones of 
Russia: the budding managers and politicians of the country that is destined to become the global leader of the 21st century.

DAYA CAHEN;  info@filmbank.nl
Marta Jurkiewicz; Filmbank; info@filmbank.nl; http://www.filmbank.nl/

1548 Netherlands
MOMENTS OF CONSIDERED TIME
ARTHUR KLEINJAN
EXP/DOC; 0:19:25; 35 mm; COL; 2008
ʻMoments of Considered Timeʼ revolves around a series of photographs taken in Cairo (Egypt), all of which depict couples courting along Cairoʼs main bridges. The narrator discovers similar 
photographs which were left behind in a photo-lab but never picked up. They belonged to a press-photographer who had since gone missing.

Fascination for the photos and the press photographerʼs disappearance compels the narrator to visit the same locations as in the found pictures, and to re-photograph these locations and situations. 
In this search the viewer is lead into a web of thought by linking personal observations and experiences with the photographerʼs social, political and historical connotations.

ARTHUR KLEINJAN;  info@filmbank.nl
Marta Jurkiewicz; Filmbank; info@filmbank.nl; http://www.filmbank.nl/

278 Netherlands
ENHANCE DEHANCE
MARIT SHALEM;LENNO VERHOOG
marit@spop.nl
EXP/FIC; 0:10:15; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Two female spies emerging from the Black Moon are sent on a mission to find their missing colleague. During action they discover the real intention of their boss. A dangerous plot is being 
constructed with the help of a monstrous creature. The agents decide to pull out the trigger and manipulate the situation in their own favor, entering a reverse action.

MARIT SHALEM & LENNO VERHOOG; SpOp; marit@spop.nl; http:
//www.spop.nl/; lenno@spop.nl

1550 Netherlands
GEWICHTIG WACHTEN WEIGHT
MICHAEL SEWANDONO;FLORIS SCHÖNFELD

EXP/FIC; 0:21:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Weight is a series of short films that are each based on different excerpts from literature. The selected excerpts served as the scenario for the films, and demonstrate the moments of subtle tension 
that precede a significant event in the plot. A search for the moment, and for the physical state of the decision making.

Removed from the context of the original story these excerpts are enigmatic, but retain the same tension inherent to their former position. As they start to interact on a suggestive level a new, highly 
tense, charged story emerges. The project strives to convey the 'weight' of the moments without the context of their original narratives.

FLORIS SCHÖNFELD, MICHAËL SEWANDONO; FLMI Film 
Amsterdam; we@flmi.nl; http://www.flmifilm.com/
Marta Jurkiewicz; Filmbank; info@filmbank.nl; http://www.filmbank.nl/

1609 Netherlands
AFTER THE WATER THE CLOUDS
CARMEN ROZESTRATEN
rcarmenrose@gmail.com
EXP/FIC; 0:09:47; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Playful and poetic voyage of a young Catalan woman whose world is becoming more and more surrealistic through her encounters with mythical and unusual characters

CARMEN ROZESTRATEN; Carmen Rozestraten; rcarmenrose@gmail.
com

17 Netherlands
SALTO MORTALE
VINCENT SCHUURMAN
movi@planet.nl
FIC; 0:10:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
High in the top of a circus a young air-acrobat prepares himself for his first death-jump: the Salto Mortale. He thinks back of his mother who deprived herself of her life because of him. Night after 
night she jumped into the darkness during the Salto Mortale. Without safety lines, without a net, with nothing except for the trust in her husband Remy who, upside down on his trapeze, would grab 
her by her wrists at the very last moment. Until the young acrobat finds his father in the arms of another woman and the trust is gone. Salto Mortale is a story about the fear of death, blind trust and 
about the desire to live like every day could be your last.

HANS DE WEERS; Eyeworks Film & TV Drama; egmond@eyeworks.tv;
Judith Hees; Reinout Oerlemans



45 Netherlands
DRANG CRAVING
SACHA POLAK
sachapolak@gmail.com
FIC; 0:26:30; 16 mm; COL; 2008
My name is Jessie. I am the girl next door isn't that what you all dream about?

Jessie is a young girl desperately looking for love

MARLOU RUTTEN; nfta; marlourutten@gmail.com

55 Netherlands
INTERMEZZO
ERIC WOBMA
eric@malendevlinders.nl
FIC; 0:05:19; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
ENGLISH: A man in a suit calmly tries to solve a crosswords puzzle while enjoying public transportation. He almost dozes of, when the next station is due...

FRENCH: Un homme seul, avec une bonne costume, se reposes dans le transportation public. C'est bon, même que la prochaine sortie est en train d'arriver...

ERIC WOBMA; Raving Butterflies Publishing; eric@malendevlinders.nl;
http://www.malendevlinders.nl
eric wobma; Raving Butterflies Publishing; eric@malendevlinders.nl; 
http://www.malendevlinders.nl

56 Netherlands
VOOR EEN DUBBELTJE... A PENNY FOR...
 FRENCH;ERIC@MALENDEVLINDERS.NL

eric wobma
FIC; 0:08:35; 0; COL; 2008
ENGLISH: Time stops for no one, or does it ? A gentleman tramp, more confused than decayed, tries to find his way through the streets of Amsterdam ... and through time.

FRENCH: Le temps n'arrète pour personne, ou peut-être ? Un clochard gentil, plutot bouleversé dans sa tète que dégénerée, essays de trouver son propre chemin dans la grande ville 
d'Amsterdam ... et dans les temps de tous les jours.

 eric wobma; Raving Butterflies Publishing; eric@malendevlinders.nl; 
http://www.malendevlinders.nl; Hyeonju Heideman
0; eric wobma; Raving Butterflies Publishing; eric@malendevlinders.nl

420 Netherlands
AKIKO
MICHAËL SEWANDONO
michael@comrad.nl
FIC; 0:10:31; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Reconstruction of a shattered world.

Akiko is standing in an endless, black and empty space. As if she wakes up and finding herself in a different sense of being, she reconstructs herself and her surroundings. Different elements from 
her surroundings come into view; the road, the grass and the streetlights. Akiko watches and experiences everything in a very intense way, as if she has never seen the world before. She has no idea
of existence. When all the elements are there, the world is not as pure as Akiko has always felt.

SANDER VERDONK; LEV Pictures; sander@levpictures.com; http:
//www.levpictures.com/; Jelani Isaacs; Thomas den Drijver

674 Netherlands
HET WACHTEN THE WAITING
MAITE ABELLA
FIC; 0:15:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2008
A middle-aged woman runs through the streets of Amsterdam. The city is abandoned. As she is running, the image is interrupted eight times by a brief fade-out to white, which introduces a group 
portrait each time. The composition of each of these tableaux is inspired by sixteenth and seventeenth-century Dutch painting.
In the end, after some moments of contemplation, a meditative instant, the woman jumps off a bridge into a canal. Somewhat gliding through the water she reaches the other side.

MAITE ABELLA;

736 Netherlands
ABOUT FISH AND REVOLUTION
MARGIEN ROGAAR
FIC; 0:11:35; COL; 2008
Two separate worlds come together at an ordinary fishing pitch. Gerard's marriage has become a drag, his friendships have dwindled and the fish he catches are too small.

JACQUELINE EPSKAMP; BosBros. Film-TV Productions

738 Netherlands
AWAY
MARGOT SCHAAP
FIC; 0:22:44; COL; 2008
Sophie is going to study and has to say goodbye to her family. At the same time she wants to stay with them, in a warm and safe environnent.

MARGOT SCHAAP; Netherland Film and Television Academy

740 Netherlands
DEN HELDER
JORIEN VAN NES
FIC; 0:38:00; COL; 2008
Charater study of two brothers on a crossroad in their lives in the most northern tip of Holland: the city of Den Helder.

MAARTJE POMPE VAN MEERDERVOORT; IDTV Film;

741 Netherlands
IMPASSE
JASPER WOLF;BRAM SCHOUW
FIC; 0:05:00; COL; 2008
Without words, we're left to consider whether love and attraction can break through the impasse of human intolerance.

 Hazazah Film & Photography

747 Netherlands
SAND
JOOST VAN GINKEL
FIC; 0:20:38; COL; 2008
Luuk seems to be a good father for his daughter Isabel. But is this truth? A compelling and romantic story about a truck driver and his daughter who both like the feel of sand.

HELEN ZWAAN; ;  Joost van Ginkel



748 Netherlands
SUCCESS
DIEDERIK EBBINGE
FIC; 0:08:00; COL; 2008
Absurdistic tragicomedy about a amn who scores a personal success on the day of his death.

 IDTV Film;

870 Netherlands
DE LAATSTE DAG THE LAST DAY
SASKIA DIESING

FIC; 0:10:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Still continuously on the alert but with waning strength, N. makes a final effort to keep his precious property together. When he no longer manages to keep all the besiegers at a distance, his end – a 
life without lust – is near. This loss also frees his from a heavy burden.

MARLEEN SLOT; Lemming Film; info@lemmingfilm.com; http://www.
lemmingfilm.com/; Leontine Petit; Joost de Vries

927 Netherlands
SOMMIGE DINGEN ZIJN HEEL EENVOUDIG SOME THINGS ARE REALLY SIMPLE
HESTER OVERMARS

hesterovermars@chello.nl
FIC; 0:10:41; 35 mm; COL; 2009
SOMMIGE DINGEN ZIJN HEEL EENVOUDIGis a claustrophobic 10-minute film about a young father who takes his identity form his hobby: swimming underwater. One day he finds his place in his 
family taken by another man.

KUBA SZUTKOWSKI; Szutkowski AV; szutkowski@gmail.com; http:
//www.szutkowski.eu/

934 Netherlands
ONDER DE TAFEL UNDER THE TABLE
SACHA POLAK

FIC; 0:38:01; 0; COL; 2008

Under the table is a melancholy story about a father and son. The story starts when Jacob is told that his father, Kees, has started drinking again and has to be picked up from a clinic. Jacob takes his
father with him to a holiday park in the south of the country, hoping to be able to get in touch with him in a place where they once spent happy days as a family and where the temptations of alcohol 
will not be so strong as at home. Kees doesnʼt recognise his son
 their contact is difficult and at the very first chance he gets, Kees manages to get hold of a can of beer. Jacob realises that the only and also the ultimate way to get in touch with his father is to drink 
together. And so they do, with a vengeance.

MARC BARY; IJswater Films BV; films@ijswater.nl; http://www.ijswater.
nl/
Thirza Ostendorf; IJswater Films BV; thirza@ijswater.nl; http://www.
ijswater.nl/

935 Netherlands
OOIT ONCE
JAAP VAN HEUSDEN

FIC; 0:38:12; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008

Jos is 34 and mentally handicapped. Heʼs been living with his mother all his life. He has a booklet with his daily routine and he follows its instructions, believing he can look after himself. But he 
doesnʼt realise itʼs his mother who shaves him, washes him and prepares his porridge, day in day out. When the routine suddenly stops, for the first time in his life Jos has nothing but his booklet to 
go by.

MARC BARY; IJswater Films BV; films@ijswater.nl; http://www.ijswater.
nl/
Thirza Ostendorf; IJswater Films BV; thirza@ijswater.nl; http://www.
ijswater.nl/

942 Netherlands
GODENZOON GOD-GIVEN
WOLKE KLUPPELL

FIC; 0:38:12; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008

Freddyʼs football dreams have been on a shelf for years and his wife Elza is mainly moody. Their daughter Cornelia suffers from Downʼs syndrome and from a serious lack of attention and love. Then
a baby appears out of the blue: a beautiful black baby. A second chance: Elza believes sheʼs got a healthy baby after all, Freddy dreams of a future in football and Cornelia has a brother. But then it 
turns out that the boy ages with seven years at a time and the family ends up in a very demanding rapid.

MARC BARY; IJswater Films BV; films@ijswater.nl; http://www.ijswater.
nl/
Thirza Ostendorf; IJswater Films BV; thirza@ijswater.nl; http://www.
ijswater.nl/

1761 Netherlands
LUWTE LEEWARD
KRISTJAN KNIGGE
kk@kristjanknigge.nl
FIC; 0:06:22; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
During a sailing trip the relationship between a man, his new girlfriend and his daughter fall apart. What should have been a joyous occasion, a chance for the two women to get to know each other, 
ends in a telling revelation.

KRISTJAN KNIGGE; GR8; kristjan@gr8.nl; http://www.gr8.nl/

1536 Netherlands
WAITING FOR RALF
JULIA KAISER
harryspremiere@yahoo.com
FIC/EXP; 0:15:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Waiting for Ralf is a romantic comedy on the border between daydream and
 ?lm production. While the characters don't know yet how to deal with each
other, the ?lm is being made.

JULIA KAISER; HARRYFILM; harryspremiere@yahoo.com; http://www.
harryfilm.com/
Julia Kaiser



1632 Netherlands
DAG BUURVROUW GOOD BYE NEIGHBOUR
ROBBERT-JAN VOS

rjvos11@hotmail.com
FIC/EXP; 0:05:00; 35 mm; COL; 2009
 we see city life passing by seen through a window. When days pass by the camera pulls back into the living room the time feels to stand still.

ROBBERT-JAN VOS; dwarv; rjvos11@hotmail.com; http://www.dwarv.
com/

5010 Netherlands
QUIET SHOW
CHRISTINE VAN DOESBURGH
toutine@toutine.com
MV/ANI; 0:05:05; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2008
Quiet Show

Based on the lyrics of 'Quiet Show' by Mujaji, this short film captures the mood of the song by creating an atmosphere that is magical yet dark and melancholy. Quiet Show leads us through a forest 
of cut-outs inhabited by shadow puppets, where lights move by, passing out of sight. We are taken to a world of shadows and solitude.

Show Silencioso

Baseado na letra da música "Quiet Show" ("Show Silencioso") de Mujaji, o curta-metragem traduz o sentimento da música, criando uma atmosfera mágica e ao mesmo tempo melancólica. "Show 
Silencioso" nos leva por uma floresta de silhuetas, habitada por sombras de bonecos, onde luzes passam e se perdem de vista. Somos guiados por um mundo de sombras e contemplação.

CHRISTINE VAN DOESBURGH; toutine; toutine@toutine.com; http:
//www.toutine.com/

5004 Netherlands
INFLATABLE YOU
MICK DURLACHER;JAN MOESKOPS;ERIC WOBA
info@malendevlinders.nl
MV/EXP; 0:02:25; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
ENGLISH: Kees Hoogeveen uses his horn majestically to improvise over a tongue-in-cheek suburban view of Amsterdam...

FRENCH: Kees Hoogeveen utilise son saxophone pour improviser autour une panorama d'Amsterdam un peu satirique...

ERIC WOBMA; Raving Butterflies Publishing; eric@malendevlinders.nl;
http://www.malendevlinders.nl
eric wobma; Raving Butterflies Publishing; eric@malendevlinders.nl; 
http://www.malendevlinders.nl

1861 Netherlands; Australia
FAN
NIENKE EIJSINK
mail@eyethink.nl
DOC; 0:52:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A coming-of-age documentary about a child of the television generation. Both her fantasy world and her real world are heavily influenced by the hugely popular Australian drama series from the 
1980ʼs, The Flying Doctors.
FAN is about chasing your childhood dreams and confronting reality. How does it feel to realize your childhood dream? And how do you let go that dream?

Filmmaker Nienke Eijsink goes in search of her childhood idol and first love: Doctor Chris Randall from The Flying Doctors, played by actress Liz Burch. Her complete childhood is focused on this 
Doctor Chris Randall. First she wanted to be her daughter, when she got older, she wanted to be her lover and finally she wanted to be Chris Randall herself!

CECILE VAN EIJK; memphis Film & Television; cvaneijk@memphisfilm.
net; http://www.memphisfilm.net/

1577 Netherlands; Belgium
THE 7 BROTHERS
KAJ DRIESSEN
niaf@niaf.nl
ANI/FIC; 0:12:22; 35 mm; COL; 2008
The seven Grimm brothers (mistakenly we always assumed there were only two) are looking for inspiration for their fairy-tales. But the new stories they are writing (in live action) end (in animation) 
differently from the tales we know.

WILLEM THIJSSEN; CinéTé Filmproduktie; info@cinete.nl;  Nynke 
Rusticus

1759 Netherlands; Latvia
DON'T STOP LOVING
JEAN COUNET
jean@tamfilms.com
DOC; 0:04:50; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
A simple driving lesson in winter reveals the relational status of a young married Russian couple.

NATALIJA GNEZDOVA; TAM Films; natalija@tamfilms.com; http://www.
tamfilms.com/; Alex Klippel
Jean Counet; TAM Films; jean@tamfilms.com; http://www.tamfilms.com/

974 Netherlands; United Kingdom; Norway
ELVENLAND
KAREL DOING
k.doing@chello.nl
FIC/EXP; 0:32:29; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
A magic-realistic trilogy. A boy runs down tunnels, climbs endless stairs and roams a snowy landscape. The tension of the void creates an ominous mood. The fairytale images are juxtaposed with 
powerful and fragile music.

KAREL DOING; Doing Film; k.doing@chello.nl; http://www.doingfilm.nl/

1152 New Zealand
IN THE NAME OF ART
MARDO EL-NOOR
smileymask@gmail.com
ANI/FIC; 0:11:23; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
"In The Name of Art" is a visually inventive story that follows two artists' creation of the ultimate work of art. In a world where the real and the unreal cannot be divided, things are not entirely what they
seem.

MARDO EL-NOOR;  smileymask@gmail.com
Mardo El-Noor; smileymask@gmail.com



1745 New Zealand
TAKE 3
ROSEANNE LIANG
shorts@nzfilm.co.nz
FIC; 0:12:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
The audition room is a minefield for three Asian actresses who are expected to be Asian in ways theyʼre not completely comfortable with. When the humiliations mount, they transcend their 
professional rivalry in one gleeful act of solidarity, empowering themselves with the very stereotypes that theyʼve been subjected to.

OWEN HUGHES;  shorts@nzfilm.co.nz

544 New Zealand
BETTY BANNED SWEETS
MICHELLE SAVILL
FIC; 0:14:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Benjamin builds dioramas of the places he wants to visit inside shoeboxes. His mother encourages him to find a job, but all he thinks about is travelling a round South America. The time has come for
him to make up his mind.

MICHELLE SAVILL; Paint-by-numbers Collective; shorts@nzfilm.co.nz

867 New Zealand
STEP-O-TRON
KARIN HOFKO;MARKUS HOFKO;-
we@yaya-momo.com
FIC; 0:01:08; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
People hike, people dance, people run!
The average person walks around 6000 steps per day.
That makes around 2 Mio. steps a year which add up
to a huge amount of force created by basic body movement.

With Step-O-Tron, a shoe-system with an integrated newton-generator,

KARIN AND MARKUS HOFKO; YAYA & MOMO; we@yaya-momo.com;
http://www.yaya-momo.com/

1744 New Zealand
THE TROPHY
JUSTINE SIMEI-BARTON
FIC; 0:11:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
A young New Zealand Samoan girlʼs commitment to a science project investigating worm farming creates misunderstandings that lead to an explosive conflict with her parentʼs religious and cultural 
beliefs. Although the girl is given a severe beating she continues to secretly work on her project, winning an important science prize. Her parents proudly boast to their church minister about their 
daughterʼs achievement, offering him her trophy as a donation to the church.

JUSTINE & PAUL SIMEI-BARTON; shorts@nzfilm.co.nz

1746 New Zealand
THE GRAFFITI OF MR TUPAIA
CHRISTOPHER DUDMAN
FIC; 0:14:48; 35 mm; COL; 2008
When a Cook Island school cleaner answers an unusual graffiti message, his life, and the life of the mysterious author will never be the same again.

VICKY POPE;  shorts@nzfilm.co.nz

1781 New Zealand
BULLY
LOUIS MENDIOLA;GARETH VAN NIEKERK
captinsparrow14@aol.com
FIC; 0:14:58; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
After getting suspended from school for fighting, an eight year old bully spends the following day at home with a bigger bully: the babysitter.

LOUIS MENDIOLA; Northwest Digital Ltd.; captinsparrow14@aol.com; 
http://www.northwest-digital.com/; Gareth Van Niekerk
captinsparrow14@aol.com

1876 New Zealand
KEHUA
WIREMU GRACE;SHORTS@NZFILM.CO.NZ;SHORTS@NZFILM.CO.
NZ
shorts@nzfilm.co.nz
FIC; 0:13:00; 35 mm; COL; 2009
This is the first time that Caleb, a young Maori, has ever been to a Marea, a Maori public gathering place and ritual site. His mother, Sarah, has never explained much about his ancestorsʼ culture and
he senses that his initial fears are more than justified. But it seems as though supernatural powers are at work because the boy appears to have very special talents.

LIBBY HAKARAIA;  shorts@nzfilm.co.nz

1299 Norway
BYGNINGSARBEIDERE DECONSTRUCTION WORKERS
KAJSA NÆSS
ANI; 0:06:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
 Two construction workers having an everyday conversation about an existensial question. They keep on building while the world around them falls apart. Will they find the answer to one of the most
common questions in the western world?

LISE FEARNLEY; Mikrofilm as; amb@nfi.no
Arna Bersaas; Norwegian Film Institute; amb@nfi.no

1433 Norway
 EI PRINSESSEHISTORIE A PRINCESS TALE
SIDSEL LINDHAGEN
amb@nfi.no
ANI; 0:10:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A story about a little girl who want's to become a princess and with a little effort she so does. A dragon and prince enters the scene, but things don't always go according to plan....

TURID MARTINSEN; Mediefabrikken; amb@nfi.no
Arna Bersaas; Norwegian Film Institute; amb@nfi.no

1432 Norway
LYDSKYGGER SOUND-SHADOWS
JULIE ENGAAS
amb@nfi.no
ANI/DOC; 0:07:00; 35 mm; COL BW; 2008
Many people think that I live in darkness, but before my eyes there is nothing. Just air.

CECILIE BJØRNARAA; True Fiction; amb@nfi.no
Arna Bersaas; Norwegian Film Institute; amb@nfi.no



1858 Norway
REINPRINSESSEN REINDEER PRINCESS
NILS JOHN PORSANGER
ninnefilm@hotmail.com
DOC; 0:28:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Anne Risten is a Sami girl from Norwegian Lapland. She participates in reindeer races together with her reindeer Ena. She uses to win in this man-dominated sport. Neither misfortunes nor injuries 
slow down her triumphal marsh.

NILS JOHN PORSANGER; NINNE FILM AS; ninnefilm@hotmail.com

2114 Norway
NORTH CAPE
FRODE KRISTIANSEN
post@filmrapport.no
DOC; 0:53:13; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008

FRODE KRISTIANSEN; post@filmrapport.no;

2124 Norway
OPERA
BODIL FURU
EXP; 0:13:00; 35 mm; 2008
This film captures the atmosphere of working life behind the scenes of the Opera in Folketeatret (The People's Theatre) the architecture of the building itself and those who work backstage.

1297 Norway
SISTE RUNDE FINAL ROUND
INGVILD SØDERLIND
amb@nfi.no
FIC; 0:10:00; 35 mm; COL; 2009
A woman shadowboxes alone in a ring. In her mind she imagines people from her life and conquers them. Suddenly she loses control.

FRODE SØBSTAD; Mediamente as; amb@nfi.no
Arna Bersaas; Norwegian Film Institute; amb@nfi.no

1298 Norway
EKORNET THE SQUIRREL
STIAN E. FORGAARD
FIC; 0:14:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Not all people have the key to open up the door and what¹s holding them back? Maybe the thought of someone else thinking of you can make you keep on believing that it yet again will be opened.

TRUDE REFSAHL; Alligator Film as; amb@nfi.no
Arna Bersaas; Norwegian Film Institute; amb@nfi.no

1300 Norway
PARAT ALL SET
MAGNE PETTERSEN
amb@nfi.no
FIC; 0:13:35; 35 mm; COL; 2009
Mr Harald Isaksen is dead sure that he is about to die any time now. He is not too happy with how his life has turned out and feels obliged to make sure that his memory will be honoured profoundly.

JOACHIM LYNG; Sweet Films AS; amb@nfi.no
Arna Bersaas; Norwegian Film Institute; amb@nfi.no

1434 Norway
INTERLUDE
KATJA EYDE JACOBSEN
FIC; 0:11:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
A small film about living in Norway and longing for something intangible.

 Spillefilmkompaniet - Norvège

1460 Norway; Iran (Islamic Republic of); Russia
THEATRE OF TEARS
BEATE PETERSEN;DIMITRI LURIE
beatep@c2i.net
DOC; 0:58:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
After the death of the Holy Prophet Mohammed, Imam Hossein - the Prophet's grandson, and the third leader of the Shia Muslims - refused to swear allegiance to Yazid, the caliph of Damascus. In 
680 AD a bloody battle took place in the desert of Karbala. Hossein and his men were brutally murdered and the women and remaining children taken as captives by Yazid's army.

Every year, throughout a ten-day long mourning ritual, the Shia Muslims commemorate the martyrdom of Imam Hossein, carrying out processions to express their anguish and grief.
In "Theatre of Tears", three generations - the old and faithful haji Keramat Haghighi, the young actor Abdolrahman Hooshiar and the powerful Mullah Hojat-al-Islami Razavi Ardekani - depict today's 
Iran through their own different involvement in and interpretation of the ritual dedicated to Imam Hossein. As haji Keramat emphasises on the miracles created by Imam Hossein and his relatives, 

BEATE PETERSEN; Beate Petersen; beatep@c2i.net; http://www.
beatepetersen.com/; Dimitri Lurie

1461 Norway; Russia
DEN TREDJE DAGEN THE THIRD DAY
BEATE PETERSEN

beatep@c2i.net
DOC; 0:17:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
In Yogo Zapadnaya, a vast suburb outside Moscow, a beautiful little church is situated. «The third day» follows a funeral service in this church - a funeral service which reveals how beauty, and the 
feeling of closeness to the other side, transcends the harsh reality of Russian everyday life.

BEATE PETERSEN; Beate Petersen; beatep@c2i.net; http://www.
beatepetersen.com/

433 Palestine
AT THE MALL
LIANA SALEH
ʻ0:09:00; 2008

 Shashat;



434 Palestine
LOVE ON THE MOBILE
ZAINAB AL-TIBI
ʻ0:05:00; 2008

 Shashat;

435 Palestine
WE'RE ALL IN THE SAME BOAT
ISRA DIAB
ʻ0:07:00; 2008

 Shashat;

436 Palestine
IF U SAY YES OR IF Y SAY NO
LAIALY KILANI
ʻ0:03:00; 2008

 Shashat;

438 Palestine
RAHAF
FADIA SALAH EL-DEIN;MOHAMMAD SAMY ALWAN
2008

 Shashat;

439 Palestine
MAKING OF
BETTY SCHIEL
ʻ0:06:00; 2008

 Shashat;

40 Palestine
LESH SABREEN? WHY SABREEN?
MUAYAD ALAYAN

muayad@palcine.net
FIC; 0:20:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
In today's Jerusalem, two young Palestinian lovers navigate the dreams and dead-ends in their socially-conservative and Israeli-controlled community.  Will Sabreen and Ayman muster the 
imagination to realize their hopes for the future despite the social, economic and political constraints in the way?

MUAYAD ALAYAN; palcine productions; muayad@palcine.net; http:
//www.palcine.net; Rami Musa Alayan; Christian Bruno

2026 Peru
DIARIO DEL FIN DIARY OF THE END
ALEJANDRO RAMÍREZ
FIC/DOC; 0:24:05; 16 mm; COL; 2009

2134 Poland
KILKA MNIEJSZYCH WYGRANYCH THE BOOTH OF FORTUNE
LESLAW DOBRUCKI
ʻ0:15:00; 2008

705 Poland
LEKCJA NIESKONCZONOSCI TEACHING INFINITY
JAKUB JABLONSKI; LEGRYS@PLATIGE.COM;BARTLOMIEJ KIK

tajgon@platige.com
ANI; 0:14:50; 0; COL; 2008
A surreal journey of a space castaway. Lost emergency capsules, a remote planet and close encounters with an intriguing Alien.
A woman and her little robot companion investigate mysteries of a planet. Time and space play tricks on them.

 Zdzislaw Kuczynski; The Film Studio INDEKS; indeksfilm@wp.pl; http:
//www.filmschool.lodz.pl/; Jakub Jablonski
0; Magdalena Matejek; Platige Image; mmatejek@platige.com

708 Poland
RETURN
ANNA BLASZCZYK
ANI; 0:08:00; COL; 2008
Inspired by Stanislaw Lem's novel Return from the Stars, this is an amusing story about an astronaut who suddenly and unintentionally comes back to earth after a long stay in interplanetary space.

 Se-ma-for/HFF Konrad Wolf

710 Poland
THE CHICK
MICHAL SOCHA
ANI; 0:05:00; COL; 2008
Full of surreal humour, this pure nonsense story about males and females is modelled, as declared by its author, on real life.

MICHAL SOCHA; Platige Image;



1114 Poland
WUJEK UNCLE
MACIEJ SZNABEL

maciek.sznabel@gmail.com
ANI; 0:08:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Story about change, devotion and what happens when you cross the thin line between friends.
3D animation with hand drawn textures, expressive music and grotesque story. Black humour included.
Film is a debut of Maciej Sznabel (director and animator; story) in team-work with Marcin Jazynski (artistic cooperation; story) and music by Jakub Orlowski. Artistic advises by Piotr Dumala.

MAREK SERAFINSKI; Serafinski Studio; serafinskistudio@o2.pl;  
Maciej Sznabel
maciek.sznabel@gmail.com

1358 Poland
MR. F
SZYMON LUKASIK
shymoon@o2.pl
ANI; 0:07:32; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
„Mr. F” tells a story of a certain mysterious murder n City F. Mr. Beetle is found stabbed with a knife. Inspector Fly makes an attempt to solve this, seemingly simple case.

ROBERT SOWA; ASP Kraków; aspproduction@interia.pl

1359 Poland
CHARON TAXI
JOANNA WOJCIK
asiagraf@poczta.fm
ANI; 0:11:38; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
A polemic with a sense of fatalism and destiny.

JERZY KUCIA; Academy of Fine Arts Cracow; 
workshopkrakow@interia.pl
Joanna Wojcik; Film atelier; AsiaGraf@poczta.fm; http://www.3czwarte.
eu/

1360 Poland
ZATOKA BAY
ADELA KACZMAREK

adela.anna.kaczmarek@gmail.com
ANI; 0:14:25; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
In the small village by the sea appears strange phenomenon. Beautifull red matter effuses in the air, makes incredible impression on the people and forces them to search the source of it...

ROBERT SOWA; Academy od Fine Arts in Cracow; 
aspproduction@interia.pl
Robert Sowa; Academy of Fine Arts in Cracow, ul. Karmelicka 16 
Cracow; aspproduction@interia.pl

1559 Poland
KANA? CANAL
BOBRYCZ

jej_torebka@vp.pl
ANI; 0:06:39; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
It is incredible story about seemingly usual visit to a dentist and its strange consequences.

ANDRZEJ BEDNAREK; The Polish National Film, Television and 
Theater School; swzfilm@filmschool.lodz.pl; http://www.filmschool.lodz.
pl/

1823 Poland
LASKA CHICK
MICHAL SOCHA

michal_socha@aster.pl
ANI; 0:05:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
ʻChickʼ is a humorous true-life story about male-female relations. Infatuation and its consequences are depicted in a ironic way: meeting a guy, dancing, having fun, a sexual act.

MICHAL SOCHA; Platige Image; info@platige.com; http://www.platige.
com/
Magdalena Matejek; Platige Image; mmatejek@platige.com; http://www.
platige.com/

625 Poland
PUSTELNICY W GORACH PUSTELNIKS IN THE MOUNTAINS
MIROSLAW DEMBINSKI;-;-

kasia@studioeverest.pl
DOC; 0:59:20; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
The main characters of the film are: a Himalayan alpinist Piotr Pustelnik -the father - and a rock climbers (Adam and Pawel Pustelnik) - sons. The film's aim is to depict the difference in their attitude 
to the mountains and on a wider scale - to the life itself. The comparison of those attitudes intends to evoke a wider contemplation of the universal problem - "the conflict of generations". The formal 
approach based on using two different film styles (classical fly-on-the-wall in case of the father and relaxed video clips in case of the sons) represents the original author's way of telling the story.

MIROSLAW DEMBINSKI; FILM STUDIO EVEREST; 
kasia@studioeverest.pl; http://www.studioeverest.pl/

701 Poland
CHASM
WOJCIECH KASPERSKI
DOC; 0:33:50; COL; 2009
The Gold Rush is still on. Somewhere in far-away Siberia, gold diggers keep searching every square centimetre of soil with pickaxes.

 Vostok Films LTD;

703 Poland
JAK W NIEBIE JUST LIKE HEAVEN
FILIP MARCZEWSKI

filipmarczewski@wp.pl
DOC; 0:25:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
"Just like Heaven" is a poetic tale about a young couple who are looking for their natural place on Earth. Itʼs also a story about Europe and Poland, with its eternal exodus from East to West while 
many Western people, like the Dutch in this film, for the very same reason, are heading the other way round. Filip Marczewski, an Oscar nominated director for his former short student film and 
cinematographer Szymon Lenkowski, have spent several months with their heroes.

NATIONAL FILM SCHOOL IN LODZ; National Film School in Lodz; 
mg@filmschool.lodz.pl;  YES Production
Katarzyna Wilk ; Krakow Film Foundation ; katarzyna@kff.com.pl



706 Poland
KITTY, KITTY
PAWEL LOZINSKI
DOC; 0:28:00; COL; 2008
There are elegants ladies as well as poor pensioners among them. Burdened with shopping bags, day and night, regardless of the weather and time of the year, they visit parks, cemeteries and 
secluded places.

 Pawel Lozinski Produkja Filmow

707 Poland
HAPPY JEWS
JONATHAN ROZENBAUM
DOC; 0:06:00; COL; 2008
March of 1968 signifies an especial moment in Poalnd's post-war history.

 Adam Mickiewicz Institute/Transfax Film Production

1265 Poland
WYPALONY BURNED OUT
ANNA WIECKOWSKA

festivals@tvp.pl
DOC; 0:28:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A story about sensitive outsider, who left all the facilities of modern world. He found his own way of living in an apart place, with his companions in charcoal burning. But heʼs still eager of getting 
higher intellectual level, and to find a true friendship.

BARBARA PAWLOWSKA; TVP1; festivals@tvp.pl; http://www.
international.tvp.pl/

1267 Poland
PAMIETAJ, ABYS DZIEN SWIETY SWIECIL OBSERVE THE SABBATH, AND KEEP IT HOLY
MACIEJ CUSKE

maciej.cuske@wp.pl
DOC; 0:45:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
part of the series The Decalogue… After The Decalogue:
Commandment III

Stasiu will have his First Communion sacrament in few months. It is a hottest time in which everything, spiritually as well as materially, is being prepared for the forthcoming celebration.

All members of the family go through this time in a different way: Grandparents, parents, and Stas himself. The gap between generations becomes visible. The life goes on, while the special day 

RYSZARD URBANIAK; TVP2; festivals@tvp.pl; http://www.international.
tvp.pl/

1268 Poland
ATIJAT, PIERWSZA ZONA ATIJAT, THE FIRST WIFE
ANNA BLASZCZYK

annadafira@gmail.com
DOC; 0:52:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A starting point for the film is a story of Atijat and her husband Adil – a story that shows the world of dilemmas, experiences and marriage relationships in an Arabian family.

After few years of living together, our heroine finds out that her husband is looking for a second wife. Reconciled with his plans and the reality she lives in, Atijat tells her story to Ania – a Polish young
archeologist, the director of the film.

In the background of Atijatʼs drama, there are numerous discussions on Sudanese ideal of beauty, the polygamy, the circumcision of girls. Both women and men talk to Ania, and introduce her to their

SLAWEK BONIECKI; TVP1; festivals@tvp.pl; http://www.international.
tvp.pl/

1269 Poland
ZABIERZ MNIE STAD GET ME OUT OF HERE
IGOR MOLODECKI

igor@molodecki.pl
DOC; 0:46:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A sociological portrait of a seemingly ordinary family, in which one of the sons becomes in time more and more troublesome. This is a long, many-years-taking, and therefore unique observation of a
man that is slowly getting into serious problems with law, and a picture of his loving mother and father reactions.

This is in-depth, carried with an “patient” camera eye observation of the directorʼs family.

JOLANTA TOKARSKA; TVP1; festivals@tvp.pl; http://www.international.
tvp.pl/

1270 Poland
DO BOLU ...TILL IT HURTS
MARCIN KOSZALKA
marcin@darklight.pl
DOC; 0:25:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
The story of a lonely, 53-year-old psychiatrist living with his severely overprotective mother. When a woman steps into the picture, a bad conflict breaks out. After years of sexual abstinence, Ewa 
brings out the man in him. His mother yells, 'Wake up, you're fifty- three!". He answers in St. Paul's words, 'Children obey your parents, honour thy father and thy mother and ye fathers, provoke not 
your children to wrath.

RYSZARD URBANIAK; TVP S.A.; ryszard.urbaniak@waw.tvp.pl
Katarzyna Wilk ; Krakow Film Foundation ; katarzyna@kff.com.pl

1560 Poland
KOLUSZKI BLUES NOWHERE BLUES
BARTOSZ WARWAS

bartosz.warwas@gmail.com
DOC; 0:19:01; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Far, far away, in a small town beyond distant mountains and an enormous forest, Warkocz is trapped. Only Great Love can release him. While waiting patiently for It to come, Warkocz is combing his
long beard which houses all his powers...

ANDRZEJ BEDNAREK; PWSFTviT; swzfilm@filmschool.lodz.pl; http:
//www.filmschool.lodz.pl/



1797 Poland
PASJA THE PASSION
SZYMA?SKA-SZYMURA DAGMARA

ddszymura@gazeta.pl
DOC; 0:36:10; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
This is a story of an extraordinary "life voyage" (full of passion) of one of the last hermits, and Poland's oldest. Joseph (Józef) lives his own life not bothered by the changes going on around him. He 
adheres to the principles and restrictions which he has imposed upon himself and which consequently have left an indelible mark on his fate. He is unaware of the fact he has bacome a symbol of the
place he has inhabited for nearly sixty years - this is an unusual location :Kalwaria Zebrzydowska (Poland) placed on the UNESCO World Cultural Heritage List.

ANNA KOWALEWSKA - ONASZKIEWICZ; Polish Television (TVP); 
anna.kowalewska-onaszkiewicz@waw.tvp.pl; http://www.tvp.pl/
Anna Kowalewska-Onaszkiewicz; Polish Television (TVP) phone:+48 22
5478891, mobile:+48601600663; anna.kowalewska-
onaszkiewicz@waw.tvp.pl

1804 Poland
DLUGODYSTANSOWIEC LONG DISTANCE RUNNER
JACEK SZARANSKI

eureka@eurekamedia.info
DOC; 0:15:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
The character of the film – the retired miner from the Silesia – has 78 thousand kilometres in his legs. Right now, he starts encircling the earth for the second time. He trains unique and out-of-the-way
sport discipline in Poland – ultramarathon. He is able to run 378 km within two days continually – distance between Bielsko Bia?a and Warsaw. His achievements are impressive: 3. Place in the world
championship in 48-hour run and 2. Place in the European championship in 24-hour run. However, he is still asking himself a question: what would it be if he has not taken some decision in the face 
of family tragedy 18 years ago …

KRZYSZTOF KOPCZYNSKI; Eureka Media; eureka@eurekamedia.info;
Polish Filmmakers Association; TVP Kultura
Katarzyna Wilk ; Krakow Film Foundation ; katarzyna@kff.com.pl

1805 Poland
III. PAMIETAJ, ABYS DZIEN SWIETY SWIECIL III. REMEMBER THE SABBATH DAY TO KEEP IT HOLY
MACIEJ CUSKE
maciej.cuske@wp.pl
DOC; 0:45:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A film from the Decalogue series. In a few months Sta? is going to take his First Communion. It is an intensive period of preparations, spiritual and material ones. Each person in the family 
experiences it differently. Grandparents, parents and the very hero. On such occasions a generation gap becomes apparent. Life goes on in its own rhythm; the time of the holiday is approaching...
Insightful observation with "a patient eye" of the camera that the director points at his family and - obviously - at himself.

RYSZARD URBANIAK; TVP S.A.; ryszard.urbaniak@waw.tvp.pl
Katarzyna Wilk ; Krakow Film Foundation ; katarzyna@kff.com.pl

1809 Poland
PRL DE LUXE
EDYTA WROBLEWSKA
wrobel@gazeta.pl
DOC; 0:15:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Crazy Mike organizes trips for the Western tourists. He reveals to them the past PRL way of life. They travel with the old bus'ogórek' to the Nowa Huta, together they visit relicts of the past. During 
every second visit in another place he tells the stories about the absurds of real socialism. Will this trip leave in them a vivid memory?

KATARZYNA SLESICKA; Andrzej Wajda Master School of Film 
Directing; info@wajdaschool.pl;  Polish Filmmakers Association; TVP 
KulturaKatarzyna Wilk ; Krakow Film Foundation ; katarzyna@kff.com.pl

1813 Poland
HENIO, IDZIEMY NA WIDZEW THE FOOTBALL FATHER
MICHAL JOZWIAK

emekfilm@gmail.com
DOC; 0:29:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Marcin works as a masseur in a soccer club. Instead of going to the match with the team, he prefers the risky way of getting there with the hooligans. Although he is blind himself, he starts taking his
partially sighted son with him.

KATARZYNA SLESICKA; Andrzej Wajda Master School of Film 
Directing; info@wajdaschool.pl
Katarzyna Wilk ; Krakow Film Foundation ; katarzyna@kff.com.pl

1814 Poland
SZKLANA PULAPKA GLASS TRAP
PAWEL FERDEK

pferdek@gmail.com
DOC; 0:15:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Cash, a car and a mobile phone.... as well as fish. A group of tough men from near Warsaw organize a new form of entertainment. Their customary meetings over alcohol and drugs start to include 
fights between aggressive aquarium fish, which are, of course, accompanied by bets for large sums of money. Such is the extent of this hobby that one of the characters hopes that his champion will
contribute significantly to the purchase of a new Subaru.

KUBA KOSMA; Kosma Film; kuba@kosma.net;  Polish Filmmakers 
Association; TVP Kultura
Katarzyna Wilk ; Krakow Film Foundation ; katarzyna@kff.com.pl

1266 Poland
INVENTORIUM SLADOW INVENTORIUM OFTRACES
BROTHERS QUAY

m.sady@wp.pl
EXP/ANI; 0:25:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
word of directors:

The proposed short film is an unorthodox documentary
simultaneously: [1] a poetically subjective homage to the author of the “Saragossa Manuscript”- Jan Potocki, as well as: [2] a visual documentation based on the objects, rooms and spaces that exist
within Castle ?ancut and that seemingly hold the invisible but indelible traces Jan Potocki left there.

MAREK SERAFINSKI; Serafinski Studio, TVP Kultura; festivals@tvp.pl;
http://www.international.tvp.pl/

1802 Poland
1000 ZAKAZANYCH KRZAKOW 1000 FORBIDDEN BUSHES
PIOTR KIELAR

FIC; 0:37:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
The comedy of mistakes: a guitarist Bugi feinted his girlfriend and marihuana tree, a bad police lieutenant feinted his duties and program “Success style”, and a non-subtle romance of the secondary 
journalist with audiotele newsreader was washed away by tsunami wave to Indian Ocean …

PIOTR KIELAR; Lifetime Production Piotr Kielar; l.madzik@sfp.org.pl;  
Polish Filmmakers Association; TVP Kultura
Katarzyna Wilk ; Krakow Film Foundation ; katarzyna@kff.com.pl



342 Poland
MERRY CHRISTMAS
TOMASZ JURKIEWICZ
dyapanazy@wp.pl
FIC; 0:30:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
On a gloomy day before Christmas Afroamerican Mak knocks on the doors of a small and provincial community centre. Welcomed with honors he soon finds out what "traditional polish hospitality" is.
The community awaits EU inspection to arrive so it the warm welcome just a pure courtesy?

JOANNA SZYMANSKA; APPETITE PRODUCTION; 
joanna@appetiteproduction.com; http://www.appetiteproduction.com/

702 Poland
UNIVERSAL SPRING
ANNA KARASINSKA
mg@filmschool.lodz.pl
FIC; 0:17:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Human life is fragile. This seems to be the message of a series of loosely-connected episodes set on a spring day somewhere in a tower block estate in ?ód?. The focus is on the characters in the 
cramped interiors of a bygone era – in a local hypermarket, a laundromat and hospital. Someone is hav¬ing sex, someone else is studying foreign languages, a man is looking out of the win¬dow, a 
dog is waiting for his master, a girl comes back to a flat full of dead pigeons while somewhere else some other person is quietly fighting for life…The world is fol¬lowing its own rhythm. Human lives 
spin in it like atoms, always singular and alone. This combination of a realistic description and a metaphor is reminiscent of Krzysztof Kie?lowskiʼs work.

NATIONAL FILM SCHOOL IN LODZ; National Film School in Lodz; 
mg@filmschool.lodz.pl
Katarzyna Wilk ; Krakow Film Foundation ; katarzyna@kff.com.pl

704 Poland
THE LONELINESS OF SHORT-ORDER COOK
MARCEL SAWICKI
FIC; 0:22:00; COL; 2008
It is easy to get absorbed into the multiethnic pot of today's Los Angeles but it is even easier to feel isolated and insecure about your fate there, especially if your visa is about to expire.

 Opus Film/SFP/TVP Kultura

709 Poland
LUXURY
JAROSLAW SZTANDERA
FIC; 0:39:00; COL; 2008
The lives of two boys converge at the central train station in Warsaw a day before Christmas.

 PWSTviT;

1047 Poland
INCYDENT THE INCIDENT
JAN KWIECINSKI

jan.kwiecinski@gmail.com
FIC; 0:37:28; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Michal doesn't have a lot of reasons to worry. He's starting a new life. He's young, handsome. He just moved in with his girlfriend and he's finishing his studies. He quit his boring job. Very soon...he'll
kill a man.

KATARZYNA FUKACZ-CEBULA; Beta Films; magda.
szczesniak@mediafilm.pl
Magda Szcze?niak; Akson Studio; magda.szczesniak@mediafilm.pl; 
http://www.film-incydent.pl/

1709 Poland
KONTRAKT THE CONTRACT
KSAWERY SZCZEPANIK

ksaweryszczepanik@gmail.com
FIC; 0:19:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
A 50-year-old man visits his mother, who lives alone. The woman soon begins to realize that this is not just a filial visit. However, her son does not have the courage to reveal the real reasons behind
his arrival. THE CONTRACT is a story about the difficulties in finding honesty among loved ones.

UNIVERSITY OF SILESIA; K. Kieslowski's Radio, Tv & Film Dept; 
writv@us.edu.pl; http://www.writv.us.edu.pl/
Ksawery Szczepanik; ksaweryszczepanik@gmail.com; http://www.
thecontractmovie.com/

1803 Poland
ECHO
MAGNUS VON HORN
mg@filmschool.lodz.pl
FIC; 0:15:00; 35 mm; COL; 2009
Two boys have murdered a young girl. Through crime reconstruction and meeting the family of the victim they now have to relive the brutal crime they committed and confront the feelings they felt 
and still feel.

NATIONAL FILM SCHOOL IN LODZ; National Film School in Lodz; 
mg@filmschool.lodz.pl
Katarzyna Wilk ; Krakow Film Foundation ; katarzyna@kff.com.pl

1806 Poland
GROBARI GRAVE DIGGERS
BARTEK CIERLICA

cierlica@gmail.com
FIC; 0:08:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
In July 1995 in a small mountain town Srebrenica, on the southern border of Bosnia and Herzegovina the biggest genocide since World War II took place. “Grobari” - “The gravediggers” is the authors
reflection about one of the darkest period in history of former Yugoslavia.

NATIONAL FILM SCHOOL IN LODZ; National Film School in Lodz; 
mg@filmschool.lodz.pl
Katarzyna Wilk ; Krakow Film Foundation ; katarzyna@kff.com.pl

1807 Poland
DZIECI I RYBY GLOSU NIE MAJA FISH AND KIDS HAVE NO VOICE
MIRON WOJDYLO

mg@filmschool.lodz.pl
FIC; 0:32:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Christmas time is in Polish tradition a time of Sacrum. It is also the time when people trying to be with family. Sometimes itʼs impossible – and kids are those whom suffer about it mostly. But as old 
polish folk-proverb saying: Kids and Fish have no voice.

NATIONAL FILM SCHOOL IN LODZ; National Film School in Lodz; 
mg@filmschool.lodz.pl
Katarzyna Wilk ; Krakow Film Foundation ; katarzyna@kff.com.pl



1808 Poland
LUKSUS LUXURY
JAREK SZTANDERA

jareksztandera@wp.pl
FIC; 0:39:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
The lives of two boys converge at the central train station in Warsaw a day before Christmas. One is a teen prostitute nicknamed Luksus (Luxury) and the other is a beggar with a dog. The older one,
because of his age, has just finished his ʻcareerʼ. The younger one is only a step away from it as he has come into possession of a valuable notebook with the addresses and telephone numbers of 
clients. A local taxi driver, the main client and agent in the underage sex business, offers Luksus a job as a tout. Will the boy exploit his younger friend or will he help him escape paedophilesʼ 
clutches?
Painfully realistic, photographed in the authentic setting of the station, Sztanderaʼs film touches upon a real problem often ignored by Polish cinema.

NATIONAL FILM SCHOOL IN LODZ, TVP S.A.; National Film School in
Lodz, TVP S.A.; mg@filmschool.lodz.pl
Katarzyna Wilk ; Krakow Film Foundation ; katarzyna@kff.com.pl

1811 Poland
NA KREDYT ON CREDIT
PRZEMYSLAW NOWAKOWSKI

info@wajdaschool.pl
FIC; 0:30:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A modern version of mediaeval legend about a couple of lovers who were not able to see each other due to excommunication on them.
Agnieszka and Lucek do not see each other. However, it is not due to any excommunication but credit. Agnieszka works in the hospital on night duties and Lucek in the marketing company. They 
decided to invest in their common future. They took credit and bought a flat. Repaying instalments made them work harder. Their working hours miss one another. One day they find a solution: they 
will be recording own life and send video-letters to each other. They begin from a simple register of everyday life. Then, however, Lucek starts to penetrate more dangerously the created world. Over 
time he losses contact with Agnieszka – and consequently with reality. And then, he meets Wera …

KATARZYNA SLESICKA; Andrzej Wajda Master School of Film 
Directing; info@wajdaschool.pl
Katarzyna Wilk ; Krakow Film Foundation ; katarzyna@kff.com.pl

1812 Poland
OBCY VI ALIEN VI
BORYS LANKOSZ

b.lankosz@gmail.com
FIC; 0:30:00; 0; COL; 2008
A young man, who could otherwise pass off for a perfectly average fellow, were it not for a pair of beautifully twisted side locks showing from under his black hat, unexpectedly arrives in a small town.
Unwittingly, the visitor reminds the local inhabitants of a world that has been out of existence for so long that many had thought it right to believe it never existed. People begin to confide with him as if
they sought to clear their minds of their memories or second-hand stories. When he leaves, the town will never be the same again
 certainly not for the next two weeks.

IRENEUSZ DOBROWOLSKI; Film Group Rekontrplan; 
info@rekontrplan.pl;  Polish Filmmakers Association; TVP Kultura
Katarzyna Wilk ; Krakow Film Foundation ; katarzyna@kff.com.pl

1816 Poland
POZEGNANIA PARTINGS
MARTA RESIAK

martaresiak@interia.pl
FIC; 0:07:20; 35 mm; COL; 2008
PARTINGS is a film impression based on poems and autobiographical novel written by Halina Poswiatowska entitled „Stories for my friend”. Halina Poswiatowska was born in 1935 in Czestochowa.
Due to the heart disease most of her life she has spent in hospitals and sanatories where she has met her husband, also suffering from heart sickness. When she was 21, after two years of marriage
she became a widow. After a second heart surgery,Halina Poswiatowska died in the age of 32. During her short life she managed to publish four poem volumes and one novel. The main topics in 
Poswiatowskaʼs poetry are love and death.
PARTINGS expresses feelings and emotions wich are essence of Poswiatowskaʼs poetry.

BEATA GZIK; PWSFTviT ,POLISH NATIONAL FILMSCHOOL IN LODZ;
rektorat@filmschool.lodz.pl; http://www.filmschool.lodz.pl/

2064 Poland
HISTORIA O BRAKU SAMOCHODU A STORY OF A MISSING CAR
GRZEGORZ JAROSZUK

FIC; 0:12:00; 35 mm; COL; 2009
At first itʼs loud. Then itʼs really quiet. A film about a strange family.

NATIONAL FILM SCHOOL IN LODZ; National Film School in Lodz; 
mg@filmschool.lodz.pl
Katarzyna Wilk ; Krakow Film Foundation ; katarzyna@kff.com.pl

2065 Poland
MALZONKOWIE SIGNIFICANT OTHERS
DARA VAN DUSEN

FIC; 0:12:00; 35 mm; COL; 2009
A young girl, trapped in her own dysfunctional fairytale, struggles between an inflatable animal and her husband.

NATIONAL FILM SCHOOL IN LODZ; National Film School in Lodz; 
mg@filmschool.lodz.pl
Katarzyna Wilk ; Krakow Film Foundation ; katarzyna@kff.com.pl

1810 Poland
TRENING THE TRAINING
JULIA KOLBERGER

mg@filmschool.lodz.pl
FIC/FIC; 0:11:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
A short film about love in the times of sales representatives. Its characters participate in a special course. ʻI love myself and people!,ʼ ʻI want my dream to be alive!,ʼ ʻI must look like a saint!,ʼ ʻI must be
happy!ʼ – a lecturer shouts slogans one by one and the participants repeat them in unison. ʻYou can sell everythingʼ the lecturer says. You just need to use the right words: instead of good – excellent,
instead of useful indispensable, instead of it may come in handy – I canʼt imagine my life without it...

NATIONAL FILM SCHOOL IN LODZ; National Film School in Lodz; 
mg@filmschool.lodz.pl
Katarzyna Wilk ; Krakow Film Foundation ; katarzyna@kff.com.pl

3018 Portugal
ARCA D'ÁGUA
ANDRÉ GIL MATA
2009

 Periferia Filmes;



3091 Portugal
10 WAYS TO ELIMINATE A BUDDHIST MONK
VITOR LOPES
movies@avanca.com
ANI; 0:01:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Beijing Olympic Games.
Jogos Olímpicos de Pequim

VITOR LOPES; Filmografo; filmografo@filmografo.pt

3006 Portugal
A MEIO DA NOITE IN THE MIDDLE OF THE NIGHT
FERNANDO JOSÉ SARAIVA

anilupa@sapo.pt
ANI; 0:16:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
In the middle of the night, a man prepares to leave the house. In a dark street he carries a black box in the hand and walks to a small square with houses on the side and illuminated by a lamp.
From the black box he takes a cello and everything transforms itself while he plays a musical aria.
A meio de uma noite, um homem prepara-se para sair de casa. Numa rua escurecida transporta uma caixa negra na mão e dirige-se a uma pequena praça, ladeada de casas e iluminada por um 
lampião. Da sua caixa negra retira um violoncelo e tudo se transforma à sua volta quando toca uma ária musical.

ARMANDO PINHEIRO; PortoImagem; portoimagem@yahoo.com; 
Sérgio Carreiro
Salette Ramalho; AGENCIA - Portuguese Short Film Agency; 
agencia@curtas.pt; http://www.curtas.pt/agencia

3027 Portugal
PASSEIO DE DOMINGO SUNDAY DRIVE
JOSÉ MIGUEL RIBEIRO

jmiguelribeiro@yahoo.com
ANI; 0:20:00; 35 mm; COL; 2009
Can you keep a secret?... This Sunday will be different. We will not get into the car. Mom and dad will not argue and we will play on a garden of gigantic cabbages.
São capazes de guardar um segredo?... Este domingo vai ser diferente. Nem pomos os pés dentro do carro. A mãe e o pai não vão discutir e nós vamos brincar num jardim de couves gigantes.

LUIS DA MATTA ALMEIDA; Zeppelin Filmes, S.O.I.L., il Luster 
Productions; zeppelin_filmes@yahoo.com; Geert Van Goethem; Arnoud
Rijken, Pascal le Nôtre

3029 Portugal
GUISADO DE GALINHA CHICKEN STEW
JOANA TOSTE
joanatoste@netcabo.pt
ANI; 0:05:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Oh... Portugal!
Ai... Portugal!

JOANA TOSTE; GOMTCH GOMTCH; joanatoste@netcabo.pt

3077 Portugal
PÁSSAROS BIRDS
FILIPE ABRANCHES
filipeabranches@gmail.com
ANI; 0:07:00; Betacam SP PAL; BW; 2009
The misadventure of an old woman obsessed with birds and her son, who thinks he can fly.
Tudo gira em volta de aves. Uma velha, torta e com um nariz em forma de bico, alimenta os seus pássaros no terraço. Na cozinha olha enternecida para a fotografia do filho. Em seguida prepara 
uma galinha que esquarteja para uma sopa. Senta-se e adormece com a panela ao lume. Lá em baixo no pátio interior, surge o filho. É esguio e sem pescoço como um pinguim. O seu nariz rivaliza
com o da mãe. Sobe as escadas e toca à campainha. A velhota recebe-o numa festa. Leva-o para a cozinha onde lhe serve uma canja repleta de miudezas de galinha. Mostra-lhe os pássaros lá 
fora. São numerosas as gaiolas, de todos os feitios e tamanhos. Ele observa atentamente as aves…

HUMBERTO SANTANA; Animanostra; animanostra_hs@netcabo.pt

3078 Portugal
ALGO IMPORTANTE SOMETHING IMPORTANT
JOÃO FAZENDA
info@joaofazenda.com
ANI; 0:07:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
A skinny man, an ordinary man, wakes up and thinks: “It has to be today!”. It turns out that this skinny man has something very important to do, although a few tasks and a few domestic hazards on 
his way won't let him to successfully accomplish his goal throughout a day that seems to last an entire life.
Um homem magro, um homem qualquer, acorda e logo pensa: “De hoje não passa!”. O homem magro tem qualquer coisa importante a fazer, isso fica claro, mas uma série de afazeres e pequenos
azares domésticos vão impedi-lo de cumprir esse seu objectivo ao longo de um dia que dura uma vida.

HUMBERTO SANTANA; Animanostra; animanostra_hs@netcabo.pt

3079 Portugal
DIÁRIO DE UMA INSPECTORA DO LIVRO DE 
RECORDES

DIARY OF A BOOK OF RECORDS INSPECTOR

TIAGO ALBUQUERQUE
balonatic@gmail.com
ANI; 0:11:38; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Scenes of the life of a woman responsible for the verification of the records for the
Guinness Book.
Quadros da vida de uma mulher responsável pela verificação dos recordes do Livro do
Guinness.

HUMBERTO SANTANA; Animanostra; animanostra_hs@netcabo.pt

3080 Portugal
UM DEGRAU PODE SER UM MUNDO A STEP COULD BE A WORLD
DANIEL LIMA
das_daniell@yahoo.com.br
ANI; 0:11:23; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
A woman discovers her sexuality and an artist discovers its vocation. Based in the ordinary novel “A Engomadeira” by José de Almada Negreiros.
Uma mulher descobre a sua sexualidade e um artista descobre a sua vocação. Baseada
na novela vulgar “A Engomadeira” de José de Almada Negreiros.

HUMBERTO SANTANA; Animanostra; animanostra_hs@netcabo.pt



3087 Portugal
GANÂNCIA GREED
CLÁUDIO SÁ
movies@avanca.com
ANI; 0:03:05; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
“Greed” tell us a story about an ambitious man who would do everything to attain one's ends.
“Ganância” relata a história de um homem ambicioso que não olha a meios para atingir os fins.

ANTONIO VALENTE; Cine-Clube de Avanca; movies@avanca.com

3088 Portugal
AT THE DANCE
XAVIER ALMEIDA
movies@avanca.com
ANI; 0:04:08; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Urban icons, signs, the arrows of transit, the different letterings of the streets, the cities scenarios, the cycle of the days, unexpected encounters, tragedies, comedies, solitude, friendship: everything 
“at the dance”!
Icones urbanos, símbolos, setas de trânsito, os anúncios nas ruas, os cenários da cidade, o ciclo do dia-a-dia, encontros inesperados, tragédias, comédias, solidão, amizade: tudo “at the dance”!

CARLOS SILVA; Cine-Clube de Avanca; movies@avanca.com

3089 Portugal
IRMÃOS DESASTRE II DISASTER BROTHERS II
VITOR LOPES
movies@avanca.com
ANI; 0:01:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Disaster Brothers found a solution for one more problem.
Os irmãos Desastre solucionam mais um problema.

ANTONIO VALENTE; Cine-Clube de Avanca; movies@avanca.com

3090 Portugal
LIVING IN THE TREES II
VITOR LOPES
movies@avanca.com
ANI; 0:01:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
When thereʼs no patience to listen to others, anything can happen.
Quando não há paciência para ouvir os outros, tudo pode acontecer.

VITOR LOPES; Filmografo; filmografo@filmografo.pt

3092 Portugal
LOLDINI
VITOR LOPES
movies@avanca.com
ANI; 0:01:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Impossible records and beyond.
Recordes impossiveis e mais além.

VITOR LOPES AND CARLOS SILVA; Filmografo; 
filmografo@filmografo.pt

3128 Portugal
IN OTHER WORDS
JOANA TOSTE
joanatoste@netcabo.pt
ANI; 0:02:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
"one night… my dream came close to my ear and whispered disturbing words"
"one night… my dream came close to my ear and whispered disturbing words"

JOANA TOSTE; Gomtch-Gomtch; mail@gomtch-gomtch.com; http:
//www.gomtch-gomtch.com/

3129 Portugal
VOA VOA NUM PRÉDIO DE LISBOA FLY FLY IN LISBON SKY
JOANA TOSTE

joanatoste@netcabo.pt
ANI; 0:04:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
"one night… my dream came close to my ear and whispered disturbing words"
"one night… my dream came close to my ear and whispered disturbing words"

JOANA TOSTE; Gomtch-Gomtch; mail@gomtch-gomtch.com; http:
//www.gomtch-gomtch.com/

4006 Portugal
ORGANIC MACHINE
FRÉDÉRIC RAVACH
organicmachine@lab-acm.org
ANI; 0:11:01; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
The evolution since the appearance of the planet of the planet describes a grey story. Established in life´s main supports, the organic machine and its inhabitants represent the last breath of a dying 
planet.
A evolução desde o parto primordial do planeta descreve os contornos de uma história cinzenta. Assente nos suportes básicos de vida, a máquina orgânica e os seu habitantes representam o último
esgar de um planeta em sufoco.

Marco Silva; Laboratório de Arte e Comunicação Multimédia; 
organicmachine@lab-acm.org; http://www.lab-acm.org/



4007 Portugal
E VIVERAM FELIZES PARA SEMPRE... AND THEY LIVED HAPPY EVER AFTER...
JOÃO RICARDO LIMA PINTO DE SOUSA FINO
jricardofino@gmail.com
ANI; 0:08:07; mini DV; COL BW; 2009
In a dream, Vincent sees the pervert image that there is something bigger
that manipulates us as a toy. When he wakes up he's going to try to realise
if it was just really a dream or if, after all, life still has room to his
individuality...
Num sonho surge a Vicente a perversa imagem de que há algo
maior que nos manipula como uma massa una. Ao acordar ele
vai tentar perceber se tudo não passou de um sonho
ridiculo, ou se afinal, a vida ainda tem espaço para a sua
individualidade...

4009 Portugal
IMERGIR IMMERGE
TITO FERNANDES
titofernandes@portugalmail.pt
ANI; 0:05:50; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
An homage to the film director that goes beyond time, imposing art his own imagination, in this unique vision for that who was considered the last humanist, Manoel de Oliveira.
Homenagem ao Realizador que transcende o tempo, impondo à arte a criatividade própria da sua imaginação, nesta visão única sobre aquele que foi considerado o último dos humanistas, Manoel 
de Oliveira.

4018 Portugal
TROVÃO THUNDERSTRUCK
ÁLVARO BARBOSA;JOÃO REMA
aneves@porto.ucp.pt
ANI; 0:07:00; DV Cam; COL; 2008
An old Portuguese legend says that silverware attracts the strike of a thunder bringing out something evil trough the mirrors of our houses. In our story an old man living in a small town just bought 
one of the first television sets ever produced. He believes in progress and refuses to accept old superstitions. On the contrary, His wife and granddaughter believe that legends and superstitions are 
part of nature and exist for a reason. Are there still monsters in the era of Television?
Uma antiga lenda portuguesa diz que a prata atrai o raio de um trovão trazendo mal pelos espelhos da casa. Nesta história um homem idoso que vive numa pequena vila acabou de comprar uma 
das primeiras televisões produzidas. Ele acredita no progresso e recusa aceitar velhas superstições. Pelo contrário, a sua mulher e neta acreditam que as lendas e superstições são parte da 
natureza e existem por uma razão. Ainda há monstros na área da televisão?

4020 Portugal
SENDO UM FETO BEING A FETUS
JOÃO ALVES DE SOUSA
aneves@porto.ucp.pt
ANI; 0:06:40; DV Cam; COL; 2009
A fetus lives in the monotony of the womb. Unexpectedly he finds a sperm ... the
conversation between the two results in a reflection about the meaning of life
Um feto vive na monotonia do útero. Encontra inesperadamente um espermatozóide…a
conversa entre os dois resulta numa reflexão sobre o sentido da vida

4023 Portugal
MAIS! MORE!
FERNANDO ANTUNES
aneves@porto.ucp.pt
ANI; 0:04:40; DV Cam; COL; 2009
More! it is the history of a couple of seagulls that chose to have and create their child's in a cliff in the middle of the sea.
Mais! é a história de uma casal de gaivotas que escolheu para conceber as suas crias um rochedo no meio do mar.
As filhas estão constantemente a pedir-lhes mais comida. Sugg a cria maior come tudo e não deixa a irmã lea comer.
Sea, a mãe, na tentativa de suprimir os seus desejos famintos, leva-lhes um peixe de grandes dimensões para que se alimentem.
O peixe não está morto e também tem alguma fome. Escolhe para sua refeição Sugg, por ser a cria maior e mais gordinha.
Salva então involuntariamente a vida a Lea.

4039 Portugal
O DIREITO À INFELICIDADE THE RIGHT TO BE UNHAPPY
NEFASTO
geral@nefasto.eu
ANI; 0:05:48; DVD; COL; 2009
The Right To Be Unhappy is an animation short film by Nefasto, adapted from a short graphic novel by the portuguese artist José Carlos Fernandes, made with a mixed technique of chinese shadow
theatre and stop motion animation.

Having as a starting point the difficult acceptation, in the developed
world, of misfortune and inadaptation, The Right To Be Unhappy
is an exaggeration of the more real and growing over-medication of
O Direito à Infelicidade é uma curta-metragem de animação da autoria do colectivo Nefasto, a partir de uma obra original do ilustrador português José Carlos Fernandes, realizada com recurso a 
uma técnica mista de sombras chinesas e stop motion animation.

Tendo como ponto de partida a difícil aceitação, no mundo desenvolvido, da infelicidade e inadequação, O Direito à Infelicidade hiperboliza a cada vez mais real e crescente sobre-medicação de 
indivíduos afectados pelo grande flagelo da nostalgia, da saudade, e da vontade de não sorrir.



4041 Portugal
O VELHO E O MAR THE OLD MAN AND THE SEA
HEITOR NUNO FREITAS JARDIM RODRIGUES
nfjardim@gmail.com
ANI; 0:04:03; DVD; COL; 2009
The story has as main character an old fisherman named Santiago. Although very experienced, Santiago finds itself in a tide of bad luck and was almost three months without being able to catch a 
fish.
Santiago has a young friend called Manolín, who encourages him to go fishing and going back to the sea.
On the morning of the 85th day, in his small boat, Santiago can finally catch a big fish, never seen.
The fish offers much resistance, but Santiago manages to catch it and tie it to the boat.
But when returning to the shore, the fish caught suffers several attacks by sharks.
A história tem como personagem principal um velho pescador chamado Santiago. Apesar de muito experiente, Santiago acha-se numa maré de azar, tendo ficado quase três meses sem conseguir
pescar um peixe.
Santiago tem um jovem amigo, chamado Manolín, que o incentiva a pescar, encorajando-o a voltar ao mar.
Na manhã do 85º dia, no seu pequeno barco, Santiago consegue finalmente pescar um grande peixe, jamais visto.
O peixe oferece muita resistência, mas Santiago consegue capturá-lo e amarrá-lo ao barco.
Porém, ao retornar à costa, o peixe capturado sofre ataques de tubarões.

Heitor Rodrigues; nfjardim@gmail.com

4043 Portugal
SMOLIK
CRISTIANO MOURATO
cristiano.mourato@gmail.com
ANI; 0:08:00; Betacam SP PAL; BW; 2009
Two characters in confrontation.
We don't follow a prosaic narrative, but rather a movement and its poetic expression.
Dois personagens em confronto.
Longe de uma narrativa prosaica, seguimos fascinados o movimento como expressão poética.

4048 Portugal
EL DIA DE LOS MUERTOS THE DAY OF THE DEAD
JOANA VIEIRA DA COSTA;RUI TAVARES;-
vieiradacosta@gmail.com
ANI/EXP; 0:04:31; mini DV; COL; 2008
"A bounty hunter sets off to Mexico to steal a sacred treasure. But what he uncovers is everything but sacred..."
Um caçador de tesouros parte rumo ao Mexico em busca de um tesouro sagrado. Mas aquilo que acaba por descobrir é tudo menos sagrado...

joana vieira da costa; -; vieiradacosta@gmail.com; http://www.vimeo.
com/user756949

3082 Portugal
DO MEU QUARTO... FROM MY ROOM ...
NOÉ TOURALDO
espiralnt@hotmail.com
ANI/FIC; 0:04:35; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A child living their trauma, locked in his room - up to see that life is merely a coincidence.
Uma criança vive os seus traumas, fechada no seu quarto - Até constatar que a vida é um mero acaso.

NOÉ TOURALDO;  espiralnt@hotmail.com; http://touraldo.com/

4021 Portugal
POWER OFF
LUÍS PEREIRA
aneves@porto.ucp.pt
ANI/FIC; 0:03:00; mini DV; COL; 2009
In an office like so many others, there is a boss who loves to control all the movements of his employees, making sure that they are working, however, there is one who, in order to have fun, tries 
everything to deceive him.
Num escritório como tantos outros, existe um chefe desejoso de controlar todos os movimentos dos seus empregados assegurando-se que estão a trabalhar, contudo existe um em particular que 
insiste em se divertir fazendo de tudo para o enganar.

3040 Portugal
LOST FOREST LOST FOREST
ANDRÉ LOPES INFANTE FERREIRA

alif701@yahoo.es
ANI/MV; 0:01:28; 16 mm; COL; 2008
The forest change with the seasons. A man looks for rest under a tree, meanwhile thinks about a chair maded with tree wood where to rest. This thought brings consequences, but, at the end the 
forest recovers...
A floresta muda com as estações. Um homem procura debaixo duma árvore o descanso e enquanto o faz lembra-se de fazer da mesma um banco onde descansar. Este pensamento tem 
consequências, mas, a floresta acaba por recuperar.

ANDRÉ LOPES INFANTE FERREIRA; Alif701@yahoo.es; http:
//myspace.com/gorantitol

3010 Portugal
ANÕES, TOUROS E PALHAÇOS DWARVES, BULLS AND CLOWNS
NENI GLOCK;-;-

neniglock@netcabo.pt
DOC; 0:28:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
This is a group humoristic of Spanish and Colombian nationals, who were in squares in Spain, France and Portugal, where traditions are taurine.
This short, from the preparations for the show behind the scenes, gives us to know a little of the world of dwarves, their expectations on the life and future, their aspirations and desires to be 
recognized and respected as normal citizens, regardless of size and differences.
The show is a charge the bullfights where the main objective is to laugh, and not only shine where the dwarves, but also the musicians of the band and the clowns, acrobats are genuine.

NENI GLOCK;  neniglock@netcabo.pt; http://www.nenigloc.blogspot.
com/
neniglock@netcabo.pt



3011 Portugal
DA VIDA DAS BONECAS LIFE OF DOLLS
NENI GLOCK;-;-

neniglock@netcabo.pt
DOC; 0:56:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
LIFE OF DOLLS
More than just a documentary about paper dolls, it is above all a vision
for its collectors and a distinct way of relating to them.
It shows the activities of a traditional "Dolls Hospital"
in the heart of Lisbon, founded in 1830. It also shows four other
characters, male and female adults who in one way or another become
DA VIDA DAS BONECAS
Mais do que um documento sobre bonecas, é acima de tudo uma visão
sobre seus colecionadores e as distintas maneiras em se relacionar
com elas.
Mostra a atividade do tradicional Hospital de Bonecas existente no
coração de Lisboa, fundado em 1830, e também revela outros quatro

NENI GLOCK;  neniglock@netcabo.pt; http://www.neniglock.blogspot.
com/
neniglock@netcabo.pt

3034 Portugal
PRÓ ANO HÁ MAIS INDEFINIDO
DANIEL PEREIRA
danielserrapereira@gmail.com
DOC; 0:04:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
José Pereira takes the potatoes out of the earth surrounded by a violent environment.
José Pereira tira as batatas da terra rodeado por um ambiente violento.

DANIEL PEREIRA;  danielserrapereira@gmail.com

3035 Portugal
SAN JUANG E SAN PEDRO SAN JUANG AND SAN PEDRO
PEDRO PALMA
p-palma@mail.pt
DOC; 0:30:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
At the Portuguese Settlement in Malacca, Malaysia, the community that descend from the early Portuguese colons that conquered the city in 1511, still maintain the traditions of Portugal and every 
year celebrates two religious festivities where they pay homage to Saint John and Saint Peter.
No Bairro Português de Malaca, Malásia, a comunidade descendente dos primeiros colonos Portugueses que consquitaram a cidade em 1511, continua a manter vivas as tradições de Portugal 
celebrando anualmente as festas religiosas em homenagem a São João e São Pedro

PEDRO PALMA;  p-palma@mail.pt

3043 Portugal
CORDÃO VERDE GREEN BELT
HIROATSU SUZUKI;ROSSANA TORRES
hiroatsusuzuki@gmail.com
DOC; 0:33:15; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
This film is a poem of image and sound about man and Nature in the Serra do Caldeirão and the Guadiana valley.
Este filme é um poema em imagens e sons e torno do Homem e da Natureza, na serra o Caldeirão e vale do Guadiana.

ROSSANA TORRES; Não tem; roxana.res@gmail.com

3045 Portugal
A TORRE THE TOWER
NUNO LISBOA
nunolisboafonso@gmail.com
DOC; 0:15:05; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
In closed circuit, following the rule of logic enchainment, the coreography of working gestures is repeated everyday at the depot tower of the Portuguese National Library.
Em circuito fechado, segundo a regra do lógico encadeamento, desenvolve-se a coreografia dos gestos de trabalho nos depósitos da Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal.

NUNO LISBOA;  nunolisboafonso@gmail.com

3070 Portugal
AU REVOIR PORTUGAL - O SALTO GOODBYE PORTUGAL - THE LEAP
CARLOS DOMINGOMES

carlos.domingomes@gmail.com
DOC; 0:58:18; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2009
Between 1958 and 1974, 1 million and a half of Portuguese left their country.
Fleeing the Portuguese Colonial War, the hunger, the poverty, the repression. The
main destination: France. The cardboard suitcase was all they took, because in
fact they had nothing more.The journey of escape, of indefinite duration, was
known as "The leap”. Ahead, two borders awaited them, the PIDE, the Portuguese
Fiscal Guard, the Spanish Civil Guard, French gendarmerie, and 2.000 km (1242
Au Revoir Portugal! é um retrato histórico de 5 episódios, sobre a emigração
portuguesa para França nas décadas de 50/60/70. Durante este período saíram
do país, clandestinamente, cerca de dois milhões de portugueses. Fugiam da
guerra das Colónias, da fome, da pobreza, da repressão. O principal destino: a
França. A mala de cartão era tudo o que levavam, pois na verdade não tinham
mais nada. Tratou-se do maior êxodo e da maior hemorragia humana que

CARLOS DOMINGOMES; FilmoTaurus; carlosdomingomes@gmail.
com; http://filmotaurus.blogspot.com/; Joana Rão

3085 Portugal
NUMA CASA PORTUGUESA FICA BEM IN A PORTUGUESE HOUSE LOOKS GOOD
SOFIA PASSOS BAPTISTA

aneves@porto.ucp.pt
DOC; 0:15:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
In a Portuguese house looks good...a doily. It can have been disappearing from above the televisions and under the chine, but they are extinguished?
Numa casa portuguesa fica bem...um napperon. Podem ter desaparecido de cima dos televisores e de baixo das porcelanas, mas será que se extinguiram?

MARIA JOÃO NEVES; Universidade Católica Portuguesa; 
aneves@porto.ucp.pt; http://numacasaportuguesa.webs.com/



3095 Portugal
CANTO DA TERRA D'ÁGUA WATERLAND SONG
FRANCESCO GIARRUSSO;ADRIANO SMALDONE

canto.film@gmail.com
DOC; 0:33:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Rocks, fields, vegetation that devours the uninhabited houses and that re-appropriates itself of what it was taken by man. The action of the time on man and of man on things, their gestures and their
memory. David, sculptor of wooden masks, and Adélia, singer of ancient songs, are the main characters of this film that elapse in the region of Trás-os-Montes, in the northern border of Portugal. 
They testify the condition of this abandoned land in which rabid ground still survive traces of an ancient ocean.
As pedras, os campos, a vegetação que devora as casas desabitadas e que se apropria novamente do que lhe foi tirado. O trabalho do tempo sobre o homem e do homem sobre as coisas, os seus
gestos e a sua memória. David, escultor de máscaras de madeira, e Adélia, cantora de cantigas, são os protagonistas deste filme que decorre na região fronteiriça de Trás-os-Montes. Eles 
testemunham a condição de abandono desta terra em cujo chão raivoso sobrevivem vestígios de um antiquíssimo oceano.

SUSANA NOBRE, JOÃO MATOS; Terratreme; terratreme.
filmes@gmail.com; Miguel Nóvoa

3097 Portugal
UM PASSEIO QUOTIDIANO AN EVERYDAY PROMENADE
NUNO TUDELA

nunotudela@netcabo.pt
DOC; 0:19:54; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
"Maldoror", the show that Mão Morta debut in the Theatro Circo - Braga, on May the 11th and 12th 2007, based on the book "The Songs of Maldoror" that Isidore Ducasse, under the pseudonym of 
Count of Lautréamont, gave the stamp the end of the 19th century, and then took on tour across the country - Portalegre (Center of Performing Arts), Torres Novas (Virginia Theater), Viseu (Viriato 
Theater), Leiria (José Lúcio da Silva Theater), Faro (Theater of the Figures) Estarreja (City Council Theater), Lisbon (Culturgest) - until the final return at Theatro Circo, 3rd May 2008, (...) a separate
work that is both a visual testimony of the show and a reminder of those times remarkable achievement for which Mão Morta devoted three years of its existence. "An Everyday Promenade", by Nuno
Tudela, record what was the mounting of the show and tour.

“Maldoror”, o espectáculo que os Mão Morta estrearam no Theatro Circo de Braga, a 11 e 12 de Maio de 2007, baseado no livro “Os Cantos de Maldoror” que Isidore Ducasse, sob o pseudónimo de
Conde de Lautréamont, deu à estampa nos finais do séc. XIX, e levaram depois em digressão por todo o país – Portalegre (Centro de Artes do Espectáculo), Torres Novas (Teatro Virgínia), Viseu 
(Teatro Viriato), Leiria (Teatro José Lúcio da Silva), Faro (Teatro das Figuras), Estarreja (Cine-Teatro Municipal), Lisboa (Culturgest) – até ao regresso final ao mesmo Theatro Circo, a 3 de Maio de
2008, (...) uma obra autónoma que é simultaneamente um testemunho visual do espectáculo e uma recordação desses momentos marcantes para cuja concretização os Mão Morta dedicaram os 
últimos três anos da sua existência. "Um Passeio Quotidiano”, de Nuno Tudela, regista o que foi a montagem do espectáculo e a sua digressão.

COBRA DISCOS; IMETUA - Cooperativa Artística e Cultural, CRL; 
info@cobradiscos.org; http://cobradiscos.org/index.php

3100 Portugal
VISITA GUIADA GUIDED TOUR
TIAGO HESPANHA;JOÃO MATOS;JOÃO MATOS
tiagohespanha@gmail.com
DOC; 0:56:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2009
Every year millions of tourists come to Portugal to discover the country, the people and the culture. A great number of them come in contact with several tour guides whose mission is to lead them in 
this exploit. These guides convey history and national identity. The way they tell this story by making use of data and knowledge from a variety of sources illustrates, first and foremost, how we regard
ourselves and how we wish to present ourselves to others. The film is about how this identity is built and interpreted
Todos os anos milhões de turistas visitam Portugal para descobrir o país, o seu povo e cultura. Muitos têm contacto com guias turísticos, que transmitem a história e a identidade nacional, ilustrando
o modo como nos olhamos a nós próprios. Este filme é sobre o modo como essa identidade é construída e interpretada.

JOÃO MATOS; TERRATREME FILMES; joamatos@gmail.com
João Matos; TERRATREME FILMES; terratreme.filmes@gmail.com

3103 Portugal
MATAR O TEMPO KILLING TIME
MARGARIDA LEITÃO

leitaomarg@gmail.com
DOC; 0:20:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Um grupo de operários estão à meses em vigilia de protesto à porta da empresa que os dispensou. Os dias passam-se na barraca que montaram à entrada da empresa. Aguardam por uma decisão
do tribunal que dê razão ao seu protesto. Enquanto esperam, procuram maneiras de matar o tempo.
Um grupo de operários estão à meses em vigilia de protesto à porta da empresa que os dispensou. Os dias passam-se na barraca que montaram à entrada da empresa. Aguardam por uma decisão
do tribunal que dê razão ao seu protesto. Enquanto esperam, procuram maneiras de matar o tempo.

PANDORA DA CUNHA TELLES; Ukbar Filmes; pandora@ukbarfilmes.
com; http://www.ukbarfilmes.com/

3105 Portugal
A VERDADE INVENTADA INVENTED TRUTH
IANA E JOAO VIANA

joaoviana@papaveronoir.com
DOC; 0:16:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
A student rushes out of a tram. She forgets her “music”.A nun runs after her to hand it to her and is nearly run-over
by a car. Together with a number of others, the student enters a dark room. The nun also enters. Inside, the separation is total:
 the music is separated from the rest of the sound, truth is separated from memory, movement is separated from
non-movement, life from representation, the documentary from fiction … At the end, the student and the nun leave together.

A estudante sai do eléctrico. Esquece-se da música. A freira corre atras dela para lhe entregar a "prendinha" mas é quase atropelada. A estudante entra na sala escura. Lá dentro a separação é 
total: A música está separada do resto do som, a verdade está separada da memória, o movimento do paralítico, a vida da representação, o doc da ficção...No final estudante e freira saem juntas.

JOAO VIANA; papaveronoir; joaoviana@papaveronoir.com; http://www.
papaveronoir.com/; Paulo Rocha; João Pedro Bénard

3113 Portugal
VALINTUM, RETRATO DE PESCADOR VALINTUM
CLARA GAMES
claragomes@yahoo.com
DOC; 0:10:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
He survived cyclones, shipwrecks and the persecution of fascism. He saved lost ships and helped prisoners escape from the feared political prison, the Fort of Peniche. For this he had to flee 
Portugal. When he came back he was fired because he had «no political party».
Tragic or comic, Uncle João «Valintum», the valiant, sings songs and fados and tells stories that are an eco of his own life.

Naufragou, caiu ao mar, sobreviveu ao grande ciclone e à perseguição do fascismo. Salvou embarcações perdidas e soltou presos do temido forte, valendo-lhe a valentia o salto para a França. 
Quando regressou, despediram-no porque não tinha partido.
Ti João «Valintum» Farto, mais que de Peniche é da Berlenga, lugar de patuscadas e folias, pescarias míticas, sustos e, para alguns, a ilha do fim.
Trágico ou com humor, Ti João canta fados e conta lendas, parafraseando as suas próprias aventuras enquanto se ri da morte.

LIZ VAHIA;  lizvahia@gmail.com
Clara Games; Clara Games; claragomes@yahoo.com; http:
//claragomes.planetaclix.pt/



3114 Portugal
MUDO MUTE• MOVE
EVA ÂNGELO

evaangelo@gmail.com
DOC; 0:19:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2009
Mute• Move
When we change of place, of direction, of sense.
When we are or become mute, in silence.
When the stop is transitory and the word can be a dance with no description or explanation.
MUTE/MOVE is a very subjective diagonal look starting from the registry of Nucleus Choreographic Experimentation activities in 2006, 2007 and 2008.
(MUTE/MOVE is a very subjective diagonal look starting from the registry of diferent performers and coreographers work in the context of creation and formation in 2006, 2007 and 2008.)
MUDO
Quando mudamos de lugar, de direcção, de sentido.
Quando somos ou ficamos mudos, em silêncio.
Quando a paragem é transitória e a palavra pode ser uma dança sem descrição ou explicação.
O MUDO é um olhar diagonal muito subjectivo a partir do registo das actividades do Núcleo de Experimentação Coreográfica durante os anos de 2006, 2007 e 2008.
(O MUDO é um olhar diagonal muito subjectivo a partir do registo de performances de diferentes intérpretes e coreógrafos em contextos de criação e formação durante os anos de 2006, 2007 e 

NÚCLEO DE EXPERIMENTAÇÃO COREOGRÁFICA; j.ventura@nec.
co.pt; http://www.nec.co.pt/

3120 Portugal
PANCHO GUEDES, ECOS DE UMA MODERNIDADE 
ALTERNATIVA

PANCHO GUEDES, ECHOES OF AN ALTERNATIVE MODERNITY

PEDRO GADANHO
pedrogadanho@gmail.com
DOC; 0:30:22; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
“Pancho Guedes, Echoes of an Alternative Modernity” presents the rediscovery of the life and work of an extraordinary architect and artist who was part of the architectural avant-garde of the 50s and
60s. Pancho Guedes was active in Mozambique from the early 50s until the independency of this former Portuguese colony and he was recognised as a pioneer of the critical movements of 
Modernismʼs revision, taking part in the Team 10 meetings together with the Smithsons and Aldo van Eyck. His radical eclectism made him a figure whose work stands out in the panorama of the 
50s, although his work has remained largely unknown. The film portraits the state of ruin of his surviving architectural heritage, and reveals his method of intimately crossing art and architecture. 
Interviews include the author himself at the age of 82, architect José Forjaz, former politician and journalist Bernardo Honwana and Mozambiqueʼs most famous artist Malangatana. The film was 
initiated on occasion of the exhibition “Pancho Guedes, An Alternative Modernist,” at the Swiss Architecture Museum, and has been concluded in 2009 with intention to bring this amazing portrait to a
A próxima inauguração de uma exposição sobre a obra do arquitecto Pancho Guedes no Centro Cultural de Belém, a 18 de Maio, constitui a oportunidade ideal para apresentar, pela primeira vez 
em Portugal, o documentário que foi realizado no âmbito de uma mostra sobre este arquitecto português radicado em Moçambique, realizada em 2006 no Museu de Arquitectura Suíça, em Basel.
O documentário, realizado com o apoio institucional da Ordem dos Arquitectos, conta com filmagens das obras de Pancho Guedes in loco, em Maputo, e com entrevistas ao próprio arquitecto 
homenageado, ao mais importante arquitecto de Maputo dos dias de hoje, o seu discípulo José Forjaz, e, ainda, ao ex-Ministro da Cultura moçambicano Bernardo Honwana e ao famoso artista 
Malangatana.

JOSÉ LUÍS REI; Bus, produção de audiovisuais lda; bus.work@gmail.
com; http://www.busbusbus.pt/

3132 Portugal
C-E-M-CENTRO-EM-MOVIMENTO
NUNO BEIRA
nunobeira@amatilha.com
DOC; 0:09:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
The camera enter for a few days into the peculiar reality of the group "c-e-m-centro em movimento", an Artistic Investigation Association, from Lisbon. The idea was to get an external look, from an 
outside person, myself, in a way to demonstrate my vision about the ambiance+, the methods, the people, the work... the overall reality of what is C-E-M, and wish reflex are the projects that 
regularity presents with and for the Community
Um olhar exterior e descomprometido sobre a realidade muito peculiar do "c-e-m centro em movimento", uma Associação de Investigação Artistica, localizada em Lisboa. Uma pessoa extrior aquela
realidade, foi convidada a entrar, discretamente, na realiodade deste grupo e daí saiu este documento que procura entender e demonstrar uma realidade muito pópria, uma metodologia de trabalho
personalizada e uma ambiência energizante, cujo reflexo são os projectos que apresenta com e para a Comunidade.

NUNO BEIRA; amatilha.com; nunobeira@amatilha.com; http://www.
amatilha.com/

3133 Portugal
SANTOS DOS ÚLTIMOS DIAS LATTER-DAY SAINTS
LEONOR NOIVO;JOÃO MATOS;JOÃO MATOS

leonornoivo@gmail.com
DOC; 0:56:00; 0; COL; 2009
They walk in pairs
 they go door to door and visit the homes of those who wish to listen. They discuss matters of faith, family, demureness, religion, being. Their quest is personal, about proving themselves, an initiation
that lasts for the two-year period they spend away from home. The Elders and the Sisters, young Mormon missionaries, leave their country, study a different language and culture and become 
immersed in a spirit of mission. They aspire to be role models for the perfect boys and gi

JOÃO MATOS; TERRATREME FILMES; joamatos@gmail.com;  João
Matos; João Matos
João Matos; TERRATREME FILMES; terratreme.filmes@gmail.com

4019 Portugal
UMA MENTIRA CONVENIENTE A CONVENIENT LIE
HUGO RODRIGUES;RITA MARTINS
aneves@porto.ucp.pt
DOC; 0:05:00; DV Cam; COL; 2009
Imagine you wake up, in a normal day, that actually has nothing to do with normal.
Image living in a normal town in a normal house and have a normal life. Imagine that the standard normal should not be as "normal" as it is.
Imagine que acorda num dia normal que afinal de normal não tem nada. Imagine que mora numa cidade normal, numa casa normal e que tem uma vida normal. Imagine que o normal afinal não 
devia ser tão normal quanto isso.

4027 Portugal
RESERVADO RESERVED
PAULA PRETO
sppreto@gmail.com
DOC; 0:24:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
"Reservado" is a documentary that takes place in a space some have
heard of, but few know about. The dance hall works during the
afternoon and was always been seen as a decadent place, despite the
fact that people have little knowledge about both the community that
goes there, as well as the reason that takes more than 300 people to
attend it.
“Reservado” é um filme documentário que decorre num espaço que alguns já ouviram falar, mas que poucos conhecem. A danceteria que funciona durante tarde sempre foi vista como um local 
decadente, apesar de poucos conhecerem a realidade das pessoas que a frequentam ou o motivo que leva mais de trezentas pessoas a deslocar-se aquele local. Os personagens deste filme são 
pessoas reformadas viúvas e divorciadas que encontram uma forma de envelhecer menos sós. A musica, as luzes, o convívio, o amor, a dança, fazem parar o tempo, esquecem os problemas que 
estão lá fora, riem, recordam... têm menos 20 anos... pelo menos durante uma tarde.



4029 Portugal
PRÓXIMA PARAGEM NEXT STOP
CARLOS ARAÚJO;ALEXANDRU LEVITSCHI
c.miguelaraujo@gmail.com
DOC; 0:10:00; DV; COL; 2009
Next stop is a documentary that portrays the life of a volunteer Community Life and Peace.
Portrays real facts, that is voluntary on the street every day, when supports and provides moments of peace for the needy.

Próxima Paragem é um documentário que retrata a vida de uma voluntária da Comunidade Vida e Paz.
Retrata factos reais ,que a voluntária encontra na rua todos os dias, quando auxilia e proporciona momentos de tranquilidade ás pessoas mais necessitadas.

4033 Portugal
PAULINHA E GÉNO PAULINHA AND GÉNO
NUNO ANDRÉ GOMES PEREIRA
nunoagpereira@hotmail.com
DOC; 0:09:13; mini DV; COL; 2009
One day with the Machado's.
Paula works in a florist Cantinho das Flores and Eugénio is an specialist in dental prosthetics in is lab.
Um dia na vida do casal Machado.
A Paula é florista na loja Cantinho das Flores e o Eugénio é especialista em próteses dentárias no seu laboratório.

4036 Portugal
O QUIOSQUE THE NEWSSTAND
MARGARIDA MADEIRA;CLARA FREITAS;MARIANA FRAGA
margarida_madeira@hotmail.com
DOC; 0:12:46; DVD; COL; 2009
One day, deep in downtown Oporto, where it pours and time takes its length...
Um dia em plena baixa da cidade do Porto onde a chuva cai e o tempo demora a passar...

4059 Portugal
EU ADORO ESTE SOM! I DIG THIS SOUND!
ZULMIRA GAMITO;FILIPE FERNANDES ;RUI MATOS
tatudodoido@gmail.com
DOC; 0:18:35; DV; COL; 2008
In a reality where is difficult to get in contact with someting else more than mainstream culture, we observed a class of six years old children.

How easily can they be motivated to enjoy other kinds of music?

Is it true that musical education contributes to help kids to create their own models?

Numa realidade onde o acesso à diversidade é dificil, observámos uma turma de crianças da primeira classe, cujo gosto musical corresponde ao do modelo dominante oferecido pelos media.

Com que facilidade podem elas ser estimulantes para se tornarem receptivas a outros modelos?

A aprendizagem da música pode contribuir para que julguem de uma forma mais autónoma e que criem os seus gostos próprios?

3028 Portugal
RETRATO DE INVERNO DE UMA PAISAGEM ARDIDA WINTERʼS PORTRAIT OF A BURNT LANSCAPE
INÊS SAPETA DIAS
isapeta@hotmail.com
DOC/EXP; 0:40:00; 0; COL; 2009
Research in the present of a burnt landscape: observation of what exists now, understanding the rubble and remains
 discovery of the dead treeʼs place in a destroyed land and perception of its immobility.

JOÃO MATOS; Raiva; joamatos@gmail.com;  Patrícia Pimentel

3119 Portugal
A PESCARIA THE FISHERY
JOÃO TERCIO

terciodevina@hotmail.com
DOC/EXP; 0:20:24; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Guiuzepe Luís is amongst friends. With beers, seafood and fishing on high seas he finds happiness.
Guiuzepe Luís reúne-se com os amigos ao fim de semana para mais uma pescaria. Mas aquilo que menos lhe interessa é a pesca. Em alto mar, entre petiscos, cervejas e peixes Giuzepe Luís 
encontra a felicidade.

JOSÉ LUÍS REI; Bus, produção de audiovisuais lda; bus.work@gmail.
com; http://www.busbusbus.pt/

4017 Portugal
NÓS TAMBÉM TEMOS VOZ WE ALSO HAVE A VOICE
RAQUEL PACHECO
raquel.pacheco@gmail.com
DOC/EXP; 0:13:06; mini DV; COL; 2008
Innovative project about rescue of youth and the citizenship.
Documentário realizado por 17 alunos dos 17 aos 23 anos considerados "problemáticos". Esses jovens mostram e apresentam suas reflexões e seus pensamentos, sem hipocrisias, sobre suas 
próprias realidades. Vamos dar uma chance a periferia e a cultura REALMENTE oriunda de quem REALMENTE não tem voz.



3038 Portugal
NACIONAL 03 NATIONAL 03
ANA MENDES

anamendesana@yahoo.co.uk
DOC/FIC; 0:01:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Several men wait for something he cannot see. They are at a strange place. Around them, tehere is only a desert. It looks like the frontier between two countries. On the other side, more men wait 
also. Suddenly, the airoplane takes off, and someone photographs the moment.
Num local estranho, vários homens esperam por algo que não percebemos o que seja. À volta, existe apenas um deserto. Aparentemente, eles estão na fronteira entre dois países. Do lado de lá, 
mais homens esperam também. Finalmente, o avião descola na pista, e alguém regista o momento.

ONE MINUTES FOUNDATION/FUNDAÇÃO CALOUSTE 
GULBENKIAN; anamendesana@yahoo.co.uk

4022 Portugal
1.3119e+09
DINIS MONTEIRO
dinisslb@hotmail.com
EXP; 0:09:56; mini DV; COL; 2009
Sudden understanding?
“770” provides us with a new experimental vision about the last days of Dominguez Alvarezʼs life (1906-1942), painter of the second Portuguese modernist generation, drawn between the lines of a 
biographic portrait and the fictional gender.
Súbita compreensão?
Por entre os leves traços de um retrato biográfico e o género ficcional, "770:" propõe-nos uma visão experimental sobre os últimos dias da vida de Dominguez Alvarez (1906-1942), pintor da 
"segunda geração modernista" portuguesa.

3002 Portugal
NEU RÓTICA
JOÃO LOFF;CHICO CASTOR;JOSÉ PEREIRA
loffmail@gmail.com
EXP; 0:02:43; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Can sex be your ghost?
Pode o sexo ser o teu fantasma?

JOÃO LOFF;  loffmail@gmail.com

3012 Portugal
THE HARVESTER OF THE BROKEN HEART
VASCO SANTOS
lordkrovax@hotmail.com
EXP; 0:03:42; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2008
they say time heals all wounds, but does a broken heart ever truly heal?
dizem que o tempo cura todas as feridas mas poderá curar-se um coração partido?

VASCO SANTOS;  lordkrovax@hotmail.com

3032 Portugal
AUGUSTA
VASCO ARAÚJO
vasco.araujo@netcabo.pt
EXP; 0:07:23; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
The video “Augusta”, shot in Washington is based on Aristofanesʼ comedy “The Birds”. It presents a dialogue between two stone lions about the creation of a new city and ideology in opposition to the
regime of oppression present in the ancient city. Nevertheless, the description of the new city, of its new social functioning, of its new ideology reveals the same imperialist characteristics of the initial
city and ideology.
O vídeo “Augusta”, filmado em Washington é baseado na comédia “As Aves” de Aristófenes. Apresenta um diálogo entre dois leões de pedra sobre a criação de uma nova cidade e ideologia em 
contraponto ao regime de opressão da cidade antiga. Apesar disso, a descrição da nova cidade, do seu novo funcionamento social, da sua nova ideologia revela as mesmas características 
imperialistas da cidade e ideologia originais.

VASCO ARAÚJO;  vasco.araujo@netcabo.pt

3033 Portugal
ARISE (ZONA)
PEDRO MAIA
maiapedro@gmail.com
EXP; 0:10:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Arise (Zona) comes from the feature film A Zona, by Sandro Aguilar and emerges up from all the cinematic dirtiness inherent to the filmic support.
These images in the wasted film, doomed to emptiness and total forgetting, lead us to the ambiguity and indetermination between life and death, in which narrative and temporal logic are suspended.
Arise (Zona), parte da longa metragem A Zona, de Sandro Aguilar, e eleva-se de toda a sujidade cinematográfica intrínseca ao suporte fílmico.
As imagens impressas nos desperdícios de película, votadas ao vazio e ao esquecimento absoluto, reportam um lugar de ambiguidade e indeterminação entre vida e morte, no qual a narrativa e 
lógica temporal são suspensas.

PEDRO MAIA;  maiapedro@gmail.com

3039 Portugal
GRAVITY
CARLOS CONCEIÇÃO
EXP; 0:17:15; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2009
We kill, we eat, we starve, we buy, we love, we spoil, we invent, we experiment, we create God and we let it destroy us. It's all happening here, in a place called Earth. Should we bother to conquer 
outer space before we know our own kind?

This short film was created from selected writtings of Arthur C. Clarke, Aldous Huxley, George Orwell, Stephen Hawking, Charles Darwin and Dante Alighieri.
Matamos, comemos, passamos fome, compramos, amamos, estragamos, inventamos, experimentamos, criamos Deus e deixamo-lo destruir-nos. Acontece tudo aqui, num sítio chamado Terra. 
Será que devemos conquistar o espaço antes de nos conhecermos a nós próprios?

Este filme foi criado a partir de excertos seleccionados de textos de Arthur C. Clarke, Aldous Huxley, George Orwell, Stephen Hawking, Charles Darwin e Dante Alighieri.

CARLOS CONCEIÇÃO; Uzi Filmes; production@uzifilmes.com; http:
//www.uzifilmes.com/



3053 Portugal
MUITAS PESSOAS MANY PEOPLE
JOANA AREAL
joana.areal@mac.com
EXP; 0:34:24; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Lisbon 2008.
A tendency for secretly observing others - people and spaces – leads to the creation of a method, rules so this information may me gathered, analyzed and treated. The most common actions in a city
are defined - sleep, walk, work, eat, drink, talk. In the urban space these actions are observed and captured during 45 days with audio recorders + mic´s, 4 to 6 video + photo cameras recording 
syncronolly. The obtained real moments are reviewed, reframed and recouped attempting to create an emotional map of a city, Lisbon. To catch this impersonal world and to describe it having as 
base individual experiences of many people. The story is the city we pass by and many people are many times also all of us.

Lisboa 2008.
De uma tendência, vício de observar secretamente pessoas e espaços surge a necessidade de criar um método, regras para que esta informação possa ser recolhida, analisada e tratada. Definem-
se as acções humanas mais comuns na cidade - DORMIR, ANDAR, TRABALHAR, COMER, BEBER, FALAR.
No espaço urbano e durante 45 dias, observam-se e captam-se estas acções de todas as formas possíveis com gravadore de som, mic´s e 4 a 6 cameras de video a gravar em sincronia. Revêem-
se os momentos reais já captados, reenquadram-se e cria-se outro numa tentativa de criar um mapa emocional da cidade, de apanhar este mundo impessoal e de o descrever tendo como base 
experiências individuais de muitas pessoas. No final a história é a cidade por onde andamos e as MUITAS PESSOAS somos todos nós.

JOANA AREAL;  joana.areal@mac.com; http://www.joanaareal.net/

3073 Portugal
CRIMINAL
CARLOS CONCEIÇÃO
EXP; 0:08:20; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2008
A boy goes to the forbidden land and meets his own murderer. He his saved by a ghost whose biggest weakness is nicotine. Will the murderer come back?

Based upon a short story by Washington Irving, read by Vincent Price.
Um rapaz vai à terra proibida e dá de caras com o seu assassino. É salvo por um espectro cuja principal fraqueza é nicotina. Mas será que o assassino vai voltar?

A partir de um conto de Washington Irving, lido por Vincent Price.

CARLOS CONCEIÇÃO; Uzi Filmes; production@uzifilmes.com; http:
//www.uzifilmes.com/

3075 Portugal
MONTANHA FRIA COLD MOUNTAIN
LUIS ALVES DE MATOS
amatarfilmes@gmail.com
EXP; 0:12:00; Betacam SP PAL; BW; 2009
This life is lost in dust / day by day the blossoms fall / year by year the people go / cold mountain trail never ends / even now you do not know?
The reality is asking the shadow?
A vida humana situa-se na agitação da poeira / manhã apòs manhã, as flores murcham e caiem / ano após ano os homens mudam e passam / a estrada da montanha fria não tem fim / algures 
perdido o caminho, a forma interroga a sombra: a partir de quê?

LUIS ALVES DE MATOS; Amatar Filmes; amatarfilmes@gmail.com

3076 Portugal
MESSAGES MESSAGES
SARA VIZINHO\PETER TOSKOVIC, TIAGO PEREIRA, ANDRÉ 
GONÇALVES, ANDRÉ GODINHO, CLAUDIA VAREJÃO, ELSA 
ALELUIA, DAVID LA RUA\NUNO MADEIRA, SOFIA ARRISCADO, EXP; 0:47:16; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Presented in Expo Zaragoza 2008 and in Festival Temps dʼImages, Messages itʼs the sum of the work of 11 young Portuguese artists, which their work has been established during the XXI century.

Their unique view about the theme of Expo Zaragoza 2008 (Water; Water and Sustainable Development) know edited, became a unified piece onto its own generational homogeneity, artistic 
differentiation and aesthetic representativity.
Apresentado na Expo Zaragoza 2008 e no Festival Temps d'Images, Messages incluiu um grupo de jovens artistas portugueses das áreas das artes visuais e electrónicas cujo trabalho se 
estabeleceu já no século XXI.

A recolha de ideias declinando os temas da Expo Zaragoza 2008 (Água Fonte de Vida, A Água e as suas Paisagens, A água e o Encontro Humano, Água, Recurso Partilhado) agora, compilada e 

ANTONIO CAMARA MANUEL; Duplacena, Lda; 
Antoniocamaram@duplacena.com; http://www.duplacena.com/

3109 Portugal
THE SHELL IS MADE OF STEEL
PEDRO JACOBETTY
pedro.jacobetty@gmail.com
EXP; 0:07:40; Betacam SP PAL; BW; 2009
The steel shell is a second skin. Flexible but insensitive. Isolates the being. Dispute wears new clothes within fragmented institutions. “Ends” are not in sight in the labyrinthine set of “means”, human 
life becomes a technical problem and rejects itself.
A carapaça de aço é uma segunda pele. Flexível mas insensível. Isola o ser. A disputa veste novas roupagens no seio de instituições fragmentadas. Impossibilidade de “fins” no labiríntico conjunto 
de “meios”, a vida humana torna-se problema técnico e auto-rejeita-se.

PEDRO JACOBETTY;  pedro.jacobetty@gmail.com

3124 Portugal
RENASCER PARA A MORTE REBORN TO DEATH
JOÃO GUILHERME GONÇALVES RODRIGUES ALVES;ANDRÉ 
RIBEIRO FERRAZ DA CUNHA SANTOS;JOÃO PAULO GOMES 
FERNANDESjoaoggralves@hotmail.com
EXP; 0:10:06; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Three teens lying down on a basement's floor, wake up with a strong headache and no memory at all. After their first contact, they will strugle to find the reason for their amnesia. Meanwhile, the first
discoveries raise the fear and the suspicion between them, what will eventualy lead the story through a succession of tragic events...
Três jovens estendidos no chão de uma cave acordam sem se lembrar de nada. Após um primeiro contacto entre eles, vão unir-se no sentido de encontrar a razão da sua amnésia. Entretanto, as 
primeiras descobertas levantam o medo e a desconfiança mútuos, o que acabará por conduzir a história por uma sucessão de trágicos acontecimentos...

JOÃO GUILHERME GONÇALVES RODRIGUES ALVES; 
joaoggralves@hotmail.com; André Ribeiro Ferraz da Cunha Santos; 
João Paulo Gomes Fernandes

4010 Portugal
INK
NUNO FERNANDO MATOS DAS NEVES
nunofmneves@hotmail.com
EXP; 0:04:10; mini DV; COL; 2009
The Genesis of any living thing comes from the conflict between opposing forces
A génese de qualquer coisa viva provém do confronto entre forças opostas

nunofmneves@hotmail.com



4012 Portugal
O TODO, PRESENTE NA FORMA ALL THE PARTS, TRANSLATING THE WHOLE
CARLOS FAUSTINO;-;-
carlosff17@gmail.com
EXP; 0:02:00; mini DV; COL; 2009
The search of the individual parts, to form one Whole. The importance that have to be given to those parts, instead only the importance that all people gives to the "Constructed Object"!
A exploração do particular, de todas as partes, compostas e visualmente estruturadas num Todo! Procurar a harmonia das partes individuais, de modo a que estas evidenciem Um.

4025 Portugal
ELOGIO DA LOUCURA IN PRAISE OF FOLLY
DIOGO SOUSA
diog.sousa@gmail.com
EXP; 0:06:37; COL; 2008
“There are two moments to a shipwreck, the beginning, when by nature or accident, the ship sinks
 and the ending, subject to two powers – the courage of the castaway and what is against him outside”. This is the layout of the power relations that sum up that sweet prison, which we call the 
madness of love.

4034 Portugal
AVÓ (MUIDUMBE) GRANNY (MUIDUMBE)
RAQUEL SCHEFER
raquelschefer@gmail.com
EXP; 0:10:46; mini DV; COL; 2008
A 8mm familiar footage is the point of departure of a video about my relationship with an imaginary territory – Mozambique, in 1960. I transformed myself into my grandmother to explore and 
deconstruct the discursive lapses between text and image and to search for the traces of an obsessive territory.
Uma sequência de material de arquivo familiar é o ponto de partida de um vídeo sobre a minha relação com um território imaginário – Moçambique, na década de 60. Transformei-me na minha avó
para explorar e desconstruir os lapsos discursivos entre o texto e a imagem e procurar os traços de um território (ou de um desejo de territorialização) obsessivo.

4035 Portugal
NONSENSEHOME
ANA MARIA HENRIQUES, ANA SOFIA LIMA, DAVID PINHEIRO 
SILVA, IRENE LEITE, MARIANA DUARTE, VÂNIA DIAS
sofiareilima@gmail.com
EXP; 0:25:00; DVD; COL BW; 2008
Without a linear structure or a narrative standard, it is a reflection on space as a stimulator of collective human connections and artistic creation.
We explored the relationship of people to the area to try to define the influence between the two bodies.
Freedom, alienation, despoliation of property, art and cult of difference are the dominant values.
Sem uma estrutura linear ou uma narrativa normalizada, pretende-se uma reflexão sobre o espaço colectivo como estimulador de ligações humanas e de criação artística.
É explorada a relação das pessoas com o espaço, para tentar definir a influência entre ambas as instâncias.
Liberdade, alheamento, despojamento de bens materiais, culto à arte e diferença são os valores dominantes.

4037 Portugal
HER GEOMETRY
SÓNIA RIBEIRO
soniamotaribeiro@gmail.com
EXP; 0:07:21; DV; COL; 2008
There are two texts which simply alternate: you might almost believe they had nothing in common, but they are in fact inextricably bound up with each other, as though neither could exist on its own...
but... only in their fragile over-lapping. (Georges Perec)
During this video we see a text being reorganised.
From its initial fragmentation and through new connections, separations and reading sequences we watch the several attempts to create a new structure.
There are two texts which simply alternate: you might almost believe they had nothing in common, but they are in fact inextricably bound up with each other, as though neither could exist on its own...
but... only in their fragile over-lapping. (Georges Perec)
Durante os dez minutos deste vídeo assistimos ao processo de reorganização de um texto.
Partindo da sua fragmentação inicial, através de novas ligações, separações e sequências de leitura, observamos diversas tentativas para criar uma nova estrutura.

4038 Portugal
THE REAL TIME IS THE MOST SURREAL OF ALL
MARISA RODRIGUES
marisa.rdg@netcabo.pt
EXP; 0:02:54; DVD; COL; 2008
"The Real Time is the most Surreal of All" is an experimental video that started with a reflexion between still and moving images in digital video.

Exploring the space of the city as a place where the movement presents variations of velocity, and through the juxtaposition and fusion of instants, this audiovisual project situated the viewer not in 
the past or the present, but at the moment of separation between these two temporal dimensions .

The small fragments recognizable as "reality", permit to make a connection between the world of visible and referencial images and the world of mental and unpredictable images.
"The Real Time is the most Surreal of All" é um vídeo experimental que partiu de uma reflexão entre imagem-parada e imagem em movimento no vídeo digital.

Explorando o espaço da cidade como lugar onde o movimento se liberta em variações de velocidade, e através da justaposição e fusão de instantes, este projecto audiovisual situa-nos não no 
passado nem no presente, mas sim no momento de cisão entre essas duas dimensões temporais.

Os pequenos fragmentos reconhecíveis como "realidade", permitem fazer uma ligação entre o mundo das imagens referenciais e visíveis e o mundo das imagens mentais e imprevisíveis.

4040 Portugal
MEMÓRIAS DE UM LUGAR MEMORIES OF A PLACE
DÁRIA JOANA TEIXEIRA SALGADO
dariasalg@gmail.com
EXP; 0:12:00; DVD; COL; 2008
"Memories of a place" it is a study about the relation of the natural space with imagination, a relation based in the interaction between individual issues, space, time and memories. Inscribed in the 
Phenomenology of the image, the proposal of this film is the reflexion about the landscape poetics and its imaginary, from what proceeds the main concepts or questions - from real image to the 
imaginated image, from natural space to the contemplation, from poetics of space to its reflexion, from filmic structure to thinking process, from self to collective conscience.
"Memórias de um Lugar" é um estudo sobre a relação do espaço natural com a imaginação, uma relação que se estabelece partindo da interacção entre o indivíduo, o espaço, o tempo e as 
memórias. Inserido na Fenomenologia da imagem, o filme propõe reflectir sobre a poética da paisagem e todo o imaginário a esta inerente, do qual derivam os principais conceitos ou problemáticas
– da imagem real à imagem imaginada, do espaço natural à contemplação, da poética do espaço à reflexão, da estrutura fílmica ao pensamento, da autoconsciência individual à consciência 
colectiva.



4051 Portugal
O PALIMPSESTO DA RAPARIGA CISNE OU CHOVEU 
DURANTE DOIS DIAS E A PAISAGEM ALTEROU-SE

SWAN GIRL'S PALIMPSEST OR IT RAINED DURING TWO DAYS 
AND THE LANDSCAPE HAS CHANGED

SALOME LAMAS;-;-
salomelamas@hotmail.com
EXP; 0:08:38; HD; COL; 2008
Writing image and written image. Kinetic.
Like in elective affinities. Abstract. Geometric.
Labyrinth. Minotaur. Minotaur. Myth. Things story/history. Beginning and ending.
Memories are lullabies for those who cannot sleep.
Entropy. They fall in my lap the memories.
It has rained during two days and the landscape has changed.
O palimpsesto da rapariga cisne ou choveu durante tres dias e a paisagem alterou-se.
HDV, super8, cor,8 min . lisboa - praga.

imagem escrita e escrita de imagem. deslocação de memoria.
como em afinidades electivas. abstrata. geométrica.
labirinto. minótauro. minótauro. mito. a histórias de coisas. principio e fim.

4028 Portugal
LANDOWNER
JONATHAN FRANCO
carlosfranco1@sapo.pt
EXP/ANI; 0:04:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2008
The figure of a man disappears and reappears in a field of abundant vegetation. This movement generates a thematic tension between landscape and portrait. Distinct levels of interpretation and 
contemplation are enhanced while also exploring possibilities of painting, drawing and photography within the moving images. The black and white picture was taken in the mid fifties.
Uma fotografia a preto e branco, tirada em meados dos anos 50, apresenta-nos no centro da sua composição a figura de um homem de corpo inteiro, pose descontraida e num fundo de vegetação 
abundante. A figura desaparece e reaparece criando tensão temática entre retrato e paisagem. O filme assume dimensões interpretativas e contemplativas distintas explorando ao mesmo tempo as
possibilidades de ela mesma ser fotografia, desenho e pintura.

carlosfranco1@sapo.pt

3049 Portugal
BRANCUSI - AS RAÍZES E OS RAMOS BRANCUSI - THE ROOTS AND THE BRANCHES
ALEXANDRE MARTINS;NUNO MIGUEL

am.produtor@gmail.com, domingos@portugalmail.pt
EXP/DOC; 0:28:12; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
 The demiurge, interpreter of the nature, evoking the silence and the light: Constantin Brancusi. The trees and the animals that surrounded him, in his childhood, in the forests next to the Carpathian
Mountains brought him the capacity of fixing the incommensurable, having the intuition of what is hidden beneath the exterior form. In his trajectory, he created a body of work in which he celebrates 
the world with great influence of his ancestors, but projecting the future in the movement that is foreseen of his sculptures. He left a legacy of serenity and power, harmony and mystery. Fascinated, 
we travelled to Romania.
 O demiurgo, intérprete da natureza, evocador do silêncio e da luz: Constantin Brancusi. As árvores e os animais que o rodeavam na infância passada no seio das florestas junto aos Cárpatos 
transmitiram-lhe a capacidade de fixar o incomensurável, de intuir o que se esconde por trás da forma exterior. Na sua trajectória, criou uma obra na qual celebra o mundo com grande influência de
visões ancestrais, mas projectando o futuro no movimento que se pressente das suas esculturas. Deixou um legado de serenidade e poder, harmonia e mistério. Fascinados, iniciámos uma viagem
à Roménia…

ALEXANDRE MARTINS;  am.produtor@gmail.com;  Nuno Miguel; 
Catarina Tacanho

3099 Portugal
UM PASSEIO AO MUSEU A WALK IN THE MUSEUM
ROSA COUTINHO CABRAL
rosaccabral@gmail.com
EXP/DOC; 0:22:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
A man with his daughter. A women with two child. They are all looking at each other with fun and seduction, within museal spaces and objects...

PEDRO CALDAS; Luz e Sombra; luzesombra@mail.telepac.pt

3130 Portugal
CASA-ABRIGO SHELTER-HOUSE
JOÃO VLADIMIRO PASSOS RODRIGUES DPS SANTOS

info@mirovitch.com
EXP/DOC; 0:09:01; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Houses suspended in time. Houses made of silence and absence, made of the thick recollection-skin. Houses full of scatters of stories. Houses that time and dream melted with nature. The floors are
full with dirt and the roofs have open themselves to the sky. Those houses are now crossed by the sun, rain and wind. Between the four walls are mirrors of water and rumours of a growing forest. We
loose the laces of the everyday world to regain the sweet peace of contemplation.
Casas suspensas no tempo. Casas feitas de silêncio e ausência, feitas de grossa pele-memória. Casas repletas de restos de história. Casas que o tempo e o sonho fundiram com a natureza. Os 
chãos cobriram-se de terra e os telhados deram lugar ao céu. Estas casas são agora atravessadas pelo sol, pela chuva e pelo vento. Entre as quatro paredes, espelhos de água e rumores de 
florestas em crescimento. Perdemos o laço que nos prende ao mundo das coisas de todos os dias para recuperarmos o doce vagar da contemplação.

ANA CARVALHOSA; Circolando C.R.L.; a.carvalhosa@circolando.com;
http://circolando.com/

4004 Portugal
A ÚLTIMA FREIRA THE LAST NUN
PAULO JOSÉ AZEVEDO DE SARAIVA CALDEIRA
paulocaldeira@hotmail.com
EXP/DOC; 0:06:50; mini DV; COL BW; 2008
This film has left of the true history of the LAST NUN of the Convent of Clara Saint, in Vila do Conde, that died in 1893 without obtaining to materialize its intentions: to prevent that the heritage of 
centuries was token. One is about one experimental shortness-film of with less than 6 minutes of duration where if it approaches the problem of the preservation of the heritage and the national and 
regional collective memories, taking the example of the LAST NUN to make a critical one to the crisis of values of the current society of masses. The experimental shortness-film still appeals citations
of great names of national literature that they had written on the Convent of Clara Saint, as Jose Saramago, Eça de Queirós, Aquilino Ribeiro or Camilo Castello Branco, to exaltar the critical one to 
the lack of conscience of the Portuguese and regional society for the necessity of the preservation of the collective memories.
Este filme parte da história verídica da ÚLTIMA FREIRA do Convento de Santa Clara, em Vila do Conde, que morreu em 1893 sem conseguir concretizar os seus intentos: evitar que o património de
séculos fosse delapidado.
Trata-se de uma curta-metragem experimental de pouco de mais de 6 minutos de duração onde se aborda o problema da preservação do património e das memórias colectivas nacionais e 
regionais, tomando o exemplo da ÚLTIMA FREIRA para fazer uma crítica à crise de valores da sociedade de massas actual.
A curta-metragem experimental recorre ainda a citações de grandes nomes da literatura nacional que escreveram sobre o Convento de Santa Clara, como José Saramago, Eça de Queirós, Aquilino
Ribeiro ou Camilo Castelo Branco, para exaltar a crítica à falta de consciência da sociedade portuguesa e regional para a necessidade da preservação das memórias colectivas.

Fátima Ribeiro; ribeiromaria13@gmail.com



4016 Portugal
IN ECO
RAQUEL PACHECO;EDUARDO AMARO
raquel.pacheco@gmail.com
EXP/DOC; 0:06:05; HD NTSC; COL; 2009
It is about enviroment.
Filme realizado pelos alunos do 9º ano do Colégio da Bafureira. Este filme mostra a visão que estes jovens tem sobre o meio ambiente. Todo o processo de pré produção, filmagem e pós produção 
foi feito por 20 jovens de 14 e 15 anos.

4060 Portugal
ELÉCTRICO STREETCAR
RITA MENDES;EMANUEL PEREIRA
ritamendes06@gmail.com
EXP/DOC; 0:07:48; mini DV; BW; 2009
Project developed under the discipline of Video Laboratory, in order to capture the experience of a trip with the tram (22 CARMO). The images and sounds captured suffered a process of 
deconstruction and manipulation that approached the end result of how we interpret the stimuli suffered along the route.
Projecto desenvolvido no âmbito da disciplina de Laboratório de Vídeo, com o objectivo de captar as vivências e experiências de uma viagem no eléctrico (22 CARMO). As imagens e sons captados
sofreram um processo de manipulação e desconstrução que aproximaram o resultado final da forma como nós interpretamos os estímulos sofridos ao longo do percurso.

3031 Portugal
THE INDIFFERENT
NOE SENDAS
noesendas@gmail.com
EXP/FIC; 0:10:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2008
This video work starts from this simple apprehension: the time for everything in life is unpredictable; the time for the deepest emotion is often not coincident with its related event. The emotion delayed
is the more terrible and it can overcome us some years later, just by chance as one goes back to a room to pick up some forgotten item.
From this observation the artist composes a monologue/ flash back with the inclusion of public domain works. The viewer is confronted not only with the image before him autonomous and 
ʻconcealedʼ from recognition, but also with the a priori knowledge of the appropriated form (the combination creating a binary frame of reference).

This video work starts from this simple apprehension: the time for everything in life is unpredictable; the time for the deepest emotion is often not coincident with its related event. The emotion delayed
is the more terrible and it can overcome us some years later, just by chance as one goes back to a room to pick up some forgotten item.
From this observation the artist composes a monologue/ flash back with the inclusion of public domain works. The viewer is confronted not only with the image before him autonomous and 
ʻconcealedʼ from recognition, but also with the a priori knowledge of the appropriated form (the combination creating a binary frame of reference).

NOE SENDAS; NOE SENDAS; noesendas@gmail.com; http://www.
noesendas.com/

3042 Portugal
PORTO, VOU-ME EMBORA SO LONG, PORTO
PEDRO BASTOS
basttuz@hotmail.com
EXP/FIC; 0:10:57; Betacam SP PAL; BW; 2008
Goodbye letter to Porto. Probably the city is suffering a exodos.
Carta de despedida ao Porto. Talvez a cidade esteja a sofrer um exodo

PEDRO BASTOS; RAÇOES PARA CINEMA; basttuz@hotmail.com

3064 Portugal
PEDRINEZ
MIGUEL CLARA VASCONCELOS
mcv@andarfilmes.com
EXP/FIC; 0:19:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2009
Pedro returns to the psychiatric hospital, now abandoned, to recall the last encounter with his beloved, Inez. Pedro suffers from post-traumatic stress, disturbed by images of the Colonial War.

Pedro regressa ao hospital psiquiátrico, agora abandonado, para recordar o último encontro com a sua amada, Inez. Pedro sofre de stresse pós-traumático, perturbado por imagens da Guerra 
Colonial.

ARIANA COUVINHA; ANDAR Filmes; info@andarfilmes.com; http:
//www.andarfilmes.com/

3074 Portugal
SUPER HOMEM SUPER MAN
CARLOS CONCEIÇÃO

EXP/FIC; 0:12:30; 0; COL; 2008
When a man finds a gun on the side of the road, he realizes that his time of seclusion is over
 that he was chosen to purify the world of everything and everyone below his humanity.

CARLOS CONCEIÇÃO; Uzi Filmes; production@uzifilmes.com; http:
//www.uzifilmes.com/

3102 Portugal
TEATRO DE PÓ THEATRE OF DUST
TIAGO MATA ANGELINO

tiago.angelino@phenixarts.com
EXP/FIC; 0:05:40; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
The end of a gypsy love affair.
O fim de uma história de amor cigano.

TIAGO ANGELINO; PhénixArts; geral@phenixarts.com; http://www.
phenixarts.com/



3125 Portugal
HOPE
PEDRO SENA NUNES
senabarata@gmail.com
EXP/FIC; 0:10:10; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
This film reflects on a organic body crushed by a single time who escapes in a hurry unacceptable. It exposes the absurdity of a world view that came into collision with the nature of the universe. And
the man lies in his failed attempt to invent a future for animals only humans.

In this story we are faced with a body-woman immersed in a survival who is confused with his wish: the composition of a new breath.
Este filme reflecte sobre um corpo orgânico esmagado por um tempo que nos escapa e por uma pressa incomportável. Expõe a tese de um mundo absurdo que entrou em colisão com a própria 
natureza do universo. E situa o Homem na sua falhada tentativa para inventar um futuro destinado unicamente aos animais humanos.

Nesta história somos confrontados com um corpo-mulher mergulhado numa sobrevivência que se confunde com o seu desejo: a composição de uma nova respiração.

ASSOCIAÇÃO VO'ARTE; Associação vo'arte; voarte@voarte.com; http:
//www.voarte.com/

3131 Portugal
THE ESCAPE
ICO COSTA
ico.costa@gmail.com
EXP/MV; 0:05:20; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A man fleeing through where he can escape, without destination or persecutor. Perhaps heʼs escaping from the city, perhaps heʼs escaping from himself.
Um homem foge por onde consegue fugir, sem destino nem perseguidor. Talvez fuja da cidade, talvez fuja dele próprio.

ICO COSTA; Uzi Filmes; ico.costa@gmail.com; http://www.uzifilmes.
com/

4054 Portugal
4 SENTIDOS 4 SENSES
SUSANA CERDEIRA
FIC; 0:12:00; 16 mm; COL; 2009
Quantos de nós já sofremos perdas?
E quantas dessas perdas nos fizeram pensar o quanto autómatos andamos para não
sentir, não ver o que está mesmo ao nosso alcance?

E se, de repente, num dia normal, como tantos outros, de uma vida considerada insonsa, lhe dissessem que iria perder um dos seus cinco sentidos?

Quantos de nós já sofremos perdas?

E quantas dessas pessoas nos fizeram pensar o quanto autómatos andamos para não sentir, não ver o que está mesmo ao nosso alcance?

E se, de repente, num dia normal, como tantos outros, de uma vida considerada insonsa, lhe dissessem que iria perder um dos seus cinco sentidos?

3030 Portugal
3X3
NUNO ROCHA
nuno.s.rocha@gmail.com
FIC; 0:06:00; 35 mm; COL; 2009
A night watchman spends the time in a basketball court throwing a ball into the basket. He has become an expert. His ego rises when he shows his abilities to a simple cleaning employee, who also 
like him, is there all night.
É de noite. Um vigilante de um complexo desportivo passa o tempo a atirar bolas ao cesto de basquetebol. Passa tantas horas a fazer isso que se tornou num perito. O tamanho do seu ego vem ao
de cima quando mostra os seus dotes a um simples empregado de limpeza, que também como ele, passa ali as noites.

NUNO ROCHA;  nuno.s.rocha@gmail.com

1664 Portugal
O DIA M BEFORE IT'S GONE
PAULO LEIERER
pauloleierer@gmail.com
FIC; 0:14:41; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Almeida, a 35 year-old ordinary man, is forced to make the arrangements for his death.

PAULO LEIERER; Toca dos Filmes; pauloleierer@gmail.com

3001 Portugal
MUNDO MÁGICO MAGIC WORLD
HERVÉ GUILLON

herveguillon@free.fr
FIC; 0:15:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Ana, single, lives in Lisbon. Looking for her ideal mate, she thinks she has found him thanks to a web dating. From a mere descriptive form, she figures out a perferct man and she gets prepared to 
meet him.
Ana, solteira, vive em Lisboa. Está à procura do seu parceiro ideal que pensou encontrar atravès de um site de encontros na Internet. A partir duma simples ficha descritiva, ela imagina um homem
perfeito e prepara-se para encontrá-lo.

LEONARDO ANTÓNIO; Recycled Films; recycledfilms@hotmail.com; 
http://www.recycled-films.com; Pedro MENDOÇA

3003 Portugal
O ASCENSORISTA THE LIFT
JOÃO LOFF;JOSÉ ARTUR LOURENÇO;ARTUR PEDRO LOURENÇO
loffmail@gmail.com
FIC; 0:11:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
In a world of rules, nobody can ever dare to go beyond... An old lift and its midget lift-boy are the set-up for this strange metaphor.
Num mundo de regras, ai de quem ouse quebrar os limites. Um velho elevador e um ascensorista anão são o ponto de partida para esta estranha metáfora.

GOLPE;  loffmail@gmail.com



3008 Portugal
 VISION VISION
JOSÉ EDUARDO SIMÕES PEIXOTO

jeduardo_designer@tvtel.pt
FIC; 0:08:25; Betacam SP PAL; BW; 2008
The universe of the child´s imagination is rich in shadows and fantastic
creatures that inhabit the small spaces of a bedroom or of a closet or
under the bed ...
The character of this story is a victim of his own mind, creating a strange
universe out of reality.
In this film, the imaginary and the real create a third variant with singular
O universo do imaginário infantil é fertil em sombras e criaturas fantásticas que percorrem os espaços reduzidos de um quarto, armário ou debaixo de uma cama...
O personagem desta história é vítima da sua própria mente, criando um universo singular da realidade. Neste filme o imaginário e a realidade criam uma terçeira variante.
Será que a mente labiríntica de um miúdo cria estes terrores, ou há algo mais que não conseguimos explicar, brechas no espaço e no tempo onde os dois universos se ligam e criam 
acontecimentos estranhos captados pelos mais sensíveis?

JOSÉ EDUARDO SIMÕES PEIXOTO; José Eduardo Simões Peixoto; 
jeduardo_designer@tvtel.pt

3013 Portugal
EQUILÍBRIO JUSTO FAIR BALANCE
MIGUEL CABRAL
quandoquiseres@gmail.com
FIC; 0:15:53; Betacam SP PAL; BW; 2008
The story of the two last workers in an abandoned Lisbon.
A história dos dois últimos trabalhadores numa Lisboa abandonada, condenados a serem escravos um do outro.

MIGUEL CABRAL;  quandoquiseres@gmail.com

3015 Portugal
CINZAS DA MARIA MARIA'S ASHES
VASCO GOUVEIA MONTEIRO

production@uzifilmes.com
FIC; 0:15:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Primo, a mountain man, is reunited with Saraiva, an old friend who had emigrated to France and is now back to fulfill his late wife's wish of having her ashes laid to rest in the old mountain chapel. As
the two friends make their way through the mountain, what seems like a peaceful journey quickly turns into a dispute over ancient personal wounds.
Numa estrada de serra Primo, português beirão, homem do campo e da serra reencontra Saraiva, emigrante em França, acabado de regressar à sua terra com o intuito de cumprir a promessa feita
a Maria, sua falecida mulher, de levar suas cinzas à ermida da serra onde cresceu. Os antigos amigos seguem juntos serra acima, levando a urna de Maria na direcção da capela da serra. O que à
partida parece ser uma viagem pacífica pela densa serra e uma oportunidade para os dois velhos colocarem a conversa em dia revela-se num antigo ajuste de contas.

VASCO GOUVEIA MONTEIRO; Uzi Filmes; production@uzifilmes.com;
http://www.uzifilmes.com/; FCSH-UNL
Paulo Barata; Uzi Filmes; paulojorgebarata@gmail.com

3016 Portugal
OS VIGILANTES SURVEILLANCE
ANTÓNIO GONÇALVES E RICARDO OLIVEIRA

production@uzifilmes.com
FIC; 0:13:17; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Two detectives are hired to follow a woman by her suspicious husband. The job goes out of hand, turning a night-time routine job into a spiraling nightmare.
Um marido desconfiado contrata dois detectives para seguir a sua jovem mulher. Na noite da escuta, uma inesperada reviravolta transforma um trabalho rotineiro numa situação descontrolada.

ANTÓNIO GONÇALVES E RICARDO OLIVEIRA; Uzi Filmes; 
production@uzifilmes.com; http://www.uzifilmes.com/
Paulo Barata; Uzi Filmes; paulojorgebarata@gmail.com

3021 Portugal
A ESCOLHA THE CHOICE
TITO FERNANDES

titofernandes@portugalmail.pt
FIC; 0:20:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Facing the adversities of life, imposed by circumstances, by fate and by influence decisions, implies determinate consequences, opposed from the facts of will.
Enfrentar as adversidades da vida, impostas pelas circunstâncias, pelo destino e pela influência das decisões, implica determinadas consequências, opostas à vontade própria dos factos.

TITO FERNANDES; Tito Fernandes; titofernandes@portugalmail.pt; 
http://www.titofernandes.com/
Tito Fernandes; Tito Fernandes; titofernandes@portugalmail.pt; http:
//www.titofernandes.com/

3022 Portugal
O DESTINO DO SR. SOUSA THE FATE OF MR. SOUSA
JOÃO CONSTÂNCIO

sofia.sousa@solarismultimedia.com
FIC; 0:30:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Based on a short-story by Georges Simenon, the film tells the story of a man who, after knowing that he will die in a few months, does not find consolation in the faith he raised in, nor does he 
despair, but, in the contrary, starts, for the first time in his life, to act and seek what he really desires.
Inspirado no breve conto de Georges Simenon Le Destin de Monsieur Saft, o filme conta a história de um homem que, ao receber a notícia de que tem apenas alguns meses de vida, não encontra 
consolo na fé em que foi educado, nem desespera, mas, pelo contrário, começa, pela primeira vez na vida, a agir e a procurar para si aquilo que sempre desejou.

DOMINGOS GUIMARÃES; SOLARIS MULTIMÉDIA; sofia.
sousa@solarismultimedia.com

3023 Portugal
EL JUSTICIERO
TIAGO SOUSA
tiagofsousa@gmail.com
FIC; 0:27:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Rui is half way to the separation from Sílvia and João, his wife and son. Understanding that his father is unable to resolve the situation, and that he can never be happy within her, João decides to ask
for the help of the mythical Bolivian hero, “El Justiciero”.
Rui está a meio caminho da separação de Sílvia e João, sua mulher e seu filho.
Apercebendo-se que de que o pai não consegue sair daquela situação, e de que nela nunca será feliz, João decide pedir ajuda ao mítico herói boliviano, o “El Justiciero”.

ANTÓNIO FERREIRA; Zed Filmes - Curtas e Longas; mail@zedfilmes.
com; http://www.zedfilmes.com/



3024 Portugal
INTERVALO INTERLUDE
LUIS MANUEL ALMEIDA

lumanu@gmail.com
FIC; 0:12:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Story of a colored moment in the black and white lives of two neighbors
Historia de um momento de cor na vida a preto e branco de duas pessoas vizinhas.

ANTÓNIO FERREIRA; Zed Filmes - Curtas e Longas; mail@zedfilmes.
com; http://www.zedfilmes.com/; Tathiani Sacilotto

3025 Portugal
À FLOR DA PELE BENEATH THE SKIN
NUNO PORTUGAL

nunoportugal82@gmail.com
FIC; 0:04:51; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2008
Held against her will, Cátia fights to release herself from a bad relationship.
Retida contra a sua vontade, Cátia luta para se libertar das amarras de uma relação conflituosa.

ANTÓNIO FERREIRA; Zed Filmes - Curtas e Longas; mail@zedfilmes.
com; http://www.zedfilmes.com/

3026 Portugal
UM DIA FRIO COLD DAY
CLÁUDIA VAREJÃO

claudiavarejao@gmail.com
FIC; 0:27:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
“COLD DAY” is a portrait of a first relationship, previous to the external world, the one of the family. In a winter in Lisbon, father, mother, son and daughter, trace the path of a day by themselves. A 
film that develops through characters who have for their antagonist life itself, with nothing (and everything) heroic about it.
“UM DIA FRIO” é um retrato de uma relação primeira, anterior ao mundo externo, a da família. Num Inverno em Lisboa, pai, mãe, filho e filha, traçam o percurso de um dia, a sós. Um filme que se 
desenvolve em torno de personagens cujo antagonista não é mais do que a própria vida, com nada (e tudo) de heróico.

MARIA JOÃO MAYER; FUNDAÇÃO CALOUSTE GULBENKIAN, RTP ,
FILMES DO TEJO II; filmesdotejo@filmesdotejo.pt; François dʼArtemare

3036 Portugal
O LAGO THE LAKE
ANDRÉ MARQUES

jappmarks@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:31:24; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
(eng)
Two friends embark on a journey towards the lake, towards themselves.

(fr)
Deux amis s'embarquent dans un voyage vers le lac, vers eux-mêmes.
Dois amigos embarcam numa viagem em direcção do lago, em direcção a si mesmos.

ANDRÉ MARQUES; André Marques Produções; jappmarks@hotmail.
com; http://www.myspace.com/andremarques

3037 Portugal
ÚLTIMOS DIAS LAST DAYS
VASCO ROSA
vasco_mr@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:11:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
"Últimos Dias" portrays the last moments of Eva (Sara Vicente), that after being abandoned by her husband, general nazi Heinrich von Sternberg (Vasco Rosa), comes across with doubts emerged in
agony about her son's (João Ullán Vieira) future as well as her country, which she evidences through big windows of her mansion in Berlin, tearing itself into pieces every single day of fierce battle 
with the Allied armies just a few scarce meters away from the Fuhrerʼs bunker where all evidences are being burned, hiding a cruel and terribly deceptive regime.
Últimos Dias" retrata os derradeiros momentos de Eva (Sara Vicente), que após ser abandonada pelo marido, o general nazi Heinrich von Sternberg (Vasco Rosa), se depara com agoniantes 
dúvidas sobre o futuro do seu filho (João Ullán Vieira) bem como do próprio país que, como constata através das grandes janelas da sua mansão em Berlim, se despedaça a cada dia de batalha 
feroz com os exércitos Aliados a escassos metros do bunker de Hitler onde se queimam as provas de um regime tão cruel quanto terrivelmente enganado.

VASCO ROSA; ByronProduções; vasco_mr@hotmail.com

3046 Portugal
TREZE PASSOS THIRTEEN STEPS
MIGUEL CABRAL
miguelcabral.com@gmail.com
FIC; 0:13:45; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2009
A bored man has his evening in front of the TV interrupted by the eminent arrival of his temperamental ex-wife. To avoid conflict he embarks on a wandering drive through the streets of Lisbon as she
goes to his house "to pick up some things" that she has left behind. The drive is upset by the ubiquitous Dr Leonor Carracha, a spiritual guru who promises to shed light on people's lives with her new
self-help guide, and by the chance encounter with a deranged woman who is bitter about men.
Um homem entediado vê o seu serão em frente à televisão interrompido pela chegada eminente da temperamental ex-mulher. Para evitar o confronto ele investe numa deambulação de automóvel 
pelas ruas de Lisboa enquanto ela vai a sua casa “buscar umas coisas” de que se esqueceu. O passeio é perturbado pela omnipresença da Dra Leonor Carracha, uma guia espiritual que promete 
iluminar vidas com o seu novo livro de auto-ajuda, e pelo encontro com uma desconhecida desequilibrada e ressentida com todos os homens.

MIGUEL CABRAL; Rudimentol; miguelcabral.com@gmail.com

3048 Portugal
UM ROUPÃO VERMELHO SANGUE A BLOOD-RED ROBE
PEDRO CALDAS
pedrovcaldas@mail.telepac.pt
FIC; 0:16:00; 35 mm; COL; 2009
A man and a woman in a bedroom,
the moods of the woman and the man…
the sounds from outside …
gestures, actions, words…
skirt around the true nature of their relationship.
A presença de um homem e de uma mulher num quarto.
Os sons que chegam do exterior …
os humores da mulher e do homem …
os gestos, as acções, as palavras…
são a margem errante da natureza daquela relação.

PEDRO CALDAS; LUZ E SOMBRA; luzesombra@mail.telepac.pt



3050 Portugal
O QUADRO THE PAINTING
PAULA GONZÁLEZ;NUNO BAPTISTA
pushkhar@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:14:51; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
At first, Carlos thought that it was a just simple plan. To get the money to buy the other half of the house he was sharing with his ex wife. He thought this way he would solve the uncomfortable 
situation of having to live in the same apartment as a divorced couple. But he didn´t think of the unexpected visit of his mother-in-law. Or the way his accomplice reacted.
A princípio Carlos pensou que era um plano simples. Conseguir o dinheiro para comprar metade da casa onde vivia com a sua ex-mulher. Pensava ele que assim iria resolver a incómoda situação 
pois, mesmo divorciados, partilhavam o apartamento.
O que não estava previsto, era a visita da sogra. Nem a solução encontrada pelo cúmplice.

RUI CARVALHEIRA;  rui.carvalheira@gmail.com;  Hugo Cardoso
Nuno Baptista; nuno.baptista@gmail.com

3051 Portugal
CIRCUITO INTEGRADO INTEGRATED CIRCUIT
PAULA ALBUQUERQUE
p@concrete-dok.net
FIC; 0:28:23; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
An abandoned house. The walls are covered in ugly drawings, colored words make up strange poetry. A man lives alone, his computer stands for the only connection to the so-called real world 
outside those walls.
A woman in a red dress sits on a garden bench. Sometimes she reads. Sometimes she just sits there. Quietly.
He watches her.
She knows.
She smokes cigarettes with him. She brings him things, presents...
Uma casa abadonada. As paredes estão cobertas por desenhos erráticos, palavras coloridas que constroem poesias estranhas. Um homem vive sozinho - o seu computador, a única ligação com o
mundo exterior.
Uma mulher vestida de vermelho senta-se num banco de jardim.
Ele observa-a.
Ela sabe.
Ela fuma um cigarro com ele. Traz-lhe biscoitos.

PAULA ALBUQUERQUE;  p@concrete-dok.net

3055 Portugal
CLAUSURA ENCLOSURE
LUIS MIRANDA

mirandafilmes@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:04:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
António and John. Two mental patients. Shut away in the room that shuts them in, shut away in the labyrinth of his minds. António wants to go out. John knows that the escape is impossible. In the 
end, to which they will never escape it is to his madness itself
António e João. Dois pacientes mentais. Enclausurados no quarto que os encerra, enclausurados no labirinto das suas mentes. António quer sair. João sabe que a fuga é impossível. No fim, ao que
nunca escaparão é à sua própria insanidade

LUIS MIRANDA; Miranda Filmes - Produção Cinematográfica; 
mirandafilmes@hotmail.com

3061 Portugal
CANDIDÍASE CANDIDIASIS
CLÁUDIA RITA OLIVEIRA

jumpcut@jumpcut.pt
FIC; 0:08:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Candidiasis
is a parable about two girls,
Candida and Serena,
with different expectations
concerning their relationship.
Candidíase é uma parábola
sobre duas raparigas,
Cândida e Serena,
com diferentes expectativas
perante a sua relação.

ANA JORDÃO; JumpCut, Lda; jumpcut@jumpcut.pt; http://www.
jumpcut.pt/

3062 Portugal
SEGUNDA-FEIRA MONDAY
MIGUEL GONÇALVES MENDES

jumpcut@jumpcut.pt
FIC; 0:14:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A screen,
A woman,
A man,
A wait,
A phone call,
A day.
Um ecrã,
Uma mulher,
Um homem,
Uma espera,
Um telefonema,
Um dia.

ANA JORDÃO; JumpCut, Lda; jumpcut@jumpcut.pt; http://www.
jumpcut.pt/



3068 Portugal
L'ARC-EN-CIEL ARK IN THE SKY
DAVID BONNEVILLE

dbonneville@gmail.com
FIC; 0:20:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Quitterie, a European woman in her late 30s, relives the great love for her deceased 18-year-old Japanese partner.
She has successive encounters with young strangers on the street that she brings home. She dresses them up with clothes that belonged to the deceased and engages them into sordid sexual 
adventures.

Quitterie, uma mulher europeia de 38 anos, mantém viva a paixão por Imamura, o seu parceiro de 18 anos de idade recentemente falecido.
Quitterie tem sucessivos encontros com rapazes na rua e trá-los para sua casa. Ela veste-os com roupas pertencentes ao falecido e submete-os a ritos eróticos extravagantes

FERNANDO VENDRELL; David & Golias Audiovisuais e Eventos 
Culturais, Lda; mail@david-golias.com; http://www.david-golias.com/

3069 Portugal
DESAVERGONHADAMENTE REAL
ARTUR SERRA ARAÚJO
artur@fbf-filmes.com
FIC; 0:18:10; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Two actors, four characters, one short inside another short and a sexual tension that wonʼt stop with the word ʻcutʼ

Dois actores, quatro personagens, uma curta dentro de outra curta e
uma tensão sexual que não acaba com a palavra "corta" .

FRANCISCO BRAVO FERREIRA; FBF Filmes; francisco@fbf-filmes.
com

3072 Portugal
CÃO PRETO BLACK DOG
ANTÓNIO GONÇALVES E RICARDO OLIVEIRA

FIC; 0:11:50; 0; COL; 2009
BLACK DOG tells the story of an incomplete family and the relationships between four women - three sisters and their mother. Susana is the youngest
 one day she receives a strange offer from her father: a dog.

ANTÓNIO GONÇALVES E RICARDO OLIVEIRA; Uzi Filmes; 
production@uzifilmes.com; http://www.uzifilmes.com/

3086 Portugal
ESERCIZIO DI LINGUA LANGUAGE EXERCISE
DAVID BARROS
davibar@sapo.pt
FIC; 0:19:56; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
A Portuguese youngster who studies Italian, in order to practice the language, decides to direct a short film with non-professional actors. Frustrated due to the weak linguistic quality of the material, 
he falls into the temptation of making a cinematic exercise with a purely aesthetic goal.
Um jovem português que estuda a língua italiana decide, para a pôr em pratica, realizar um pequeno filme com actores não profissionais. Frustrado devido à fraca qualidade linguística do material, 
acaba por cair na tentação de fazer um exercício fílmico com um intuito puramente estético.

JOANA RODRIGUES;  rodrigues.jo@gmail.com

3093 Portugal
MAR LUZ LIGHT SEA
LUIS COSTA
movies@avanca.com
FIC; 0:05:42; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Cape Verde, a dream of a trip by the sea.
Cabo Verde no sonho de uma viagem por mar.

LUIS COSTA; Falo Filmes; movies@avanca.com

3098 Portugal
O ENCONTRO THE DATE
OSVALDO PINTO

aneves@porto.ucp.pt
FIC; 0:15:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Relationship can me a feminine and singular work but implicates two extremes. In this particular case, men an women. The duel true XXI. What they both search for in one another? A real rehearsal 
about commitment, sex and narcissism. All of this with an ironic view that makes you feel like the one living it.

Relação pode ser uma palavra feminina e singular mas implica dois extremos. Neste caso particular, homem e mulher. O verdadeiro duelo do século XXI. O que ambos procuram um no outro? Um 
ensaio real sobre compromisso, sexo e narcisismo. Tudo com uma visão irónica que nos coloca no papel dos sujeitos.

JOANA VIEIRA; Universidade Católica Portuguesa; aneves@porto.ucp.
pt; http://www.artes.ucp.pt/

3101 Portugal
KINOTEL
CHRISTINE REEH
christinereeh@netcabo.pt
FIC; 0:15:00; 35 mm; BW; 2009
We donʼt know much about the future world where people go to a Kinotel. But going to the cinema has radically changed. It has became an intimate experience where revisiting film history people are
involved in a kind of interactive ritual during which boundaries of reality are dissolved. Refering to “Last year at Marienbad” by Resnais and “Solaris” by Tarkovsky this strange and hypnotic reflection
becomes an unexpected emotional happening between memory and dreams.

Pouco sabemos de um mundo futuro em que as pessoas visitam um Kinotel. Mas a experiência de ir ao cinema mudou radicalmente. Tornou-se um ritual íntimo em que as pessoas mergulham na 
história do cinema e são envolvidas numa espécie de ritual interactivo onde as fronteiras da realidade se dissolvem. Referindo-se a "O Último Ano em Marienbad" de Resnais e a "Solaris" de 
Tarkovsky esta estranha e hipnótica reflexão transforma-se num acontecimento emocional único entre a memória e o sonho.

ISABEL MACHADO; C.R.I.M.; crim@netcabo.pt; http://web.mac.com/c.
r.i.m; Joana Ferreira



3107 Portugal
SYNCHROTRON
PATRICK MENDES
patricksmendes@gmail.com
FIC; 0:12:45; Betacam SP PAL; BW; 2009
.
.

PATRICK MENDES;  patricksmendes@gmail.com

3108 Portugal
ARCA DʼÁGUA WATER ARK
ANDRÉ GIL MATA

gilmata@bandoaparte.com
FIC; 0:23:00; 35 mm; COL; 2009
In a lake surrounded by buildings, a man builds a boat. The dream of an impossible journey, in
freedomʼs search of the memories from an eternal past. A reflection on the effect of time and
spaceʼs metamorphoses in a manʼs life and in his happy death.

Num lago rodeado por prédios, um homem constrói um barco.
O sonho de uma viagem impossível, na busca da liberdade das memórias de um passado
eterno.
Uma reflexão sobre o efeito do tempo e das metamorfoses dos espaços na vida de um homem
e na sua morte feliz.

RODRIGO AREIAS; PERIFERIA FILMES, CINEMATE; 
areias@periferiafilmes.com; http://www.periferiafilmes.com/

3110 Portugal
PLANETA ESQUECIDO FORGOTTEN PLANET
PAULO DUARTE; ;PAULODUARTEWALAC@GMAIL.COM

 marlon ayres
FIC; 0:06:57; COL; 2009

DAVID FRANCO; Pedro Ramalho; Escola Superior de Comunicação 
Social; Escola Superior de Comunicação Social; gabcom@escs.ipl.pt; 
http://www.escs.ipl.pt/0; 1

3111 Portugal
PICK NICK
FRANCISCO FALCÃO
sakano@gmail.com
FIC; 0:06:41; 35 mm; COL; 2009
Two Brazilian immigrants with a body in Lisbon...
Dois imigrantes brasileiros, um corpo e Lisboa ao fundo...

FRANCISCO FALCÃO;  sakano@gmail.com;  Wellington Almeida; 
Jaime Rocha
Wellington Almeida; well0009@gmail.com

3112 Portugal
AUTO DO CORDEIRO A LAMB'S PLAY
PEDRO ROCHA NOGUEIRA

peronog@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:15:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
The last woman on earth has a box containing the last sample of human sperm. She has to decide if she uses the sample and gives one more opportunity to mankind or not
A última mulher sobre a terra tem em seu poder uma caixa hermética e refrigerada que preserva a última amostra de esperma humano. Não é avançada qualquer explicação para estas 
circunstâncias. Ela tem cerca de 25 anos e encontra-se na insólita situação de decidir se a espécie humana continua ou morre com ela.

LUÍS VIEIRA CAMPOS; Filmes Liberdade; lvcampos@filmesliberdade.
com; http://www.filmesliberdade.com/

3115 Portugal
O PROFISSIONAL THE PROFESSIONAL
ALEXANDRE RODRIGUES

alexandrerodrigues@gmail.com
FIC; 0:02:05; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
A professional killer tell us about his job proceedings. But maybe there is more than meets the eye...
Um assasino profissional conta-nos o seu modo de funcionamento. Mas nem tudo o que parece é...

ELISABETE HENRIQUES;  betahoa@gmail.com;  Alexandre 
Rodrigues; César Silva

3118 Portugal
PARA ONDE VOU WHERE I´M GOING
BRUNO RAMOS

bruno_fmr@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:11:35; 16 mm; COL; 2009
Moher and daughter in a farewell process. Burn the objects cause where i am going i don´t need them.
Mãe e filha embarcam num processo de despedida. Em diversas saídas nocturnas queimam todos os objectos que a mãe, que se encontra gravemente doente, acumulou ao longo dos anos. A filha
encara num primeiro momento este processo com alguma resistência e sofrimento. Mas acaba por perceber que é a melhor maneira de voltar a entrar no mundo da mãe, de se despedirem e pelo 
caminho ajudá-la libertar-se de todas as memorias que a prendem. Depois da morte da mãe a filha decide continuar o processo, queimando tudo o que lhe pertence para assim encetar um novo 
caminho.

JOSÉ LUÍS REI; Bus, produção de audiovisuais lda; bus.work@gmail.
com; http://www.busbusbus.pt/

3121 Portugal
BONJOUR
ANDRÉ GODINHO
andrgodinho@yahoo.com
FIC; 0:05:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Dancing with Jean Seberg at breakfast.
Dança com Jean Seberg ao pequeno-almoço.

ANDRÉ GODINHO;  andrgodinho@yahoo.com



3122 Portugal
A LUA THE MOON
SÉRGIO CASTRO
sergiohpk@gmail.com
FIC; 0:57:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2009
A condição do Homem perante a solidão, a saudade e o desejo do inalcançável.
O Homem vê-se confrontado com a memória. O seu retrato é agora produto do que foi e do isso lhe faz recordar. Se calhar tudo é uma ilusão. Se calhar estar só é a melhor forma de diálogo. Se 
calhar só "A Lua" é a nossa única e inseparável companheira.

ABRAHAM TARK;  sergiohpk@gmail.com

3123 Portugal
TONY
BRUNO LOURENÇO
bruno_lourenco@yahoo.com
FIC; 0:25:00; 35 mm; COL; 2009
a enviar posteriormente
a enviar posteriormente

LUÍS URBANO; O Som e a Fúria; geral@osomeafuria.com; http:
//osomeafuria.com/; Sandro Aguilar
Cristina Almeida; O Som e a Fúria; cristina.almeida@osomeafuria.com;
http://osomeafuria.com/

3127 Portugal
PEIXE-ARANHA BUBBLES
EDGAR MEDINA

joana@filmesfundo.com
FIC; 0:15:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
The ZX Spectrum 48 K generation up to thirty. Where are the dreams they had? Where is the Revolution? Michael works at a call center. Arthur investigates the movement of the 80s workers for an 
endless master's thesis.
And they sigh for London, Berlin, Paris or New York as one hundred years ago, the three sisters of Tchecov sighed for Moscow.
Soap bubbles fly by the deserted yards of Lisnave as the lost dreams of a game that has no memory to run.

A geração ZX Spectrum 48 K chega aos trinta. Onde estão os sonhos que um dia ousaram alimentar? Onde está a Revolução? Miguel trabalha num call center. Artur investiga os movimentos 
operários dos anos 80 para uma tese de mestrado interminável.
E suspiram por Londres, Berlim, Paris ou Nova Iorque como, cem anos atrás, as três irmãs de Tchecov suspiravam por Moscovo.
Bolhas de sabão voam pelos abandonados estaleiros da Lisnave como os sonhos perdidos de um jogo que já não tem memória para correr.

PANDORA DA CUNHA TELLES; FF Filmes Fundo; 
pandora@filmesfundo.com; http://www.filmesfundo.com/

3134 Portugal
PRENDA GIFT
HENRIQUE ROCHA
henrique.e.rocha@gmail.com
FIC; 0:19:05; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Sousa is tied to a chair in his own bar, along with another individual who does not know who it is.
Vilaça pointing a gun for both.
Moments before, Rosa and Vilaça read a story in the newspaper that says the state will fund many million someone famous. They decide kidnap him and take him to the bar of Sousa.

Sousa está amarrado a uma cadeira, no seu próprio bar, juntamente com outro indivíduo que não sabemos quem é.
Vilaça aponta um revólver para os dois.
Momentos antes, Rosa e Vilaça vêm uma notícia no jornal que diz que o estado vai financiar em muitos milhões de euros alguém famoso. Decidem raptar essa pessoa e levam-na para o bar de 
Sousa.

CLÁUDIA MARTINHO;  claudia_pmartinho@hotmail.com

3135 Portugal
DA BOLEIA DA HITCHIKE
RICARDO DE ALMEIDA

ricardodealmeida@yahoo.fr
FIC; 0:11:11; 35 mm; COL; 2009
A young man, lost in a desertic road in the middle of Portugal, is desperate for a hitchike. He doesn't get one but meets a english girl on the other side of the road, also waiting for a car to come. She's
english and doesnt speak a word of portuguese, he doesnt speak a word of english...somehow, they will manage to communicate and hopefully get a ride.
Um jovem caminha pela estrada, desesperado por uma boleia. Curiosamente encontra uma rapariga inglesa que também espera por uma boleia, mas no sentido contrário. Ela não fala uma palavra
de inglês e ele arranha algumas em inglês. A estranheza da situação vai acabar por criar uma certa empatia entre os dois e quem sabe, até pode ser que chegue um carro...

RICARDO DE ALMEIDA; HibriD Pictures & Staffilms; 
ricardodealmeida@yahoo.fr

4001 Portugal
CORRIDA DE CÃO DOG RUN
ANTÓNIO CONCEIÇÃO
aneves@porto.ucp.pt
FIC; 0:20:00; mini DV; COL; 2008
Zéʼs first Job, a demanding Madame, a luxury hotel and a flatterer manager. A hilarious day within Zéʼs body and the characters he deals with.
O primeiro trabalho de Zé, uma Madame exigente, um hotel de luxo e um gerente bajulador. Um dia hilariante na pele de Zé e das personagens com quem ele se cruza.

4002 Portugal
RAFAEL & MARIA RAPHAEL & MARY
RICARDO MACHADO
macharicardo@gmail.com
FIC; 0:14:30; mini DV; COL; 2008
Rafael, a lawyer, call his housekeeper, Maria, and lead her to kill his wife, who often cheat's on him. In the end he realizes he has dialed the wrong number and has been talking with another Maria.
Rafael é um advogado que através do telefone convence a empregada doméstica, Maria, a matar a sua esposa que o trai frequentemente. Por fim, constata que afinal, sempre existem 
coincidências.



4003 Portugal
APETECE-ME FEELS LIKE
VASCO VARANDAS CASTANHEIRA
vasco.castanheira@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:41:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2008
7 teenagers. Freedom. Sex. Dream. Kiss. Alcool. Drugs. Love. Hangover. Lisboa. Blood. Picture. Everything. Nothing. Smile. Loneliness. Life. Death. Actually. I. You. Somebody. Now. Feels Like.
7 jovens. Liberdade. Sexo. Cigarro. Sonho. Beijo. Orgasmo. Arte. Êxtase. Álcool. Droga. Boca. Saudade. Amor. Ressaca. Lisboa. Sangue. Fotografia. Vermelho. Tudo. Nada. Sorrir. Solidão. Vida. 
Morte. Crime. Presente. Eu. Tu. Alguém. Agora. Apetece-me.

Vasco Castanheira; -; vasco.castanheira@hotmail.com

4005 Portugal
ALIVE
SUSANA ISABEL MACEDO GOMES;RUI DUARTE;SIMÃO 
PAMPLONA
simacedogomes@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:11:41; mini DV; COL; 2008
Three people are travelling in a caravan .
Thereʼs something missing in every single one of them, something that´s trapping their relationships. Silence imposes itself to hide their ever growing cynicism .
As distance grows , they have to make a decision, whether they understand it or not.

Três pessoas viajam num auto-caravana.
Existe uma ausencia em cada uma destas personagens, que os encurrala nas suas relações.
O silencio vai se impondo para camuflar o cinismo das palavras. E, nesses momentos intermitentes, vão se sentindo pressionados para tomar uma decisão, mesmo sem a oportunidade de a 
compreender

4008 Portugal
"THE NIGHT TEA" CHÁ DA NOITE
LUIS MANUEL MOYA PRAÇA MATOS
moya.work@gmail.com
FIC; 0:24:15; mini DV; COL BW; 2008
Judas, one of three thieves from Porto robbing an unknown ladyʼs house, “chilling ending.”
Judas, um dos tres ladroes portuenses, assalta a casa de uma desconhecida, sendo surpreendido por serie de peripécias com final macabro.

moya.work@gmail.com

4011 Portugal
DIAS ESCUROS DARK DAYS
RICARDO SIMÕES
ricardosimoes16mm@gmail.com
FIC; 0:19:30; 16 mm; COL; 2008
Who never wanted to be another person? Became someone that we always dreamed, but that we never get?
(Alter ego can be understood literally as another one I. It psychology alter ego is
One another one I unconscious).
Ringo Amado is a respected Killer, in a corrupt city.

Quem nunca quis ser outra pessoa? Transformarmo-nos em alguém que sempre sonhámos, mas que nunca conseguimos alcançar?
(Alter ego pode ser entendido literalmente como outro eu. Para a psicologia o alter ego é um outro eu inconsciente.)
Ringo Amado é um Killer respeitado, numa cidade corrupta.

ricardosimoes16mm@gmail.com

4013 Portugal
STURM
ASSAL GHAWAMI
festival@estc.ipl.pt
FIC; 0:10:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A man within the crime world has a relationship with a woman he loves. He has a lot of doubts how to come out of that kind of criminal life, because many problems may arise. His girlfriend backs him
up in his decision to quit. He deals himself out of this crime world, but the deal has a condition: the father of his girlfriend must be killed.
He has to think things over and listen to his doubts in order to make his final decision.
Um homem que leva uma vida criminosa encontra-se envolvido numa relação com uma mulher que ama. As dúvidas invadem-no sobre a saída dessa vida pois impõe várias dificuldades. A 
namorada apoia-o na decisão de se afastar.
Ele acaba por conseguir negociar uma saída do mundo do crime, mas o negócio implica mais uma morte: a morte do pai dela. Cheio de dúvidas ele envolve-se numa profunda reflexão que o leva à
decisão final.

Jaime Silva; Escola Superior de Teatro e Cinema; festival@estc.ipl.pt

4014 Portugal
NO ANO DA MORTE DE KURT COBAIN THE YEAR OF THE DEATH OF KURT COBAIN
GONÇALO SOARES
festival@estc.ipl.pt
FIC; 0:11:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
When Kurt Cobain dies, Alvaro, a big fan of him, runs away to live in a hotel and start a career as a writer. But he finds out that he just canʼt type a single word. He blames the noises that invade his 
room. His neighbour, Constantino, is a musician who lives next door and contributes in a great amount to the same noises that keep Álvaro from writing. But this musician thinks that these noises 
might help an artist to fulfill his quest…
Álvaro, aquando a morte do seu maior ídolo, Kurt Cobain, decide fugir para um quarto de hotel para começar uma carreira enquanto escritor. Apercebendo-se depois que não consegue escrever, 
culpando em grande parte os barulhos do hotel. Conhece Constantino, seu vizinho, que para além de contribuir para o barulho, acha que o barulho o ajuda na sua profissão enquanto músico.

Jaime Silva; Escola Superior de Teatro e Cinema; festival@estc.ipl.pt

4015 Portugal
DUELO BLOOD STAINED BARREL
FILIPE SANTOS
festival@estc.ipl.pt
FIC; 0:17:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Hunted by his ghosts, Jericho searches for his wifeʼs necklace, stolen by Sanchez, an old friend. Thinking that Sanchez killed his wife, the two of them start a last duel, where Jericho finally reveals 
himself as the real culprit for his wifeʼs death.
Perseguido pelos seus fantasmas, Jericho procura recuperar o colar da sua mulher, roubado por Sanchez, um antigo amigo. Acusando Sanchez de ter morto a sua mulher, os dois envolvem-se num
último duelo, sem saida, onde Jericho acaba por se revelar como o verdadeiro culpado pela morte da sua mulher.

Jaime Silva; Escola Superior de Teatro e Cinema; festival@estc.ipl.pt



4024 Portugal
O CHAPÉU DE CHUVA THE UMBRELLA
DIOGO SOUSA
diog.sousa@gmail.com
FIC; 0:30:00; HD; COL; 2008
Sílvia lands in a new reality. She left behind an unknown past; the future, she laid it on the hands of an acquaintance she will never meet.
Upon arrival to the hotel, she is told of the departure of her acquaintance. Alone and without anywhere to go, she decides to stay for the night right there, the only place seemingly familiar.
Little after unpacking, she gets a visit from an unknown conferrer, who got to her door by mistake. A lucky coincidence for Lívio, who finds her worthy of an invitation to the hotel lounge and, soon 
after, a Dvorák concert.
On the way back home, after a break for a post-concert drink, during which they laid the cards on the table and their present lives are confronted, Lívio kisses Sílvia, when she seeks shelter in his 
embrace.
Sílvia aterra numa nova realidade. Para trás deixou um passado incógnito; o futuro, esse, deixou-o nas mãos de um contacto que nunca será.
Ao chegar ao hotel, é-lhe relatada a partida do seu contacto. Sozinha e sem rumo, decide pernoitar ali mesmo, no único lugar já dotado de uma familiaridade aparente.
Pouco depois de instalada, recebe a visita de um desconhecido conferencista, vindo ao engano até à sua porta. Feliz coincidência para Lívio, que a acha meritória de um convite para o bar do hotel,
e posteriormente, para um concerto de Dvorák.
No regresso a casa, depois de uma paragem para um café pós-concerto, durante o qual o jogo é aberto e as suas vidas presentes confrontadas, Lívio beija Sílvia, quando esta procura refúgio no 
seu regaço.

4026 Portugal
EM PAÍS ESTRANGEIRO IN FOREIGN COUNTRY
DIOGO SOUSA
diog.sousa@gmail.com
FIC; 0:11:08; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Lúcio enters the living room. Babá is lying on the couch listening to music.
She welcomes him with coldness and hostility, despite the good will the young man in love, who bears everything, with the stoicism of the great romantics.
Denied a kiss in the cheek, the water in the desert of deprivation, Lúcio loses his temper and slaps Babá, who wastes no time to reply the same way.
Once the situation settles, Babá raises Lúcioʼs hopes, asking him to call her the following day.
For Babá, agglutination defies logic, and can only be processed through similitude.
Lúcio entra na sala de estar. Babá está deitada no divã a ouvir música.
Recebe-o com frieza e hostilidade, apesar da boa vontade do jovem apaixonado, que tudo suporta, com o estoicismo dos grandes românticos.
Recusado um beijo na face, a água no deserto da privação, Lúcio perde as estribeiras e esbofeteia Babá, que não se fazendo rogada, responde da mesma moeda.
Finda a contenda, Babá dá esperanças a Lúcio, pedindo-lhe que lhe ligue no dia seguinte.
Para Babá, a aglutinação contraria as leis da lógica, e só se processa através da similitude.

4030 Portugal
TESOURO TREASURE
AFONSO DOMINGUES
aneves@porto.ucp.pt
FIC; 0:14:09; DV Cam; COL; 2009
A story about ambition, crime and tragedy. The narrative focuses on the discovery of a lost treasure, by three brothers in a forest. But apparently, of them wants to share it. Though they come from an
wealthy background, their actual condition made this men greedy and incapable of sharing anyting.
Uma história de ambição, crime e tragédia. A acção concentra-se em torno da descoberta de um tesouro por três irmãos na floresta. Só que aparentemente nenhum pretende partilhá-lo. Embora 
venham de um passado abastado, as fracas condições de vida do presente tornaram estes homens gananciosos e impossibilitados de partilhar o que quer que seja.

4031 Portugal
Á FLOR DA PELE BENEATH THE SKIN
NUNO PORTUGAL
nunoportugal82@gmail.com
FIC; 0:04:51; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2008
Held against her will, Cátia fights to release herself from a bad relationship.
Retida contra a sua vontade, Cátia luta para se libertar das amarras de uma relação conflituosa.

Inês Prazeres; Zed Filmes - Curtas e Longas; festivals@zedfilmes.com;
http://www.zedfilmes.com/

4032 Portugal
ADEUS SARA GOODBYE SARA
FRANCISCO CARVALHO
a.olaio@sapo.pt
FIC; 0:05:22; mini DV; COL; 2009
Sara spends her days dreaming, her mind always apart from the world around her. One day she decides to leave behind a life that is meaningless for her. She aims for another world that would 
change her life completely, fantasizing other existence she longs for, for the simple reason that it would be different from her actual life. And so, she climbs a hill and waits patiently to be abducted by
aliens. And there she looks just like a girl from a poster on her bedroom wall.
Sara passa os dias a sonhar acordada distraindo-se do que a rodeia. Um dia decide deixar para trás uma vida para ela sem sentido. Na expectativa de um outro mundo que lhe mude 
completamente a vida, fantasiando uma outra existência a que aspira só pelo facto de ser diferente desta, sobe um monte e aguarda pacientemente que seja raptada por extraterrestres parecendo 
tomar o lugar de uma personagem de um poster que tem no seu quarto.

a.olaio@sapo.pt

4042 Portugal
VISIONS
HENRIQUE ROCHA
henrique.e.rocha@gmail.com
FIC; 0:05:30; DVD; COL; 2008
A man wakes up slowly and awakes with a star, he feels sick.
Walking down the streets of one city, reacts strangely when he crosses other people, looks like he is afraid of them, is it fear, repulse...
What's happenning to him and why does he react like that?

Um homem acorda lentamente e estremunhado, parece ter náuseas.
Ao caminhar pelas ruas de uma cidade, reage de uma maneira estranha as pessoas com quem se vai cruzando, parece ter medo delas, ou será medo, repulsa…
Que se passa com ele e porque reage assim?



4046 Portugal
SERVIÇO DE CHÁ TEA SERVICE
ALEXANDRE ANTUNES;NUNO BARBOSA
albanoalfredo@gmail.com
FIC; 0:15:50; DVD; COL; 2008
Tea Service tells us the story of Alexander, a third class worker that was a magician in the past. Tired of it's daily rotines, and the way the negativity was pressured into him, Alexander feels the need 
to continue doing magic in way to be free even only for few moments.
Married and with a son, Alexander as to put the magic to the side, yet it's when a strange delivery boy comes that he decides to change is destiny.
Alexander as now a goal: to do a magic show that proves there's still space for magic and happiness. Not all goes as expected, yet as Alexander wants to show, in the end the true magic always 
prevails.
Serviço de Chá conta-nos a história de Alexandre, um operário fabril outrora mágico. Cansado das suas rotinas, e da forma como a negatividade e a opressão lhe é imposta, Alexandre sente 
vontade de continuar a fazer as suas pequenas magicas, podendo assim viajar até uma época em que era feliz.
Casado e com um filho para sustentar, Alexandre vê-se obrigado a guardar o seu sonho para uma outra altura da vida, contudo é com a chegada de um peculiar rapaz de entregas, que ele decide
mudar o seu caminho.
Alexandre tem agora um objectivo: Montar um espectáculo que prove que ainda existe espaço para a magia e felicidade.
Nem tudo corre como o esperado, no entanto como Alexandre procura demonstrar, no final a verdadeira magia sempre prevalece.

4047 Portugal
HORÁCIO SILVA PACITA
RUI ANTÓNIO
ruiantonio@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:05:32; mini DV; COL; 2009
Horacio Silva Pacita, 25 years, is peculiar to some and feel the life like that.
Have an irrational and unusual fear of the number 13.
Today, day 13, a Friday in February, you must say it is a rainy day?
Horácio Silva Pacita, 25 anos, para alguns é peculiar e sentira-se toda a vida assim.
Sofre de triscaidecafobia, um medo irracional e incomum do número 13.
Hoje, dia 13, uma sexta-feira no mês de Fevereiro, será necessário dizer que é um dia de azar?

4049 Portugal
FOTÓGRAFO PHOTOGRAPHER
JOÃO PEDRO SILVA;NUNO ANTUNES
joao.v.silva88@gmail.com
FIC; 0:05:50; mini DV; COL; 2009
"Photographer" is a short film that follows the spiral of destruction of a photographer from the death of the person he loves to his suicide.
"Fotógrafo", é uma curta que segue a espiral de destruição de um fotógrafo desde a morte da pessoa que ama até ao seu suícidio.

4052 Portugal
ALIVE
SUSANA GOMES;SIMÃO PAMPLONA;RUI DUARTE
susanagomes@sapo.pt
FIC; 0:15:00; DV; COL; 2008
Three people are travelling in a caravan .
Thereʼs something missing in every single one of them, something that´s trapping their relationships. Silence imposes itself to hide their ever growing cynicism .
As distance grows , they have to make a decision, whether they understand it or not.

Três pessoas viajam num auto-caravana.
Existe uma ausência em cada uma destas personagens, que os encurrala nas suas relações.
O silencio vai se impondo para camuflar o cinismo das palavras. E, nesses momentos intermitentes, vão - se sentindo pressionados a tomar uma decisão, mesmo sem a oportunidade de a 
compreender.

4053 Portugal
INSÓNIA, AMOR E CIGARROS INSOMNIA, LOVE AND CIGARETTS
JOSÉ PAIS
josempais@gmail.com
FIC; 0:18:55; DV Cam; COL; 2008
A sleepless night, two strangers meet. A search. While night turns into day words, feelings and secrets are revealed. Whatʼs saved for the daylight?
Uma noite branca, dois estranhos, um encontro improvável, uma busca. À medida que a noite se faz dia trocam-se palavras, sentimentos, revelam-se segredos. O que nos reservará a aurora?

4055 Portugal
O HOSPITAL THE HOSPITAL
MIGUEL CARRANCA ;JOÃO EDUARDO
FIC; 0:07:38; 16 mm; COL; 2008
Imagine a hospital, where all broken instruments go to, to be fixed. A little boy appears and asks a doctor if he could fix his toy guitar. He soon learns how to play music using other musical 
instruments and discovers that with team-work we can achieve all our dreams.
Num pequeno hospital amontoam-se instrumentos musicais em cima de macas, num ambiente caótico, com pessoas agarradas às macas, umas a chorar, outras a falar com os seus instrumentos.
Os médicos encontram-se numa azáfama a tentar socorrer todos os “pacientes”. No meio de todo este caos, surge uma criança com uma guitarra de brincar. Os médicos recusam-se a tratar o 
brinquedo, mas perante a perseverança e ternura demonstradas pelo pequeno rapaz, o sonho de consertar o seu brinquedo vai levá-lo a encontrar a música através da ajuda dos outros 
instrumentos e dos respectivos donos. Esta é a história de como a união que a música acarreta é importante para que os nossos sonhos se concretizam, mesmo não sendo de forma como 
esperamos.

4056 Portugal
JAM SESSION
JOSÉ MATOS;PAULA VIEIRA
FIC; 0:07:24; HD; COL; 2008
Esta é a história de António, um jovem músico, amante de Jazz, que toca trompete num jardim, por dificuldades económicas.
Ao passear pelo jardim onde António toca, Alcides, o dono de um bar ali perto, ouve-o durante alguns segundos e convida-o para tocar no seu bar nessa noite, numa JAM SESSION.

Esta é a história de António, um jovem músico, amante de Jazz, que toca trompete num jardim, por dificuldades económicas.

Ao passear pelo jardim onde António toca, Alcides, o dono de um bar ali perto, ouve-o durante alguns segundos e convida-o para tocar no seu bar nessa noite, numa JAM SESSION.



4057 Portugal
POR FAVOR, NÃO CLIPES O MEU VIDEOCLIP PLEASE DON'T MESS MY MUSIC VIDEO
DAVID SERRAS PEREIRA ;INÊS CAIOLA
FIC; 0:10:43; HD; COL; 2008
Tó and J.P. are two lazy cinema students who have to make a music video. However, they havenʼt got much time to produce it. J.P. plays guitar and Tó knows how to sing, so they try to piece 
together something in their own bedroom.

As the clock ticks away, they soon recognise that they have complete different tastes in style and personality. Confusion bursts so they decide to smoke drugs in order to inspire themselves. They 
now have so many ideas in their heads that the confusion doubles in between them. The spectator begins to see the chaos aesthetically on screen in real-time. The clock still ticks away so the two 
start to improvise. They finally start to roll the camera as if they were filming a live show and all of their stylistic incoherenceʼs are reflected on screen. In the end, Tó and J.P. finish the music video but
TÓ e J.P., dois alunos de Cinema bastante preguiçosos, têm de fazer um videoclip, só que deixaram para a última hora. J.P. sabe tocar guitarra e TÓ sabe cantar, e assim, numa atitude de 
“desenrasca”, decidem fazê-lo no próprio quarto de J.P.
À medida que o relógio avança, descobrem que têm gostos, feitios e estéticas diferentes. A confusão gera-se e frustrados com a falta de sintonia nas ideias, decidem fumar substâncias ilícitas para 
“se inspirarem”. Agora, em vez de falta de ideias, elas são tantas e tão alucinantes que a confusão e o caos se redobram. De forma hilariante, o espectador vê em “realtime” (na própria imagem) a 
desgarrada estética que ocorre entre os dois. O tempo esgota-se cada vez mais depressa e a solução é improvisar. Finalmente, gravam como se fosse um “directo”, numa espécie de “tudo ao 
molho e fé em Deus”, em que o que “salta à vista” são as absolutas incoerências de estilo e forma defendidas por cada personagem. TÓ e J.P. terminam o videoclip, mas o resultado, esse, só o 

4058 Portugal
A MORTE DE TCHAIKOVSKY TCHAIKOVSKY'S DEATH
NUNO FÉLIX
nunofelix.mosca@gmail.com
FIC; 0:09:32; 16 mm; COL; 2008
Pyotr Tchaikovsky is an acclaimed classical music composer that died on November 6th, 1893, in Saint Petersburg, due to unidentified causes. By accompanying this mythical composer's creation 
process, we realize that his works do not proceed from where we thought. It is then revealed that the speculation around his death has a plausible cause. Suicide? Cholera? Murder? How did this 
immortal composer die?
Pyotr Tchaikovsky é um aclamado compositor de música clássica que morreu a 6 de Novembro de 1893 em São Petersburgo, vítima de uma causa não identificada.

Acompanhando o processo de criação musical deste mítico compositor, apercebemo-nos que as obras não são provenientes de onde pensamos.
Revelamos então, que a especulação existente em torno da sua morte tem uma causa plausível.

Suicídio? Cólera? Assassinio? Como morreu este imortal compositor?

3084 Portugal
BREU IN THE DARK
JERÓNIMO ROCHA

jeronimorrocha@mac.com
FIC/ANI; 0:14:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2009
Once there was a boy who was afraid of the dark. One day, while playing on an abandoned factory's roof, he let a valuable belonging fall through a gap between the tiles. Going into the factory 
means facing his phobia and, inside, a beast's gaze awaits him.

BREU é um conto sobre um rapaz com medo do escuro. Um dia, quando brinca nos telhados de uma fábrica abandonada, deixa cair um valioso pertence por uma nesga entre as telhas. Entrar na 
fábrica significa enfrentar a sua fobia e, lá dentro, o olhar atento de um bicho aguarda-o.

FREDERICO SERRA; Take It Easy; lara@takeiteasy-film.com; http:
//www.takeiteasy-film.com/

3094 Portugal
MÃE E FILHA MOTHER AND DAUGHTER
CATARINA MOURAO

mouraocatarina@gmail.com
FIC/DOC; 0:13:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Mother and Daughter go to a mediation session trying to find a way to better communicate.
Mãe e Filha resolvem procurar a ajuda da mediação para conseguirem comunicar.

MARIA RIBEIRO SOARES; Valentim de Carvalho, Filmes; 
mouraocatarina@gmail.com
Catarina Mourao; mouraocatarina@gmail.com; http://www.laranja-azul.
com/cv-pt/cm.html

3116 Portugal
LUCY
CRISTIANO VAN ZELLER;NUNO COSTA
cristiano_vz@hotmail.com
FIC/DOC; 0:09:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
In the morning of 13th May, the “Jornal de Notìcias” publishes a letter, signed by a devout spiritualist, announcing a fact regarding the war that would impress many people. Some hours later, Lucia 
has an experience of mystical nature, receiving the visit from a light being with a suit by the knee, something strange and abnormal for the time. The film Lucy brings to light historical facts unknown to
the great public and suggests new readings for the Marian phenomenon of Fátima. Today, ninety years later, the location where Lúcia received the unexpected visit is considered the Altar of the 
World for most of the believing catholics. After all, the spiritualistic forecast would finish exactly for confirming itself.
Na manhã de 13 de Maio, o Jornal de Notícias publica uma carta, assinada por um devoto espírita, que anuncia um facto a respeito da guerra que iria impressionar muita gente. Algumas horas 
depois, Lúcia tem uma experiência de natureza enteógena e mística, recebendo a visita de um ser de luz, com um traje pelo joelho, facto estranho e anómalo para a época. O filme Lucy traz a lume
factos históricos desconhecidos do grande público e sugere novas leituras para o fenómeno mariano de Fátima. Hoje, noventa anos depois, o local onde Lúcia recebeu a inusitada visita é 
considerado o Altar do Mundo para a maior parte dos crentes católicos. Afinal, a previsão espírita acabaria mesmo por confirmar-se.

NUNO COSTA; associaçao cultural 515; avatarlab@gmail.com; http:
//avatarlab.wordpress.com/; Ana Marin
nunocaladocosta@gmail.com

3041 Portugal
NESTA PRAIA TODA A GENTE É DE LISBOA EVERYBODY IN THIS BEACH COMES FROM LISBON
JOÃO LAIA
joao.laia@gmail.com
FIC/EXP; 0:11:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
In a deserted beach a man is lost within his desires.
Numa praia deserta um homem está perdido nos seus desejos.

JOANA DILÃO;  joanadilao@gmail.com;  João Laia



3044 Portugal
SÍNDROME DE STENDHAL STENDHAL SYNDROME
PATRICK DOS SANTOS MENDES

jumpcut@jumpcut.pt
FIC/EXP; 0:07:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
After being exposed to an art piece, a girl enters in a psychotic hallucination, caused by the Stendhalʼs Syndrome.
Uma rapariga
após ter sido exposta
a uma obra de arte,
entra numa alucinação psicótica causada pelo
Síndrome de Stendhal.

ANA JORDÃO; JumpCut, Lda; jumpcut@jumpcut.pt; http://www.
jumpcut.pt/

3057 Portugal
VISIONARY IRAQ
GABRIEL ABRANTES;BENJAMIN CROTTY
gabrielmiragodinhoabrantes@gmail.com
FIC/EXP; 0:17:15; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Um jovem português e a irmã adoptada, uma angolana, partem para a Operação de Libertação do Iraque. A mãe percebe que eles mantêm uma relação amorosa secreta. Fica a saber-se que o pai
retira proveito de investimentos para o desenvolvimento de infraestruturas. No campo de batalha, eles têm que tomar uma decisão moral.

GABRIEL ABRANTES; Gabriel Abrantes Productions; 
gabrielmiragodinhoabrantes@gmail.com

3058 Portugal
TOO MANY DADDIES, MOMMIES AND BABIES
GABRIEL ABRANTES
gabrielmiragodinhoabrantes@gmail.com
FIC/EXP; 0:27:15; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Uma história sobre um casal homossexual que desiste de salvar o planeta do aquecimento global para ter um filho.

GABRIEL ABRANTES; Gabriel Abrantes Productions; 
gabrielmiragodinhoabrantes@gmail.com

3066 Portugal
TELÉMACO
JORGE M. RODRIGO
info@promofest.org
FIC/EXP; 0:04:00; 16 mm; COL; 2008
A unexisting protagonist, a oneselfʼs search, a struggle against our own fears, a fighting for surviving to oblivion … The antistory within a story.

JORGE M. RODRIGO;  info@promofest.org
FRANC PLANAS; PROMOFEST; info@promofest.org

3071 Portugal
SONHANDO A CORES DREAMING IN COLOR
GIL GELPI

FIC/EXP; 0:23:45; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Xico Sonega is a young man whose sole certainty in life is his desire to conquer Jamila (Wonder Woman), the woman of his dreams. Being a daydreamer, Xico finds it difficult to live in the real world,
and when he manages to do so he doesn't always find the best way.
Xico Sonega é um jovem cuja única certeza é querer conquistar Jamila (Wonder Woman), a mulher dos seus sonhos. Sonhador como é, Xico sente dificuldade em passar para a realidade. Mesmo 
quando encontra coragem para o fazer, nem sempre encontra a melhor maneira.

GIL GELPI; Uzi Filmes; production@uzifilmes.com; http://www.uzifilmes.
com/

3083 Portugal
"CONTRARIEDADES, DE CESÁRIO VERDE" "SETBACKS, BY CESÁRIO VERDE"
NOÉ TOURALDO
espiralnt@hotmail.com
FIC/EXP; 0:07:30; Betacam SP PAL; BW; 2009
Adaptation of the poem "setbacks" from Cesario Verde, a criticism of the inhuman and unjust society, which are victims of humiliation and abandonment, a poet and a engomadeira.
Adaptação do poema "contrariedades" de Cesário Verde; Uma crítica à sociedade desumana e injusta, pela qual, são vítimas de humilhação e abandono, um poeta e uma engomadeira.

NOÉ TOURALDO;  espiralnt@hotmail.com; http://touraldo.com/

3117 Portugal
EM GRANDE LARGE
NUNO RAMOS VIEIRA

nunovieira@filmideia.com
FIC/EXP; 0:12:56; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
"Em grande" is the story of 17 characters who are involved in a project ... 2 are complicit, everyone is suspect!
"Em grande" é a história de 17 personagens que se envolvem num projecto... 2 são cúmplices, todos são suspeitos!

NUNO RAMOSVIEIRA; Filmideia Audiovisuais Lda; 
nunovieira@filmideia.com; http://www.filmideia.com/

3126 Portugal
O CINEMA DE AUTOR AUTHOR CINEMA
JOÃO ESTRELA REGO MELO SOUSA

kingsaladas@gmail.com
FIC/EXP; 0:07:02; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Popular music is for the commercial cinema, like experience is for the author cinema. Music, painting and cinema are experiences of the author in the art world. The world of spectacle makes art 
popular. There is a difference between one world and another. This project intends to illustrate it in a poetic atmosphere. It reveals an author point of view about this concrete situation. His singular 
expression can provoke many different reflexions about these themes and concepts.
A música popular está para o cinema comercial, como a experiência está para o cinema de autor. A música, a pintura e o cinema são experiências do autor no mundo da arte. O mundo do 
espectáculo populariza a arte. Há uma diferença entre um mundo e o outro. Este projecto pretende ilustrá-la numa atmosfera poética. Revela uma posição autoral sobre esta situação concreta. A 
sua expressão singular pode provocar muitas e diferentes reflexões sobre estes temas e conceitos subjacentes.

JOÃO ESTRELA REGO MELO SOUSA; s/empresa (Rua Boa Nova 80,
9500-296 Ponta Delgada, São Miguel / Açores); kingsaladas@gmail.
com



4044 Portugal
A INFELICIDADE DE TER ESPIRITO MISFORTUNE TO HAVE SOUL
ANDRÉ SANTOS
migueltassier@gmail.com
FIC/EXP; 0:13:38; DV Cam; COL; 2008
A young man agrees and tries to do that every day of the common mortal does before leaving home, prepare to face the day, but nothing works, everything is apparently unusable. As the day 
progresses, the very vitality of the young man who no longer works, but why this happens? Why has the misfortune to have soul.
Um jovem acorda e tenta fazer o que todos os dias o comum dos mortais faz antes de sair de casa, preparar-se para enfrentar o dia, mas nada funciona, tudo se aparenta inutilizável. Há medida 
que o dia avança, é a própria vitalidade do jovem que deixa de funcionar, mas porque isto acontece? Porque tem a infelicidade de ter espirito.

4045 Portugal
ANTENA ANTENNA
EMANUEL MARTINS LOPES
emanuelmlopes@hotmail.com
FIC/EXP; 0:07:38; DV; COL BW; 2008
One man tries to find some meaning on everyday things. Although, that doesn't happen and he sees himself lost between bizarre events.
Um homem tenta encontrar sentido nas coisas banais da vida. No entanto, tal não acontece e ele vê-se perdido em acontecimentos bizarros.

4050 Portugal
MEIA-NOITE MIDNIGHT
DÁRIO RIBEIRO
dario.pt@portugalmail.pt
FIC/EXP; 0:09:53; mini DV; COL; 2008
Ana, a young Coimbra's student, say goodbye to her boyfriend, before returns home. But a strange message on her car's window sent her to a terryfing evening, when the nightmare meets reality. A 
journey into dream's world and the deepest fears.
Ana, uma jovem estudante conimbricense, despede-se do seu namorado, antes de voltar para casa. Mas uma estranha mensagem colocada no vidro do seu carro lança-a num final de dia aterrador,
onde o pesadelo se confunde com a realidade. Uma viagem ao mundo dos sonhos e dos medos mais profundos.

dario.pt@portugalmail.pt

3065 Portugal
AS MEMÓRIAS QUE NUNCA SE APAGAM ENDLESS MEMORIES
DINARTE FREITAS ;EDUARDO COSTA

dinartefreitas@gmail.com
FIC/FIC; 0:30:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2009
In a time of Revolution(1936),a young couple, Maria and João from Madeira Island, fall in love. They try to run away from her father António. Unable to be together, João part with the promise to 
come back for Maria, but time passes... João is back 70 years later, searching for his endless memories.
Num tempo de Revolta (1936), dois jovens madeirenses, João e Maria, apaixonam-se. António o pai de Maria, não permite esta relação e João parte para o estrangeiro com a promessa de um dia 
voltar. Mas o tempo passa e João tarda em chegar.

EDUARDO COSTA; Eduardo Costa Produções Audiovisuais Lda.; 
eduardocosta@netmadeira.com; http://www.eduardocosta.pt/

3104 Portugal
CIÊNCIA POLÍTICA POLITICS
BRUNO SOARES

bruno.l.a.soares@gmail.com
FIC/FIC; 0:28:01; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Duarte, an orphan, was adopted by a russian mobster. He doesn't know anything rather than a cold and brutal reality. Right-arm of Dmitri, he is constantly under this mobster's desire and orders. 
When a young russian stripper appears in Dmitri's underground-looking bar, Duarte meets something he didn't know about and here he realizes that it doesn' take guts to do things, but motives!
Duarte um jovem órfão, adoptado por um mafioso russo, não conhece nada mais do que uma realidade cruel e fria! Braço direito de Dmitri é subjugado constantemente aos seus desejos e ordens. 
com o aparecimento de uma jovem stripper russa no bar de Dmitri, Duarte conhece algo que até então desconhecia, é aqui ele se apercebe que não é preciso ter coragem, mas sim motivos!

PEDRO MENDONÇA; Long Play \ Recycledfilms; 
recycledfilms@hotmail.com; Leonardo António
Pedro Mendonça; Recycled Films / Long Play; recycledfilms@hotmail.
com

5013 Portugal
PEIXE:AVIÃO "A ESPERA É UM ARAME"
BOLOS QUENTES
bolosquentes@gmail.com
MV; 0:03:59; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A dark box full of light.
Um espaço escuro com muita luz.

BOLOS QUENTES;  bolosquentes@gmail.com; http://bolosquentes.
sollec.org/

5021 Portugal
MINIATURA NORMATIVA
VASCO MONTEIRO
vascomsm@gmail.com
MV; 0:03:27; Betacam SP PAL; BW; 2008
Music video set on the barber shop 5 Jovens (5 young men) where the Portuguese folklore musician b Fachada sings about beardless boys.
Na barbearia 5 Jovens, o músico de "floquelore erudito" português B Fachada canta sobre gajos sem pelos.

VASCO MONTEIRO; Vasco Monteiro; vascomsm@gmail.com

5036 Portugal
À FORÇA DA NOSSA VOZ WITH THE STRENGTH OF OUR VOICE
MIGUEL CLARA VASCONCELOS

mcv@andarfilmes.com
MV; 0:05:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Along the main road from the center of Vila do Conde to the sea, Paulo Praça gathers supporters that arise against the oppression of silence, the moral and ideological control.
Ao longo da estrada principal, desde o centro da cidade de vila do conde até ao mar, Paulo Praça reúne apoiantes que se manifestam contra a opressão do silêncio, do controlo moral e ideológico.

ARIANA COUVINHA; ANDAR Filmes; info@andarfilmes.com; http:
//www.andarfilmes.com/



5048 Portugal
JAMES MORRISON FEAT. NELLY FURTADO "BROKEN
STRINGS"
MICAH MEISNER
micah.meisner@gmail.com
MV; 0:04:19; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Intensity of love and loss, two people separated by glass create enough tension to shatter everything around them.

SHANNON BRAND;  shannon_brand@hotmail.com; http://www.
revolverfilms.com/

5071 Portugal
AMUO SULKINESS
HÉLDER GONÇALVES;VICTOR HUGO PONTES
naraoke@sapo.pt
MV; 0:03:37; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Videoclip for the song AMUO, from the álbum CINTURA by the portuguese band CLÃ. The video is interpreted by Manuela Azevedo (Clã's lead singer) and Fernanda Takai (lead singer of the 
brazilian band PATO FU), who sang together the theme in the album.
First time directing a videoclip for Hélder Gonçalves, musician and main composer of Clã, and Victor Hugo Pontes, portuguese actor, coreographer and set designer.
www.cla.pt
www.myspace.com/victorhugopontes

Videoclip para a canção AMUO, do álbum CINTURA da banda portuguesa CLÃ. O filme conta com a participação da vocalista dos Clã, Manuela Azevedo, e Fernanda Takai, cantora do grupo 
brasileiro PATO FU que interpretam o tema em dueto também no álbum.
Estreia na realização de videoclips de Hélder Gonçalves, músico e compositor dos Clã, e de Victor Hugo Pontes, actor, coreógrafo e cenógrafo.
www.cla.pt
www.myspace.com/victorhugopontes

HÉLDER GONÇALVES; Clã; naraoke@sapo.pt; http://www.cla.pt/

5072 Portugal
POP DELL'ARTE - LADY GODIVA'S OPERATION
CARLOS CONCEIÇÃO
MV; 0:04:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Music video for Pop Dell'Arte. This track was originally done by The Velvet Underground.
Videoclip para os Pop Dell'Arte, de um tema original dos Velvet Underground.

CARLOS CONCEIÇÃO; Uzi Filmes; production@uzifilmes.com; http:
//www.uzifilmes.com/; Skud & Smarty Records

5073 Portugal
ORDENA QUE TE AME
MV;

5095 Portugal
SHE NODS - SIZO
PEDRO MAIA
maiapedro@gmail.com
MV; 0:04:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Videoclip para a música "She nods" da banda Sizo.

PEDRO MAIA; Kong Studio; info.kongstudio@gmail.com; http://www.
kongstudio.net/

5096 Portugal
ULTRAVIOLETA
EDUARDO MORAIS
ems@cafeina.org
MV; 0:04:23; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
(PT)

Videoclip do single 'Ultravioleta' do álbum de estreia dos :papercutz : 'Lylac'.
Dirigido por Eduardo Morais (www.eduardomorais.com) com Silvia Ribeiro e Tiago Bôto. Direcção artística por Cristina Cutrale.

Para mais informação sobre 'Lylac' por favor visite www.papercutzed.com ou www.myspace.com/papercutzed

BRUNO MIGUEL; :papercutz; info@papercutzed.com; http://www.
papercutzed.com/

5097 Portugal
"OLHA MARIA" JOANA MACHADO FEAT. BERNARDO
SASSETTI
TIAGO MATA ANGELINO;TIAGO PEREIRA
tiago.angelino@phenixarts.com
MV; 0:04:34; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
"Olha Maria", a sad separation farewell where everybody, wins or lose, written by Chic Buarque, Tom Jobim and Vinícius de Moraes sang by Joana Machado with Bernardo Sassetti's companion.

TIAGO ANGELINO; PhénixArts; geral@phnixarts.com; http://www.
phenixarts.com/

5098 Portugal
HOBBYHORSE BLUES
NUNO TRINDADE
et_33.3@otmail.com
MV; 0:05:42; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2009
Hobbyhorse Blues - "What would be the answer to the Hobbyhorse riddle, when you look into the eyes of a blood staind angel." Black and white tale impressions based on a song by Happiness.

NUNO TRINDADE;  et_33.3@hotmail.com;  Cristina Coito
et_33.3@hotmail.com

5099 Portugal
FANTASMA GHOST
CATARINA LOPES
whynotthere@gmail.com
MV; 0:05:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
De vídeos caseiros familiares de cada um dos dois elementos que constituem os Aquaparque, retratando idades e períodos diferentes (num caso infância, no outro adolescência), foram recolhidos 
segmentos para a realização do vídeo para o tema ʻFantasmaʼ, do álbum ʻÉ Isso Aíʼ (2009, aquaboogie). A sua composição pela realizadora Catarina Lopes ilustra na perfeição a toada morna mas 
insidiosa do tema, descontraído mas pejado pela melancolia e nostalgia da letra, representada por trechos mais abstractos a filmagens de patuscada de final de tarde, de postais veraneios a 
prenúncios da capacidade musical de entreter os outros de um dos músicos da banda.

CATARINA LOPES;  whynotthere@gmail.com



5100 Portugal
SALOMÉ / OS PONTOS NEGROS
TIAGO PEREIRA;TIAGO MATA ANGELINO
tiago.angelino@phenixarts.com
MV; 0:04:04; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Rock and Roll remeets Gypsy's world presented by Salomé.

TIAGO ANGELINO; PhénixArts; geral@phenixarts.com; http://www.
phenixarts.com/; Tiago Pereira

5101 Portugal
MARIA JOÃO E MARIO LAGINHA - I´VE GROWN 
ACCUSTOMED TO HER FACE

I´VE GROWN ACCUSTOMED TO HER FACE

PEDRO MACEDO
pedropintomacedo@gmail.com
MV; 0:03:47; Betacam SP PAL; BW; 2008
Artist performance in a single long take.

JOSÉ LUÍS REI; Bus, produção de audiovisuais lda; bus.work@gmail.
com; http://www.busbusbus.pt/

5102 Portugal
XUTOS E PONTAPÉS - QUEM É QUEM? WHO´S WHO?
PEDRO CLÁUDIO

pedro.claudio@sapo.pt
MV; 0:04:13; Betacam SP PAL; BW; 2009
A band performance with war video mix.

JOSÉ LUÍS REI; Bus, produção de audiovisuais lda; bus.work@gmail.
com; http://www.busbusbus.pt/

5103 Portugal
BURAKA SOM SISTEMA - AQUI P´RA VOCÊS HERE FOR YOU
PEDRO CLÁUDIO

pedro.claudio@sapo.pt
MV; 0:04:35; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
An illegal party in a boat container.

JOSÉ LUÍS REI; Bus, produção de audiovisuais lda; bus.work@gmail.
com; http://www.busbusbus.pt/

5106 Portugal
PROBATION "NEW DESIRE OF LOVE"
HENRIQUE BAGULHO;IVO SILVA ;RAQUEL LARANJO
henriquebagulho@gmail.com
MV; 0:03:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Um telédisco académico.

UNIVERSIDADE LUSÓFONA; Cinema, Video & Comunicação 
Multimédia; henriquebagulho@gmail.com; http://www.ulusofona.pt/

5107 Portugal
THE PROFILERS - "BYE BYE"
BERNARDO ANTERO;BRUNO FONSECA;CLAUDIO CALABOIÇA
MV; 0:04:40; Betacam SP PAL; BW; 2009
Um telédisco académico.

UNIVERSIDADE LUSÓFONA; Cinema, Video & Comunicação 
Multimédia; henriquebagulho@gmail.com; http://www.ulusofona.pt/

5108 Portugal
WOMAN IN PANIC - "ISOMANIA"
ÁGATA SILVEIRA;DAVID TUTTI DOS REIS ;BÁRBARA DIAS
MV; 0:03:45; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Um telédisco académico.

UNIVERSIDADE LUSÓFONA; Cinema, Video & Comunicação 
Multimédia; henriquebagulho@gmail.com; http://www.ulusofona.pt/

5012 Portugal
ÚLTIMO "SPONG ICE"
BOLOS QUENTES
bolosquentes@gmail.com
MV/ANI; 0:03:34; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2008
"Último" is the last painter. The painter also makes music. The "Bolos" filmed and they are designers. The designers also paint.
O "Último" é o último pintor. O pintor também faz música. Os "Bolos" filmaram e são designers. Os designers também pintam.

BOLOS QUENTES;  bolosquentes@gmail.com; http://bolosquentes.
sollec.org/

5034 Portugal
SEGREDO AZUL BLUE SECRET
ANDRÉ LOPES INFANTE FERREIRA

MV/ANI; 0:02:51; 16 mm; COL; 2008
Maybe a seahorse, worms that scan the world, eyes that look trough the scream. Afterall maybe they are only forms moving with the music.
Talvez um hipocampo, vermes que inspecionam o mundo, olhos que nos espreitam através da tela. Secalhar são apenas formas que se movem com a música.

ANDRÉ LOPES INFANTE FERREIRA; Alif701@yahoo.es; http:
//myspace.com/gorantitol

5105 Portugal
AIRPORT TUNNEL
VÍTOR HUGO
r.vitorhugo@gmail.com
MV/ANI; 0:04:38; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Animation video clip of the music "Airport tunnel" from Olivetreedance.

VÍTOR HUGO & OLIVETREEDANCE; r.vitorhugo@gmail.com



5038 Portugal
SELFISH CUNT - I GOT IT ON SLOW
JOANA AREAL
joana.areal@mac.com
MV/EXP; 0:02:53; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Away from venues, London, England, Selfish Cunt retreat to Portuguese north countryside where they record a new album @ meifumado ( Portuguese label ). In this ambience where green forest, 
birds and bats, lakes and monumental trees are scenery each member of the band - Martin Thomilson (voice) , Patrick Constable (guitar) , Bambi (drums) , Mathew Sew (bass) perform individually to
a very still camera. Talked as “ the saviours of modern english independent bands” (stool pigeon), banned from every halfway trendy venue in London for their knowingly aggressive stage-show, in 
which singer Tomlinson berates, attacks and seduces every member of the audience with an intense , enigmatic attitude I GOT IT ON SLOW video pursues an intimate portrayal on performance of 
each member of the band attempting to characterize them following their individual affair in the song.

JOANA AREAL;  joana.areal@mac.com; http://www.joanaareal.net/

5104 Portugal
CATARSE CATHARSIS
ANA PRISCILA LAURINDO PEREIRA FONTOURA

spsess@gmail.com
MV/EXP; 0:07:20; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Catharsis happens as a final project within a class whose subject approached was the body. Pieces were emerging through notes and sounds that later gave birth to a final piece. Without narrative 
form, the body compromises itself with the spirit through the water. "Catharsis" connects the body to the spirit, the spectator to the emotions that the whole piece seeks to convey.

Catarse surge como projecto final no âmbito de uma disciplina cujo tema abordado foi o corpo. Pedaços foram surgindo através de notas e sons que, mais tarde, deram origem a uma peça final. 
Sem narrativa formal, o corpo compromete-se com o espírito pelo meio da água. "Catarse" liga o corpo ao espírito, o espectador às emoções que toda a peça pretende transmitir.

ANA PRISCILA LAURINDO PEREIRA FONTOURA; Universidade 
Católica Portuguesa do Porto; spsess@gmail.com

1154 Portugal; Australia; Australia
BREATHING
SHAILLA QUADRA
scqblove@yahoo.com.au
EXP/FIC; 0:05:41; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Elle lost her husband in a terrorist attack, and now her challenge is to find a way to join him again somewhere else outside this world.
Trailer, cast and crew credits, behind the scenes and still images on
www.breathing.meuamorfilms.com

SHAILLA QUADRA; Meu Amor Films; scqblove@yahoo.com.au; http:
//www.breathing.meuamorfilms.com/
scqblove@yahoo.com.au; http://www.shailla.com/

3054 Portugal; Brazil
DOMINGÃO SUNDAY BIG
JOANA AREAL
joana.areal@mac.com
EXP; 0:08:38; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Viera Souto Avenue , Rio de Janeiro. August, 21. Sunday.
A very long Sunday day observing from dawn to dusk a favorite and charismatic Rio de Janeiro Sunday spot , “ CALÇADÃO ” .
SUNDAY may also be called the eighth day in Roman Catholic cultures because Christ's resurrection is believed to be on the day following the seventh day sabbath. A special day, a portal to 
timeless eternity that transcends the seven day weekly cycle.

If the world ends today I just hope today is Sunday.
Av. Vieira Souto, Rio de Janeiro. Agosto 21. Domingo.
Um dia passado de manhã á noite a observar um dos locais favoritos e mais carismáticos do Rio de Janeiro aos domingos. O Calçadão.
Em culturas romano católicas o domingo pode também ser chamado o oitavo dia. É o dia que segue o sétimo - sabbath. Um dia especial, um portal para a eternidade que transcende o ciclo 
semanal dos sete dias.

Se o mundo acabar hoje só espero que hoje seja domingo.

JOANA AREAL;  joana.areal@mac.com; http://www.joanaareal.net/

3081 Portugal; France
CANÇÃO DE AMOR E SAÚDE SONG OF LOVE AND HEALTH
JOÃO NICOLAU
joaonicolau@yahoo.com
FIC; 0:30:00; 35 mm; COL; 2009
João is the only visible worker in the key store Chaves Morais. Heʼs also the ownerʼs son and, as a rule, he leaves the store to hear the sigh of his own heart, spending money in the coin machine 
Love Test. Marta do Monte is a student of Fine Arts carrying an unusual order. The key that João duplicates for her opens more than just one door.
João é o único empregado visível no estabelecimento comercial Chaves Morais. É também o filho do proprietário e não se coíbe de se ausentar do serviço para auscultar o sopro imaterial do seu 
coração gastando moeda atrás de moeda na Máquina do Amor. Marta do Monte é uma estudante de Belas Artes portadora de uma inusitada encomenda. A chave que para ela João copia abre 
mais que uma porta.

LUIS URBANO; O SOM E A FÚRIA; furia@netcabo.pt;  Sandro Aguilar

3067 Portugal; Mozambique
EXÓTICA
SÉRGIO CRUZ
sergio.xx@gmail.com
EXP/EXP; 0:05:10; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Exótica is the result of a three-week artistic residence in Maputo (Mozambique) in March 2008 with the Portuguese choreographer Miguel Pereira. The film has no particular narrative, but contains 
snapshots of the lives and rituals of African culture, through contacts with the local dance and music community. Exótica frames fragments of the African wilderness that contrast with the concrete 
blocks and rituals of dance and music as captured in the city of Maputo. The initial atmospheric soundtrack combines camera ambient field recordings, including natural sound, drums, sounds from 
city labourers and traffic that progressively transform into a drum & bass track. With a playful approach to the framing and editing of sound and image, perception of music and its performance, the 
film shifts between contrasting worlds of the traditional and the contemporary.
“Eu nasci em 1963 em Lourenço Marques, a capital de Moçambique, que hoje se chama Maputo.
Regressei o ano passado, 31 anos depois de ter deixado a cidade.
Do que mais me impressionou,
foi observar como das coisas velhas se criam coisas novas
e o poder da natureza a invadir a cidade, rasgando o betão.”

SÉRGIO CRUZ;  sergio.xx@gmail.com



3060 Portugal; Portugal
ZARCO
MIGUEL GONÇALVES MENDES
jumpcut@jumpcut.pt
EXP; 0:05:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
An order by International Zaragozaʼs Expo 2008 - "Water and Sustainable Development"
Uma encomenda para a Exposição Internacional de Saragoça 2008 – “A Água e o Desenvolvimento Sustentável”

ANA JORDÃO; JumpCut, Lda; jumpcut@jumpcut.pt; http://www.
jumpcut.pt/

1852 Portugal; Portugal; Portugal
PIRAÍ
MARCOS GONZALEZ
marcos.gonzalez@netbotanic.com.br
DOC/EXP; 0:30:00; 0; COL; 2008
Um estudo sobre a beleza do nada que há em um veraneio com a família. O filme faz parte de uma série de videoclipes inspirados na música de Chopin. "STEREO CD CASSETE DECK RECEIVER
XR-A880", da mesma série, também esteve numa Mostra do Filme Livre, a de 2006. Ao contrário de "Stereo...", que tinha pouco mais de um minuto e procurava extrair de Chopin o que ele tem de 
jazzistico e futurista, Piraí, com 30 minutos, busca obter do compositor as várias facetas características do romantismo, principalmente a melancolia, a graça, o vigor e o ritmo. Um final de semana 
na cidade de Piraí com minha família me proporcionou captar o material para todos estes temas da forma mais simples possível: filmando tudo - ou, na verdade, nada. Todo o som e a maioria 
esmagadora das imagens está em seu estado original, isto é, como captada. Para tal, foram explorados diversos recursos da câmera, uma mini-DV da Sony de 2002/3 (emprestada pelo grande 
artista, designer e amigo Flavio Mario) e aplicados alguns efeitos na pós-edição, como slowmotions e afins. As 5 músicas de Chopin são do disco da também querida Paula da Matta, "Triunph in 

MARCOS GONZALEZ; Antioquia projetos; marcos.
gonzalez@netbotanic.com.br
marcos.gonzalez@netbotanic.com.br

3106 Portugal; Russia
TERRITORIOS TERRITORIES
MÓNICA BAPTISTA;RODRIGO AREIAS;RODRIGO AREIAS

baptista@bandoaparte.com
DOC; 0:11:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
On the mythic Trans-Siberian train, in the 3rd class wagon, all kinds of stories can be heard. People from different nationalities as well as locals, workers, soldiers, students, ...they all share the same
time and the same space, ...and along the journey, they even share their own lives...
The theme of this movie is one of those stories, amongst many others.
Two men travel on the same train, a russian soldier and a Chechen man with his family returning from the motherland... Without them knowing a genuine link connects them, Chechnya. A war for 
independence, for a territory that Russia doesn't abdicate turns all Chechens into soldiers at birth.

A bordo do mítico comboio Trans-Siberiano, na 3ª classe, podem ouvir-se todo o tipo de histórias. Diferentes nacionalidades, habitantes locais, trabalhadores, soldados, estudantes... Ao longo da 
viagem, todos eles partilham o mesmo tempo, o mesmo espaço e, no tempo da viagem, as suas vidas.
O tema deste filme é uma história entre essas outras tantas.
Dois homens viajam no mesmo comboio, um soldado russo e um cidadão Checheno que regressa da sua terra natal com a sua família. Sem eles saberem, algo os liga - a Chechénia - a guerra pela
independência de um território de que a Rússia não abdica fazendo com que todos os Chechenos sejam soldados por nascença.

RODRIGO AREIAS; Bando à Parte; areias@bandoaparte.com; http:
//www.bandoaparte.com/

3020 Portugal; Slovakia
THE ART OF WAR
VASCO MONTEIRO
vascomsm@gmail.com
DOC; 0:04:18; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Short visual document on how Vienna's streets transformed into a battle camp during the Euro 2008 Championship final. The Spanish and German fans become two armies preparing for a final 
clash. In the end it is only a game...
As ruas de Viena transformam-se num campo de batalha durante a final do Euro 2008. Os fãs Espanhóis e Alemães transfiguram-se em dois exércitos preparando-se para o derradeiro confronto. 
No final tudo se resume a um jogo...

VASCO MONTEIRO; Vasco Monteiro; vascomsm@gmail.com

3047 Portugal; Spain
MI VIDA EN TUS MANOS MY LIFE IN YOUR HANDS
NUNO BEATO

nbeato@sardinhaemlata.com
ANI; 0:08:30; 35 mm; COL; 2009
A very well known Portuguese bullfighter arrives in Spain. El Matador will execute a long awaited “faena”. His son, Pedrito, accompanied him in this trip. He dreams of one day becoming just like his 
father. However, just before the bullfight starts, between the backstage hustle and bustle Pedrito meets the Bull that will be fighting by his father. This moment will forever change the fate of all our 
three characters.
A Espanha chega um conhecido matador português. El Matador, para realizar uma “faena” há muito esperada. Com ele, viaja o seu filho, Pedrito, que sonha, um dia, ser como o pai. Mas, entre 
correrias pelos bastidores da praça momentos antes da corrida, Pedrito trava contacto com o touro que será lidado pelo seu pai. Este momento muda todo o destino destas três personagens.

NUNO BEATO, JOSÉ MIGUEL RIBEIRO; SARDINHA EM LATA; 
ritario@sardinhaemlata.com; http://www.sardinhaemlata.com/

3017 Portugal; Spain
TODOS TEMOS O TEU FADO WE ALL SHARE YOUR FADO
JOÃO DRAGO

joaodrago@hotmail.com
EXP/MV; 0:23:15; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Ten years after Amália Rodrigues (1920-1999) death, singers and musicians from different countries (Portugal, Spain, Holland, Mexico, Turkey, Japan, etc.) performs an original tribute, in charismatic
spots from Lisbon and Madrid, to the greatest voice of Fado.
No ano em que se assinala o 10º aniversário da morte de Amália Rodrigues (1920-1999), músicos e intérpretes de várias nacionalidades - Portugal, Espanha, Holanda, México, Turquia, Japão, etc.
- prestam uma invulgar homenagem, em cenários emblemáticos de Lisboa e Madrid, a voz mais universal do Fado.

JOÃO DRAGO; João Drago, José A. Olivares; joaodrago@hotmail.com;
José A. Olivares

3056 Portugal; Spain
ULTIMOS DIAS LAST DAYS
JOSÉ MEIRELES DIAS

meireles_dias_jose@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:14:53; 0; COL; 2008
ÚLTIMOS DIAS revela o quotidiano de um capitalista em duas fases
 primeiro enquanto a vida lhe sorri e ele agradece em preces o seu sucesso e posteriormente, após uma trágica queda, recorre às preces para tentar fugir do seu infortúnio. Tarde demais...

JOSÉ MEIRELES DIAS; promoment producciones; 
meireles_dias_jose@hotmail.com



3059 Portugal; Spain
O BOM, O MAU E A VIZINHA THE GOOD, THE BAD AND THE NEIGHBOUR
JOÃO CAMACHO

janecamacho@sapo.pt
FIC/ANI; 0:11:02; 16 mm; COL BW; 2009
This picture tells the short story of a young boy, who is watching his neighbours, while he is drawing in his balcony. He ends up whitnessing a crime ... or maybe not!
O filme conta a pequena história de um rapaz curioso, que enquanto se entretem desenhando na sua varanda, vai espiando os seus vizinhos, sendo inadvertidamente testemunha de um crime ... ou
não!

JOÃO CAMACHO;  janecamacho@sapo.pt;  Maria Gabriela Camacho;
Luis Camacho

3096 Portugal; United Kingdom
LISTENING TO THE SILENCES
PEDRO FLORES
pedroflores.pt@gmail.com
DOC; 0:11:20; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Roy Vincent has heard voices for the last 30 years. In those moments, he feels an intrusion talking to him and taking control over his mind and body.
Like Roy, great figures like Jesus, Joan of Arc, Beethoven, Charles Dickens or Winston Churchill have heard voices at some point of their lives.
How does it feel to live someone else inside your head?

Roy Vincent ouve vozes há mais de 30 anos. Nesses momentos ele sente um intruso aproximar-se e tomar o controlo sobre o seu corpo e a sua mente.
O que são estas vozes que habitam a sua cabeça?

JAMES BARRETT/ JAMES HILLS; London Film School; pedroflores.
pt@gmail.com
Pedro Flores; London Film School; pedroflores.pt@gmail.com

3007 Portugal; United Kingdom
WHAT'S COMING?
RAMIR OLIVEIRA
ramiroliveira@hotmail.co.uk
FIC; 0:06:58; 35 mm; COL; 2008
The story takes place in Portugal, year of 1974.
Just another Sunday starts in a province palatial urban house for a wealthy old fashion family, or so it seems. As the well composed mother awakes and starts preparing the breakfast for the whole 
family her two young boys, of 5 and 6 years old, play with a bicycle on a different floor and the deaf grandmother knits in a different compartment.
When the mother goes back to her room to check on the baby and tell her husband the breakfast is ready, one of her two kids falls from the bicycle and hurts himself. She and her husband end up 
running with him to the hospital, leaving the younger kid with a young neighbor, of 6 years old that just arrived, the grandmother and the baby behind...
Still at the house the two boys start eating their breakfast when the baby starts crying. In an attempt to calm the baby down they found the cloth diapers dirty. At this moment the phone starts ringing 
A acção toma lugar em Portugal, na província, ano de 1974.
Mais um domingo começa e tudo corre normal numa casa urbana apalaçada para uma família tradicional abastada, ou assim parece…
A mãe, bem composta, prepara o pequeno almoço para toda a família enquanto os seus dois filhos, rapazes de 5 e 6 anos, brincam com uma bicicleta num diferente andar da casa e a avó, que é 
surda, faz tricô num outro compartimento.
Quando a mãe volta ao seu quarto para verificar se está tudo bem com o seu bébé e dizer ao marido que o pequeno almoço está pronto um dos rapazes caí da bicicleta e aleijasse. Ela e o seu 
marido numa correria acabam por leva-lo para o hospital deixando para trás o filho mais novo com um vizinho, de 6 anos que acabara de chegar, a avó e o bébé…

RAMIR OLIVEIRA; Independente; ramiroliveira@hotmail.co.uk
Ramir Oliveira; Independente; ramiroliveira@hotmail.co.uk

3019 Portugal; United Kingdom
OCEAN OUTLOOK
VASCO MONTEIRO
vascomsm@gmail.com
FIC; 0:08:18; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Romantic story about love lost and love found, or is it the other way around?... Two people try to recover from their last relationships and they end up looking to a mirror of that love gone.
História romântica sobre amor perdido e amor encontrado, ou talvez seja o oposto?... Duas pessoas procuram recuperar da última relação e acabam confrontados com a imagem espelhada desse 
amor perdido.

TIAGO ANTUNES; Tiago Antunes; tiagovalente@gmail.com

3014 Portugal; United Kingdom; USA
WHERE IS THE MEETING POINT?
MIGUEL HUGUENIN UHLFELDER
migueldirect@hotmail.com
FIC/EXP; 0:12:37; Betacam SP PAL; BW; 2009
When the sun rises in this big city, everyone knows that the day will be unpredictable for everyone and many people will meet during that same day in that same city.
Quando o sol nasce nesta grande cidade toda a gente sabe que o dia será impervisivél e muitas pessoas se vão cruzar nesse mesmo dia, nesta mesma cidade.

MIGUEL HUGUENIN UHLFELDER; Glowster Filming; 
migueldirect@hotmail.com;  Peter Ribeiro; Keli Laing

864 Portugal; USA
LOOKING BACK
EMILE BOKAER
ebokaer@stanford.edu
DOC; 0:05:31; 16 mm; BW; 2008
Like many in his community at the Irvin Goodwin Center for Homeless Veterans, Albert Lewis struggles with addiction and with his memories of war. In this community, veterans understand and 
support one another. Albert uses photography not only to understand his own life, but also to connect with the people around him, and to help them along a process of recovery.

EMILE BOKAER; Stanford University; ebokaer@stanford.edu; http://art.
stanford.edu/graduate/mfa-documentary-film/student-
projects/2010/emile-bokaer/

2022 Portugal; USA
AFTER MARKS
FERN SILVA
fern451@hotmail.com
EXP/DOC; 0:07:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2008
A film I made due to ongoing dreams of a figure who tragically passed away. His work was closely related to India and was always a constant theme in my subconcious. Coincidental experiences 
causing eerie parallels.

FERN SILVA;  fern451@hotmail.com; http://www.fernsilva.com/
Fern silva; fern451@hotmail.com; http://www.fernsilva.com/

801 Romania
FALLING DOWN
OCTAVIAN ANTON
ANI; 0:04:40; DVD; COL; 2008
The feeling of falling down in a surrealistic dream...

OCTAVIAN ANTON;



802 Romania
IMMERSE
WEAREOM
ANI; 0:02:00; DigiBeta; COL; 2008
A story about... inner space...

 Carter Films;

871 Romania
AM I OWN
LUKARALUKA
lukaraluka@gmail.com
DOC/EXP; 0:18:42; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
A documentary about the Romanians' sense of property, about different generations and similar desires . The movie is trying to show through the eyes of a teenager - the narrator and main 
consultant of the movie has 17 years - that there is no "precipice" between generations, this being an excuse for the inpatient ones. We have people around us from whom to learn - not like in school
but like in life. It depends on us, regardless of age, to discover the treasures.

ANDREEA LUCA; RA Film Company; rafilmcompany@gmail.com

71 Romania
MEGATRON
MARIAN CRISAN
marian.crisan@gmail.com
FIC; 0:14:45; 35 mm; COL; 2008
It's Maxim birthday. He's 8 years old. He lives with his mother in a village quite far from the nearest city. For his birthday, his mother takes him to a McDonald's restaurant.

ANCA PUIU; Mandragora; anca@mandragora.ro; http://www.
mandragora.ro/
http://www.mandragora.ro/; Mandragora; raluca@mandragora.ro; http:
//www.mandragora.ro/

803 Romania
TÂRZIU LATE
PAUL NEGOESCU

FIC; 0:23:00; COL; 2008
A young and, as yet, unsuccessful journalist is assigned to write an article about a teacher at his school who is suspected of sexual misconduct. He approaches a former fellow-pupil for help. He gets
the material, but loses something else.

 UNATC (The National Universaty for Film and Drama I.L. Caragiale 
Bucharest)

804 Romania
FATA GALBENA RÂDE THE YELLOW SMILEY FACE
CONSTANTIN POPESCU
FIC; 0:15:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
"The Yellow Smiley Face" is a heart-warming comedy about two old, computer illiterate parents who try to get in touch with their son, who lives abroad, by means of Yahoo Messenger.

SLEXANDRU TEODORESCU; Saga Film;

1425 Romania
BRIC BRAC
GABRIEL ACHIM
gabriel@greenfilm.ro
FIC; 0:16:48; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Bric-Brac is the story of a film director who tries to persuade the main actor to continue playing his part in the film.
The actor refuses to get involved due to the similarities between the movie action and a real situation he has gone through (a violent argument with his girlfriend). The film merges the actorʼs personal
story and the film script, so that you cannot discern between the fiction intended by the director and the memories rejected by the actor.
Finally, the film director seems to convince the actor to stay on task, although the alternative of shooting a film on the Romanian Revolution (a fashionable theme) is still on hand.

SORIN BOTOSENEANU; UNATC (National University of Drama and 
Film) - Bucharest, Romania; ri@unatc.ro; http://www.unatc.ro/

1542 Romania
O TIGARA APRINSA BURNING CIGAR
ANDREI-DAN STARUIALA

druk@email.ro
FIC; 0:08:42; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A man is constantly in search of the mistakes that can get him caught, after running over a woman.

ANDREI-DAN STARUIALA; druk@email.ro; http://www.andreistaruiala.
ro/

941 Romania
O FAMILIE... A FAMILY...
EMANUEL PARVU

emanuelparvu@yahoo.com
FIC/EXP; 0:14:14; 35 mm; COL; 2008
A family... a simple family in which the announcement of a simple wedding scrambles up the simple birthday party planned for their oldest relative... The aunt's birthday is spoiled by the 
announcement of a close relative's wedding, in which the debts fear of new loans, and responsibilities are more important than anything. The two hosts are asked to become god-parents, all the 
relatives are celebrating, the two are concerned, and everything goes mad when the groom to be tries flirting with the future god fatherʼs sister in lawʼs sister. The wedding is canceled, as a release 
for the hosts who are not supposed to bare another loan, and everything ends up by forgetting all about the birthday party for which they had gathered up.

MONICA SENCHIU; Media Factory; monica@mediafactory.ro; http:
//www.mediafactory.ro/

538 Romania; Germany
RENOVARE RENOVATION
PAUL NEGOESCU

paul.ego@gmail.com
FIC; 0:24:00; 35 mm; COL; 2009
The events of RENOVARE revolve around three personal
stories. Besides her daily work, mother Doina tries to manage
the renovation of the familyʼs apartment. Her son Alex can
hardly find any time for both the renovation and his girlfriend
as the deadline for his Masterʼs thesis comes close.

ADA SOLOMON; HI FILM PRODUCTIONS; ada@hifilm.ro; http://www.
hifilm.ro/; DAVID LINDNER



2096 Russia
LIFE UNITED
PAVEL RUMINOV
ʻ0:50:00; COL;

2051 Russia
CAMILLA
YULIA ARONOVA
balabaka@gmail.com
ANI/FIC; 0:20:30; 35 mm; COL BW; 2008
 He lives in animated world. He is an animated hero. But once he fells in love. His flame is not an ordinary girl. She is a famous actress and she's real..

TENGIZ SEMENOV; Animose; balabaka@gmail.com

9 Russia
STARIK PETR OLD MAN PETER
IVAN GOLOVNEV

ivandrr@mail.ru
DOC; 0:26:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
This film takes us into the world of old man Peter Sengepov, the last surviving Shaman of the Kazym River, who lives alone in the depths of the Siberian taiga. The region of the Khanty people is the
basic source of oil recovery in Russia. About 70 percent of all Russian oil is extracted here. The oil companies actively buy huge territories in the North of Siberia. Indigenous people are compelled to
leave these places, their own patrimonial territories, and so a modern civilization gradually absorbs an ancient culture.

IVAN GOLOVNEV; Ethnographic Bureu Studio; ivandrr@mail.ru; http:
//www.Ethnobs.ru
Ivan Golovnev; Ethnographic Bureu Studio; ivandrr@mail.ru; http://www.
Ethnobs.ru

86 Russia
BUDKA BOOTHS
MICHAIL ZHELEZNIKOV;-;-

mikhail.zheleznikov@gmail.com
DOC; 0:26:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Hidden world of booths on the streets of a big city and portraits of the people who work inside those booths day after day.
“When I was little I used to walk around town, and I often noticed people sitting in booths.
And I asked myself: Why are they sitting there?
Maybe they are serving out some sort of punishment.
What are they doing inside their booths?
What are they thinking about?

ALEXEY TELNOV; St.Petersburg Documentary Film Studio; 
julisosnovska@gmail.com; http://www.cinedoc.ru/
Julia Sosnovskaya; St.Petersburg Documentary Film Studio; 
julisosnovska@gmail.com; http://www.cinedoc.ru/

338 Russia
THE ROAD HOME
NATALIA TAPKOVA;-;-
nv-tapkova@mail.ru
DOC; 0:27:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
The Film tells about hard life of homeless people. On the example of Alexei Orlov it shows that there always is a positive way out of every life collision. The former prisoner and homeless has found 
the right road with the help of those concerned and now serves in the Moscow department of social protection.

GENNADI GORODNY; Dialogue; nv-tapkova@mail.ru; http://www.
kinofloraplus.narod.ru/
Natalia Tapkova; Dialogue; nv-tapkova@mail.ru; http://www.
kinofloraplus.narod.ru/

353 Russia
WELCOME TO ENURMINO!
ALEKSEI VAKHRUSHEV;-;-
avakh@yahoo.com
DOC; 0:59:50; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
More than 6000 km from Russian capitol. Chukotka peninsula. Enurmino village.
One can get to this place and get out of it only by miracle...
The film tells about a modern life of the indigenous peoples of northeastern coast of Russian Federation. This is a poetical drama devoted to the daily attempts of Enurmino villagers to save their race
and their culture to the future.

NIKITA KHOKHLOV; Ethno-online Production; avakh@yahoo.com; http:
//www.ethno-online.ru/
Aleksei Vakhrushev; Ethno-online Production; avakh@yahoo.com; http:
//www.enurmino.ru/

355 Russia
THE JUMP
TAISIA RESHETNIKOVA
tais-kino@bk.ru
DOC; 0:10:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
The film is about a human's choice, about a responsibility, about a vital situation of the concrete girl. The pregnant girl try to do an abortion anusual way.

TATIANA STORCHAK; VGIK; vgik@mail.cnt.ru; http://www.vgik-edu.ru/

868 Russia
EYO SEMYA I DRUGIE ZHIVOTNYE HER FAMILY AND OTHER ANIMALS
IRINA URALSKAYA
uraira@mail.ru
DOC; 0:31:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Twenty years ago, Oksana Zhukova, a young veterinarian expert found herself in a settlement of Nakhabino located not far from Moscow. She became over there an indispensable Animal Doctor.
The years have been passing by and the patients of the Doctor have changed. Instead of cows, chicken, pigs and horses there have come to her dogs, cats, guinea pigs…
The settlement has been engulfed by a city. There have been left only two wooden houses, and one of them is a home for the Veterinarian Clinic.
For Oksana all those changes have not been that simple…

NATALIA ZHELTUKHINA; studio RISK-FILM; movie@riskstudio.ru
Olga Shaposhnikova; studio RISK-FILM; movie@riskstudio.ru



920 Russia
WHY! ARE YOU LACKING FAITH?!
MATVEY TROSHINKIN
allkiviad@yandex.ru
DOC; 0:55:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
The "otherwise gifted" boy, the son of the village priest wants to see the world from the belfry of his father's church. But he is unable to overcome the fear of unknown, and there comes his mom to 
help him. For whom this lift-up will became a heroic deed? And what really is the heroic deed of life - punishment or blessing?

MATVEY TROSHINKIN; ...; allkiviad@yandex.ru
Matvey Troshinkin; ...

1919 Russia
VOSCHOZHDENIE ASCENTION
PAVEL MEDVEDEV;-;-

palmed@mail.ru
DOC; 0:49:00; 35 mm; BW; 2008
Film is about three leading countries, which used to play important role the 1st steps in space exploration: The USA, Russia and the Peopleʼs Republic of China.
Using unknown chronics makes the film exclusive and interesting for the wide audience of people.
Emotional review of the film is shown in a long way of investigations and discovery. It is also requiem for the victims of space exploration process.
Mankind always aspires to progress, and the most difficult is the beginning; sometimes followed by cruel loses.

ALEXEY TELNOV; St-Petersburg Documentary Film Studio; 
julisosnovska@gmail.com; http://www.cinedoc.ru/
Julia Sosnovskaya; St-Petersburg Documentary Film Studio; 
julisosnovska@gmail.com; http://www.cinedoc.ru/

1920 Russia
NYARMA
EDGAR BARTENEV;-;-
edgarbartenev@gmail.com
DOC; 0:40:23; 35 mm; COL; 2009
Film is about everyday life of reindeer–breeders of polar Ural mountain region of Russia.

ALEXEY TELNOV; saint-petersburg Documentary Film Studio; 
julisosnovska@gmail.com; http://www.cinedoc.ru/
Julia Sosnovskaya; saint-petersburg Documentary Film Studio; 
julisosnovska@gmail.com; http://www.cinedoc.ru/

1921 Russia
THE OLD ROUTE
A KYSELEV
DOC; 0:27:00; 2007

A KYSELEV;

1922 Russia
KOGDA JA VYIGRAU MILLION WHEN I WIN A MILLION
ANNA DRANITSYNA;-;-

apoznina@mail.ru
DOC; 0:23:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
ALTAJ RESPUBLIC SOUTH URAL MOUNTAIN REGION OF RUSSIA IS GOING TO BE "THE RUSSIAN LAS-VEGAS", AFTER AUTHIRITIES HAD DECIDED TO LOCALISE THIS KIND OF 
BUSINESS. DIMON - THE PROTAGONIST OF THE FILM, DESIDES TO BUY THE FIRST PLAYING MACHINE AND TRAVEL FROM ONE PLACE TO ANOTHER TO EARN SOME MONEY IN 
GAMBLING BUSINESS. bUT LOCAL PEOPLE ARE NOT SO HAPPY ABOUT THE IDEA OF INVASION IN THEIR TRADITIONAL WAY OF LIVING - A GAMBLING BUSINESS CENTER IN THE 
FUTURE...

ALEXEY TELNOV; St-petersburg Documentary Film Studio; 
julisosnovska@gmail.com; http://www.cinedoc.ru/; Julia Sosnovskaya; 
anastasia Lobanova

1952 Russia
POMERANIE
MARIA MURASHOVA
nekootyan@gmail.com
DOC; 0:12:08; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A black and white, poetical short documentary about a majolica factory, one of those places that are ceasing to exist.

Places where time flows slowly and silently, where the hectic modern world does not enter, do still exist. Such a place is the majolica factory in the little village of Pomeranie.

MARIA MURASHOVA;  nekootyan@gmail.com

1972 Russia
VERNAYA FAITHFUL
NASTIA TARASOVA
albatrossdoc@gmail.com
DOC; 0:27:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Sometimes, rules and traditions of generations are hindering private life of a person. But he reconciled to such destiny, remaining forever dedicated and faithful...

IGOR GELEIN; Alkonost; albatrossdoc@gmail.com
Nastia Tarasova; Albatross; albatrossdoc@gmail.com; http://www.
vimeo.com/albatrossdoc

2111 Russia
VOKZAL PO SREDAM WEDNESDAY AT THE STATION
OLGA MAURINA
olgamaur@mail.ru
DOC; 0:47:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008

ALEXANDER; Zhukov; az_tv@yahoo.com

1078 Russia
A MUSICAL!
PAVEL RUMINOV;KATE ANDREAS
bartonfink@yandex.ru
DOC/MV; 0:25:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
A realisation of a sudden idea of "documentary/neorealistic musical". Music - Kate Andreas.

PAVEL RUMINOV; Naked Cinema; bartonfink@yandex.ru



1077 Russia
LUKOVITSA AN ONION. TO ALAIN RESNAIS
PAVEL RUMINOV
bartonfink@yandex.ru
EXP; 0:07:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2009
A little study of subjective nature of human perception, evolution of style in piano music from Schubert to Boulez and Russian seaside life.

PAVEL RUMINOV; Naked Cinema; bartonfink@yandex.ru

1953 Russia
OTCHAJANIE DESPAIR
GALINA MYZNIKOVA;SERGEY PROVOROV

provmyza@rol.ru
EXP/FIC; 0:29:55; Betacam SP PAL; BW; 2009
When an organism is no longer able to resist the aggressive influences of its surroundings, it finally turns to assimilation and disappears into the background. So too in this choreographic essay by the
Russian duo Myznikova and Provorov, in which humanity is surrendered to the whims of nature. Despair is an exciting and yet dark visual spectacle in a desolate landscape in which ravens seem to 
rule.

GALINA MYZNIKOVA; Provmyza; provmyza@gmail.com; http://www.
provmyza.ru/

1837 Russia
9 CHASOV BEZ SNA 9 HOURS WITHOUT SLEEP
NASTIA PALCHIKOVA
palchikovaa@mail.ru
FIC; 0:23:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2008
How do contemporary people catch up their solitude? Our world offers
a lot of ways to mix with... They happened upon in the night life of a big city.
They got to know so quickly. They talked so much...
They have 9 hours to say the main things and to know each other properly.

NASTIA PALCHIKOVA; Yellow Hill; palchikovaa@mail.ru

192 Russia
NECHIST' THE SPIRIT OF THE FOREST
NIKITA ARGUNOV
argunovnv@yahoo.com
FIC; 0:34:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
THE SPIRIT OF THE FOREST
Strange things are happening in a small ranch lost somewhere in Russian woods. Horses start to mysteriously disappear one after another. The mistress of the ranch invites her old friend and expert 
in paranormal stuff to investigate what is going on…

NIKITA ARGUNOV;  argunovnv@yahoo.com

400 Russia
RUKI THE HANDS
NATALIA KUZMINA
cherepach@yandex.ru
FIC; 0:17:00; Betacam SP PAL; BW; 2008
Thanks to a dance two unacquainted and different people manage to break the barrier between them and feel spontaneous attraction. Will it last after the music is over?

NATALIA KUZMINA;  cherepach@yandex.ru

2222 Russia
MALCHIK I PARIKMACHER BARBER AND BOY
AHMET IBRAHIMI
aibrahimi@rambler.ru
FIC/FIC; 0:16:30; 35 mm; COL BW; 2009
This is lonely and nasty 6-year old boy Sasa. He is playing football, evry mornning, in front of his house. One mornning, suddenlly, Sasa is being introduced with an old, lonely and poor barberian 
form the neighbour. A great fellowshiip is raised among tehm. Sasa and the barberian are not lonely anymore, they become friends. One night before his death, barberian is devoting his bellowed 
circo hat and trumphet preformed all over the world circo's to his companion! Afther his death, sasa became a clown.

AHMET IBRAHIMI; VGIK; vgik@mail.ru
Ahmet Ibrahimi; my; aibrahimi@rambler.ru

2185 Russia
PASTORAL PASTORALE
ALEXANDR MARKOV;-;-

dogslife@bk.ru
MV/DOC; 0:26:01; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Once upon a time man domesticated wild animals, who helped to survive. Now animals canʼt do without people. Which role do we assign now to our “younger brothers”?
Itʼs pretty hard but interesting being a shepherd in our days. Tough conditions of living a man among animals in prairies, described in a very poetical way, so that it reminds you the ancient times, 
sung by antique poet Vergil.

ALEXEY TELNOV; St-Petersburg Documentary Film Studio; 
julisosnovska@gmail.com; http://www.cinedoc.ru/
Julia Sosnovskaya; St-Petersburg Documentary Film Studio; 
julisosnovska@gmail.com; http://www.cinedoc.ru/

352 Russia; Russia
CUCKOOS NESTLIHGS
VITALY
urusev@mail.ru
DOC/DOC; 0:38:01; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
To the Boarding School for mentally challenged children stars of American and European basketball came. They offered to have free-throws competitions. Andrei and Artyom take part in them, main
prize being the mobile telephone.

VITALY; DUBININ; URUSEV@MAIL.RU
Vitaly; DUBININ; URUSEV@MAIL.RU



332 Senegal; Côte d'Ivoire; Kenya
EDUCATION SAGA
SUNDAY DOLPH CHRISTOPHER
dan-osa@hotmail.com
DOC/DOC; 0:03:58; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Money enpowers to purchase, but knowledge empowers to produce, life is not all about the power to live, but the power to give. African children are the future of the continent. Their education is 
keyed to future economic growth and lasting democracy, leading to greater stability and improved standards of living. The current state of education in Africa, however, is plagued by a lack of funds, 
teachers, textbooks, and transparency. Education is the most precious gift and legacy we can give to our children

SUNDAY DOLPH CHRISTOPHER; DAN - OSA INTERNATIONAL; dan-
osa@hotmail.com;  ANCEFA

677 Senegal; France
NOTRE PAIN CAPITAL
SANI ELHADJ MAGORI
DOC; 0:12:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
In the streets of Saint Louis, Senegal, Sani Elhadj Magori films the food chain that revolves around bread, from its fabrication, to the black market that supplies the begging system.

UNIVERSITÉ GASTON BERGER; Université Gaston Berger; lussas.
ecole@wanadoo.fr

78 Serbia
IZMEDJU SNA I SNA BETWEEN DREAM AND DREAM
MARIJA STOJNIC

maaandy@gmail.com
FIC; 0:24:50; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Between dream and dream is a short psychological drama revolving around 3 interlocking characters. An architecture student rushes in a desperate attempt to defeat the imminence of time, as that 
day also evokes the demons besetting the people she encounters- a melancholy taxi driver who is dealing with a heavy burden of loss, and the taxi service clerk struggling to both keep her job and 
survive as a single mum. Unfortunately, they are all constantly being overruled by the unkindness of time and space while helplessly trying to take hold of their own destiny.

DUSAN DJOKOVIC; Academy of Arts BK; maaandy@gmail.com;  
Marija Stojnic
Marija Stojnic; maaandy@gmail.com

1003 Serbia; Italy
- HE - (HELIUM)  - HE - (HELIUM)
GIUSEPPE SCHETTINO

giuseppe.schettino@gmail.com
EXP/DOC; 0:08:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
The young and war, the young and love… The young who cannot escape but if they could, they would have no idea where to go. The young and their indetermination as a frantic road to the future. 
And there are two keywords: the young and their anxiety shown in an experimental as an artistic way of making Serbia become aware of it, being isolated and wounded more than it is visible in the 
evident signs of ten-year madness.

DEJAN PETROVIC; Indipendent Film Center "FilmArt"; giuseppe.
schettino@gmail.com
Giuseppe Schettino; Peperonitto Film snc; giuseppe.schettino@gmail.
com

48 Singapore
?????2 DIMINISHING MEMORIES II
ENG YEE PENG

eng_yeepeng@yahoo.com.sg
DOC; 0:49:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2008
In 2005, Eng Yee Peng made Diminishing Memories, a story of her lost childhood and memories in the villages of Lim Chu Kang.  Prompted by the Singapore government announcement of a plan to
turn Lim Chu Kang into an agriculture-cum-entertainment attraction, Eng Yee Peng realized she had not told the complete story of Diminishing Memories. In Diminishing Memories II, she canʼt help 
but set out to revisit vestiges of her Lim Chu Kang childhood, and realises it is finally time to let go.  Find out how she learns to accept the much-changed Lim Chu Kang community and how the 
evolving times have also altered its spirit.

ENG YEE PENG; undercurrent films; eng_yeepeng@yahoo.com.sg; 
http://diminishingmemories.spaces.live.com

58 Singapore
TOILET
JOSHUA TAN
tkhjosh@gmail.com
EXP; 0:22:07; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
This film is about two brothers whose similar upbringing helps them to
unite and thus share each otherʼs fate, caning. This entire
psychological, surreal drama takes place in the toilet where secrets are
revealed.

JOSHUA TAN; Joshie Productions; tkhjosh@gmail.com; http://beta.
joshieproductions.com/index.php/films/toilet

1581 Singapore
TU NV DIRTY BITCH
SUN KOH

emailsunkoh@gmail.com, sunkoh@gmail.com
FIC/MV; 0:13:42; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Synopsis

What kind of film would “Nénette et Boni” be if it was made by a funny woman from Singapore? "Dirty Bitch" was inspired by a heavily censored VHS copy of Claire Denisʼ "Nénette et Boni" found in 
the Singapore library as a love letter to the Board of Film Censors.

Commissioned by the International Film Festival Rotterdam for the 2009 edition of “Meet The Maestro” that focuses on the oeuvre of Claire Denis.

SUN KOH; LUCKY 7 FILM COMPANY PTE LTD; emailsunkoh@gmail.
com; http://www.lucky7.sg/; Fran Borgia

1639 Slovakia
CHYTTE HO! CATCH HIM!
BORIS SIMA

borosimak@yahoo.com
ANI; 0:18:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
What all can happen during an ordinary school visit in museum. Hero - small boy experiences big adventures due to this mischief but it wasn´t change him anyway.

MARIAN VARGA; Protos Productions; marian@protos.sk; http://www.
protos.sk/



1089 Slovakia
TOTO TIEŽ POMINIE THIS TOO SHALL PASS
EZEQUIEL SARSER

ezesar@gmail.com
FIC; 0:28:00; Betacam SP PAL; BW; 2008
Uriel, a young Argentine Jew will arrive to Bratislava looking for his Grandmother's house. He will wander the streets looking for answers that not even the spectral voice of his own Grandmother can
give him.

EZEQUIEL SARSER; Eazyfilms; ezesar@gmail.com; http://eazyfilms.
blogspot.com/

1820 Slovenia
CIKORJA AN' KAFE CHICORY 'N' COFFEE
DUSAN KASTELIC

dusan@bugbrain.com
ANI; 0:08:17; 35 mm; COL; 2008
A story about a simple peasant couple from their marriage to their deaths. The main plot of the story is a small deception – the wife has been making Chicory for her ruffian husband instead of real 
Coffee for all their lives. He has never caught on to the deception. For him the slush tasted better than the best coffee.
A story about how we're unable to tell people we're close to how much we love them- until it's too late...

DUSAN KASTELIC; Bugbrain; dusan@bugbrain.com; http://www.
bugbrain.com/chicory

112 Slovenia
PIRANDELLO
IGOR VRTA?NIK
igor.vrtacnik@masicom.net
FIC; 0:50:48; 35 mm; COL; 2008
PIRANDELLO
An arabesque melodrama with an existencialist tone, with a touch of black humor.

SINOPSIS:

IGOR VRTA?NIK; FILM HORIZONT d.n.o; ihorizont@cultos.net; http:
//www.ihorizont.com
IGOR VRTA?NIK; Film Horizont d.n.o , Teslova 6, 1000 Ljubljana, 
Slovenia, European Union; ihorizont@cultos.net; http://www.ihorizont.
com

203 Slovenia
AGAPE
SLOBODAN MAKSIMOVIC
s.maksimovic@amis.net
FIC; 0:19:33; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
In a distant convent nuns decide to install a broadband internet.

JOZICA BLATNIK; University of Ljubljana Academy for Theatre, Radio,
Film and Television (short: UL AGRFT); jozica.blatnik@agrft.uni-lj.si; 
http://www.agrft.uni-lj.si/

239 Slovenia
OD ELEKTRI?ARJA Z LJUBEZNIJO FROM THE ELECTRICIAN WITH LOVE
MARKO SANTIC
lipi.moj@gmail.com
FIC; 0:17:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Electrician arrives in pub without electricity to repair the damage.
Owner is expecting performance of a local bend with a new young singer.
The young singer starts to preocupy the electrician's playful imagination.
But behind the doors of the dressing room lie a big surprise for him.

SAMO RADMILOVIC; rtv slovenia; suzana.prosenc@rtvslo.si
Suzana Prosenc; rtv slovenia; suzana.prosenc@rtvslo.si; http://www.
rtvslo.si/

507 Slovenia
KLEPET S PIKO A CHAT WITH PIKA
JERNEJ KASTELEC

jernej_kastelec@t-2.net
FIC; 0:25:50; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Internet romance between strangers Pierre and Pika ends up on a blind date, where Pierre surprisingly realizes, that in fact he knows Pika very well.

JOZICA BLATNIK; Academy for Theatre, Radio, Film and TV, Ljubljana;
ftv@agrft.uni-lj.si; http://www.agrft.uni-lj.si/
jernej_kastelec@t-2.net; http://www.jernejkastelec.com/

1205 Slovenia
EVERY BREATH YOU TAKE
IGOR ŠTERK
sterkigor@gmail.com
FIC; 0:10:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
A family faces a tragedy - a car crash claims the life of the mother, and leaves the son in a permanent coma. Father and daughter, each in their own way, are trying to cope with everything and carry
on with their lives.

DANIJEL HO?EVAR; VERTIGO / EMOTIONFILM; danijel@emotionfilm.
si; http://www.emotionfilm.si/

1682 Slovenia
DEDEK GRANDPA
DAVID SIPOS
david@siposh.com
FIC; 0:07:23; Betacam SP PAL; BW; 2009
An elderly couple lived together for many years, but there can still be moments that can ruin everything. Grandma read too much conspiracy books and so she comes to think if her husband isn't a 
conspirator too. And is he?

DAVID SIPOS;  david@siposh.com; http://www.siposh.com/



1683 Slovenia
URA THE CLOCK
DAVID SIPOS
david@siposh.com
FIC; 0:10:06; Betacam SP PAL; BW; 2008
Itʼs a story about a father and a son. Father wants to tell his son that his time has come to say goodbye. The clock connects them and means a lot to father, but what does it mean to son?

DAVID SIPOS;  david@siposh.com; http://www.siposh.com/

1817 Slovenia
SIRENI TWO SIRENS
MARTIN MARZIDOVSEK

marzidovsek@gmail.com
FIC; 0:03:59; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A young fisherman in wish of enjoying with two nice women doesn't realise that he fell in a trap of two sirens with supernatural powers. He finds himself in the middle of a bizarre cat and mouse play 
full of sexual lust and cold relativistic thought.

MARTIN MARZIDOVSEK; Svarog - club for independent film; 
dejan_zinko@yahoo.co.uk
Dejan Zinko; Svarog - club for independent film; dejan_zinko@yahoo.co.
uk

1830 Slovenia
EMBRIO EMBRYO
BORIS DOLENC

boris@invida.tv
FIC; 0:17:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
The story of the movie Embryo takes place in the future and it features the personal stories of two lonely people, unknown to each other. Tim and Dana, the main protagonists, decide to sacrifice a 
human life to the "Project Child", which to them, within the cold, alienated society, is nothing but a status symbol. Tim is faced with a difficult situation - according to the law on new births, he has to 
take the life of the only person whom he shares a true bond with - his father.

UNIVERSITY OF LJUBLJANA, ACADEMY OF THEATRE, RADIO, 
FILM AND TELEVISION; University of Ljubljana, Academy of Theatre, 
Radio, Film and Television; ftv@agrft.uni-lj.si; http://www.agrft.uni-lj.si/; Jure Vizjak; INVIDA d.o.o., Demsarjeva cesta 10, 4220 Skofja Loka, 
Slovenia; jure@invida.tv; http://www.invida.tv/

1458 Slovenia; Hungary
VEM I KNOW
JAN CVITKOVIC

FIC; 0:07:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
The Man builds a masterpiece in his cellar. The Woman and the Boy watch him. God watches all three of them.

JOZKO RUTAR; STARAGARA PRODUCTION; jozko.rutar@staragara.
com; http://www.staragara.com/

1057 South Africa
GARGOYLE
KELSEY EGAN
kelsey.egan@gmail.com
FIC; 0:25:25; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
A security guard by day, Themba supplements his meagre income with crime in order to support his younger brother, Vuyo. Like the gargoyles on the block he guards, he is both a symbolic protector
and a threat. Although Themba is determined that his brother not be disadvantaged by poverty, he does not understand the him. Vuyo exhibits a passion for the natural world that only his favourite 
teacher seems to share. She is chaperoning a camping trip in the veldt, and Vuyo longs to go. The fee is expensive, and Themba refuses to pay. Vuyo decides to prove the money exists, which leads
to a devastating discovery.

KELSEY EGAN; N/A; kelsey.egan@gmail.com;  teboho.p@mweb.co.za;
jesskaye@hotmail.com

2079 Spain
THE QUIET
KIKE MESA
ʻ0:03:00; COL; 2008

2132 Spain
QUE ME TAPES, COÑO!
ANTONIO MUÑOZ DE MESA

293 Spain
LA CANCIÓN DEL PIRATA PIRATE'S SONG
ANTONIO ISARDO;LOHENGRIN NAVARRO;PABLO MOLINA

info@esdip.com
ANI; 0:08:25; 35 mm; COL; 2009
In an old pirate ship, the rough wolves of sea get bored. But the music will fill their lives with love and color

EMILIO LUJÁN; ESDIP Escuela de arte; info@esdip.com; http://www.
esdip.com/

294 Spain
RITMO RYTHM
MARCOS ANDAVERT

info@esdip.com
ANI; 0:02:20; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
An emotional concept that each person feels in a different way, but at the same time causes in everyone, in a natural manner, a reaction, a kind of energy, an impulse.

EMILIO LUJÁN; ESDIP Escuela de arte; info@esdip.com; http://www.
esdip.com/

368 Spain
CABARET KADNE
MARC RIBA;ANNA SOLANAS
info@stopmotion.cat
ANI; 0:05:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Otto and Lola, two cabaret artists, fill their lives with their passion: performing.

MARC RIBA; I+G Stop Motion; info@stopmotion.cat; http://www.
stopmotion.cat/; Anna Solanas



874 Spain
EL MISTERIO DEL PEZ A MYSTERIOUS FISH
GIOVANNI MACCELLI

carmenfilms@yahoo.it
ANI; 0:09:41; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Once upon a time, there was an old man that went fishing every day and every day he caught the same fish.

GIOVANNI MACCELLI AND CARLOTA CORONADO; Koridor; 
carmenfilms@yahoo.it

1022 Spain
LA INCREÍBLE HISTORIA DEL HOMBRE SIN SOMBRA THE MAN WITHOUT A SHADOW
JOSE ESTEBAN ALENDA

esteban.alenda@solitafilms.com
ANI; 0:09:35; 35 mm; COL; 2008
A young man without luck sells his shadow to a mysterious gentleman in exchange for an eternal bag of gold coins. This fact will cause the young man terrible hardships.

JOSE ESTEBAN ALENDA; Solita Films, S.L.; esteban.
alenda@solitafilms.com; http://www.solitafilms.com/

1033 Spain
BERBAOC
ARTELEKU
arteleku@gipuzkoa.net
ANI; 0:05:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Short film directed by the artists José Belmonte, Izibene Oñederra, Mercedes Sánchez-Agustino, Gustavo Díez and Irati Fernández, based on a sound piece of Xabier Erkizia, created from an 
interview given by the musician Santiago Irigoyen.

TXEMA MUÑOZ; KIMUAK-FILMOTECA VASCA; 
kimuak@filmotecavasca.com; http://www.kimuak.com/

1697 Spain
THE WEREPIG
SAM
sam@conflictivos.com
ANI; 0:16:40; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Two American tourists who want to go to Benidorm accidentally head for Galicia. Their lack of manners and hygiene get them kicked out, as luck would have it, into deserts of Castilla. Just when they
lose heart, they are taken in by an affectionate elderly couple.

XOSE ZAPATA; Ignacio Benedeti Cinema; programacion@ibcinema.
com; http://www.ibcinema.com/
xose zapata; Ignacio Benedeti Cinema ; programacion@ibcinema.com;
http://www.ibcinema.com/

2077 Spain
EL ENEMIGO THE ENEMY
JUANMA SÁNCHEZ
ANI; 0:09:00; COL; 2008

2080 Spain
ESPAGUETI WESTERN SPAHETTI WESTERN
SAMI NATSHEH
ANI; 0:12:00; 2008

398 Spain
O PINTOR DE CEOS THE PAINTER OF SKIES
JORGE MORAIS VALLE

jorgemoraisvalle@yahoo.es
ANI/ANI; 0:25:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
From the darkness of the lost cliffs, a crazy painter, marked by his past, and his faithul assistant try to find a solution against perpetual storms.
Sea is destroying their home. A magic boiler and some tormented ghosts will help them to find the light.

JORGE MORAIS VALLE; NO COMPANY - JORGE MORAIS; 
JORGEMORAISVALLE@YAHOO.ES
JORGE MORAIS VALLE; NO - JORGE; 
JORGEMORAISVALLE@YAHOO.ES

863 Spain
RASCAL'S STREET
MARCOS VALÍN;MARÍA MONESCILLO;DAVID PRIEGO
promocion@ecam.es
ANI/FIC; 0:03:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
London, 1812. Mr. Webnicker is late to an important appointment. On his way he will meet a street musician who will try to distract by all means the distinguished gentleman while his young buddy 
tries to rob him.

DAVID PRIEGO; ECAM; promocion@ecam.es; http://www.ecam.es/; 
María Monescillo; Marcos Valín
Ismael Martin; ECAM; promocion@ecam.es; http://www.ecam.es/

945 Spain
CASITAS LITTLE HOUSES
JUAN CARLOS ;MOSTAZA;ANTOLÍN

jcmostaza@lacatedral.es
ANI/FIC; 0:05:54; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Como si fueran fichas de un juego, Casitas narra con ironía y humor la historia de una joven pareja y su caótica aventura para conseguir su primera vivienda.

As if they were pawns in a game, Casitas (Little Houses) tells the ironic and humorous story of a young couple and their chaotic adventure to buy their first home.

JUAN CARLOS; LACATEDRAL ANIMATION STUDIO; 
jcmostaza@lacatedral.es; http://www.lacatedral.es/; MOSTAZA; 
ANTOLÍN



2082 Spain
EL PRINCIPE DE LAS BASURAS THE PRINCE OF GARBAGES
FRANCISCO ANTONIO PEINADO GAITÁN

ANI/FIC; 0:08:40; 35 mm; COL; 2008

El príncipe de las basuras is the story of a boy who lives in a parallel world, his own world, where everything is ruin and rubble. Amidst the decay and garbage, he makes out a light cutting through a 
dark, contaminated sky. His quest brings him into contact with the lowest, cruellest and wickedest creatures he could ever have imagined: men. And they will not give up until they finish him off.

FRANCISCO ANTONIO PEINADO GAITÁN; 
franciscoantoniopeinado@elpincipedelasbasuras.com; http://www.
elprincipedelasbasuras.com/VICTORIA FERNÁNDEZ ANDRINO; MADEINSHORT ANDALUCIA 
(EPGPC - JUNTA DE ANDALUCÍA); madeinshort.
epgpc@juntadeandalucia.es; http://www.madeinshortandalucia.es/

50 Spain
A FILM ABOUT HOME
JENNIFER COX
bambification@gmail.com
DOC; 0:41:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
This is a film about the search for a home: I never knew what Home was for me so I decided to travel and ask a variety of people what Home was for them and in doing so I hoped to find my own.

JENNIFER COX;  bambification@gmail.com; http://neurasthenic.net

211 Spain
HOMO BABY BOOM
ANNA BOLUDA
annaboluda@gmail.com
DOC; 0:27:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Six families with lesbian or gay parents in Catalonia and Valencia, Spain, tell how they had children and which reactions they have had to face.

They also show how the legal changes for same-sex marriage and adoption in 2005 have changed their lives.

FLG; Associació de Famílies Lesbianes i Gais; annaboluda@gmail.com;
http://www.homobabyboom.com/
Anna Boluda; Anna Boluda (independent filmmaker); 
annaboluda@gmail.com; http://www.annaboluda.com/

290 Spain
JUN DUCAT ¿HÉROE O TERRORISTA? JUN DUCAT ¿HERO OR TERRORIST?
ADAIA TERUEL
ddaiona@hotmail.com
DOC; 0:29:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
On 28th of March 2007, Jun Ducat, a 57 year-old Filipino, hijacked a 32 children school bus for more than 10 hours.
The hijacking divides the philippine public opinion as Jun Ducat is considered a terrorist for a lot of people and a hero for many others.
A year later, Ducat has not been judged yet. He faces a death penalty sentence.
This documentary tries to find out who really Jun Ducat is, a hero or a terrorist?

THE SAME AS THE DIRECTOR; ddaiona@hotmail.com

320 Spain
REFLEXOS DE CHAPLIN
LLUÍS HEREU;ISAKI LACUESTA;ALBERT SERRA & PERE VILÀ
DOC; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2008
Lluis Hereu, Isaki Lacuesta, Albert Serra and Pere Vilà in four audiovisual pieces paying tribute to Charlie Chaplin the filmmaker... What is Chaplin's legacy in contemporary cinema? It is not about 
producing films like Chaplin did, nor remembering the icon in a naive fashion, but about finding traces of this cinema in their own individual looks.

 Museu del Cinema;

349 Spain
CASTILLO CASTILLO (NEWS WORKSHOP)
JORGE TUR MOLTÓ

larpella@hotmail.com
DOC; 0:21:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
The story of a patient in a mental institution, and his mentor dedicated in teaching him how to present the news.

JORGE TUR MOLTÓ;  larpella@hotmail.com; http://www.defuncio.
blogspot.com/
Jorge Tur Moltó; -; larpella@hotmail.com; http://www.defuncio.blogspot.
com/

388 Spain
LA CHICA DENTRO DE LA CAJA THE GIRL IN THE BOX
MATT DICKINSON
dickinson_matt@hotmail.com
DOC; 0:06:45; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2008
Aurora Segura works in a kiosk of ONCE, selling lottery tickets. Blind since the age of three, she works in that tiny box in a Barcelona street, a world that many people would think of as a prison. Film
maker Matt Dickinson joined Aurora for a year in her life to discover her world inside...and outside of the box.

MATT DICKINSON;  dickinson_matt@hotmail.com

422 Spain
CARLOTA CHARLOTTE
JAVIER FIGUERO
figuero.javier@gmail.com
DOC; 0:06:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Charlotte doesn´t miss her smile in the middle of the pain

JAVIER FIGUERO; Maja Producciones; figuero.javier@gmail.com



499 Spain
LA MADRE QUE LOS PARIÓ PORTRAIT OF A SILENCE
INMA JIMÉNEZ NEIRA

injinei@gmail.com
DOC; 0:28:28; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Between all the inherits that you can receive, sorrow is one of them.
When my grandfather dies, his life arrives to me throught his photographs. Between all of them it appears a wound; a cut that eliminate for ever the shape of a woman .
In the wake of this discovery, I started a search to rescue her from my family memory and returns her face to their minds.
A portrait recovers her lost shape and in the way, it describes all a generation grown up in this silence wich has a woman´s name.

CARMEN VIVEROS; Master en Documental Creativo_ UAB; m.
documental.creativo@uab.es; http://www.documentalcreativo.edu.es/; 
Carolina SenraInma Jiménez Neira; Los Jiménez Films; injinei@gmail.com; http://www.
lamadrequelosparioeldocumental.blogspot.com/

590 Spain
MENSAJERO DEL SUR MESSENGER FROM THE SOUTH
ROBERTO LOZANO

evamanuel@cesnaproducciones.com
DOC; 0:23:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
During the Afrobasket celebration, Pau Gasol, the NBA player for Lakers travels up to Angola like Good Will Ambassador of UNICEF and meet Ezio a young Angolan.

 “Mensajero del Sur”- “Southʼs Messenger” is the meeting of two worlds where the struggle for the overcoming of Ezio, a young Angolan, and the commitment of Pau Gasol become great allied to 
conquer the problems that hurry up the people of Angola: The AIDS, the absence of education, the scarcity of infantile attention centres, etc.

ROBERTO LOZANO; CESNA PRODUCCIONES; 
evamanuel@cesnaproducciones.com; http://www.cesnaproducciones.
com/

614 Spain
NO TIENE SENTIDO... IT IS SENSELES...
ALEJANDRA MOLINA
alejandramolina@hotmail.com
DOC; 0:59:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
It is senseless... is the story of a failure, a professional shipwreck, but it is also a set of notes as natural of a personal relationship established over time and, above all, an impossible attempt to 
portrait a unique and multifaceted creator that is never in the place assigned to him.

MARTÍN SAPPIA; Frontera Films; alejandramolina@hotmail.com

847 Spain
LA SORTIE LEAVING
JESÚS DOMÍNGUEZ SÁNCHEZ

chusds@gmail.com
DOC; 0:10:30; Betacam SP PAL; BW; 2008
SYNOPSIS

"La Sortie des Ouvriers de l'Usine Lumière" (Workers leaving the Lumière factory, Louis and Auguste Lumiére, 1895) was the first real motion picture ever made. Many frames later, this ''La 
sortie'' (Leaving) seeks to pay homage to this cinema, its workers and a way of understanding the life.

JESÚS DOMÍNGUEZ SÁNCHEZ; JESÚS DOMÍNGUEZ, P.C.; 
chusds@gmail.com

861 Spain
LA DISCAPACIDAD INVISIBLE THE INVISIBLE DISABILITY
ANE LARRAÑAGA
promocion@ecam.es
DOC; 0:25:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
“The Invisible Disability” is a documentary about the deafness. Through interviews, their own view of life and their daily routine, the deaf talk about their Community, usually unknown for the hearing 
people.

MINERVA GOMIS; ECAM; promocion@ecam.es; http://www.ecam.es/
Ismael Martin; ECAM; promocion@ecam.es; http://www.ecam.es/

862 Spain
LUGARES PROPRIOS
VÍCTOR BÁRCENAL;BORJA SOLER
DOC; 0:55:00; DVD; COL; 2008

 ECAM (Escuela de Cinematofía y del Audivisual de la Comunidade de
Madrid)

1031 Spain
ASÄMARA
JON GARAÑO ;RAÚL LÓPEZ
kimuak@filmotecavasca.com
DOC; 0:09:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Asämara: sent to work, sent to earn a living. This is the reality millions of children must face in Africa nowadays, in spite of their extreme youth. Either in the city or in rural areas, their fight is the 
same: surviving.

TXEMA MUÑOZ; KIMUAK-FILMOTECA VASCA; 
kimuak@filmotecavasca.com; http://www.kimuak.com/; Sébastien 
Hussenot

1045 Spain
CAMPILLO SÍ, QUIERO CAMPILLO YES, I DO
ANDRÉS RUBIO

info@kokelandia.com
DOC; 0:52:10; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
In June 2005 a law on gay marriage was passed in Spain that grants gay couples the same rights as heterosexual ones. Certain mayors (who carry out civil marriages), in right-wing city councils (e. 
g. in Valladolid), tried to refuse to follow through with the act, but gay Mayor Francisco Maroto stepped forward and said: I do. Besides his militant stance, he saw an opportunity to enrich the 
population in his small town of Campillo de Ranas (Guadalajara). Residents have been emigrating en masse in recent years, but now the town is back on the map. Marotoʼs nuptial strategy of 
development has bucked the trend of rural depopulation by promoting the village as a venue for weddings, particularly gay weddings. Many gay couples come to the quaint pastoral village to get 
married and Maroto has become something of a local hero. This documentary shows how easy it can be to adapt to change and lets the audience enter the town like a fly on the wall to watch how life
goes on in a community where everyone is welcome.

ANDRÉS RUBIO; Kokelandia S. L.; info@kokelandia.com; http://www.
kokelandia.com/



1108 Spain
LA CLASE THE CLASS
BEATRIZ M. SANCHIS

mail@madridencorto.es
DOC; 0:20:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
La Clase explores the magic of a first time experience. The pupils of a 4th grade primary class take their first drama lessons. We accompany the children through the learning process from the first 
rehearsal to the night of the final school play in front of an audience of parents.

STEFAN SCHMITZ; Avalon Production; mail@madridencorto.es; http:
//www.madridencorto.es/; María Zamora
Ismael Martin; Madrid en corto; mail@madridencorto.es; http://www.
madridencorto.es/

1142 Spain
SAT ATMA
ANNETTE ASSMY
a.assmy@gmx.net
DOC; 0:25:11; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Sat Atma is a young man from Chile who searches his interior peace through Sickh religion. Through the gaze of the director we discover her conflicts when she tries to integrate to another culture.

LAURA MOLINA ALBERÓ; Parallel 40; documentals@parallel40.com

1259 Spain
KIDMAN
ANNETTE ASSMY
a.assmy@gmx.net
DOC; 0:23:57; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Kidman is the story of Oscar Beltrán a young man who has a dream: became a professional fighter of Mexican Wrestling. The documentary follows his daily life and the training for his debut as a 
fighter.

LAURA MOLINA ALBERÓ; Parallel 40; documentals@parallel40.com

1563 Spain
SUNUY ADUNA SUNUYA ADUNA
ALFONSO PALAZÓN

info@cretaproducciones.com
DOC; 0:50:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
The story of two girls, Maimouna and Mama, united by the route that a book of story tellers makes, serves as thread to narrate the project that a Spanish NGO carries out to take recycling school 
material from Las Palmas of Gran Canaria to Dakar. The documentary reflects the work that Paco, the ONG cooperator in Las Palmas, carries out in order to gather the material and to explain the 
sense of the project. As well as the task that Djamil, the NGO cooperator in Dakar, carries out to contact with schools, teachers, associations, etc. Two realities, two worlds, that have in the 
background the debate of the importance of education for the development of a just and supportive society.    

RAFAEL LINARES; Creta Producciones; info@cretaproducciones.com;
http://www.cretaproducciones.com/
info@cretaproducciones.com; http://www.cretaproducciones.com/

1584 Spain
JA TORNES A GRAVAR ARE YOU RECORDING AGAIN?
FRANCINA VERDÉS

francinavo@gmail.com
DOC; 0:30:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A granddaughter intends to
reawaken the emotional memory of
her grandmother (who developed
Alzheimer's), because she believes
devoutly that there still remains her
grandmother's identity. By the

CARMEN VIVEROS; Master Documental Creativo UAB; mdocumental.
creativo@uab.es; http://www.documentalcreativo.edu.es/

1629 Spain
O CLUBE DOS SEM TETO THE HOMELESS CLUB
CLAUDIA BRENLLA

laturmadocus@gmail.com
DOC; 0:55:15; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Pituba: an elite neighbourhood in Salvador de Bahía, Brazil. Along the seafront of the city, before reaching the famous Itapuá beach, the Clube Português premises draw our attention.
Itʼs a sport complex with its main building surrounded by swimming pools, tennis courts, a football pitch and other facilities. The condition of the premises is pitiful: boards and canvas spread all over, 
the grass coming out in between the tiles, the dirty water of the pools, and all you can see has been reused according to its current dwellersʼ needs: 85 families that belong to the Salvador homeless
movement (MSTS).
Walking around what used to be a luxury club for white people, we become aware of the origin and reasons of that movement and their living-together rules. In the former party and celebration halls,
Dadinha and Shirley, inseparable neighbours, have their own cosy place. Rosa, however, prefers the terrace intimacy for her and her children, although it can be wet in the rainy season… Even the 

CLAUDIA BRENLLA; Laturmadocus (Claudia Brenlla); 
laturmadocus@gmail.com; http://www.laturmadocus.com/

1717 Spain
LA SOLEDAD EMOCIONAL THE EMOTIONAL SOLITUDE
ALEX BRUNO BARRANCO MARTA

alexbruno@wanadoo.es
DOC; 0:12:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
One of our major social problems in our epoch, the lack of communication, not to be able to differ when one this one really only, and especially to listen, a topic that brings of head persons of the 
whole world

ALEX BRUNO BARRANCO MARTA; ALEX BRUNO BARRANCO 
MARTA; alexbruno@wanadoo.es

1829 Spain
A LA SIERRA DE ARMENIA TO ARMENIA'S MOUNTAINS
JUAN RODRIGÁÑEZ

jrodriganez@gmail.com
DOC; 0:11:40; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Josif Jurg lives in Tetuán a Madrid's neighborhood. Josif enjoys singing in the street. One morning, while Josif is singing, a hen escapes from a farm close to town.

JUAN RODRIGÁÑEZ; TAJO ABAJO; jrodriganez@gmail.com;  MARÍA
MARTÍN



1866 Spain
CANTOS RODADOS ROLLING PEBBERS
XOEL MÉNDEZ

produccion@ficcion-producciones.com
DOC; 0:59:59; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
ROLLING PEBBERS IS ABOUT A GROUP OF DISABLED TEENAGERS WHO FORM A ROCK GROUP AFTER TAKING A MUSIC THERAPY CLASS. THE DOCUMENTARY MAINLY CENTERS
ON THEIR LIVES AS TEENAGERS AND THE CENTRE (SAN XEROME) WHERE THEY GO TO EACH DAY.

JULIO CASAL; FICCIÓN PRODUCCIONES; producciones@ficcion-
producciones.com; http://www.ficcion-producciones.com/; MAMEN 
QUINTASLORENA MARTÍNEZ LÓPEZ; FICCIÓN PRODUCCIONES; 
produccion@ficcion-producciones.com; http://www.ficcion-producciones.
com/

1931 Spain
ELOGIO AL HORIZONTE ELOGY TO THE HORIZON
IÑAKI IBISATE
info@promofest.org
DOC; 0:58:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
This is the story of the 120 Spanish kids evacuated to Denmark during the Spanish Civil War, and the story of their reunion 70 years afterwards.

TPA;  info@promofest.org
FRANC PLANAS; PROMOFEST; info@promofest.org

1933 Spain
HOBBY
CIRO ALTABÁS
info@promofest.org
DOC; 0:50:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
“Hobby” started as an innocent journey to witness the release of a video-game console in Japan but little by little, as these things usually do, it changed into a showcase of some of the many 
wonderful ways in which the Japanese spend their leisure time. “Hobby”: a documentary that aims to entertain speaking about entertainment.

RETRO P. C.;  info@promofest.org
FRANC PLANAS; PROMOFEST; info@promofest.org

1935 Spain
THE MOLKY WAY
GONZALO BALLESTER
info@promofest.org
DOC; 0:25:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2008
Mrs. Molky is a 73 year old iranian woman, and a widow for 14 years now. She lives alone in a humble house in the small town of Baragun, Iran. Mrs. Molky wants to travel to Isfahan, with the excuse
of visiting some relatives which she had not seen in over 20 years.

GONZALO BALLESTER;  info@promofest.org
FRANC PLANAS; PROMOFEST; info@promofest.org

2131 Spain
DJENNEBA
JOSE MANUEL HERRAIZ ESPAÑA
festivales@agenciafreak.com
DOC; 0:03:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Djenneba is white but she is black. Poor, damned, fanciful and happy. Djenneba is Africa.

JOSE MANUEL HERRAIZ ESPAÑA; ALBELLA AUDIOVISUAL SL; 
festivales@agenciafreak.com

2151 Spain
LA PRESA THE DAM
JORGE;RIVERO;GONZA

gintonic.society@gmail.com
DOC; 0:16:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
The construction of the Salto de Salime dam, the second largest in Europe at the time, began in 1946. Over fifty years later, the power station is still fully operative, yet the end of the construction also
brought about the end of an era, in which the mountain was populated by thousands of workers in an endless struggles against nature.

JORGE RIVERO; Jorge Rivero P.C.; gintonic.society@gmail.com; Pablo
Dominguéz; Emilio Peréz
Jorge Rivero; Jorge Rivero P.C.; gintonic.society@gmail.com

3009 Spain
MULLERES DA RAIA WOMEN FROM THE LINE
DIANA GONÇALVES DOMÍNGUEZ

portu183@hotmail.com
DOC; 0:42:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A travel to the northern Portuguese and Galician frontiers carries us to our recent past, the local smuggling and clandestine migration were regular practices on these lands thanks to the proximity of 
the neighbour country.
In times of repression, with both countries under dictatorial regimes, a big number of portuguese people migrated to France crossing the two frontiers illegally. The women stayed taking care of the 
lands and their childrenʼs education.
The local smuggling was another way to scape from misery, that is why hundreds of women crossed everyday the frontier in order to buy and sell basic need items, due to the difference of price. This
commercial exchange between both people bordering the river Minho created a big friendship and a shared story.

DIANA GONÇALVES DOMÍNGUEZ; Portu183@hotmail.com; http:
//www.mulleresdaraia.blogspot.com/

1602 Spain
PARÍS #1
OLIVER LAXE
diasestranhos@gmail.com
DOC/DOC; 0:35:00; Betacam SP PAL; BW; 2008
A group of friends share a cinematographical experience in a particular region of Spain, Galicia. The goal is simple- to film what they like, without preconceived ideas about what should be filmed. 
They want their images to reflect the feelings that unite them with the people they find along the way.
Originally 16 mm, transferred to betacam sp, B&W, 4:3

OLIVER LAXE;  diasestranhos@gmail.com



54 Spain
EDEN END
ENRIQUE BAIXERAS
enrikrod@yahoo.es
DOC/EXP; 0:09:45; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2008
We accompany a good family in a happy and romantic holidays around the motorway of the progress of modern man, where the pleasure and abundance are mixed with the excess.

ENRIQUE BAIXERAS; Baixeras Films; enrikrod@yahoo.es

77 Spain
GLÒRIES GLÒRIES (NOBODY'S LAND)
JAIME QUINTO

quintoguillen77@gmail.com
DOC/EXP; 0:24:57; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
In every contemporary metropolis there are vague places which evoke a kind of latent absence, places condemned to oblivion. Such is the case of Plaça de les Glòries, a transitory place for 
hundreds of citizens, as well as the coexistence environment for a small neighbourhood.
It is one of those bizarre urban spaces where we can see a duality due to its transformation in a valuable area, motionless while it waits for the imminent arrival of modernity.

CARMEN VIVEROS; Master en Teoría y Práctica del Documental 
Creativo; info@documentalcreativo.edu.es; http://www.
documentalcreativo.edu.es/index.html

110 Spain
DE MONSTRUOS Y FALDAS OF MONSTERS AND SKIRTS
CAROLINA ASTUDILLO MUÑOZ

caroniella@gmail.com
DOC/EXP; 0:24:12; Betacam SP PAL; BW; 2008
Libertad, Enriqueta, Maricarmen and Albert evoke the years when their mothers and his aunt stayed in Les Corts jail, times of innocence, hopelessness and distress.

Their childhood stories inmmerse us in a world whose main characters are memories, oblivion and the passing of time.

Swinging back and forth in a pendulum motion, memory proliferates, vanishes and dies out.

CARMEN VIVEROS; MASTER EN DOCUMENTAL UAB; m.
documental.creativo@uab.es

180 Spain
TABU MANA IDEM
LLUÍS ESCARTIN

armadillo@hollyroot.org
DOC/EXP; 0:31:27; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
no synopsis yet

IDEM AS AUTOR;  armadillo@hollyroot.org; http://www.
mediatecaonline.net:80/Obert/EP00065/cat/
http://www.mediatecaonline.net:80/Obert/EP00065/cat/

885 Spain
MI HERMANA Y YO ME AND MY SISTER
VIRGINIA GARCÍA DEL PINO

virginiadelpino@gmail.com
DOC/EXP; 0:10:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
A documentary on family histories, childhood, love and rejection, triggered by the image of two teenage siblings who travel inwards to the directorʼs childhood, in sharp contrast to the harsh present 
weʼre inevitably part of.

VIRGINIA GARCÍA DEL PINO; virginiadelpino@gmail.com; http://www.
hamacaonline.net/autor.php?id=198
virginiadelpino@gmail.com; http://www.hamacaonline.net/autor.php?
id=198

1628 Spain
BATA POR FÓRA (MULLER POR DENTRO) APRON OUTSIDE (WOMAN INSIDE)
CLAUDIA BRENLLA

laturmadocus@gmail.com
DOC/EXP; 0:17:50; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
For the Austrian artist, Petra Buchegger, Galicia is “El Dorado” of aprons.

She refers to this piece of clothing (usually the checked ones), that different women from different parts in the world wear as working clothes.

This documentary deals with those women who use that garment and with those who donʼt, the nexus existing among them all and the apron itself as a symbol.

CLAUDIA BRENLLA; Laturmadocus (Claudia Brenlla); 
laturmadocus@gmail.com; http://www.laturmadocus.com/

244 Spain
EN ENERO, QUIZÁS IN JANUARY, MAYBE
DIOGO COSTA AMARANTE
diogoamarante@hotmail.com
DOC/FIC; 0:50:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
After Romania joined the European Union in 2007, the Spanish government established a moratorium as a measure to curb the immigration of the Romanian people. Dan is a homeless Romanian 
man that struggles to survive in the streets of Barcelona and believes that in January 2009, the moment that the 2 years transitional period finishes, he will be able to find a job and rearrange his life.

ESCAC; ESCAC; jumatejumate@gmail.com

18 Spain
CASUAL
AITOR ECHEVERRIA
aitoraitor@yahoo.es
EXP; 0:09:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
In the awakening of thedistrict, the music of the daily actions brings us over to persons who coexist and are not known. Lives that the coincidence joins or that the routine separates.

ROGER AMIGÓ; La movie; roger@lamovie.net



19 Spain
SUB WAY
MATIAS BOERO
matias100100@hotmail.com
EXP; 0:14:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
info@fundacioninquietudes.org

BORJA CABEZÓN; Fundación Inquietudes; info@fundacioninquietudes.
org

1673 Spain
FILM QUARTET / POLYFRAME
ANTONI PINENT
antonipinent@gmail.com
EXP; 0:09:24; 35 mm; COL BW; 2008
FILM QUARTET / POLYFRAME is conceived as a small cinematographic bomb attempting to question the established definition of frame as the minimum unit of (cinematographic) time by 
dynamiting it in four fragments.
We propose the destruction (understood as deconstruction) of both Peter Kubelkaʼs traditional metrical theory and the space that resides within the gap between frames as ports of entry into a new 
cinematographic chapter –still in process of evolution-. Such tentative promotes the extinction of (cinematographic) dinosaurs in order to provide the new generations with a new space for their 
actions and freedom in terms of the load such dinosaurs raise by means of their dazzling names.

ANTONI PINENT;  antonipinent@gmail.com

1974 Spain
00:03:57:21 : REPONEDORAS 00:03:57:21 : STOCK CLERKS
JARA ROCHA
jararocha@hotmail.com
EXP/DOC; 0:03:57; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A gaze at stock clerks in a supermarket through the lens of a mobile phone.

SAME AS DIRECTOR;  jararocha@hotmail.com
same as director

224 Spain
PROFANACIONES PROFANATIONS
ORIOL SÁNCHEZ
cellule75@gmail.com
EXP/EXP; 0:18:00; 0; COL BW; 2009
Profanations is a three channel video work consisting of appropriation and reconstruction of images and sequences from films by Jules Marey, Pudovkin, Kirsanoff, Eisenstein, Romero, Halpern, 
Kulechov ... from which a series of micro-stories have been created. These stories have been organized according to Campanas De Luz ( Light Bells ), a music composition by Riera Robuste. 
Profanations emerges from an interest in exploring relationships between sound and image with narratives and abstraction, playing with the [dis]articulation found in film narratives
 creating a rupture within narrative and representation.

ORIOL SÁNCHEZ;  cellule75@gmail.com

1607 Spain
O CAZADOR THE HUNTSMAN
ÁNGEL SANTOS TOUZA

asantostouza@hotmail.com
EXP/FIC; 0:25:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A short story by Anton Chekhov called 'The Huntsman'. Two players on a empty stage. A huntsman and a peasant meeting on an open field. Building emotions, making up fiction: from words to 
images.

DANIEL FROIZ; Matriuska Producciones; danifroiz@matriuska.com; 
http://www.matriuska.com/
Veronika Vey; Matriuska Producciones; comunicacion@matriuska.com

373 Spain
EL ATAQUE DE LOS ROBOTS DE NEBULOSA-5 THE ATTACK OF THE ROBOTS FROM NEBULA-5
CHEMA GARCÍA IBARRA

chemagarciaibarra@gmail.com
FIC; 0:06:20; 35 mm; BW; 2008
Almost everybody is going to die very soon.

CHEMA GARCÍA IBARRA; chema garcía ibarra; 
chemagarciaibarra@gmail.com; leonor díaz esteve

855 Spain
5 SEGUNDOS 5 SECONDS
JEAN FRANCOIS ROUZÉ

promocion@ecam.es
FIC; 0:13:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Since his bicycle accident, Frank sees no moving images. This clash caused him an anomaly in his head and he sees only still images every five seconds.

ROBERTO NIETO GUERRA; ECAM; promocion@ecam.es; http://www.
ecam.es/
Ismael Martin; ECAM; promocion@ecam.es; http://www.ecam.es/

1025 Spain
CONSULTA 16 OFFICE 16
JOSE MANUEL CARRASCO

promocion@ecam.es
FIC; 0:12:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Two strangers waiting… two lives in a halt… a woman who runs away and a man ready to carry on living…

MARÍA DEL PUY ALVARADO; ECAM; promocion@ecam.es; http:
//www.ecam.es/; Penelope Cristóbal
Ismael Martin; ECAM; promocion@ecam.es; http://www.ecam.es/

372 Spain
URUGUAY 2030
RAFA DE LOS ARCOS
FIC; 0:09:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
While trying to survive a day bunking school, Laura anticipates meeting up with her new boyfriend in the neighbourhood. Meanwhile, José plays her loyal squire, yet he cannot hide the fact he is 
head-over-heels in love with her.

 Escándalo Films;



20 Spain
BESTIARIO
SERGIO VEGA
FIC; 0:16:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
 When 9 year old Yacob´s dog is found dead, his mother orders him to take the smelly corpse to the basement.  Yacob initially refuses but has no choice. This is the start of a nightmarish journey 
through the building and its particular inhabitants that will awaken Yacob's emotions and forgotten memories of his deceased pet.

SERGIO VEGA;  sergio.vega1@gmail.com

133 Spain
EL PASO
DANIEL TORRES SANTEUGINI
santeugini@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:14:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
One day like most others, in a road bar, a switched on TV tells the last deaths of a war that never ends.
An ex soldier barman, a lost woman traveling in her car. Between them, a murder that nobody has seen. Who cares one more death in a world stained of blood…

MERCÈ MOLINA; Rodar y Rodar Publicidad; mmolina@rodaryrodar.
com; http://www.rodaryrodar.com
Mercè Molina; Rodar y Rodar Publicidad; mmolina@rodaryrodar.com; 
http://www.rodaryrodar.com

277 Spain
GENTUZA SCUM
JAVIER BETOLAZA

betolaza@tragaluz.com
FIC; 0:08:30; 35 mm; COL BW; 2008
Jaime is 9 years old. He returns to house after playing to soccer match. In the bus-stop he is berthed by a greater boy. This circunstance will create an indissoluble bond betwen them.

FRANCISCO ESPADA; TRAGALUZ S.L; espada@tragaluz.com; http:
//www.tragaluz.com/
MARIBEL RUIZ; TRAGALUZ S.L.; produccion@tragaluz.com; http:
//www.tragaluz.com/

291 Spain
PANTOMIMA PANTOMIME
HECTOR SUÑOL BERT

hector@pantomima.org
FIC; 0:20:59; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Our society lives in an artificial bubble. Hypocrisy is the value that rule us: words are more valuable than gestures and looks. Behind this hermetic shell we hide our deepest feeling.

TIKO, a 30 year old mime, wants to discover which is his place in this complicate puzzle that is life. The mime through his performances wants to reveal the parody in which we are living. Causalities 
that occur on a non working day will show Tiko's other face.

HECTOR SUÑOL BERT; Hector Suñol Bert (number of register in Spain
F-2152); hector@pantomima.org; http://www.pantomima.org/

299 Spain
TURISMO TOURISM
MERCEDES SAMPIETRO

prensa@invitrofilms.com
FIC; 0:11:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Two women in a tearoom.
They had never met before.
A special circumstance has joined them forever,
although there is a deep abyss between them.

RICARD FIGUERAS; In Vitro Films; prensa@invitrofilms.com; http:
//www.invitrofilms.com/; Clara Millán

301 Spain
DEJAR A MARCOS LEAVING MARCOS
MARIO FERNANDEZ ALONSO
info@eccoli.net
FIC; 0:19:55; 35 mm; COL; 2008
"...and therefore most of the atom would be completely void. The same thing occurs in the outer space, where matter is a rare exception amongst enormous oceans of empty space..."

ISMAEL GARCIA LOPEZ; ECCOLI PRODUCCIONES; info@eccoli.net

304 Spain
DIE SCHNEIDER KRANKHEIT THE SCHNEIDER DISEASE
JAVIER CHILLON
javierchillon@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:10:10; Betacam SP PAL; BW; 2008
1958 at the border between Easter and East Germany: a strange ape-flown capsule falls from the sky. A dangerous virus spreads uncontrolled.

JAVIER CHILLON; Javier Chillon; javierchillon@hotmail.com

367 Spain
BABY!
LLUÍS SEGURA
FIC; 0:16:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
A boy and a girl play house in a park...

 Escándalo Films;

369 Spain
CHAT NOIR
DANIEL FIBLA AMSELEM
FIC; 0:12:00; 35 mm; BW; 2008
Based on the short story One of the Missing, by American writer Ambrose Bierce. France, December 1916.

 Polar Star Films / Gabiwan Productions



370 Spain
MAMÁ MOM
ANDY MUSCHIETTI

FIC; 0:03:20; 35 mm; COL; 2008
One morning Victoria is waken up by her desperate sister Lily who urges her to leave the house. Somebody is back and is waiting for them in a dark corner of the house.

BARBARA MUSCHIETTI; Toma 78; info@toma78.com; http://www.
toma78.com/

371 Spain
REACCIÓN REACTION
DAVID VICTORI
FIC; 0:13:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
When it's time to help someone?

 Zoopa / Notro Films;

423 Spain
TABLAS STAGEBOARD
JAVIER FIGUERO

figuero.javier@gmail.com
FIC; 0:10:02; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2008
An actor in a mental hospital managed by nuns finds out a great secret about his past.

JUAN DEL SANTO; Tablas CB; juandelsanto@hotmail.com; Javier 
Figuero

476 Spain
THE END
EDUARDO CHAPERO-JACKSON
FIC; 0:27:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008

 Prosopopeya Producciones

586 Spain
MACHU PICCHU
HATEM KHRAICHE RUIZ-ZORRILLA
hatemkhraiche@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:20:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
An elderly man in need of care. An immigrant in need of work. A whole weekend ahead. The war is on.

JOSÉ MIGUEL FERNÁNDEZ FERNÁNDEZ-LOMANA; VIDEOENLACE
PRODUCCIONES S.L.; fflomana@yahoo.es; http://www.cortometraje-
machu-picchu.com/

591 Spain
VLOG
VALERIO BOSERMAN
info@potenzaproducciones.com
FIC; 0:10:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
A videolog to speak, to relax, to feel alive, but what would happen if there was someone at the other side who really needs help, who wasn't a psychopath but only someone who lives in hell?

CARLO D'URSI; Potenza Producciones; info@potenzaproducciones.
com; http://www.potenzaproducciones.com/

592 Spain
SHOW TIME
FRÉDÉRIC MASSOT
info@potenzaproducciones.com
FIC; 0:12:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
A tourist couple in Madrid spends the whole day recording with their camera everything they see. On their way to the hotel , they come across a man who is running away from a mugger. They keep 
recording..

CARLO D'URSI; Potenza Producciones; info@potenzaproducciones.
com; http://www.potenzaproducciones.com/

617 Spain
EL HOMBRE ORQUESTA ONE MAN BAND
MARTIN ROSETE;LUIS PEREZ;MARTIN ROSETE

martinrosete@kamelfilms.com
FIC; 0:06:00; 35 mm; COL BW; 2008
On man band arrives to play his music to a small village, but he will find a hard audience...

JOSE MARTIN; Kamel Films; josemartin@kamelfilms.com; http://www.
kamelfilms.com/; Martin Rosete
Martin Rosete; Kamel FIlms; martinrosete@kamelfilms.com; http://www.
kamelfilms.com/

722 Spain
DIE ARCHIVES VON C.G.JUNG THE JUNG FILES
GEMMA VENTURA
jemmaven@yahoo.es
FIC; 0:16:08; Betacam SP PAL; BW; 2008
A woman tells the incredible story of her parents to a journalist who is investigating the tragic consequences of C.G.Jung´s regressive hypnosis practices.

MIGUEL PUERTAS; YAKIMA FILMS; mpuertas@yakima-films.com
GEMMA VENTURA; YAKIMA FILMS; jemmaven@yahoo.es

773 Spain
A XINECÓLOGA THE GYNAECOLOGIST
ALFONSO CAMARERO

washboardplof@gmail.com
FIC; 0:10:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A gynaecologist is working in her office at the hospital as everyday. But the next patient....is a boy! Naturally the gynaecologist throw out the joker. But he returns with the coordinator (the 
gynaecologist' boss), who commands the gynaecologist to examine her (meaning the patient)! It's not a joke, it's a conspiracy! But the troubles of the gynaecologist are just beginning...

ALFONSO CAMARERO; PLOFESSIONAL PRODUCTIONS; 
WASHBOARDPLOF@GMAIL.COM; http://www.shortfilmcentral.
com/film/897/



856 Spain
DEL BLANCO AL NEGRO TURN TO BLACK
GERARDO HERRERO

promocion@ecam.es
FIC; 0:11:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Two childhood friends meet again in a luxurious house of Madrid. Nevertheless, the guest is surprised by his host when he raises a dark proposal which must be accepted or not.

ANGEL LUIS GONZÁLEZ, LUIS ALEJANDRO RUIZ; ECAM; 
promocion@ecam.es; http://www.ecam.es/
Ismael Martin; ECAM; promocion@ecam.es; http://www.ecam.es/

857 Spain
ERMYNTRUDE Y ESMERALDA ERMYNTRUDE AND ESMERALDA
JOSE MIGUEL ALONSO
FIC; 0:14:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Ermyntrude and Esmeralda are two adolescent Victorian girls in search of true love. Their extreme and frivolous innocence involves them in a mind-boggling series of amorous and sexual mix-ups. 
Where everything is confused and misunderstood.

BEATRIZ GOMEZ MONTERO;

858 Spain
GO HOME
GUILLERMO ARRIBAS COBIÁN
promocion@ecam.es
FIC; 0:16:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
When Manuel moved to Spain, he thought heʼd never play baseball again. But he was wrong. He found a modest team on the outskirts of Madrid where, truth be told, nothing was the way he 
expected. Goyo, the coach, is convinced that his team is about to play the New York Yankees. Manuel doesnʼt believe a word.

ELENA MONZÓN PIORNO; ECAM; promocion@ecam.es; http://www.
ecam.es/
Ismael Martin; ECAM; promocion@ecam.es; http://www.ecam.es/

859 Spain
LA M CON LA A THE M WITH THE A
ROSARIO FUENTENEBRO YUBERO

promocion@ecam.es
FIC; 0:14:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
In order to find out the content of a letter which Matilde thinks is her husband´s announcement of desertion, she will have to do something unusual for a woman of her time: sheʼll decide to learn how 
to read. But to reach her purpose, who can she turn to for help?

ROBERTO NIETO GUERRA; ECAM; promocion@ecam.es; http://www.
ecam.es/
Ismael Martin; ECAM; promocion@ecam.es; http://www.ecam.es/

860 Spain
RIVER
GEMMA MARTÍNEZ
FIC; 0:12:00; DVD; COL; 2008

 ECAM (Escuela de Cinematofía y del Audivisual de la Comunidade de
Madrid)

872 Spain
PERDER EL TIEMPO TIME TO LOSE
CARLOTA CORONADO ;GIOVANNI MACCELLI

carmenfilms@yahoo.it
FIC; 0:11:41; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Ramiro doesn't like to lose his time.

GIOVANNI MACCELLI; Zampanò; carmenfilms@yahoo.it; http://www.
zampano.eu/; Carlota Coronado

873 Spain
EL MUEBLE DE LAS FOTOS THE PIECE OF FORNITURE
GIOVANNI MACCELLI

carmenfilms@yahoo.it
FIC; 0:02:10; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
The piece of furniture in the living room is my familyʼs shop window.

GIOVANNI MACCELLI; Zampanò; carmenfilms@yahoo.it; http://www.
zampano.eu/

929 Spain
MAL AGÜERO BAD OMEN
FERNANDO USON
uson@unizar.es
FIC; 0:05:50; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A look, a gesture – And everything begins to pop out from Arturoʼs hands to the ground.

FERNANDO USON; Agrupación Artística Aragonesa; uson@unizar.es

930 Spain
ULTIMA FUNCION THE LAST SHOW
FERNANDO USON
uson@unizar.es
FIC; 0:17:20; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Félix is an old actor who lives alone. He is looking forward to staging “Belshazzarʼs Feast”-- but his memory goes its own way.

FERNANDO USON; Fernando Uson; uson@unizar.es

943 Spain
ECONOMÍA DE MERCADO MARKET ECONOMY
JUAN DE OLIVEIRA RUBINOS
juandeoliveirarubinos@yahoo.es
FIC; 0:14:07; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Market economy is one of those stories where the margins between good an evil are blurred and characters learn to live threaten by a dark past and an uncertain future. A pendulum metaphor 
passes through this story of opposites poles exchanging, success or failure.

JUAN DE OLIVEIRA; Juan de Oliveira; juandeoliveirarubinos@yahoo.es



948 Spain
TERAPIA THERAPY
NURIA VERDE
nuriaverde2002@yahoo.es
FIC; 0:15:00; 35 mm; COL; 2009
THERAPY

Lucia is a patient who wants to be discharged. Ana, her psychiatrist, does not agree. During this therapy session, Ana will recieve a phone call that will radically change her life...

NURIA VERDE; nuria verde; nuriaverde2002@yahoo.es

1011 Spain
AMNESIA GLOBAL TRANSITORIA TRANSIENT GLOBAL AMNESIA
ANA MAROTO

ana_maroto@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:13:26; 35 mm; COL; 2008
He has lost his memory. She has recoverd hers. It's the beggining of the end or... perhaps nothing will change.

ANA MAROTO; ANA MAROTO MORALES; 
amnesiaglobaltransitoria@gmail.com

1013 Spain
LAS MANOS DE ABEL THE HANDS OF ABEL
VÍCTOR BÁRCENA

vb@diesirae.es
FIC; 0:19:55; 35 mm; COL; 2009
Abel, a little child whose entire lifetime has been surrounded by nature, close to a small village, arrives to the big city after his fatherʼs death. There he will experience the abandonment of a mother 
whose memory he has lost, or the sudden loss of his only brother, Mario, a teenager, whose anxious will of change begin to lead him through violent paths.

In his loneliness, the company of a beggar he finds everyday in his way to school, whose glance reminds him of his father, and whose presence seems to cease the grief provoked by that absence, 
will become his one and only shelter.

VÍCTOR BÁRCENA; DIES IRAE FILMPRODUKTION; info@diesirae.es;
http://www.diesirae.es/

1017 Spain
EN EL LADO DE LA VIDA ON THE SIDE OF LIFE
IGNACIO BERNAL
info@imgenio.es
FIC; 0:13:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
The story has it how a mother (Candela Peña) faces the hardest decision to take in her whole life, donating her 15-year-old daughter Anaʼs organs, who, after having a terrible motorcycle accident, 
has fallen into a coma.
Many people in the world face this situation in real life and many others depend on this decision to move on with their lives.

La historia cuenta como una madre (Candela Peña) se enfrenta a la decisión mas difícil de toda su vida, donar los órganos de su hija Ana (Mónica Fuertes) que tras sufrir un terrible accidente de 
moto con 15 años, se encuentra en coma por muerte cerebral. De esta decisión, a la que mucha gente en la vida real se enfrenta, dependerá la vida de muchas personas que necesitan de un 

ANGEL ESTEBAN; Imgenio; info@imgenio.es; http://www.imgenio.es/
Angel Esteban; Imgenio; info@imgenio.es; http://www.imgenio.es/

1023 Spain
SILBA PERFIDIA WHISTLE PERFIDIA
CESAR ESTEBAN ALENDA

cesar.esteban@solitafilms.com
FIC; 0:16:35; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Ramiro wears glasses that focus or unfocus reality so that he can live a calm life with no surprises. A couple of events will break his routine and deprive him of his glasses. He will have no other 
choice but to deal with his hard present... and his forgotten past.

JOSE ESTEBAN ALENDA; Solita Films, S.L.; esteban.
alenda@solitafilms.com; http://www.solitafilms.com/

1032 Spain
AUTORRETRATO SELF-PORTRAIT
JAVI ALONSO;RAÚL LÓPEZ

kimuak@filmotecavasca.com
FIC; 0:14:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Alma is a very talented young painter. A rich businessman sponsors her and sheʼs working on her forthcoming exhibition. But when her dream is about to become true, she receives the unexpected 
visit of a woman.

TXEMA MUÑOZ; KIMUAK-FILMOTECA VASCA; 
kimuak@filmotecavasca.com; http://www.kimuak.com/

1034 Spain
COTTON CANDY
ARITZ MORENO
txingundin@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:11:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
The cold always complicates things.

TXEMA MUÑOZ; KIMUAK-FILMOTECA VASCA; 
kimuak@filmotecavasca.com; http://www.kimuak.com/

1035 Spain
ON THE LINE
JON GARAÑO
kimuak@filmotecavasca.com
FIC; 0:12:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
An ordinary Saturday in the South of California. Adam, a lower middle class North-American man, sees off his wife and children to carry out his weekly task.

TXEMA MUÑOZ; KIMUAK-FILMOTECA VASCA; 
kimuak@filmotecavasca.com; http://www.kimuak.com/



1036 Spain
EL TIEMPO PRESTADO LENT TIME
DAVID GONZÁLEZ

puntoycoma10@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:16:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Marta is still on holiday…

TXEMA MUÑOZ; KIMUAK-FILMOTECA VASCA; 
kimuak@filmotecavasca.com; http://www.kimuak.com/

1037 Spain
TRAS LOS VISILLOS BEHIND THE CURTAINS
GREGORIO MURO;RAÚL LÓPEZ

kimuak@filmotecavasca.com
FIC; 0:16:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Martos wants to leave his dark past behind, so he undergoes cosmetic surgery to change his face. But his obsessive paranoia keeps him away from his main goal: the getaway.

TXEMA MUÑOZ; KIMUAK-FILMOTECA VASCA; 
kimuak@filmotecavasca.com; http://www.kimuak.com/

1038 Spain
YO SÓLO MIRO I ONLY WATCH
GORKA CORNEJO

gorkacornejo@gmail.com
FIC; 0:18:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Julia and Eduardo are married and they look like a conventional couple. However, unimaginable true facts appear behind appearances. They are two lonely strangers behind reciprocal affection.

TXEMA MUÑOZ; KIMUAK-FILMOTECA VASCA; 
kimuak@filmotecavasca.com; http://www.kimuak.com/

1107 Spain
EL PALACIO DE LA LUNA MOON PALACE
IONE HERNÁNDEZ

mail@madridencorto.es
FIC; 0:13:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
A mother writes a letter to Paul Auster...

NIEVE DE MEDINA; MPC; mail@madridencorto.es; http://www.
madridencorto.es/; Pepo Oliva; Alejandro Albarracín
Ismael Martin; Madrid en corto; mail@madridencorto.es; http://www.
madridencorto.es/

1109 Spain
PAREDES WALLS
JORGE GALERÓN

mail@madridencorto.es
FIC; 0:19:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
A young student spends the days before his exams shut away in his bedroom. His world changes when a beautiful woman moves to the house next door.

JORGE GALERÓN; Marela Films; mail@madridencorto.es; http://www.
madridencorto.es/; Jorge Bellido
Ismael Martin; Madrid en corto; mail@madridencorto.es; http://www.
madridencorto.es/

1110 Spain
PASEO
ARTURO RUIZ SERRANO
mail@madridencorto.es
FIC; 0:12:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Gabino has never declared his love to a woman

ARTURO RUIZ SERRANO; TLCA SL; mail@madridencorto.es; http:
//www.madridencorto.es/
Ismael Martin; Madrid en corto; mail@madridencorto.es; http://www.
madridencorto.es/

1111 Spain
PORQUE HAY COSAS QUE NUNCA SE OLVIDAN BECAUSE THERE ARE THINGS YOU NEVER FORGET
LUCAS FIGUEROA

mail@madridencorto.es
FIC; 0:12:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Naples, Italy. 1950. Four friends are playing soccer out on the street when their ball is accidentally kicked into the evil old lady´s yard. They´ll never play with their ball again…and for that the revenge
will be deadly….

LUCAS FIGUEROA; LMF FILMS; mail@madridencorto.es; http://www.
madridencorto.es/
Ismael Martin; Madrid en corto; mail@madridencorto.es; http://www.
madridencorto.es/

1112 Spain
VIAJE A BANGKOK TRIP TO BANGKOK
DIONISIO PEREZ GALINDO

mail@madridencorto.es
FIC; 0:07:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Today is my birthday, I´m 12 years old. I am going to Bangkok with my father to buy a shoes. My cousin says that it´s very nice, it has big houses that almost touch the clouds.

NACHO MONGE; Enigma Films; mail@madridencorto.es; http://www.
madridencorto.es/; Rafael Alvarez
Ismael Martin; Madrid en corto; mail@madridencorto.es; http://www.
madridencorto.es/

1130 Spain
SOCARRAT
DAVID MORENO
socarrat@almaina.tv
FIC; 0:09:30; 35 mm; COL; 2009
Short Synopsis

A dysfunctional but happy family that united discovers the truth.

Long Synopsis

RAQUEL PEDREIRA; almaina producciones; socarrat@almaina.tv; http:
//www.almaina.tv/



1134 Spain
CON EL VIENTO WITH THE WIND
MANOLO
manuelmunoz99@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:21:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
A man travels to a remote place to join his relatives because of the passing of his mother. During the days of grief they share, the quietude of the lanscape and the silent traction of time will measure 
the afective distance that separates the man from his own story.

MANOLO MUÑOZ; Manuel Muñoz; manuelmunoz99@hotmail.com

1135 Spain
ABIMBOWE
ALEX MONTOYA
alexmontoya@gmail.com
FIC; 0:09:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Agustina can't see. Maria, the girl who looks after her, will open her eyes.

JON D. DOMÍNGUEZ; MORITURI; jonddominguez@yahoo.es; Alex 
Montoya

1149 Spain
TRATO DEAL
ALMUDENA VERDES

averdes@kaplankaplan.com
FIC; 0:12:10; 35 mm; COL; 2009
Elena loses a glove on her way home. A group of teenagers on the access stairs of a building get aware.
Elena, friendly asks the guys about her lost glove. They abuse her trust. Only one deal may resolve the conflict.

RUBEN SOLER; kaplan&kaplan producciones; rsoler@kaplankaplan.
com; http://www.kaplankaplan.com/

1453 Spain
ATADOS ENTWINED
FRANCISCO ALMAZO

almazobeat@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:12:46; 16 mm; COL; 2009
A woman in her sixties is peacefully watering some plants on her balcony. Suddenly, a man of about her age violently assaults and holds her in her own house. This is the beginning of a story that 
depicts a far from normal kidnapping. Behind an apparent but illogical normality, we begin to discover bit by bit the true nature of this relationship, as well as the surreal background that this 
kidnapping conceals.

MIGUEL PAREDES; Intermedia Producciones; 
miguel@intermediaproducciones.com; http://www.
intermediaproducciones.com/

1554 Spain
LALA
ESTEBAN CRESPO
laialgv@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:19:00; 35 mm; COL; 2009
ONCE UPON A TIME THERE WAS A RETURN, A VILLAGE, A DEATH, A FAMILY AND A FAIRY TAIL

LAIA LAFUENTE; PRODUCCIONES AFRICANAUAN; laialgv@hotmail.
com

1640 Spain
EL PERDEDOR THE LOSER
JULIO GARCIA GONZALEZ

can@canariasculturaenred.com
FIC; 0:23:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
An old boxer, who has lost everything, gets the chance to recoup his dearest possession. But first, he must win a last round, a fight in which loosing means death.

JULIO GARCIA GONZALEZ; JULIO GARCIA GONZALEZ pc; 
can@canariasculturaenred.com; http://www.gobiernodecanarias.org/
MÓNICA GALLEGO; CANARIAS CULTURA EN RED_Oficina de 
Distribución; can@canariasculturaenred.com

1641 Spain
LAS GAFAS THE GLASSES
ALBERTO GARCIA MARTIN

can@canariasculturaenred.com
FIC; 0:11:42; 35 mm; BW; 2008
In a desert place, where scarcely there are signs of civilization, two guys are chatting. They are dressed in sheltered jackets under an asphyxiating sun. They have to carry out a mission for their boss
they have never seen.
The mission: to find a pair of glasses.

VERONICA FRANCO; VOLCANO FILMS; can@canariasculturaenred.
com; http://www.gobiernodecanarias.org/
MÓNICA GALLEGO; CANARIAS CULTURA EN RED_Oficina de 
Distribución; can@canariasculturaenred.com

1642 Spain
ATARDECER ROJO RED DUSK
ALEX PACHON
jara@agenciafreak.com
FIC; 0:18:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Ulysses and Anna are a young couple. One day they go to camp, and Ulysses
lost the keys. Since then, Ulysses will only speak to Anna to ask if she
has found it.

MARIO PIRIZ; NACIDOS NIÑOS; jara@agenciafreak.com
MÓNICA GALLEGO; FILMOTECA DE EXTREMADURA - FESTIVAL 
COORDINATION; jara@agenciafreak.com

1663 Spain
NA DISTANCIA IN THE DISTANCE
VICTOR HUGO SEOANE;-;-
vhseoane@gmail.com
FIC; 0:27:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Lost in the void of the city, a man returns in a journey towards his original essence.

JAIONE CAMBORDA;  jaioc@hotmail.com;   -
Víctor Hugo Seoane; -; vhseoane@gmail.com



1715 Spain
DUELO EN TORNO A UNA PIRULETA DUEL ARROUND A LOLIPOP
VICENTE NAVARRO

festivales@agenciafreak.com
FIC; 0:06:30; 35 mm; COL; 2009
A casual meeting where the different points o views of the woman spirit communicate and confrontate.

VICENTE NAVARRO; ABRACADABRA PATA DE CABRA; 
festivales@agenciafreak.com
MÓNICA GALLEGO; AGENCIA AUDIOVISUAL FREAK SL; 
festivales@agenciafreak.com; http://www.agenciafreak.com/

1716 Spain
DOLORES
MANUELA MORENO
luelamoreno@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:09:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A bus stop. An ordinary evening.
Two people met randomly and their solitude as well.
Trey have different worlds but they share hopes and dreams,and…

EDUARDO MOISES ESCRIBANO; MAILUKI FILMS SL; 
luelamoreno@hotmail.com

1718 Spain
INSTANTES INTIMOS INTIMATE BITS
DAVID MARTINEZ

ozzym67@gmail.com
FIC; 0:07:30; 35 mm; COL; 2008
THROUGH A SINCERE CONFESSION, A MAN FACES THE FEAR THAT DOMINATES HIM.

DAVID MARTINEZ; LA REAL ACADEMIA DE TATARAMUNDI; 
ozzym67@gmail.com

1719 Spain
HACE TIEMPO PASÓ UN FORASTERO A STRANGER CAME BY LONG AGO
JOSE CARRASCO ROMERO

festivales@agenciafreak.com
FIC; 0:20:00; 35 mm; COL; 2009
A STRANGER CAME BY LONG AGO...

ELVIRA MINGUEZ; SABELA PRODUCCIONES SL; 
festivales@agenciafreak.com
MÓNICA GALLEGO; AGENCIA AUDIOVISUAL FREAK SL - Festival 
Ditribution ; festivales@agenciafreak.com; http://www.agenciafreak.com/

1720 Spain
DICEN THEY TELL
JUANMA CARRILLO

acuenca@globomedia.es
FIC; 0:10:45; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A splits story. A bitter cry, a furious monologue on what might have been and won´t ever be.

ANDRÉS CUENCA; EMOCIONES PRODUCE; acuenca@globomedia.
es

1721 Spain
COMO CONOCÍ A TU PADRE HOW I MET YOUR FATHER
ALEX MONTOYA
alexmontoya@gmail.com
FIC; 0:09:00; 35 mm; COL; 2009
Every couple has its story.

ALEX MONTOYA; MORITURI SL; alexmontoya@gmail.com

1722 Spain
NIÑO BALCON BALCONY BOY
PILAR PALOMERO

FIC; 0:10:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Balcony boy, poor balcony boy, this is the story of this balcony boy.His fault: having una orejas grandes, su mania: poner su cabeza donde no debería...

JAIME CRUZ FLORES; TRAPPER JOHN SL; pilarpalomero@gmail.
com
PILAR PALOMERO; TRAPPER JOHN SL; pilarpalomero@gmail.com

1723 Spain
BUEN VIAJE HAVE A NICE TRIP
IRENE ZOE ALAMEDA

produccion@storylinesprojects.com
FIC; 0:15:00; 35 mm; COL; 2009
When the wife of an Spanish diplomat is about to start an official trip to Morocco, she finds an immigrant kid who is lost in the city. Although she has to rush to the airport, she decides to help him to 
find his mother. At the end, the boy will make the trip that she could not make.

CAROLINA COSMEN; STORYLINES PROJECTS SL; 
produccion@storylinesprojects.com; CARLOS MULAS

1724 Spain
DIME QUE YO SAY ME
FRANCISCO MATEO GIL
raul@usert38.com
FIC; 0:15:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
HE and SHE meet exactly at the same time they break up with their own couples… ¿Is it possible for two strangers to begin a conversation full of recriminations, arguing until they get hoarse, and 
passionately reconcile as if they were a couple in the end?

RAUL BERNABÉ; PLATANUTRE; raul@usert38.com



1725 Spain
NEGRITUD NEGRITUDE
PATRICK BENCOMO

FIC; 0:06:30; 35 mm; COL; 2008
A PEOPLE'S FLEE FROM THE HOUNDING OF CENTURIES, THE SEARCH FOR A DIFFERENT WAY OF LIFE AND SURVIVAL...

RAFAEL ALVAREZ; MGC MARKETING; 
elmedanoproducciones@elmedanoproducciones.com

1771 Spain
JESUSITO DE MI VIDA DEAR CHILD JESUS
JESÚS PÉREZ-MIRANDA

jesusperezmiranda@gmail.com
FIC; 0:10:35; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
A six years old child looses his faith in God after a traumatic night.

LONG SYNOPSIS: Jesús, a six years old child, wakes up in the middle of the night with an urgent need to go to the bathroom. Since heʼs afraid of the dark, he doesnʼt dare to cross the long corridor 
that separates his room from the closest bathroom... Influenced by his motherʼs beliefs, Jesús asks God for help through prayer, waiting for some kind of miracle to happen.

JESÚS PÉREZ-MIRANDA;  jesusperezmiranda@gmail.com; http:
//www.vimeo.com/user1486029

1865 Spain
X NADA 4 NOTHING
DANI DE LA TORRE;TONI VEIGA

produccion@ficcion-producciones.com
FIC; 0:14:16; 35 mm; COL; 2008
ROI AND HIS MATES PLAY A VERY SPECIAL GAME, A PECULIAR AND VIOLENT WAY OF ENJOYING THEMSELVES. THIS MACABRE GAME WILL LEAD THEM TO DANI, WHO 
UNFORTUNATELY IS AT THE WRONG TIME AT THE WRONG PLACE

JULIO CASAL; FICCIÓN PRODUCCIONES; produccion@ficcion-
producciones.com; http://www.ficcion-producciones.com/; MAMEN 
QUINTASLORENA MARTÍNEZ LÓPEZ; FICCIÓN PRODUCCIONES; 
produccion@ficcion-producciones.com; http://www.ficcion-producciones.
com/

1871 Spain
EL ENCARGADO THE ONE IN CHARGE
SERGIO BARREJÓN
sergiobarrejon@gmail.com
FIC; 0:08:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Martin (9), is put in charge of his class during the teacher's absence. He must write on the blackboard the names of those who speak. An easy job... until the class bully starts talking.

SERGIO BARREJÓN;  sergiobarrejon@gmail.com

1872 Spain
NO TE DUERMAS DO NOT FALL ASLEEP
SALVADOR JIMÉNEZ

salvacine@yahoo.es
FIC; 0:20:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Alfonso is a retired colonel, who throughout his career, has been a self-sufficient and immune to everything. And now, old age, is full of aches and diseases, which make it dependent on his wife 
when he had never depended on anyone. His Grand obsession, is the solitude and does not support the idea of being alone, if his wife died before him. On the other hand, their daughters discuss the
sharing of obligations to the illness of his father.

ROSA CAÑAMERO, SALVADOR JIMÉNEZ; Rosa Cañamero, Salvador
Jiménez; salvacine@yahoo.es

1896 Spain
ABSENT
GUILLERMO ASENSIO ALEGRE
info@guillermoasensio.com
FIC; 0:23:00; 35 mm; COL; 2009
Annaʼs biological clock is ticking. The countdown has begun

GUILLERMO ASENSIO;  info@guillermoasensio.com

1897 Spain
EL VELLOCINO THE FLEECE
FELIPE GARCÍA VÉLEZ

tragavivos_fgvelez@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:15:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
A midle aged man travels alone to an inland village. It´s a village the man knew in his childhood and to which he has never returned. The man comes back looking for his lost memories because his 
life is shattered and he is now picking up the pieces.

FELIPE GARCÍA VÉLEZ; Felipe García Vélez; 
tragavivos_fgvelez@hotmail.com

1898 Spain
EL FORJADOR DE HISTORIAS THE STORYMAKER
JOSÉ GÓMEZ GALLEGO
jose@elforjador.es
FIC; 0:15:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
“With my hammer I forge the store of every life, of every person. The most wonderful moments, the most humble, the most fabulous... All of them have been conceived by me.”

JOSÉ GÓMEZ GALLEGO; José Gómez Gallego; jose@elforjador.es

1900 Spain
DISMINUIR EL PASO SLOWING DOWN THE STEP
IVAN HERMES
ivanloovee@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:14:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Daniel is an autistic boy, who takes, with his brothers help, a competition for disabled people. A muscular injury is the only thing that separates him from victory.

IVÁN HERMES;  ivanloovee@hotmail.com



1901 Spain
VESTIDO DRESSED
JAIRO BOISIER
jairoboisier@gmail.com
FIC; 0:23:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Osvaldo is a forty-year-old gloomy and lonely dressmaker. One day he is visited by an enthusiastic teenage girl, who comes asking secretly for adress to dance in a night club.

IGNACIO ARNOLD; Plagio; jairoboisier@gmail.com

1923 Spain
LA LOTERÍA THE LOTTERY
JAVIER RODRÍGUEZ DE FONSECA
info@promofest.org
FIC; 0:18:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
The owner of a bar phones a policeman to expose a prostitution ring. He doesn't realize the policeman is getting paid to look the other way.

PRODUCCIONES DIVINAS; info@promofest.org
FRANC PLANAS; PROMOFEST; info@promofest.org

1924 Spain
TORERO BULLFIGHTER
MIGUEL ÁNGEL ESCUDERO
info@promofest.org
FIC; 0:06:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
A young prospective bullfighter. Any bullring. A dream on the verge of coming true.

WAYWARD & MIGUEL ÁNGEL ESCUDERO PC; info@promofest.org
FRANC PLANAS; PROMOFEST; info@promofest.org

1925 Spain
TROPEZONES
DAVID MACIÁN & EDUARDO MOLINARI
info@promofest.org
FIC; 0:06:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Heʼs crazy about food, sheʼll do anything to please him. A perfect romance..... as long as something is left in the fridge.

AUDREY JUNIOR PRODUCCIONES; info@promofest.org
FRANC PLANAS; PROMOFEST; info@promofest.org

1929 Spain
LA UNION THE UNION
CARLOS A. SAMBRICIO
info@promofest.org
FIC; 0:18:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Sara encounters her boyfriend Fran, who died in a car crash six months earlier. A mysterious and breathtaking tone develops as Fran employs a hypnotic seduction game in order to convince Sara 
that he is real and that they can be together again.

CARLOS A. SAMBRICIO;  info@promofest.org
FRANC PLANAS; PROMOFEST; info@promofest.org

1930 Spain
OPCIONES OPTIONS
TOMÁS STUDER
info@promofest.org
FIC; 0:03:05; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
The initial stage, evolution and downfall of relation ship. In which, the condition of society highlight, fair and divers, but ultimately monotonous and chauvinistic. Where the last word is yours.

TABAIBA31 PRODUCCIONES; info@promofest.org
FRANC PLANAS; PROMOFEST; info@promofest.org

1932 Spain
GÓLGOTA
ROMÁN RUBERT
info@promofest.org
FIC; 0:27:01; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Ródeno, family father of a rural zone, finds a letter of his wife Gólgota.

CONSULTA D.V., S.L.;  info@promofest.org
FRANC PLANAS; PROMOFEST; info@promofest.org

1934 Spain
LA CULPA DEL OTRO THE OTHERʼS FAULT
IVÁN RUIZ
info@promofest.org
FIC; 0:19:00; Betacam SP PAL; BW; 2008
If you look straight at pain, life forces you to end your childhood.

ANIUR CREATIVOS AUDIOVISUALES; info@promofest.org
FRANC PLANAS; PROMOFEST; info@promofest.org

2001 Spain
UNA VIDA MEJOR A BETTER LIFE
LUIS FERNANDEZ RENEO

info@promofest.org
FIC; 0:13:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008

14 PIES AUDIOVISUAL SL & ALTAMIRA ENTERTAINMENT; 
info@promofest.org

2006 Spain
PROMÉTAME QUE VA A VOLVER PROMISE ME YOU'LL COME BACK
ENRIQUE GANDARILLAS Y EDUARDO SOLER

FIC; 0:14:00; HD; COL; 2008

PEQUEÑO PRODUCE PC SL; pequenoproducepcsl@gmail.com; http:
//www.egeda.es/pequeñoproduce



2007 Spain
SALOMON
IGNASIO LASIERRA
nacholasp@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:19:00; HD; COL; 2008

AGENCIA AUDIOVISUAL FREAK; festivales@agenciafreak.com

2008 Spain
NO SE VAYA DON'T GO
DANIEL SÁNCHEZ CHAMORRO
daniel@danielchamorro.com
FIC; 0:04:00; HD; COL; 2008

AGENCIA AUDIOVISUAL FREAK; festivales@agenciafreak.com

2009 Spain
PIZZA ELI
CARLOS AGULLÓ
carloscarlos74@gmail.com
FIC; 0:08:00; Mini DV NTSC; COL; 2008

CARLOS AGULLÓ, P. C.;  Carloscarlos74@gmail.com

2010 Spain
MANUAL PRACTICO DEL AMIGO IMAGINARIO IMAGINARY FRIEND PRACTICAL MANUAL
CIRO ALTABÁS
info@promofest.org
FIC; 0:19:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008

RETRO P. C.;  info@promofest.org

2011 Spain
EN EL APARTAMENTO IN THE APARTMENT
MARIO SAN EMETERIO
info@promofest.org
FIC; 0:12:00; HD; COL; 2007

SENSO PC;  info@promofest.org

2071 Spain
PIM, PAM, PUM
ASIER URBIETA
axierurbieta@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:03:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008

ASIER URBIETA;  axierurbieta@hotmail.com

2076 Spain
HORÓSCOPO HOROSCOPE
MIGUEL A. CARMONA
FIC; 0:12:00; COL; 2008

2078 Spain
EN LA OTRA CAMILLA ON THE OTHER STRETCHER
LUIS MELGAR
FIC; 0:20:00; COL; 2008

2081 Spain
TODOS LOS DÍAS AMANECE DAWN BREAKS EVERY DAY
CARLOS VIOLADÉ
FIC; 0:10:00; COL; 2008

2083 Spain
CINCO CONTRA UNO FIVE AGAINST ONE
JORGE NARANJO
FIC; 0:10:00; COL; 2008

2088 Spain
NO SE PREOCUPE DON'T WORRY
EVA UNGRÍA LUPIANI
evadida@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:13:04; COL; 2008

COLOSÉ PRODUCCIONES S.L.; solem@idecnet.com

2089 Spain
PIEL DE CORDERO SHEEPSKIN
GEMMA MARTÍNEZ HERNÁNDEZ
gemma@pizzarroproducciones.com
FIC; 0:13:00; HD; COL; 2008

PIZARRO PRODUCCIONES S.L.; manager@pizarroproducciones.com



2130 Spain
DIVINA JUSTICIA DIVINE JUSTICE
MIGUEL ROMERO
FIC; 0:07:00; HD; COL; 2008

 Just Dream; info@justdream.es

1910 Spain
LA PRINCESA ALEGRÍA PRINCESS HAPINESS
DANIEL UTRILLA;RUBÉN COCA

produccion@ficcion-producciones.com
FIC/ANI; 0:12:25; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Princess Happiness tells the story of Eva, a story tale writer who suffers from paranoid schizophrenia. We accompany her on her lifeʼs journey, as seen through the eyes of a boy, Pedro, one of the 
first delusions to torment Eva

JULIO CASAL; FICCIÓN PRODUCCIONES; produccion@ficcion-
producciones.com; http://www.ficcion-producciones.com/; MAMEN 
QUINTASLORENA MARTÍNEZ LÓPEZ; FICCIÓN PRODUCCIONES; 
produccion@ficcion-producciones.com; http://www.ficcion-producciones.
com/

178 Spain
CORAZÓN EN SOMBRAS HEART IN THE SHADOWS
ÁNGEL ALMAZÁN;MEDARDO AMOR

medardo.amor@yahoo.es
FIC/EXP; 0:13:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Elena returns to her childhood´s home, where her mother and nephew still live, because they are in the middle of a financial problem and they have ask Elena for help.
During her visit will come out the memories of the past that fills Elena´s heart of bitter and resentment.

Hélène retourne au foyer de son enfance, sa mère et son neveu sont immerger dans un grave problème financier et ils ont demandé son aide.

Elena, regresa al hogar de su infancia, todavía habitado por su madre y su sobrino. Estos están inmersos en un grave problema financiero y han pedido su ayuda. Durante la visita aflorarán los 

ANGEL LUIS RODRIGUEZ; Angel Luis Rodriguez P.C.; 
doblealmazan@yahoo.es
Angel Luis Rodriguez; Angel Luis Rodriguez P.C; 
doblealmazan@yahoo.es

1739 Spain
PODE SER CAN BE
CARLOS SEIJO

solmembrillo@gmail.com
FIC/EXP; 0:10:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Falta sólo una hora para que Lucas vuelva al mar. Una hora para
abandonar de nuevo a Manuela. Una hora para que ella retorne a su
soledad habitual. Una hora para el amor. Una hora para que la magia
se revele. Una hora para que surja el cambio. Una hora en la que todo
PUEDE SER.

MIKEL FUENTES; Mr Misto Films; mikel@mrmisto.com; http://www.
mrmisto.com/

1899 Spain
IMAGO WINGS
JAIME FIDALGO
jaimefilma@yahoo.com
FIC/EXP; 0:10:50; 16 mm; COL; 2009
A young manʼs haunting memories, and his inner fight to set himself free with his ultimate flight…Do you want to learn how fly?

JAIME FIDALGO; Jaime Fidalgo; jaimefilma@yahoo.com

5002 Spain
8 LINEAS 8 LINES
ALBERTO BLANCO

MV; 0:04:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Videoclip direcyed by- Alberto Blanco for the hiphop group- Violadores del Verso.

JOSE RAMON ALCONCHEL; RAPSOLO; rapsolo@violadoresdelverso.
org

5003 Spain
LA SOLEDAD COMIENZA
ALBERTO BLANCO
MV; 0:06:00; Betacam SP PAL; BW; 2008
Videoclip directed by- Alberto Blanco for the hiphop artist- Xhelazz

JOSE RAMON ALCONCHEL; RAPSOLO; rapsolo@violadoresdelverso.
org

5062 Spain
BAJO VIENTRE DOWN BELLY
ANTONI PINENT;CRISTÓBAL FERNÁNDEZ
antonipinent@gmail.com
MV; 0:08:10; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2009
VIDEO MUSIC OF ONE PLUS ONE

ANTONI PINENT;  antonipinent@gmail.com

5077 Spain
LA DISTANCIA ADECUADA THE RIGHT DISTANCE
LUIS CERVERÓ

nanouk@nanouk.tv
MV; 0:03:45; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Three different versions of the song "La distancia adecuada" by Christina Rosenvinge.

OSCAR ROMAGOSA; Nanouk Films; nanouk@nanouk.tv; http://www.
nanouk.tv/
Elena Romagosa; Nanouk Films; elena@nanouk.tv; http://www.nanouk.
tv/



5078 Spain
YO NO ME ESCONDO I DON'T HIDE MYSELF
J.A. BAYONA

nanouk@nanouk.tv
MV; 0:04:05; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
OBK's singer Jordi gets rid of his features -appearing even on his musles- to become Miguel, the other OBK member.

OSCAR ROMAGOSA; Nanouk Films; nanouk@nanouk.tv; http://www.
nanouk.tv/; Sandra Hermida; Mónica Blas

5080 Spain
LAS CALLES ESTÁN ARDIENDO THE STREETS ARE BURNING
ALEX VILLAGRASA

nanouk@nanouk.tv
MV; 0:04:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009

The music video it refers to the critical situation of the wars around the world.

OSCAR ROMAGOSA; Nanouk Films; nanouk@nanouk.tv; http://www.
nanouk.tv/
Elena Romagosa; Nanouk Films; elena@nanouk.tv; http://www.nanouk.
tv/

5007 Spain
NO CORRAS TANTO TAKE IT EASY
CÉSAR DÍAZ MELÉNDEZ

cesardm75@hotmail.com
MV/ANI; 0:04:44; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
You think you´re just a passenger and that nothing leaves its footprint.
Don´t forget that you are a message in a bottle.
Stop! Don´t run so fast…It´s yourself who you are searching for.
Sand animation & stop motion Music video.

Você acha que você é apenas um passageiro, e que nada deixa a sua pegada.
Não se esqueça que você é uma mensagem em uma garrafa.
Não corra tão rápido ... É você mesmo quem você está procurando.
 animação com areia music video.

CÉSAR DÍAZ MELÉNDEZ; CESARLINGA ANIMATIONS; 
cesardm75@hotmail.com; http://www.myspace.com/cesarlinga

5074 Spain
EL ALEPH THE ALEPH
J. A. BAYONA

nanouk@nanouk.tv
MV/EXP; 0:04:35; 35 mm; COL; 2009
" El Aleph" is based on a story of one of Borges books, called the same way as the music video. It talks about loneliness and loss between what heart wants and what the head thinks.

OSCAR ROMAGOSA; Nanouk Films; nanouk@nanouk.tv; http://www.
nanouk.tv/
Elena Romagosa; Nanouk Films; elena@nanouk.tv; http://www.nanouk.
tv/

5075 Spain
SUENA BRILLANTE IT SOUNDS BRIGHT
LUIS CERVERÓ

nanouk@nanouk.tv
MV/EXP; 0:07:30; 35 mm; COL; 2008
This is an experimental video based on eighty's TV shows.

OSCAR ROMAGOSA; Nanouk Films; nanouk@nanouk.tv; http://www.
nanouk.tv/
Elena Romagosa; Nanouk Films; elena@nanouk.tv; http://www.nanouk.
tv/

5076 Spain
TENÍA TANTO QUE DARTE I HAD MUCH TO GIVE YOU
MARC LOZANO

nanouk@nanouk.tv
MV/EXP; 0:04:34; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
This music video is about life, love and happiness. There're no problems in this period of time, all is perfect, and you don't have to worry about anything.
The story is totally faithful with "Carpe Diem" philosophy.

OSCAR ROMAGOSA; Nanouk Films; nanouk@nanouk.tv; http://www.
nanouk.tv/
Elena Romagosa; Nanouk Films; elena@nanouk.tv; http://www.nanouk.
tv/

5079 Spain
UNA MAÑANA ONE MORNING
CARLOS FONT & SERGI MARTI

nanouk@nanouk.tv
MV/EXP; 0:04:06; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Interactive movement between the singer and the camera.

OSCAR ROMAGOSA; Nanouk Films; nanouk@nanouk.tv; http://www.
nanouk.tv/
Elena Romagosa; Nanouk Films; elena@nanouk.tv; http://www.nanouk.
tv/

2101 Spain; Chile
LA MONTAÑA THE MOUNTAIN
DOMINGAS SOTOMAYOR
domingassotomayor@gmail.com
ʻ0:09:00; COL; 2008



1562 Spain; Morocco
QUEMANDO EL ESTRECHO BURNING THE STRAIT
EVA FERNÁNDEZ ;MARIO DE LA TORRE

evapatricia@cretaproducciones.com
DOC; 0:50:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Every year a great number of young moroccan boys cross Gibraltar strait by themselves heading to Europe. When they arrive at the promised land things change and they become illegal immigrants.

RAFAEL LINARES; Creta Producciones; info@cretaproducciones.com;
http://www.cretaproducciones.com/; Rafael Álvarez; Jean David 
LefebvreEva Fernández; Creta Producciones; evapatricia@cretaproducciones.
com; http://www.cretaproducciones.com/

923 Spain; Singapore
PEOPLE'S GODS
MAJA DJOKIC
peoplesgods@gmail.com
DOC; 0:27:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
“Peopleʻs Gods” investigates Singapore that, while a small island, is home to one of the densest human populations on Earth and, also incredibly, a place where nearly every religion in the world 
coexists. How does that variety of faiths affect people?

MAJA DJOKIC;  peoplesgods@gmail.com

528 Spain; USA
MICROFÍSICA MICROPHYSICS
JOAN CARLES MARTORELL

jc@yerblues.net
FIC; 0:17:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
A young aeronautical engineer from Barcelona travels to Chicago with his girlfriend for a job interview.

TONI VERD; Joan Carles Martorell; info@microfisica.com; http:
//microfisica.com/

616 Spain; USA
BASKET BRONX
MARTIN ROSETE
martinrosete@kamelfilms.com
FIC; 0:14:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Alex is an African-American kid from the Bronx who dreams of playing basketball as his idols. However, the gang of older guys in the neighborhood keeps reminding him that he cannot.

JOSE MARTIN; Kamel Films; josemartin@kamelfilms.com; http://www.
kamelfilms.com/; Mikel Urmeneta; Martin Rosete
Martin Rosete; Kamel FIlms; martinrosete@kamelfilms.com; http://www.
kamelfilms.com/

49 Sri Lanka; Spain
BOMBARDEO BOMBING
ELKIN CALDERÓN

elkincalderon@gmail.com
EXP; 0:22:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Bombardeo is a visual meditation that explores the concept of war and the contemporary ways to register it. The film takes place in a bombarded town. Nowadays, the ruins are mute witnesses of 
cruelty.
A second bombing occurs when the surveillance cameras record in real time the events that happen in this ghost town.
The images are captured from the past and forwarded towards the present. The events take a non-temporal dimension. This transformed portrait sounds familiar to us, like a premonition of a 
desolated future. Indeed we may sometimes feel like in a state of silent war, where suspicion and surveillance prevail. The untiring melody of war is repeated automatically while electronic eyes keep
on observing us.

CARMEN VIVEROS; Máster en Documental Creativo de la Universitat 
Autònoma de Barcelona, y Televisió de Catalunya; 
info@documentalcreativo.edu.es; http://www.documentalcreativo.edu.

2172 Sweden
LEK SPIEL
WOLFGANG LEHMANN
ʻ0:01:44; 2008

2173 Sweden
FLAGAR VID HAVET (BON) / VOGEL AM MEER 
(GEBET)

R VID HAVET (BON) / VOGEL AM MEER (GEBET)

WOLFGANG LEHMANN
ʻ0:02:00; 2008

308 Sweden
SAGAN OM DEN LILLE DOCKPOJKEN THE TALE OF A LITTLE PUPPETBOY
JOHANNES NYHOLM
ANI; 0:15:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Puppetboy is sweating floods of clay, preparing for a lady's visit. He becomes even more nervous when she arrives.

JOHANNES NYHOLM; Joclo;

980 Sweden
PRICK OCH FLÄCK SNOAR IN SPOT AND SPLODGE IN SNOWSTORM
LOTTA GEFFENBLAD;UZI GEFFENBLAD
ANI; 0:08:00; 35 mm; COL; 2009
Spot is spotty and splodge is splodgy. They enjoy snowball fights together and making angels with arms, legs and ears. And when they cuddle up on the couch inside their warm house everything is 
just as it should be.

UZI GEFFENBLAD; Zigzag Animation;

982 Sweden
BOOO
ALICJA JAWORSKI
ANI; 0:07:00; 35 mm; COL; 2
The lonely but happy rabbit Booo meets three daring rabbit friends. The three daring rabbits make foolish things daring. And Booo does it in his own prudent way. The three rabbits laugh at him. But
when they get in trouble with a dog Booo solves it.

CLAS CEDERHOLM; PennFilm Studio in co-production with Film i 
Skåne/Joakim Strand with support from Swedish Film Institute/Johan 
Bogaeus



983 Sweden
ROCKY
MARTIN KELLERMAN
ANI; 0:23:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008

LARS G LINDSTRÖM, RENE EZRA; Nordisk Film Production AB in 
coproduction with Martin Kellerman AB, Sveriges Television AB, A. Film
A/S with support from Swedish Film Institute, MEDIA Programme of the

987 Sweden
CHECKOO
ERIK ROSENLUND
ANI; 0:12:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
An underperforming office worker does everything he can to fit in.

ERIK ROSENLUND; Sveriges Television AB (SVT), YLE with support 
from Swedish Film Institute/Anne-Marie Söhrman Fermelin

988 Sweden
THE BIG STORE
LARS ARRHENIUS;JOHANNES MÜNTZING
ANI; 0:08:00; 35 mm; BW; 2008
An animation that depicts what happened the minutes before the murder of the Swedish Foreign minister Anna Lindh.

The department store is filled with people shopping, exposed as filmed by an x-ray camera.

A new Sweden is visualized in an empty store, when the merchandise and goods are gone our actions appears more distinct. As the saying goes "Society is the sum of our individual behaviour".
To make a film about what happened before the murder of Anna Lindh has been difficult but challenging. We decided not to focus or speculate on the knife attack but what surrounds it. Sweden has 

LARS ARRHENIUS; Arrhenius/Müntzing in cooperation with Sveriges 
Television (SVT)/Ulla Nilsson supported by Swedish Film 
Intstitute/Anne-Marie Söhrman Fermelin, Film i Skåne/Joakim Strand, 

989 Sweden
SLAVES
HANNA HEILBORN;DAVID ARONOWITSCH
ANI; 0:15:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
- We were abducted my mother, father, sister and me. Then they killed my parents and separated me from my sister. I was five, Abouk tells us in a low voice. I stayed with one of the men who 
kidnapped us and took care of his goats. Slaves is about Abouk nine, and Machiek fifteen. Like thousands of other children they were taken by government sponsored militia in Sudan and used as 
slaves. They were later liberated by an organisation headed by James Aguer. Slaves is based on an interview made in 2003 and is the second film in a series of animated documentaries with and 
about children in difficult situations by David Aronowitsch and Hanna Heilborn, and with design by Mats Johansson/Acne Jr.

DAVID ARONOWITSCH; Story in co-production with Medieoperatørene
AS/Øyvind Rostad, Pausefilm/Anna-Maria Kantarius & Louise Køster 
with support from Sveriges Television (SVT)/Ulla Nilsson, Swedish Film 

990 Sweden
PANIKKONSTNAREN PANIC PAINTER
JOHAN HAGELBACK
ANI; 0:09:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
The boy and his old man visit a museum. Every room contains a theme, and more importantly becomes an adventure! The kid utters some words of wisdom - the world has been waiting for these 
words.

JOHAN HAGELBACK; Hagelback Tecknad Film AB

991 Sweden
STORMSMUGGLARMA BIG TIME SMUGGLERS
JOHAN HAGELBACK
ANI; 0:10:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
What if you could like to smuggle something out of the Museum of Customs?

2236 Sweden
DROMMAR FRAN SKOGEN DREAMS FROM THE WOODS
JOHANNES NYHOLM

ANI; 0:08:40; 35 mm; COL; 2009
One day the Girl leaves her friend the Big Bird, seeking adventures in the world. But she gets lost in the deep forest, lured by the melodies of Death´s beautiful flute. A shadow puppet play about love
and sorrow.

ANDREAS JONSSON;  Joclo with support from Film i Väst/Julia 
Boström, Swedish Film Institute/Andra Lasmanis, Sveriges 
Television/Caisa Westling

1914 Sweden
HANDLÄGGARE P327JUM CIVIL SERVANT P327JUM
JOHAN BJERKNER

johan@knasterfilm.se
DOC; 0:15:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Johan Grum is a civil servant. He loves to process different matters and to read reports. Most of all he likes the everyday routines when nothing out of the ordinary happens.

STEFAN SUNDLÖF; Knaster Film AB; Stefan@knasterfilm.se; http:
//www.knasterfilm.se/

96 Sweden
FÖRTVIVLANS GRÄNS ON THE BORDER OF DESPERATION
NIMA SARVESTANI

nima@nimafilmsweden.com
DOC; 0:52:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
On the Border of Desperationʼ tells the story about fifty-years old Tala and two teenagers, Rebwar (17 years) and Shahoo (18 years) and their fight against poverty and for a better life in Kurdistan in 
Iran bordering to Iraq. They are transporting petrol illegally over the border to Iraq at great risk of being caught or even shot by the border patrols.

Extreme living conditions are forcing them into this trade. It can seem absurd in relation to Iran and Iraq being among the oil richest countries in the world.

Shahoo is 18 years old and he is saving money to be able to marry his loved one, Nahid. The father of Nahid is not accepting his proposal as his financial situation needs to improve. Shahoo's 

NIMA SARVESTANI; Nima Film; nima@nimafilmsweden.com; http:
//www.borderofdesperation.com



336 Sweden
BYE BYE C'EST FINI
TORA MÅRTENS
me@toramartens.com
DOC; 0:14:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
73 year old Lina Merceis lives in a two-room flat by the beach in Rio de Janeiro. Lina works as a telephone operator and after she gets off work she enjoys life and entertains herself with one of her 
younger lovers. She has chosen to live a single life and rejects the idea of having to take care of some unrefined man.

TORA MÅRTENS; Neo Publishing AB; me@toramartens.com; http:
//www.toramartens.com/

921 Sweden
SAGAN OM PENSLEN / LA FAVOLA DEL PENNELLO THE TALE OF AN ARTIST'S BRUSH
ANDREAS KASSEL

andreas@falkenberg.com
DOC; 0:28:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
In a small Italian mountain village, poet and script writer Tonino Guerra is sitting talking about artistsʼ brushes. During the Second World War he was captured and put in a concentration camp after 
having fed a cat.
With death snapping at his heals, he starts writing poems in Romagnolo, the local dialect of his native district. Miraculously he survives, publishes his writings, becomes a poet and sends the 
collection of poems to the artist Giorgio Morandi (1890-1964).

FREDDY OLSSON; Bokomotiv Filmproduktion; bokomotiv@bokomotiv.
se

922 Sweden
ANDERS & HARRI
ÅSA BLANCK;JOHAN PALMGREN
asa.blanck@moderntv.se
DOC; 0:13:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Anders and Harri are best friends. They share the interest for music. Anders is also very fond of trains. They decide to go to Getå, where the biggest train-accident in Sweden took place in 1918. A 
film about friendship, fears, trains. Suddenly there is music in the air.

ÅSA BLANCK; Modern Studios; asa.blanck@moderntv.se

925 Sweden
BOMBER OCH GRANATER, KNIVAR OCH GAFFLAR BOMBS AND SHELLS, KNIVES AND FORKS
CHRISTINA ERMAN WIDERBERG

christina@widerbergfilm.com
DOC; 0:46:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
"Thereʼs no other way than Mozart!" When your childhood mostly has been about diagnosis with fancy names and medication, art and the passion for music can be a place for freedom. The young 
artist Karl Persson let us in to his world with all its humor, fantastic theories, happiness and sorrows.

MARTIN WIDERBERG; Widerberg Film; christina@widerbergfilm.com;
Christina Erman Widerberg

926 Sweden
LIFE EXTENDED
BIGERT & BERGSTRÖM
post@bigertbergstrom.com
DOC; 0:57:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Life Extended continues Bigert & Bergströmʼs exploration of the human endeavor to control life and death. In this film, we meet the gerontologist who believes we will be immortal within a near future,
the architects who constructs spaces to slow down the aging process, the monk who runs for 1,000 days in order to strengthen his spirit for its immortal journey, the street kids who lives in the 
moment, and many more.
“Today aging is subject to control,” as one biochemist puts it. And the speed with which this biotechnological development is moving indicates that coming generations will live very long lives.

BIGERT & BERGSTRÖM; Bigert & Bergström; post@bigertbergstrom.
com

981 Sweden
DENSEN
ANNA LINDER
DOC/EXP; 0:07:20; HD; COL; 2009
A musical voyage through photographs from Toky, St. Petersburg, Barcelona, Milan and Buenos Aires. The word for power line in Japanese is densen.

LISBET GABRIELSSON;

985 Sweden
SKINNSKATTEBERG
JESPER GANSLANDT
EXP/DOC; 0:30:00; COL; 2008
Dawn in the Västmanlandia woods. A small group of people work in an otherwise quiet forest. A piano is placed in the moss and sinks down. An organ and amplifier is placed just next to it. The choir 
finds its position in between the pine trees. Erik Enocksson begins his exclusive performance at the same time as the rain begins to fall over Skinnskatteberg. It is night when the concert is over.
This is the last live performance by Erik Enocksson.

JESPER GANSLANDT; asad Film in co-production with Film i Halland,
Sveriges Television (SVT); Erika Wasserman; Jesper Kurlandsky

995 Sweden
SCEN 3: DANIEL OCH ALEX SCENE 3: DANIEL AND ALEX
ANDREA ÖSTLUND

FIC; 0:12:00; DigiBeta; COL; 2008
Daniel and Alex are having dinner together. A film about borders, friendship and about longing to truly meet.

I had an idea about writing directly for Johan and Mattias and working with the text from a completely different perspective than before, with the goal of getting as authentic acting as possible in the 
otherwise so constructed filming situation. I also wanted to show male friendship in a different way.
- Andrea Östlund, director

ANDREA ÖSTLUND; Plattform Produktion with support from 
Konstnärsnämnden, Swedish Film Institute/Anne-Marie Söhrman 
Fermelin



358 Sweden
FRIZON FREE ZONE
JAN-EJE FERLING

info@ferling.se
FIC; 0:26:09; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
A married vicar is secretly cross-dressing. When dressed up and drunk driving at an alarm situation he is stopped by the police and forced to stop his behavior. His wife supports him and the church 
forgives him. But life becomes less playful for the vicar.

JAN-EJE FERLING; Ferling Ord & Bild; info@ferling.se; http://www.
ferling.se/

853 Sweden
SENTENCE
ROBERT RIF
rif.robert@gmail.com
FIC; 0:11:17; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Andrew, the prosecutor, sees an opportunity for a career move but he does not see the consequences of it and therefore Martin, a family father and husband, is convicted for a crime he didnʼt 
commit.

ROBERT RIF; Slow Monkey Production; rif.robert@gmail.com; http:
//www.slowmonkeyproduction.com/

984 Sweden
GODA RÅD GOOD ADVICE
ANDREAS TIBBLIN

FIC; 0:15:00; 35 mm; COL; 2009
It is the early 1980ʼs. Ten-year-old Rasmus is tired of his parents never listening to him and decides to run away from home. But before leaving he records a cassette tape with different advice on how
to handle life. His mother is pregnant and he plans to leave the tape for his unborn brother.

MIKAEL FLODELL; Drama Svecia in co-production with Stockholm 
International Film Festival with support from Sveriges Television, 
Swedish Film Institute/Anne-Marie Söhrman Fermelin

986 Sweden
MAJKEN
ANDREA OSTLUND
FIC; 0:29:00; DigiBeta; COL; 2008
Dolly, a 67-year-old cleaning woman, becomes upset with the Coop Supermarket. She believes they are only pretending to be environmentally conscious, the proof being they still shrink-wrap their 
vegetables in plastic. She calls Coop and is put through to Majken. Meeting Majken changes Dolly's life. You can't shut people down forever.

HELENE LINDHOLM; ;  Marianne Gray

992 Sweden
MIN MORBROR TYCKTE MYCKET OM GULT MY UNCLE LOVED THE COLOUR YELLOW
MATS OLOF OLSSON

FIC; 0:09:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Itʼs the summer of 1963 in the Swedish countryside. Today is Martinʼs 12th birthday and, as always, his shy uncle Helmer arrives at the party before anyone else.
Also as usual, his birthday present is something yellow. Helmer is very fond of the colour yellow.
But when Uncle Helmer decides to paint his house yellow, the neighbours protest. And one day Martin hears rumours that Uncle Helmer is in the “madhouse”
...A tragicomic short about a moving relationship between a boy and a rather special uncle.

LENNART STRÖM; Auto Images AB in co-production with Sveriges 
Television (SVT)/Ulla Nilsson, Film i Skåne/Joakim Strand, Cinestar 
Rental/Thomas Roger with support from Swedish Film Institute/Anne-

993 Sweden
DEN FÖRSTA DAGEN THE FIRST DAY
KAROLINA JONSSON

FIC; 0:11:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Bertil has to move from his wife and home and spends his first day at a nursing home. He confronts his new environment with a mixture of fear and curiosity, knowing his life will never be the same 
again.

OLIVIER GUERPILLON; dfm fiktion AB with support from Swedish Film 
Institute/Anne-Marie Söhrman Fermelin

994 Sweden
POKERFACE
DENIZE KARABUDA
FIC; 0:15:00; DigiBeta; COL; 2008
An Iranian joker in the snow drifts of Lapland. One day her Swedish husband dies while sitting on the toilet. She is afraid. She is broke. She sucks at languages. The worst thing is the shame of not 
being able to send money to her relatives back in Iran. But she avoids losing face at all costs. And starts playing internet poker…

RENÉE AXÖ BERGQVIST; Strix Television in co-production with 
Filmpool Nord in association with Dagsljus

996 Sweden
LÄGG M FÖR MORD TILE M FOR MURDER
MAGNUS HOLMGREN

FIC; 0:08:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
On the hottest day of the year a husband figures out a way to get rid of his annoying wife in a game of scrabble.

ANETTE BRANTIN; Bob Film Sweden in co-operation with Sveriges 
Television (SVT) with support from Swedish Film Institute/Anne-Marie 
Söhrman Fermelin, Film Stockholm/Ulf Andersson-Greek

997 Sweden
THE FUR PÄLSEN
BJÖRNE LARSON

FIC; 0:15:00; COL; 2008
Doctor Henck will die on this cold and dark Christmas Eve 1897. The poor Dr Henck visits his best friend, the wealthy stockbroker John Richardt, to borrow some money for a Christmas present to his
wife and newborn baby. The gentle Richardt lends his friend not only the money, but also his exclusive fur coat so that Dr Henck can walk back home in dignity. With a spark of life, and curious to see
his wife's reaction, Dr Heck happily returns home wearing his friend's fur coat. His wife surprises him in the best of ways, by making love to him in the pitch black vestibule. Dr Henck experiences the 
long gone lust from his wife, and a last moment of happiness, until it is revealed that his wife is mistaking him for the owner of the fur coat...

BJÖRNE LARSON; Björne Larson Film in cooperation with Dagsljus, 
Europa Sound, The Chimney Pot



998 Sweden
ISTALLET FOR ABRAKADABRA INSTEAD OF ABRACADABRA
PATRICK EKLUND
FIC; 0:22:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A young man wants to be a magician against his parents will. After all, he nearly cut his mother in half.

MATHIAS FJELLSTROM; Direktorn & Fabrikorn;

999 Sweden
BORTA BRA NO PLACE LIKE HOME
ULF FRIBERG

FIC; 0:28:00; DigiBeta; COL; 2008
What about the future, is there any?
Itʼs a story about six teenagers in a suburb to Stockholm.
Six Swedish youngsters with parents from different parts of the world.
What are their chances for a dissent life, outside their suburb?
They look at the world from there point of view.
Look at there own lives from an underdog perspective.

JESPER BERGOM-LARSSON; Saltfilm Sweden AB with support from 
Sveriges Television AB/Daniel Alfredson, Swedish Film Institute/Anne-
Marie Söhrman Fermelin

1090 Sweden
EMMAS FILM EMMA'S FILM
ANDERS HABENICHT
andershabenicht@glocalnet.net
FIC; 0:29:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Emma is soon turning 30 and loves being single. Everything would be great if it was not for her perfect kid sister, who actually is getting married. The problem is that Emma has promised to bring her
new boyfriend to the wedding and with just one week left she is starting to get really desperate to find someone for real.
The film was recorded in Stockholm in the summer of 2008.

JOEL BURMAN; Dramatiska institutet; larsjoelburman@gmail.com
Anne-Marie Harms; Dramatiska institutet; annemarie.harms@draminst.
se; http://www.draminst.se/

1091 Sweden
TRAVEMÜNDE TRELLEBORGB TRAVEMÜNDE TRELLEBORG
SANNA LENKEN
sannalenken@gmail.com
FIC; 0:30:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
David is a drummer supported by unemployment benefit, disappointed that life didn't turn out the way he planned. Now he's on the night ferry from Germany with three thousand ecstasy tablets taped
onto his torso. The plan is to sell the pills in Sweden in order to get enough money to start all over somewhere else. But when David meets his first love Sara in the all you can eat buffet, he starts to 
question the course his life is taking.

ANNIKA ROGELL; Dramatiska institutet; annikarogell@gmail.com
Anne-Marie Harms; Dramatiska institutet; annemarie.harms@draminst.
se; http://www.draminst.se/

1092 Sweden
PUSSYFOOTING
LISA JAMES-LARSSON
lisajlarsson@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:29:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Joan and Stuart have been happily married for 23 years and now their son Caileb is about to make them grandparents.
But Joan has been diagnosed with breast cancer and Caileb's girlfriend Michelle has suffered two miscarriages.
How can Joan open up to her beloved family when she canʼt even look at herself in the mirror?

SARA SELLGREN; Dramatiska institutet; ssyuhua@mail.com
Anne-Marie Harms; Dramatiska institutet; annemarie.harms@draminst.
se; http://www.draminst.se/

1093 Sweden
JANNA & LIV
THÉRÈSE AHLBECK
ahlbeckahlbeck@yahoo.com
FIC; 0:30:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Janna & Liv" is a raging roadmovie about two pregnant women, whose paths involuntarily cross in a packed emergency room. Janna - filled with anxiety over giving birth - is on her way to work when
she starts getting contractions. Liv is having a caesarian and is not about to let anything stop her from making her routine check-up with the midwife before rushing on to look at an apartment. When 
Janna and Liv meet they are mercelessly thrown out of the past and future and straight in to the PRESENT.

MARCUS OLSSON; Dramatiska institutet; olssonolsson@yahoo.com; 
Sara Lindblom
Anne-Marie Harms; Dramatiska institutet; annemarie.harms@draminst.
se; http://www.draminst.se/

1647 Sweden
KÄRLEKSBARN LOVE CHILD
DANIEL WIRTBERG

daniel@daemonfilm.se
FIC; 0:06:30; 35 mm; COL; 2008
A young girl enjoys the perfect life of being the only child, when
one day a new family member arrives.

DANIEL WIRTBERG; Daemon Film; daniel@daemonfilm.se; http://www.
daemonfilm.se/

1913 Sweden
GUNNEL
TOMAS NORSTRÖM ;HENRIK GYLLENSKIÖLD
t.norstrom@comhem.se, henrik@gyllenskiold.se
FIC; 0:29:16; 16 mm; COL; 2009
It´s New Years eve 1959 in a telephone-switchboard up north in Sweden. 3 women and a man are working nightshift. It as cold outside as it is between the switchboard-workers. As the new decade 
gets clooser, tension increases to finally explode when the churchbells announce that the Sixties has arrived. A film about heat, cold and love in a small village in the countryside.

MAJA HJELMBERG; Norström&österdahl Filmprod. AB; maja@colony.
se

2237 Sweden
SLITAGE SEEDS OF THE FALL
PATRICK EKLUND
FIC; 0:18:29; 35 mm; COL; 2009
Middle-aged couple Rolf and Eva live in a passionless relationship. They wear and tear at each other and Eva begins to feel sexually frustrated. One night she tries to seduce Rolf. He dismisses her 
but then something happens that will change their relationship forever.

MATHIAS FJÄLLSTRÖM; Direktörn & Fabrikörn;



1540 Sweden
CHOCOHOLICS
JIN MUSTAFA
jin_mustafa@hotmail.com
FIC/DOC; 0:33:17; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Enormous amounts are being spent on rehabilitation and care for drug abusers and alcoholics. But thereʼs one sort of addiction that few recognize: chocoholism.

JIN MUSTAFA;  jin_mustafa@hotmail.com

1631 Sweden
GALETTEN THE GALETTE
JOHN HELLBERG

john@randolphscott.se
FIC/EXP; 0:22:02; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Simon has asked his two best friends to take a day off from work because he has something very important to say to them.

”Galetten” is a story about basic human psychology and explores some common mechanisms that works in group dynamics. Sometimes these mechanisms, at first sight appearing purely harmless, 
has proven to be devastating thru events in human history.

JOHN HELLBERG; Randolph Scott; john@randolphscott.se; http://www.
randolphscott.se/

5058 Sweden
FEVER RAY - IF I HAD A HEART
ANDREAS NILSSON
andreas@nixonnoxin.com
MV; 0:03:50; 35 mm; COL; 2008
A video for Karin Dreijer Anderssons (the Knife) soloproject is a slow burner. A dreamy journey down the river Styx.

KALLE WETTRE; Folkefilm; kalle@theproducers.tv; http://folkefilm.se/;
Erick Love Lundqvist

5035 Sweden
NU HÄNDER DET IGEN
GABRIEL WATSON;FRANK ASCHBERG
gabriel@gabrielwatson.se
MV/EXP; 0:04:35; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A close up study of human behavior…

GABRIEL WATSON; They Will Never Catch Usq; 
gabriel@gabrielwatson.se; http://theywillnevercatchus.org/; Frank 
Aschberg

1599 Sweden; Denmark
LÖFTET MILO'S WHEELS
ANDERS ØSTERBALLE

osterballe@miloswheels.com
FIC; 0:37:10; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Unable to accept his twin brotherʼs death, Milo, a 12-year old boy becomes increasingly isolated from the world around him as he struggles to complete a go-cart he and his brother had begun 
working on.

ANDERS ØSTERBALLE; La Casa Films, Ogoawi Film & TV; 
osterballe@miloswheels.com; http://www.miloswheels.com/; Daniel 
Nylund; Daniel Svanberg

262 Sweden; Finland
LUNCH TIME
MERVI JUNKKONEN
mjunkkonen@yahoo.com
DOC; 0:07:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
An old woman living in an apartment under a noisy bridge in Porto is preparing lunch. The smell of food attracts the neighbourhood dogs. An intimate meeting and a gentle insight into her daily life.

MERVI JUNKKONEN; Little Red House Films; mjunkkonen@yahoo.com

307 Sweden; Finland
LOGNER LIES
JONAS ODELL
DOC; 0:13:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Three perfectly true stories about lying. In three episodes based on documentary interviews we meet a burglar who claimed to be a moonlight accountant, a boy who confesses to a crime he didn't 
commit and woman whose life has been a chain of lies.

LINDA HAMBACK;

848 Sweden; United Kingdom; Germany
LONDON TRANSFER
ROOZBEH BEHTAJI
roozbeh.behtaji@gmail.com
FIC; 0:21:00; 16 mm; COL; 2008
Sam is transferring between two airports during his stopover in London, carrying a big suitcase with a broken handle. While waiting for his bus in the city centre, he wanders away from the bus 
terminal in search for a toilet. During this night odyssey it soon becomes apparent that that trust is hard to find, and that things seldom are what they appear to be.

KAJSA PÅLSSON; Little Red Fish; londontransfer@gmail.com; Anders
Nordberg; Andreas Pousette

2061 Switzerland
X-MISSION
URSULA BIEMANN
ʻ0:36:18; 2008

2186 Switzerland
LE DEUIL DE LA CIGOGNE JOYESE
EILEEN HOFER
ʻ0:14:58; 2009



76 Switzerland
SIGNALIS
ADRIAN FLÜCKIGER
floyk@umaer.ch
ANI; 0:04:51; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Erwin, a weasel, lives in a trafficlight. His job is to check and look after the right light, every single day.

GERD GOCKELL; Hochschule Luzern Design&Kunst; gerd.
gockell@hslu.ch; http://www.hslu.ch/; Otto Alder; Jochen Ehmann
Jadwiga Kowalska; Hochschule Luzern - Design&Kunst; jadwiga.
kowalska@hslu.ch; http://www.hslu.ch/

141 Switzerland
GROSSE PLÄNE BIG PLANS
IRMGARD WALTHERT

irmgi@gmx.ch
ANI; 0:03:59; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Despite well developed plans, itʻs very hard to manage to construct a machine which sells apples. But a great idea occurs that should solve the case…

GERD GOCKELL; HSLU (Lucerne university of applied sciences and 
arts); gerd.gockell@hslu.ch; http://www.hslu.ch/design-kunst

280 Switzerland
CHRIGI CHRIS
ANJA KOFMEL/ BRAUERSTRASSE 80/ 8004 ZURICH/ 
SWITZERLAND;ANJA KOFMEL;ANJA KOFMEL
kofinet@bluemail.ch
ANI; 0:07:12; 35 mm; BW; 2008
A young woman recalls her childhood and her mysterious cousin. Through the innocent eyes of a child we are led into a dark and complex world of adventure, mercenaries and warfare.

JOCHEN EHMANN/ GERD GOCKELL/ OTTO ALDER -> CONTACT: 
JADWIGA KOWALSKA; Lucerne University of Applied Siences and Arts
HSLU; jadwiga.kowalska@hslu.ch; http://ww.hslu.ch/; Anja Kofmel; AnjaAnja Kofmel; kofinet@bluemail.ch

486 Switzerland
TANGO LOLA
SAMI BEN YOUSSEF;IZABELA RIEBEN
sami@felixproduction.ch
ANI; 0:06:20; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Having won the loto, Lola started to imagine her new life...Travels around the world, a tramp-like-husband turning into a caring and romantic gentleman...Or maybe deciding to keep everything for 
herself...However the husband doesn't seems to have the same plan...

DIANE DUPERRET; Tarantula Suisse; mado@tarantulaprod.ch;  Xavier
Ruiz

567 Switzerland
FOR A FISTFUL OF SNOW
JULIEN EZRI
julien@ezri.ch
ANI; 0:05:42; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
A long time ago, terror, loathing and power reigned over the Wild Wild North. The foolishness of the inhabitants led them to battle for anything, even… For a fistful of Snow!

JULIEN EZRI; Julien Ezri; julien@ezri.ch; http://www.JulienEzri.com/

895 Switzerland
NO PENGUIN'S LAND
BARELLI MARCEL
marcelbarelli@bluewin.ch
ANI; 0:09:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Future: Antarctica has melted! A penguin enters Switzerland's border. He wants to visit the snowy mountains. But at the customs there's a problem...

MICHEL BUHLER; HAUTE ECOLE D'ART ET DE DESIGN - Geneva 
University of Art and Design (Cinema Dept); michel.buhler@hesge.ch; 
http://head.hesge.ch/Leuba Valérie; HAUTE ECOLE D'ART ET DE DESIGN - Geneva 
University of Art and Design (Cinema Dept); technique-cine.
head@hesge.ch

1409 Switzerland
LA LOGORRHÉE LOGORRHOEA
CAMILLA MARASCHINI
millam@sunrise.ch
ANI; 0:01:34; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
The main character is quietly reading a book in an armchair.

A fat lady enters the room, talking non-stop. The more she talks the more the main character gets smaller, until he is tiny.

He will recover his previous size only when the overweight lady will have left the room and
he will continue his reading as if nothing had ever happened, despite the huge amount of letters lying all around him on the floor.

CAMILLA MARASCHINI;  millam@sunrise.ch

1512 Switzerland
DIE MÖBEL DER PROPORTIONEN FURNITURE OF PROPORTIONS
YVES NETZHAMMER
ANI/EXP; 0:28:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
The human race has imposed its superiority on other animals and plants. According to Netzhammer, things could quite easily be different. He shows us how. See also The Subjectivisation of 
Repetition, screened in the Spectrum: Shorts section.

Yves Netzhammer creates his world entirely on the computer. In Furniture of Proportions he takes his viewers along for a story that is not easy to describe. He shows us how the hierarchy on which 
we have based our world view, where the human race has imposed its superiority on other plants and animals, is based on chance. Things could be different. He shows us how.

YVES NETZHAMMER;  info@galerie-beckers.de;  Anita Beckers

670 Switzerland
CARTOGRAPHIE 9 – LA BOULE D'OR
BRUNO DEVILLE
DOC; 0:12:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
A quiet little island hidden away under a bridge in Lausanne: the bowling club of La Boule dʼOr is home to a team of pensioners who join in a very strange game under the direction of a 
choreographer. In a mix of documentary and choreography, the film unfolds like a poem written by bodies dedicated to the passing time, to the team spirit, to the learning of collective movement and 
to the peaceful life. An ode to the game of boule… A bittersweet waltz…

 Cie Philippe Saire and Le Flair



669 Switzerland
BIPOLAR. AN INTERVIEW WITH RICHARD.
GABRIELA BETSCHART
g.betschart@gmx.ch
DOC; 0:12:54; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Richard's journey started a long time ago. At the age of 19, on a holiday abroad, he plunged into a world that existed only in his mind. A documentary performance featuring Richard and his extreme 
feelings between black and white.

EDITH FLÜCKIGER; Hochschule Luzern Design & Kunst; video.
hslu@gmx.ch; http://www.video.hslu.ch/

671 Switzerland
LA PETITE PHOTO DES SEINS DE MA MÈRE...
MARIE-EVE HILDBRAND
DOC; 0:18:00; DV; COL; 2008
It was always standing on my fatherʼs night table. This tiny photograph in a gold square frame. This tiny snapshot of my motherʼs breasts.

 LWL Films and Saga Production Sàrl

672 Switzerland
SECOND ME
ANNA THOMMEN
anntho@gmx.ch
DOC; 0:18:45; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Thirtysomething Bendix Freutel has no wife and no job in real life,
but he has created a full and fulfilling life through his avatar on
Second Life, a virtual, 3-D world on the Internet.

EDITH FLUECKIGER; Hochschule Luzern, Design & Kunst, 
Departement Video; edith.flueckiger@hslu.ch; http://video.hslu.ch/

1712 Switzerland
BRITTANY
YANN-OLIVIER WICHT
yowicht@bluewin.ch
DOC/EXP; 0:26:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Brittany is handsome. Brittany is indolent. Brittany gives himself up to the looks of others and yet he always seems unapproachable. Taking refuge for a few days in a small town in Brittany, he could
be the traveler of ancient fairy tales for whom the mermaids sing from afar.
Or is Brittany himself the mermaid?
The result of a close collaboration between film director Yann Olivier Wicht and writer Claude-Inga Barbey, Brittany is a hymn to impossible love and unfulfilled desire. It is a poetic work of rare 
aesthetic density.

MAX KARLI, PAULINE GYGAX; Rita productions; info@ritaproductions.
com; http://www.ritaproductions.com/
Rita Productions; Rita Productions; info@ritaproductions.com; http:
//www.ritaproductions.com/

565 Switzerland
L'HÔTEL DES SAPINS L'HÔTEL DES SAPINS
SIMON SENN

senn.simon@gmail.com
EXP; 0:05:35; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Six persons are naked in an abandonned building. Each one of them holds in their hands a camera, or an alternative way of filming others. During the whole set, the persons chase each other in 
order to escape being filmed or to film other persons. Moreover, four static cameras film the whole scene. Each person is wearing a black skimask.

Why are we pushed torwards power on images? What is the screen hiding? A subconscious urge, a fake reality? Are these persons human? Havenʼt they been sorted,selected, disguised and 
numbered in order to deliver us this result? Where is all this ridiculous game of lust and power going to? 6 billion people running like chickens without heads dressed like mardis gras that want it now!
Identity! Anonymity! Reality appears and dissapears with just a click.

SIMON SENN;  senn.simon@gmail.com; http://arts-action.ch/Simon-
Senn.html

667 Switzerland
MUSIC MACHINES
JONAS MEIER
EXP; 0:03:00; DigiBeta; COL; 2008
Sunday afternoon around 3 pm. What could be more intimate than to eat a strawberry tartlet at this time.

 Zweihundfilm;

668 Switzerland
STATION
CHRISTINA BENZ
EXP; 0:03:00; DigiBeta; COL; 2008
A Swiss model train makes its rounds in the midst of a chocolate landscape. After a while, the landscape starts to melt. Houses, trees and mountains collapse. The train journey is accompanied by 
cheerful traditional accordion music.

CHRISTINA BENZ;

327 Switzerland
BLOCK NIGHT
SIMON JAQUEMET

simon.jaquemet@gmx.net
FIC; 0:13:00; 35 mm; BW; 2008
A man escapes to the woods where he rescues a woman who, strangely, he seems to know. The appearance of a similar stranger, however, reveals an even more terrifying reality in this suspenseful
thriller.

STEFAN ZUBER; Das Kollektiv; stefan.zuber@daskollektiv.ch; http:
//www.daskollektiv.ch/; Min Li Marti; Philip Delaquis
simon.jaquemet@gmx.net; http://www.simonjaquemet.ch/

397 Switzerland
LE FIGUIER THE FIG TREE
BRON
cbron@romandie.com
FIC; 0:20:52; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
One night, after a misunderstanding on the departure of his wife Léa, the reality of Pierrotʼs world is going to change. The events are going to come up quicker and quicker until they bring to an 
inevitable drama.

CYRIL BRON; pitbull films; cbron@romandie.com



555 Switzerland
TANZ INS GLÜCK DANCING TO HAPPINESS
BARBARA SEILER

info@barbaraseiler.com
FIC; 0:16:30; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Anna is working as a cleaning lady. Every night she cleans Helen`s office. Helen is a high level broker working in the stock exchange. The two women live in different worlds and normally would never
meet each other. However they happen to have enrolled on the same salsa course. Due to the lack of men, Anna and Helen have to dance together.

A lesbian fairytale depicting the possibility of overcoming social borders.

ZÜRCHER HOCHSCHULE DER KÜNSTE; Laura Zimmermann; laura.
zimmermann@zhdk.ch; http://www.zhdk.ch/

661 Switzerland
ICH TRÄUME NICHT AUF DEUTSCH
IVANA LALOVIC
FIC; 0:15:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Seventeen-year-old Lejla works with her friend Anci (25), in a noble hotel restaurant on the top of Sarajevo. One day Lejla meets Milos (43), a businessman who spent his student years in Sarajevo, 
before moving to Switzerland. At nightfall, Milos and Lejla remain in the hotel restaurant together and get closer to each other. Without knowing, what they will discover that next morning.

 Zürcher Hochschule der Künste ZHdK

662 Switzerland
LA DÉLOGEUSE
JULIEN ROUYET
FIC; 0:20:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Stéphanie secretly makes herself “at home” in the luxurious villa where she is employed as a cleaning woman. A duel against the real owner gradually begins, and she takes control of the house.

LIONEL BAIER; École Cantonale d'Art de Lausanne

663 Switzerland
LARSEN
CARLO DE ROSA
FIC; 0:14:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Turning thirty Zora feels that it is time for her to find the right vocation instead of looking for it. When her lover Gerard leaves his wife to stay with her she begins to doubt again. Is committing herself 
to Gerard truly the right choice?

CHRISTOPHE ARNOULD; Imago Films, Télévision Suisse Romande 
and Kumquat Sàrl

665 Switzerland
VANDALEN
SIMON STEURI
FIC; 0:17:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Sebastian and Johannes are very proficient as graffiti artists. The two of them have been painting for years and both are active taggers. In addition to this mutual passion, however, they are bound by
a deep love for each other. No one in their neighbourhood is aware of this, and certainly no one from their scene. When Tika arrives, Sebastian feels more than just a mere attraction to her and 
succumbs to the temptation to express at long last a form of togetherness openly. Feeling betrayed, Johannes leaves, which forces Sebastian to recognise whom he really loves, and he tries 
everything to get Johannes back. The film tells of the difficult balancing act of two young men trying to live their love without betraying what is closest to their heart: painting.

FABRICE ARAGNO; École Cantonale d'Art de Lausanne, Zürcher 
Hochschule der Künste ZHdK and Schweizer Fernsehen

666 Switzerland
VINCENT, LE MAGNIFIQUE
PASCAL FORNEY
FIC; 0:20:00; DigiBeta; COL; 2008
A long time ago Vincent lived in a remote valley whose name no one knew. Vincent is a magician who does the number with the sawed-in-half woman every evening. He doesn't know how the trick 
works so the neighbourhood gradually turns into a graveyard. One evening his idol appears, the famous Blackstone, and explains the secret to him. Is this his chance for fame and glory now?

ARNAUD GANTENBEIN; Imaginastudio Sàrl, Striana Productions, 
Télévision Suisse Romande and Association Odyssée Films

937 Switzerland
L'OMBRE D'UN FEU SHADOW OF A FIRE
MIKAEL IVAN ROOST

mikael_roost@bluewin.ch
FIC; 0:29:55; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Carole attempts to encounter other women through Internet.
She desperately tries to escape the memory of Fatima, the beautiful and sparkling middle-eastern girl, who became her obsession since they met…

JEAN-MARIE GINDRAUX; Pandora Films; jmg@pandorafilms.ch; http:
//pandorafilms.ch/
Mikael Roost; Pandora Films / MIR; mikael_roost@bluewin.ch; http:
//mirarts.net/

1551 Switzerland
DAVID & LEA
JYRI PASANEN
jyri@hintenlinks.ch
FIC; 0:03:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
David and Lea, a young couple, have made a drastic decision. They've actually made it together, but now they are reacting quite differently to it. The worries about the consequences overshadow 
their relationship. Silent monologues reveal what they are suppressing. Truths that will change their lives forever -- or maybe not.

IVAN MADEO; Contrast Film Bern; ivan.madeo@contrastfilm.ch; http:
//www.contrastfilm.ch/; Urs Frey

1553 Switzerland
AD AETERNUM
LAURENT KEMPF
pxart@pxart.com
FIC; 0:14:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Bones and Fortune chose to stay together for eternity, living in a virtual reality. But when Thanatos starts to join Eros, Bones refuses to play the game of death and decides to get out. Will he do so 
with his lover, or will she take him to the extreme?

RACHEL NOËL; ECAL / Ecole Cantonale d'Art de Lausanne; rachel.
noel@ecal.ch; http://www.ecal.ch/



1556 Switzerland
BIG SUR
PIERRE-ADRIAN IRLE ;VALENTIN ROTELLI
pierreadrian@gmail.com
FIC; 0:33:16; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Two American actors, two Swiss filmmakers, a sound engineer and a white van travelled up the coast from LA to Big Sur with a skeletal screenplay for a one week adventure. Shot chronologically 
and based on improvisation, this film is a genuine cinematic experience with landscapes spanning Southern California to the mystical cliffs of Big Sur.

PIERRE-ADRIAN IRLE; Jump Cut Production; info@jumpcut-prod.com;
http://www.jumpcut-prod.com/; Valentin Rotelli; Freddy Landry

1911 Switzerland
LARSEN FEEDBACK
CARLO DE ROSA

carlo@avprod.ch
FIC; 0:13:25; 35 mm; COL; 2008
- Turning thirty Zora feels that it is time for her to find the right vocation instead of looking for it. When her lover Gerard leaves his wife to stay with her she begins to doubt again: Is committing herself
to Gerard truly the right choice?

CHRISTOPHE ARNOULD; IMAGO FILMS; christophe.
arnould@imagofilms.ch; http://www.imagofilms.ch/

2012 Switzerland
PAR SURPRISE(S) BY SURPRISE
FLORIANE CLOSUIT
fclosuit@bluewin.ch
FIC; 0:15:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008

FLORIANE CLOSUIT; EFM production; efmproduction@bluewin.ch

2014 Switzerland
LES PANTINS JUMPING JACKS
GÉRALDINE ROD

geraldine.r@bluemail.ch
FIC; 0:21:25; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008

MICHEL BUHLER; HEAD. Haute Ecole d'Art et de Design de Genève;
michel.buhler@hesge.ch

2112 Switzerland
MAX
JEAN-PAUL CARDINAUX
jpcardinaux@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:09:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008

SANDRA K'BOURCH; Tarantula Suisse S. A.; sadra@tarantulaprod.ch;
http://www.taratula.be/

896 Switzerland
NADIE EN EL ESPEJO NOBODY IN THE MIRROR
MARI ALESSANDRINI

alessandrinimari@gmail.com
FIC/EXP; 0:15:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A day in the life of a young man. He navigates between different levels of reality, outside of time.

MICHEL BUHLER; HAUTE ECOLE D'ART ET DE DESIGN - Geneva 
University of Art and Design (Cinema Dept); michel.buhler@hesge.ch; 
http://head.hesge.ch/

1469 Switzerland
MONSIEUR SÉLAVY - THE WAY IT IS
PETER VOLKART
volkart@postmail.ch
FIC/EXP; 0:10:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
On the move with Monsieur Sélavy. A film diary about the vicissitudes of existence and how to encounter them with dignity. A journey in which space and time coordinates become a bit tangled ...

FRANZISKA RECK; RECK FILMPRODUKTION; info@reckfilm.ch; http:
//www.reckfilm.ch/

114 Switzerland; Canada
RETOUCHES
GEORGES SCHWIZGEBEL
gschwiz@worldcom.ch
ANI; 0:05:35; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Between a waveʼs rhythm and the breath of a young woman in her sleep,
some animated paintings go on modifying each other

GEORGES SCHWIZGEBEL; Studio GDS; gschwiz@worldcom.ch; http:
//www.studio-gds.ch/; Marc Bertrand

343 Switzerland; France
L'APPARTEMENT THE APARTMENT
PIGELET

johanne.pigelet@gmail.com
FIC; 0:35:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Milie, Zoé and Léo speak to each other through walls.
Dialogues of the deaf, white sheets on furniture and plumbing problems for a
decaying family portrait.

JOHANNE PIGELET; lunafilm; welcome@lunafilm.ch; http://lunafilm.ch/;
nicolas anthomé /bathysphere productions
nicolas anthomé; bathysphere productions; batprod@gmail.com; http:
//onvirb.com/bathysphere



1407 Switzerland; France
BOIS KINDLING
GUILLERMIN LAURENT

laurent@sullastrada.biz
FIC; 0:17:23; 35 mm; COL; 2009
A former alcoholic rents a small house at the bottom of a garden. In order to keep himself busy, he offers to chop wood for the owners.

GUILLERMIN LAURENT; Association Sulla strada; laurent@sullastrada.
biz; http://www.sullastrada.biz/; Arno Frant / Le Criquet

325 Switzerland; France
L'ÉLAN THE RUN-UP
ALEXIA WALTHER;MAXIME MATRAY
alexiawalther@gmx.net
FIC/EXP; 0:15:14; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Even nowadays, these things do happen sometimes: you get up at dawn, you're accompanied, you walk throughout the woods, you get encouraged, you fear, you jabber, you play, you hum. You're 
awaited. You don't have much to lose, but your honor.

ALEXIA WALTHER-- alexiawalther@gmx.net;  Sendsudsou production
Alexia Walther; alexiawalther@gmx.net

1046 Switzerland; Germany
NACHTSPAZIERGANG NIGHT WALK
CHRISTOF WAGNER

info@christofwagner.ch
FIC; 0:19:18; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Abbreviated synopsis
Matej rides his skateboard through the city and wants to spend a quiet day with his friends. But today nothing works out the way heʼd imagined. His best friend isnʼt home and he canʼt seem to hook 
up with his buddies. Buddies? What's wrong with everybody?

Synopsis

CHRISTOF WAGNER; Imon Film; infi@imonfilm.ch; http://www.
imonfilm.ch/

664 Switzerland; Spain
UN DIA Y NADA ONE DAY AND NOTHING
LORENZ MERZ

lorenzmerz@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:20:50; 35 mm; BW; 2008
The sun beats down, a day is passing. Two old men are waiting
for a sign out on the sea. Roaming children are discovering the
world. A young man fights desperately against himself.
Fragments of life from three different generations.

ZHDK UNIVERSITY OF THE ARTS; Department Cinema; laura.
zimmermann@zhdk.ch; http://www.zhdk.ch/
laura.zimmermann@zhdk.ch; http://www.zhdk.ch/

1058 Switzerland; Switzerland; Switzerland
ABNEGATION
ELIAS AMARI
eliasamari@gmail.com
FIC/EXP; 0:18:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
The story of a man who, one day, decides to stop. Without hate, without rebellion, without warning, he just turns off his inner light and disappears into himself. And like a strange illness, this refusal to
“be in the world”, deeper than the will to die, is going to spread contagiously

THIERRY BOURDEILLE; Le Studio Production; info@le.studio.ch; http:
//www.eliasamari.com/; TSR; City of Geneva
Elias Amari; eliasamari@gmail.com; http://www.eliasamari.com/

160 Switzerland; Turkey
RACINES ROOTS
HOFER

info@eileenhofer.ch
FIC; 0:18:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
An unemployed Turkish widower wants to celebrate his childʼs birthday. His 9-year-old son dreams of flying like his heroes Superman and Spiderman. On that day he is informed that the long
planned dam will fi nally be constructed, resulting in his village disappearing underwater.

HOFER; 5 to five team production; info@eileenhofer.ch; http://www.
eileenhofer.ch/
Hofer; 5 To five team production ; info@eileenhofer.ch

876 Switzerland; United Kingdom
BEHEADING OF A SMILING DOG
GEORG LENDORFF
georg@officelendorff.com
FIC; 0:06:35; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A bunch of witty kids venture into the deep end of 21st century
entertainment. Inspired by news images, TV shows and internet video clips
they plot to behead Timmy, their pet dog. A surefire recipe for youtube fame.
Beheading of a Smiling Dog is a satire about juvenile curiosity getting
entangled with media and the entertainment industry.

GEORG LENDORFF;  georg@officelendorff.com

276 Taiwan
DOGS OF STRAW
YIN-JU CHEN;JAMES T. HONG
eternalreturn@gmail.com
DOC; 0:11:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2009
Anchored by an excerpt from the 6th century BC text, the Daodejing (Tao Te Ching), Dogs of Straw is both a portrayal of Taiwan's 2008 presidential election and a meditation on democracy, 
manipulation, and nationalism.

In Taiwan's fledgling democracy, it is only during a presidential election when the "people exists" as a formless abstract multitude removed from concrete social structures.

YIN-JU CHEN;  eternalreturn@gmail.com;  James T. Hong



1437 Taiwan
YIN KE RE JI SOLID MINDS
HSIN-WEI CHEN

weispa@hotmail.com
DOC/EXP; 0:20:46; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
This film recorded the following days after my shaving hair. I shaved my hair to claim my solid mind towards everything in my life. Me the individual will be constant even though I've changed my 
external appearance. The disappearing of my hair is to manifest the unbreakable existence. I've got a solid mind, and so as my friends around me.

HSIN-WEI CHEN;  weispa@hotmail.com; http://www.wretch.
cc/blog/noelpower

1436 Taiwan
META VISION
HSIN-WEI CHEN
weispa@hotmail.com
EXP; 0:04:16; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Combined with the footage of "8 and an half," the National Geography documentary "Invisible World", and a short film "Duan Chang" by my friend. This short is about the way we perceive the world.
Within three different sources focused on one specific topic. Remaking of films and endowed with new concepts. In a way, we are all blind to witness.

HSIN-WEI CHEN;  weispa@hotmail.com; http://www.wretch.
cc/blog/noelpower

1439 Taiwan
PLUTO
YANG KAI-YEN
e74864072@gmail.com
EXP; 0:05:07; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2008
With the absence of the gazer's face in Psycho, what would the objects being gazed at turn out to be? Here the pre-arranged plot and climax are nullified, and the boundaries of signs are effaced. 
The endless road does not provide trips of escape, so the bodies that mesh erotically send off no pleasure. The attempt is to deconstruct the fate that the genre movie like Psycho bespeaks, and 
gestures toward another poetic prose.

YANG KAI-YEN;  e74864072@gmail.com; http://www.youtube.
com/user/e74864072

1440 Taiwan
DEAR,FRIEND
WEI-HSUAN,SUNG
yolafaith@gmail.com
EXP; 0:03:06; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2009
Wei-Hsuan, SUNG is a 24 year old filmmaker who was born in Taipei, Taiwan . After graduated from Dep of Communication Management at Shih Hsin University, I decided to make films in graduate
school. I finished three short experimental films and still trying mixed media next.

SUNG WEI-HSUAN;  yolafaith@gmail.com
Sung Wei-Hsuan; yolafaith@gmail.com

1909 Taiwan
TRANQUIL UNIVERSE
CHIA-HUI,CHEN
leisuredwind@gmail.com
EXP; 0:03:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
A Home Movie about love, alienation, and trauma, which is walking on memories, and swimming in the unconscious.

CHIA-HUI,CHEN;  leisuredwind@gmail.com

1438 Taiwan
MANIFEST
HSIN-WEI CHEN
weispa@hotmail.com
EXP/ANI; 0:04:10; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2008
I dreamed a lot about my drowning in the water. Over and over again. Awaken before I lose my conscious. Dreams are invisible, private, and unconfirmable. Now, I manifested my dream to you, 
telling you the definitions of those colors in my dreams.

HSIN-WEI CHEN;  weispa@hotmail.com; http://www.wretch.
cc/blog/noelpower

944 Taiwan
DEAR FRIEND NO.001
KAI-TING YANG
sheepkafka@hotmail.com
EXP/DOC; 0:17:20; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
This is a letter for you, it is all about remembering and forgetting.
This is the utilization of snap shots I took during my many trips and day to day life together with the reuse of sound tracks from ʻOn the Roadʼ, my university graduation works. The audios in ʻOn the 
Roadʼ is used as an independent source material being manipulated anew. These audio pieces intermixed with the producerʼs own near-murmuring monologue, trying to recall a non-existing 
conversation. The production intended to dig into the pass. And when these fragmented memories are reconstruction and presented, just how real can that be.

KAI-TING YANG;  sheepkafka@hotmail.com

275 Taiwan
TRANSACTIONS
YIN-JU CHEN
eternalreturn@gmail.com
EXP/DOC; 0:07:42; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
This video shows one example of how Asian parents devote themselves to their grown children. Here a mother works tirelessly for rich clients so she can send her daughter to study in the USA. The
montage illustrates the detailed procedure of dressmaking, and the phone conversation covers credit card expenses, converted from US dollars to Taiwanese yuan.

JAMES T. HONG;  zukunftsmusik@gmail.com



1594 Taiwan
THE LIGHT IN TIME
PI-WAN,HUNG
bone.hung@gmail.com
FIC; 0:30:00; 35 mm; COL; 2009
30-year-old Demi wakes up in her studio apartment in the city, decides to depart on a journey that just took place in her dream. In the tranquility of the mountains, the sunbeams are bright, the entire
mountain has fallen into a peaceful dream. Mimi, a 7-year-old little girl who always takes on the steep steps up the hill all by herself, explores the woods with her toy camera. Yet when she gets home,
a harsh reality falls upon her.....

ANNY HUANG;  bone.hung@gmail.com

1926 Taiwan
DEAR MR.X
ZOÉ LIN
sealrice@yahoo.com.tw
FIC; 0:30:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
"Dear Mr. X, what kind of man are you?"
A letter with no receiver, connected two lonely souls from different ages and different countries.
9 years old Kageyama Kota from Japan wrote a letter to “Dear Mr. X” in school writing class, which was sent out by his mischievous classmates. To his surprise, “Dear Mr. X” wrote back.
To Kota, this mysterious friend turned the strange alien city into a lovely and fun place. More incredibly, “Dear Mr. X” always knows what Kota is going through, how? He started to suspect people 
around him…
Can Kota meet with “Dear Mr. X”after all?

HAPPY HSU;  pptakuchan@gmail.com; http://dearmrx.blogspot.com/

1131 Taiwan
MADAM BUTTERFLY
TSAI MING LIANG
FIC/DOC; 0:35:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2008
Baozhu, a 50 year-old-woman, is a lost in the middle of Kuala Lumpur's bus station. Her lover abandoned her in the hotel, leaving an astronomical bill for her to pay. Without money to go home, 
Bazhu wander around the station with a hair of her lover stuck in her throat...

PHILIPPE DIJON (IN CHARGE OF PROMOTION OF SERIES WHICH
ARE AUTO-PRODUCTIONS IN MOST CASES; HOUSE ON FIRE; 
phil@houseonfire.fr

1435 Taiwan
WO CHIH SHIH YI CHIH PAO I JUST KEPT RUNNING
HSIN-WEI CHEN
weispa@hotmail.com
FIC/EXP; 0:10:32; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
The dynamic depletion of body or the spirit wondering around? The differences between movement and still. The measurable distance opposite to the distance of conscious, which of the status could
be real?

MING-YEN SU;  antigusu@gmail.com

459 Thailand
SHAN AT THE DAWN
NATTACHAI JAITITA
ʻ0:29:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
For sixty years civil war has raged in Burma. The government still aims to expand its territory just like in a previous age.

O-RAPORN LAKSANAKORN; Thai Film Foundation;

460 Thailand
SMALL WORLD
WASUNAN HUTAVE
ʻ0:17:00; 2008

 Thai Film Foundation;

461 Thailand
THE DRESS
NAPAT TREEPALAWISETKUN
ʻ0:03:00; 2008

 Thai Film Foundation;

462 Thailand
MY MOTHER AND HER DARKNESS
WIWAT LERTWIWATWONGSA
ʻ0:07:00; 2008

 Thai Film Foundation;

463 Thailand
BURMESE MAN DANCING
NOK PAKSNAVIN
ʻ0:08:00; 2008

 Thai Film Foundation;

464 Thailand
VICTIM
NATTAPORN YIAMCHAWEE
ʻ0:10:00; 2008

 Thai Film Foundation;

1573 Thailand
KOO PAIRS
MAENUM CHAGASIK

tak_kae@yahoo.com
EXP/FIC; 0:10:21; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
SGM,17,looking for friendship and eternity love. are you out there? if you want to chat, please respond. Just be sincere.

SOROS SUKHUM; pop pictures co ltd; bbunghim@yahoo.com; http:
//www.pop-pictures-ltd.com/



414 Thailand
 ANUSOAWALEE HAENG KWAM RAK OUR MONUMENT
PHUTTIPHONG AROONPHENG

phuttiphong@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:10:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A man persuades a woman to go to the seaside. A mysterious discovery awaits them there.

PHUTTIPHONG AROONPHENG; Thai Film Foundation; 
phuttiphong@hotmail.com; http://mitoutsoundfilms.blogspot.com/

1520 Thailand
MAN AND GRAVITY
JAKRAWAL NILTHAMRONG
jakrawal@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:10:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
A man with a colourful tricycle tries to raise an impossible freight in inaccessible surroundings. Gravity, but also karma.

Just like gravity, karma works everywhere, even though you don't see it. You only see the result. All over Asia you see people with impossible loads on their bicycles, scooters or small vehicles. Here
a man tries to lift a truly impossible freight in an impossible and hostile environment. The unusual landscape emphasises the metaphorical quality of his toils. Serious as evidence and yet 
unmistakably funny.

JAKRAWAL NILTHAMRONG; Mit Out Sound Films; 
mitoutsoundfilms@gmail.com

2395 Thailand
A LETTER TO UNCLE BOONMEE
APICHATPONG WEERASETHAKUL
kickthemachine@gmail.com
FIC; 0:17:40; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
A slowly moving camera captures the interiors of various houses in a village. They are all deserted except one house with a group of young soldiers. They are digging the up the ground. It is unclear
whether they are exhuming or burying something. The voices of three young men are heard. They repeat, rehearse, memorise a letter to a man named Boonmee. They tell him about a small 
community called Nabua where the inhabitants have abandoned their homes. The wind blows fiercely through the doors, and the windows, bringing with it a swarm of bugs. As evening approaches, 
the sky turns dark. The bugs scatter and the men are silent.

SIMON FIELD; Illuminations Films; simon@illuminationsfilms.co.uk

2084 The former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia; Greece
BELO MORE WHITE SEA
TOMISLAV ALEKSOV

tomidirector@gmail.com
MV/DOC; 0:04:25; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2008

GORAZD CAPOVSKI; Macedonian Television and Mizar production; 
tomidirector@gmail.com

181 Tunisia
CHASSÉ CROISÉ (JEUX D'ENFANTS) CHILDREN'S GAMES
MOHAMED BEN BECHER
mohamedbenbecher@gmail.com
FIC; 0:20:24; 35 mm; COL; 2008
The childhood love and feelings never burried and never admitted, ressurface years later when the foyur carracters meet again

RIADH THABET; ulysson; thabet.riadh@ulysson.com.tn
mohamedbenbecher@gmail.com

100 Turkey
TEK NOTALIK ADAM THE ONE NOTE MAN
DAGHAN CELAYIR

779 Turkey
MALFUNCTION
AYCE KARTAL
aycekartal@gmail.com
ANI; 0:07:44; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
We are not human beings having a spiritual experience, we are spiritual beings having a human experience.

AYCE KARTAL;  aycekartal@gmail.com

851 Turkey
DISTANCES
SANCAR SECKINER
info@lutar.net
EXP; 0:18:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Reading some messages during long lasting trip starting from the North and some parts of Asia to Europe .

SANCAR SECKINER;  info@lutar.net

1850 Turkey
GERI DONUSUM GUNLUGU RECYCLE DIARY
EFE CONKER
efe@efefilm.com
EXP/FIC; 0:04:00; 16 mm; COL; 2008
the precision of an object which seems unnecesarry.

EDA ARIKAN; 1000 volt; efe@efefilm.com; http://www.1000volt.com.tr/
Efe Conker; 1000 volt; efe@efefilm.com; http://www.efefilm.com/

97 Turkey
BEKLEYIS THE WAITING
EMINE EMEL BALCI
eebalci@yahoo.com
FIC; 0:14:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
"Waiting is a painful silence."

EMINE EMEL BALCI; E.E.B.; eebalci@yahoo.com
EMINE EMEL BALCI; E.E.B.; eebalci@yahoo.com



648 Turkey
KOVBOYUN MASKOTU MASCOT OF THE COWBOY
MEHMET VOLGA SÜREN
volga.suren@gmail.com
FIC; 0:37:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2009
Although, from outside view he seems like he has lost his complete interest to real life, Mehmet has created his own exciting inner world. His exciting western world full of Wild West challenges and 
duellos, is so far way from normal life. And as except Mehmet no one is included in this world, this is understood neither in business nor in couple relations. Consequently this situation makes Mehmet
be alone and forces him to get some decisions regarding life. But, this exciting world has its own rules and all the things that he will win and loose should be thought carefully, before making the 
choice. Just in Wild West…

MEHMET VOLGA SÜREN;  volga.suren@gmail.com;  Ismail Biyiklioglu
Mehmet Volga Süren; volga.suren@gmail.com

1574 Turkey
NEFES AL, ALMA, NEFES AL BREATHE, ALMA, BREATHE
DENNIS TODOROVIC

todorovic@gmx.de
FIC; 0:15:04; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
On the day of her husband's funeral, old Alma withdraws from the mourners to her own bedroom and remembers her past. She remembers the time when she was married as a child against her will
and how she tried to commit suicide by drowning herself simply by holding her breath and going under water. Of course she could not kill herself this way, but she has lived her life holding her breath
nevertheless. Now, after her husband is gone, she can finally laugh about the absurdity of her childish suicidal attempt back then. Alma has become a strong woman with the authority to change 
things.

URUN GUNER; Flying Broom; info@ucansupurge.org; http://www.
ucansupurge.org/

1575 Turkey
BENI GERI CAGIR HAYAT I WISH...
DAMLA KOLE

dkole87@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:11:48; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Ayla, whose dreams are bigger than herself, leaves the house together with a kid (Leyla) who is aware of nothing, trying to recognize life. They pass through the streets of the city and arrive at a 
playground. This short journey portrays the disappointment of a lost childhood through scenes following one another. For Ayla, the reality of merciless life has substituted toys, cotton candies, and 
other childhood images. Ayla seems to dream about being a little girl again, while Leyla keeps on growing up. The audience cannot help but ask: can Aylaʼs story be written again? Is another life 
possible for this little woman? The film not only gives an answer to these questions, it also shocks its audience with a bitter “surprise”.

URUN GUNER; Flying Broom; info@ucansupurge.org; http://www.
ucansupurge.org/

2002 Turkey
KERTENKELE THE LIZARD
OZGUR E. ARIK
arikozgur@gmail.com
FIC; 0:32:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009

BULENT AYAZ; Green Agency; bilgi@kertenkelefilm.com

2129 Turkey
UTANÇ SHAME
HASAN GUNDUZ
lucia@fpsproduction.com
FIC; 0:05:40; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008

HASAN GUNDUZ;  lucia@fpsproduction.com

649 Turkey
EKIP ÇALISMASI TEAM WORK
MEHMET VOLGA SÜREN
volga.suren@gmail.com
FIC/EXP; 0:08:28; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
For every team member acting in coordination and compatibility is the main condition for all team works. For instance in a robbery or movie…

MEHMET VOLGA SÜREN;  volga.suren@gmail.com;  Ismail Biyiklioglu
Mehmet Volga Süren; volga.suren@gmail.com

446 Ukraine
UNNAMED FILM
NAOMI UMAN
naomiuman@yahoo.com
DOC/EXP; 0:55:00; 16 mm; COL; 2008
When I made a film, several years ago, which critically portrayed immigrants in the United States, it was suggested to me that I had no idea of what the immigrant experience was, not having 
experienced it myself. So, I decided to recreate the journey of my great grandparentsʼ immigration to America one hundred years ago, in reverse. I moved to a small village near the Ukrainian city of
Uman. This series of films reflects the elasticity of time that I found there, with villagers living much as they did at the time when my family left.

The films work together and stand alone, each examining different aspects of the continuity across time of village life. Kalendar starts with the concept of language acquisition and illustrates the 
meaning of the months of the year in the Ukrainian calendar with images from the natural world. Clay draws a connection between the relationship of the Trypillian people (ca. 3000 BC) to the clay 

NAOMI UMAN;  naomiuman@yahoo.com
naomi uman; naomiuman@yahoo.com

581 Ukraine
DIAGNOZ DIAGNOSIS
MYROSLAV SLABOSHPYTSKIY

myrek@mail.ru
FIC; 0:14:43; 35 mm; COL; 2009
A tragedy. The story of a pregnant woman. The identity of the childʼs father is unimportant. The main thing is for the group to keep together. The young woman lives with two men in a run-down part 
of Kiev in a house due for demolition. After a police raid the woman winds up in hospital where she gives birth to her child prematurely.

MYKHAYLO SLABOSHPYTSKIY; Myrek Films; myrek@mail.ru; http:
//myrek.org/

673 Ukraine
OTROTSTVO THE ADOLESCENCE
DMYTRO SUHOLYTKY-SOBCHUK;STANISLAV DANYLYSHYN
otroctvo@ukr.net
FIC; 0:09:57; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
In every person's life way there is a period when one has to make a decision, to resign, to reconcile, and to detend.

STANISLAV DANYLYSHYN; otroctvo@ukr.net



2015 United Kingdom
4 WEEKS
M. FLEIFEL
fleifel.m@gmail.com
ʻ0:16:00; COL; 2009

ALEXANDER RONNBERG; alexander@antidote.se

1983 United Kingdom
6 ESSENTIAL BOOKS
STEPHEN SUTCLIFFE
ʻ0:02:00; 2008

405 United Kingdom
A WORLD RATTLED OF HABIT
BEN RIVERS

626 United Kingdom
THE LAST BREATH
DAVID JACKSON
ʻ0:11:00; 2008

627 United Kingdom
GRANNY'S GHOST
LAB KY MO
ʻ0:11:00; 2008

628 United Kingdom
SALTMARK
ROBIN HAIG
ʻ0:11:00; 2008

629 United Kingdom
TENDER
DEBORAH HAYWOOD
ʻ0:17:00; 2008

631 United Kingdom
JACOB
KEITH WILSON-SINGER
ʻ0:08:00; 2008

632 United Kingdom
DAY IN DAY OUT
JEZ SCOTT
ʻ0:18:00; 2008

633 United Kingdom
WHORE
FYZAL BOULIFA
ʻ0:11:00; 2008

634 United Kingdom
WINTERING
IAIN FINLAY
ʻ0:15:00; 2008

635 United Kingdom
HOMECOMING
ZAK HANIF
ʻ0:13:00; 2008

636 United Kingdom
CHAINS
CHAINS
ʻ0:08:00; 2008

651 United Kingdom
SHADOWS AND DUST
JON DUNLEAVY
ʻ0:05:00; 2008



652 United Kingdom
VIGILANTE
DARREN BOLTON
ʻ0:12:00; 2008

655 United Kingdom
TRACE OF HER
KAREN MACEY
ʻ0:03:00; 2008

657 United Kingdom
CARTROUBLE
DAVE HUNT
ʻ0:12:00; 2008

658 United Kingdom
KEEL
IAN COTTAGE
ʻ0:20:00; 2008

687 United Kingdom
INTO THE WOODS
MATT TABU
ʻ0:06:00; 2008

688 United Kingdom
POP ART
AMANDA BOYLE
ʻ0:16:00; 2008

692 United Kingdom
RALPH
ALEX WINCKLER
ʻ0:13:00; 2008

693 United Kingdom
HATEMAIL
FRAZER CHURCHILL
ʻ0:12:00; 2008

694 United Kingdom
DOMESTICS
ROB CURRY
ʻ0:07:00; 2008

695 United Kingdom
UNBORN
JUSTIN TREFGARNE
ʻ0:13:00; 2008

696 United Kingdom
THE HERO'S JOURNEY
JACK HERBERT
ʻ0:06:00; 2008

697 United Kingdom
DEAD DOG
EDWARD JEFFREYS
ʻ0:08:00; 2008

713 United Kingdom
BUS STOP BOOGALOO
GUS HUGHES
ʻ0:05:00; 2008

714 United Kingdom
BOY
JOE MORRIS
ʻ0:14:00; 2008



715 United Kingdom
CURFEW
KATE AIDLEY
ʻ0:14:00; 2008

718 United Kingdom
THE WAKE
LOREN SLATER;KERRY KOLBE
ʻ0:11:00; 2008

719 United Kingdom
THE APPOINTMENT
J BLAKESON
ʻ0:12:00; 2008

720 United Kingdom
GIRL LIKE ME
ROWLAND JOBSON
ʻ0:14:00; 2008

836 United Kingdom
THE FINGER TRAP
JULIA MCLEAN
ʻ0:04:00; 2008

1622 United Kingdom
HOW TO DESTROY THE WORLD "TRANSPORT"
PETER BISHOP

1979 United Kingdom
THE ANCIENT SET
STEVE CLAYDON
ʻ0:09:00; 2008

1980 United Kingdom
THE DIAMOND (DESCARTES DAUGHTER)
EMILY WARDILL
ʻ0:15:00; 16 mm; 2008

1981 United Kingdom
MATTER IN MOTION
SEMICONDUCTOR
ʻ0:05:36; HD; 2008

1982 United Kingdom
THE PRISIONER
ROSALIND NASHASHIBI
ʻ0:05:00; 2008

1984 United Kingdom
GEORGE GEROGE
LUKE FOWLER
ʻ0:04:00; 2008

1985 United Kingdom
TRILOGY, KETTLE'S YARD
JAYNE PARKER
ʻ0:25:00; 16 mm; 2008

1986 United Kingdom
OVER THE BONES
CHARLOTTE GINSBORG
ʻ0:30:00; 2008

1987 United Kingdom
TRAIL OF THE SPIDER
ANJA KIRSCHENER;DAVID PANOS
ʻ0:50:00; 2008



1988 United Kingdom
BLIND CARBON COPY
MATTHEW NOEL-TOD
ʻ0:50:00; 2008

1997 United Kingdom
TEA & BISCUITS
CHRIS KLOCKNER
ʻ0:12:34; 2009

2024 United Kingdom
THE SILENT CHAMBER
IDA GRON
ida.gron@arthikers.net
ʻ0:32:31;

2025 United Kingdom
THE ORCHARD
ANDREW M SAUNDERS
andrew.saunders83@gmail.com
COL; 2008

2063 United Kingdom
SLUMDOG MILLIONAIRE - TV REMIX
ADDICTIVE TV
ʻ0:03:00; 2009

5111 United Kingdom
HOUSE OF CARDS
JAMES FROST
ʻ0:04:32; 2008

250 United Kingdom
K-9LIVES EPISODE1
DOUG WILSON
dougwilson83@hotmail.com
ANI; 0:02:03; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
A dog/cat conjoined odd-couple whoʼs love hate relationship drives them to adventure and intrigue in a surrealist landscape. Our adventure begins with attempted fratricide but exterior elements 
distract our protagonai into dark and dangerous underworlds fraught with creatures who invariably wish to kill them both. Questions of parentage are best avoided but these unfortunate two must 
unite to survive.

The first episode in this series takes place at an animal shelter where our illegitimate friends are pariahs to both dogʼs and cats.

DOUG WILSON; Doug Wilson Films; dougwilson83@hotmail.com; http:
//www.dougwilson.co.uk/

87 United Kingdom
THE BLACK DOG'S PROGRESS
STEPHEN IRWIN
stephen@smalltimeinc.com
ANI; 0:03:14; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2008
A series of flipbooks tell the sad story of the Black Dog.

JACQUI DAVIES, GARY THOMAS; Animate Projects; 
info@animateprojects.org

210 United Kingdom
TERRAFARMER
WILL ADAMS
growth@oncewerefarmers.com
ANI; 0:01:41; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A lone astronaut attempts to terraform a hostile planet with a malfunctioning robot as his only companion. Every small success the Terrafarmer enjoys is decimated by the robotʼs stupidity in a classic
chalk and cheese comedy dou-ble-act.

WILL ADAMS; Once Were Farmers; growth@oncewerefarmers.com; 
http://www.terrafarmer.net/; Rory Lowe

319 United Kingdom
VARMINTS
MARC CRASTE
marc@studioaka.co.uk
ANI; 0:24:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
In the face of overwhelming urbanization, indifference and recklessness, a small creature struggles to preserve a remnant of the peace he once knew. His selfless acts of love plant the seeds of 
change that will ultimately prove the salvation of his world. But at what cost to himself. ..

SUE GOFFE; Studio AKA Ltd; sue@studioaka.co.uk
Pam Dennis; Studio AKA Ltd; pam@studioaka.co.uk

354 United Kingdom
ELECTREECITY
SARAH DAVISON;SARAH DUFFIELD-HARDING
sarahd8688@hotmail.com
ANI; 0:02:26; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A man selfishly destroys the nature around him.

SARAH DAVISON; Student; sarahd8688@hotmail.com; Sarah Duffield-
Harding



362 United Kingdom
THE BUTCHER
MASAKO TOMIYA
masakotomiya@gmail.com
ANI; 0:16:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A macabre tale of love and obsession...

MEGAN STUART WALLACE; mstuartwallace@mac.com
Hemant Sharda; National Film & Television School; hsharda@nfts.co.
uk; http://www.nfts.co.uk/

395 United Kingdom
THIS WAY UP
SMITH & FOULKES
alice@nexusproductions.com
ANI; 0:08:37; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Laying the dead to rest has never been so much trouble.

CHRISTOPHER O'REILLY AND CHARLOTTE BAVASSO; Nexus; 
alice@nexusproductions.com

542 United Kingdom
STAND UP
JOSEPH PIERCE
josephhpierce@hotmail.com
ANI; 0:06:50; Betacam SP PAL; BW; 2008
Told through a single stand up comedy routine, John J Jones performs to an unforgiving audience. As he loses their interest, his body rebels against him, and the truth behind the one-liners leaks 
through the cracks.

JESSICA LEVICK; National Film and Television School; festivals@nfts.
co.uk; http://www.nfts.co.uk/

659 United Kingdom
LITTLE FACE
MATTHEW WALKER;BEN LOLE
info@worldofarthurcox.co.uk
ANI; 0:10:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Nathan has missed his train. He almost made it but his bag is heavy and his shoes are not made for running. It will be almost three hours until the next train. He does not want to return to his parents
where he has just spent the past two days wishing he were elsewhere. Some coffee and a cake in a nice café will pass the time.

Little Face is glad it isnʼt raining today. He likes to walk. He does a lot of walking and today is no different. He walks down a street he often walks down. Itʼs not his favourite street but it has some nice
noises. As he walks he gazes across at a café. Maybe he could go in and have a banana milkshake. It is at the moment that he decides that this is what he will do that he spots Nathan. His walk turns
in to a run.

JEREMY ROUTLEDGE; Calling the Shots; jeremy@callingtheshots.co.
uk; Steve Gear
Candi Smtih; Arthur Cox; info@worldofarthurcox.co.uk; http://www.
worldofarthurcox.com/

689 United Kingdom
THE SURPRISE DEMISE OF FRANCIS COOPERS 
MOTHER
FELIX MASSIE
info@worldofarthurcox.co.uk
ANI; 0:07:21; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Francis Cooper had always assumed his father would die before his mother. Emily Maddison never thought she would be the woman responsible for ending anybody's life. Craig MacKay always 
believed his girlfriend dismissing him for his lack of responsibility was nonsense.

SARAH COX; Arthur Cox; info@worldofarthurcox.co.uk; http://www.
worldofarthurcox.com/; Sarah Jex
Candi Smtih; Arthur Cox; info@worldofarthurcox.co.uk; http://www.
worldofarthurcox.com/

789 United Kingdom
RAPUNZEL'S FLIGHT
GUSTAVO ARTEAGA
muviola67@yahoo.co.uk
ANI; 0:06:07; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Negotiating family commitments a dreamy young boy sets off to visit his grand mother. Summoned by Rapunzel along the way, their fate takes an unexpected twist for the better.

GUSTAVO ARTEAGA; FARO FILMS; muviola67@yahoo.co.uk

833 United Kingdom
LITTLE DINOSAURS
DANA DORIAN
ANI; 0:01:12; DigiBeta; COL; 2008
A five-year-old Scottish boy discusses the best way for a group of small dinosaurs to stop a big dinosaur from picking on them.

DANA DORIAN;

835 United Kingdom
STYX
ROBERT ROBINSON
ANI; 0:07:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A dead man seeks to escape the cavernous realm of Limbo by crossing the great River Styx to the afterlife.

ROBERT ROBINSON;

869 United Kingdom
UMBILICAL
ROWAN GRAY
rowangray@gmail.com
ANI; 0:04:41; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A child's connection to the world.

ROGER NOAKE; University College for the Creative Arts, Farnham; 
admissionsfarnham@ucreative.ac.uk; http://www.ucreative.ac.uk/



977 United Kingdom
WALLACE AND GROMIT: A MATTER OF LOAF AND 
DEATH
NICK PARK
natalie.martin@aardman.com
ANI; 0:29:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Wallace and Gromit have opened a new bakery business, 'Top Bun'. The business faces danger when a mysterious killer starts targetting the bakers in town.

STEVE PEGRAM; Aardman Animations; natalie.martin@aardman.com

1592 United Kingdom
TONGUE OF THE HIDDEN
DAVID ANDERSON
dafilm@yahoo.co.uk
ANI; 0:05:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
The poet Hafez, also known as the ʻTeller of Secretsʼ, used the language of human love and the metaphors of wine and drunkenness to describe his desire for the Divine and intoxication with the 
mysteries of the Universe.
The landscapes and characters in the film are all constructed of Persian calligraphy.

ABOVE;  dafilm@yahoo.co.uk; http://www.davidandersonfilms.com/

1614 United Kingdom
BILL'S VISITORS
SIMON DESHON
deshon1@mac.com
ANI; 0:08:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Bill has an understanding with local teenage boys, that he will buy beer for them. However when Cowan takes along his friend Jim for the first time, something about Jim encourages Bill to reveal 
more of himself to the boys than he ever has before

INNIS MOORE; Treasure Box Pictures; innis_moore@yahoo.co.uk
Hemant Sharda; National Film & Television School; festivals@nfts.co.uk

1617 United Kingdom
HAIRCUT
ANDREA MALASKOVA
a.malaskova@hotmail.com
ANI; 0:02:46; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Haircut is a short story about a curious little girl called Emily and a ʻ really weirdʼ hairdresser... When a new hairdresserʼs shop opens in a little town, something is not quite right! Emily decides to act 
but no one believes her - and then her vain mother decides that it is time for a new haircut…

ANDREA MALASKOVA;  a.malaskova@hotmail.com; http://www.
malina-artcase.com/

1618 United Kingdom
CODSWALLOP
THE BROTHERS MCLEOD (GREG & MYLES)
film@bromc.co.uk
ANI; 0:03:41; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
ʻCodswallopʼ is a subconscious drift through despair, frustration, joy and redemption.

Based on a series of surreal stream of consciousness postcards sent by the filmmaker to their son, ʻCodswallopʼ features a collection of uncanny characters at crucial moments in their briefly 
glimpsed stories.

Beware of hats!

THE BROTHERS MCLEOD (GREG & MYLES); The Brothers McLeod; 
film@bromc.co.uk; http://bromc.co.uk/
Greg McLeod; The Brothers McLeod; film@bromc.co.uk; http://bromc.
co.uk/

1620 United Kingdom
HOW TO DESTROY THE WORLD 'RUBBISH' HOW TO DESTROY THE WORLD 'RUBBISH
PETE BISHOP
me@petebishop.tv
ANI; 0:02:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Rubbish, rubbish and more rubbish. You canʼt recycle everything. We scale the ever-growing garbage mountains and peer into the litter-strewn future.

PETE BISHOP; the shop; me@petebishop.tv
peter bishop

1621 United Kingdom
HOW TO DESTROY THE WORLD 'GAMES'
PETE BISHOP
me@petebishop.tv
ANI; 0:02:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Life has always been nasty, brutish and short. Thank goodness for the distraction of games. Meet Ogdred, a polygamous online Viking who gleefully battles until the end of the real world.

PETE BISHOP; the shop; me@petebishop.tv
peter bishop

1623 United Kingdom
HOW TO DESTROY THE WORLD 'FOOD'
PETE BISHOP
me@petebishop.tv
ANI; 0:02:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Cannibalsim, vegetarianism, GM food… Itʼs an exciting and dangerous future for man and vegetable. Who will win? At the end of the day weʼre ALL food.

PETE BISHOP; the shop; me@petebishop.tv; http://www.petebishop.tv/
peter bishop

1657 United Kingdom
TODAY ONLY
TOBY JACKMAN
festivals@nfts.co.uk
ANI; 0:09:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
A cat may have nine lives but how many different lives can a cat live today?

ALEXANDER RONNBERG; NFTS; festivals@nfts.co.uk
HEMANT SHARDA; NFTS



1660 United Kingdom
THE END OF THE LINE
LI MARHABAN
festivals@nfts.co.uk
ANI; 0:06:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
The End Of The Line is the portrait of a young woman; lost in the sea of work; weather-beaten from hours of commuting; abandoned: lonely and alone. Betrayed by hours of loyal service Kanei finds
herself still single, at an age much older than she'd ever wished. She is touched by the gift of a minor; a child she hopes to have; a life she longs to live. Beyond the physicality of the gesture, lies the 
innocence and rudiment of the act unrecognised by her fellow denizens, yet still this gives breeds hope.

LORENZO GANGAROSSA; NATIONAL FILM AND TELEVISION 
SCHOOL; festivals@nfts.co.uk
HEMANT SHARDA

1661 United Kingdom
GOODBYE MR. PINK
HELEN PIERCY
festivals@nfts.co.uk
ANI; 0:10:22; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
A little girl journeys into a world of imagination when she discovers that her pet rabbit is dead. She conjures up a macabre fantasy about what death may be like and in doing so is able to say 
goodbye.

PURNIMA PHANSALKAR; NFTS; festivals@nfts.co.uk

1667 United Kingdom
YELLOW BELLY END
PHILIP BACON
festivals@nfts.co.uk
ANI; 0:08:47; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
An enormous cliff top, blue sky, multiple deaths and a man keeping a meticulous note of it all.
This man lives a relatively peaceful and tidy existence, filling his time by watching others ending theirs as they jump from the top of the cliff.
Soon, however, he finds circumstance plotting against him as he is drawn ever nearer to the edge of the cliff himself...

MO BAZAZI; NFTS; festivals@nfts.co.uk

1680 United Kingdom
THE SEED
JOHNNY KELLY
alice@nexusproductions.com
ANI; 0:02:10; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A two-minute animated voyage through nature's life cycle, following the trials and tribulations of a humble apple seed.

CHRISTINE PONZEVERA; Nexus; alice@nexusproductions.com
Alice Wigley; Nexus; alice@nexusproductions.com; http://www.
nexusproductions.com/

1887 United Kingdom
ANIMAL LIFTING
RICHARD FENWICK
contact@gauguins.com
ANI; 0:05:44; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Welcome to the epic showdowns from the world's Animal Lifting competition! Will Habib Yilmaz of Turkey, who started lifting Pot-Bellied Pigs at the age of 12 on the family farm, be successful on his 
third attempt at the Mountain Gorilla? Watch Nikolajs Janson from Latvia, who already secured Gold with his magnificent White Rhino lift, makes his final attempt at lifting the African Elephant!

LODAY GONPO;  contact@gauguins.com
Yoshinari Natsumeda; Gauguins International Inc.; contact@gauguins.
com

2140 United Kingdom
DAMAGED GOODS
BARNABY BARFORD
ANI; 0:09:24; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008

CHRISTOPHER O'REILLY; ; Charlotte Bavasso

2146 United Kingdom
THE HAPPY DUCKLING
GILI DOLEV
ANI; 0:08:45; DVD; COL; 2008
An ordinary story about an young boy and very unordinary duck. They are about to discover that sometimes you have to be cruel.

834 United Kingdom
SPACE TRAVEL ACCORDING TO JOHN
JAMIE STONE;ANDERS JEDENFORS
ANI/DOC; 0:03:00; DigiBeta; COL; 2008
In this short soap-pwder animation, ten-year-old John theorises on the miracle of space travel and speculates as to what the future might have in store.

LAURA CLARKE; 1A Productions for Channel 4

901 United Kingdom
PHOTOGRAPH OF JESUS
LAURIE HILL
lauriehi2@yahoo.co.uk
ANI/DOC; 0:06:41; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Looking for photographs of Jesus, yetis and Hitler in 1948? Help is at hand with this documentary-fantasy based on true stories of requests for impossible images. Real-life archives become the stage
where fact and fiction collide, belief runs amok and unruly images have a life of their own.

BASIL STEPHENS; Pendulum Pictures; basil.stephens@talk21.com
Laurie Hill; lauriehi2@yahoo.co.uk

209 United Kingdom
THIS IS J03
RORY LOWE;TOM SHRAPNEL
growth@oncewerefarmers.com
ANI/EXP; 0:03:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
This is J03 is live action/ 3D animation about J03, an 8bit digital man stuck in our 21st century analogue world searching for a way home.

WILL ADAMS; Once Were Farmers & Gate Films; 
growth@oncewerefarmers.com; http://www.oncewerefarmers.com/; Phil
Kerr



1572 United Kingdom
WITHOUT YOU
TAL ROSNER
talrosner1@gmail.com
ANI/EXP; 0:04:50; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Inspired by a poem by Josef Albers, Without You is a visual exploration of London's industrial suburbia, where the natural and manmade environments lie side by side in harmonic indifference. 
Following colours and surfaces into abstraction, the film reveals the complexity of apparently simple forms.

TAL ROSNER; Tal Rosner; talrosner1@gmail.com; http://www.talrosner.
com/
http://www.janecolling.co.uk/

568 United Kingdom
HOUSE GUEST
BEN MITCHELL
blmitchelluk@yahoo.co.uk
ANI/FIC; 0:14:45; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
When a recently-deceased duck is brought back to life, he sets out to exact an atypical revenge on the hunter who shot him. A thrilling tale of Man vs. Anatidae, exploring the power of emotional 
blackmail, psychological manipulation and interspecies romance!

BEN MITCHELL; PhatBoy; blmitchelluk@yahoo.co.uk; http:
//benmitchellblog.blogspot.com/

569 United Kingdom
GROUND RUNNING
BEN MITCHELL (AS SUE DUNHAM)
blmitchelluk@yahoo.co.uk
ANI/FIC; 0:01:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
An infant is propelled into the world and given a glimpse of its frenetic life to come.

BEN MITCHELL; PhatBoy; blmitchelluk@yahoo.co.uk; http:
//benmitchellblog.blogspot.com/

287 United Kingdom
EASE MY PAIN
ESTEPHAN WAGNER
filmeditor@web.de
DOC; 0:25:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
This intimate and entertaining documentary explores the subjective truth behind alternative medicine. The filmmaker goes on a diverse journey to find a solution to his chronic back pain. Among many
others, he meets a bizarre Star Trek-like energy healer, a psychic Christian guru as well as a serious acupuncturist and a herbalist working for the National Health Service. Each character gives us an
amazing insight into their world.
Hilarious encounters and well-crafted storytelling result in a wonderfully comic documentary that will linger on in your thoughts.

ESTEPHAN WAGNER; WagnerDocs; info@wagnerdocs.com; http:
//www.wagnerdocs.com/

288 United Kingdom
LONG DISTANCE
MORITZ SIEBERT
festivals@nfts.co.uk
DOC; 0:27:48; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Abiyot is one of several African long distance runners, trying to make a living and career in the US. Once he was a promising member of the Ethiopian national team, but two years ago he left his 
country to start a new life. Weekend after weekend, he he races with fellow African athletes in road races, competing over a few hundred dollars of prize money.

The film follows Abiyot as he prepares for an important race. Every morning at break of dawn he tirelessly trains in the empty streets of his Bronx neighborhood. With every aspect of his daily routine
centered on his training, his footsteps not only dictate the rhythm of his life, but also become the pervasive rhythm of the film. In phone calls with his family back home, Abiyot tries to convince them 
and himself, that the running will pay off in the long term...

MORITZ SIEBERT; NFTS; festivals@nfts.co.uk

475 United Kingdom
CHINA'S WILD WEST
URSZULA PONTIKOS
upontikos@gmail.com
DOC; 0:10:10; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A DOCUMENTARY ABOUT HOPE. Running through the Silk Road town of Hotan in western China, the Yurungkash River dries up during the winter, exposing a bed of stones rubbed smooth by 
Himalayan snow water.

By a quirk of geology, among these stones is one the worldʼs most valuable gemstones: Jade.

MICHAEL RILEY; Sterling Pictures; admin@sterlingpictures.com; http:
//www.sterlingpictures.com/

723 United Kingdom
THE SOLITARY LIFE OF CRANES
EVA WEBER
eva@oddgirlout.co.uk
DOC; 0:27:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Part city symphony part visual poem, ʻThe Solitary Life of Cranesʼ explores the invisible life of a city, its patterns and hidden secrets, seen through the eyes of crane drivers working high above its 
streets.

Within the loose structure of a day, starting with the drivers climbing up at dawn and ending with them coming down after a nightshift, the film observes the city as it awakens with a bustle of activity, 
through the lull of midday and the manic rush in the evening, until it calms down again deep into the night. Throughout the film, the drivers share their thoughts and reflections on London and life in 
general.

SAMANTHA ZARZOSA; Odd Girl Out Productions; 
samantha@oddgirlout.co.uk; http://www.thesolitarylifeofcranes.com/

838 United Kingdom
CALLING HOME
MARIA EDUARDA ANDRADE;MARCELO STAROBINAS
f.pretsell@eca.ac.uk
DOC; 0:12:11; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
For most Londoners, home is here but also somewhere else, at the other end of a phone line. This short documentary, entirely shot inside phone booths in cheap international call centers, is a 
gripping, emotional portrait of long distance relationships between immigrants and their families in Asia, Africa, Eastern Europe and South America.

MARIA EDUARDA ANDRADE; Scottish Documentary Institute; f.
pretsell@eca.ac.uk; http://www.docscene.org/; Marcelo Starobinas



839 United Kingdom
CHRISTMAS WITH DAD
CONOR MCCORMACK
DOC; 0:11:43; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
“Christmas with Dad” follows 23-year-old AJ as his family prepare for the festive season and the arrival of an eighth child. With remarkable access and insight, the film reveals a young man struggling
to define his role as a father, haunted by his own childhood and facing an uncertain future…

SARAH TIERNEY; Clarity Productions; sarah@producingclarity.com; 
http://www.producingclarity.com/

840 United Kingdom
CORPSICLES
ROWENA COHEN
DOC; 0:08:49; DigiBeta; COL; 2008
Alan aspires to be a human popsicle... literally. This film is about the weird and wacky work of cryonics. Instead of burial or cremation, get yourself put in a freezer, wait a few hundred years, get 
defrosted and off you go.

TRACEY GARDINER; Bridging The Gap;

841 United Kingdom
HALF WAY HOME
PAUL GRAY
DOC; 0:10:00; DigiBeta; COL; 2008
34-year-old Melanie lives with the knowledge she will die within 10 years due to autoimmune disease. Having survived a near fatal operation, Melanie escaped the stresses of city life to search for her
ideal home for the time she has left - but it's not as easy as that...

LILI SANDELIN; ;  Douglas Dougan

842 United Kingdom
IRENE
LINDSAY GOODALL
f.pretsell@eca.ac.uk
DOC; 0:10:18; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Irene, a feisty 92 year old with Alzheimerʼs, doesnʼt want to be put into a home for the elderly. Lindsay and her mother Roberta are trying to persuade her to try out a home while they go away for a 
week, but sheʼs having of it. Soon tension between the three women runs high because Irene's desire to live at home puts her increasingly in danger.

A personal film about three generations of women coming to terms with a difficult decision.

KAT HEBDEN; Blindside Productions; f.pretsell@eca.ac.uk

843 United Kingdom
KARELIAN COWGIRLS
MINTTU MANTYNEN
DOC; 0:10:20; DigiBeta; COL; 2008
At the start of the bitter Winter War, the Soviet Red Army invaded Finnish-Karelia forcing thousands of civilians deep into Finland. Teenagers Annikki, Inkeri and Hilkka left their families to drive cattle
through deep snow and hostile lands. A lifetime later they look back on their adventures.

SCOTT WARD (PULKKA); ;  Leslie Hills (Skyline Productions)

844 United Kingdom
MA BAR
FINLAY PRETSELL;ADRIAN MCDOWALL
f.pretsell@eca.ac.uk
DOC; 0:11:48; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Self-storage units are windows into human histories: the silent cells with their discarded objects and dust-covered furniture are inscribed with past dreams, secret hopes and lives we cannot let go of.
STEEL HOMES explores the fragmented nature of memories, set in the starkly beautiful aesthetic of our modern industrial world.

FINLAY PRETSELL; Imagine Pictures; f.pretsell@eca.ac.uk;  Adrian 
McDowall
f.pretsell@eca.ac.uk

845 United Kingdom
STANDING START
ADRIAN MCDOWALL;FINLAY PRETSELL
DOC; 0:12:00; DigiBeta; COL; 2008
Just what does it take to be the fastest starter in the world? Standing Start gives a unique insight into Olympic cyclist Craig MacLean's life, his unflinching focus and preparation to battle it out on the
world stage - portrayed like a gladiator.

ADRIAN MCDOWALL; ;  Finlay Pretsell

846 United Kingdom
STEEL HOMES
EVA WEBER
eva@oddgirlout.co.uk
DOC; 0:09:50; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Self-storage units are windows into human histories: the silent cells with their discarded objects and dust-covered furniture are inscribed with past dreams, secret hopes and lives we cannot let go of.
STEEL HOMES explores the fragmented nature of memories, set in the starkly beautiful aesthetic of our modern industrial world.

ANNA HIGGS; Quark Films; eva@oddgirlout.co.uk;  Gavin Humphries 
(Quark Films)
f.pretsell@eca.ac.uk

1004 United Kingdom
HUNGERFORD: SYMPHONY OF A LONDON BRIDGE
ALEX BARRETT
ahbarrett@gmail.com
DOC; 0:02:58; Betacam SP PAL; BW; 2008
A modern-day city-symphony, the film presents an abstract journey over Hungerford Bridge and the footbridges alongside it.

RAHIM MOLEDINA; Tiga Kali Studio; tigakalistudio@googlemail.com; 
http://www.tigakalistudio.co.uk/



1009 United Kingdom
BORN WITHOUT A BEAT: THE JOURNEY OF A DEAF 
RAVER
OLIVER RILEY-SMITH
ollyriley@hotmail.com
DOC; 0:12:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
This revealing and intimate documentary follows the journey of Lenny, a
deaf party animal, as she searches for the perfect beat.

Despite her disability, Lenny loves going clubbing, but has always felt out of
place in hearing discos. Now she is traveling to Holland to attend her first
ʻdeaf raveʼ, a ground-breaking, multi-sensory music event specially

OLIVER RILEY-SMITH; Palpitation Productions; ollyriley@hotmail.com;
http://www.palpitationproductions.com/; Hugo Godwin

1593 United Kingdom
WALKMAN WILLY
TRISTAN DAWS
tristandaws@gmail.com
DOC; 0:04:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
We follow an eccentric local London character as he listens to his walkman and dances his way around town. While everyone else searched for the X factor he just loved the music.

CHRIS MANSON; Butterflies Productions; butterfliesproductions@gmail.
com

1627 United Kingdom
PLANE DAYS
BENJAMIN KRACUN;EWAN MCNICOL
benjaminkracun@gmail.com
DOC; 0:15:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Old friends. Young friends. Lovers and loners.

They all wait, hoping, to see something theyʼve never seen before.
Is it a Virgin? Thai? Singapore? American? They all could be another one for the book.

With a flask of tea or a bottle of wine to keep warm, every day is a new day around the perimeter fence at Heathrow.

EWAN MCNICOL; Lucid Inc.; ewan@lucidincorporated.com; http://www.
lucidincorporated.com/

1655 United Kingdom
CULTURAL REVOLUTION II
TIAN AI ZHANG
festivals@nfts.co.uk
DOC; 0:26:35; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
A portrait of the new Chinese hero-a Capitalist and his contradictions, during a period when he is negotiating to set up a China centre on the top floors of the new Freedom Tower, the rebuilt WTC in
New York.

The film mainly seeks to portray the life and mentality of people in post-Cultural-revolution China, and the changes that have taken place in the economic and ideological spheres.

TIAN AI ZHANG; NFTS; festivals@nfts.co.uk

1656 United Kingdom
EMMA AND BEN
VANESSA STOCKLEY
festivals@nfts.co.uk
DOC; 0:42:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Emma Bishop and Ben Marshall are a 28-year old Downʼs Syndrome couple who dream of getting married to each other. EMMA AND BEN traces their journey towards making a decision about 
whether or not to get engaged. It explores the inner lives of young people with Downʼs Syndrome and the nature of love.

VANESSA STOCKLEY; NFTS; festivals@nfts.co.uk

205 United Kingdom
JEFFERY AND THE DINOSAURS
CHRISTOPH STEGER
christoph.steger@network.rca.ac.uk
DOC/ANI; 0:06:38; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A short documentary about a man whose struggle to overcome daily obstacles has produced an astonishing universe of outsider science fiction.

YASMEEN ISMAIL; Sweetworld TV; yas@sweetworld.tv; http://www.
sweetworld.tv/

1615 United Kingdom
A TIME AND A TIME
SARAH COX
sarah@worldofarthurcox.com
DOC/ANI; 0:03:15; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
ʻA Time and A Timeʼ is a short film made entirely from archive footage shot in 3 specific locations in Bristol over the past 100 years.
Films and photographs across time are combined to create new scenes where contemporary shoppers mingle with people that walked that same street a century earlier. A woman jogs past a man in
plus fours, office workers from today cross the blitzed streets of Bristol in a filmic archaeology.

SARAH COX; Arthur Cox; info@worldofarthurcox.co.uk; http://www.
worldofarthurcox.com/
Candi Smtih; Arthur Cox; info@worldofarthurcox.co.uk; http://www.
worldofarthurcox.com/

1645 United Kingdom
COMMENTARY
ROBERT CAMBRINUS
cfilms2004@yahoo.co.uk
DOC/FIC; 0:15:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
1. The actor Menis Yousry plays Khalil who is not recognised by his ill mother
2. My father was not recognised by his dying mother because of her dementia
3. My mother does not recognise the son she once raised
The reversal of film and commentary is my solution to making a (more) truthful film. The deconstruction of the filmmaking process reveals the limitations of the film form to convey a comprehensive 
meaning.

ROBERT STOKVIS; Concept Films; cfilms2004@yahoo.co.uk



679 United Kingdom
COBRA MIST
EMILY RICHARDSON
emily.rich@mac.com
EXP; 0:07:00; 16 mm; COL; 2008
The enigmatic atmosphere of an abandoned military landscape.

EMILY RICHARDSON; Animate Projects; abigail@animateprojects.org;
http://www.animateonline.org/
Mike Sperlinger; LUX ; mike.sperlinger@lux.org; http://www.lux.org.uk/

1412 United Kingdom
LIQUID JEWELBOX
ALESSIO ORTU;SAMUEL CARRO
info@demiurgosfilm.com
EXP; 0:18:05; Betacam SP PAL; BW; 2009
THREE ANDROIDS OUT OF CONTROL CAGED IN A MENTAL LABYRINTH.
A LOST GIRL.
A KILLER.

ALESSIO ORTU; DEMIURGOSFILM; info@demiurgosfilm.com; http:
//www.demiurgosfilm.com/; SAMUEL CARRO

1457 United Kingdom
BLACK RAIN
SEMICONDUCTOR;RUTH JARMAN;JOSEPH GERHARDT
ruth@semiconductorfilms.com
EXP; 0:03:00; Betacam SP PAL; BW; 2009
Black Rain is sourced from images collected by the twin satellite, solar mission, STEREO. Here we see the HI (Heliospheric Imager) visual data as it tracks interplanetary space for solar wind and 
CME's (coronal mass ejections) heading towards Earth.

Working with STEREO scientists, Semiconductor collected all the HI image data to date, revealing the journey of the satellites from their initial orientation, to their current tracing of the Earthʼs orbit 
around the Sun. Solar wind, CME's, passing planets and comets orbiting the sun can be seen as background stars and the milky way pass by.

N/A;  NotAppliccable@NA.NA
Mike Sperlinger; LUX; mike.sperlinger@lux.org.uk; http://www.lux.org.
uk/

1484 United Kingdom
THE PROTOCOL
CECILIA STENBOM
submissions@av-arkki.fi
EXP; 0:07:08; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
The Protocol is a re-staging of an American infomercial which in turn is an imitation of a US talk show.

CECILIA STENBOM;  submissions@av-arkki.fi

1798 United Kingdom
THE GLOAMING
KYE WILSON
kyewilson@newoilsky.com
EXP; 0:15:17; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
As dusk falls, reality and dreams collide...

Sadie finds herself unable to leave the house, trapped inside by her own fears and anxieties.  Her life begins to disintegrate as she struggles to understand what is happening to her. As day turns to 
night, she experiences visions that reveal a shocking truth. She is not alone.

KYE WILSON;  kyewilson@newoilsky.com

1855 United Kingdom
THERE AND BACK
ALICIA FELBERBAUM
aliciafelber@gmail.com
EXP; 0:02:45; 35 mm; COL; 2008
There and Back is an experimental video mixing
multiple genres. A man is experiencing a world in
severe trauma taking place in a post-apocalyptic
setting. Although we can see the consequences of the
disaster, the cause for this situation are left to the
viewerʼs own interpretation.

ALICIA FELBERBAUM;  aliciafelber@gmail.com; http://aliciafelber.
wordpress.com/
alicia felberbaum; aliciafelber@gmail.com; http://aliciafelber.wordpress.
com/

1856 United Kingdom
(RE)MEMBERED MILO
ALICIA FELBERBAUM
aliciafelber@gmail.com
EXP; 0:05:07; 35 mm; BW; 2009
It is through our bodies that we perceive and make sense of the world. The experience of sensations in lost limbs provides two contradictory realities simultaneously: the reality of a living limb and of 
its destruction. These are illusions that may represent an attempt at restoration of the sense of unity and cohesion of the self. The Venus de Milo displays body ideals, as well as deviance. Her 
disability is mute, we don't have a vision of a disassembled body, but the Euclidean ideal of it.

ALICIA FELBERBAUM;  aliciafelber@gmail.com; http://aliciafelber.
wordpress.com/
alicia felberbaum; aliciafelber@gmail.com; http://aliciafelber.wordpress.
com/

837 United Kingdom
THIS IS JO3
RORY LOWE;TOM SHRAPNEL
EXP/ANI; 0:03:00; DigiBeta; COL; 2008
A live action 3D animation about Jo3, an 8bit digital man stuck in out 21st century analogue world searching for a way home.

WILL ADAMS; ;  Phil Kerr

1695 United Kingdom
FIRST PLACE
JOJI KOYAMA
alice@nexusproductions.com
EXP/ANI; 0:09:00; Betacam SP PAL; BW; 2008
First Place, in the aftermath of an unexplained disaster, an F-1 driver is left stranded on a desolate arctic landscape. With help from a Siberian Husky, the stranded driver heads for the finish line only
to find himself a pitiful champion to an indifferent world.

BECCY MCCRAY; Nexus; alice@nexusproductions.com



70 United Kingdom
ORIGIN OF THE SPECIES
BEN RIVERS
riversben@gmail.com
EXP/DOC; 0:16:00; 16 mm; COL; 2008
“Some things didnʼt really matter, you know, some mutations didnʼt matter all that much…they were neither beneficial to survival nor detrimental to survival…but if they just hung on, thereʼd come a 
time when…that was the thing that saved the day.”
Charting the beginnings of the time, through the descent of man, on to an uncertain future - all shot in the garden of S, who lives in the wilderness and builds contraptions.

PINKY GHUNDALE; Film London; pinky.ghundale@filmlondon.org.uk
Mike Sperlinger; LUX; mike.sperlinger@lux.org.uk

769 United Kingdom
SEEING DEEPER INTO MATTER
GAD HOLLANDER
gadhollander@gmail.com
EXP/DOC; 0:48:41; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2009
At the launch of the Large Hadron Collider at CERN in Switzerland, Dr Tara Shears claimed: “We will be able to see deeper into matter than ever before.” Although referring to particle physics, her 
words nevertheless evoke metaphysical issues: how “deep” is matter? how can we “see” beyond its surface? how do we describe or measure what we see? Such questions highlight obvious but 
ancient dichotomies between physics and metaphysics, and this film-poem attempts a response by exploring the messianic idea in train stations and the infinite manners of our waiting. One of several
narrators confesses: “Waiting is an art. At the moment I am merely passing the time, not waiting. Later, when the time is right, I will wait.” We wait & linger & depart & arrive and then… we wait some
more. Are we practising the virtue of patience or anticipating a redeemer who seems to be forever held in abeyance, perennially postponed? Through our waiting we become a metaphor for 
ourselves: an individual, a group, a tribe, a people, a humanity. And in that process we raise the flags our favourite abstractions: Hope, The Future, Happiness. But regardless of social categories 

GAD HOLLANDER;  gadhollander@gmail.com

1275 United Kingdom
URBAN FRAMING
WANDA HU
wandahu@yahoo.com
EXP/DOC; 0:05:38; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
An experimental documentary about ʻRivington Placeʼ in London designed by award-winning architect David Adjaye. The film takes us on a journey around and through the arts centre, where the 
architectural experience of spaces is mediated through the urban framing of the facade. The story is an unspoken conversation with the urban context, narrated through the artistic juxtaposition of 
images and sound.

STEPHANIE CHARMAIL;  stephchar@hotmail.com;  Marc Boothe

1505 United Kingdom
MÁS SE PERDIÓ WE LOST MORE
STEPHEN CONNOLLY

steve@bubblefilm.net
EXP/DOC; 0:14:22; 16 mm; COL BW; 2009
Más Se Perdió (we lost more) structurally unites a series of historical and cultural references including footage of Havanaʼs derelict National School of Ballet, young athletes at an outdoor stadium and
street scenes of Cuban construction workers - the latter in reference to Chris Markerʼs film Letter from Siberia (1957).Each place maintains some relationship to notions of utopia, however the 
autonomous soundscape of the film is suggestive of underlying conflicts contained within these visions. The work is a joyous exercise in depiction and allusion.

STEPHEN CONNOLLY;  steve@bubblefilm.net; http://www.bubblefilm.
net/; Adam Clitheroe

1588 United Kingdom
CAUGHT ON CAMERA DOT COM
RORY GRIFFIN
rorymultistorey@fastmail.co.uk
EXP/DOC; 0:03:10; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Caught on camera is a web 2.0 experiment. Mobile phone footage of a carjacking in london is posted on video blogging website seesmic.com. From this moment the director loses control. The 
explosive footage sparks comments from over 50 people from around the world. The evolution of the resulting conversation is captured in this short experimental film.

LENKA MENKYNOVA; Darlow Smithson Productions; Lenka.
menkynova@darlowsmithson.com; http://www.darlowsmithson.com/

1819 United Kingdom
SIGNAL | DEPTFORD
AMANDA EGBE;RASTKO NOVAKOVIC
rastko.novakovic@btopenworld.com
EXP/DOC; 0:09:53; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Signal | Deptford is an experimental documentary shot on Deptford Creek, London which explores the mutual production of the urban environment (built structures and people) and the watercourse 
(the shape of the river and its flora and fauna) using a mixture of classical cinematic, architectural and constructivist techniques.

BASHTA; bashta; rastko.novakovic@btopenworld.com

2123 United Kingdom
MARKER
SUSANA WALLIN
EXP/FIC; 0:12:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
One thousand reindeer are left running wild in the northern woods of Sweden. They once belonged to Anna-Sara's dad. In order to start something new, she goes out to find them. The film follows 
Anna-Sara on her journey from the Sami community towards Reindeer Dell in Kraja.

6 United Kingdom
SECTION 44
DANIEL WILSON
hot_tail_films@yahoo.co.uk
FIC; 0:04:41; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Richard walks out of his house and his world is turned upside down as he is stopped in the street, handcuffed, hooded and thrown in a van. Under the spotlight of the interrogators lamp what will he 
give up to spare himself?

DANIEL WILSON; hot tail films; hot_tail_films@yahoo.co.uk



1069 United Kingdom
35,000 YEARS AGO
DYLAN STONE
dylanstone2000@yahoo.com
FIC; 0:12:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
An artist cycles through London looking at 35,000 years of art through the medium of the theatre.

BARBARA STONE;  stone.babs@googlemail.com
stone.babs@googlemail.com

16 United Kingdom
WELCOME STOP
MICHAEL ACHTMAN
michael@machtman.com
FIC; 0:25:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Welcome Stop is a 25-minute narrative film that explores issues of relationship and boundaries among three disabled characters. It follows Morag along the first steps of her path to self-discovery, as
she dumps her oppressive boyfriend at a motorway service station and hitches a ride with Gerry, a recovering sex-and-love addict. An unconventional road movie, Welcome Stop radiates a sense of 
freedom and adventure. Attempting bold transformations in their lives, the characters donʼt always succeed gracefully, but at least they try.  The journey towards self-discovery and the struggle to self-
actualize are themes that, in Welcome Stop, cross boundaries of race, disability and sexual orientation.

CAGLAR KIMYONCU; Filmpro; admin@filmpro.net; http://www.filmpro.
net

35 United Kingdom
SHANK
CHRIS J. TAYLOR
chris@superkrush.com
FIC; 0:25:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Fresh off the prison block and back on the streets, Brody is determined to set his life straight.  Tired of the troubled streets he knows, he offers his time to assist a former youth councilor working with
kids on the edge of the system.

But what begins as an opportunity to change someone elseʼs life soon threatens to destroy his own.  With long term girlfriend Lisa on one side and the savage gang leader Lewis hungry for blood on 
the other, Brody is caught between the path he wants to walk, and the streets he canʼt avoid.

CHRIS J.TAYLOR; Superkrush Films; chris@superkrush.com; http:
//www.superkrush.com; Fabienne Riener

37 United Kingdom
DADDY
STUART ELLIOTT
funknoir2000@yahoo.co.uk
FIC; 0:04:41; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Mike goes to the same coffee shop everyday. He's friends with the other regulars and likes to flirt with the pretty Barista who works there. But his cosy little scene is turned on its head the moment he
hears the word 'Daddy'.

SUZANNE REID; Capricorn Film Productions; suz.reid@mac.com

42 United Kingdom
BAGHDAD EXPRESS
NIMER RASHED
nrashed@mac.com
FIC; 0:11:05; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A teenage girl working in her father's restaurant is forced to decide which comes first - her dreams or her family.

GEORGIE WEEDON; Pulse Films; nrashed@mac.com

74 United Kingdom
DUCKS
ADAM YOUNG
youngola@yahoo.com
FIC; 0:14:42; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Barry and Steve meet regularly to drink beer and discuss life, the universe and women. Tonight their local pub sees the arrival of Michelle and Ruth, two friends out to discuss their men problems. 
Past, present and future fates are sealed when Barry invites the girls to join them for a drink…

MANI SOHANPAL; RINSEY FILMS; manisohanpal@gmail.com

91 United Kingdom
LEGACY
CHRIS J. TAYLOR
chris@superkrush.com
FIC; 0:11:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Leah is a teenage girl who has just discovered she is pregnant. With only a week to decide whether or not to keep the baby she is pressured into making one of the biggest decisions of her life.

During a fight with the father Leah is accidentally knocked unconscious. Leah enters a magical world. Led by a small boy through forests she arrives at a strange deserted house.

Inside Leah is introduced to a mysterious world consisting of two conflicting lives for her, one with the baby and one without. She is confronted by many separate views on whether or not to keep the
baby. Leah knows its time to decide. Does she keep the baby or does she not?

CHRIS J. TAYLOR; Superkrush Films; chris@superkrush.com; http:
//www.superkrush.com; Fabienne Riener

92 United Kingdom
LITTERPICKER
ASHLEY HORNER
ashley@pinballfilms.com
FIC; 0:07:21; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Two men clean the cityʼs streets, one compulsively, the other poetically.

KARL LIEGIS; Pinball Films; karl@pinballfilms.com; http://www.
pinballfilms.com



93 United Kingdom
PIGEON
JACQUELINE RICE
jacqui@dominorecordco.com
FIC; 0:14:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Twelve year old Judy spends her days training at a neglected running track where she is watched by Will.  Judyʼs mother returns from hospital and both mother and daughter find it hard to 
communicate and Judy adopts the role of carer.
At the track, Will befriends Judy and encourages her with her sport and reminisces about his own lost days of running. Intrigued and excited to have a new friend they begin to train together and Judy
is soon drawn to him seeking the warmth and comfort that she lacks at home. An intimate moment between them confuses and wounds and they part with Judy crushed and needing her mother who
remains dwithdrawn and struggling to be a mother. Spilt milk in the kitchen is the catalyst that brings them together.

ED WEBB INGALL;  edwebbingall@hotmail.com

113 United Kingdom
SAMANTHA
SIRI RODNES
films@sirirodnes.com
FIC; 0:14:50; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
When her beloved grandmother finally dies, a part of Samʼs life is also over. Her new life is a party, but at some point she will have to go home.

ALEXA SHAW CHAMPION; alexashawchampion@hotmail.co.uk

115 United Kingdom
HOLYWOOD SWEETS
JOHN JENCKS
sanecinema@mac.com
FIC; 0:15:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
ʻHolywood Sweetsʼ is a Scottish road movie… but without the cars. It tells the story of Peter and Graʼm, two boys who, aged nine, are far too young to drive. The boys set off on a journey on foot, 
along the road which leads out of the town of Dumfries where they live, passing through deprived urban neighbourhoods, across beautiful bridges and landmarks and out into the surrounding fields, 
towards the village of Holywood. The sole purpose of their dedicated voyage: to buys some sweets.

Peter is a lonely boy who is bullied at school for eating healthy food. After a particularly bad day, he decides that enough is enough and steals some money from his mumʼs purse: heʼs going to buy 
some sweets, the kind that everybody else is eating! Peter enlists the help of Graʼm, a boy who normally wouldnʼt be seen dead with someone like him but who is easily drawn by the lure of sugar.

ALEXA SELIGMAN; Sane & Diddly; alexa.seligman@gmail.com; Jay 
Taylor

119 United Kingdom
LUCKY NUMBERS
GARRICK HAMM;PETE SEAWARD
hammfrench@btconnect.com
FIC; 0:12:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008

Derrick loves to count. He loves to count everthing.

He is convinced through his obsession with counting, that he can predict the winning Lottery numbers and gain the heart of the shows presenter, Luscious Lucy.

Things donʼt quite go Derrickʼs way but he wins more than money can ever buy.

GARRICK HAMM; hammseaward productions; 
hammfrench@btconnect.com; Pete Seaward

150 United Kingdom
MOTHER, MINE
SUSAN EVERETT
susan.everett@ukgateway.net
FIC; 0:16:16; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
“Hello Mum. My nameʼs Alison. I was born on the sixth of June, twenty eight years ago. But you know that already, donʼt you?”

Grieving the death of her adoptive mother, Alison tries to track down her natural mother to find a replacement ʻmumʼ. She sends out a videotape as an introduction. But are her intentions what they 
seem?

ROB SPERANZA; SYFN; speranza@btconnect.com
SUSAN EVERETT; Susan.Everett@ukgateway.net

158 United Kingdom
LONELINESS IN A GOLDFISH BOWL
AMÉLIE CHICOYE
amelie_chicoye@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:09:55; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A lonely, middle-aged man, James, finds his way into society through the ordinary lives of the family next door. When they first move in, he begins to follow their lives simply by listening to the sound
of their everyday activities.

POOJA NERURKAR; London Film Academy; poojan24@yahoo.com

204 United Kingdom
LEAVING EVA
FAYE GILBERT
fayegilbert@yahoo.co.uk
FIC; 0:12:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
“One day the sun burned into everything and nature took back all the things we once took from it. And the world I knew was gone... Except for Eva.”

In a hostile world without parents Keira meets Adam and falls in love. When Keiraʼs little sister Eva goes missing they are catapulted into a dangerous and macabre search. Keira is forced to face her
worst fear: how can you give up looking for the person you love?

MATTHIEU DE BRACONIER; The Bureau Film Company; 
mdb@thebureau.co.uk; http://www.thebureau.co.uk/

206 United Kingdom
NIGHT SCHOOL
BEN SOPER
soper.ben@googlemail.com
FIC; 0:10:36; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A young couple break into an abandoned school. Strangers to one
another they struggle to achieve the intimacy they desire.

KATIE CROOK; Blue Iris Films; blueirisfilms@googlemail.com; http:
//www.blueirisfilms.co.uk/



207 United Kingdom
LAMB
ANDREW MCVICAR
mcvicarandrew@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:09:35; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A farm in spring. A teenage boy, visiting there, is excluded from the sexuality his friends are exploring. Alone in the unfamiliar house heʼs frustrated, until a chance encounter that draws him out into 
the wilds.

SAMM HAILLAY; Third Films; sammhaillay@gmail.com;  Duane 
Hopkins

245 United Kingdom
A'MARE
MARTINA AMATI
ama@kensalroad.com
FIC; 0:15:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
ANDREA and FELICE are two kids whose lives centre around the sea. One day during a fishing excursion their usual routine is disturbed when something unexpected appears from the water. Will 
their friendship survive the turbulent events that follow?

NINA ANGELERI; cowboy films; nina@home-films.com; http://www.
cowboyfilms.co.uk/
ama@kensalroad.com

329 United Kingdom
EYES ON THE PRIZE EYES ON THE PRZE
OMAR ROBERT HAMILTON
o.r.hamilton@gmail.com
FIC; 0:07:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Johnʼs broke, but desperate to go to the fair. So when his father, so normally indifferent, hands him £10 with the offhand request to "win me a coconut," his cowboy fantasies quickly turn into an 
obsession.

CAROLINA LUNA; London Film Academy; lunacinema@gmail.com

351 United Kingdom
THE SAD CASE
SAM ROGERS
samtrogers@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:11:58; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2009
The Sad Case is a biopic with a difference. A depressed suitcase with a severe dose of existential angst reflects on a life of loss, heartbreak and murder. Is he to blame for the chaos? Or is 
something else afoot?

SAM ROGERS; Squeaky Dog Films; samtrogers@hotmail.com

391 United Kingdom
CAPTIVE
GUS ALVAREZ
gusalvarez40@gmail.com
FIC; 0:09:20; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A man is held captive, threatened and mentally tortured by his captors. An anxious boardroom gathers to watch the resulting hostage tape. The tension mounts as it draws to it's inevitable, traumatic
conclusion...But events are even more sinister than they initially appear.

NIALL URQUHART; Non-Multiplex Cinema; apocalypsegoat@hotmail.
com; Gus Alvarez

409 United Kingdom
MY HORIZON
MATT TROMANS
mattetromans@gmail.com
FIC; 0:13:22; 35 mm; COL; 2009
Taco is a young American living in London trying to come to terms with his brother Scottʼs death. As he drifts through the city at night he allows his memories of the past to pervade his imagination 
and considers the effect of his loss on his life and relationships.

MATT TROMANS; Pilot Star Films; mattetromans@gmail.com; http:
//www.pilotstarfilms.com/

425 United Kingdom
LITTLE RED HOODIE
JOERN UTKILEN
ju@spray.no
FIC; 0:14:11; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
On a journey to deliver a television to her sick grandmother, a sullen young girl discovers that the adult world is fraught with danger.

CAROLYNNE SINCLAIR KIDD; Hopscotch Films/Imagine Pictures; 
carolynne.kidd@btinternet.com

449 United Kingdom
CINENA OF HORROR CINEMA OF HORROR
PETER M. KERSHAW

duchyfilms@aol.com
FIC; 0:09:07; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Three film students see their world through the fantasy of Asian genre cinema, which inspires them. Tangled genre and styles in a celebration of crossover of Western/Asian culture in an entertaining
comment on Western filmmaking.

PETER M. KERSHAW; Duchy Parade Films Ltd; duchyfilms@aol.com;
http://www.duchyparadefilms.com/
Peter M. Kershaw; Duchy Parade Films Ltd; duchyfilms@aol.com; http:
//www.duchyparadefilms.com/

485 United Kingdom
LOVE DOES GROW ON TREES
BEVAN WALSH
bevan@hermitcorp.co.uk
FIC; 0:10:50; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Love Does Grow on Trees is a coming of age comedy about a teenage boy whose life is thrown into chaos when he discovers adult magazines, girls and the embarrassment that goes with both.

GERALDINE PATTEN; KEEL FILMS; geraldine@keelfilms.com; http:
//www.keelfilms.com/



513 United Kingdom
JADE
DANIEL ELLIOTT
danelliott500@yahoo.co.uk
FIC; 0:15:30; 35 mm; COL; 2009
Jade, caught in a dilemma of her own making, struggles to choose the right path. It becomes apparent to her, though, that she may have no choice at all.

SAMM HAILLAY; Third Films; sammhaillay@gmail.com; http://www.
danielelliott.com/

514 United Kingdom
CHASMOGAMY
MARINELLA SETTI
marinella.mermaid@gmail.com
FIC; 0:07:35; 16 mm; COL; 2008
Chasmogamy explores the unspoken fears and apprehensions that we may harbour about each other. Set in multi-cultural London, the film takes the viewer on a journey that is essentially a stream 
of consciousness, following various characters as they go through the daily grind of a rush-hour bus ride.

MARIAM ISSIMDAR; Articulate Pictures; missimdar@yahoo.co.uk
Mariam Issimdar; Articulate Pictures; missimdar@yahoo.co.uk

552 United Kingdom
FLOATING IS EASY
GRAEME MCAULAY
graememcaulay@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:14:04; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Alison has devoted the last three years of her life to caring for her mother, who has Alzheimerʼs. When she wakes one morning to find the front door of her house open and her patient gone, Alison 
fails to raise the alarm. A decision that will have grave consequences.

ABIGAIL HOWKINS; Alcoba Films; abigail@alcobafilms.com

577 United Kingdom
DEAR ANNE FRANK
AHMAD EL-SANHOURI
a.sanhouri@yahoo.co.uk
FIC; 0:16:11; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A young Arabic girl is chosen for the lead role of Anne Frank in a school play. This causes tension with her mother who doesn't want her daughter playing the role of a Jewish girl.

AHMAD EL-SANHOURI; Qualia Pictures Ltd; ahmad@qualiapictures.
com
a.sanhouri@yahoo.co.uk

646 United Kingdom
LOVE
CRISTIAN SOLIMENO
info@lafamiglia.tv
FIC; 0:14:50; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Cristian Solimeno's controversial new short film is beautiful, shocking, deeply moving and completely unforgettable. Love follows Ernest (Brett Allen) as he helps his wife Angela (Amanda Ray King) 
to end her life. They are surrounded by sweet and bitter memories of the moments that led them to this awful reality.

BRUCE MELHUISH; la famiglia films; bruce@lafamiglia.tv; http://www.
lafamiglia.tv/

647 United Kingdom
CALL ME SON
LOUIS MCCULLAGH
louis@respectphotography.com
FIC; 0:11:28; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Carl (13) is a child in foster care, growing up is difficult enough but he has no proper family life. After many moves he arrives, settles in and is happy at his new foster home. Suddenly the same old 
problem crops up. How can he stop it ever happening again?

LOUIS MCCULLAGH; My Neighbours Ltd; louis@respectphotography.
com; http://www.callmesonmovie.com/; Chris Myers
louis.mccullagh@ntlworld.com

653 United Kingdom
WAYFARING STRANGER
RICHARD WEST
info@richardwest.org.uk
FIC; 0:10:41; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
When he is released from a young Offenderʼs Institute, Bobby Brewer a wayward 16 year old, is forced to take to the road with his errant troubadour father, Ronnie.

BEN PULLEN; sentinel entertainment ltd; bp@sentinelentertainment.
com; http://www.sentinelentertainment.com/

654 United Kingdom
PROTECT ME FROM WHAT I WANT
DOMINIC LECLERC
dominicleclerc@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:13:32; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Daz is looking for love. Saleem is looking for sex. Cruising at an underground archway, these two worlds collide. Back at Daz' bedsit, Saleem embarks on a dangerous, thrilling sexual adventure.

Both charactersʼ disparate worlds overlap and collide to tell a tale of loneliness and longing in a city late at night. Flirting with danger, the dialogue erodes to a
series of images of tenderness, violence, power and control.

DIANE WHITLEY;  dianewhitley@btinternet.com

656 United Kingdom
AFTER TOMORROW
EMMA SULLIVAN
emsavan@googlemail.com
FIC; 0:15:50; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Returning to the village of his estranged wife, James grows increasingly concerned when the sinister owner of his guest house refuses to let him leave. A psychological suspense with a surprising yet
moving denouement.

ANNALISE DAVIS; Wilder Films; annalise@wilder-films.co.uk



690 United Kingdom
TENNER TENNER
DAVID O'NEILL

doneill07@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:12:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
TENNER is a powerful coming-of-age drama, written and directed by David OʼNeill, unfolding through an act of revenge.

HOMER, a seemingly dysfunctional teenager who lives with his eccentric bong-smoking grandfather, JOLLY, is holding a vendetta against local shop-owner PARDIP. A surprise twist in the story sees
HOMER attempt to deftly escape a curfew imposed on him by electronic tagging by the Home Office, and reveals why this campaign of revenge may be justifiable…

ANDREA BIGGER; BIGGER PICTURES; abiggerfilm@gmail.com; http:
//www.biggerpictures.com/

691 United Kingdom
OFF SEASON
DEENA LOMBARDI
deenalombardi@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:11:12; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Off Season is an understated story about a widowed dad who has brought his young son for a visit with Gran on the grey, windy coast. After causing a bizarre accident, he tries to protect his son from
a truth they both already know.

CASEY HERBERT; Whistling Thorn Films; 
offseason@whistlingthornfilms.co.uk; Lou Spain

711 United Kingdom
THE RAIN HORSE
SEBASTIAN GODWIN
sebastiangodwin@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:12:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A father takes his two young children on holiday to Wales where they are attacked by a wild horse in the torrential rain. Adapted from Ted Hughes' short story, 'The Rain Horse'.

HUGO GODWIN; TALAMASCA PRODUCTIONS; 
hugogodwin@hotmail.com; http://www.talamascaproductions.com/

712 United Kingdom
TANDEM
JOHN TURRELL;TOM TURRELL
tandem.shortfilm@gmail.com
FIC; 0:21:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
PAUL IS JOBLESS, ALONE, TURNING 30. HEʼS ALSO SELLING UP THE FAMILY HOUSE. JOAN, HIS SISTER, PAYS HIM AN ANNUAL VISIT, NEITHER OF THEM KNOWING THAT THIS YEAR
WILL BE DIFFERENT FROM THE REST. WITH THE REDISCOVERY OF THEIR CHILDHOOD TANDEM BIKE, THE SIBLINGS EMBARK ON AN UNFORGETTABLE CYCLING TRIP...

RACHEL DARGAVEL; Perfume Films; rachel@perfumefilms.com

717 United Kingdom
THE DEVIL'S WEDDING
DAN CADAN
neate@hsilondon.co.uk
FIC; 0:14:45; 35 mm; COL; 2009
The Devil is caught between a rock and a hot place. His only way out? A soul searching deal with one more devious than he.

CLAIRE NEATE JAMES; HSI London Ltd; neate@hsilondon.co.uk; http:
//www.hsilondon.co.uk/

771 United Kingdom
THE FISHDANCE KID
VANESSA CASWILL
vcaswill@yahoo.com
FIC; 0:06:41; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Molly knows what she has to do. As the getaway driver sheʼs got to put the pedal to the metal – at any moment now.
With a boyfriend like Bruce, itʼs the same deal – she knows what to do, but can she do it? Any moment now…….?

BEN PULLEN; sentinel entertainment ltd; bp@sentinelentertainment.
com; http://www.sentinelentertainment.com/

796 United Kingdom
DISTURBED
CLAYTON FUSSELL
info@thedisturbedmovie.co.uk
FIC; 0:07:53; 16 mm; COL; 2008
"Disturbed" is a dark analysis of the human mind and explores the reality of fantasy, where being confronted with your desires and dreams can show you your nightmares.

"Disturbed" é uma reflexão perturbante sobre a mente humana e explora a realidade da fantasia, quando o confronto com os nossos desejos e fantasias põe a descoberto os nossos pesadelos.

CLAYTON FUSSELL; Cornish Boy Films; info@thedisturbedmovie.co.
uk; http://www.thedisturbedmovie.co.uk/; Rodolfo Coloma

826 United Kingdom
FIVE MINUTES TO FIVE STEPS
DAVID LUMSDEN
FIC; 0:05:41; DV Cam; COL; 2008

MATT BROWN; ;  David Lumsden

827 United Kingdom
FLIGHTS
JAMIE STONE
FIC; 0:03:00; DigiBeta; COL; 2008
Within a winding Edinburgh stairwell, a fraid old man struggles to make his way up the many flights of stairs to reach the summit.

LAURA CLARKE;



829 United Kingdom
I'M IN AWAY FROM HERE
CATRIONA MACINNES
FIC; 0:22:00; DigiBeta; COL; 2008
Without leaving his head, Archie puts his headphones on and dares himself to follow outsider. He finds himself in a strange place where he is forced to adjust quickly, so he absorbs himself in 
something that both excites and numbs his head...

CATRIONA MACINNES; Graduation Film, MFA Advanced Film Practice

830 United Kingdom
LAST HAND
LOUISE LOCKWOOD
FIC; 0:01:17; DigiBeta; COL; 2008
With everything to win and everything to lose, four anonymous players at a high-rolling card game stake it all on... the last hand. Last chance to male a killing. Last chance to beat the odds. The 
pressure's on. Somebody's going to snap.

AUDREY MCFADDEN;

831 United Kingdom
THE FLYER
ANDREA HARKIN
FIC; 0:16:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Polishstudent Anna struggles to establish a new life in Scotland, while trying to save her long-distance relationship with childhood sweetheart Pawel. Caught between her life in Edinburgh and the 
demands of home, Anna faces up to her new reality.

JULIE MCINTOSH; Streetwise Film Scheme; ; Graham Fitzpatrick

832 United Kingdom
THE PROBLEM WITH PETS
CATRIONA CRAIG
FIC; 0:13:00; DigiBeta; COL; 2008
Seven-year-old Monica blames her mum's new boyfriend for the untimely deaths of her pets ans sets out on a path of revenge.

SUSAN WRIGHT; Graduation Film, MFA Advanced Film Practice

884 United Kingdom
BLACKWATER
KONSTANTINOS FRANGOPOULOS
festivals@nfts.co.uk
FIC; 0:30:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
David has always lived in the shadow of his older brother, who will stop at nothing to protect himself and his family. But when Dennis Tanter comes into Davidʼs life, how far will they go to get him out
of it? Can you really count on your brother to watch your back?

SUNNY MIDHA; NFTS; festivals@nfts.co.uk

893 United Kingdom
LEAVING
RICHARD PENFOLD;SAM@OMNIPRODUCTIONS.CO.UK;ANNA 
SHEARER
richard@omniproductions.co.uk
FIC; 0:21:18; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Helen fears for her life. She knows that her husband Jim will kill her if she stays. One night, following another vicious attack,
she finds the courage to leave.

RACHEL DRUMMOND-HAY; Omni Productions; 
rachel@omniproductions.co.uk; http://www.leavingfilm.co.uk/
Anna Shearer; Omni Productions; anna.shearer@omniproductions.co.
uk; http://www.omniproductions.co.uk/

936 United Kingdom
DOMESTIC FLIGHT
JULIE EDWARDS
julie.edw@btinternet.com
FIC; 0:16:41; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Domestic Flight is a dark comic tale of how Edie, a woman who has always seen the good in people, comes to see her family and her life as they really are.

After years of being belittled by her crossword-obsessed husband and ignored by her greedy daughter, Edie has an experience that renews in her a hope that there is a better way, and makes sure 
that from now on things are going to be different.

JULIE EDWARDS AND PAULINE GATES; julie.edw@btinternet.com

1005 United Kingdom
NIGHT TIME
STEVEN JAMES BUTLER
steven_james_butler@yahoo.co.uk
FIC; 0:12:41; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Childrenʼs coming of age / horror. Adam, whose soldier father has died, is afraid of the monster haunting his room but promises his mum he will “be brave like dad” however once in the dark, Adam 
will have to face more than just things that go bump in the night.

JUSTIN EDGAR; 104 Films Ltd; justin@104films.com; http:
//www.104films.com/
Steven Butler; Badland Productions Ltd; steven_james_butler@yahoo.
co.uk

1067 United Kingdom
INTO THE WOODS
MATT TAABU
matt@angelegofilms.com
FIC; 0:05:42; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A misunderstanding between a family and a stranger has far-reaching consequences.

ROB SPERANZA; SYFN; speranza@btconnect.com; ALEX USBORNE
speranza@btconnect.com

1120 United Kingdom
IT'S NICK'S BIRTHDAY
GRAEME COLE
zoomcitta@yahoo.co.uk
FIC; 0:34:34; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
A home-made Super-8 musical. Over an all-day drinking session, the dreams of a troubled romantic and his companions are worn away by ennui and isolation. With songs by Aidan Smith.

MICK SUGDEN; L'Institute Zoom; mick@zoomcitta.co.uk; http://www.
zoomcitta.co.uk/



1129 United Kingdom
TODAY
ROBERT REINA
robert_reina@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:14:44; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
An intimate and moving tale of the fragility of life. A man goes about his day not realising his girlfriend has been involved in a fatal accident.
(contains nudity)

FIONA GILBERT; Gilrei Video Production; fi@gilrei.com; http://www.
gilrei.com/

1288 United Kingdom
THE OPTICIAN
JANE MCGEE
mail@janemcgee.com
FIC; 0:14:45; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Befuddled optician John is in love with his assistant, Barbara, but heʼs too scared of rejection to ask her out.  When he discovers a pair of magic glasses that see 10 seconds into the future, he 
wonders if he can predict Barbaraʼs reactions to his advances and win her heart…

CHRISTOPHER BILLOWS; Distant Light Films; chrisbillows@gmail.
com; http://theopticianshortfilm.com/; Jane McGee
Jane McGee; mail@janemcgee.com; http://theopticianshortfilm.com/

1290 United Kingdom
LOVE HOUND
LAWRENCE PAGE
lorry.p1@gmail.com
FIC; 0:07:47; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Lucy is not getting any attention from her boyfriend Dan...that is until they visit the animal hypnotist together!

ALEXA SELIGMAN; Sane & Diddly; alexa.seligman@gmail.com; Jay 
Taylor

1347 United Kingdom
NOT COMING IN
CAROLINA GIAMMETTA ;SCHUMAN HOQUE
carolina@growlondon.co.uk
FIC; 0:02:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Trevor and Becca live in a very happy, uncomfortable and 'oddinary' life.

Trevor enjoys being driven around by his girlfriend Becca visiting their friends and family. However when they arrive he always decides on 'not coming in'.
As she pays her flying visits, Trevor sits and waits in the car. As he watches her conversations in the house, he voices what imagines they are talking about.

CAROLINA GIAMMETTA & SCHUMAN HOQUE; growp & studio 
schoque; carolina@growlondon.co.uk; schuman hoque; Penn Linfield

1363 United Kingdom
DIEGO'S STORY
ALEX GARCIA;WAYNE YIP
alexgl10@gmail.com
FIC; 0:15:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Based on a true event, Diego's Story follows a man who struggles to recover after being a victim of a brutal crime.

WAYNE YIP; A+W; wayneyip@me.com; http://www.aplusw.co.uk/; Alex
Garcia

1365 United Kingdom
TENDER
DEBORAH HAYWOOD
djhaywood@gmail.com
FIC; 0:22:43; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
When Liam 'wins some money on a scratch card', Alisha is suddenly interested. And
for a while life outside home is good for Liam. But when he uses the money to try
and solve his Mum's problems, things get worse for everybody.

TINA PAWLIK; ATHEM FILMS; tinapawlik@hotmail.com

1404 United Kingdom
MADRUGADA
MICHAEL PEARCE
michaeltompearce@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:23:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Max buys a rundown hotel by the sea, a final attempt to make a new life. Frank, his son and proud soldier comes to visit, secretly hoping to share Maxʼs dream. However Frank finds his father in a 
more decrepit state than the hotel.

SHAY ELLIOT;  shay@shayelliot.com

1413 United Kingdom
THE DARKER DAYS OF ME AND HIM
CHRIS PURNELL
dontletmediewiththatlook@yahoo.co.uk
FIC; 0:11:10; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
When Ben tells Rachel he is leaving her for another women, she has to stop him from going. Whilst imprisoned, Ben plots his escape as Rachelʼs rage deepens and she contemplates a way for Ben
and her to be together forever.

CHRIS PURNELL; Orphanage Films; dontletmediewiththatlook@yahoo.
co.uk

1464 United Kingdom
HAMMERHEAD
SAM DONOVAN
samdonovanfilm@gmail.com
FIC; 0:14:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Oddball Boris tries to reunite his parents on a shark-spotting trip off the North Yorkshire coast. Only, his biggest enemy is along for the ride… his motherʼs girlfriend, Lilah. Only once Boris accepts 
Lilah can he unite his family in his own unique way, through his obsessive love of sharks.

PRAKASH PATEL;  gambitproductions@gmail.com



1466 United Kingdom
CLAMP AND GRIND
PRASANNA PUWANARAJAH
ppuwanarajah@gmail.com
FIC; 0:08:14; 16 mm; COL; 2009
A homemade superhero liberates a trapped car in a dark sidestreet. Then, against his better judgement, he asks for a bit of feedback…

Clamp and Grind is a black comedy about an ordinary man with superhero aspirations, a film for anyone who has ever wanted to be a superhero when they grow up. It is a deliciously shot comic strip
of a film that taps into the near universal hatred of parking enforcers and presents to the world a man with the bumbling but heartfelt intention to be a force for good in the dark and soulless world of 
parking enforcement. With nods towards themes as diverse as DC comics and Britainʼs Fathers for Justice, “Clamp and Grind” is for anyone who has ever wondered if they could cut it in a cape.

PRASANNA PUWANARAJAH; Congo Red Films; 
ppuwanarajah@gmail.com; Stuart Bentley; Otto Burnham

1570 United Kingdom
HOURGLASS
RORY O'DONNELL
tyrconnellpictures@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:09:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Clockmaker Harold Blake finds himself up against time itself after a commission from a mysterious client.

ANGUS WATTS; Roll With It Productions Ltd; 
rollwithitproductions@gmail.com

1585 United Kingdom
BACKROADS
ATHENA MANDIS
a.mandis@qmul.ac.uk
FIC; 0:15:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Backroads is a story about the essential humanity of those who find themselves caught up in sex slavery; and how cultural blindness, complacency, prejudice and inaction can cause just as much 
damage as any calculated crime. It is about how we are all complicit to a degree - by denying, ignoring, or simply not seeing that this is taking place within spitting distance of our cosy little lives.

Backroad is also a film that makes the audience think about and appreciate what they have.

LUCY BAXTER; Mandrake Films; info@mandrakefilms.co.uk; http:
//www.mandrakefilms.co.uk/; Philippa Juul

1586 United Kingdom
WATCH ME!
IEUAN MORRIS
imorris@glam.ac.uk
FIC; 0:13:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Tired of his street gangʼs violence and criminality, Tomʼs plan to escape to Paris is ruined by his motherʼs illness. However, whilst secretly staying at home to look after her, he devises an ingenious 
way of convincing gang leader Daryl of his departure.

CATRIN REES; Fiction Factory Films; imorris@glam.ac.uk; http://www.
fiactionfactoryfilms.com/
Ieuan Morris; imorris@glam.ac.uk

1587 United Kingdom
ALL MY DREAMS ON VHS
TIMOTHY X ATACK
timatack@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:13:14; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
James never misses his dreams - he records them straight to VHS using Dreamspoon wireless technology. But when a work colleague, Erica, stops by one evening, she finds something surprising 
amongst the titles. Curiosity gets the better of her and the evening takes an unexpected turn.

Written and directed by Timothy X Atack, and starring Gugu Mbatha Raw (Doctor Who, Bonekickers, Fallout) and O-T Fagbenle (Breaking and Entering, Walter's War), ALL MY DREAMS ON VHS is
a bittersweet comedy about the dangers of letting your subconscious out into the real world. Be warned: if you hoard your dreams, someone is going to want to watch them.

GEORGE CHAN; BBC Film Lab; dr_george_chan@yahoo.co.uk
Tanuja Amarasuriya; tamarasuriya@hotmail.com; http://www.timatack.
co.uk/vhs

1589 United Kingdom
ALL EMBRACING
ANDREW LOVE
andy@andrewlove.com
FIC; 0:05:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A woman comes to terms with her loneliness and isolation, by keeping in
contact with other humans in an unusual way.

DAVE PESCOD; Love Pescod Films; dave.pescod@ntlworld.com; 
Andrew Love

1591 United Kingdom
GONE FISHING
CHRIS JONES
mail@livingspirit.com
FIC; 0:13:01; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Gone Fishing is the touching story of a boy and old man coming to terms with bereavement through their shared love of fishing, and the legend of Goliath, the biggest pike ever caught!

The story is in part autobiographical because, whilst growing up, director Chris Jones and his friends would often attempt to catch the legendary `Oscar the pikeʼ, a fish that according to local myth 
terrorized the lake at the end of his road, the aptly named Blue Lagoon. This was the inspiration behind the legend of `Goliathʼ, the big fish in this even bigger tale.

Think 'Jaws' but for kids...

IVAN CLEMENTS; Living Spirit Pictures, Ealing Studios, Ealing Green, 
London, W5 5EP, UK; mail@livingspirit.com; http://www.livingspirit.com/
Chris Jones; Living Spirit Pictures, Ealing Studios, Ealing Green, 
London, W5 5EP, UK; mail@livingspirit.com; http://www.livingspirit.com/

1596 United Kingdom
THE MORSE COLLECTORS
DAVID COOKE
david@hdcamerahire.com
FIC; 0:16:27; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Ireland, 1942. While the adults are off fighting in the War, two children are forced to walk a fine line between responsibility and childhood fantasy. In the dripping taps and ticking clocks of their home 
they discover hidden Morse Code messages, but if the messages are real, who sent them?

CRAWFORD ANDERSON-DILLON; Hub Media; crawford@hub-media.
com; http://www.hub-media.com/; Gary Sugarman



1600 United Kingdom
DROP
GAVIN TOOMEY
gavin@beautifultrain.com
FIC; 0:11:30; 35 mm; COL; 2009
“Drop” depicts a brief encounter between two disparate yet intertwined individuals.

GAVIN TOOMEY; Beautiful Train Ltd. 183B Latchmere Rd., London 
SW11 2JZ, United Kingdom; gavin@beautifultrain.com; http://www.
beautifultrain.com/

1603 United Kingdom
LILY'S IMAGE
SUSANNE STICH
susannestich@gmail.com
FIC; 0:10:42; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Making art, a little girl finds magic in the muddle of her parents' unusual separation.

SUSANNE STICH; no company attached; susannestich@gmail.com; 
http://www.facebook.com/pages/LILYs-IMAGE-short-film/36533608100?
ref=share

1612 United Kingdom
WHAT'S VIRGIN MEAN?
MICHAEL DAVIES
info@michaeldaviesfilms.com
FIC; 0:02:20; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Sometimes little questions need big answers...

SANDRA GOREL; Spellbound Films; sandra@spellboundfilms.com; 
http://www.spellboundfilms.com/

1613 United Kingdom
BASHO
BABAK GRAY
babakgray@yahoo.com
FIC; 0:07:05; 35 mm; COL; 2009
Edo-period Japan. Poet Basho and his loyal servant Chiri set out on a long journey. When they discover an abandoned baby on the banks of the Fuji river, they must face a terrible dilemma. Adapted
from Sam Hamill's translation of Matsuo Basho's 'Travelogue of the Weather-Beaten Bones'.

STEPHEN FINGLETON; Stampede Ltd; sf2@hotmail.co.uk

1616 United Kingdom
WE CALL HER DAISY
STEFAN GEORGIOU;N/A;N/A
stefangeorgiou@googlemail.com
FIC; 0:23:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A young woman struggling to make the life in London she wants must deal with an unexpected circumstance the only way she knows how and must come to terms with the fact that it will effect her 
more than she realises.

STEFAN GEORGIOU; National Film & Television School; 
stefangeorgiou@googlemail.com; n/a; n/a

1619 United Kingdom
ONE OF THOSE DAYS
HATTIE DALTON
hattiedalton@mac.com
FIC; 0:14:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Weʼve all had “one of those days” – when nothing seems to go right, when life just seems to be dealing you one poor hand after another. Unfortunately for Howard Whittam, that day is Judgment Day.
Howard and his wife Jean have lived a very ordinary life. Theyʼve never taken drugs, overtaken on the inside lane, or run naked through a graveyard. An unkind observer might even say they were 
dull. But somewhere deep down, these law abiding English suburbanites believed that one day, divine justice would reward them for their propriety. But when Judgment Day does arrive, itʼs a 
logistical disaster. Too many people, not enough staff. So when Howard finds that due to a clerical error, he has been mistaken for the genocidal maniac Vlad the Impaler, he begins a downward 
spiral into a never ending abyss of paper work and mindless officialdom.One of Those Days is a salutary tale that warns that itʼs better to make the best of the life you have in the here and now 
because you never quite know how things might turn out in the life to come.

ED KING; Rocket Pictures; ed@rocketpictures.co.uk;  Kelly Broad

1626 United Kingdom
INTERCOM
MARK GUTTERIDGE
mark@daylightfilms.co.uk
FIC; 0:09:50; 35 mm; COL; 2008
A woman and her uncommunicative neighbors closely monitor a new tenant until they all meet up via their intercom.

MARK GUTTERIDGE; Daylight Films; info@daylightfilms.co.uk; http:
//www.markgutteridge.com/

1658 United Kingdom
KID
TOM GREEN
festivals@nfts.co.uk
FIC; 0:25:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
A boy is forced to travel a distance too far into his father's world.

MO BAZAZI; NFTS; festivals@nfts.co.uk

1662 United Kingdom
BY THE GRACE OF GOD
RALITZA PETROVA
festivals@nfts.co.uk
FIC; 0:37:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
By the Grace of God depicts the world of Juergen, a tormented provocateur without a past or background, whose delusions of grandeur lead him to England in search of his place in history and his 
sovereign right to the throne.

A tapestry of feelings and ideas reveals a man who is simultaneously illuminated and tragic, who lives in the cracks of reality.

MICHELLE EASTWOOD; NFTS; festivals@nfts.co.uk



1669 United Kingdom
PARK CLOSE
MAJ-BRITT LA COUR
festivals@nfts.co.uk
FIC; 0:20:38; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Park Close is a warm-hearted romantic comedy about Jane, a failing estate agent who is too timid for the job. All Jane cares about is Sean, the neighbor she spies on each night from her window. 
She dreams of being brave enough to speak to him and is lost in a fantasy about him. When Sean suddenly walks into the estate agency where she works and puts his flat for sale, Janeʼs world falls
apart. Her only chance to stop him leaving is to sabotage his flat sale - however she can! But with her boss pushing for a result and Jane not wanting to meet Sean, she finds herself risking more and
more for the sake of her fantasy!

LORENZO GANGAROSSA; NFTS; festivals@nfts.co.uk

1687 United Kingdom
CATCHING THE BUS
ANTONIO RUI RIBEIRO;JAHLIA OSHA
antonio@storymakers-tv.com
FIC; 0:34:37; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Estranged from his family and facing financial ruin, Joe lives virtually cut off from the outside world. In a suicide chatroom, he meets Aimee, and they make a pact to 'catch the bus' together.

When they meet in person, Joe is appalled to find Aimee is of a similar age to his daughter. He sets about trying to uncover what has led Aimee to such desperate action, in the hope it could help her
to confront her problems.

ANTONIO RUI RIBEIRO; Storymakers TV & Films; 
antonio@storymakers-tv.com; http://www.storymakers-tv.com/; Romica
Sharma

1699 United Kingdom
CHAINS CHAINS
ALANNA RIDDELL

alannariddell@mac.com
FIC; 0:08:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A day in the life of Joanne, a little girl obsessed with Houdini and perfecting the ultimate escape.

Joanne is an eight year old with one driving passion in life – to perfect the ultimate Houdini-esk trick. A bright and imaginative loner struggling to come to terms with a neglectful and uninterested 
mother, Joanneʼs every waking moment is consumed with practising escapology at any opportunity. Despite the fact that her escape attempts are frequently unsuccessful, Joanne is confident that 
given a little time and constant training she will be able to perform a daring attempt that would make even Houdini proud.

VILLI RAGNARSSON; Red Ray Films, 15 The Parade, Donaghadee, 
BT21 0AE; redrayfilms@googlemail.com

1780 United Kingdom
INTO THE LIGHT
ALICE CARONNA
alicecaronna@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:09:48; 16 mm; COL; 2008
Into the Light is a story about a family trying to cope with crisis. Jack, the father, is suffering from increasingly regular attacks of blindness. He is losing his sight and his faith in life along with it. His 
young daughter Bella, meanwhile, firmly believes her family is protected by fairies. Embittered by his growing weakness, Jack scathingly lashes out at his daughter's innocent beliefs, bringing her 
fantasy world crashing down and embarrassing her in front of the whole family.
The next morning he finds out that Bella has run away; she has gone searching for her vanished fairies. Without hesitation Jack heads into the forest. Desperate with remorse he searches 
everywhere for Bella until struck down by another attack. And in his darkest hour Jack needs to rediscover his faith in order to find his daughter.

DARTA KALNINA; London Film Academy; bellalfa@gmail.com
Alice Caronna; alicecaronna@hotmail.com

1799 United Kingdom
ISAAC
JESSE DANIEL LAWRENCE
jesse.lawrence@btinternet.com
FIC; 0:15:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Beneath blue skies, beyond the crowded beach, Daniel is pushing
himself closer to death. He dives into the sea, where the past surrounds him. Heʼs 17, racing to beat his brother Isaac – the golden boy, who never fails. But Daniel wins; floats on his back, watches 
the sky. It's his last moment of freedom.

SARAH-JANE MEREDITH; South West Screen; Sarah-Jane.
Meredith@swscreen.co.uk; Phil Shepherd

1878 United Kingdom
JANUSZ
JAMES ROGAN
jamesrogan@gmail.com
FIC; 0:12:54; 16 mm; COL; 2009
Janus is on the train home from work when Lydia sits down next to him. He helps her with her case and she asks him for a cigarette. They end up smoking together outside the station and chat about
their lives. Lydia invites Janus home with her. She realises when they get back that he is married and offers to make some food. She pops out to the shops and Janus is left alone. She warns him that
if her parents come home to wait in her bedroom upstairs. She is hardly gone when her brother comes round and bangs on the door looking for Lydia. Janus hides upstairs, the brother lets himself in
and runs upstairs to find Janus on his sister's bed. He has some bad news...

KATRINA CANNON;  katrinacannon@hotmail.com

1915 United Kingdom
REWIND
CATHIE BOYD
kat@blindsideproductions.com
FIC; 0:18:28; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Rewind is a story about loss and what happens to a relationship when we cannot let go of the past. It follows the story of two German women who move to Scotland to escape the past, only to find 
out how damaging their history has been. Sometimes we can only hang onto the imprints we leave on each otherʼs lives.

KAT HEBDEN; Blindside Productions; kat@blindsideproductions.com; 
http://www.blindsideproductions.com/; David Hancock

2052 United Kingdom
LONDONGRAD
WILF VARVILL
wilf.varvill@gmail.com
FIC; 0:10:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
A dark character study about politics and succession of power within a wealthy Russian family in London.

WILF VARVILL; Londongrad Ltd.; wilf.varvill@gmail.com



570 United Kingdom
ELEPHANTS
SALLY PEARCE
sallyppearce@yahoo.co.uk
FIC/ANI; 0:12:30; 35 mm; COL; 2008
A child's life becomes brighter when her grey house is infested with hungry elephants.

JOHNNY LEWSLEY; National Film and TV School, UK; 
jonathanlewsley@gmail.com; http://www.nftsfilm-tv.ac.org/

824 United Kingdom
EYES ON THE STREET
DAVID NEWBIGGING
davidnewbigging@gmail.com
FIC/DOC; 0:15:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A documentary crew explores the world of community wardens: council-funded “street teams” dealing with minor crimes and antisocial behavior. How do they spend their days and whatʼs their 
relationship with the police and the community?
 They find the perfect focus point in the shape of Dougie McLelland. Dougie dreams of becoming a police officer, using the wardens as a training ground while preparing for an upcoming entry exam 
for the force. His single-minded determination to become a “hero cop” leaves Dougie blind to how idiotic he appears to others.
 He wants to help the community, but he canʼt even help himself.

ANDREW MAAS; Running Productions; andy@runningproductions.co.
uk; http://www.eyesonthestreet.co.uk/

130 United Kingdom
SEPTEMBER
ESTHER MAY CAMPBELL
anetta@metfilm.co.uk
FIC/EXP; 0:20:23; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
In an in-between world of flyovers, grass verges and dead-ends, where the motorway hum serves as a constant reminder of the speed of other lives, Marvin is not going anywhere. Into this forgotten
corner of English countryside and motorway services arrives an extraordinary adolescent, changing his world forever.

STEWART LE MARECHAL; Met Film Production, Ealing Studios, Ealing
Green London W5 5EP; anetta@metfilm.co.uk; http://www.
metfilmproduction.co.uk

154 United Kingdom
THE TWO TEAMS TEAM
MANUEL SAIZ
contact@decreated.com
FIC/EXP; 0:10:07; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008

BARBARA GUTIERREZ; Decreated; barbara@decreated.com; http:
//www.decreated.com/

660 United Kingdom
RINSE AND SPIN
PETER SNOWDON
peter@redrice.net
FIC/EXP; 0:08:46; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Boy meets washing machine.
Boy loses washing machine.
Boy gets washing machine.

PETER SNOWDON; Gourna Films; peter@redrice.net

828 United Kingdom
GIFT
NOZOMI MATSUYAMA
FIC/EXP; 0:07:41; DV Cam; COL; 2008
A short experimental drama about a 14-year-old girl whose friend committed suicide. This shocking event upset her but at the same time reveals some beautiful moments she experienced under the
difficult situation.

NOZOMI MATSUYAMA; Edinburgh College Of Art; ; Vicki Reid

1054 United Kingdom
THE LIFE CLASS
JACKY LANSLEY
jlansley@easynet.co.uk
FIC/EXP; 0:16:34; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Driven by Stravinsky's music from 'The Firebird' - THE LIFE CLASS - is a contemporary narrative which uses dance as a metaphor for life within a sterile corporate world. A series of bizarre 
characters enact a strange collision of different worlds linked by a wolf who inhabits both.

RACHEL BAILEY; Through The Fire Productions; jlansley@easynet.co.
uk; http://www.jackylansley.com/; Jacky Lansley
Jacky Lansley; Through The Fire Productions; jlansley@easynet.co.uk;
http://www.jackylansley.com/

1625 United Kingdom
HOUSEHOLD GODS
VAUGHAN PILIKIAN
admin@unruowe.com
FIC/EXP; 0:06:30; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Alone at home, but haunted by other voices: six people in six rooms somewhere in London.

VAUGHAN PILIKIAN; Unrùowè; vaughan@unruowe.com

1945 United Kingdom
LITTLE WHISPERS
DEVLIN CROW
devlin.crow@googlemail.com
FIC/EXP; 0:10:16; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2008

Little Whispers - directed by Devlin Crow

Synopsis

DEVLIN CROW;  devlin.crow@googlemail.com; http://www.devlincrow.
com/
Devlin Crow; crowsnest, 7 bishops close, ham common, richmond upon
thame, surrey, tw10 7df, u.k; devlin.crow@googlemail.com; http://www.
devlincrow.com/



2086 United Kingdom
BERNADETTE
DUNCAN CAMPBELL
FIC/EXP; 0:37:00; DigiBeta; COL; 2008
Bernadette presents an unravelling, open-ended story of the female Irish dissident and political activist, Bernadette Devlin. Duncan Campbell is interested in fusing documentary and fiction in order to
assess both the subject matter and the mode of communicating it.

716 United Kingdom
CRIMSON
PIERS HILL
piers1917@btinternet.com
FIC/FIC; 0:13:45; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2009
A road movie without a car "Crimson" follows the episodic, existential odyssey of mixed-race skate kid Kyle. An idealist in search of an ideology, we follow him as he journeys through the city 
desperate for human connection. Meditative in tone, with a touch of humour, the film examines issues of cultural isolation, Americanisation and spiritual emptiness.

RAJITA SHAH; B3media/ UK FILM COUNCIL; 
rajitaproductions@yahoo.com; http://b3media.net/

1685 United Kingdom
IN HIS SHOES
ORNETTE SPENCELEY
ornette@breathe.com
FIC/FIC; 0:12:19; 16 mm; COL; 2008
After his beloved father commits suicide, Clifford and his family descend into chaos. His sister withdraws, his mum takes to her bed and Clifford decides he wants to be a girl. All he needs now is a 
pair of breasts…

ALISON STERLING; Ignition Films; alison@ignitionfilms.org; http://www.
ignitionfilms.org/

1634 United Kingdom
ROUND
KIRK HENDRY
info@kirkhendry.com
FIC/MV; 0:05:26; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A tale of death and rebirth rages in a jungle world of shadowy hands

LIBBY DURDY; Warp Films; libby@warpfilms.com; http://www.
warpfilms.com/; Ally Gipps
Kirk Hendry; info@kirkhendry.com; http://www.kirkhendry.com/

1644 United Kingdom
BEWICK'S MAMBO
PETER SNOWDON
peter@redrice.net
FIC/MV; 0:08:58; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Late one night, Adam and Eve find themselves alone in the library, when suddenly, the plants and animals pictured in the books around them start to come alive.

PETER SNOWDON; Gourna Films; peter@redrice.net

1668 United Kingdom
CHERRY ON THE CAKE
HYEBIN LEE
festivals@nfts.co.uk
MV; 0:07:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Cherry is a middle child and itʼs her birthday. Busy preparing for her party and tending to the other children, her family keep accidentally ignoring her. Every time it happens, she shrinks, until she is so
small that her family think sheʼs gone missing. A little bit of attention goes a long way when youʼre 2 centimetres tall.

MICHELLE EASTWOOD; NFTS; festivals@nfts.co.uk

5028 United Kingdom
FANFARLO - HAROLD T. WILKINS
STACHEMOU;KLAAS DIERSMANN;DAN SUTHERLAND
phonetticut@gmx.de
MV; 0:04:01; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Things get scientifically psychedelic in this music video for Fanfarlo, directed by Stachemou. The band undergo testing within the 'Institute for the Musical Paranormal' (IMP) in homage to the UFO 
fanatic and track namesake, Harold T. Wilkins.

STACHEMOU; Stachemou; phonetticut@gmx.de; http://www.
stachemou.com/; Klaas Diersmann; Dan Sutherland
Klaas Diersmann; Stachemou; phonetticut@gmx.de; http://www.
stachemou.com/

5109 United Kingdom
BIG IDEAS (DON'T GET ANY)
JAMES HOUSTON
MV; 0:04:00; 2008

5001 United Kingdom
THE BEST DAY WE EVER HAD
AARON WOOD;KATIE STEED
festivals@slurpystudios.com
MV/ANI; 0:04:33; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A newsreader announces the end of the world. The human race accepts its fate and finally finds peace. But is that really a meteor heading for Earth, or could it be something else?
Um newsreader anuncia a extremidade do mundo. A raça humana aceita seu destino e encontra finalmente a paz. Mas é esse realmente um título do meteoro para a terra, ou poderia ele ser algo 
outro?

AARON WOOD; Slurpy Studios; festivals@slurpystudios.com; http:
//www.slurpystudios.com; Katie Steed



5026 United Kingdom
ROME BY NIGHT
NADINE POULAIN
nadine.poulain@gmx.de
MV/EXP; 0:04:25; Betacam SP PAL; BW; 2008
The film ʻRome by nightʼ depicts a journey over the human body and beyond. Accompanied by an evocative piano suite, a strangely familiar landscape that resembles the universe, unfolds. Having 
been shot entirely on the human body, the film seeks vastness in the closest detail, the infinite in the finite. In its play of scale and perception nothing is what it seems to be – or only that.

NADINE POULAIN;  nadine.poulain@gmx.de

300 United Kingdom; Brazil
RED LETTER
EDILBERTO RESTINO
edilrestini@gmail.com
FIC; 0:10:18; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2008
1942. The voice of the Fuhrer echoes around the streets of Paris.   On a balcony Hitler gives an impassioned speech to the crowd. From a window across the road Franz trains a rifle on the Nazi 
leaderʼs forehead. Acrack of gunfire.

Through the eyes of Franz, we witness an act which changes the course of history, is this really happening or perhaps the fabric of memory is mixing with the fabric of time itself?

EDILBERTO RESTINO; Zero 1 Film; 01@01film.org; http://www.01film.
org/

346 United Kingdom; Britain; Britain
STAR GAMES
JASMIN JODRY
info@sophisticatedmadness.com
ANI/MV; 0:03:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Star Games is a visual narrative of a surreal galactic ballet that explains the origins of stars. The inhabitants of a futuristic metropolis train in their hundreds to contest in the Star Games. Patrolling 
zeppelins select individual gymnasts with a UFO-styled light beam. The gymnasts are pulled up towards the sky to perform a beautifully organic ballet before they dissolve into starlights.
The filmʼs emotive meaning is that each star symbolizes a past human life. Its message is that human beings are never alone but embedded, just like stars, in a community of others celebrating life 
with each other.

JASMIN JODRY; Sophisticated Madness; info@sophisticatedmadness.
com; http://www.sophisticatedmadness.com/

1624 United Kingdom; Bulgaria
GOLESHOVO
ILIAN METEV
ilianmetev@gmail.com
DOC; 0:34:20; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
This is a tale about the death of Goleshovo, a forgotten town in the mountains of Bulgaria. Here, a handful of old people struggle for survival: A couple fights with their donkey. A forgetful priest leads
his congregation into confusion. A woman cheers up her friends with songs. Will their children ever return? Composed with rigorous attention to form, this observational documentary is an austere yet
ultimately rewarding portrait of hope.

HEMANT SHARDA; Mational Film and Television School; 
festivals@nfts.co.uk; http://www.nfts.co.uk/; Ilian Metev; Metodi Metev

34 United Kingdom; Canada
THE CONTROL MASTER
RUN WRAKE
info@runwrake.com
ANI; 0:06:45; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
In peaceful Halftone City, a mysterious heroine and a brave ally face
the ultimate threat.

RUN WRAKE; sclah films; info@runwrake.com; http://www.runwrake.
com/
run wrake; sclah films

41 United Kingdom; Denmark
BEING FRANK
JACOB PEDERSEN
myfilm.beingfrank@gmail.com
DOC; 0:30:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
É um filme extraordinário dinamarquês sobre Frank Grevil, um oficial da inteligência militar que é confrontado com a prisão, vergonha na praça pública e a destruição do seu lar familiar, após expor 
publicamente as suas dúvidas sobre o Programa de Armas do Iraque. Uma crítica devastadora sobre a morte da verdade na Europa actual.

Danish whistleblower, former Military Intelligence Officer Frank Grevil, faces imprisonment, public shame and the destruction of his family after exposing his governmentʼs doubts on the Iraqi weapons
programme. A devastating crtique on the death of truth in the new Europe.

KLAUS HEINECKE; Post Producer; myfilm.beingfrank@gmail.com; http:
//www.being-frank.com

5050 United Kingdom; Denmark
THE MOTH CATCHER
MIGUEL GUZMAN ;IYVONE KHOO
obsquare@mac.com
MV/ANI; 0:08:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
The Moth catcher" is a story about cause and effect and
the destruction of the natural environment.
A cyborg nymph sits inside a moth catching machine,
hoping to find the prey she needs.

IYVONE KHOO; Obsquare; obsquare@mac.com; http://www.obsquare.
com/

506 United Kingdom; France
MIMENTE
NICK COLLINS
nickcollins@tiscali.co.uk
EXP/DOC; 0:10:15; 16 mm; COL; 2008
Reflections, shadows and an exploration of film movement and time, filmed on the Mimente river in southern France. The film was shot in August 2006 and August 2007, and completed in June 2008.
Reflections, shadows and an exploration of film movement and time, filmed on the Mimente river in southern France. The film was shot in August 2006 and August 2007, and completed in June 2008.

NICK COLLINS;  nickcollins@tiscali.co.uk



94 United Kingdom; Germany
UNTEN LINKS LOWER LEFT
HOLGER MOHAUPT

window@room8.org
DOC; 0:29:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2008
"It is our home that most greatly shapes our identities and it is the backdrop of the most intimate memories and events in our lives."

The filmmaker Holger Mohaupt returns home after 25 years for a video portrait of his mother and the place where he and his brother grew up. Their home is a housing estate built by a big steel 
company in the mid 60s in the old industrial heartland of West-Germany 'The Ruhrgebiet'. The estate was once a pilot project by the then young European Union to provide adequate housing for 
workers in the coal and steel industry.

HOLGER MOHAUPT; Room 8 Studio; info@room8.org; http://www.
room8.org

1659 United Kingdom; Germany
TOGETHER ALONE
LUCY KAYE
festivals@nfts.co.uk
DOC; 0:31:52; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Whilst life is often lonely for people in their 90s, thereʼs plenty of room in this film of the last Jews living in Londonʼs East End for humour, optimism and beautiful memories. Lily, Cyril, Rose, Hannah 
and Bleemar may live alone, but once in a whiie they overcome their isolation and join the rest of their community to let their hair down.

LUCY KAYE; NFTS; festivals@nfts.co.uk

603 United Kingdom; Germany; Japan
AANAATT
MAX HATTLER
me@maxhattler.com
EXP/ANI; 0:04:45; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
The ever-shifting shape of Analogue Futurism.

MAX HATTLER; www.maxhattler.com; me@maxhattler.com; http:
//www.maxhattler.com/

53 United Kingdom; Italy
ARCHIVE OF DREAMS
TOMAS SHERIDAN
politroposproductions@yahoo.co.uk
DOC; 0:15:25; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Carlo Roda is from the costal town of La Spezia in northern Italy. Over the past 30 years he has collected thousands of films, from Italian Neo Realist classics to Hollywood horrors. Having once 
trawled shut-down cinemas and rubbish dumps for forgotten gems, his lifeʼs work now sits in a damp, dusty warehouse. This is the story of an incredible film collection and its cynical owner, whose 
world is turned upside down as a group of local film lovers try to rescue, restore and bring these pieces of cinematic history back to their former glory.
How will Carlo react to the invasion of his archive of dreams?

LINDSAY GOODALL; La Belle Allee Productions; lindsay@labelleallee.
com

1502 United Kingdom; Kosovo
ZASTO NE GOVORIM SRPSKI (NA SRPSKOM) WHY I DON'T SPEAK SERBIAN (IN SERBIAN)
PHIL COLLINS
DOC; 0:35:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2008
Phil Collins' zasto ne govorim srpski (na srpskom) is a short film which investigates the relationship between language and memory in ethnically divided Kosovo.

Using the communityʼs complicated relationship with the Serbo-Croat language as a reflection on its history and identity, the film collects the testimonies of a number of contributors – from politicians,
intellectuals and public figures to ʻordinaryʼ people – recounting in Serbian the reasons why they no longer speak the language. Shot in black-and-white 16 mm film and colour digital video, zasto ne 
govorim srpski (na srpskom) weaves at moments unbearably intimate close-ups with an intricately constructed soundtrack in a fragmented and affecting panorama of the countryʼs recent past. 
Punctuated by hesitation and the faltering recall of a discarded language, the contributions range from attempts at historicisation to personal accounts of trauma and loss.

PHIL COLLINS;  info@shadylaneproductions.co.uk; Sinisa Mitrovic

457 United Kingdom; Luxembourg
CHUNGKING DREAM
JEAN-LOUIS SCHULLER;SAM BLAIR
j.louis.rocketmail.com
DOC; 0:17:10; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
The world collides in Chungking Mansions (Hong Kong). As perhaps the most diversely populated building on earth it is a paradise of multi-culturalism and low-end globalisation, uniquely belonging to
no one and everyone. For years the building has been notorious both as a refuge for petty criminals and illegal immigrants, and for its unsanitary living conditions. Yet it exists as a perfect example of
a city as an organic mega-structure, flexible enough to fulfill every need from religion to water supply, while providing an alternative to conventional space, culture and time. What is fascinating here, 
besides all the shortcomings, is that Chungking somehow succeeds, continuously evolving to accommodate the hopes of those that find themselves drawn there.

My film Chungking Dream takes us into the heart of this Pandora's box, isolating characters and scenes from the myriad of options that exist layer on layer in the building, taking us into their most 

JEAN-LOUIS SCHULLER; National Film and Television School; j.
louis@rocketmail.com; http://www.jeanlouis.co.uk/
Hemant SHarda; National Film and Television School; hsharda@nfts.co.
uk; http://www.nfts.co.uk/

1590 United Kingdom; Poland; Lithuania
ECHOES
ROB BROWN
rob.brown@whitelantern.co.uk
FIC; 0:11:38; 16 mm; COL; 2008
A short film about Anya, a female sex trafficker who faces a moral dilemma when she discovers that the young girl that she is trafficking from Lithuania to London is pregnant.

SUZIE IRLAM;  echoes_filmproduction@live.co.uk
Roisin McCarthy; British Council; Roisin.McCarthy@britishcouncil.org

1068 United Kingdom; Portugal
INVADIDA INVADED
A.C. PIFARO

crudeexperiments@gmail.com
FIC; 0:15:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
A woman gets kidnapped, drugged and used for prostitution for several years. This film reveals her brutal reality in a series of events that lead to her release.

IDALINA LEANDRO; Nightshade Productions; 
idalina@nightshadeproductions.co.uk; http://www.
nightshadeproductions.co.uk/; Alexis Barker



5011 United Kingdom; Portugal
DANCING WITHOUT YOU, BLEECH
MIGUEL HUGUENIN UHLFELDER
migueldirect@hotmail.com
MV/EXP; 0:04:25; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
The Circus has hit Shepherd's Bush, London. So have Kat, Jen & Matt. Meet the gang that goes by the name of Bleech!
O Circo chegou a Shepherd's Bush, Londres e também chegaram a Kat, a Jen e o Matt. Conheça os Bleech!

MIGUEL HUGUENIN UHLFELDER; Glowster Filming; 
migueldirect@hotmail.com;  Daniel Dujisin; Natalie Ellis

1143 United Kingdom; Romania
DOWN THE RABBIT HOLE
EVA PERVOLOVICI
eva@metacult.ro
FIC; 0:14:47; 35 mm; COL; 2009
A young girl is willing to make a painful sacrifice in order to help her lover escape a jail sentence, but the decisions she faces will not leave her unharmed and will forever change her views on love 
and life.

BIANCA OANA; screen academy scotland; portelan@gmail.com

312 United Kingdom; Spain
WAITING FOR WOMEN
ESTEPHAN WAGNER
filmeditor@web.de
DOC; 0:35:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
The single men of a village in rural Zamora - there are many of them, of all ages - are quite restless. They have organized a singles event hoping to counteract some unjust demographics keeping 
them on their own. Here come their hopes, dreams, and maybe a little love as well.

ESTEPHAN WAGNER; WagnerDocs; info@wagnerdocs.com

442 United Kingdom; United Kingdom; United Kingdom
RETRO DISK CHUNTER
STUART POUND
bocadillo@boltblue.com
EXP/DOC; 0:01:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Files are copied then deleted from one of the 3.5” floppy disks that have almost disappeared into our past. The soundtrack is the unmistakeable chunter and the
image is a graphic representation of it.

STUART POUND; Bocadillo Ltd; bocadillo@boltblue.com; http://www.
video.cwc.net/
Stuart Pound; bocadillo@boltblue.com; http://www.video.cwc.net/

444 United Kingdom; United Kingdom; United Kingdom
SPEECH
STUART POUND
bocadillo@boltblue.com
EXP/DOC; 0:04:25; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Stuart Poundʼs critique of US foreign policy appears on screen as a moving image driven by his spoken words.

STUART POUND;  bocadillo@boltblue.com; http://www.video.cwc.net/
Stuart Pound; Bocadillo Ltd; bocadillo@boltblue.com; http://www.video.
cwc.net/

443 United Kingdom; United Kingdom; United Kingdom
THE CRYING OF THE FOREST
STUART POUND
bocadillo@boltblue.com
EXP/MV; 0:03:41; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Traditional music from Bulgaria is the starting point for a study in time and memory. The layered voices in The crying of the forest are accompanied by a sequence of layered visual images that partly
reveal and partly obscure each other.

STUART POUND; Bocadillo Ltd; bocadillo@boltblue.com; http://www.
video.cwc.net/
Stuart Pound; bocadillo@boltblue.com; http://www.video.cwc.net/

1411 United Kingdom; United Kingdom; United Kingdom
LOVERS' LANE
GUY DUCKER
info@guyducker.com
FIC/EXP; 0:04:58; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Former lovers have a chance encounter on the Thames footpath. Unable to avoid each other they must face their shared past.

JOSH GOLDING; Goldrush Films; josh@goldrushfilms.co.uk
Guy Ducker; info@guyducker.com; http://www.guyducker.com/

2042 USA
LOSSLESS #2
REBECCA BARON;DOUGLASS GOODWIN
ʻ0:03:00; 2008

2038 USA
3 SONGS OF LENIN
LES LEVEQUE
ʻ0:10:49; COL BW; 2008

2043 USA
LOSSLESS #3
REBECCA BARON;DOUGLASS GOODWIN
ʻ0:10:00; 2008



2044 USA
LOSSLESS #4
REBECCA BARON;DOUGLASS GOODWIN
ʻ0:14:00; 2008

2045 USA
LOSSLESS #5
REBECCA BARON;DOUGLASS GOODWIN
ʻ0:03:00; 2008

2128 USA
15:00:00
IRIS BERNBLUM
ʻ0:06:00; COL; 2008

 Vidéographe; info@videographe.qc.ca

2030 USA
ATRIUM OF THE OMNI-ORB
GEORGE KUCHAR
ʻ0:06:50; COL; 2008

2031 USA
COVEN OF THE HEATHNITES
GEORGE KUCHAR
ʻ0:26:00; COL; 2008

2032 USA
FLASHBULB ALLEY
GEORGE KUCHAR
ʻ0:10:00; COL; 2008

2033 USA
PORTRAIT OF A GENIE
GEORGE KUCHAR
ʻ0:10:00; COL; 2008

2034 USA
SPECTRAL DELIVERY
GEORGE KUCHAR
ʻ0:14:20; COL; 2008

2035 USA
X MASS
GEORGE KUCHAR
ʻ0:07:20; COL; 2008

2036 USA
THE UNMENTIONABLES
GEORGE KUCHAR
ʻ0:14:25; COL; 2009

2037 USA
THE JUCHE IDEA
JIM FINN
1:02:00; COL; 2008

2039 USA
IN THE SUN ROOM
ED RANKUS
ʻ0:13:27; 2008

2040 USA
ANNIE LLOYD
CECELIA CONDIT
ʻ0:17:45; 2008

2041 USA
RETURN OF THE BLACK TOWER
JENNET THOMAS
ʻ0:14:40; 2008



2046 USA
RONG XIANG
CASPAR STRACKE
ʻ0:08:46; 2008

2047 USA
STAMMERING FORWARD BACKWARD GIANT
LES LEVEQUE
ʻ0:17:52; 2008

2048 USA
SKIM MILK AND SOFT WAX
DANI LEVENTHAL
ʻ0:44:00; 2008

2049 USA
ANIMALS-CAMS
SAM EASTERSON
ʻ0:34:00; 2008

2059 USA
LONG FOR THE CITY
JEM COHEN
jem cohen
ʻ0:09:10; 2008

2174 USA
LETTERS
GRAHAME WEINBREN
ʻ0:01:00; 2008

2177 USA
TONY CONRAD, DREAMINIMALIST
MARIE LOSIER
ʻ0:26:00; 2008

2180 USA
THE ROOMS
TIM BLUE / PAUL ROWLEY
ʻ0:07:00; 2008

249 USA
THE CHRISTMAS CONSPIRACY
JENNIFER CLARY
jennifer@jenkevproductions.com
ANI; 0:07:30; 35 mm; COL; 2008
The Christmas Conspiracy is a holiday tale from the town of Bedsbottom about finding hope in a perpetually troubled world. When Mrs. Duckett overhears that the communityʼs youth doubt Santaʼs 
existence, she mobilizes Bedsbottomʼs leaders for an emergency intervention on Christmas Eve. The groupʼs well intentioned conspiracy goes awry, drastically reducing the probability of a joyful 
holiday in Bedsbottom. Faced with disaster, Mrs. Duckett and her disheartened accomplices hope for a miracle to save Christmas.

JENNIFER CLARY & KEVIN HABERER; jenkev productions, Inc.; 
kevin@jenkevproductions.com; http://jenkev.com/

1018 USA
CRAVINGS
JANE SABLOW
jane.boingie@verizon.net
ANI; 0:02:07; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
The short CG animation, Cravings, chronicles the brief journey of a determined little girl to satisfy her rather surprising desire.
Not far from her sleeping great-grandmother, the child manages to climb up on a table filled with sweets, and grab her favorite food.

Character driven, the piece combines visual storytelling with good nutrition as the theme to communicate healthy food choices to children, ages 3-8 and their families.

JANE SABLOW; BoingieWorld; jane.boingie@verizon.net; http://www.
boingieworld.com/; Carl Edwards

1019 USA
WISHFUL THINKING
JANE SABLOW
jane.boingie@verizon.net
ANI; 0:04:50; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
The short CG animation, Wishful Thinking, takes place on the birthday of an imaginative little girl who changes the mood of her party when she makes a wish and blows out the candles on her cake,
much to the delight of her seven tiny guests.

Character driven, the piece combines visual storytelling with good nutrition as the theme to communicate healthy food choices to children ages 2-6 and their families.

JANE SABLOW; BoingieWorld; jane.boingie@verizon.net; http://www.
boingieworld.com/; Carl Edwards



1020 USA
SMART MACHINE
JANE SABLOW
jane.boingie@verizon.net
ANI; 0:04:05; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
The short CG animation, Smart Machine, captures a little boy's unusual encounter with a vending machine during a family vacation. Not only does the machine talk, it has some very strong opinions 
on what the child should eat.

Character driven, the piece combines visual storytelling with good nutrition as the theme to communicate healthy food choices to children ages 5-12, and their families.

JANE SABLOW; BoingieWorld; jane.boingie@verizon.net; http://www.
boingieworld.com/; Carl Edwards

1735 USA
REPAIRED?
SEUNG-HOO IHM;N/A;N/A
seunghooihm@gmail.com
ANI; 0:03:18; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Two stupid aliens try to fix their UFO after crashing but they don't know how to. While one tends to follow by the manual to fix it, the other wants to do by instinct.

SEUNG-HOO IHM; The Academy of Art University; 
seunghooihm@gmail.com

1886 USA
THE LUV RACE
BILL PLYMPTON
contact@gauguins.com
ANI; 0:04:49; COL; 2008
 3 racers pursue Fifi La Bamba, a glamorous woman sitting on a heart shaped couch on the back of a speeding truck. As they chase the truck, each racer attempts to woo the lovely lady with various
romantic gestures and gifts. One bakes a wonderful heart shaped cake as he runs
 the other paints an oil painting portrait

KELLY JONES;  contact@gauguins.com
Yoshinari Natsumeda; Gauguins International Inc.; contact@gauguins.
com; http://www.gauguins.com/

2057 USA
UNPREDICTABLE BEHAVIOUR
ERNST WEBER;PASHA SHAPIRO
ANICOL; 2008
Sherlock Homes and Dr.Watson reflect on the human condition based on Jack the Ripper's crimes. An absolutely unexpected plot twist reveals what Doyle never explained about his famous 
detective.

2209 USA
THE NOSE
RICHARD SULLIVAN;TAMARA DAMON
ricardo@bway.net
ANI; 0:07:01; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
A nose is enjoying life separate from a face.
A man wakes up to discover his nose is gone.
A drunken barber is shocked to find a nose in a loaf of freshly baked bread.
The Nose is a claymation based on a short story by Nikolai Gogol and is a satire about class and social status.

It is impossible for me to send you a DVD for your deadline ans we just received the invitation. The nose is online on vimeo.

RICHARD SULLIVAN/TAMARA DAMON; ricardo@bway.net

1686 USA
THE IDIOT STINKS
HELDER K. SUN
info@helderksun.com
ANI/EXP; 0:02:00; 35 mm; BW; 2008
Animation Angst. Media, Martians and Miscommunication.

35 mm scratch on film lasting 2 minutes, directed by Helder K. Sun with sound by Shinro Ohtake / EYE.

HELDER K. SUN; HKS company; info@helderksun.com; http:
//helderksun.com/

2218 USA
IN THE WOODS
PAUL VESTER
ANI/EXP; 0:07:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Composed of overlapping time capsules, the film concerns American language in general, and specifically during the Bush years.

PAU VESTER;

121 USA
ONLY LOVE
LEV POLYAKOV
festival@levpolyakov.com
ANI/FIC; 0:15:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A tragicomedy about a Dictator, a Rebel, and Love.

LEV POLYAKOV;  festival@levpolyakov.com;  Yuri Shkuro

321 USA
GOD OF TEARS
MAX MARGULIES;NAOKO MASUDA
max.margulies@temple.edu
ANI/FIC; 0:20:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A lonely God cries to create rain for a planet of rainbow eating people. When one day he meets a cat, he stops crying. Rainbows disappear and people die... until the climatic finale.

MAX MARGULIES; LBC Film; max.margulies@temple.edu; http:
//lbcfilm.com/



2388 USA
37 RED HATS
VICTORIA BRADBURY
vebradbury@gmail.com
DOC; 0:08:05; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
37 Red Hats follows a woman as she traverses the streets of Beijing frantically trying to fulfill her goal of finding 37 red hats or 37 red roofs.

VICTORIA BRADBURY;  vebradbury@gmail.com; http://www.
victoriabradbury.com/

1707 USA
RECONSIDERING
PFEIFER, MARIO;-;-
mariopfeifer@calarts.alum.edu
DOC; 0:12:20; 16 mm; BW; 2009
"Reconsidering »The New Industrial Parks Near Irvine, California« by Lewis Baltz, 1974" revisits one of the industrial structures Baltz documented from the outside and depicts the interior setting of a
metal workshop within an 11minutes tracking shot. During exactly this time the 1974 book version is been reconsidered from back to front, each turning page a montage within the continuous 16mm 
black and white footage. The progress within the interview with J.R. Billington, a company owner in this building since 19 years, does not only discuss the socio-economical situation in military 
manufacturing in Orange County in the 1980's and today. He also hints out that the representation of this building is not accurate, the image for whatever reason in all three book editions mirrored. In
this sense the film investigates for the first time a mistake in the representational character of Baltz landmark “New Topographics” book, re-published in two more editions with the same mistake.

MARIO PFEIFER; blackboardfilms; la@blackboardfilms.com; http:
//www.blackboardfilms.com/

38 USA
FOUR QUESTIONS FOR A RABBI
JAY ROSENBLATT;STACEY ROSS
DOC/EXP; 0:11:20; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2008
When Stacey Ross unexpectedly died last year, her friends asked filmmaker Jay Rosenblatt to complete a project she had just begun. The result is “Four Questions For A Rabbi”, a film that touches 
upon issues of identity, persecution and mortality.

JUDITH MONTELL;  jmontell@worldnet.att.net;  Erica Marcus; Laurie 
Coyle

202 USA
HIGHWAY HOME
ESTHER JOHNSON
esther@blanchepictures.com
DOC/EXP; 0:03:05; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Highway Home is a contemplative, static study of an unlikely landmark in an unlikely place. Normally only glimpsed in passing, Stott Hall Farm, a cottage built in 1737, floats islandlike in the middle of
the M62 in West Yorkshire, whilst cars and lorries thunder past on both sides. Despite the farm seemingly being a monument to stubbornness, the urban myth being that the farmer refused to leave 
when the motorway was built in the 1970s, the truth of the story is that the east- and westbound carriageways could not meet due to the lie of the land, and the motorway had to be parted around the
cottage to avoid landslips. http://www.blanchepictures.com/films/highwayhome.htm

ESTHER JOHNSON; Blanche Pictures; esther@blanchepictures.com; 
http://www.blanchepictures.com/

407 USA
SUSPENDED
KIMI TAKESUE
DOC/EXP; 0:08:22; DV; COL; 2009
Suspended both documents and re-contextualizes the experience and perception of suspended time amongst a diverse cross-section of people. The piece captures a range evocative moments that 
reveal states of emotional and physical suspension: moment of heightened anticipation, focused intensity, and blissful surrender.

 Kimikat Productions;

1121 USA
THE HATERS
BRUNO RICARDO GOUVEIA FERREIRA
brunof80@gmail.com
DOC/EXP; 0:18:44; 16 mm; COL; 2008
Keith, Justin and Sheldon are three teenagers living in Newkirk, Brooklyn. NY. They have ambitions, dreams and hunger to beat
"The Haters". A day in the life of a new afro-american generation.

JACK NEWMAN; New York Film academy; jnewman@nyfa.edu; http:
//www.nyfa.com/

2120 USA
QUALIA DIARIES
EMILY MODE
emode@mac.com
DOC/EXP; 0:17:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
The word “qualia” refers to the internal and subjective aspects of sense perceptions arising from the stimulation of the senses. Qualia Diaries is a multi-layered conceptual exploration into the psyche
and the "experiential," a voyage to another place. Referencing Lewis Carrollʼs “Alice's Adventures in Wonderland and Through the Looking-Glass,” the film deals with multiple self-realities 
engendered by prescription drugs. Mode provides a compelling portrait of personal trauma, detailing the severe mental and physical confusion that began with a seizure.

EMILY MODE; NA; emode@mac.com

2242 USA
CHINESE GHOST STORY
DAN BOORD;LUIS VALDOVINO
DOC/EXP; 0:28:55; DV Cam; COL; 2008
A poetic essay in which history and landscape converge to follow the traces of the estimated 1 300 Chinese labourers who lost their lives during the construction of the 1869 Transcontinental 
Railroad.

2305 USA
COMMON GROUND
VERA BRUNNER-SUNG
vera@slowtale.net
DOC/EXP; 0:27:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Since the end of the Cold War, military spending cuts have closed hundreds of bases across the United States. Many that were not closed were substantially downsized, such as March Air Force 
Base in Riverside County, California. In a careful arrangement of landscapes, characters and texts, COMMON GROUND investigates the way economics have shaped the earth there, tracing its 
marks from the concrete to the ineffable. An inquiry into the way capitalism consumes history, the resulting document questions our relationship with the past, designs on the future, and notions of 
progress in today's world.

VERA BRUNNER-SUNG; n/a; vera@slowtale.net



1280 USA
THE GARDEN
RYAN PHILIPPI
info@ryanphilippi.net
DOC/FIC; 0:40:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
In the vast inland wasteland surrounding Los Angeles, at a point where the accelerating expanse of suburban sprawl meets the Mojave Desert, The Garden observes the inner life of a young man as
he labours anonymously in tract housing developments. With slow and sensuous precision, the evolution of the landscape is played out upon the face of this young worker - a face arrested by 
loneliness and apprehension. In the mundane and in fleeting glimpses of radiant beauty, we witness this man and the world he creates bind together, each half-formed and resting upon the Earth.

RYAN PHILIPPI;  info@ryanphilippi.net; http://www.ryanphilippi.net/

2304 USA
FLY © 08
A.B. MINER
abminer@yahoo.com
EXP; 0:03:05; 16 mm; COL; 2008
Fly © 08 revisits Yoko Onoʼs legendary Fly (1970) an experimental, conceptual film and feminist consideration of the body as expressed by the moving image. This work enlists the components of the
original - a naked body in repose is the landscape and backdrop for the antics of a live insect. But there is a slight twist--this body is female-to-male transgendered. Comparable to its inspiration, Fly
@ 08 alternates close ups and long shots capturing the behavior of the fly and patiently revealing the physiognomy of the host, while teasingly evoking the destinies of both.

A.B. MINER;  abminer@yahoo.com; http://www.abminer.com/

1272 USA
28.IV.81 (BEDOUIN SPARK)
CHRISTOPHER HARRIS
ourmutt2@aol.com
EXP; 0:02:49; 16 mm; COL; 2009
“…the bedouin spark one saw but never quite caught.”

The first installment of an ongoing series of films collectively titled “The Angle of Dust.” The series is dedicated to the poet Nathaniel Mackey and inspired by the improvisatory serial form of his 
epistolary novel Bedouin Hornbook. Each film in the series is a single 100ʼ roll of film that is edited in-camera and improvised as it is shot.

Each chapter of Bedouin Hornbook is a letter from a musician known only as N. All of N.ʼs letters begin with the words “Dear Angel of Dust.” Though the Angel writes back, of those letters appear in 

CHRISTOPHER HARRIS; Rosegra Films; ourmutt2@aol.com

2299 USA
SEGMENT 38:07
HILDA DANIEL
hilda77@earthlink.net
EXP; 0:00:38; COL; 2008
Experimental entomology, phonology-linguistics, power, abuse and sex in 38 seconds or less.
An unutterable narrative using pictorial text, archival film and stripped-out, reworked sound microbits from aged film and classic punk record ('Oh bondage, up yours'). In Segment, I have taken a 
small bit of archival footage and, reprocessing sound from film and record - reducing them to more expressive guttural sounds - exposed an overlooked narrative from the original film and restructured
a new narrative thread which may contain broader implications.

HILDA DANIEL;  hilda77@earthlink.net

1510 USA
WHAT HAPPENED ON 23RD STREET IN 1901
KEN JACOBS
EXP; 0:13:30; 35 mm; COL BW; 2009

285 USA
TERRIFYING BLANKNESS
DAVID FINKELSTEIN
david@lakeivan.org
EXP; 0:30:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Based on a completely improvised performance, "Terrifying Blankness" examines the dilemma of choice. Paralyzed by the fear of making the wrong move, the two protagonists find themselves either
trapped on the wheel of desire or else trying to escape from the fear of choice entirely by withdrawing into an empty blankness. Lemons, snakes, and swans are among the curious images which play
a part in this existential drama. Will they finally locate the inner voice which will guide them in their decisions?

DAVID FINKELSTEIN; Lake Ivan Performance Group; david@lakeivan.
org; http://www.lakeivan.org/

541 USA
PURE
JACOB BRICCA
jbricca@wesleyan.edu
EXP; 0:04:35; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
SHORT VERSION
From shots of Tom Cruise and Matt Damon running through the streets to a symphony of cars flipping in the air to an orgy of explosions at the end, Pure is a masterful deconstruction of the action 
movie genre.

LONG VERSION
Starting with a dolly shot of Vin Diesel whipping his head toward the camera with a look of pure defiance on his face, Pure deconstructs the action/adventure film into its constituent visual parts. In 

JACOB BRICCA; Image Retrofit International; jbricca@wesleyan.edu; 
http://jbricca.blogs.wesleyan.edu/

1040 USA
RECIFE/S
CYRIACO LOPES ;TERRI WITEK
cyriacop@hotmail.com
EXP; 0:10:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
recife/s

by Cyriaco Lopes and Terri Witek

HIM: In 1969 the U.S. poet Terri Witek spent one year in Recife, Brazil. 40 years later I want to imagine then, there and her (myself a transplanted person: a Brazilian in the U.S. since 1999). I use her
sentences/memories as directions on how to see DeLand, FL as a possible Recife (I, who have never been there).  I photograph and videotape the US as travestied Brazil.  We are symbiotic flaneurs

CYRIACO LOPES; ?; cyriacop@hotmail.com; http://cyriacolopes.com/; 
terri witek



1507 USA
WHEN WORLDS COLLUDE
FRED WORDEN
EXP; 0:13:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
When worlds collude, something outside of description is always just about to happen.

An experimental film structured as a kind of specialized playground in which highly representational images are freed from their duties. The images run free in their new lightness, making 
unforeseeable, promiscuous connections with each other and developing an inexplicable, non-parsable plot line that runs along with all the urgency of any good thriller.

FRED WORDEN;

1509 USA
HIS FAVORITE WIFE IMPROVED...
KEN JACOBS
nervousken@aol.com
EXP; 0:18:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2008
HIS FAVORITE WIFE IMPROVED, 2008 -sound
HANKY PANKY JANUARY 1903, 2007 -silent
ALONE AT LAST, 2008 -silent
WE ARE CHARMING, 2007 -silent
LOVE STORY, 2008 -silent
THE DISCOVERY, 2008 -silent

KEN JACOBS;  nervousken@aol.com

1511 USA
HOT DOGS AT THE MET
KEN JACOBS
nervousken@aol.com
EXP; 0:10:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Stereo photos from the 1970's digitally animated, 3-D effects to be seen without spectacles even by one-eyed viewers. Jonas Mekas and Peter Kubelka and families eating out, then returning home 
via NY subway. Flo Jacobs and Azazel appear. The computer, considering location, emulates painting technique.

KEN JACOBS;  nervousken@aol.com

1880 USA
THE HEART IS WHAT REMAINS
ALEXANDRA ROXO
alexandra.roxo@gmail.com
EXP; 0:14:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A young woman sleeps under a tree, dreaming of the thorns and roses that caused her to bleed. A young man finds her under the tree and with her blood awakens her. Together they awake and 
enter the world of love. They experience the sweetness of love, and the stillness of love and after time they experience the death of love. With the shattered illusions of love comes a sacrifice and a 
separation. The lovers divide and each experience a symbolic death that frees and transforms them, releasing them from each otherʼs heart strings into the future.

ALEXANDRA ROXO;  alexandra.roxo@gmail.com; http://www.
alexandraroxo.com/

1881 USA
OUT OF THE BLUE
ALEXANDRA ROXO
alexandra.roxo@gmail.com
EXP; 0:07:56; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A young woman breaks free from emotional bonds in this symbolic film about transformation, freedom and the divine feminine within. Through the gift of a pomegranate, she is given new life and a 
chance at renewal.

ALEXANDRA ROXO;  alexandra.roxo@gmail.com; http://www.
alexandraroxo.com/

1963 USA
PAREIDOLIA
MARIA PETSCHNIG
EXP; 0:03:53; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
“The face is (…) an artificial and political construct from which everything considered obvious, everything which is apparently natural must be removed “
(Ulrich Raulff).

In film, the face rather than the body, is usually where an occurring emotion is revealed. At the same time the face also acts as identification—small, distinctive features suffice to identify the subject, 
or wearer. For her new video Maria Petschnig uses these concepts, but only to shuffle and rearrange them. The filmʼs title PAREIDOLIA refers to a psychological phenomenon, which involves a 
vague and random stimulus which is perceived as a meaningful or significant sign. Common examples of pareidolia include images of figures in clouds, subliminal messages on records played in 

2060 USA
ONE BRIGHT DAY
JEM COHEN
EXP; 0:18:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A drunkard swears at Madison Square Garden: war, abandonment, past splendour.

 Gravity Hill Films;

2125 USA
THE PARABLE OF THE TULIP PAINTER AND THE FLY
CHARLOTTE PRYCE
EXP; 0:04:00; 2008
An intoxicating flower
 a metaphorical insect

2176 USA
SPECTROLOGY
KERRY LAITALA
klaitala@yahoo.com
EXP; 0:11:00; 16 mm; COL; 2009
Spectrology- 16mm, 11 minutes, sound, 2009
A Film By Kerry Laitala
In 1646, Kircher published Ars Magna Lucis et Umbrae, on the subject of the display of images on a screen using an apparatus similar to the magic lantern as developed by Christian Huygens. Using
this apparatus as a tool to enchant, spellbind and spook, Paul de Philipsthal, Robertson and other conjurors dazzled spectators with their unique bag of 18th Century tricks, raising up the spirits of 
recently deceased and reminding the viewer of the “fate that awaits us all”. “Spectrology” calls upon conjurors of the past and their secret repertoire of magical devices to simulate a modern rendition
of the phantasmagoria. The medium of cinema is harnessed to entice the viewer and ruminate on the mesmerizing presence of various illusions made anew.

KERRY LAITALA; Mercurial Productions; klaitala@yahoo.com
Kerry Laitala



2210 USA
RECITATION/RECEPTION
JASON BERNAGOZZI
jason@seeinginvideo.com
EXP; 0:05:54; Betacam SP PAL; BW; 2008
Recitation/Reception

The social conditions of communication are constantly in the process of resignifying their structure and cultural context. This work features images of myself being broadcasted to a baby
monitor, attempting to penetrate the tele-visual flesh of the screen in order to communicate with the viewer. The processing of the body image is the breakdown of the digital fabric of the video, unable
to refresh, being stuck in a state in between time and information. As such, the work speaks to the necessity of versioning, the updating of codes and language in order to break from the recursive 
nature of both the digital and psychological loop.

SAME AS DIRECTOR;  jason@seeinginvideo.com

2214 USA
PHANTOGRAM
KERRY LAITALA
EXP; 0:09:30; 16 mm; BW; 2008
Phantogram- 16mm, silent, 9 minutes, 2008 (Original material 35mm)
A Film By Kerry Laitala

Shivery bits of elusive emulsion, refractive light sprays ignite the depths of two dimensions to expand the terrain of undulating forms. Vertical motion of frameless space testing the limits, 
“Phantogram” unites the torch and surface, forms made mobile. Indecipherable messages from the dead, a telepathic telegram captured on the medium of film…..The “redblind” refraction of elements
explored, expand beyond the edges of the frame using sweeping gestures and textures both torn and tactile. Slippery shimmers slide across the celluloid strip, to embed themselves on the 

KERRY LAITALA; Mercurial Productions; klaitala@yahoo.com

2224 USA
WATCHING THE WOLFMAN DANCE THE FOXTROT
SARI CAREL
carelsari@gmail.com
EXP; 0:12:51; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2008
A trip to the zoo turns into a filmic meditation on nature and they way we reconstruct its image. together with the maleable process of memory and recollection.

SARI CAREL;  carelsari@gmail.com
Sari Carel; carelsari@gmail.com

2225 USA
ALTAR
ANTHONY ANGELICOLA
aa@anthonyangelicola.com
EXP; 0:05:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
a study of communication and the often used approach of preaching.
how effective is this method at getting a message across?
a look at the group dynamic that is created.
what can be said for the individual?

ANTHONY ANGELICOLA;  aa@anthonyangelicola.com; http://www.
anthonyangelicola.com/

2228 USA
A LOVE THAT'S HERE TO GUIDE US
DOLISSA MEDINA
dolissa@hotmail.com
EXP; 0:03:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Two star-crossed lovers meet against the backdrop of San Francisco's Hyatt Regency Hotel, cinematic site for the 1970s disaster classic "The Towering Inferno."

DOLISSA MEDINA;  dolissa@hotmail.com

2296 USA
PHRENOLOGY
MELANIE CREAN
melanie.crean@gmail.com
EXP; 0:10:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Phrenology investigates the relationship between memory, writing and the perception of space, though writings created by incarcerated women at Bedford Hills Correctional Facility in NY, USA. The 
camera floats through different environments that serve as visual analogies to the writing, sequenced chronologically as they might appear in the life of the writer, accompanied by an experimental 
sound track composed by Paul Geluso. Visual effects by Enrique Maitland underscore the elusive nature of memory that forms the ephemeral basis of the womenʼs identity.

Initially women in the workshop related only to spaces from their past, then slowly grew to acknowledge their present surroundings and the possibility for future changes of environs. Women reading 
their work include: Rosemary Thompson, Sherain Bryant, Miriam Lopez, Connie Leung, Renee Mckinney and Ashanti Booker.

MELANIE CREAN;  melanie.crean@gmail.com

2301 USA
SPEECHLESS
SCOTT STARK
sstark@hi-beam.net
EXP; 0:13:00; 16 mm; COL; 2008
3D photographs of human vulvae are animated and interwoven with surfaces and textures from natural and human-made environments. The genital images were taken from a set of ViewMaster 3D 
reels that accompanied a textbook entitled The Clitoris, published in 1976 by two medical professionals.

Contains sexually explicit material; viewer discretion advised.

SAME;  sstark@hi-beam.net

2302 USA
RIGHT
SCOTT STARK
sstark@hi-beam.net
EXP; 0:10:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A playful study of one of the United States of America's most ubiquitous symbols, and an attempt to re-invent it as a thing of problematic beauty. Overlayed on top of the imagery are snippets of an 
email exchange I had with a person who was and remains a staunch apologist for the Bush administration's hundreds of lies leading up to the 2003 U.S. invasion of Iraq, as well as for the 
administrationʼs many other crimes, corruptions and failings.

SCOTT STARK;  sstark@hi-beam.net



2387 USA
OCEAN OF OCEANS
VICTORIA BRADBURY
vebradbury@gmail.com
EXP; 0:11:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Ocean of Oceans follows a silver suit character who struggles with the use of her cumbersome limbs as she moves from turbulent waters to an open horizon. Her miniature doppleganger moves 
freely, making the most of her long arms to propel her through outer space.

VICTORIA BRADBURY;  vebradbury@gmail.com; http://www.
victoriabradbury.com/

2389 USA
SKETCHES FROM GREAT GULL
NICHOLAS LAVIOLA
nicholaslaviola@yahoo.com
EXP; 0:07:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
An isolated environment off the North Fork of Long Island, Great Gull Island, becomes the destination -- both literal and figurative -- for our narrator's seafaring voyage. This is a tone poem, in which 
our narrator reflects on the history, geography, and unique ecology of the title location. Part reverie, part elegy, this film is about a special place, largely untouched by the modern world, an oasis not 
just for the birds that nest upon its rocks, but for much more -- something mysterious, possibly irretrievable.

FRANKLIN LAVIOLA; Nightjar Films, Inc.; laviolafp@aol.com; http:
//www.nightjarfilms.com/

2394 USA
TELETHON
KEVIN JEROME EVERSON
EXP; 0:05:00; BW; 2009
"Telethon" is about two talented acts waiting to perform in Sammy Davis Jr.\'s ill-fated 1973 telethon for highway safety.

 Trich Arts & Picture Palace Pictures

2476 USA
HERE AND THERE
ROGER DEUTSCH
roger@ottofilms.org
EXP; 0:15:20; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A journey constructed from material created between 1950 and 2000.

ROGER DEUTSCH;  roger@ottofilms.org; http://www.ottofilms.org/

2477 USA
DEVIL'S DAIRYMAID
KYM FARMEN
kymfarmen@gmail.com
EXP; 0:07:45; 16 mm; BW; 2008
Devil's Dairymaid the story of a dairymaid lured into a dark forest by mischievious and ominous spirits. She discovers a magical churn in a clearing and churns until she becomes "electrified."

D.A. JOHNSTON; le petit mort; goingforawalk@gmail.com

126 USA
TRANSLATION OF LIGHT
DIANA REICHENBACH
diana.reichenbach@gmail.com
EXP/ANI; 0:01:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A journey into the depth of the subconscious unites us all in experience.

DIANA REICHENBACH; University of Southern Californai MFA 
Animation Student; diana.reichenbach@gmail.com

127 USA
HARMONICS
DIANA REICHENBACH
diana.reichenbach@gmail.com
EXP/ANI; 0:02:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Harmonics is a visual music piece, which takes viewers through a sensory journey using experiments in light, color and sound. The interplay of the visual with the audial allows the viewer to 
experience the piece differently each time and demand a heightened state of their senses.

DIANA REICHENBACH; University of Southern California MFA 
Animation Student; diana.reichenbach@gmail.com

778 USA
YARD WORK IS HARD WORK
JODIE MACK
jodienmack@gmail.com
EXP/ANI; 0:27:45; 16 mm; COL; 2008
Yard Work is Hard Work is an experimental animation and musical that, at times, wants to be a romantic comedy. Using various 2D cut-out and pixilation animation techniques, the piece follows a 
pair of newlyweds as they learn the perils of homeownership and life in general. Disillusionment + hope in glorious color and song.

JODIE MACK;  jodienmack@gmail.com

793 USA
DAHLIA
MICHAEL LANGAN
michael@mlangan.org
EXP/ANI; 0:03:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
A moving portrait of the bustle and permanence of a city, "Dahlia" juxtaposes the stable forms and patterns of life with the frenetic behavior of humanity, set to a driving score of vocal percussion.

MICHAEL LANGAN; Langan Films; info@langanfilms.com; http:
//langanfilms.com/

794 USA
DOXOLOGY
MICHAEL LANGAN
michael@mlangan.org
EXP/ANI; 0:06:10; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
An experimental comedy about tennis balls, dancing cars, and God.

MICHAEL LANGAN; Langan Films; info@langanfilms.com; http:
//langanfilms.com/



2206 USA
ICH BIN EIN JUNGER HUPFER
ANNA GEYER
loquat@covad.net
EXP/ANI; 0:08:02; 16 mm; COL; 2008
Two Überavian blacksmiths meet on a lazy spring afternoon – romance ensues. A tour de force of hand manipulation techniques featuring the ray-o-gram, or as I like to call it, the annagram. Springs
and spring-like metal shavings serve as the primary source materials.

ANNA GEYER; circle a productions; loquat@covad.net; http://www.dr-
yo.com/loquat

2212 USA
THE UPHILL DESCENT
DAVID BAEUMLER
daveb@sometimesonsundays.com
EXP/ANI; 0:04:10; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A visual meditation on the natural cycle that leads the viewer through an underworld landscape and culminates in a violent, colorful rebirth.

DAVID BAEUMLER; Sometimes On Sundays Productions; 
daveb@sometimesonsundays.com; http://www.sometimesonsundays.
com/

2 USA
O'ER THE LAND
DEBORAH STRATMAN
delta@pythagorasfilm.com
EXP/DOC; 0:51:45; 16 mm; COL BW; 2008
A meditation on the milieu of elevated threat which addresses national identity, gun culture, wilderness, consumption, patriotism and the possibility of personal transcendence. Of particular interest 
are the ways Americans have come to understand freedom and the increasingly technological reiterations of manifest destiny. The film forces together culturally acceptable icons of heroic national 
tradition with the suggestion of unacceptable historical consequences, so that seemingly benign locations become zones of moral angst.

DEBORAH STRATMAN; pythagoras; delta@pythagorasfilm.com; http:
//www.pythagorasfilm.com/

161 USA
NIGHTPARKING
GRETCHEN SKOGERSON
skogerson@gmail.com
EXP/DOC; 0:12:00; 16 mm; COL; 2008
NIGHTPARKING records the imprint of industrial and suburban landscapes upon their nocturnal inhabitants.

GRETCHEN SKOGERSON; skogerson@gmail.com

2211 USA
SUSPENDED
KIMI TAKESUE
kimitakesue@earthlink.net
EXP/DOC; 0:08:22; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
SUSPENDED both documents and recontextualizes the experience of suspended time among a cross-section of people. The film captures a range of evocative moments that reveal states of 
emotional and physical suspension: moments of heightened anticipation, focused intensity and blissful surrender.

KIMI TAKESUE; Kimikat Productions; kimitakesue@earthlink.net

1508 USA
THE SCENIC ROUTE
KEN JACOBS
nervousken@aol.com
EXP/EXP; 0:25:00; 0; COL BW; 2008
Like so many of Jacobsʼs found-footage experiments, it is a movie about the shadows people leave behind - here, quite literally.

A work of genuine hypnosis. Ken Jacobs tears open a scene from the film The Barbarian (1931). Like so many of his found-footage experiments, it is a movie about the shadows people leave behind
- here, quite literally.

One of the nice things about movies was you could keep them at a distance. Movies knew their place. We were dimensional, they were flat, so it was easy to know which was which. But THE 

KEN JACOBS;  nervousken@aol.com

676 USA
JUST ACT NORMAL
HOLLIE LAVENSTEIN
hlavenstein@mac.com
EXP/FIC; 0:15:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
just act normal monitors a manʼs descent into disorientation through four episodes.

HOLLIE LAVENSTEIN AND PAULA FROEHLE; hlavenstein@mac.com

894 USA
GRAND CENTRAL/CENTRAL TERMINAL
CAROLINE KOEBEL
carolinekoebel@gmail.com
EXP/FIC; 0:05:50; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
This video examines relationships between the moving image, dance, architecture, and the urban sphere. Katherine Crockett, a principal in the Martha Graham Dance Company, performs 
improvisatory movement amidst the crowds of Grand Central Terminal in New York City and in the solitude of Central Terminal in Buffalo, NY. For the live terminal, Crockett acts as manifesto for the
moment, while for the defunct station the solo body of the dancer in motion re-images and -imagines the siteʼs fluidity.

CAROLINE KOEBEL;  carolinekoebel@gmail.com; http://www.
carolinekoebel.com/
Caroline Koebel; carolinekoebel@gmail.com; http://www.carolinekoebel.
com/

2117 USA
HEAD
DEAN RANK
deanrank@gmail.com
EXP/FIC; 0:33:20; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A man with an unfortunate physical attribute discovers
love, loss and his mythical qualities within.

DEAN DE MATTEIS;  deanrank@gmail.com; http://www.deanrank.com/
deanrank@gmail.com



483 USA
WHITE SPACE
JYM DAVIS
davisclass@gmail.com
EXP/MV; 0:03:20; 16 mm; COL; 2008
White Space was created as a variation on the theme of Creation. The work uses the Creation story of Adam as a guide ("formed man from the dust of the ground"). A human head appears as 
animated 'dust' as it emerges from and descends into a chalky white pool. While the non-narrative short film can viewed as the original "man" being created, there are also references to science-
fiction and the head takes on a ghostly ethereal quality...like an alien being from another planet. Influences of David Lynch as well as the repetitious music of minimalist American composers Philip 
Glass and Steve Reich can also be seen. In addition to directing the video, Jym Davis also appears in the work.

JYM DAVIS; Interlace Video Corporation; Davisclass@gmail.com; http:
//www.interlacevideo.com/

618 USA
ROBOT LOVE
SUZIE SILVER;HILARY HARP
suziesilver@cmu.edu
EXP/MV; 0:03:45; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Inspired in part by the cover of “Megatron Man,” Patrick Cowleyʼs archetypal 80ʼs disco album, Robot Love is a celebration of the playful, synthetic, party-driven, disposable culture of disco. The video
is playful and opulent, presenting a night at the disco as a mind-expanding trip to an alternate universe.

SUZIE SILVER; AV Lodge; suziesilver@cmu.edu; http://www.harpsilver.
com/; Hilary Harp

619 USA
ERIC MOE'S IDYLL
SUZIE SILVER;HILARY HARP
suziesilver@cmu.edu
EXP/MV; 0:06:15; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Phalloi Phaerie emerges from the woods. Forest nymphs with carnivorous flowers begin their mating rituals in a playful, polymorphously perverse return to Arcadia. A meeting of Jack Smith and Sid &
Marty Krofft in an early Kate Bush music video on a sylvan summer day in southwestern Pennsylvania.

SUZIE SILVER; AV Lodge; suziesilver@cmu.edu; http://www.harpsilver.
com/; Hilary Harp

2119 USA
THE GREAT DIVIDE
FRANK ZADLO
fzadlo@gmail.com
EXP/MV; 0:03:09; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
"The Great Divide" is the story of post-apocalyptic survivors who worship the music from a single vinyl record – their only relic from past civilization.

In the 2006 Whitney Biennial, Francesco Vezzoli premiered "Trailer for a Remake of Gore Vidalʼs 'Caligula'." There was never meant to be an actual remake of "Caligula"; his intention was to 
challenge viewer expectation of seeing a film with Hollywood production value and actors in a non-mainstream context. I like the endeavor of challenging expectation, especially in the framework of 
cinema standards. I actually watch more trailers than I do feature films. The trailer has long been a genre itself, and as an artist/filmmaker, I am interested in the intersection of popular film and art. 
"The Great Divide" is not a trailer – it is a short film, constructed using the conventions of the trailer form.

FRANK ZADLO; New Galena Films; fzadlo@gmail.com; http://www.
newgalenafilms.com/

187 USA
THE 8TH SAMURAI
JUSTIN AMBROSINO
justinambrosino@gmail.com
FIC; 0:28:00; Betacam SP PAL; BW; 2008
It's 1953 and Japan's most ambitious film Director is about to begin his next big budget samurai epic. With a little persistence and stroke of good luck, Nanshu lands lead role as one of the eight 
samurai that will save a village from roaming bandits. But little does Nanshu know that the director is having doubts and there is only one thing Nanshu didn't prepare for. Nanshu, against all odds, will
help to make cinematic history.

SOOJIN CHUNG; 8th Samurai Films; soojinchungeditor@gmail.com

2226 USA
SHORT TERM 12
DESTIN DANIEL CRETTON
destindaniel@gmail.com
FIC; 0:21:40; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A film about kids and the grown-ups who hit them.

DESTIN DANIEL CRETTON; destindaniel@gmail.com; http://www.
shortterm12.com/; Michelle Steffes

129 USA
HAPPY 95 BIRTHDAY GRANDPA
GARY HUGGINS
ghuggins@gmail.com
FIC; 0:05:41; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A fleeting memory in five minutes.

GARY HUGGINS;  ghuggins@gmail.com

8 USA
FORGET MY NAME
JULIA KOTS
julia.kots@aya.yale.edu
FIC; 0:11:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
The cynical host of a radio call-in program that offers helpful hints for a successful suicide pays a visit to a mommaʼs boy to aid in “taking care” of his death-obsessed mother… and soon has doubts 
about offing herself.

JULIA KOTS;  julia.kots@aya.yale.edu;  Frederick Bouchardy; Mark 
Tocher

26 USA
ARITHMETIC LESSON
WENHWA TS'AO
wtsao@colum.edu
FIC; 0:15:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
ARITHMETIC LESSON is a 15-minute dramatic film that illustrates the story of Gracie, a seven-year-old Chinese American girl, who finds the courage to defy and survive the traumatic abuse of her 
au pair while her mother lies comatose.

PAULA FROEHLE;  wstao@colum.edu
Wenhwa Ts'ao; wtsao@colum.edu; http://www.wenhwatsao.com



125 USA
LIMINAL
STEPHEN KEEP MILLS
skmills@triskelionent.com
FIC; 0:14:00; 35 mm; BW; 2008
INA and JOY are naked and locked in a battle of elimination. INA must reverse the power to survive. Are they lovers or is JOY the "killer-within"?

STEPHEN KEEP MILLS; TRISKELION ENTERTAINMENT; 
skmills@triskelionent.com; http://www.triskelionent.com; Patrick 
Cunningham; Tamera Martin

149 USA
TEN:THIRTYONE
LEV GORN ;GABE FAZIO
levgorn@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:18:24; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Tommy, a 17-year-old girl, lives in a run-down Queens apartment with her
depressed and medicated mother, Grace. Five years have passed since her fatherʼs
death, and times are hard for Tommy and her mother.
One day, Tommyʼs dog, Donnie, a gift from her father, goes missing. She is told
he is upstate in a pound and needs $3,000 in medical care or he will be put to
sleep. Tommy makes a desperate decision to ask her estranged, alcoholic

GREGORY SEGAL; ALTERNATIVE REALITY; levgorn@hotmail.com;
LEV GORN
LEV GORN; levgorn@hotmail.com

159 USA
COMPACT ONLY
PAMELA GREEN
pamela@picagency.com
FIC; 0:13:52; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Al's favorite Hawaiian food restaurant has stopped delivery in his area. With only one street separating him from his Chicken Katsu passion, Al has to think outside the box. He has the food delivered 
to his car in a trendy supermarket parking lot. But this will be no ordinarily meal, as Al experiences a world that makes the drama of an African watering hole look tame.

PAMELA GREEN; PIC; pamela@picagency.com

163 USA
JE DIS NON ALI I SAID NO ALI
JAMES ESHOM

info@misfitfilms.com
FIC; 0:08:00; Betacam SP PAL; BW; 2008
A young woman struggles for sexual freedom in this dark comedy inspired by the European New Wave of the 1960s.

JAMES ESHOM,; Dirty Little Shorts; info@misfitfilms.com; http:
//dirtylittleshorts.com/;  Alison Cardoso

164 USA
DIRTY WORDS: THE LETTER C
T. ARTHUR COTTAM
t@misfitfilms.com
FIC; 0:03:32; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
C is for coitus. C is for camel toe. C is for words they don't teach in school. From the award-winning director of FILTHY FOOD and PORNOGRAPHIC APATHETIC.

T. ARTHUR COTTAM; Dirty Little Shorts; t@misfitfilms.com; http://www.
DirtyLittleShorts.com/; Alison Cardoso; Jim Eshom
T. Arthur Cottam; t@misfitfilms.com; http://www.DirtyLittleShorts.com/

183 USA
PROJECT ION
DAWN WESTLAKE
dawnwestlake@sbcglobal.net
FIC; 0:11:05; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A famous Hollywood filmmaker guards his deepest secrets by projecting them onto others.

DAWN WESTLAKE; Ron de Cana Prods., Inc.; dawnwestlake@gmail.
com; http://www.dawnwestlake.com/
Dawn Westlake; Ron de Cana Prods.,Inc.; dawnwestlake@sbcglobal.
net; http://www.dawnwestlake.com/

225 USA
TERMINATED
RICCARDO COSTA;ANDRE HEREFORD
riccardo@blitzent.com
FIC; 0:06:20; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Lincoln, a financial swindler on the verge of being condemned to prison, hires a comely professional woman to carry out the sentence heʼs chosen for himself.  Itʼs a little bit more than a business 
transaction.

ANDRE HEREFORD; Blitz Entertainment; andre@blitzent.com
andre@blitzent.com

283 USA
INSIDE
ALEXANDRE O. PHILIPPE
alexandre@cinemavertige.com
FIC; 0:10:20; 35 mm; COL BW; 2009
Experienced through the distorted lens of its ten year-old protagonist, “inside” explores the subtle emotional damage caused by a reckless extramarital affair on a child left in its wake. Allegorical, 
dreamlike and atemporal, this tragic coming-of-age story dramatizes the painful wait of a little girl ultimately forced to repudiate her father, and speaks of the devastating consequences of the 
carelessness of adults.

VANESSA PHILIPPE; Cinema Vertige; vanessa@cinemavertige.com; 
http://www.cinemavertige.com/; Kerry Deignan Roy

295 USA
OPEN YOUR EYES
SUSAN COHEN
susan@6ft1productions.com
FIC; 0:13:53; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Struggling to come to terms with her life and marriage after breast cancer, Julia gets more than she bargained for when she attends a bridal shower and finds herself locked in a bathroom with the 
frank-talking sister of the bride-to-be. OPEN YOUR EYES is a poignant and humorous look at our complex relationship with breasts, each other and what it really means to be whole.

DAVID NEWSOM; American Film Institute; burtsboss@earthlink.net; 
http://www.afi.com/education/dww/; Amy Sommers; Alisa Wiegers
Susan Cohen; 6 [ft] 1 Productions; susan@6ft1productions.com; http:
//www.openyoureyesmovie.com/



490 USA
MISS CHINATOWN
THOMAS BARNES
thomasb77@gmail.com
FIC; 0:07:25; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
ʻMiss Chinatownʼ takes place one night in a fancy hotel suite in New York. Xiao Mei, a beauty pageant contestant from China, is spending the night with Johnny, her sugar daddy. Johnny drinks and 
flirts whilst Xiao Mei practices her stage moves and teases him. The pageant is a week away. He wants one thing – her body. She has one thing on her mind- the upcoming pageant.
Meanwhile Jay, her young boyfriend turns up uninvited at the hotel lobby. Alarmed, she runs down to get rid of him with an unconvincing lie. She goes back upstairs to Johnny and his inevitable 
desires. Later, as Johnny slumbers and Xiao Mei stares out at the city lights, Jay suddenly turns up at the room forcing a confrontation.
After a scuffle, in which young Jay receives a bruised head and ego, Johnny devises an ʻarrangementʼ that might satisfy all of their needs. The two young lovers contemplate the perverse and 
unexpected choices they have now got to make.

THOMAS BARNES;  thomasb77@gmail.com; http://thomasabarnes.
com/; Kim Wang

512 USA
DESERT WEDDING
ALEXANDRA FISHER
fisha@mac.com
FIC; 0:14:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Marissa, an excited bride-to-be, turns into a raging "bridezilla" when she learns her maid of honor has lost her bouquet. Furious about her missing flowers, she throws a hysterical fit, until a tragic 
accident unravels the biggest day of her life...

ALEXANDRA FISHER; Swissmiss Films; fisha@mac.com; http://www.
swissmissfilms.com/; Justin Wolske
fisha@mac.com

520 USA
JOHN WAYNE HATED HORSES
ANDREW T. BETZER
betzerhere@gmail.com
FIC; 0:10:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
On a hot summer day, a father and his young son have very different ideas about masculinity, boredom, and the proper way to play with army toys.

ANDREW T. BETZER; Andrew T. Betzer Film Production; 
betzerhere@gmail.com

551 USA
WHALES
THOMAS BARNES
thomasb77@gmail.com
FIC; 0:14:15; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
On the eve of leaving New York, Ben calls ex wife Marlena to say goodbye. Marlena is a beautiful but emotionally damaged soul who Ben loves but cannot fully comprehend. Ben persuades the 
reluctant Marlena to meet him. This last urgent meeting that has a devastating and unforeseeable emotional impact.

THOMAS BARNES;  thomasb77@gmail.com; http://thomasabarnes.
com/; dorottya mathe
thomasb77@gmail.com

579 USA
DISH
BRIAN HARRIS KRINSKY
dishthemovie@gmail.com
FIC; 0:15:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Emo kids Israel and Louie walk around their east Los Angeles neighborhood dishing and “sexting” about their high school classmates. After listening to Louie boast about his sexual escapades, Israel
decides he has some catching up to do.

BRIAN HARRIS KRINSKY;  dishthemovie@gmail.com; http://www.
brianharriskrinsky.com/; Paul Abelkis
Brian Harris Krinsky; dishthemovie@gmail.com; http://www.
brianharriskrinsky.com/

724 USA
HOUNA & MANNY
JARED KATSIANE
katsiane@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:10:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Houna meets Manny one summer afternoon outside the US immigration office...

JARED KATSIANE; Tita Films; katsiane@hotmail.com

849 USA
MONEY?
MISUZU HORIBATA
susiefilms@gmail.com
FIC; 0:03:09; Betacam SP PAL; BW; 2008
A man sits on a park bench and starts eating his sandwich. He finds a piece of paper on the ground. He finds out it is 20-dollar bill. He tries his best to pick it up without nobody watching him, but he 
fails. Finally he throws his sandwich near the money and pick it up. However, it's not money but a flyer for telephonesex.

MISUZU HORIBATA;  susiefilms@gmail.com; http://susiefilms.mo-blog.
jp/

971 USA
LOVE, SADIE
NAITI GÁMEZ
naitig@gmail.com
FIC; 0:12:07; 16 mm; COL; 2008
A nuanced and impressionistic look at adolescence and isolation. Sadie and her high-school friends struggle to escape the banality of everyday life through the intimate exchange of handwritten 
notes.

MIGUEL ALVAREZ;  flaco2k1@yahoo.com
Naiti Gámez; naitig@gmail.com

1001 USA
NOWHERE KIDS
ERIC JUHOLA
eric@stillpointpictures.com
FIC; 0:18:04; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
A teen runaway's search for her biological mother is derailed when she meets a group of crust-punk street kids on their way to the Mesa, a mysterious place where “rules donʼt exist.” After they 
commit a series of crimes, she becomes an unwitting accomplice and ultimately must choose between her fragile family bonds and an escape to the unknown.

ERIC JUHOLA; Still Point Pictures; eric@stillpointpictures.com; http:
//www.stillpointpictures.com/; Jeremy Stulberg; Randy Stulberg
Eric Juhola; Still Point Pictures; eric@stillpointpictures.com; http://www.
stillpointpictures.com/



1124 USA
IMMINENT
RANDALL GOOD
randallgood@gmail.com
FIC; 0:09:45; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
One friend stares at another. They go places.

RANDALL GOOD;  randallgood@gmail.com;  Matthew E. Taylor; 
Nathan Nadell

1264 USA
LOGUE
HIROSHI KUMATANI
kumatani@gmail.com
FIC; 0:09:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Aica, a young New York artist, finds her husband, K, is suffering from a form of dementia. Soon after its finding, K takes his own life out of fear to lose his reasoning and memories of Aica. Aica, still in
grief period, seeks the way to communicate with K, even though he no longer exists in physical sense...

HIROSHI KUMATANI; Logue Project; kumatani@gmail.com; http://www.
hiroshikumatani.com/

1277 USA
A NECESSARY MUSIC
BEATRICE GIBSON
FIC; 0:20:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Derived from texts by residents of Roosevelt Island, and Bioy Casares, A Necessary Music is a musically conceived science fiction film featuring Robert Ashley.

The takes long, languid and beautifully pictorial - in a narration shared between Robert Ashley (perhaps one of the most distinguished voices in contemporary music) and dwellers of Roosevelt Island
(a small sliver of land situated between NYC burroughs Manhattan and Queens) - A Necessary Music is a musically conceived science fiction film, exploring the social imaginary of a utopian 
landscape through directed attention to the voices that inhabit it.

BEATRICE GIBSON;  distribution@argosarts.org

1451 USA
THE OBOLUS
MATHIAS ROER
mathias.roer@gmail.com
FIC; 0:19:51; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A fairy tale for adults, seen through the eyes of a child. THE OBOLUS journeys with Michael (Jarrod Bailey), a boy who has lost his parents, to the mysterious world of the Bridgman (Tony 
Amendola), the keeper of an ancient and beaconing lighthouse perched at the slopes of a shallow cliff. With his companion Jacob, a stuffed elephant, and his own curiosity, Michael must summon his
deepest strength and courage before accepting the Bridgmanʼs answer to his unknowingly profound question.. where am I?

CANDICE CAGE; Birde Cage Productions; candice.cage@gmail.com
Mathias Roer; Stenhus Film; mathias.roer@gmail.com

1561 USA
SUSPENDU SUSPENDED
LAURENT PUECHGUIRBAL;CAYMAN GRANT
puechguirbal@msn.com
FIC; 0:13:15; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
The main theme of this short film is that of free will as seen throughout the course of one day in the life of a writer, Marc. Marc lives in Los Angeles and is going through a period of great doubt in his 
life while he searches for inspiration.
Through Marc and his interaction with the world that surrounds him, we witness the difficulty experienced by any human being when trying to change. Suspended between the need to follow his 
deepest desires and the difficulty in attaining them, we follow Marc in an existential quest that asks the question: do we really choose in life?

THOMAS MARÇOT; SPANK FILMS LLC; thomas.marcot@mac.com

1671 USA
TRUE BEAUTY THIS NIGHT
PETER BESSON
peter.besson@gmail.com
FIC; 0:10:03; 35 mm; COL; 2009
Last night, Rhett Somers met the love of his life. Now all he has to do is convince her that she's the one. Not an easy feat considering how they met.

STEPHEN SWEENEY; Devil's Table Productions; stephen.
sweeney@devilstable.com; Tom Sweeney

1698 USA
A UMA COISA THE ONE THING
EDWARD SHIEH

film@eddieshieh.com
FIC; 0:01:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
The one thing that matters most.

EDWARD SHIEH; Red Rope Productions LLC; film@eddieshieh.com; 
http://www.RedRope.com/; Mariana Santos

1702 USA
FLOTSAM
MICHAEL CURTIS JOHNSON
dancingbearfilms@yahoo.com
FIC; 0:22:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Salazar, a tough female Navy lifer, and Parsons, a sailor straight out of boot camp, are ordered to track down Anna Klein, an AWOL officer with a decorated past and close, personal acquaintance of
Salazar.

PAYVI TEHRANI; American Film Institute; payvibaby@yahoo.com

1704 USA
THE GUITAR THE GUITAR
MICHAEL CURTIS JOHNSON
dancingbearfilms@yahoo.com
FIC; 0:05:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Boy loves girl. Girl loves music. Boy buys guitar.

BRIAN ROTH; Dancing Bear Films; brianjayroth@gmail.com



1714 USA
BLUE SKY
LUKE SIECZEK
sieczek@gmail.com
FIC; 0:22:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
BLUE SKY is a coming-of-age story told through a series of brief encounters between
four characters dreaming of love and friendship. Their shy glances and discreet evasions hide an urgent desire for acceptance. The world of daydream and fantasy fuses
with a reality that reverberates with expectation. The characters' internal dialogues are relayed through sounds and images that capture the natural turmoil of the world around them. Thoughts and 
emotions turn into snow, wind, rain, sunlight and rain.

LUKE SIECZEK;  sieczek@gmail.com; http://www.lukesieczek.com/

1726 USA
CONFISSÃO CEGA BLIND CONFESSION
EDWARD SHIEH

film@eddieshieh.com
FIC; 0:03:48; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A blind woman confesses to her first time having sex.

EDWARD SHIEH; Red Rope Productions LLC; film@eddieshieh.com; 
http://www.RedRope.com/; Mariana Santos

1770 USA
THICK AS THIEVES
MARSHALL RIMMER;CHRIS DEMARAIS
marshall.rimmer@bba05.mccombs.utexas.edu
FIC; 0:08:21; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
While walking through an alley on his way home from his job as a bank teller, Marshall is jumped by Emmanuel, a scraggly yet intimidating hoodlum. However, once Emmanuel notices an odd 
commonality, the two become unexpected partners in crime. Sort of.

MARSHALL RIMMER; Lark the Beard; marshall.rimmer@bba05.
mccombs.utexas.edu; http://www.thewingmentv.com/; Chris Demarais

2118 USA
EVERYONE BUT ME
JUSTIN RIGBY
FIC; 0:12:22; COL; 2008

JUSTIN RIGBY; Lynnwood Films; ; Travis York

2137 USA
FREE LUNCH
RICK CURNUTT
FIC; 0:35:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008

XAVIER O'RYAN;

2138 USA
THE LAST PAGE
KEVIN ACEVEDO
FIC; 0:20:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008

MATTHEW AKEY; Chapman University, School Film

408 USA
THE MOTH AND THE FIREFLY
DANIEL STEDMAN;ARON EPSTEIN;DANIEL STEDMAN
info@themothandthefirefly.com
FIC/EXP; 0:05:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A little moth loses its lamplight in a citywide blackout and journeys into the dark city in search of new light. Soon it finds a firefly and together they light up the night—until the blackout ends and they 
lose track of each other in the bright city.

DANIEL STEDMAN; M&F Productions; info@themothandthefirefly.com;
http://www.themothandthefirefly.com/; Aron Epstein
Daniel Stedman; M&F Productions; info@themothandthefirefly.com; 
http://www.themothandthefirefly.com/

950 USA
SAPSUCKER
CHRISTOPHER HOLMES
hchrist10@yahoo.com
FIC/EXP; 0:12:21; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
One man's determination to track down and dispatch with a rare woodpecker wreaking havoc on his house puts him on the warpath. What he discovers in his pursuit is an ecology of sight and sound
that defies every natural property he's ever trusted in--and an environment far more surreal than he'd bargained for. Sapsucker interweaves bird footage from the University of Cornell's Lab of 
Ornithology with live action footage to forge a delirious vision of ultimate justice, raising questions of the fundamental faith we place in our corporeal senses and the ephemeral laws of nature and 
property possession we cultivate to make them real.

CHRISTOPHER HOLMES; avant word films; hchrist10@yahoo.com; 
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt1351663/combined
Christopher Holmes; avant word films; hchrist10@yahoo.com

2116 USA
LUCINDA, SERENA, AND MARCA GET HIGH
JESSE BONDERMAN
jbonderman@futurepercepts.com
FIC/EXP; 0:14:59; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Reality is turned upside down when three desperate but indomitable women experiment with a mysterious drug.

VICTORY PALMISANO;  victory.palmisano@gmail.com; Rachel Lazor

2297 USA
THE INVISIBLE FIRE
SHEVAUN MIZRAHI;WILL ENO
shevaun.aysa.mizrahi@gmail.com
FIC/EXP; 0:08:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
While a man is walking, a woman is sleeping. There is a gentle pause, like right now, or, right now. And, suddenly, the world is on fire and bells are ringing. You do not know what is going to happen 
to you.

SHEVAUN MIZRAHI;  shevaun.aysa.mizrahi@gmail.com



421 USA
RIP AND THE PREACHER
MICHAEL LENNOX
mike@carsonlennox.com
FIC/FIC; 0:06:44; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Furious after listening to the priest at his dadʼs funeral spouting
the usual rhetoric and half truths about the deceased, Rip storms off
for a drink with his mate. On route to the bar he is confronted by a
zealous street preacher who pushes Rip to the brink. The preacherʼs faith
is put to the ultimate test.

VILLI RAGNARSSON; Red Ray Films; villir@redrayfilms.com; http:
//www.redrayfilms.com/

5084 USA
4 MINUTES TO SAVE THE WORLD BY MADONNA
JONAS & FRANÇOIS
MV;

5056 USA
BON IVER "THE WOLVES ACT 1 & 2"
MATT AMATO
mattamato@mac.com
MV; 0:05:22; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Directed by Matt Amato for The Masses
Filmed on location in Fall Creek, Wisconsin
January 2008

This is by any description, a project that almost never happened. Rushing to get to Wisconsin for fresh snows and still frozen air, Director Matt Amato arrived in Eau Claire, hometown of Justin 
Vernon of Bon Iver, in late January. In the midst of warming up after a long journey and excitedly telling Justin about all the projects he had on the horizon, Matt received a phone call. One of his best

MATT AMATO; The Masses; inquire@wearethemasses.com; http:
//www.wearethemasses.com/

5017 USA
A NEEDLE IN YOUR EYE #16 BY THE WAR ON DRUGS
MARK SHONEVELD
mark@thepovertyjetset.com
MV; 0:03:39; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
The music video for the War on Drugs single Needle in Your Eye #16 explores the bipolarity of the American experience. The tensions between East versus West, land versus city, and newcomers 
versus natives play out in surreal juxtapositions created entirely out of ephemeral, educational and advertising public domain film footage from the Prelinger Archive at archive.org.

MARK SHONEVELD; The Poverty Jet Set; mark@thepovertyjetset.com;
http://thepovertyjetset.com/
Kevin Duneman/ Jaime Hernandez; Secretly Canadian, Inc / Houston 
Party; kduneman@secretlycanadian.com; http://secretlycanadian.com/

1517 USA
HORIZONTAL BOUNDARIES
PAT O'NEILL
lookoutfilm@earthlink.net
MV; 0:23:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
This shape-shifting portrait of Los Angeles is a complex and disorientating tapestry of sliding horizon lines and shifting tectonics.

This shape-shifting portrait of Los Angeles was first screened in 2003. A different version now exists with a fresh soundtrack (by Carl Stone) in a newly struck 35mm print. The title, according to 
OʼNeill, 'refers to the divisions between individual frames arranged one above the other on motion-picture film.'

PAT O'NEILL; Lookout Mountain Films; lookoutfilm@earthlink.net

5006 USA
SUMMER SONG BY YACHT
JUDAH SWITZER
jude@judesays.com
MV; 0:05:13; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Portland, Oregon, USA - based band YACHT hires a team of amateur directors to make a music video in this tribute to the 1988 B-Movie "Tapeheads".

MIKE MERRILL; KmikeyM; kmikeym@kmikeym.com; http://kmikeym.
com/; Jona Bechtolt

5032 USA
ONE WING CESSNA - RIDING PANICO
BRUNO RICARDO GOUVEIA FERREIRA
brunof80@gmail.com
MV; 0:03:35; 16 mm; BW; 2008
A love story illustrated with paper planes.
Uma historia de amor ilustrada com aviõezinhos de papel

JACK NEWMAN; New York Film academy; jnewman@nyfa.edu; http:
//www.nyfa.com/

5043 USA
GNARLS BARKLEY "DIVINATIONS"
WENDY MORGAN
MV; 0:02:45; 2008

 Revolver Film Company;

5044 USA
MASTODON "DIVINATIONS"
ROBOSHOBO
roboshobo@yahoo.com
MV; 0:03:46; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Mastodon embark on a mountaineer rock nʼ roll mission, trudging through a frozen tundra, exploring a mountain, looking for a creature named Brent.

YVONNA ORTIZ;  kelly@revolverfilms.com; http://www.revolverfilms.
com/



5046 USA
DISTURBED "INDESTRUCTIBLE"
NOBLE JONES
noblejones@earthlink.net
MV; 0:04:21; 0; COL; 2008
A triumphant video, that shows a progression of war throughout history
 from basic fighting with spears, and arrows, to using modern machinery such as guns.

JOANNA SHAW;  joannashaw11@mac.com

5047 USA
MEAGHAN SMITH "A LITTLE LOVE"
ROBOSHOBO
MV; 0:03:49; COL; 2009

 Revolver Film Company;

5055 USA
BEACH HOUSE "USED TO BE"
MATT AMATO
mattamato@mac.com
MV; 0:04:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Baltimore's Beach House commissioned the Masses in the fall of 2008 to create the video for the band's gorgeous single, "Used to Be," so a half dozen operatives hired an old-model Pontiac and an
under-used old Route 66 motel and set about making something mysterious and beautiful.

The result: director Matt Amato's shattered-monocle drama of the sun, locomotives, a lost motel, a pink blouse, and the music -- a classic sing-song pop tune. Beach House's Victoria Legrand and 
Alex Scally roam the California desert trying to come to terms with ... something. The video not only captured a magical moment, but, even better, created a lasting bond with two remarkable artists.
Randall Roberts-LA Weekly

MATT AMATO; The Masses; inquire@wearethemasses.com; http:
//www.wearethemasses.com/

5081 USA
TESTAROSSA AUTODRIVE BY KAVINSKY
JONAS & FRANÇOIS
MV;

5082 USA
I BELIEVE BY SIMIAN MOBILE DISCO
ROMAIN GAVRAS
MV;

5083 USA
KILOMETER BY SEBASTIEN TELLIER
JONAS & FRANÇOIS
MV;

5085 USA
INTO THE GALAXY BY MIDNIGHT JUGGERNAUTS
ROZAN & SCHMELTZ
MV;

5086 USA
TALK LIKE THAT BY THE PRESETS
JONAS & FRANÇOIS
MV;

5087 USA
IF I KNOW YOU (DIRECTOR'S CUT) BY THE PRESETS
EVA HUSSON
MV;

5088 USA
HEARTBEAT BY LATE OF PIER
MEGAFORCE
MV;

5089 USA
TOE JAM BY THE BPA
KEITH SCHOFIELD
MV;

5090 USA
CYOA BY HEARTSREVOLUTION
HANDZ
MV;

5091 USA
BETTER THAN PRINCE BY FLAIRS
JONAS & FRANÇOIS
MV;



5092 USA
A THING FOR ME BY METRONOMY
MEGAFORCE
MV;

5093 USA
D.A.N.C.E. BY JUSTICE
JONAS & FRANÇOIS
MV;

5094 USA
LIVE GOOD BY NAIVE NEW BEATERS
MEGAFORCE
MV;

5110 USA
WHO'S GONNA SAVE MY SOUL
CHRIS MILK
MV; 0:03:26; 2008

1800 USA
CHANDELIER SEARCHLIGHT
CLYDE PETERSEN;FORREST BAUM
yourheartbreaks@hotmail.com
MV/ANI; 0:04:12; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2008
Take a paper-animated ride across the river Styx with the band Deerhoof, as they journey into Dante's Inferno and the Underworld...

CLYDE PETERSEN; Do it for the girls Productions; 
yourheartbreaks@hotmail.com; http://www.doitforthegirls.com/; Kill Rock
Stars

5015 USA
A GIRL CALLED TROUBLE
VALERIE LISYANSKY;CHARLES PEIRCE
vlisyansky@gmail.com
MV/ANI; 0:02:41; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A loving tribute to dozens of classic, cult, and grindhouse movie posters, from 'Dirty Harry' to 'Faster Pussycat Kill Kill' to more obscure stops in between. All meticulously recreated but now staring a
mod cartoon secret agent heroine, part Modesty Blaise, part Diabolik, part Daphne from Scooby Doo -- A Girl Called Trouble.
Um tributo de carinho para dúzias de clássico, culto, e cartazes de filme grindhouse, de 'Harry Sujo' a 'Mais Rápido Pussycat Matam Matam' a paradas mais obscuras no meio. Todos 
meticulosamente recriados mas agora fitar uma heroína de agente de segredo de caricatura mod, divida Modesty Blaise, divida Diabolik, divida Daphne de Scooby Doo - uma Menina Chamada 
Preocupação.

VALERIE LISYANSKY;  vlisyansky@gmail.com

5041 USA
METALLICA "ALL NIGHTMARE LONG"
ROBOSHOBO
roboshobo@yahoo.com
MV/ANI; 0:08:57; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2008
“ALL NIGHTMARE LONG” is the latest visual experiment from acclaimed rock band METALLICA and directed by ROBERT SCHOBER (aka Roboshobo) for The Revolver Film Co. The piece is a 9-
minute long narrative that uses four decades worth of 'lost' Soviet footage to uncover a conspiracy of epic proportions. A mysterious organism found in the 1930s at Tunguska appears to have healing
powers that will bring an end to death. But by the opening of The Cold War, the organism's corpse-reviving properties are reinvented as a means of closing the gap between the USSR and a newly 
nuclear- endowed USA: Airborne spore attacks, zombie uprisings, and corpse disposing robots are all bit players in this complicated and epic plot.

YVONNA ORTIZ;  kelly@revolverfilms.com; http://www.revolverfilms.
com/

1971 USA; Australia
BYE BYE SALLY
PAUL LEYDEN
paulleyden1@mac.com
FIC; 0:15:04; 16 mm; COL; 2008
Life has been cruel to Sally Grimshaw and she has had enough. Itʼs time to end it all. In a last ditch effort to save herself she calls a suicide hotline and is persuaded to come in and see one of their 
mental health counselors – Mr. Vincent.

But Mr. Vincent has no intention of talking her out of killing herself. In fact, he runs a service that matches suicidal clients with potential hits. I mean, if youʼre going to kill yourself you might as well 
take out some human scum at the same time. At first she refuses, but life is never going to be kind to Sally and she finally agrees – sheʼs in.

PAUL LEYDEN; Jackknife Productions Inc; paulleyden1@mac.com;  
Anne Clements; Chris Panizzon

1566 USA; Austria
ON THE LOGIC OF DUBIOUS...
PETER MILLER;ALEXANDER STEWART
swanfest@gmail.com
EXP/DOC; 0:06:00; 16 mm; COL; 2008
Description: Between 1969 and 1972 NASA astronauts left 12 Hasselblad 500C film bodies on the moon, bringing only the film back with them as a way to cut down on unnecessary excess weight. If
you believe in that sort of thing.

Statement: A high-speed camera can be used to replicate the gravity of the moon. Doing so invokes questions concerning the overall role that duplicity plays in media. Low gravity and slow motion 
have in common the fact that they make movement fluid and beautiful.

PETER MILLER;  swanfest@gmail.com; http://www.petermiller.info/; 
Alexander Stewart
Peter Miller; swanfest@gmail.com; http://www.petermiller.info/

2062 USA; Canada
BOY/ANALYSIS
STEVE REINKE
ʻ0:05:26; 2008



2300 USA; Canada
DREAM
JAMES ROBERT BRASIC
brasic@jhmi.edu
EXP/FIC; 0:02:50; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
A man dreams of a woman. She appears and runs away. He chases her. They dance together.
The film represents the creative process of an artist and his art.
The artist is dreaming of creating art. He is ardently imagining his muse. He vividly dreams of her. She flees away. He chases her to catch her. They then enjoy each other's company.
In the end he realizes that he merely experienced a lifelike dream. The hope to attain his muse in real life stimulates him to continue the process of creating art. The artist is happy to have the 
imagination of his love of his muse. He continues the process of creating art with the hope that he will meet his muse along the way.

JAMES ROBERT BRASIC; Zauberfuchs; brasic@jhmi.edu; http:
//groups.google.com/group/zauberfuchs

292 USA; Canada
ANIMATED AMERICAN
JAMES BAKER;JOE HAIDAR
jimbeaux4@mac.com
FIC/ANI; 0:15:00; Betacam SP PAL; BW; 2008
The future is about to collide with the past. Eric, a digital loving executive on a mansion hunting expedition finds himself crossing swords with his realtor, Max, an out of work toon rabbit. Like it or not,
Max will make Eric see things through the eyes of an "Animated American."

SUSAN COHEN; 6 [ft] 1 Productions; susan@6ft1productions.com; http:
//www.animatedamericanmovie.com/

5049 USA; Canada
BRAZILIAN GIRLS "GOOD TIME"
GRAYDON SHEPPARD
graydon@gradonsheppard.com
MV; 0:03:46; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Good Time' is a video about just that - bike riding in the sun, balloons, jump rope...then the good times continue, when Brazilian Girls get a warm welcome to a rooftop party with all of their friends!

JANNIE MCINNES; Revolver Film Company; jannie@revolverfilms.com;
http://www.revolverfilms.com/

2070 USA; China
POSSESSION
MICHAEL CHEN;MICHAEL MALENITZA
luxfordgroup@gmail.com
FIC; 0:28:03; 16 mm; COL; 2008
After three long months of studying and traveling in China, Josh Bradley is excited to be home and canʼt wait to see his girlfriend, Jessica, whom he plans to propose to.
After Joshʼs brother, Kevin, drops him off at a local State Hostel where Josh will be staying temporarily until he finds something more permanent, Josh has a run in with the Hostelʼs ill-mannered, 
Chinese manager, Wen Tsai. Josh seems to have caught Wen off guard and Wen makes Josh feel a little less than welcome.
But despite Wen and his irritable attitude, Josh stays in high spirits and hurries to his room so he can call Jessica to make arrangements for them to meet and for him to pop the big questions.
But things begin to go sour when Jessica answers less enthusiastically than Josh had anticipated and she isnʼt feeling “well” enough to come visit her boyfriend whom she hasnʼt seen in three 
months.

MICHAEL CHEN; Red Willow Features Entertainment; 
luxfordgroup@gmail.com; http://www.themoviepossession.com/; 
Michael Malenitza

144 USA; Croatia
DISTANCES
LILIANA RESNICK
info@cyclofilm.com
FIC/EXP; 0:10:00; Betacam SP PAL; BW; 2009
A woman is forced to take an unwanted step in her life. The film is mostly composed of still images emphasizing her wish to slow down time until she is ready.

LILIANA RESNICK; cyclofilm; info@cyclofilm.com; http://www.cyclofilm.
com

1956 USA; France
THE DIRTY ONES
BRENT STEWART
FIC; 0:11:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Alienating, stylish fiction produced by Harmony Korine about two Mennonite nuns whose car breaks down somewhere in the southern USA.

The car of two Mennonite nuns breaks down somewhere in southern USA. They find shelter in a fairly creepy motel and call their parents. But where did they leave grandma? Alienating, stylish fiction
produced by Harmony Korine. His wife Rachel plays one of the nuns.

GNÈS B; O'Salvation; osalvation@agnesb.fr;  Harmony Korine; Charles-
Marie Anthonioz
Charles-Marie Anthonioz; O'Salvation Cine Ltd; osalvation@agnesb.fr

7 USA; Germany
HIDDEN WORLD: CYMATICS
JOHN CAMPBELL;JOHN CAMPBELL;JOHN CAMPBELL
john_echo_media@yahoo.com
DOC; 0:05:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
The work of German photographer Alexander Lauterwasser is presented in the context of Cymatics, the study of vibration and its effects on form-making.
A brief history of Cymatic research is presented starting with the sound-figure experiments of Ernst Chladni in the 18th century and continuing with the research of Hans Jenny in the 1960s.
Alexander Lauterwasser is shown continuing the research that Chladni and Jenny began with his custom-built equipment that enables him to produce beautiful geometric patterns in substances 
ranging from sand to water.
The connection of sound to organic patterns in nature and the philosophical implications are also addressed.

JOHN CAMPBELL; Echo Media; john_echo_media@yahoo.com

5022 USA; Germany
COLORS
SARAH WECKERT
mail@sarahweckert.de
MV; 0:02:51; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
Colors is a music clip by the singer April Smith

SARAH WECKERT; freelance; mail@sarahweckert.de; http://www.
sarahweckert.de/
Sarah Weckert; freelance; mail@sarahweckert.de; http://www.
sarahweckert.de/



1291 USA; Ghana
ME BRONI BA MY WHITE BABY
AKOSUA ADOMA OWUSU

akosuadoma@yahoo.com
DOC; 0:22:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2008
Me Broni Ba is a lyrical portrait of hair salons in Kumasi, Ghana. The tangled legacy of European colonialism in Africa is evoked in images of women practicing hair braiding on discarded white baby 
dolls from the West. The film unfolds through a series of vignettes, set against a child's story of migrating from Ghana to the United States. The film uncovers the meaning behind the Akan term of 
endearment, me broni ba, which means “my white baby.”

AKOSUA ADOMA OWUSU; akosuadoma@yahoo.com; http://www.
berlinale-talentcampus.de/campus/talent/akosuaadoma-owusu3/profile

2386 USA; Greece
MOONLIGHT SERENADE
MARIA ANTELMAN
antelman_m@yahoo.com
EXP; 0:06:03; Betacam SP PAL; BW; 2009
Moonlight Serenade is a semiotic enigma, comprising of found lunar images, taken in the late 60s. Often oblique, yet utilized with the distinct intention of recounting the mysteries of nature (human 
and other), the images convey a sense of odd beauty. As in previous Antelman works, the disjointed narrative is paired with an odd soundtrack that gives resonance to a notion of chaos. In the case 
of Moonlight Serenade, these arid moonscapes are meshed with a stream of random transmissions of shortwave radio recordings. These inane sounds have been allegedly attributed to military 
espionage. Spy theorists have claimed these signal transmissions communicate encrypted information about the enemy. In this context, the viewerʼs initial unease gives way to a sense of imminent 
danger, cultivated largely through the loosening of linguistic barriers.

MARIA ANTELMAN;  antelman_m@yahoo.com

2303 USA; Israel
NOTHING IS OVER NOTHING
JONATHAN SCHWARTZ
j9athan@gmail.com
EXP; 0:16:30; 16 mm; COL; 2008
"There were other places where the lord fell, and others where he rested;
but one of the most curious landmarks…we found…was a certain stone built into a house…
so seemed and scarred that it bore a sort of grotesque resemblance to the human face.
One of the pilgrims said, 'But there is no evidence that the stones did cry out.'
The guide was perfectly serene. He said calmly,
'This is one of the stones that would have cried out'."

JONATHAN SCHWARTZ;  j9athan@gmail.com

976 USA; Italy
BIRTH
SIGNE BAUMANE
ANI; 0:12:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Amina, 17, is pregnant. She is afraid of giving birth. She asks her friends and aunts for more information, symphaty and support. She receives quite the opposite from them. In the end, it's the child 
that decides.

SIGNE BAUMANE;

1827 USA; Italy
WUNDERKAMMER
ANDREA PALLAORO
apallaoro@gmail.com
FIC; 0:13:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
An elderly woman and her son struggle to coexist in a house that shelters a spectacular menagerie of birds. Surrendering to their codependence, inside a world that bears no exit, they go about their
bedtime ritual resisting and succumbing to each otherʼs needs. Within the everydayness of their gestures and movements lurks a secret, and the anticipation of what might come is the dawning 
question.

ANDREA PALLAORO; Keyhole Producitons Inc; apallaoro@gmail.com;
http://www.andreapallaoro.com/; Kenhalo Bernet MIllan
Andrea Pallaoro; Keyhole Productions Inc; apallaoro@gmail.com; http:
//www.andreapallaoro.com/

5040 USA; Japan
THE MAGIC RABBIT
TATSUHIRO KIMIJIMA
ken3@gold.natsu.gs
MV/FIC; 0:03:55; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
A blind girl faces many difficulties in her daily life. Her only friend is a rabbit doll in her imagination. One day, she finds she can see things clearly. The rabbit doll is gazing her on the street.

KEN SUZUKI; Yukiko Kimijima, Inc.; ken3@gold.natsu.gs
Ken Suzuki; Yukiko Kimijima, Inc.; ken3@gold.natsu.gs

33 USA; Korea
HEMORRHAGE
SHON KIM
shonkim@gmail.com
EXP; 0:05:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Abstract locomotion of thesis-antithesis in order to evolve and their struggle for synthesis. This experiment is founded on Material Dialectic.

SHON KIM;  shonkim@gmail.com
SHON KIM

2215 USA; Korea
HEMORRHAGE
SHON KIM
shonkim@gmail.com
EXP/ANI; 0:05:30; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Abstract locomotion of thesis-antithesis in order to evolve and their struggle for synthesis. This experiment is founded on Material Dialectic. ʻPower never bleeds, but history does.ʼ

SHON KIM;  shonkim@gmail.com

1012 USA; Spain
FLAT LOVE
ANDRÉS SANZ
bedfordfilm@yahoo.com
FIC; 0:15:00; 35 mm; COL; 2009
A man, convinced that the world is actually flat, falls in love with a two-dimensional woman at the Museum of Modern Art in New York. FLAT LOVE is an original tale of love and obsession narrated by
acclaimed actress Isabella Rossellini.

ANDRES SANZ; La Piscina LLC; bedfordfilm@yahoo.com; http://www.
enlapiscina.blogspot.com/; Fredrik Carlstrom; Cristina Garza



1977 USA; Spain
LOS ÚLTIMOS MOMENTOS DE LEOPOLDO 
BERENGUER

THE LAST MOMENTS OF LEOPOLDO BERENGUER

JAIME DEZCALLAR
jaime.dezk@gmail.com
FIC; 0:10:04; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
Every person is king of his own life. Leopoldo, father and president of a banana republic, refuses to see how close he is to losing everything he has. “The revolution broke out.” Says the Minister of 
Internal Affairs, but Justo quickly replies: “Deep inside, Leopoldo, you know whatʼs going on. You are suffering a heart attack, excellence.”

MARTA GARCÍA LARRIU; Everything Is Beautiful and Nothing Hurts; 
martitanoun@mac.com
Cameron; DuAart; jcameron@duart.com

227 USA; Suriname
TRYPPS #6 (MALOBI)
BEN RUSSELL
br@dimeshow.com
EXP/DOC; 0:12:00; 16 mm; COL; 2009
From the Maroon village of Malobi in Suriname, South America, this single-take film offers a strikingly contemporary take on a Jean Rouch classic. It's Halloween at the Equator, Lightning Bolt for the
jungle set.

BEN RUSSELL;  br@dimeshow.com; http://www.dimeshow.com/

2213 USA; Switzerland
BODY WITHOUT ORGANS
GIADA GHIRINGHELLI
mail@giadaghiringhelli.com
EXP; 0:15:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL BW; 2008
A body, landscape of geometrical structures. It wants to be all what remains when you take everything away: a body of pure movement, intensities, speeds, energies and desires.

GIADA GHIRINGHELLI; School of Visual Arts; mail@giadaghiringhelli.
com; http://www.sva.edu/

226 USA; United Arab Emirates
TRYPPS #5 (DUBAI)
BEN RUSSELL
br@dimeshow.com
EXP/DOC; 0:03:00; 16 mm; COL; 2008
“APP APPAP APP APAPPAP APP APP APP APAPPAPAPPAP APPAP APP”
A short treatise on the semiotics of capital, happiness, and phenomenology under the flickering neon of global capitalism.

BEN RUSSELL;  br@dimeshow.com; http://www.dimeshow.com/

228 USA; United Arab Emirates
WORKERS LEAVING THE FACTORY (DUBAI)
BEN RUSSELL
br@dimeshow.com
EXP/DOC; 0:08:00; 16 mm; COL; 2008
115 years later, a(nother) remake of the Lumiere Brothers pseudo-actuality film La Sortie des usines Lumière. This time around our factory is a job site, a construction site peopled by thousands of 
Southeast Asian laborers, a neo-Fordist architectural production site that manufactures skyscrapers like so many cars.

BEN RUSSELL;  br@dimeshow.com; http://www.dimeshow.com/

491 Venezuela
TITIRI-WE EL CANTO DE LA NOCHE TITIRI-WE SINGING NIGHT
VIVECA BAIZ

vivecabaiz@cantv.net
ANI; 0:10:24; 35 mm; COL; 2008
The myth of the creation of the night gathered between the Parimi-Theri of the Uraricoera river in Brazil is recreated in this animated short-film as a way to contribute in saving and protecting the 
culture of the Yanomami people. Their people live in about 240.000Km2. where about a half of this territory belongs to Venezuela and the other half to Brazil.

DARWIN ARISTIGUETA; Centro Nacional Autónomo de 
Cinematografía; festivalesint@cnac.gob.ve; http://www.cnac.gob.ve/

495 Venezuela
MASCARAS MASKS
MARGARITA CADENAS

margarita.cadenas@wanadoo.fr
ANI; 0:06:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
The four shorts films “Masks” are one general idea developed in 75 seconds each one.
The concept of each shorts films is to give a first impression that invite to discover what is behind it. The question mark on each title is the incitement at not to be sure of
what we are looking at.

DARWIN ARISTIGUETA; Centro Nacional Autónomo de 
Cinematografïa; festivalesint@cnac.gob.ve; http://www.cnac.gob.ve/

492 Venezuela
TODO LO QUE SUBE WHAT GOES AROUND
MIGUEL FERRARI

sferrari@supercable.net.ve
FIC; 0:18:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
The elevator of a commercial building is the reduced space where “WHAT GOES UP” takes place. There are a series of characters that get into it, men and women, who pretend to be something they
are not. Pretending in front of “others” that they donʼt know and with whom they have to share this uncomfortable place where they can even notice each otherʼs breathing. An atmosphere filled with 
silences. Looks that mistakenly cross. Intimacies that are uncovered. Perfumes that reveal emotions and not so pleasant smells that no one takes credit for. “WHAT GOES UP” is a reflection of a 
world where what you are worth is determined by your appearance, causing the weakest people to have distorted images of themselves.

DARWIN ARISTIGUETA; Centro Nacional Autónomo de 
Cinematografía; festivalesint@cnac.gob.ve; http://www.cnac.gob.ve/



493 Venezuela
LIBRE FREE
GUSTABO RONDÓN

garc168@hotmail.com
FIC; 0:12:30; 35 mm; COL; 2008
 Romero and Junior are two prisoners that live in two contiguous cells in a dark jail. When the Guard of the jail finishes his usual round, Romero and Junior prepare a rather mysterious tool: with two 
shoelaces they make a long cord and tie a nut to one of its ends. Once their done, both prisoners focus their attention on the wall that is right in front of them.

DARWIN ARISTIGUETA; Centro Nacional Autónomo de 
Cinematografía; festivalesint@cnac.gob.ve; http://www.cnac.gob.ve/; 
Alicia Pinto

494 Venezuela
BIGBAND
DANIEL CALVO;ELPERNYL@GMAIL.COM
calvin@keloide.net
FIC; 0:22:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
  BigBand is a journey into contemporary urban world that happens among situations that are theoretically distant in time and space but come together with radical turns of the narrative.

DARWIN ARISTIGUETA; Centro Nacional Autónomo de 
Cinematografía; festivalesint@cnac.gob.ve; http://www.cnac.gob.ve/; 
Alicia Pinto

496 Venezuela
ONDA CORTA SHORTWAVE
CAROLINA VILA

carola_vila@yahoo.com
FIC; 0:15:00; 35 mm; COL; 2008
Ramón, the only taxicab driver and shortwave radio aficionado in a small town in South America in 1978, befriends a pretty unusual celebrity through his ham radio: the King of Spain. However, when
the King, himself, invites him to attend his favorite bullfighterʼs fight in Madrid, Ramón is forced to face the lack of faith and incredulity of all the people in his life.

DARWIN ARISTIGUETA; Centro Nacional Autónomo de 
Cinematografía; festivalesint@cnac.gob.ve; http://www.cnac.gob.ve/; 
Alicia Pinto

566 Venezuela; France
MARIA Y EL NUEVO MUNDO MARIA AND THE NEW WORLD
GEORGE WALKER TORRES

georgewalkert@gmail.com
DOC; 0:56:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2009
In the mountains of Venezuela, stands Colonia Tovar, a Bavarian German town in the heart of the tropics. Built in the XIX century by German peasants, today it has become a prosperous German 
theme park for tourists. Maria, a Venezuelan woman in her late thirties, lives in Coloniaʼs Tovar garbage dump. Separated from her daughter, she survives collecting cans and bottles surrounded by 
hordes of abandoned dogs. This film is her story. Her struggle, for survival, and to get back her daughter, Joana. A story of neglect and innocence: Mariaʼs, Joanaʼs, but also that of the first German 
settlers who dreamt of a paradise in a New World…

RAFALE MARZIANO; Makatoa Media Producciones; rafael.
marzinao@gmail.com

2028 Viet Nam; USA
MUA MUA RAIN SEASON
ALLYNA RENEE

amaranthworks@gmail.com
DOC; 0:30:00; Betacam SP PAL; COL; 2008
In the jungles of Vietnam, Ngu struggles with the permanent disabilities of Leprosy while facing the imminent monsoon season that could take away all that she has.

ALLYNA RENEE; Amaranth Works; amaranthworks@gmail.com; Trang
Nguyen; Ham Tran


